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INTRODUCTION

During his lifetime, Netaji Subhas Chandra

3ose had captured the imagination of the Indian

4ipublic his d ing exploits, such as his escape
^

from India to Germany, his voyage to the Far East

in a submarine, and his fight with the British in

Burma, with his Indian National Army. The lime-

light was followed by a sudden black -out in August

1945. The information about the last stages of

his life came out in bits and pieces, but not as a

coherent whole. Naturally, the public desired that

all the facts should be enquired into, and made

known. This desire was voiced in Parliament from

time to time. In response, to this)the Prime Linister,

on the 3rd December 1955, announced in Parliament

that an Official Committee would be appointed to go

into the matter. Accordingly, the Government of

India appointed a Committee as per Notification

No. F.30(26)FEA/55, dated the 5th April 1956, con-

sisting of the following

Shri Shah Nawaz,Khan, M.P., (Major
General I.N.A.), Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister for
Transport & Railway.

Shri Suresh Chandra Bose, elder
brother of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose.

Shri S.N. Yaitra, I.C.S., Chief
Commissioner, Andamans & Nicobar.

Shri Maitra was a nominee of the Government of

West Bengal.



e terms of reference of the Committee

"To enquire into and to report to the

Government of India on the circumstances concerning

the departure of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose from

3angkok about the 16th August 1945, his alleged

death as a result of an air craft accident, and

subsequent developments connected therewith."

2. The Committee began its work early in April

and finished -4.e447 labour by the end of July. The

principal line followed by the Committee was to

examine as witnesses all persons in India and Far

East, who had useful information on the last phase

of Netaji's activities. They also studied reports

of secret enquiries concerning Netaji, conducted by

Civil and Military Intelligence soon after the war.

Over and above official documents, the members of

the Committee also studied books and articles con-

cerning Netaji Cubhas Chandra Bose. In all, the

Committee examined 67 witnesses. A complete list

of witnesses will be found in Annexure I. Of these,

32 witnesses were examined at Tokyo (Japan); 4 at

Bangkok (Thailand) and 3 at Saigon (Vietnam), and

the balance of 28 at Delhi and Calcutta (India). A

number of persons who were known to have been asso-

ciated with Netaji in the last stages, were requested

to appear before the Committee - in India directly,

and abroad with the help of Indian Missions and
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and Foreign Offices of the Governments of those coun-

In addition, press notes. were issued asking

people ,ho had information to give, to make it avail-

able to the Committee. the response to the press

notes was enc=raging. It may be mentioned here that

thenEhout the period of its work, a large number of

neds items appeared in Indian and Japanese papers

concerning the Committee's work. This was a measure

of interest people continued to take in Netaji Cubhas

Chandra Bose. In India the Committee examined five

of the six persons who accompanied Netaji on his last

flight from Bangkok including Yr. S.A. Ayer, Mr.

Debnath Dass and Col. Habibur Rehman. Col. Rehman

came all the way from Pakistan to appear before the

Committee. The Committee also examined General J.K.

Monsie, Chief of the General Staff of the I.N.A.

The Commission examined not only those who had infor-

mation to give, but those who had theories to propound.

Everybody was given a chance. The first witness

called by the Committee was Yr. E. Thevar, L.L.A.

(Madras) who had made several statements that he had

been in contact with Netaji recently. Unfortunately,

Yr. Thevar refused to share his secret with the

members of the Committee. The members of the Committee

left India on the 26th of npril, and the first halt

was at Bangkok. Bangkok was one of the most important

centres of the Indian Independence Movement, and was

the headquarters of Netaji's Government when he

retreated from Burma. There the witnesses examined,

included Sardar Ishar Singh and Pandit haghunath
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Sharma, who were leading members of the Indian Inde-

pendence League in Netaji's time. Saigon was also

one of the centres of the I:ovement, and Netaji's

plane took off from there. At Saigon the witnesses

examined included LLr. Anand Mohan Eahay, Secretary.-

General to the Azad Hind Government and now Indian

Consul General, Hanoi. From Saigon, the members of

the Committee flew out to have a look at Tourane on

the Viet Nam coast, from where Netaji's plane took

off on its fateful journey on the morning of the

18th August 1945.

3. The members of the Committee reached Tokyo

(Japan) on the 5th of kay and spent a month there.

They found that Netaji's name was still a house-

hold word in Japan, and a great deal of interest

was taken about him both by the public and the press.

In addition to those witnesses who were called

through the Japanese Foreign Office, a large number

of Japanese witnesses volunteered and gave evidence,

In response to newspaper notices. To mention one

case, Hr. J. Nakamura, who was an Interpreter, and

was present at Netaji's death bed, although 70 years

of age, came on his own all the way from Kyushu,

about 1200 miles from Tokyo. The members of the

Committee were much struck by the interest displayed

by the Japanese public in their enquiry andby the

patience and courtesy with which Japanese witnesses
*MP

wi41Q.4.vstood long examination through an interpreter.

They came from different walks of life. There were

ex -soldiers, and ex -Generals, businessmen and truck-

drivers. The Committee was fortunate in being able
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to examine four of the six Japanese survivors of

'the 'plane crash, as well as two Doctors who

attended Netaji during his last hours.

4. The members of the Committee were anxious

to visit For:_icsa,which was the actual scene of

occurrence of the plane crash, Netaji's death,

and his cremation. There were difficulti s in

doing so, as there 7 ? -" ,n no diplomatic relations

between thei4Government of India and the authori-

ties in Formosa. A reference was made to the

Government of India, who informed the Committee

that they did not consider a visit to Formosa

feasible. So the attempt had to be given up.

5. After examining the witnesses, the Committee

was engaged in studying the evidence recorded by

them, as well as obtaining and reading all the

papers concerning the last phase of Netaji, much

of which was in the form of secret Intelligence-
xe,c otj ect_ irnr,leDu cktelkiaro,Ne.baa5k 1300 Ks depi.A.1,3 f t \ Nelad
Reportvr the I.N.A., were also studied. There-

after the members of the Committee discussed the

whole matter among themselves, and a list of points

which was agreed upon by all three members, includ-

ing Shri SureSh Chandra Bose, was drawn up on the

30th June 1956. This paper was signed by all the

three members, a copy of which will be found in

annexure I. All the members agreed then, that

there had been an air crash at Taihoku in Formosa,

in which Netaji met his death; that he was cremated
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there, and the ashes now lying at the Renkoji temple

in Tokyo, are in all probability his ashes. Since

then, for reasons of his own, Shri Bose has taken

a different view,and has not signed the report.

6. After going carefully through the evi-

dence and relevant papers, the picture that

emerged was like this :-

In the last stages when Japan's defeat

seemed inevitable, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose was

preparing to shift his struggle from South -East

Asia to Russia via Manchuria. He left Bangkok on

the 16th, and Saigon on the 17th August 1945, in

an aeroplane bound for Manchuria. That plane

crashed in flames at Taihoku in Formosa on the 18th

August. AsAresult of serious burns sustained,

Netaji died in a Taihoku Hospital on the same

night. His body was cremated at Taihoku. His

ashes were floWn to Tokyo early in Septemberand

deposited at Renkoji temple. Netaji carried some

treasure with him, details of which cannot be

ascertained. A small part of this treasure was

salvaged, and subsequently recovered. To bring

out the above picture, it was decided that the

Report should deal with the following points :-

(1) Last Plans of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose.

(2) Air Crash at Taihoku (Formosa).

(3) Death of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose.

(4) Cremation of Netaji's body;

(5) Netaji's ashes.

(6) Treasure.
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Each point is dealt with in a self-contained

chapter. The conclusion of the Chairman and the

'other member who has signed the Report are also

given in each chapter. In a final chapter (7))

a suggestion has been made that Netaji's ashes

should be brought to India with due honour. The

Report is in two parts -

Part A - Report (with three annexures:-

Lnnexure I - Copies of relevant papers.

Annexure II- Sketches and plans.

Annexure III- Photographs.

Part B - Evidence of Witnesses

(with photographs of some witnesses).

7. A large number of witnesses were examined

in Japan. Tracing the witnesses and securing their

attendance would not have been possible without the

ever -ready help and cooperation of the Japanese

Foreign Office (Gaimusho). H.E. Mr. Shigemitsu,

Foreign Ministe]. of Japan, who had held the same

position in Netaji's time, extended to the Committee

every courtesy and consideration. The Committee

wishes to thank the Government of Japan, Mr. Shigemitsu,

and staff of the Japanese Foreign Office, most

sincerely for their help and kindness. The Indian

Embassy in Tokyo also, were very helpful. In

particular, the Committee has pleasure in recording

appreciation of the services of Mr. J. Rehman who

was attached to the Committee throughout their stay

in Japan. Assistance was also received from the
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Indian Missions at Bangkok and Saigon. The Committee

wisheSto thank the Liinistries of Defence, External

Affairs and the Intelligence Bureau of the Home

Ministry for lending secret Intelligence Reports.

Shri E. DayaT, who was attached to the Chairman of

the Committee as P.A., worked very hard from the

very beginning to the end, and gave satisfaction all

round. And finally the Committee wishato thank with

all sincerity, the Government of India, for making

the arrangements for the work of the Committee at

home and abroad, and the opportunity given to them

to make a first hand study of an important chapter

of the history of our times.

*KARTAR*
31-7-56
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CHAPTER

L AST PLANS OF LETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE

The terms of reference of the Committee are -

'Pro enquire into and to report to the Government

of India on the circumstances concerning the departure

of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose froM Bangkok about the

16th August 1945, his alleged death as a result of an

air -craft accident, and subsequent developments connect-

ed therewith :-

2. We have been asked to write the last page which

had up to now remained blank, but to do so, it is

necessary to know a little of the backgroundiof the

first and intermediate pages. Early in 1942, the

Japanese armies over -ran large parts of South -East

Asia, which had been under colonial domination by

European powers, and in'so doing, they released a great

impetus of nationalism. There were three million

Indians in SouthTEast Asia who took a leading part in

this movement. They formed the Indian Independence

League under Mr. Rash Behari Bose. Singapore fell on

15th February 1942, and the large British Indian Army

stationed there surrendered. Out of this was formed

the first Indian National Army under General Mohan

Singh. This Movement, however, was without a real

leader of sufficient political stature. From the very

start, the movement was waiting for Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose, who was then in Europe, having escaped

from detention in India in 7541. After a long and

perilous journey by submarine, Netaji arrived in
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South -East Asia, and took charge of the Indian Inde-

pendence Lovement on the 4th of July 1943. Soon

after, he assumed supreme command of the Indian

I;ational Army. Addressing a review of the Indian

.,,ational Army at Singapore on 5th July, he first

uttered his famous battle cry, 'CLALO DELHI1"DELHI

CLCLO! On the 21st October 1243, the Provisional

Government of Azad Kind was formed. There was great

enthusiasm,and men and money poured in. The Japanese

Army had over -run Burma and was noised for the inva-

sion of India through Assam. Troops of the Indian

National Army were sent to the front, and took a

gallant part in the fighting around Imphal and Kohima.

Netaji toured all over East Asia, and visited Japan

more than once. Although belonging to a subject nation,

and dependent on Japan for keeping his army in the

field, he left an indelible impression of his persona-

lity on all those who came in contact with him. Even

today, his name is a household word in South -East Asia

and Japan. Between his arrival in Singanore in July

1943, and his departure from Bangkok in August 1945,

barely two years passed, but great things were attempted,

and partly achieved, during this short period. Under

the stress of war, the Indian Independence Movement in

SouthTEast Asia had some of the qualities of an epic.

Its full story is yet to be written. The story can be

divided into several chapters. The first chapter, the

snring of hope, ended with the incursion into the

fringes of India and the failure to take Imphal. That

WS in April 1944. There was lack of air cover, arti-

11Gry and food. Then the monsoons set in. The forward

elements of the Indian National Army along with the
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Japanese Army, fell back across the Chindwin in Upper

Burma. The rivers were in floodiand sick men were

carried on the backs of their comrades. Many have

heard of the historic march of the Communist 4th route

Army across China to Yenan, but few knew the story of

the heroic retreat of the I.K.A. across Burma. Netaji

however was not daunted by failure, and continued to

work hard at reorganising the I.N.A. Addressing a

public meeting at Bangkok at this time, he said, 1q1arch

to Delhi still continues to be our battle -cry. We may

not march to Delhi via Imphel, but it must be borne in

mind that like Rome, there are many roads leading to

Delhi."

3. There were changes in the Government of Japan

and General Tojo was replaced by General Koiso. In

October 1944 Netaji visited Japan for the third and

last time, to meet the members of the new Government

of Japan and discuss important matters with them. By

that time there had been further reverses for the

Axis powers in Europe, and for the Japanese in Asia.

The British forces had advanced far into Burma, and

were threatening Mandalay. The Americans were active

in the Pacific. The chances of a Japanese victory

seemed more and more remote. From the very outset,

Netaji had declared that his battle was for the inde-

pendence of India, and whatever happened to his Allies,

Germans or Japanese, his war would continue till the

liberation of India was achieved. From the time of

his last visit to Japan Netaji looked out for another

vantage point from which to fight the British. He
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saw that the only country which could afford any

assistance was Russia. He foresaw, and discussed

with his Advisers, Members of his Government, and

officers, that it would not be long before Russia

fell out with the Anglo-Americans, and that the war-

time alliance between the two was a temporary phase.

He went even to the extent of predicting that there

would be a third world -war in ten years' time be-

tween Russia on the one hand, and the Anglo-Americans

on the other. Hetaji felt that for him it would be

good policy to take shelter in Russia, from where he

could come out in time to continue his war of libera-

tion against the Brit , On his way back from Tokyo

in October 1944, Ketajl met at Shanghai, 1:r. Aaand

Mohan Sahay who had long been in Japan. He asked Mr.

Sahay to go to Tokyo and try to establish contact with

the Soviet Ambassador there, Mr. Jacob Malik. Mr.

Sahay, who is at present our Consul General in Hanoi,

was examined at Saigon. he said that he sounded

several important personalities, including the Foreign

Minister, Mr. Shigimetsu and the Home Minister Mr. Uzawa,

but they advised him that it would be useless to con-

tact the Soviet Ambassador. So Mr. Sahay returned to

Singapore, and told Netaji the result of his mission.

The quest, however, was not given up. The question of

a "second front" became urgent in the middle of 1945,

after the retreat from Rangoon and the collapse of

Germany. An official reference was made to the Govern-

ment of Japan by Netajiito contact the Russian autho-

rities on his behalf. Mr. Debnath Das has kindly

supplied the Committee with a copy of the Japanese



Government's reply which was received sometime in June

1945. After thanking Netaji for his continuing coop-

eration with Japan, it says, "Nippon Government deems

it almost without hope of success to get directly in

touch with the Soviet Government on behalf of your

Excellency, and it has no intention of doing so."

Debnath Das has stated that about this time, several

alternative plans were considered. First was to go to

India and prepare for an armed revolution inside the

country: Alternative, to go to Yenan (Communist China:

And thirdly, to try and contact the Russians through

the Japanese. The third alternative seemed to have

found favour with Netaji. A direct approach to Russia

seemed difficult; Manchuria, which was next door, and

held by the Japanese forces, was incleasingly consider-

ed as the best place to move to. But in case all of

these failed, Netaji advised Mr. Debnath Des to organise

cells in South -East Asia which could be used for going

underground.

4. About the same time, the movement of the head-

quarters of the Indian National Army, and the Indian

Independence League, to China, was also seriously con-

sidered. General 'soda, who was the head of the

Japanese Liaison Mission, (Hikari Kikan) and through

whom all correspondence with Japan passed, has given

valuable information on this point. He has said, that

the first proposal was that the headquarters should be

moved to Shanghai, but this did not materialise. There

is reason to believe that the Japanese Southern Army

Command felt, that if Netaji moved out of South -East
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Asia, it would be difficult to control the I.N.A.

The secondalternative was, that the headquarters

should be moved to Saigon, with branches at Shanghai

and Peking, or some other city in North China. The

reason for establishing a branch in North China was,

that Netaji would be nearer Russian territory, and

be in a better position to contact the Soviet autho-

rities. The Government of Japan and the Imperial

General Headquarters were at first reluctant to accept

this scheme, but they agreed when General Isoda ex-

plained to them, that Netaji did not intend to cut

off connection with Japan, but to have an alternative

connection with Russia. This plan was apparently

approved by the Government of Japan in the middle of

May. By that time British forces had broken through

at Neiktila and Rangoon was lost. Netaji stayed at

Rangoon as long as possible, and only moved out at

the last moment on the 24th April, 1945. He retreated

to Bangkok, arriving there on the 14th of May. The

chapter of retreat which began at Imphal in June 1944

ended at Bangkok in May 1945. This was the second

chapter of the I.N.A. story. The third chapter was

brief. From Netaji's arrival in Bangkok on the 14th

May, to his flight from Saigon on the 17th August,

there were barely three months. To go back to the

approved plan, before it could be given effect to,

Netaji moved to Singapore especially to broadcast a

series of talks to India, not to accept the terms

offered by the Viceroy) Lord Wavell. Even at that time,

Netaji and his Advisers calculated, that there would be
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at least six months interval between the collapse of

Germany, and the eventual surrender of Japan. It

was hoped that by that time, the Headquarters would

be shifted somewhere further east, and some contact

made with the Russians. But Russia declared war on

Japan on August 10th)and atom bombs were dropped by

Americans on the Japanese mainland. All calcula-

tions rere thus upset ,andJapan surrendered on the

15th August 1945.

5. Mr. S.A. Ayer in Chapter V of his Book "UNTO

HIM WITNESS" has vividly described the rush and

turmoil of those days. Netaji was on a visit to

Seramban in Malaya. On the 12th of August, Dr.

LakshmaYYa and Mr. Ganapathy of the Indian Indepen-

dence League Headquarters rushed up in a car, and

gave him the shattering news that Japan had surren-

dered. Netaji received this news in a calm and even

carefree manner, typical of him. To quote Mr. Ayer's

words, "He first broke into a smile, and almost his

first words were: 'So that is that. Now, what next?'

It was the soldier speaking. He was already thinking

of the next move and the next battle. He was not

going to be beaten. Japan's surrender was not India's

#
surrender. hetaii returned to Singapore immediately

and held a nonstop series of conferences, night and

day, with his advisers and officers. Against their

advice, Netaji was determined to surrender at Singa-

pore with his troops. But on the 14th evening they

were joined by Mr. A.N. Sarkar, a member of the Pro-

visional Government of Azad Hind, who arrived from

Bangkok with words from General 'soda, Chief of the



Eikari Kikan, and Mr. Hachiya, Japanese Minister to

the Provisional Government of Azad Hind. Er, Sarkar
AI

told Netaji that Messrs. Isoda and Hachiya were

anxious to help him to get away from Malaya and Thai-

land to further East, so that he would not fall into

the hands of the AnglowAmericans. At last Netaji

was persuaded not to surrender at Singapore, and to

proceed east. The final decision was, to quote Mr.

Ayer, "Gut of Malaya definitely, to some Russian

territory certainly, to Russia itself, if possible."

There were reasons why Netaji should go to Tokyo at

that time. There was the pressing question whether
*

the I.L.A. should surrender as part of the Japanese

0414* forces, or as a separate army. Netaji and his advi-

sers were anxious that there should be an independent

surrender, as the I.N.A. represented an independent

State. The Japanese Commander in Singapore could not

give an answer as he had no instructions. Probably,

the authorities in Tokyo only, couldgive a definite

answer. Mr. N. Kitazawa, a member of the House of

Representatives, Japan, was examined by the Committee.

During the war, he was a Counsellor attached to the

Japanese Embassy in Rangoon. He has stated that a week

before the surrender, the Japanese Government communi-

cated to all heads of States who were allied with them,

that they would be prepared to give them shelter in

Japan. Accordingly, President Laurel of Philippines,

Dr. Ba Maw of Burma, and Mr. Chenkun Pao, Head of the

Chinese Government in Nanking, took refuge in Japan.

So far as Mr. Kitazawa knew, this offer was communica-

-.Mak
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communicated to Netaji by Mr. Hachiya. It is not

certain whether Netaji accepted the offer, because

Netaji's concern throughout,had been the continuance

of his struggle, without any thought of personal

safety. Mr. Kunizuka of the hikari Kikan, who was

attached to Netaji throughout the period, has stated

that Netaji was not in favour of taking shelter in

Japan, as Japan was a small country, and the occupa-

tion forces would be there soon. Perhaps, Netaji

accepted it only as a gesture of courtesy.

6. On the 16th August Netaji came to Bangkok.

Mr. Eachiya, the Japanese Minister to the Provisio-

nal Government of Azad land, met him and delivered

to him a message, which conveyed the decision of the

Japanese Government to surrender. It thanked Netaji

for the cooperation extended to them in the prosecu-

tion of war. The message also contained an offer

from the Government of Japan to be of any assistance

to him. Yr. Eechiya says, that Netaji told hill',

that the Government of Japan having surrendered uncon-

ditionally, they would not be in a position to afford

any protection to him. He was, therefore, more

inclined to contact Russia. About this, however, the

local authorities at Bangkok could not give much help.

Al] they could do was to carry him to Saigon, and

discuss and take orders from Field Marshal Count

Terauchi, who was the Japanese Supreme Commander in

South -East Asia. Co]. Yano, Staff Officer of that

Com and, knew that Netaji was coming, and that he

wished to go to Russia. He has said that Field Marshal
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Terauchi could not give any decision himself, but

wished that Netaji should proceed to Tokyo and

discuss the matter with the Government of Japan.

So, there were a number of reasons for Netaji to

go to Tokyo, although his ultimate goal was Russia

Manchuria. General Isoda, who, as the head of

the hikari hikan, was consulted by Letaji on his

return to Bangkok, says, that Netaji "expressed a

desire to go to Russia. I promised to give all the

help that I could give to Netaji. * * *

Eventually, the plan that was finally settled was

that Netaji would first go to Tokyo, thank the

Japanese Government for all the assistance that they

ONt' had given him, * * * * * and then proceed

to Russia via Manchuria."

7. There was no time then, to contact Russian

authorities or to make out detailed plans ahead.

Russia was at war with Japan, and the Russian armies

were advancing into Manchuria. Even if Net 11

reached Manchuria, what would happen to him and the

few trusted lieutenants whom he wanted to take with

him, was uncertain. All that he could hope, was

that they would be taken prisoner first, establish

their banafides as fighters for India's freedom,

and later on, secure Russian assistance for their

objective. The details were uncertain; the purpose

was fixed. Netaji himself described his last journey

"an adventure into the unknown." He chose Col. Habibur

Rehman, Major- Abid hasan, Co. Gulzara Singh and Col.
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Pritam Singh, Mr. Debnath Das and Er. S.A. Ayer to

accompany him, but they were not told where he was

going. They all knew vaguely that they were going

to Manchuria. General Bhonsle, Chief of the General

Staff, who was left behind by Netaji in charge of

the I.N.A. says, "On the eve of his departure, I

enquired from Netaji whether he had been able to de-

cide where he would make for finally, after his

discussions with the Japanese Government, and his

reply was that he was hoping to go to Russia, but

that he would talk over the matter further with the

Japanese Government." At Saigon, almost by chance,

Netaji was met by Lt. General Shidei, who was, proceed-

ing as Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army in Manchuria.
*Air

General Shideilkwas a leading Japanese expert on matters

Russian. According to Mr. Negishi, who was with the

party up to Saigon, it was suggested that Netaji

should accompany General Shidei to Manchuria, and he

efAlwapparently fell in withtsuggestion. The plane was

proceeding to Tokyo by the following route :- Saigon -

Neito - Taihoku (Formosa) Dairen (Manchuria) - Tokyo.

A little element of doubt remained whether Netaji

would proceed by the same plane to Tokyo or break the

journey at Dairen. Japan had surrendered. There was

profound depression and the elaborate machinery of

Government was running down. Netaji was flying two days

after surrender for an uncertain destination. It was

indeed a leap in the dark. From this leap he did not

return.
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ChAPTER - II

AM-CR ASH AT T AIHOKU FORMOS

In pursuance of his plan, Netaji was moving

out of South -East Asia. He left Singapore on the

morning of 16th August 1245, with Col. Habibur Rehman,

Col. Pritam Singh, Mr. S.A. Ayer and Mr. Negishi, the

Japanese Interpreter, and arrived at Bangkok, the same

afternoon. It was arranged that Messrs. Thivy,

Chatterjee and Raghavan would follow him. At Bangkok,

he held meetings with his Ministers, Military Advisers,

leading members of the Indian Independence League, and

made last-minute dispositions. General Bhonsle was

to be left in command of the Indian National Army,

and a Committee consisting of Sardar Singh, Pandit

Raghunath Shastri and Shri Permanand was to look after

the affairs of the league at Bangkok. Large donations

were made to the Chulalongkorn Hospital and University,

the Indian Association, Bangkok, and the Thai -Bharat

Cultural Lodge, and all officers and men were sanc-

tioned two or three months' pay. A small number of

civil and Military Advisers and officers were select-

ed by Netaji to accompany him. These were :-

Col. Habibur Rehman

Major Abid Hagan

Col. Pritam Singh

Col. Gulzare Singh

Mr. Debnath Das, and

Mr. S.A. Ayer

The movement plan was as usual discussed with General
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Isoda, Chief of the Japanese Liaison Mission (Hiknri

Kikan). The latter arranged for two aeroplanes to

take the party to Saigon. Saigon was the headquarters

of the Southern Army commanded by Field Marshal Count

Terauchi, who was in overall command of all Japanese

forces in south East Asia. Arrangements for trans-

port beyond Saigon were to be made by the Headquar-

ters of that Command.

2. On the morning of the 17th August, slightly

different times are given by different witnesses,

Netaji and his party arrived at Bangkok aerodrome.

They were seen off by a large number of officers and

lenders of the Indian National Army and Indian Inde-

pendence League. General Isoda of the Hikari Kikan,

Mr. Hachiya, the Japanese Envoy to the Provisional

Government of Azad Hind, and Mr. Negishi (Interpreter)

also accompanied Netaji up to Saigon. In addition to

Netaji's personal kit packed in three or four suit

cases, two large suit cases)about 36" long were also

put on the board the plane. The two large suit cases

contained gold ornaments and other valuables - more

will be heard of them later. The party travelled in

two aeroplanes and arrived safely at Saigon. There

is some variation in the time of arrival at Saigon as

given by different witnesses. Shri Debnath Das says

that they arrived at 8 A.M., whereas according to Col.

Habibur Rehman, the time of arrival was 10 A.M.,

which is also the time mentioned by Mr. S. A. Ayer.

From the aerodrome, the party drove into the town, and
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took rest in two houses belonging to an Indian gentle-

man - Mr. Chotir Mal. Whereas in Bangkok, important

witnesses were available, unfortunately at Saigon,

most of the Indians, who were active in Netaji's

time, were no longer there. One alleged eye -wit-

ness was an Indian Darwan, Ramneo Gosai. He said

that Netaji came to the bungalow, accompanied only

by two Japanese officers and left hurriedly after

having lunch. The statement of this witness may be

ascribed to failing memory after 11 years. One

Mr. Narain Das, then of the Indian Independence

League, Saigon, and now of Tangier, has said that

Ramneo told him the same story. Against his testi-

mony, we have the evidence of the much more reliable

persons who accompanied Netaji to Saigon. This

witness also said that Messrs. Ayer and Chatterjee

left that bungalow in Saigon only two days before

Netaji's arrival, and that Netaji was enquiring about

them. In point of fact Mr. Ayer was actually

accompanying Netaji.

3. At Saigon, however, the arrangements did not

work according to expectation. No special plane

was available to carry Netaji and his party.

F.M. Terauchi's headquarters had been informed

beforehand by the Hikari Kikan of Netaji's pending

arrival at Saigon. Col. Yano who was on the staff

of the Southern Army, has stated that F.M. Terauchi

had decided that Netaji should reach Tokyo as soon

as possible, but due to difficulty in obtaining



passages by aeroplane, Netaji alone should go. The

headquarters of Southern Army at that time was located

at Dalat, a short distance from Saigon, and there

were officers posted at Saigon to carry out the

orders of Headquarters. The actual arrangements

for transport by air were being made by Lt. Col.

Kojima, while Lt. Col. Tada, a Staff Officer from

Headquarters Southern Army who usually dealt with

the Hikari Kikan, met Netaji's party which includ-

ed General Isoda. Lt. Col. Tada informed General

Isoda that only one seat was available for Netaji,

in a plane that was leaving Saigon very soon the

same day. General Isoda was naturally annoyed,

and proceeded at once to Dalat to speak to F.Y.

Terauchi. On arrival at Dalat airport, General

Isoda was informed by Col. Yano that it was no use

seeing the Field Marshal, but he advised him to

wait a little at theeerodrome. In point of fact

the Headquarters was in a state of confusion fol-

lowing the Japanese surrender three days earlier.

Soon afterwards, General Numata, Chief of General

Staff of the Southern Army rang up General Isoda,

and told him that he had brought the matter to

the notice of the Field Marshal, and 2 or 3 seats

besides that of Netaji would be available in a

plane shortly. With this assurance, General Isoda

returned to Saigon, but there, he was again met by

Lt. Col. Tada, who gave him the disappointing

information that the final decision was, that only

one seat besides Netaji's would be available. When

the'first proposal of only one seat was broached,
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Netaji turned it down flat. he insisted that the

entire party of his officers and Advisers should

go with him. There was a lot of discussion on

this subject between Netaji and his Advisers on the

one hand, and the Japanese officers on the other.

His Advisers thought that Netaji should not go all

by himself. According to 14r. Debnath Das,who was

an Adviser in the Provisional Government of Azad

Hind, the Japanese officers had said that Saigon

was no longer safe, on account of Allied and insur-

gent activities, and therefore, Netaji should move

on as quickly as possible. When the second offer

of two seats was made, there were further discussions.

During the course of these discussions, according

to Col. Pritam Singh of the I.N.A., the Japanese

gEve outIthat as the Allied Forces had restricted

the flights of their planes after surrender, they

could not be sure whether aeroplanes would be avail-

able in the future, and advised Netaji to accept the

two seats offered. In the end, Netaji reluctantly

agreed to accept these two seats, but on condition

that those who were left behind were provided with

transport on the following day. General Isoda pro-

mised to do his best.

4. Netaji selected Col. Habibur Rehman to

accompany him. His choice was apparently approved

of by the rest of his party, as he was a Senior

Staff Officer, and had been in close touch with

Netaji for a long time. This has been mentioned

by Col. Pritam Singh and Col. Gulzara Singh of
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the Netaji, sti3l did not give up hope of

getting more seats in the plane. He told all

members of his party to pack up their kit, and

come with him to the aerodrome to try their luck.

On arrival at Saigon airport, however, the party

was disappointed, as only two seats were available.

Netaji's baggage was unloaded from his car. The

Chief Pilot said that the baggage was too heavy,

and could not be put on the plane, as it was al-

ready overloaded. Consequently, Netaji himself

discarded a part of his baggage containing books,

clothes, etc. The party came to the aerodrome in

two cars. Netaji came in the first car. While

all these arguments and arrangements were being

made, the plane was waiting at the aerodrome. There

were a number of Japanese officers who were to go

in the same plane. The Japanese were very impatient

to start, but this was delayed for about half an

hour or so for the arrival of the second car. This

car carried two leather suit cases containing jewel-

lary etc., and Netaji refused to move without them.

The plane was already overloaded, and there were pro-

tests against loading it any more. In spite of this,

the heavy treasure boxes were loaded into the plane.

Among the Japanese passengers was a distinguished

Military Officer, Lt. Gen. Shidei, lately Chief of

the General Staff of the Burma Army, who was proceed-

ing to Manchuria as Chief of Staff of the Kwantung

Army. General Shidei came out of the plane and
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greeted 1,etaji. Although there was an element of

chance in Netaji travelling by the same plane as

General Shidei, it appears that fletaji fell in with

the idea that he should go up to Dairen (Manchuria)

&rag,
with General Shidei. Mr. Legishi, at that an

Interpreter attached to Letaji's headquarters says,

"General Shidei was supposed to be an expert on

Russian affairs in the Japanese army, and was consi-

dered to be a key man for negotiations with Russia.

It was suggested that Netaji should accompany him

to Manchuria." It may be mentioned here that before

he took up the job of Interpreter, he was working in

the important firm of Eitsubishil and is now the head

of that firm in India. It. Col. Nonogaki, an air

staff officer of the Japanese army, says, "The plane

was scheduled to carry General Shidei to Manchuria.

Netaji agreed to go with him to Dairen in Manchuria.

So there was no change in the schedule of the plane."

The plane itself was a twin-engined heavy bomber of

97-2(Sally) type, and belonged to the Third Air Force

Army stationed at Singapore. There is divergence of

opinion on whether it was a new or an old plane.

According to Captain Arai and Major Non°, the plane

was of the newest type. General Isoda goes so far

as to say that it was a brand new one. But Lt. Col.

Nonogaki has stated that it Was an old plane. General

Isayama says that the engine of the plane was worn

out. It is unlikely that the plane was a brand new

one. The Ground Engineer, Captain Nakamura alias

Yamamoto has stated, that while testing the engine at
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Taihoku, the Chief Pilot, Major Takizawa had told

him that the port engine had been replaced by a

brand new one at Saigon. A brand new plane would

not require the replacement of an engine.

5. Besides, General Shidei, the plane was Carry-

ing 5 other Japanese Military officers as passengers.

These were :-

Lt. Col. Tad & Sakai - a Staff Officer of
the Burma Amy.

Lt. Col. Shiro Nonogaki-

Major Taro Kono 111

Major Ihaho Takahashi -

Capt. heikichi Arai -

an air Staff Officer.

an air Staff Officer.

a Staff Officer.

an air force engineer.

Lt. Col. Sakai is now in Formosa on a special
mow-

mission. The others are not civilians. Lt. Col.

Nonogaki is now the Branch Manager at Osaka of the

firm of Tokyo Kagyo Byoeki Shokai Ltd. Major Mono

has his printing business in Tokyo. Major Takahashi

lives at Kanagawa city in Zushi prefection. Captain

Arai is a lecturer at the Tokyo and Kieo Universi-

ties. The crew consisted of 5 or 6 persons -

Chief Pilot

Co -Pilot

Navigator

Radio -Operator

- Major Takizawa

- Ayoagi

- Sargeant Okhista

N.C.O. Tominaga

and one or two Engineers, whose names have not come

out. Including Netaji and his Adjutant, Col.

Habibur Rahman, the plane carried 13 or 14 per-

sons in all. Netaji was in uniform wearing a

khaki drill bush -shirt, trousers and shoes, with
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I.N.A. cap and badges. Be good bye to all those

who had come to see him, and shook hands with them,

telling them, that they would meet him soon. After

that, he boarded the plane through an entrance on

the port side followed by Col. Habibur Rehman. That

was the last time his faithful followers, whom he

left behind, saw him.

6. At the instance of General Shidei, Lt. Col.

Nonogaki made arrangements for the seating of the

passengers. As there were no proper seats, passen-

gers had to squat on the floor; Netaji being pro-

vided with a cushion. General Shidei, Netaji and

Col. Habibur Rehman were given the best seats.

General Shidei took the seat usually occupied by

the Co -Pilot. The crew were in the nose of the plane,

while the other Hilitary passengers took their seats

in the rear of the plane. Col. Habibur Rehman has

given a detailed description of the seating arrange-

ments, which is reproduced below, and has illus-

trated it by sketch which is attached :-(Annexure II).

"The number of occupants in the plane includ-

ing the crew was 12 or 13. In the nose portion of

the plane were probably a co-pilot, a Radio Officer

and Navigator. The seat of the pilot was behind

them on the port side, and opposite to him on the

star -board side was sitting Lt. Gen. Shidei. Imme-

diately behind the pilot was sitting Netaji, and no-

body opflosite to him, as the space was restricted

by the petrol tank. I was sitting immediately
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behind Netaji. The Co -Pilot's seat occupied by

Lt. Gen. Shidei was offered to Netaji but he

did not accept, as it was too small for him. In

the turret was standing one officer of the Air

Force, and in the rear portion probably 4 other

officers of the Japanese Air Force et' Army. I

do not exactly remember their ranks, except the

names of one Lt. Col. Nonogaki and Capt. Arai

whom I met later after the crash in the hospital."

The Committee has examined four of Col.

Habibur Rehman's fellow passengers namely Lt.

Col. lonogaki, Eajor Kono, Major Takahashi and

Captain Arai. Regarding seating arrangements, the

versions of the different witnesses tally to a

great extent. They all say the same thing about

the relative positions of L'etaji, General Shidei

and Col. Habibur Rehman and the fact that the crew

were in the nose and the other officers at the

back. There are, however, some discrepancies as

to the number of crew, some say it was four, others

say it was five. There is, however, an important

difference regarding Major Kono. According to Col.

Habibur Rehman and Captain Arai, Major Kono was in

the rear, but Major Kono says that he sat ahead of

Netaji and talked to him during the flight. Col.

Nonogaki also confirms this position. In his first

written statement, dated 24-8-1945 by Col. Habibur

Rehman, which was handed over to the Committee by
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Mr. J. Eurti, it was, however stated, that there was

a Japanese officer sitting between the pilot and

Netaji. So it seems more or less certain that

Major Kono was sitting in the front of the plane.

The plane took off quite well from Saigon

Airfield in the afternoon of the 17th August. There

is some difference about the exact time, but most

witnesses say that the plane took off between 5 and

5-30 P.E. As there was delay in starting, the pilot

decided to halt for the night at Tourane on the Indo-

China coast, instead of flying straight to Formosa.

Tourane was reached safely in a couple of hours.

There Netaji and the other officers spent the night

at the largest Hotel in the town. Although the

.
wit-

nesses examined by the Committee could not live

the name of the Hotel, but there is reason to be-

lieve that the hotel in question was HOTEL MORIN,

which the Committee visited during their trip to

the Far last. While taking off at Saigon, the

plane had to run the entire length of the runway

before it was air -borne. This showed that it was

over -loaded. While the others rested at Tourane,

the Chief Pilot, assisted by Major Kono, both Air-

force Officers, were busy making the plane lighter.

According to Major Kono, no less than 12 anti-

aircraft machine guns, and all the ammunition were

taken down from the plane. Some surplus luggage

was also discarded, and the total weight reduced

4e. 600 Kilos. Thereafter, these officers attended

to the maintenance of the plane and satisfied
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:themselves that everything was correct.

S. An early start was made next morning (18th

August) at about 5 A.M. when the sun was rising.

The passengers and crew took their seats in the

same order aa before.

route :-

The plane was to follow the

Saigon - Tourane

- Heito (Formosa)

Taihoku - (Formosa)

- Dairen (Manchuria)

Tokyo

According to Major Takahashi, the normal route for

aeroplanes at that time was to proceed to Tokyo

via Dairen (Manchuria). The plane was much lighter

and the take -off was very normal. During the flight

from Tourane to Heito, the weather was perfect and

the engines worked smoothly. The plane was flying

at an altitude of about 12,000 ft. and it was quite

cold inside the plane. As the weather wasfavourable,

it was decided to cover some more distance, pass over

Heito, and land at Taihoku which is the Japanese name

for Taipeh - Capital of Formosa. According to

Major Kono, during the flight, information was re-

ceived that the Russians had occupied Port Arthur.

It was feared that they might be in Dairen before

long andit became all the more necessary to reach

there as quickly as possible. The plane landed

safely and smoothly at Taihoku Airfield sometime in

the afternoon. The landing time has been stated by

different witnesses to be between 11 A.M. and 2 P.M.
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On landing, everybody got down from the

plane and walked to a nearby tent, rested there,

and had light lunch of sandwiches and bananas.

The tent had been pitched for a Japanese prince

who was expected to pass through Taihoku. The

prince was carrying orders from the Emperor to

various Army Commanders to surrender. As the

plane had been flying high, Col. Habibur Rehman

was feeling cold, and on landing, changed into

warm serge uniform of bush -coat, breeches and top-

boots. He asked Letaji, who said that he did not

feel cold. All the same, Col. Eabibur Rehman

l_auueu 1LLL 5 puu.1-uvr. IL Is ROL clear wnetner

Letaji did put on the warm null -over or not. Differ-

ent witnesses have given the time of halt at

Taihoku air -field from half an hour to two hours.

During this time, the plane was re -fuelled. The

engines of the plane IfIVI4also tested and checked.

This was done by the Chief Pilot, Major Takizawa,

helped by Eajor Kono and the ground staff of the

aerodrome,,headed by Captain Nakamura alias Yamamoto.

As the state of the engine has an important bearing

on the subsequent crash, it might be worthwhile to

. . .
quote the relevant portions from the statements

of Major Kono and Captain Nakamura aliaa Yamamoto.

Major Konc says, "Ili, Takizawa tested it inside,

and I tested it from outside. I noticed that the

engine of the left side of the plane was not

functioning properly. I, therefore, went inside
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the plane and after examining the engine inside, I

found it to be working all right. *

2ngineer also accompanies the plane. He was

accompanying it on this occasion also. I do not

remember his name. He also tested the engine and

certified its air -worthiness." Captain Nakamura

aliaS Yamamoto who was the ground engineer incharge

of maintenanceat Taihoku aerodrome says, "At about

1-20 F.E. Major Takizawa and Co -Pilot Aoki got into

the plane and tested it. I was standing just in

front of the plane. When they started the engine,

I found that one of them was defective. I raised

my hand to indicate to him (Major Takizawa) that

the engine of the left side was defective. On my

signal, indicating that the engine was defective,

Major Takizawa leaned out to listen to me. I told

him that the left engine was defective, and should

be put right. Major Takizawa slowed down the en-

gine, and told me, that it was a brand new engine,

which had been replaced at Saigon. After slowing

down the engine, he adjusted it for about 5 minutes.

The engine was tested twice by Major Takizawa.

After being adjusted, I satisfied myself that the

condition of the engine was all right. Major

Takizawa also agreed with me that there was nothing

wrong with the engine."

10. Thereafter, all the passengers after having

had their rest and lunch, took their seats again in

smomilMEINNIMPO
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the plane in the same order of seating as before;

that is to say, with the crew in the nose of the

plane, Major Kono sitting behind the pilot on the

port side, behind them Netaji and Col. liabibur

Rehman, on the star -board side General Shidei,

and in the rear portion the other Japanese officers.

Although the engines had been tested, the take off

from Teihoku was not quite normal. The best account

of the take -off has been given by Captain Nakamura

Lli,as Yamamoto, who was a Ground Engineer and was

watching the plane. The other passengers inside

the bomber could not see very much, as there were

very few openings. There is some difference between

the witnesses as to the actual time of taking off,

but most them put the time between 2 and 2-30 in

the afternoon. Captain Nakamura Llias Yamamoto says,

"After everybody had taken seat in the plane, the

plane taxied to one end of the run -way marked C in

sketch I (enclosed). Having reached point C 7 the

engines of the plane were speeded up to the maximum

speed, and then slowed down. This was a normal pro-

cedure which all Japanese planes followed to test

the fitness of the engines. Haling satisfied that

the engine/5 were correct, the plane was speeded and

allowed to run down the run -way. The length of the

runway was 890 meters. In the case of heavy bombers,

normally the tail gets lifted half way down the run-

way marked D 7 in sketch 1 , but in this case, the

tail was not lifted off the ground until it had run
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marked in sketch I. At that time, I was stand-

ing at a point marked F on the sketch I. This

was about SO meters away from the air strip. About

50 meters before the end of the runway, the plane

took off and made a steep ascent." The plane had

carried the distinguished leader of the Indian

Independence Ilovement, and his fellow passengers,

from Saigon to Tourane, and from Tourane to Formosa

over the South China sea in safety, and nobody had

any ides that disaster would overtake the plane

without warning, and so soon after leaving Taihoku

Airfield.

11. Hardly had the plane got air -borne, when a

loud explosion was heard, and the plane tilted to

the left. Col. Habibur Rehman has said that it

was a noise like a cannon shot. The propeller and

the port engine fell out. Captain Nakamura LliZA

Yamamoto who was watching says "Immediately on

taking off, the plane tilted to its left side and

I saw something fall down from the plane, which I

later found was the propeller". liajor K. Sakai

who came to the scene sometime later says that he

found the port engine buried in the ground. The

pilot, Eajor Takizawa, and the Co-pilot, Ayoagi,

made desparate attempts to save the situation but

without success. The list could not be rectified

within the short height that the plane had gained.
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Witnesses inside the plane have given different

estimates of the height, but most of them say that

the maximum height gained was about 30 meters.

Captain Nakamura alias Yamamoto, who had the best

view, has estirated the height between 30 to 40

meters. Er. A.M.N. Sastri an I:ircraft Inspector

of the Director General Civil Aviation Government

of India has said, in answer to a question, that

considering that the aircraft left the ground 50

meters before the end of the runway and started

climbing, the figure of 30 to 40 meters given by

witness, Captain Nakamura alias Yamamoto appeared

to him to be reasonable. The plane nose dived,

making a wailing noise. The passengers inside the

plane had not even seat belts and naturally lost

their balance. The baggage came tumbling down. Col.

Habibur Rehman has said that he was struck in the

back by some of the packages. Captain grai has gra-

phically described his feelings by saying that the

earth was rushing towards him. Major Kono had the

presence of mind to try and switch off the ignition

to prevent the plane from catching fire, but failed

to do so as he could not keep his balance. He fell

two or three times in the attempt. The plane crash-

ed to the ground and immediately caught fire, in

the front portion. According to Mr. A.M.N. Sastri,

It would take only 3 seconds to fall from a height

of 50 meters. Some witnesses like Lt. Col. Honogaki

have stated that the plane crashed on the concrete
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runw ay; on the other extreme, Col. Habibur Rehman

has said that the crash took place one or two

miles outside the fflrodrome. The most credible ver-

sion is probably that of the Ground Engineer,

Captain Nakamura. Lllag Yamamoto, who says that the

plane crashed about 100 meters beyond the concrete

runway. His version is supported by Major Sakai

who was in command of defence of Taihoku aerodrome.

He saYs that he saw the wreckage of the plane lying

20 to 30 meters from the end of the runway. One of

the passengers, Major Takahashi also says that the

crash took place just outside the concrete runway,

but within the boundary of the aerodrome.

12. As the plane came down on its nose, it crashed
bto r .

on its left side and caught fire in itvortion.

It appears from the statement of witnesses, that

the plane also suffered severe damage, and broke

into two. Captain Arai, Lt. Col. lonogaki and

Major Kono have stated that on crashing the plane

broke into two. They have illustrated the point at

which the plane broke into two by supplying sketches

of the plane, copies of which are enclosed. (innex-

ure II). Major Sakai who came to the scene imme-

diately after the accident ,and saw the wreckage

of the plane also supports this version: a copy

of his sketch is enclosed, ( Annexure II). On

the other hand, according to Col. Habibur Helm-tan,

the plane split in the front portion, while Capt.

Nakamura saJ.ias Yamamoto is positive that the plane

was intact and the body was not broken. he,however,
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says that the fire was confined to the front part

of the plane. It is likely that the heavier than

air plane, on falling to the ground, would suEtain

damage to its structure. So on examining the pro-

babilities grid weight of evidence, a major breakage

in the rear part of the fuselage may be accepted.

There might have been breakages and splits else-

where also. But from a study of the photographs

of the wreckage (Annexure III) it does not appear

A that the broken parts got separated, nor is any

support lent to the statement of Lt. Col. ionogaki,

that the two split parts went in different direc-

tions on the ground.

1

13. ',ihnt happened to the persons inside the

aeroplane? The crash affected different persons



differently. Of the seven persons in the plane

who ultil ately survived, the Committee has examined

in person five of them, and read the statement

recorded by a sixth, (Lt. Col. T. Sakai). Lt. Col.

Nonegaki who was in the turret was the luckiest.

As the plane crashed, he was thrown out to the

ground almost unhurt. He got up and ran away from

the burning plane, and took shelter behind a pile

of stones, against which the wrecked plane ulti-

mately came to a halt. It. Col. Sakai, Major Taka-

shi and Captain Arai became senseless the moment
r-

the plane crashed, but found themselves soon after

on the ground, and moved away from the burning plane.

Clearly, they had been thrown out. In the process,

they received injuries and burns. Lt. Col. Sakai

stated, that he received bruises on his head and

some'other parts, and burns on his face and hands,

but they were not serious. Major Takahashi's

left ankle was sprained. Injuries of Captain Arai

were more serious. The right side of his face,

the upper side of both his hands and the front

portion of his fdre-arm got burnt. Marks of these

burns were still visible when he appeared before

the Committee 11 years later. Major Mono was

clearly an alert and observant person, At the

moment of crash, instead of being flustered, he

had his wits round him, and noticed what others

were doing. He says, 'As the plane was falling

to the ground, the petrol tank inside the plane
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fell down, and came between me and Mr. Bose. I

looked backwards but could not see Mr. Bose because

of this tank. I could see General Shidei after the

plane crash. He had a cut injury at the back of his

head. Major Takizawa was hit in the face and on

fore -head by the steering which he was operating.

N.C.O. Ayoagi was hit in the chest which was bleed-

ing, and he was leaning forward. There was another

Engineer between me and N.C.O. Ayoagi. I do not

know what happened to him. During this time, the

fire spread greatly and the heat became unbearable.

I broke open the plastic cover on top of the plane

and escaped through it. While escaping, the fire

was so strong, that I had to protect my eyes by

covering them with my hands which, as a result got

burnt, and face and legs were also burnt. As I was

escaping from the plane, I got splashed by petrol

which was coming out from a pipe which connected

the petrol tank with the engine which had been brought

down. The petrol which was so splashed, caught fire.

I ran about 30 meters and then rolled on the

ground and put out the fire; at the same time, I

also took off my outer garment which had caught

fire. In this way, I managed to put out the fire

that was burning on me."
($.4

It m ayimentioned here that Major Kono was

under treatment for 18 months, and even after the

protradted treatment the shin of his face looked

severely burnt whemehe appeared before the

Committee 11 years after. He lost all his teeth

and wore false teeth. Four of the fingers of his

right hand, i.e. excepting the thumb,
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were damaged and mis-shapen, and he could not clinch

his right fist. The little finger of the left hand

was also damaged and he could not clinch that fist

in full. Both his hands were deformed. A picture
kort.x;s

of Major' pair of hands was taken. They tell their
A

o n story.

14. Now we come to Col. Habibur Rehman and lietaji

Subhas Chandra Bose. An extract from the statement

of Col. Habibur Rehman as to what happened to him

and Netnji immediately after the crash is given

below in extenso

'Within a few seconds, the plane crashed on

the ground, and fore -portion of the plane split

and caught fire. Netaji turned towards me. I said,
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'Please get out through the front: there is no

way in the rear.' ('AliGEY SAY NIKALEAY PICHAY

SAY RASTA NAHIN HAY') We could not get through

the entrance door as it was all blocked and

jammed by packages and others things. So Netaji

got out through the fire; actually he rushed

through the fire. I followed him through the

same flames. The moment I got out, I saw him about

10 yards ahead of me, standing, looking in the

opposite direction to mine towards the west. His

clothes were on fire. I rushed and I experienced

great difficulty in unfastening his bush shirt

belt. His trousers were not so much on fire and

it was not necessary to take them off. He was

not wearing the sweater. He was wearing Khaki

drill. I laid him down on the ground and noticed

a very deep cut on his head probably on the left

side. His face had been scorched by heat and his

hair had also caught fire and singed. The cut in

his head was a long one, abibut 4" long. I tried

to stop his bleeding by handkerchief. As for my-

self, my both hands were very badly burnt. As I

came through the fire, the right side of my face

was burnt and I noticed I had received a cut in

the forehead which was bleeding and also the right

side of my right knee was also bleeding profusely,

as it had hit some hard substance. The head cut

was caused by hitting the floor as the plane

crashed. My clothes did not catch fire. My hands
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were burnt very badly in the attempt to take off

1:etajils clothes. Both my hands up to the wrist

show marks of deep burning even after a lapse of

more than ten years. Later on, even my nails came

off. The nail of the left thumb has not come up

properly.

(NOTE: The members of the Committee examined the

hands and saw marks of severe burn. narks of burns

were also noticed on the right side of the face and

just near the right ear. Injury marks were also

seen on the forehead and right leg). When I laid

Netaji on the ground, I myself lay by his side. I

was feeling acute pain and felt exhausted. I sew

a Japanese passenger about 20 yards away bleeding

profusely and moaning. Just then, Netaji enquired

from me in Hindustani ' AAP KO ZIADA TO I, AHIN LAGI' .

( 'Hope you have not been hurt badly'). I replied,

'I feel that I will be alright.' About himself, he

said, that he felt that he would not survive.

replied, 'Oh! No, God will spare you. I am sure you

will be alright.' Ne said, 'No, I don't think so'.

He used these words -

'When you go back to the country, tell the

people that up to the last I have been fighting for

liberation of my country, they should continue to

struggle and I am sure India will be free before

long. No body can keep India in bondage now..

'J AD APNEY MULK W APIS J AY Al] TO MULK I BhAIYON

KO BAT AN A KI MEN AICHARI DAN r_ AK HULK KI AZ AD' KEY

LIYAY L ARTA RAHA NOON, WON JANCE AZADI KO J ARI RAKHEN

HINDUSTAN ZAHOOR AZAD HOGA US KO KOI GUL AM NAIIIN RAKH

S A I
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In a way this was Netaji's lest testament

and very characteristic of him. It was in keeping

with the oath he took to fight for the independence

of India till his last breath when he established

the Provisional Government of Azad Hind on 21st

October, 1943.

15. Lt. Col. Sakai and Captain Arai do not men-

tion that they had seen Hetaji immediately after

the crash. Lt. Col. Konogaki did. He says, 'When

I first saw Netaji after the plane crash, he was

standing somewhere near the left tip of the left

wing of the plane. His clothes were on fire and

his Assistant was trying to take off his coat. He

took off Netaji's coat quickly but was finding

difficulty in taking off the woollen sweater. Since

Netaji was sitting very near the petrol tank, he

was splashed all over with petrol. It seemed that

all his body was on fire.' Major Mono says that he

saw Netaji standing very near the plane facing away

from it. He was standing erect with his legs apart

and arms stretched downwards with clenched fists.

He was completely naked and was wearing only his

/( shoes. He did not see any fire on his body. Major

Mono goes on to say that while he himself was feel-

ing the heat of the flames 30 meters away, Netaji

who was standing a couple of meters away from it,

seemed to be oblivious to the heat. His face did

not show any sign of pain. Then Col. Habibur Rehman

moved him away from the burning plane. Major
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Takahashi gives a somewhat different version. He

says that he saw Netaji getting out from the left

front portion of the plane. His clothes were on fire

and he was trying to take off his coat. Then he says

that he (Major Takahashi) went tp to Netaji and made

him roll an the ground and managed to put out the

fire from his clothes. He says that Col. Habibur

Rehman was there, but assigns him a passive role.

He goes to say that petrol had splashed only on cer-

tain parts of I;etajits c]othes and only those patches

were burnt. His trousers were burnt only slightly.

While other wiLnesses have said that Netaji had to

take off his clothes and was naked, Major Takahashi

says that Netaji had his clothes on. As for :retajils

clothes being on fire, the eye -witnesses who had seem

hir7 all agree. As for who helped to put out the fire,

it seems much more likely that Col. Habibur Rehman

should have been the man to have come to the aid of

his leader. The version given by Col. Habibur Rehman

and supported by the two more observant witnesses,

namely, Lt. Col. Nonogaki and Major Kono appears more

credible than the version of Major Takahashi. The

Ground Engineer, Captain Nakamura aLias Yamamoto has

given a completely different version. He also says

that Netaji's clothes were splashed with petrol and

had to be strippedIbut he claims that it was he (Capt.

Nakamura Lliqs Yamamoto) who rescued the passengers

from the burning plane and specially Netaji. This

version is completely uncorroborated by anybody else,

and may perhaps be put down to confused recollection
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after such a lapse of time.

16. Of the other Japanese inside the plane, passen-

gers and crew, General Shidei could not get out and

died inside the plane. It may be of interest to

mention that a copy of General Shidei's service

record (translated in English) was obtained through

the Japanese Foreign Off ice/, a copy of which is

enclosed. (Annexure I). It will be seen that the

date of his death was 18th August 1945 at Taihoku

Air Field. The cause is given as cleat- by war. His

ashes were sent to Tokyo a week later through General

Tanaka, Chief of General Staff Durma Army, who passed

through Taihoku a week later enroute to Tokyo with

Dr. Pa Maw, President of Burma. Some of the crew

were apparently rescued. There is some doubt about

the fate of the two pilots and some of the crew who

were initially trapped inside the plane. Captain

Nakamura alias Yamamoto definitely says that Pilot

Takizawa and co-pilot Ayoagi perished along with

General Shidei, and he helped to bury their enLrails

and put their ashes in three boxes. But Major Kono

says that he heard that Co -Pilot Ayoagi had been

pulled out. The two Doctors, Yoshimi and Tsuruta

definitely say that they had treated co-pilot Ayoagi,

who died later in the hospital. From all this it

would appear that General Shidei died instantaneously.

One or two others also died with him, but it is not

certain who they were. Most likely Major Takizawa

Chief -Pilot was one of them. The rest 1. passengers
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and crew numbering about a dozen, were removed with-

in a short time to Nanmon (South Gate) nilitary Hos-

pital, which was a few kilometers away, in motel,

vehbles, trucks, car, and a peculiar vehicle called

"Shidosha" in Japanese, which was used for starting

aeroplane propellers.

17. Before going on with the story of medical

treatment in the hospital, account may conveniently

be taken here regarding the air -crash whether the

crash took place, its cause, and whether there

could be any survivor. From the evidence given to

the Committee, there is sufficient material to be-

lieve that the plane carrying iletaji crashed at

Taihoku air -field early in the afternoon of the 18th

August 1945. There is no reason to disbelieve the

large number of witnesses both Japanese and non-

Japanese. There is no evidence before us to show

that the plane in question did not crash at Taihoku.

Unfortunately, no formal enquiry into the air crash

was carried out by the Japanese authorities at that

time. General Isayama, Chief of the General Staff

of the Formosan Army in 1945 was asked about this

matter. He first said )that since the aeroplane in

question did not belong to the Formosan Army, the

Headquarters of the Formosan Army had no responsibi-

lity to hold an enquiry into the matter. Then he

said that it wes the duty of the Commander within

whose area, an air crash took place, to enquire into,

and report it to the higher authorities. He said

that in this case, a report was submitted to the
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Imperial General Headquarters by his Staff Officer,
edt

Lt. Col. Shibuya through him. LttShibuya who was

also examined, denied knowledee of any such enquiry,

and said that the responsibility of holding it lay

entirely with the Air Division concerned. This

matter was pursued further by the Coneittee and a

report was obtained from the Japanese Foreign Office

to confirm that no official enquiry was held into

the air crash by the Japanese authorities (Annexure

I). One would have expected a formal enquiry into

the air crash as it involved two important personali-

ties like Letaji Subhas Chandra Bose and Lt. Gen.

Shidei. Perhaps there wore disorganisation follow-

ing the surrender of apen on the 15th of August.

We referred the available evidende regarding the

plane, its condition and the crash) to the Director

General of Civil Aviation, Government of India, on

our return to Delhi, after placing on record the

evidence of Japanese witnesses. The Director General

of Civil Aviation had these papers examined by an

expert, and the Committee recorded the opinion of

Er. A.M.N. Sastri an Aircraft Inspector, Accidents

Investigation Branch regarding the accident and its

cause. Shri Sastri's opinion was :-

"From the statement of witnesses, sketches

and photographs, it appears that the air -craft crashed,

and after the take -off, within the boundary of the

aerodrome. The maximum height attained by the plane

might have been anything up to 150 feet. The initial

cause of the plane falling to the ground, according
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to the statement of witnesses, is the breaking away

of the propeller and then the engine on the left hand

side. It is not possible to establish the exact cause

as to how the properer came off from the engine from

the detains available. In the absence of details

of ccnstruction of the engine,and the various control

systems, and the maintenance records, and without

examining the wreckage, it is not possible to trace

the exact defect causing the crash. As observed by

Major Kono, one of thewitnesses, the engine seems

to have been defective and over -speeding at the

time of the take -off from Saigon. This appears to

have something to dp with the crash." Reg, rding

the effect of th rash and chances of survival, Mr.

Sastri has said, 'Taking into consideration the

starting point of the fire to be from the star-

board front as stated by Major Kono and the loca-

tion of the petrol tank and also the inadequacy of

emergency provision, it may be stated that -

(1) those who were in the front could be
the worst sufferers:

(2) those who were in the centre left
could be seriously injured, and

( 3 ) those who were in the rear could
have chances of survival.

He went on to elucidate -

'In case of air accident, the survival of

passengers or members of the crew is purely a matter

of luck. I have come across accidents, where in

illajor crashes, the occupants survived whereas in

similar accidents, they died. It is very difficult

to predict anything accurately as fr as the survival
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of passengers in an air craft accident is concerned".

18. From the evidence given by eye witnesses

and the opinion of the expert, it is established

that there was an air craft accident at Taihoku on

the 18th August 1945 due to some kind of engine

trouble, whosewhose causel,not be established clearly in

the absence of data. As for survivors, there is

nothing surprising that seven out of the 13 or 14

persons on board the ill-fated plane survived. It

is not a fact that Col. Habibur nehmen alone sur-

vived to tell the tale. So far as has been ascer-

tained, the following persons survived :-

1) Lt. Col. T. Sakai

2) Lt. Col. S. Konogaki

3) Eajor T. Kono

4) Lajor I. Takahashi

5) Captain K. Prai

6) Sergeant Okishta, and

7) Col. Habibur Rehman

Of these survivors, the Committee could not examine

in person Lt. Col. T. Sakai (1) who was away from

Japan. As stated previously, a written statement

was obtained from him through the Japanese Foreign

Office. Attempts were made to trace Sergeant

Okishta (6) but he was not found.



CHAPTER III

DEATH OF NETAJI SUBHAS CHA7DRL BOSt

Thus, Netaji was carried along with other injured

persons to Nanmon Military Hospital, Taihoku. This

was a small hospital, and had four general wards with

accoml'odation for 80 patients, and 15 more in the

Infectious ward. As a precaution against air raids,

the main Hospital and its several branches were re-

moved to outer areas. The Nanmon Branch was the only

one left in Taihoku city, where patients received

first -aid treatment before

tals. The Medical Officer

was Captal,n T. Yoshimi who

was commissioned in 1940.

Tsuruta, who had qualified

being sent to other hospi-

in charge of this branch

had graduated in 1938 and

There was another Doctor, Y.

only in 1944. There was

also a third Doctor. The other staff consisted of

half a dozen Japanese and Formosan nurses and 30

medical orderlies. The Committee examined both Dr.

Yoshimi and Dr. Tsuruta. None of the Ja -anese nurses

could be traced. A Formosan nurse - Tsan Pi Sha -

who had made an important statement before an Indian

journalist, Mr. Harin Shah of Indian Free Press

Journal in 1946, could not be examined as the Com-

mittee did not find it possible to visit Formosa. At

2 P.M. on the 18th August 1945, Dr. Yoshimi received a

telephone message from the Taihoku aerodrome to be

ready to receive a number of persons injured in an air

accident. Sometime later, a dozen injured persons

Including Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose were admitted

to the hospital. There is some discrepancy between

the witnesses, as to who travalled in which vehicle,

and who arrived first. But these are minor points
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and may be overlooked. When Netaji was taken to the

hospital most of the witnesses have said that he

was without any clothes on him, but there are others

who say that he came partly covered. A Yilitary

Officer identified the big -built foreigner as the

Indian Leader, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. His Adjutant,

Col. Habibur Rehman was also admitted at the same time.

2. When he was brought in, Netaji's condition

was the most serious, but such was his magnanimity,

that he told the doctors to attend to the others first,

and to him last. In view, however, of his condition,

the doctors attended to him first. Eye witnesses, both

mcdical and non -medical have said that Netaji was

burnt all over, and his skin had taken on a dark

colour, but none of them mentioned any cut injury.

Col. Habibur Rehman has said that Netaji had a cut on

his head 4" long which was bleeding. This is a

discrepancy. Netaji was examined by Dr. Yoshi-

mi who says, "I found that he was severely burnt all

over his body, and all of it had taken on a greyish

colour like ash. Even his heart had burA. His

face was swollen. In my opinion, his burns were of

the severest type, i.e., of the third degree. There

was no injury on his body from which blood came

out. His eyes were also swollen. He could see,

but had difi:iculty in opening them. He was in his

senses when he was brought in. He was in high fever;

his temperature was 39 centigrade. His pulse rate

was 120 per minute. The condition of his heart was

also weak." Dr. Yo;himi has stated that after exami-
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nation of Netaji, his impression was that his condition

was so serious, that he was not likely to survive

till the next morning. He says that Netaji's burns

were caused by splashing of petrol. Alter examin-

ing Netaji and treating him, Dr. Yoshimi examined and

treated the other injured persons. Netaji was not the

only person who received severe burns. W/0 Ayoagi l

the co-pilot suffered similar burns over his shoulders.

His fore -arms were also burnt and the legs below his

knees were also burnt. All these were caused by

splashing of petrol. Major Kono had third degree

burns on his hands. Col. Sakai had burns on his

hands. Only Lt. Col. Nonogaki did not have any burn

or injury. Dr. Yoshimi has stated that Col. Habibur

Rehman had burn on one side of his face and on his

opposite hand. He also had a cut on his right temple.

3. Dr. Yoshimi has given details of the treatment

given to Netaji. Initially Netaji ls

dressed by Dr. Tsuruta who applied a

burns

white

were

ointment

and bandaged him allover. Dr. Yoshimi gave for

his heart, one after the other, four injections of

Vita -camphor and two injections of Digitamine. He

also gave him theree intravenous injection of Rin-

ger Solution, 500 c.c. each. The treatment was given

initially in the dressing room, and then Netaji was

removed to the attached ward No. 2,where further

treatment was carried -74 Different witnesses have

given different versions of the room in which the

initial treatment was given. Dr. Yoshimi has given a

sketch plan of the Hospital showing the ward where
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Netaji lay (Annexure II). There is some discrepancy

between the witnesses, as to who were in the same

ward with Netaji. According to the two Doctors, only

Ne taji and Col. Habibur Rehman were there. Col.

Rehman says that a third person, probably a pilot,

was also there. Sketch plans of the Hospital and

Netaji ls ward, were also submitted by Dr. Tsuruta and

Col. Habibur Rehman. These are enclosed (Annexure II).

Major Takahashi and Major Kono have said that Netaji

was in a separate room, while Lt. Col. Nonogaki has stated

that all the injured persons including Netaji were

taken to one room, while he himself was in another room.

The Interpreter, J. Nakamura has stated that in

addition to Netaji and Col. Habibur Rehman, there were

3 other Japanese officers in the same ward. After the

lapse of years, it would perhaps be unwise to lay

too much stress on such minor discrepancies, made

by persons, many of whom were themselves seriously

injured. It would be mere reasonable to accept the

statement of the two Doctors, that only Netaji and

Col. Rehman were kept in one,room. Dr. Yoshimi has

stated that in the case of severe burns of third

degree, the blood gets thicker, and there is high

pressure on the heart. In order to relieve this

pressure, blood is usually let out and new blood

given in its place. Approximately 200 c.c. of Netajils

blood was let out and a blood transfusion to the

extent of 400 c.c. was given to him. Dr. Yoshimi has

said that this blood was obtained from a Japanese

soldier in the Nanmon Military Hospital and was given

between 4 and 5 P.W. that day. There is a little
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difference here between this, and the evidence of

Mr. Harin Shah an Indian journalist) who had the

chance to enquire into this matter locally, in Formosa

in 1946. According to Mr. Shah, the blood was donated

by a Japanese Medical student. A more serious dis-

crepancy is the statement of Dr. Tsuruta, who

attended to Netaji 2 that no blood transfusion was

given. Col. Rehman who was also in the same ward

room could not remember if any blood transfusion was

given to Netaji. There is no way of reconciling

these different statements and they must remain as

they are. Then Sulfonamide injection was also given

to Ne+aji to prevent infection. Ne-=aji ls initial

reaction to this treatment was favourable. Col.

Habibur Rehmanrs injuries were also treated with

ointment and disinfectant and bandaged. Thereafter,

Dr. Yoshimi left, to attend the Japanese injured

officers, with instructions to Dr. Tsuruta to look

after Netaji and give him Vita -camphor injection at

30 minutes interval. Except the point regarding blood

transfusion, Dr. Tsurutars evidence corroborates that

of Dr. Yoshimi rs. As stated previously, none of the

nurses could be examined. One Kazo Mitsui, a medical

orderly, at that time at the Nanmon Military Hospital,

came on his own, and gave evidence and said that he had

helped the Doctor attending on Netaji by bringing medi-

cines, etc.

4. Netaji was conscious at the beginning, and occasiona-

lly asked for water, a little of which wasgiven each
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time. An Interpreter was cal]ed in, so that Netaji

could speak to the Ja-anese personnel if he so desired.

In addition to the Doctors, some nurses were also

attending on Netaji. According to Col. Habibur

Rehmar, Netaji was taken to the "operation theatre",

and given a whi'e transfusion which he thought was

camphor. The Japanese Doctors did not refer to the

operation theatre. In any case, since there was no

operation, it was not necessary to take

him there. Perhaus, Col. Habibur Rehman was thinking

of the dressing room attached to the ward. According

to Col. Habibur Rehman, Netaji asked for water once

or twice, and asked once, whether Hasan was there.

According to the Interpreter, Nakamura, Netaji spoke

three times. The first time, he said that some of

his men were following him, and they should be taken

care of, when they came to Formosa. The second time,

he said that he felt that blood was rushing to his

head. This is partly corroborated by Lt, Col.

Nonogaki. who claims to have stood by Netaji s bed

and talked to him. During all this time, Netaji must

have been in very great pain, but not a word of

complaint or groan escaped his lips. His stoic calm

impressed the Japanese witnesses greatly. J.

Nakamura says, "During all this time, not a word of

complaint either of pain, or suffering, came from

his lips. The Japanese officers at the other end of the

room were groaning with pain, and crying out that they

may be killed rather than continue to endure their

suffering. This composure of Netaji surprised all

of us."
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5. Dr. Yoshimi has stated that about 7 or 7-30 P.M.

he was informed by Dr. Tsuruta that Netaji's condition

had deteriorated and his pulse was very weak. He

hurried and gave NerAji injections of Vita -camphor

and Digitamine. In spite of administering stimulants,

his heart and pulse beat did net improve. Slowly his

life ebbed away. Shortly after 8 P.M. he breathed

his last. He made out a medical certi4'icat of death

in respect of the deceased, writing his name in

Japanese (Kata Kana) as "Chandra Bose" and giving the

cause of death as "burns of third degree." The

following persons were present at his bed side at the

time of Netajils death:-

Dr. Yoshimi.
Dr. Tsuruta.
Two nurses.
Col. Habibur Rehman.
Mr. Nakamura (Interpreter)
One Military Policeman.

According to Kazo Mitsui, a medical orderly, he was

also present. According to Dr. Tsuruta, the time was

about 7 and 8 P.M. Col. Habibur Rehman gave the time

as 9 P.M. six hours after the crash. It may be stated

here that in a brief statement made by Dr. Yoshimi in

1946, when he was in Stanley Jail in Hong Kong, he gave

the time as 11 P.M., and according to the telegram sent

by the Chirf of Staff, Southern Army to O.C. Hikari

Kikan on the 20th August, 1945, which was recovered by

British Military inelligence, the death took place at

midnight. This was repeated in the first publication

of the news on the 23rd of August 1245 by the Japanese

Dome! AFency. The evidence of thefellow injured persons

does not help to establish the correct hour. Lt. Col.

Nonogaki and Major Lk..no had stated that they were removed
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to the second hospital the same night. Major Takahashi

could only say that Netaji expired the same night.

Only Captain Arai said that he heard from a nurse

about 10 P.Y. that Netaji had expired. So the time of

death canrot be established with accuracy; it could be

any timc

1945.

beteen 8 P.M.

6. One of the reasons

the fact that Netaji was

the

the

news was made known.

Japanese authorities

and midnight on the 18th August,

why many people cast doubt on

dead, was the manner in which

For reasons not very- clear,

maintained a great deal of

secrecy about it. Presumably, it was partly due to

reasons of security. Even in their official corres-

pondence

referred

Telegram

between one Commander and another, Netaji was

to by the Japanese as Lr. "T". In the Secret

dated the 20th August 19452 from the Chief

of Southern Army to 0.0. Hikari Kikan, it was definit-

ly stated that secrecy is to be maintained. The

Interpreter; J. Nakamura says that the news about

Netaji's death was kept a secret and known only to

high-ranking Milltary Officers. General Isayama Chief

of the General Staff, Formosan Army, hail tried to

justify this hush-hush policy, by saying that they

did not

persons

against

want to make the news public, that an important

like Netaji, who had taken a prominent part

the British for liberation of India, was fleeing

to Tokyo. General Bhorsle says that the news about

Netaji was promptly communicated to him at Bangkok in

a series of telegrams. But Sardar Ishar Singh, who was

the Adviser to the Prsyisional Government of Azad Hind
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and Chairman of the Thai Territorial Committee of the

Indian ridependence League, says that the news about

Netaji s plane crash and death, was communicated by

Japanese Military authorities three of four days after

Netaji had left Ban7kok, that is to say, on the 20th

or 21st of August 1945. Those of Netaji ls party who

were left behind at Saigon did not get any news about

him during the time they were there, i.e., till the

20th of August, although it was the headquarters of the

Southern Army, and a part of the time, General Isoda

was there and in possession of the all important in-

formation. The news was broken to Mr. S. A. Ayer by

Lt. Col. Tada who was flying with him to Tokyo on the

afternocn of the 20th at Canton. Mr. Debnath Das

and others who went on to Hanoi, learnt of the tragedy

only from the radio broadcast from Tokyo. It was

given out on the 23rd August. Then there was the

curious incident narrated by Mr. Debnath Das that

a couple of days later, a Japanese Staff Officer came

and told him that the plane crash was just a story, and

they were not to believe it, but to go on acting

according to their plan. Col. Pritam Singh was told

of this by Mr. Debnath Das. Next month Mr. Debnath Das

went underground. There were some other persons in

Baru7kok, whom Netaji had already instructed, just before

he left Ban :kok, to go underground and keep touch with

him by wireless. Some small arms, ammunition and wire-

less transmitter was handed over to two men, Mr. A.C.

Das and Mr. Shunil Roy. Mr. Das was examined by the

Committee at Bangkok. He said that when he heard the
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news of the crash, he like others did not believe it.

But athough Sunil Roy had the wave -length, frequency,

call signs, etc., to contact Netaji, he tried in vain

to contact him. They gave up the attempt after 10 days,

and believed that the plane had indeed crashed with

Netaji. Er. Debnath Das came to the surface in May

1946, in Bangkok, but could give no news about Netaji's

continued existence to Lr. A.C. Das. So most of those

who originally doubted the story of the plane crash

gradually came to believe it.

Not only were the Japanese initially secretive,

and delayed OB publishing the news, but no convincing

proof of the death of Netaji was c_roduced before the

Indians in South -East Asia. Some pictures were taken

two days later after the death, one of which shows

Col. Habibur Rehran keeping vigil, and another shows

a sheet covering some object. From these photographs

(Copies in Annexure III) the dead person cannot be

identified. Dr. Yoshimi has said that it was against

Japanese custom to photograph dead bodies. Col. Habibur

Rehman has said that he did not allow Netaji ls face to

be photographed as it had swollen, and was disfigured.

Neither were any of his personal belongings shown

as having been recovered at that time. There has

been certain amount of controversy about the watch

Col. Habibur Rehman brought with him, which was later

handed over by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to the late

Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose, elder brother of Netaji. It

was a rectangular watch. Col. Habibur Rehman has

stated, that it was Landed over to him by Dr. Yoshimi
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as belonging to Netaji, but Dr. Yoshimi said, that he

did not remember anything about it. Most of the

pictures of Netaji show him wearing a round wrist watch.

His personal valet, Kundan Singh, also confirms that he

habitually wore a round wrist watch. On the other

hand, it is a fact that Netaji carried in his bag .age)

a number of watches of different kinds, including re-

ctangular ones) wbich were given to him as gifts on

different occasions. Some rectangular watches in a

damaged condition, are in the collection of articles

salvaged from Taihokt air -field, now lying in the

National Museum at the Rashtrapati Bhawan, New Delhi,

which was inspected by the Committee. The point about

the watch remains inconclusive. It may be stated here,

that these salvaged articles were shown to Netaji ls

valet, Kundan Singh, who was with Netaji from his arrival

in Singapore, till his departure from Bangkok on

17-8-45. Kundan Singh identified a number of articles

as belonging to Netaji, such as a gold Cigarette case

studded with precious stones presented by Herr Hitler)

a cigarette lighter, a paper knife used for manicuring,

and an oval zaptaxl box made of gold. The question

of valuables carried by Netaji will be examined later.

The point that is being ade here, is that due to the

secrecy, delay in publishing the news, and not bring-

ing forward) proofs of Netaji's death by the Japanese

authorities, many people were led honestly to doubt

that Netaji had died. It is probable that in normal

times, such delays and omissions would not have arisen

and that things were out of rear after the Japanese
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surrender on the 15th of August, 1945.

S. Soon after the end of hostilities, the Governrent

of India sent two parties of Intelligence officers

(police) headed by Messrs Finney and Davies, to the Far

East, to enquire about the whereabouts Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose, and if possible to arrest him. Two

Indian police officers who were in those parties, Mr.

H.K. Roy and Mr. K.P. De appear-,d before us, and gave

evidence. Mr. H.K. Roy worked in Mr. Davies' party

and proceeded first to Saigon, and then to Taihoku

in September 1945. He says that they interviewed

the Japanese Military Officer in charge of Saigon

Aerodrome, and obtained a list of the passengers of

the plane. It was the only plane wh'ch 1:-ft Saigon

on the 17th ,aigust 1945. The lacA two na Ees in that

list were Chendra Bose, and H. Rehman. At Taihoku, they

interrogated some officers connected with the aerodrome.

They said that the plane had crashed on the 18th August,

and caught fire, and as a result, Netaji who had been

badly burnt, was taken to the hospital, where he

succumbed to his injuries the same night. They added

that Col. Habibur Rehman had also received injuries, and

that a number of Japanese officers had be n killed or

Injured. Mr. Davies also examined the medical officer

in charge of the Hospital, who confirmed the death of

Netaji. The conclusion of the Police Officers was that X

Netaji had died as a result of air crash, and they

reported to the Government of India accordingly.

Mr. H.Y. Roy who helped Mr. Finney to write the report,



states that the report was definite, that Netaji -as

dead) and thereafter the Government of India ATith'rew

the warrant of arrest against Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose.

The Bangkok part:-, seized a telegraphic message, convey-

ing the information that the plane carrying Netaji had

crashed at Taipeh l on the 18th August, and that Netaji

had expired on the same day. The telegram in question,

Signal 66, dated 20th August from the Chief of Staff

Southern Army to O.C. Hikari Kikan, is reproduced

below:-

"TO . OC KIKAN
FROM Chief of Staff Southern Army
Southern Army Staff II Signal 66

20th August

"TOP SECRET"

IT' while on his way to the capital) as a result of an

accident to this aircraft at TAIHOKU AT 1400 hours

on the 18th was seriously injured and died at mid-

night on the same date. His body has been flown to

TOKYO by the Formosan Army." (Yre IT' as already

stated, was code name for Netaji). On being question-

ed the discrepancy about the body was sought to be

clarified, by sayimi, that the statement regarding

Netajils death and not his body , was flown to Tokyo.

Col. Tada was specially brought down from Tokyo to

Saigon for questioning on this point. A parallel

enquiry was conducted about the same time, at the

instance of the Director Military Intelli-ence

India, or Admiral Lord Mountbattenls Headquarter at

Kandy, through Col. F.G. Figuess, at that time

attached to General MacArthurfs Headquarters at Tokyo,

about Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. This enquiry was

olAft.
handled byLAmerican-Intelligence Officer working under



G.H.Q. SCAP (Supreme Commander, Allied Powers.) The

conclusion reached from these reports was that- Netaji

had died of burns at Taipeh as a result

crash.

of the air

9 . In August 1946, i.e., the year after the events,

Er. Harin Shah, an Indian journalist, visited Formosa

at the invitation of the Chiang Kai Shek Government.

There he took up enquiry on his own about Yetajie.

Yr. Shah came across a number of Fprmosans, who had

something to say as to what hap-ened to Netaji at

Taihoku. He met some medical students, who had heard

that Netaji had been severely injured as a result of

the air crash, and that a Japanese medical student

donated blood for transfusion. He also examined at

length, a Formosan nurse, Sis-ter Tsan Pis, who said

that she was in attendance on Netaji at the Nanmon

Military Hospital. She gave correct descriptions of

Netaji and Col. Habibur Rehman. In the end, she said

that Netaji had died at the hospital at 11 at night.

It has already been stated, that the Committee had not

been able to visit Formosa, much as they would have

liked to, on aceount of the fact that there was no

diplomatic connection between our Government and the

authorities in Formosa. Mr. Harin Shah's evidence is,

therefore, all the more valuable, as it was taken on

the spot, soon after the time of occurrence. He was

satisfied as a result of his enquiries, that Netaji had

died at Taihoku as a result of the air accident.

10. It will thus be se@n that the evidence given by

witnesses before us, as to Netaji's deathl is corroborat-



ed by the findings of British and American Intelligence

organisations, who undertook independent enquiries

very soon after the occurrence, and the conclusions

of an unofficial enquiry conducted a year later by an

Indian Journalist. As for the witnesses who have

deposed before us, neither from their antece&nts;

nor from the manner in which they made their state-

ments, has the Committee any reason to disbelieve

their stories. These witnesses are of different

nationalities. Some were Japanese, Col. Habibur Rehman)

an Indian (now a Pakistani), and CL1. Figeess an

Englishman. They were unconnected with each other

and came from different walks of life. There is

absolutely no reason why they should come and depose

to something which they know to be untrue. The Japanese

witnesses came from all over Japan - some of them

at much petsonal loss and inconvenience. For instance,

Dr. Yoshimi who owns a medical clinic at Miyasaki-

Ken in Kyushi Island, had to close down his clinic

for several days and come to Tokyo, a distance about

1200 kilimeters from his place. The Japanese Foreign

Office, had themselves conducted an enquiry into the

matter sometime ago, and had sugrested the names of

some witnesses, who might give us information. But

Japan is not a totalitarian country) and the very

fact that some names were suggested by the Japanese

Foreign Office, need not necessarily mean that

they were compelled to tell any particular story.

It may be added that the Committee examined a much

larger number of witnesses than originally suggested

by the Japanese Foreign Office. These witnesses were
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either call for by the Committee, or they themselves

volunteered, in response to a newspaper notice, issued

by the Committee. Most of the Ja-)anese witnesses

are not now con -ected with the Government of Japan,

and re in no Jay obliged to give evidence, according

to any particular brief. In fact, as will be seen,

different witnesses have given different stories,

which would disprove any suggestion of "promTting".

So notwithstanding discrepancies and variations, which

are only too likely, after the lapse of so many

years, the statements of witnesses must be taken as

worthy of credit. These statements are corroborated by

enquiries through military and non -official channels

soon after thVevents. They all point to the fact

that Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose died at Taihoku

Military Hospital on the night of the 18th August

1945. We accept this conclusion. In a way, the

sudden and dramatic death fits in with the dynamic

character of that national leader and patriotiSubhas

Chandra Bose. In General Shideils service record, the

cause of his death is shown as death by war. The same

was true of Netaji, only in his case, it was a

different war, the war for the independence of India.

His war was continuing. He was only changing over from

one battle -field to another - from South East Asia

to Manchuria.

. 11. Against this mass of evidence that Netaji had died

as a result of t -le plane crash, there ore some who

hold that he is alive. Those who believe this axe,

again divided into two schools. The first, mainly

consisting of certain members of the Bose family,
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believe that although Netnji Is alive, nobody is in

touch with him, and for reasons of his own, he is

in hiding, and will reappear in India at a time chosen

by him. The best spokesman of this school was Yr.

Aurobindo Bose. According to him, Netaji was a master

planner, as he had planned his last escape so well,

that nobody could find his clues. The Japanese

Government helped him to escape, and they have, there-

fore, put out an elaborate deception story which is

supported by Japanese witnesses. As for Col. Habibur

Rehman, he is bound by an oath of secrecy and his

injuries are faked. These are largely presumptions.

As has been stated before, there is a great deal of

evidence that the plane had crashed and Netaji had

died. There is no reason to disbelieve the numerous

witnesses belonging to Japanese and other netions.

From medical evidence, it appeers clear that the

injuries of Col. Rehman were genuine. If he was under

any oath of secrecy, surely the others, particularly

the Japanese witnesses, were not. Yet they have

corroborated each other. So the line of reasoning

of this school, cannot be accepted.

12. The other school claims that Netaji is not only

alive, but people have seen him, andthat he has

appeared here and there, mainly in China, and also on

the border of India and China. Mr. Muthuramalanga

Thever, Y.T.A.( Madras ) has issued press statements

from time to time, tl-at he has been in contact with

Netaji. He was the first witness to be called by

the Committee. Altl-ceiel- 47-,Tured by the 
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he would not part with his secret. He took the plea,

that he must first be satisfied that Netaji Subhas Chandra

Bose was on the list of "'Jar Criminals". When, on

enquiry from the Government of India, he was told that

the Government did not have any such list s he was still

not satisfied. More than once Mr. Thayer stated, that

he belonged to a political party, (Forward Block) and

so he must view all things from a political angle. He

was questioned about his press statements, to which

he replied significantly, "This is an Official

Committee; that was a public affair." A Person who is

not pr -pared to stand by the statements he makes to

the public and press, before an official Committee,

cannot expect to be taken seriously. Mr. S.M. Go-

swami has produced a sensational pamphlet "Netaji

Mystery Revealed". He gave evidence before the

Committee in Calcutta, and claims that Netaji is alive.

Ap ,rently, is theory started in 1949, when he went

to Germany, and met a certin gentleman, Herr Heins

Von Have, who told him that Netaji was alive. Herr

Have claimed to have been acquainted with Netaji. Mr.

Goswami was questioned regarding Von Have. In reply, he

said that when the plane crash took place, Von Have was

in Tokyo. He was, not sure whether he went to '

Formosa to enquire into the plane crash, or heard it

from some Gelman friends. These German friends,

about whom no particulars are supplied, told Von

Have that there had been no crash. Mr. Goswami did not

go 'to Formosa. Such information can only be described

as hearsay. Mr. closwami has put forward several
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suggestions as to where Netaji Soviet

Russia, China and Mongolia, Mr. Gos7:ami is prepnrPd

to hold that by stages Netaji originally a Russian

prisoner, became a Chinese Cem -unist General, and

subsequently a Mongolian Trade Union Delegate. But

his main reliance is on pictures. Opposite page 8

of his pamphlet "Netaji Mystery Revealed" is a

picture of Chinese Military Office4. The person

sixth from the left is sup -osed to resemble Netaji

Subhas Chandra Bose. Identity is very difficult to

establish from such pictures, particularly when the

persons appear in Foreign uniforms. But the picture

on whi.ch Mr. Goswami pinned his faith, was that of

the visit of the Mongolian Trade Delegation to

Peking in 1952, which came to his hand in 1955, in a

book published by the Workers' Press, Peking. He

has enlarged the picture appearing on page 4 of that

booklet, and subsmitted it to the Committee. He holds

the third figure from the left has a striking resemblance

to Netaji Sublas Chandra Bose. The difficulty about

identifying a person from a random picture, has been

mentioned. It might be stated here, without any

suggestion of flippancy, that cinema films of historical

characters such as Rama Krishna, or Swami Vivekanand

are produced now and again. Those who wish to be

cast for such roles are called for interview by the

producer, and quite a number appear bearing a close

resemblance. But the actor who appears on the screen
46.

as Swami Vivekanand, is really an entirely different

person from the original. In any case, that picture

of the Mangolian Del(_ tion was sent to the Indian
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of the People's Republic or China 1-17s stat-d after

enquiry, that the photo was of a Chinese gentleman Yr.

Lee Ke Hung,1:edical Superintendent of the Peking

University Medical College, A copy of telegram

conveying the information will be found in Annexure I.

In his entusiasm, Mr. Goswami appeared before the

Committee for the second time. he was questioned

further about the Yangolian Delegate. The questions

and answers are given below:-

4Vestion: How did you come to know about the activities

of this particular Yangolian Delegate?

Reply: From the statement of Lt. N.B. Das made through

the pres.

Question: How did Lt. Das come to '-now of the whereabouts

of the Mangolian Delegate?

Reply: It is up to him to answer.

In this connection, it may be stated that a certain

person claiming to be Lt. N.B. Das appeared, and

deposed, before the Committee. Mr Debnath Das, .

who was an Adviser to the Provisional Government of

Azad Hind, wrote a letter about this person to the

Chairman of the Committee 'Mich reads as follows:-

"It appeared in the Press that one Lt. N.B. Das

gave evidence to the Commission. Das wa:' a Havildar

attached to Col. P.N. Dutta and at Zawabudy, Central

Burma, when the allied troops took Burma. He was not a

security Officer. He was not stationed at Bangkok as

was reported."

The value of iiii'L)rmation gleaned from such a
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source cannot be high, and the theories built by Mr.

Goswami on such hearsay cannot carry much weight.

13. One responsible person who suggested that Netaji

might be alive, is Yr. A.K. Gupta, Joint Editor of the

Hindustan Standard. Mr. Gupta said that in 19512

he undertook a tour in the hill areas of Assam. There

he met Mr. Phizo, the Naga leader. Mr. Phizo told him

that even before th+rash of Netaji:1,5 plane, he knew

that such a false story would be given out. This story

was published in the Ananda Bazar Patrika (Bengali) of

Calcutta on 1st May 1951. While travelling in the

Mish44 hills, some Mishmi headmen told Mr. Gupta, that

some of them had been taken by scme Chinese officers,

who were on their border, to see an Indian among them.

They were shown a person who look3d Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose. Mr. Gupta added, that the Mishmis in

question, had not seen Netaji before, and he could not

vouch for the truth of their story. Vague suggestions

have appeared from time to time that Netaji was with

the Chinese Army, or with the fighting Nagas, or that one

day he would come to India A the head of an Army. To

such suggestions, one can only quote from the historic

speech Netaji delivered when he assumed charge of the

Indian Independence Movement in Singapore on the 4th

July 1943.

"Even my enemies will not have the audicity to say

that I can injure the interest of my country." (at page

79 in Major General A.C. Chatterjeels Book - India's

struggle for Freedom,")



CHOTER IV

MEM kTION CF NET AJI'S BODY

Immediately after Netaji passed away, the

Japanese present, stood up and paid respect to his

body by saluting. Col. Habibur Rehman was one of

Ketaji's most trusted officers, and had been espec-

ially chosen by 14etaji to accompany him on this

journey. Habibur Rehman was deeply affected by

Netaji's death. The Interpreter, Nakamura, who was

present at the death bed, has graphically described

how Col. Rehman prayed for the dead. 4,t first he

came and knelt by Netaji's bed, and prayed for five

or six minutes. TI -en he opened the window, and

looking at the sky, prayed for a longer time, and

then slowly came to his bed and lalr down. All

present in the room were affected. Dr. Yoshimi says

that tears were rolling down Col. Rehman's eyes.

The nurses were crying loudly. Everybody present

in the room was crying. In fact, describing this

poignant scene before the Committee, Dr. Yoshimi

himself broke down and sobbed audibly. Thereafter,

Dr. Yoshimi informed the Military Headquarters of

the sad event. Major Nagatomo was sent down from

the Headquarters. He came and saw Netaji's body

lying on the Hospital bed swathed in bandages. The

body was removed to one corner of the room, and a

screen was put round it, and according to Japanese
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custom, flowers and candles were 7)laced by its side.

The changed position is shown in the sketches of the

hospital furnished by Dr. Yoshimi and Col. Habibur

Rehman (Annexure II). Major Nagatomo posted soldiers

to guard the body.

2. Next day, i.e. on the 19th August, the Formosan

Army Headquarters received a telegram from the Imperial

General Headquarters, that the body should be flown to

Tokyo by plane. Accordingly, Major Nagatomo instructed

Dr. Yoshimi to inject Formalene into the body to pre-

serve it. On the same day, the body was put in a

coffin which, according to Cop. Eabibur Rehman was

made of camphor wood. Major Lagatomo says, that he

had lifted the lid of the coffin, and seen Netaji's

face. He says, "I saw Mr. Bose's face. It was a big

round face." Col. Habibur Rehman also saw the body

being put in the coffin. Meanwhile, Col. Eabibur

Rehman had been pressing the local Japanese Military

authorities, to arrange for the transport of the body,

preferably to Singapore, or alternatively to Tokyo.

On that day, i.e. on the 19th, some senior Military

officers came to the hospital, and expressed their

regrets for the unfortunate accident and Netaji's demise.

But the body was not transported by plane either to

Singapore, or to Tokyo. According to Major Nagatomo,

the first telegram from the Imperial General Head-

quarters was followed by a second telegram, asking

them not to send the body to Tokyo, but to cremate it

at Taihoku. No reason was given for this change of

orders. Col. Habibur Rehman was told, on the 20th,

that the body could not be transported by plane, be-

cause the coffin was too big to be carried in the
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small plane which the Japanese had. Formosa was hot

in August, and it was the third day after the death.

Finding no alternative, he had to agree to the crema-

tion of the body at Taihoky. There is some discre-

pancy about the date of cremation. In his statement

before us, Col. habibur Rehran had given the date

of cremation, as 20th of August, but in a statement

signed by him dated 24-8-1945 and handed to Mr. Murti,

the date was given as 22nd August. Er. J. Lakamura

definitely gives the date as 20th August. Dr. Yoshimi

says that so far as he could remember, it was the

20th, but he was not very sure. Major iagatomo has

not mentioned any definite date, but says that the

cremation was done "on the same day, on receipt of

the second telegram from the Imperial General Head-

quarters" - which, appears to have been received on

the 19th of August. It is unlikely that with so

much argument, and change of orders, the body was

cremated on the 19th, i.e. the date following the

death. The cremation is more likely to have taken

place sometime later.

3. The cremation was a simple and quit ceremony.

Although Col. Labibur Rehman says that the Hospital

staff and a large number of others/accompanied the

cortege, this is not confirmed by Dr. Yoshimi, the

Doctor in charge of the Military Hospital . Dr.

Yoshimi simply says, "The body was taken away from

the Hospital by the Captain of the guard that was

posted there on the 18th. The

coffin was placed in the truck and carried away."
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Major Nagatomo who had been detailed by the Military

Headquarters, to make all necessary arrangements for

the cremation and funeral of Netaji's body, says that

the coffin was placed on a truck, with twelve soldiers,

and ahead of it he went along in a car with the Indian

Adjutant (Col. Habibur Rehman) and the Interpreter

(Mr. 1:akamura). The Interpreter, Mr. Nakamura has

given a detailed description as to what has happened

at the crematorium. The crematorium was visited by

Harin Shah. It was the Taihoku City Government

Crematorium, and was reached after crossing the main

Sun Yet Sen Avenue. Mr. Harin Shah took some photo-

graphs of the crematorium both from inside and out-

side. Apart from the Japanese soldiers, persons defi-

nitely present at the zemation were :-

Col. Habibur Rehman
Major Nagatomo
Mr. J. Nakamura
A Buddhist priest and the
Crematorium attendant, Mr. Chu Tsang.

The Committee has examined the first three. The

Buddhist priest and the Formosan attendant could not

be examined, as we could not go to Formosa. Mr.

Nakamura has given a detailed account of the cremator-

ium, and what took place there. He says, "On arrival

at the crematorium, the soldiers took up the coffin,

and carried it to the furnace. The crematorium was

a large sized hall with a furnace in the middle. The

hall, as far as I remember, was approximately 16 ft.

by 16 ft. as shown in the sketch B (copy enclosed)

and the furnace marked 1 therein. From the entrance

to the hall, the soldiers carried the coffin



on their shoulders, and placed it in the sliding tray

in the furnace, and after closing the door of the fur-

nace they came out, and told us, that they had placed

the coffin in position in the furnace. The soldiers

well*, out, and we, who were waiting outside, went

inside the hall. Col. Rehman was in the front. I

was next to him. The other gentlemen totalling

about 5 followed us. We went and stood in front of

the furnace marked 2. All of us stayed there and

saluted. After paying our respects, we went to the

back side of the furnace where we found the priest

standing with burning incense sticks (Lggarbattis) in

his hand. He wanted to hand over a stick to Col.

41t, Rahman but as he could not hold it, I took the stick

41; and placed it in Col. Rehinan's hands. Col. Rehman

held it between the edge of his palms since he could

not hold in his fingers and placed it in the hole

which was located at the rear of the furnace. I took

the next incense stick and put it down in the same

hole and every body followed likewise. *

As we came out of the entrance of the crematorium, the

caretaker told us to come there the following day, at

about noon tine." The party came away after locking

the door of the furnace. Both Col. Habibur Rehman

and Major hagatomo claim to have kept the key.

4. Next day, they again went to the crematorium

to collect the ashes. Regarding collection of ashes,

Major Nagatomo says, "Next morning at about 8 A.E. I

went to the hospital to take the Indian Adjutant with

me. I went to the hospital in a car, and as far as I

remember, the Interpreter was also with us on the next

day. On arrival at the crematorium, i opened the lock

of the furnace No. 1 with the key that was with me,



and pulled out the sliding plate. From the headquar-

ters I had taken with me a small wooden box about 8"

cube. When we Dulled out the plate on which the coffin

had been put, we fou,d that the whole skelton had still

retained its shape, but it was completely burnt. Accor-

ding to the Buddhist custom, I first picked a bone

from the throat with two chop -sticks and placed it in

the box. Then I picked a bone from every portion of

his body and placed it in the box. The Indian Adjutant

did the same after me. I do not remember about the

Interpreter, whether he picked up the bones or not. In

this way, the whole of the box was filled up. The lid

of the box containing the bones was nailed but I am

not quite sure whether it was nailed here, or in the

temple. After closing the box, it was wrapped up in a

white cloth. After wrapping the box in a white cloth,

it was put round the neck of the Indian Adjutant, and

we went by car to the Nishi (West) lionganji) temple.

That day a special ceremony was held at the temple."

Col. habibur Rehman corroborates Major ICagatomo's ver-

sion, but he does not give so much detail. Mr. Harin

Shah had the advantage of not only visiting the crema-

torium in 1946, but he also had questioned the care-

taker, Mr. Chu Tsang. He said that the coffin of

Netaji' was very big. It was brought to the crematorium

at about 3 P.M. and it took 8 hours to burn. The

Japanese Officers had paid the usual fee of 18 Yens.

The coffincoffin was so big, that it could be put in the
A

Chamber, and4had to be placed in a smaller coffin.

According to Hr. Chu Tsang, it was he who had
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collected the ashes next morning, and put it into

tine usual wooden funeral urn. He told r. Harin

Shah, that one Indian with his fore -arm bandaged,

came in a car with some Japanese and took away the

urn. He described the Indian as a tall person

dressed in white with his fore -arm bandaged.

Here again, about the cremation, the evidence

has come from two Japanese, one Indian (Pakistani)

and one Formosan witness. Their stories Closely

corroborate each other. There is no reason why these

witnesses of different origin, should tell the same

story, unless they themselves took part in the events

they described. There has been no suggestion of

disposal of 1:etaji's body in any other way but by

cremation at the Taihoku Crematorium. The slight

confusion caused by Southern Army HQ's telegram dated

the 20th August, that the body had been flown to

Tokyo, could be explained in two ways. First, their

own explanation, that the report regarding hetaji's

body was flown to Tokyo, presumably with Col. Tada.

Secondly, they might have been referring at that time

to the first instruction received from Imperial

General Headquarters, to fly the body to Tokyo, which

was subsequently countermanded. It can be taken as

well established, that the body of Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose was burnt at Taihoku crematorium, and

his ashes were thereafter deposited at the Nishi

Honganji Temple in the same city. Thus dust returned

to dust, and so little was left of so x big a man.
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6. An ordinary person reading the story from the

beginning, from the flight from Saigon, and ending

with the deposit of the ashes in Lishi Eonganji Temple,

cannot help feeling that things were not arranged in

the best possible way. Netaji's reauirement for air

transport was modest. He only asked for passage for

hi7self, and six of his Advisers and Officers. It is

not clear why this modest request could not be met.

It is true that at that time, air passages were not

easy to come by. Major Kono, for instance, who was

on transfer to Tokyo, had to wait at Saigon for two

weeks for his passage. But then we have it from the

evidence of Captain Nakamura alias Yamamoto, that the

flight of Japanese aircraft was restricted only after

the 25th of August, i.e. 8 days after hetaji's depar-

ture from Saigon. Perhaps, it was not so difficult

to arrange for 7 seats in an air transport. General

Isoda the Chief of the Japanese Liaison Mission, expec-

ted this to be provided, and was disappointed when he

was informed to the contrary. Then the plane itself

was not probably in a particularly good state, as may

be deduced, from the fact that an engine had to be

changed at Saigon. General Isayama, Chief of the

General Staff, Formosa Army, has said that the engine

of the plane was worn out. When the crash took place,

it was dealt with in a somewhat casual manner. No

officer of any standing came to the spot, although it

is c3ear from the evidence of btaff Officer, Major

Nagatomo, that information about the crash was received

from the aerodrome immediately after it had occurred.

The Chief of the General Staff of the Formosan Army,

General Isayama, was candid enough to say, that he
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next morning! And although Lt. Col. Honogaki has

stated that on informing the Headquarters, some staff

officers cane while Netaji was alive, the Staff Officers

themselves, namely, Col. Miyata and 1:ajor Hagatomo,

say that they arrived after Netaji had died. Major

Nagatomo says that immediately after receiving the

information, General Ando, Commander of the Formosan

Army, went to the Hospital to see Netaji. He also

says that General Ando attended the

ceremony at hishi Honganji temple.

the Chief of the General Staff, who

the Army Commander was doing, gives

ferent story. He says that neither

subsequent funeral

General Isayama

shou]d know what

a completely dif-

he nor General

Ando went either to the hospital to pay respects to

Netaji's body, or attended any funeral ceremony. He

goes on to say, that the Army Commander had shut him-

self up in his house from the day of surrender of

Japan, and did not come out. In justification, he

has said, that they kept away, so as not to give

prominence to the fact, that an important person like

Netaji was fleeing to Tokyo. That explanation does

not appear very convincing, when he himself said, that

a week later, he went and received tr. Ba Maw, the

Prime Minister of Burma, and General Tanaka, Chief

of the General Staff Burma Army, who were on their way

to Tokyo. Apparently, no particular interest was

taken by the local Army Command as to what happened

to Netaji's body. A comparatively junior officer, a
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Lajor (legatomo), was detailed, and thereafter no fur-

ther interest was apparently taken. General Isayama

says, "I left the matter of disposal of Mr. Bose's ashes

to my Staff Officer, and since I did not receive any

report from them, I presume everything must have worked

out smoothly." One would have at least expected a

formal inquiry into the air crash, which is more or

less a routine matte-. More so, as the plane carried

distinguished persons like iietaji Subhas Chandra Bose,

and Lt. General Shidei. But no such enquiry was held.

On being questioned, General Isayema first denied that

the Formosan Army had any responsibility to enquiry

Into an accident of air craft that did not belong to

them - the plane in question belcnged to the Third Air

Army at Singapore. Later on, he admitted that the

local Army Command was expected to hold an enquiry, and

went on to say, that a report about this particular

plane crash was submitted through him, by Lt. Col.

Shibuya, to the Imperial General Headquarters. As

mentioned in a previous chapter dealing with the air

crash, Lt. Col. Shibuya denied knowledge of any such

report. Netaji was the head of a State allied to Japan

in war, but actually the cremation of his body was a

very quiet affair, attended only by the same Major

Nagatomo and a dozen soldiers. Truly, it may be said,

"Not a drum was heard, not a funeral note." One would

have expected hir to be buried with the usual military

honours - gun carriage drapped in flag, soldiers lining

with reversed arms, and so on. It is true that there
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was a certain amount of disorganisation following the

but even

taking this into accoult, there remains a residual

impression that all that could have been done, was

not done.
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CHAPTER - V

;ETAn'S SHES

The last part of this sad story is about

Retaji's ashes. The day the ashes were taken out

of the Crematorium, the urn in which they were kept

was taken and left at the Nishi Honganji Temple in

Taihoku City. Col. Habibur Rehman, Major Nagatomo

and Mr. J. Nakamura, Interpreter, went to the temple.

Mr. hakamura has said that the urn was handed over to

the Head Priest, with instruction that it should be

well looked after, and fresh flowers placed before it

every day. The urn was to be kept for the time being

In the temple, till it was taken away to its final

resting place. This temporary deposit seems to have

been customary, for Mr. Nakamura says, that in the

same temple he saw another urn containing the ashes

of General Shidei. There were two Buddhist temples

near Nanmon Military hospital, Taihoku, one was the

Nishi (West) Honganji temple which was the biggest

temple in Formosa, and had twelve priests, and the

other was the Higashi (East) Honganji temple which

had eight priests. The Nishi Honganji temple was

nearer to the Nanmon Military Hospital, and the other

temple was 600 meters away from it. These details

have been given by the priest of Higashi Honganji

temple, Rev. H. Hidemaru whom the Committee examined

as a witness. No priest from the Nishi Honganji

temple could be traced. According to Rev. Hidemaru,
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the ashes were kept in a white box in the Nishi.

Honganji temple. He says that the urn containing

the ashes, was kept there by the Japanese Army, who

looked after it carefully and later brought it to

Tokyo. He says that a funeral ceremony was held at

Nishi Honganji temple towards the end of August

1945. Major Lagatomo says that he attended a funeral

ceremony at the Nishi Honganji temple, either on the

day the ashes were deposited, or on the next day.

Lt. Col. Shibuya, the Staff Officer, also mentions

the funeral ceremony at this temple. It appears that

there was a ceremony also in the Higashi Honganji

temple. Rev. Hidemaru says that on the 22nd or 23rd

of August (i.e. soon after the ashes were brought to

Nishi Honganji temple) his own Head Priest told him,

that a ceremony would be held for an important Indian

personality on the 26th or 27th of August. He goes

on to say that this ceremony did take place.

2. On the 5th of September, a plane was flying to

Tokyo. A passage was secured for Col. Habibur Rehman

who had been asking for it, from the Headquarters of

the Formosan Army. Lt. Co]. Shibuya, the Staff

Officer of the same headquarters, also decided to

send by the same plane, the urn containing Netaji's

ashes, and the box containing valuables, and asked

It. Col. T. Sakai to take.charge of them. Sub. Lt.

T. Hayashida was also asked to proceed to the Taihoku

aerodrome, to carry the two boxes to Tokyo. According

to the written statement of Lt. Col. T. Sakai, at that
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time his hands and face were still bandaged, and he

could not lift any luggage. One Major Nakarmiya who

was acquainted with Col. Habibur Rehman, also went

on the same plane. Lt. Eayashida says that he arriv-

ed at the aerodrome at 11 A.M. on the 5th of Septem-

ber, and found that Lt. Co]. Sakai, Major Nakmiya and

Col. Habibur Rehman were there. There were also two

boxes - one containing Netaji's ashes, and the other

Fold and jewellery, The first box was 1 foot cubi-

cal in shape, and the second box was 3 ft x 2 ft x

2 ft. Both were of wood. The first was covered with

white cloth, and the second with a leather covering.

Bothlere nailed. He slung the box containing the

ashes frop his neck in the Japanese style. According

to Lt. Col. Sakai, the aerodrome was nnami aerodrome

near Taihoku. The plane accident had taken place at

the bigger Matsuyama aerodrome. 1-ajor iagatomo had

arranged for the box containing the ashes to be

taken from the temple, and delivered at the aerodrome.

The aeroplane in which the party was travelling was,

according to Col. Habibur Rehman, a redcross plane.

Lt. Col. Sakai says that it was a 97 heavy bomber

marked with a green cross. It flew to Gannosu air-

fie]d near Fukuoka in Kyushu, the souther -most Island

of Japans There is some discrepancy as to what

happened then. According to Lt. Col. Sakai and Lt.

Hayashida says that they all left by train next

afternoon at 3 P.M., after having collected a guard

of one Sergeant and two soldiers from the local .

Military Headquarters. According to It. Col. Sakai,
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they had consultations at Fukuoka and decided that,

in the interest of safety, the party should be

divided into two. While Col. Habibur Rehnan and

Major lakamiya flew on to Tokyo, he(Lt. Col. Sakai)

and Lt. Hayashidal with the ashes and the box of

valuables, proceed by train, attended by a guard of

three soldiers from the local Army Headquarters.There

is also discrepancy as regards the time of departure

from Fukuoka and arrival at Tokyo. Col. Habibur

Rehman says that the party left by night by goods

train, and next morning (6th September), they reach-

ed Tokyo. Lt. Col. Sakai says that he and Lt.

Hayashida left Fukuoka on the morning of 6th September,

and reached Tokyo the same evening. According to

the current time -table of the Japanese National

Railways, even fast lxpress trains iake 20 to 22

hours to reach Tokyo from Fukuoka (Hakata). It is

unlikely that in 1945, after the War, the service

was so much faster. So the time of travel, approxi-

mately 12 hours, given by Col. Habibur Rehman or Lt.

Col. Sakai is incorrect. The timing mentioned by

Lt. Hayashida is more reasonable. He says that the

party left Fukuoka at 3 P.M. on the 6th September

and arrived at 6 P.M. on the 7th September. This date

tanieswith what has been mentioned by two officers

of the Imperial General Staff, Major Kinoshita and

Lt. Takakura who received the ashes. However, the

discrepancy as regards the time is not of great

importance.
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3. All the three witnesses, Co?. Habibur Rehman,

Lt. Col. Sakai and Lt. hayashida l say that imnedia-

tely on arrival at Tokyo the two boxes containing the
4:-

ashes and valuables were taken to the Imperial Gen-

eral Headquarters. As it was after office hours,

they made over charge to the Duty Officer, Major

Kinoshita. The Duty Officer, Major Kinoshita, was

examined by the Committee. He said that on the 7th

of September at 11 P.M., an Officer of the rank of Lt.

Col. handed over to him for safe custody two wooden

boxes, which he said he had brought from Taiwan(Formosa).

One box was 6" and the other 10" in size. One was

light and the other heavy. The boxes were nailed and

wrapped in cloth but were not sealed. The Officer who

brought them, said that the smaller box contained the

ashes of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, while the bigger

one contained gold. As the boxes were received late

at night, Major Kinoshita kept them in his room in his

personal custody, and in the morning handed them over

to the next Duty Officer, Lt. Col. Takakura. Lt. Col.

Sakai went round to the Imperial General Headquarters

next ramming, and met Lt. Col. Takakura, Chief of the

Military Affairs Section, whom he knew, and confirmed

that he had received the ashes and the box containing

_
valuables. Neither the Duty Officers gave, or took

any receipt for the two boxes, nor made any written

entries about them. Having taken charge of the ashes,

Lt. Col. Takakura cafled the other officers of the

headquarters and paid respects to Netaji's ashes. He

then contacted Yr. Rama Murti, President of the Indian

Independence League, Tokyo, over the telephone, and
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asked him to come to the Headquarters and take charge

of the ashes. A car was also arranged for Mr. Murti.

Mr. Murti came in about half an hour's time, accompan-

ied by . Ayer who had by then arrived in Tokyo. At

the main entrance of the Imperial General Headquarters

on the morning of the 8th September the ashes were

handed over to Messrs. Murti and Ayer, by Lt. Col.

Takakura in a simple and so:enn ceremony which is des-

cribed by Mr. Murti in the following words :-

"There Major Takakura (later Lt.Col.) was

present, and there were two or three other officers.

I do not recollect whether General Arisui was there.

General Arisui was in the I penal General headquarters.

Major Takakura told us that General Arisui had asked

him to convey his personal condolences to us and to

deliver the ashes to us. The urn was wrapped in white

cloth, and was taken out from a safety locker. It had

straps of long cloth with which to sling ground the

Zeir4of the bearer. It was a cubical box of about 1

foot dimension. Several other Military personnel who

were present, solemnly bowed to the urn. It was re-

ceived by Mr. Ayer. He was visibly moved by an over-

whelming emotion. An Army Sedan car was arranged for

our conveyance. Mr. Ayer and myself took the urn

direct to my house."

4. At that time, Mr0 iqurti's house was being used

for all purposes as the Headquarters of the Indian

Independence League. The urn was placed on a pedes-

tal ntid flowers and incense were put on it. On the



urn which was so far without any marking, the words

"NETAJI SUBHAS ChANURA BOSE" were written in English

Letters by Mr. Ayer. Indian cadets, generally known

as Tokyo Boys, came and kept vigil over the ashes.

The same night Col. habibur Rehman turned up first

at Mr. Murti's house, and later went to Mrs. Sahay's

house, and met Mr. Ayer who was staying there. Since

hearing the story of the crash, Mr. Ayer had held up

his judgment awaiting the arrival of Col. Habibur

Reiman. Mr. Murti in his statement says, "Mr. Ayer

lost no time in confronting him with a barge of

questions, to all of which, Col. Rehman very calmly,

seriously and solemnly gave adequate replies. This

conversation definitely cleared a 1 doubts which Mr.

Ayer had, and now Mr. Ayer was resolved that the crash

was an indisputable reality, and Netaji was a victim

of it. Col. Rehman himself was surprised that lx.Ayer

should doubt his story. He showed his own hands and

face as visible proof of what had happened. With a

serious and solemn face, and eyes burning with sincer-

ity, Col. Rehman allayed all doubts of any one who

came in contact with him, and we all accepted this as

truth without a shadow of doubt in our minds." Next

day he repeated the story to a bigger audience. Fear-

ing that he might be arrested by the Allies, Col.

Ilabibur Rehman also handed over to Mr. Murti, a copy

of a brief written statement which was dated 24-8-1.245,

about what had happened to Netaji. (As previously

stated, this statement was handed over to the Committee

by Mr. J. i urti) (Annexure I).
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To revert to the ashes, as the American Occupa-

tion of Japan had begun, Mr. Murti and his friends

felt that an elaborate funeral ceremony would attract

attention, and might be treated as a hostile demons-

tration by the Occupying Forces. They therefore,

decided to hold such a ceremony ona modest scale. Large

ceremonies are usually held at large temples like

Nishi Hongani temple Tokyo. For the modest ceremony,

they looked for a smaller temple, and fixed upki the

Renkoji temple in the same quarter of Tokyo, Suginamiku,

in which Mr. Eurti lived. The priest, Rev. Mochizuku,

also agreed to the proposal. At the request of Mrs.

Sahay, the ashes were kept in her house for a day, and

homage was paid to them also. Then the funeral ceremony

was held at the Renkoji temple. There is some difference

to the date. Mr. Ramamurti says that it was held on

the 12th or 13th of September. Mr. Ayer gives the date

as 14th September. According to Col. Habibur Rehman

(who, however, was not present) it was five or six

days after his arrival in Tokyo. According to the

priest, Rev. Mochizuku, the date wes 18th of September.

On the day of the funeral ceremony, the ashes were carried

in a procession from Mrs. Sahay's house to the Renkoji

temple. Mr. J. Murti has described the occasion thus :-

"All the Tokyo 1.1. A. cadets, my brother and 1 7

Mrs. Sahay and her family, I.N.A. broadcasting unit

were present. Mr. Ayer was also with the procession.

Col. Rehman could not accompany the procession, as he

was wanted by the American Police for interrogation.

Besides the Tokyo cadets numbering about 40, there

were a small number of Japanese. About 10 or 15

Japanese Military Officers and civilians were also
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present in the procession. The ashes were carried by

a cadet by the name of Virik. The procession went

from Mrs. Sahay's house to the Renkoji temple, which

was at a distance of about two miles from her house.

On arrival at the temple, the ashes were put on the

altar, and as the flowers and wreaths were placed,

the religious ceremony was conducted by 4 or 5

Buddhist priests." Lt. Col. Takakura says that he

attended the funeral ceremony as a representative

of the Imperial General headquarters. There were

approximately 100 persons including some Japanese.

The details of the procession given by Mr. J. Murti

are corroborated by Rev. Mochizuki, priest of the

Renkoji temple. About the Ceremony he says "The

teple of which I am the priest, is a Buddhist temple.

When the ashes were brought, we placed them on a

wooden stand. The ashes were contained in a small

wooden box about 8" cube. It was wrapped in white

cloth on which was written :-

"NETPJI SUBHAS CHALITIA BOSE."

I can read printed English a little.

At the ceremony I called six other priests. I stood

in the front. We burnt incense (aggarbattis). Mr.

;:urti gave 30 Yens wrapped in a piece of paper. I

distributed this sum amongst all the priests. * * *

The ceremony lasted for one hour, after which people

went away, and I stayed behind in the temple by the

side of the ashes to make sure that no body came and

took them away."

6. According to Rev. Mochizuki, after the



funeral ceremony, it is customary for the people to

take away the ashes, but in this case, he was asked

by Mr. Rama Murti, Mrs. Sahay and a Japanese Staff

Officer to keep the ashes in a befitting manner, as

they belonged to a great man Netaji Subhas Chandra

Bose. He agreed to do so till such time as they could

be delivered to the proper authorities. Every year

on the 18th of August, Lev. Lochizuki offers prayers

to the dead. Between 1945 when the ashes were deposit-

ed, till 1950, nobody came to see or Day respects to

the ashes except Mr. Rama Murti. In May 1950, the

then head of the Indian Mission, Mr. K.K. Chettur,

visited the temple. Since then, there have been many

visitors including Mr. Ayer in 1951. Last year (1955)

there was quite a big ceremony on the Death Anniver-

sary Day, the 12th of August. A number of Japanese

notables, including Madam Tojo, General Lakamura,

General Kawabe, General Eutaguchi, General Katakura,

attended. Our Committee visited the Renkoji temple

and recorded a note which is enclosed (Annexure I).

A series of photographs were taken showing the

interior and exterior of the temple and the inner

and outer casket in which the ashes are kept. Copies

of these will be found in Annexure III.

7. From what has been said, it will be seen that

the ashes were moved in stages from the Crematorium

to 1,dsh1 Honganji temple, from there to Minami aero-

drame, and thence to Tokyo Imperial General Headquarters.

The progress thereafter was from the Imperial General

Headquarters, first to Mr. RamaMurti's house, and
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then to Mrs. Sahay's house, and finally to the Renkoji

temple. There is no break in the chain. From the

first, i.e. from the crematorium, the ashes were

taken charge by the Formosan Army, and responsible

officers were concerned with its keeping in the Nishi

Konganji temple, and its delivery to the Imperial

General Headquarters. That the ashes were well looked

after in the temple, has been deposed by the priest

of a neighbouring temple. At the Ir'perial General

Headquarters, the first Duty Officer kept the ashes

in his own custody, and the next Duty Officer hand-

ed them over to the local representative of Netaji's

movement, Mr. Rama Murti. Messrs Rama Murti and Ayer

took delivery, and after due ceremony, installed the

ashes in Renkoji temple. Since then, Rev. Mochizuki

has looked after the ashes carefully. There is,

therefore, good reason to believe that the ashes that

were taken out from the crematorium, Taihoku on or

about the 21st of August 19457 were the same ashes,

as were deposited at the Renkoji temple Tokyo, on or

about the lath September 1945, and the very same ashes

remain in that temple today. It is true that such

precautions as were necessary to prove indisputable

identity, were not taken. At no stage was the casket

containing the ashes sealed, no formal receipts issued,

nor again continuous watch kept over it. So although

there cannot be absolute certainty, nevertheless, it

can be said that, in all probability, the ashes kept

in Renkoji temple, Tokyo, are the ashes of Netaji

Subhas Chandra Bose.
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8. Three witnesses have expressed doubts that the

ashes kept in

Netaji Subhas

had doubts is

to japan in a

gentleman, in

Conference in

the Renkoji Temple are not the ashes of

Chandra Bose. One of the witnesses who

Illa Pal Chawdhury M.P. She went

party with Mr. J.C. Sinha l and another

connection with the World Religionists

1955, and visited the Renkoji temple

along with her companions. She says, "I got the feel-

ing that the ashes were not Netajils ashes, because

the temple was in a very dilapidated condition. It

is a tiny temple in an out -of -the way place.

almost 18 to 20 miles out Of Tokyo, it may be

little more or less. The ashes are kept in a

manner, wrapped up in an old chaddar and that

which should accompany Netaji's ashes, is not

It is

a

casual

dignity

there.

That is the feeling which I had and I would like to

convey this to the Committee." It will be.seen that

this opinion is subjective, and not so much based on

a study of facts and circumstances. As for the condi-

tion of the temple, the information given by Mrs.

Illa Pal is largely incorrect. The temple is not 18 to

20 miles out of Tokyo, but only 6 miles from the

centre of the city, and is in that part of Tokyo

known as Suginamaku. It is not in a dilapidated con-

dition, but is in an excellent state of preservation.

This will be seen from the photos of the exterior

and interior of the Temple, taken at the time when

the Committee was in Tokyo in May -June 1956.

(Annexure III).



There is no reason to believe that the temple was in

a dilapidated condition a year back. The ashes are

not kept in a casual manner, but well kept, and look-

ed after by the priest, Rev. Kochizuku. The Renkoji

temple was inspected by the members of the Committee

on the 30th i.ay 1956. An extract from the note

(Annexure I) given below, will show the condition of

the temple and how the ashes are kept.

"The Renkoji temple is situated in Suginamiku

quarter of Tokyo, about 6 miles from the centre of

the town, where the Indian Embassy is situated. The
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temple is of a moderate size, built of timber in the

usual style of Japanese Buddhist temples. Around it

is a small Japanese garden. The temple, although not

very large, is well kept. The ashes are kept in the

main shrine just behind the altar in a large glass

case. In this case are kept various venerated ob-

jects such as guilded images of Bodhisattvas. On the

left hand side of the glass case isifsmall wooden

casket in the shape of a pagoda about 2 ft. high. In

front of it is a small portrait of letaji Subhas

Chandra Bose. A larger photograph of Netaji is kept

outside in the left hand corner of the glass case.

Incense was burning before it. Rev. Mochizuki took

out from the pagoda shaped casket, a rectangular

shaped wooden box painted red. On opening it was re-

vealed a small container about 8" cube covered with

some kind of white cloth. On it was written in large

English letters in black ink ik;ETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA

BOSE." The contents of the smaller container were

not examined. As he was handling these objects, Rev.

Mochizuku was intoning some sacred mantrag One by

one, he put back the containers into their original

positions and securely locked with a key the door

of the glass case. * * * * As in the case of

most Japanese temples, the temple was very clean both

inside and outside. The Committee was satisfied that

Rev. Mochizuku takes good care of the ashes, and they

are being kept properly within the limited means of

the authorities of the Renkoji temple."

The reasons for doubt given by Mr. J.C. Sinha
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who went along with Mrs. Ill Pal in 1955, are some-

what different. He says that he had met one lvIr.

Virick, a young man, who was one of the Tokyo Cadets

(I.N.A.) during the war. He was the cadet, who had

carried the urn containing the ashes to the Henkoji

temple, on the day of the original funeral ceremony

on the 18th September 1945. Mr. Virick had returned

to Japan, and was studying in the Tokyo University.

His name was mentioned in this connection specifically

by witness Lr. J. Ilurti. From 1,r. Sinha's statement,

it appears that Er. Virick who went with him, had some

difficulty in finding his way to the temple, and in

finding out where the urn wEs kept. Mr. Virick

confessed to Mr. Sinha, that since depositing the

ashes in 1945, he had not been to the Renkoji temple

since Mr. Sinha has given the reason why he did not

believe that the ashes. He says, " * * * had

they been Netaji's ahses a Nr. Virick told me, the

person who is in Tokyo for the last three years from

today andif he had been really that person who had

carried the ashes to the temple, should have visited

that temple a number of times to pay his homage and

respect to that great departed leader." Mr. Virick

was in Tokyo as a cadet when he was a boy. It is

presumed that like others he was repatriated soon

after the war terminated. Years have passed and he

again came back to Tokyo as a University student

apparently in 1952-53. As a young cadet he could

not have had much to do with Netaji, and one cannot

say how much boyish impression the grown up man
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retained. In any case, it would hardly be fair or

logical to arrive at any conclusion about the gen-

uineness of the ashes, on the basis of personal

reactions - apparent lack of attachnent for the

same ashes - on the part of Mr. Virick.

10. The third person who cast doubt is Mr. S.M.

Goswami. Mr. Goswami appeared before the Committee

twice. In his second strtement recorded on the

16th June, Ur. Goswami says that whereas in 153

he found that the writing on the urn of the words

nTETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE'S ASHES" was in

italics, he was surprised to find a picture in

Amrita Bazar Patrika l dated 5-6-1956 that the writ-

ing "NETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE," was in block

letters. He concluded that the whole thing had

been changed since 1953. On looking at the Anrita

Bazar Patrika dated 5-6-1956, that is the picture

of the urn appearing on its front page it is seen

that the writing is in block letters and not in

italics. The picture cut from the paper is given here.
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A n a l , t h e t h e n D e p u t y Ch ie f of t h e I n d i a n I n d e p e n d e n c e Le a g u e
T o k y o Ch a p t e r .

Mr, Ayer went to Tokyo and visited the Renkoji

temple in 1951. He has submitted a photo of the urn.

The Committee also took a photo of the urn in June

1956. The writing on all these photos "NETAJI SUBHAS

CHANDRA BOSE" appears to be identical. They are in

block letters. A copy of the photo submitted by Mr.

Ayer and the one taken by the Committee are enclosed.

(Annexure III). It will be seen that Mr. Gus rami has

made a completely erroneous statement. After having

examined the statement of these witnesses, it is clear

that the reasons for doubting that the ashes did not

belong to ietaji, are either based on insubstantial

grounds, or onlrong facts and therefore have to be

discarded.
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CHAPTER VI

TREASURE

Although in the terms of reference of the

Committee, there was no mention, of the treasure

carried by Netaji on his last flight, in the course

cf their examination, a number of witnesses spoke of

the trees re. In fact, in Japan, to judge from news-

paper articles, there was keen interest as to what

happened to this treasure. In view of the public

interest on the subject, and evidence given before 1;14474,r

them, the Committee feey that, some mention should be

made in this Report about this treasr,re.

2. It was the intention of Netaji to defend as little

as possible on his Japanese allies, and to finance the

Indian National Army from resources collected from

Indian residents in South East Asia. For this purpose,

regular collection drives were made by Netaji and

his lieutenants, and large funds were collected.

A special committee called "Netaji Fund Committee" was

established unrier the Yinister of Revenue. Gold and

other valuables were generously donated by Indians in

South East Asia. On the occasion of his Birthday in

January l94, Netaji was weighed against gold. Not only

cash and valuables, but immovable properties used to

be donated. Habib Sahib of Rangoon gave away at one

time, all his estate in landed property, cash and

jetTellry valued at Rupees one crore's and three lakhs.

In return he asked from Netaji, a pair of Khaki shirt

and shorts, so that he might work for the Independence

Movement (Page 160 of Major Genral A.C. Chatterjee ls

book tIndia's Struggle for Freedom). The Funds of the



Azad Hind Government were handled by the Azad Hind Bank.

How much of the liquid assets were carried by Netaji

during his retreat from Rangoon onwards, is not precisely

known. Mr. Debnath Das says that at the time of the

retreat from Rangoon, treasure valued at Rupees one crore,

consisting mostly of ornaments and gold bars, was

withdrawn from the Azad Hind Bank, and taken away

packed in 17 small sealed boxes. General Bhonsle says,

that Netaji had brought with him to Bangkok gold ornaments

and cash packed in six steel b xes. The jewellery as

a gift from Indians in South East Asia. He did not

see the Jewellery, and had no idea of its valve.

Mr. Dinanath, Chairman of the Azad Hind Bank, who

yas interrogated by the British Intelligence soon

after the end of the war, had said, that on the

24th April 1945 when Netaji evacuated Rangoon, he took

with him from the Bank 140 lbs of gold. According to

Pandit Raghunath Sharma, one of the Leaders of the

Indian Independence League at Bangkok, Netaji took with

him gold and other valuables which were collected from

the people, cf a total value exceeding Rupees one

crore. That some valuables were carried by Netaji with

him, is clear from the evidence, but from the very

start, doubt and discrepancies creep in, as to the

size and value of the treasires Fandit Raghunath Sharma

has stated that the valuables were kept in 10 or 12

steel boxes - size 13" x 12" x 10"; some a little

smaller than others. General Bhonsale says that,

the contents of six steel bcxes were repacked in

two canvas bags at the time of Netajils departure.

But Mr. Debnath Das has said, that before leaving Bangkok,
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Mr. Das, were repacked into two 'arge suit cases 30"

to 36" long. It is doubtful whether gold and ornaments of

the value of Rupees one crore could be carried in two

large lea'her suit cases. Netajils personal valet,

Kunden Singh was examined by the Committee. According

to him, the treasure was packed in 4 steel cases of different

sizes - 20" x 13" x 16" and 12" x 6" x 6". He was

present, at the time when the boxes were checked before

Netaji's departure from Bangkok. He says, "the boxes con-

tained articles of jewell-ery which are commonly

worn by Indian women such as chains of ladies' watches

necklaces, bangles, bracelets, earrings, etc. They were

mostly of ladies. There were also pounds and guineas.

There were some chains which had guinea pieces attached

to them. There were small gold wires, but there

were no gold bars. * * Besides

these 4 boxes containing the treasure, 7etaji ls personal

effects, and certain other v 1Lable articles which he

had brought from Singapore, were kept in a small

leather attache case. ',These contained a gold cigarette

case which was presented to Netaji by Hitler." Lt.

Kunizuka of the Hikari Kikan who was constantly in touch

with Netaji, mentions that he was shown the valuables

the same night, and agrees lith Kurdan Singh although he

does not mention the number of boxes.

3. On his last visit, Netag made heavy payments both

at Singapore and Bangkok. His Japanese Secretary and Inter-

preter, Mr. Negishi says that before leaving Singapore,

as ordered by Netaji, eTithel.rew from the Japanese Bank,
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Government. It was drawn in paper money, and spent

in payments to I.N.A., and civilian personnel. Mre

Debnath Das says that on the 17th ugust, just before

leaving Bangkok, Netaji made large last-minute gifts

of li million Ticals to Chulalongkorn Hospital and

University and sanctioned two to three months' pay to

all officers and men of the I.Y.A. He adds that this

was not paid out of the treasure brought from Burma,

but from the funds of the Thailand Indian Independence,

League. The same witness has said, that among the

bag-age of Netaji, was a large suit case containing

documents and currency. The picture of the last hurried

days is confused. It is not known how much Netaji

withdrew, how much was spent, and how much °in gold

and jewellery he took with him. As documents were

destroyed to avoid falling into Allied hands, reconstruc-

tion would be difficult. The only thing that can be

said, is that Netaji disbursed large amounts in the

final stages, and took some valuables, gold ornaments,

etc., with him. Netaji apparently did not want to take the

treasure with him. hccording to the evidence of Pandit

Raghunath Sharma, a few days previously) Netaji had

enquired of him whether he would take charge of the

treasure/to which Pandit Raghunath Sharma did not agree,'

Mr. Debnath Las has stated that again at Saigon air-

field) Netaji proposed that he would leave the treasure

behind. Mr. Debnath Las and Major Hasan did not agree

to this, and so Netaji carried the valuables with him.

4. Indian and Japanese witnesses have all deposed
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cle-rly about the treasure in Saigon. The plane was

held up for about half an hour, as the car carrying

the boxes of valuables was delayed. All witnesses have

stated that the number of cases which came out of the

second car, were two and they were hurriedly pushed

into the plane, in spite of the protests of the Pilot.

General 'soda has sod, trat lajor Hasan rushed up to say,

that the two b .es containing presents to Netaji by 3

lakhs of 'fidians i ast Asia, had not arrived, and so

Netaji delayed departure by half an hour till the

boxes came. General Isoda did not know what the boxes

contained, but from what Major Hasan said, he presumed

that they contained gold and ewerery. While most

witnesses say that the boxes were leather suit cases

about 30" long, Captain Gulzara Singh.and Col. Pritam

Singh have said that they were wooden boxes of a smaller

size. According to Mr. Negishi, he was told by some

Hiker! Kikan officers, that Netaji s baggage included

150 kilos of gold bullion. He goes on to say that

some of this treasure accompanied Netaji, while the

rest of it was left with the party at Saigon to sect

various expenses. Be at as it may, it may be taken as

conclusive, that from Saigon, Netaji carried with him

two large leathrr suit cases about 30" long containing

gold and valuables. While as staLed before, it may be

discounted, that the value was anything like rupees

one crore, there is no evide, ce on record which gives

the details of the contents of the suit cases, or any

indication of their value.

5. The plane crashed at Taihoku on the 18th of Augut.

Col. Habibur Rehman has stated, that he enquired next
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day, as to what happened to the baggage, particularly the

two leather suit cases which contained gold and jewellery.

He was told that the _lane was completely burnt, and with

it the luggage, but some charred jewellery had been

salvaged, and 'ept in safe custody at the Military

Headquarters. The collection was done under the super-

vision of two Japanese Office4 Major K. Sakai, Officer

in charge of the aerodrome defence, and captain Nakamura

alias Yamamoto, Officer in charge of the aerodrome.

According to Major Sakai, when he came to the scene two

hours after the accident, he found Captain Nakamura

and his men, collecting articles lying on the ground.

As their number was insufficient, he lent 30 of his

men. Captain Nakamura on the other hand says) that

on being asked by Lt. Col. Nenogaki, he asked his

men to collect the valuables. He came and found

L'ajor s men under one Lt. Yamashila doing the

col'ection. Both officers however agree that charred

and blackened jewellery such as necklaces, rin -s) medals

etc., were collected. These were put in a 18 litre

gasolene can, the top of which was sealed by reans of

strips of paper on which the officers placed their own

seals. About the subsequent disposal, there is a slight

discrepancy. According to Major Sakai, the can of

valuables was kept only one night under guard, and

delivered next day to Lt. Col. Shibuya at the Head-

quarters. On the other hand, Captain Nakamura says that

the can was kept for 4 or 5 days in the air-raid shelter

under guard, and thereafter delivered to Lt. Col. Shibuya.

On the 5th of September, Col. Habibur Rehman was flown
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to Tokyo. With him went Lt. Col. T. Sakai and Lt.

Hayash a who had been detailed by the Army Headquar-

ters, Formosa to carry with them Netaji s ashes and his

valuables. Major Sakai and Captain Nakamura alias

Yamamoto have both spoken of a 18 litre gasolene can.

Lt. Col. Shibuya, Staff Officer of the Headquarters) also

mentions the can. Lt. Col. T. Sakai in his statement

describes the container as "one baggage as big as oil

can." But Col. Habibur Rehman and Lt. Hayashida speak

of a wooden bcx.

6 . The box of valuables was delivered on the evening

of the 7th September at the Imperial General Headquarters,

Tokyo. The Duty Officer, Major Kinoshita, who first

received it, made over charge next morning to Lt. Col.

Takakura. Both say that the box was a wooden box nailed

down but not sealed. How a sealed gasolene can could

become a nailed wooden box is not clear. According to

Lt. Col. Takakura, on the 8th September morning, he

phoned Yr. Ramamurti, who came with Mr. Ayer and took

charge both of Netaji's ashes and valuables. Mr.

Ramamurti says that two or three days after his arrival

in Tokyo, (that would be 9th or 10th September) Col.

Habibur Rehman asked him to bring the box of valuables,

and Mr. Ramamurti accordingly went and brought it

from the Imperial Gene -al Headquarters. The brx was

a heavy wooden box, and a porter was engaged to carry

it. Col. Habibur Rehman says that a few days after his

arrival in Tokyo, Messrs. Ayer and Ramamurti were called

to the Imperial General Headquarters and the box containing
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corroborates his brother. Mr. Ayer does not say

where the bex was received, but indicates thet in the

last week of September, he chanced upon Col. Rehman,

Yr. Ramamurti and Mr. J. Murti cleaning and sorting

out the charred jewellery in the house he and Col. Habibur

Rehman were occupying. There are major discrepancies

as tc the date, and who received the box. While Mr.

Ramamurti says that Col. Tlabibur Rehman satisfied himself

that the box was indeed the same box that had been packed

before him at Taihoku, Col. Habibur Rehman says that

the seals of the box were broken; it appeared to have

been tampered with, was much lighter and only half full.

The contents were found to be ornaments of gold and

precious stone, all charred mixed and fused with base

metals and small bits from the wreckage. They were roughly

separated into three lots, according to whether they

contained more gold or base metal. Afterwards, they

were repacked into a box and nailed. The weight of the

valuables was found to be 11 kilograms. This was

noted, and a rough list was made and signed by Col.

Habibur Rehman, a photostat copy of whrch is enclosed

(Annexure I). Col. Rehman left the valuables in the

charge of Mr. Ramamurti to be handed over to any authority

which arose in India in succession to Netajits movement.

At the same time, Mr. Ayer left 300 grams of gold and

20,000 Yens in cash with Mr. Ramamurti with similar direct-

ion. They did th's in order to avoid the valuable

properties from being confiscated by the Allies.

7. Yr. Murti kept the valuables with him from 1945
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to 1951. Mr. Murti did not keep the money in a Bank.

Jhen asked, he said he did this so that the ocupation

authorities, who would know of the assets of Japanese

BankS, might not confiscate the v2luables. He did not

take any steps to .contact any Indian authorities

during all these years. In fact, there is reeson

to believe that he denied having the treasure with him.

He made ho attempt to contact even the Indian Mission

in Tokyo. He says that he was in correspondence

with Mr. Ayer and the later had adtrised him not to

take any action till the connected natter of Netaji s

ashes was satisfactorily solved. Yr. Ayer came to Japan

in 1951, and it was only then that Mr. Ramamurti

acknowledged that the treasure was with him, and expressed

willingness to hand over the same to the Indian Mission

in Tokyo. He admitted that he had partly financed

Mr. Ayer ts trip to Japan. On his return to India,

Mr. Ayer met the Prime Minister, and sug-ested that

the treasure might be taken over by the India

Government through the Indian Mission in Tokyn.

The Prime Minister agreed to this and on instruction

from him, the treasure was taken over by the Indian

Mission on the 24th September 1951. The First

Secretery of the Mission, Mr. V.C. Trivedi, signed

the receipt on the copy of the list made over by

Col. Rehman to Yr. Ramamurti in 1945. On the same day,

,r. Ramamurti also handed over 300 grams geld and

20,000 Yens -hich had been left with him by Yr. Ayer.

The valuables were again checked and weighed by the
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Indian Mission and the weight was fund to be a little

more that noted in Col. Rehman's original list.

8. The valuables were brought to India and have been

kept in the National Museum at Rashtrapeti Ehavan. As

mentioned, the Committee inspected these valuables at the

Museum. Their eFtimat-d value is Rupees one Lakh. The

Erseum was inspected twice, and on the second occasion the

Committee went along wth Yundan Singh, Netajits personal

valet. s already eentioned, in Chapter II, Kundan Singh

identified a number of articles as belonging to Netaji.

The articles found in the Museum were jewellery, and

trinkets of the kind, which different witnesses have

testified as gifts to Netaji, from the Indian public in

South East i-ksia, and which he carried with him on his

last journey. It is evident that the charred and damaged

pieces of gold and jewellery etc., rh'oh are in the

National Museum, formed part of Netaji fs bau'age, in his

last journey, which was salvaged from Taihoku air-

field, and later recovered from Mr. r.urti. It is also

seen, that what was banded over by Yr. Murti in 1951,

tallied with the list signed by Col. Habibur Rehman in

1945. But it is not clear how much was carried by

Netaji, and how much of it was Two suit

cases in which Netaji took the valuables, were not

weighed. ':;e have only the evidence of witnesses that

they were fairly heavy. Only one witness, Lt. Col.

Nonooalci has ren'ioned the weight as 20 kilos each.

Only 11 kilograms of burnt -down jewellery mixed with

base metal and ashes hai en recovered. Quite clearly)
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the euantit: that has been recovered is nuch less tan

what Netaji carried with him. There are a large number

of gaps and discrepancies in the chain. It is not

clear w' et' er the plane was cordoned off immediately

after the crash, and the collect! n of valuables begun

under proper supervision. After it as collected, there

is discrepancy, as to -%11- i-;er it was left for some days

in an air-raid shelter, or taken next morning to the

"7.s. There is dou' to the container. Some say it

;;as a gasolene can, hile others say that it was a wooden

box. If the gasolene can was originally filled and sealed

there is no evidence to show who opened it, and why, and

gut the contents again in a wooden box. The wooden box

that was handed over in Tokyo to Mr. Ramamurti was not

sealed, but only nailed. Whereas Lajor Tkakura says, that

he handed over the box to Mr. Murti and Mr. Ayer along

with the ashes, Mr. Murti says that only he, was asked to

core, and take the box of valuables a few days after

te15ing delivery of the ashes. Col. Rehman says that

Lessrs. Ayer and Murti went and brought the box from

the Imperial General hqs. According to Mr. Ayer, he.

was not called, but cam4as if by accidentmOkile Mr.

Murti says that Col. Rehman was satisfied, that the box

was in the same order as he had packed in Taihoku, Col.

Rehman says, that the box ap7eared to him to have been

tampered with, much lighter in weight, and less than half

full. So it is far from clear as to what was collected

from Taihoku air -field, whether and when the container was

changed, whether there was any suhstraction, and who

toAii fr1 Mulei2 WA b_ o c4Â GiC Cap L Raj., 00e,
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tock delivery of it in Tokyo and when. From the

evidence available to us, it is not possible to come

to any definite conclusion about the treasure.

(If it is considered desirable to go more closely into

the matter, it may be necessary to institute a separate

Ienquiry, whose scope night well include not only thetreasure that was carried by Netaji on his last

journey and its recovery, but also examination of the

entire assets and liabilities, in cash and kind, of the

Provisional Government of Azad Hind. It is, however,

not certain, how far such an enquiry would be profitable

after this lapse of time, especially when, such records

as they were, must have been lar ely destroyed.
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CHAIDTER VII

REC0IEE0f4TION

The Committee has come to the conclusion that

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose met his death in an air

crash, and that the ashes now at Renkoji temple, Tokyo,

are his ashes. Rev. Mochizuki and the trustees of the

Renkoji temple have already kept the ashes for a number

of years. Their services deserve to be recognised. If

the ashes are taken to be genuine, Renkoji temple cannot

obviously be their final resting place. Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose died ten years ago. It is time that his

ashes were brought to India with due honour, and a

memorial erected over them at a suitable place. This

we recommend for the serious consideration of the

Government of India. It may be mentioned in this connec-

tion, that influential circles in Japan are considering

putting up a memorial to Netaji in that country. If

hetaji's mortal remains are honoured, and his ideals

kept alive, then one could truly ask "Where is death's

sting, where, grave thy victory?."

NEW DELHI.

31-7-1956.

(SHAH N AW AZ Y PJJ
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ANNEXE] _ I.

1. General Shidei's Service Record.

2. Gaimusho's Report that there was no enquiry into the crash.

3. Committee's report on Renkoji temple.

4. Coot of telegram from the Japanese Government to Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose, received from Shri Debnath Das.

5. Statei.ent of Col. Habibur Rehman Khan, regarding the Air
Crash at Talhoku. Formosa, dated 24-8-1945.

6. Photostat copy of list of treasure, signed by Col. Habibur
Rehman.

7. Photostat copy of list of treasure, signed by Mr. S.A. Ayer.

8. Points of agreement on writing the Report.

9. Copy of Telegram about "Mangolian Delegate".

10. List of witnesses.



THE GAIMUSHO

June 4th, 1956

Dear Mr. Dar,

In compliance with the request of the Netaji Subhas Chandra

RosF Fnquiry Commission, made at the Third Regular Meeting on May

26, 1956, I wish to state as follows:

*Operation Branch
Repatriation
Relief Bureau,
Ministry of

Welfare.

i s *

of_ the.LatoiLte=rien&

Two copies of the records in question, secured from

the Section referred to above*, is attached hereto as

enclosures respectively.

Mentioned above be transmitted to the Commission.

I should appreciate it very much if you would be good

enough to transmit the above reply to the said Commission.

Sincerely yours,

Hisaji Hattorl
Chief of 4th Section

Mr. A.K. Dar asian Affairs Bureau
First Secretary GAIMUSHO
Embassy of India



TrAns1at,i On

RYU.SEN-MAN No. 483

August 4th, 1947

To : President of Demobilization Agency.

From Chief, Korean& Manchurian Affairs Section,
First Demobilization Bureau, Demobilization Agency.

S ubjecti. Application for Promotion of War -Dead.

Whereas the person mentioned below comes under Paragraph 5,

Article 26 of ICHIFUKU (First Demobilization Bureau) No. 744 of

1946, the apllication for his promition is submitted herewith

for your consideration.

Date of Death

Cause of Death

August 1.8, 1945

Death by war

Place of Death Taihoku Air Field

Position Attached to Military headquarters
in Manchuria

_

General

Taunamasa,SHIDEI

Military Rank

Name

Date of birth

Permanent
Domicile

January 27, 1895

No, 24, Oku-onoe-oho, Yamashina-zushi,
Bigashiyama-ku, Kyoto -city.

Chief, Korean and Manchurian Affairs Section
First Demobilization Bureau

Demobilization Agency
(Official Seal)

N.B. The promition applied for wa a Pot approved.



AULara_gazget_d_Liout.- Genqrql Shidei.

December 25, 1915 : annointed Sub -Lieutenant of Ca*alry

August 1, 1940 anointed Major -General

October 27, 1943

May 23, 1945 appointed the Chief of Staff of Japanese

ap9ointed Lieut.-General

Corps in Burma.

August 18, 1945 : died by war in Formosa.

Examined and authenticated by
the Ministry of Foreign affairs.

MINI.,TRY OF FOi-ZaGN
4FFAIRS
JAPAN.

JUN. 4, 1956.
Yasuteru Asahiha
Secretary.

Ministry of External Affairs.
(rchives Section)



THE GAIMUSHO

June 4th, 1956

Dear Mi. Dar,

In compliance with the request of the Netaji Subhas Chandra

Bose Enary Commission, made at the Third Regular Meeting on May

26, 1956, I wish to state in reply as follows:

t i f fi c i al J:nquiry.S ss iPa, o n the ._Ac.ci at....14,...the

Elane_aket t ia_tktailit taa_emPlane-d

As a result of investigation made at the Operation

Section, Repatriation Relief Bureau, Ministry of

Health& 4elfare, it has been revealed that no

official enquiry commission to determine the causes

of the accident in question was held so far.

2. *

I should appreciate it very much if you would bc_, good

enough to transmit the above renly to the said Commission.

Sincerely yours,

Hisaji Hattori
Chief of 4th Section
Asian Affairs Bureau

Mi. A. K. Oar, GAIMUSHO
First Secretary,
Embassy of India.



NOTE ON LOCAL if.SP-CTION OF RENKOJI T TOKYO.

On the 30th 'jay after concluding the evidence of Rev.

Lochizuku, the head priest of the Renkoji temple, the members

of the Comittee visited the Renkoji temple accompanied by Rev.

Yiochizuki and five lay members of the Temple Cemmittee. The

Renkoji tem el?, is situated in Suginamiku quarter of Tokyo, about

6 miles from the centre of the town where the Indian Embassy

is situated. The t mple is of a moderate size, built of

timber in the usual style of Japanese Buddhist temples. Around

it is a small Japanese garden. The temple, although not v ry

large, is T-11 kept: The ashes are kept in the main shrine.

Just behind the altar is a large glass case. In this case are

kept various venerated objects such as guilded images of

Bodhi sattvas. On the left hand side of the glase case is a

small wooden casket in the shape of a pagoda about 2ft. high,

In front of it is a small portrait of Netaji Subhas Chandra

Bose. A larger photograph of Netaji iskept outside in the

left hand corner of the glass case. Incense was burning before

it. Rev. Mochizuki took out from the pagoda shaped casket a

rectangular shaped wooden box paintad red. On opening it was

revealed a small container about 8" cube covered eith some

kind of white cloth. On it was written in large English

letters in black ink "Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose." The

contents of the smaller container were not examined. As he was

handling these objects, Rev. Mochizuki was intoning some sacred

mantra. One by one, be put back the containers into their
-

original positi-ns, and securely locked with a key the door

of the glass case. Befure entering the shrine, the Commit'ee

was entertained to tea in the Japanese style by the priest

and members of the Temple Committee. In all, our Committee

sent about half an hour at the temple. As in the case of

most Japanese temples, the temple was very clean both inside

and outside. The Committee was satisfied that Rev. Lrochizuki

takes good care cf the ashes, and they are being kept properly

within the limited 'eans of the authorities of the Renkoji
.



To

The Chairmln,
Netaji Enquiry Commission,
Government of Tndia,

NE.4 'WIT.

Sir,

S hri Bebnath Das,
171/3, Rash Behari Avenue,

Calcutta 19.

13th June, 1956.

Enclosedherewith you will kindly find some papers in connection

with steps that Netaii adopted to continue India's struggle for

freedom. I could not submit these papers when I appeared to give

evidence since they were kept at some of my friend's house and

could not be had in time.

1. This is the English translation of the message received

by Netaji from Tokyo through the Southern Command in reply to

Netaji's enquiry on the attitude of the Japanese Government to

extend facilities to proceed to Russia with some of his associates

should he (Netaji) so desired in the event of Japan's collapse.

The English version is, no doubt, rendered by some Japanese

officer as was usual and was submitted along with the original

letter that was in Japanese. This was delivered to Netaji by

the second week of June 1945. * (The original

English typed copy of this message submitted by the Hikari Kikan

is in my possestion, enclosed one being the true copy).

2 & 3. * *

Debnath

Ind.



TEE&GRAM O SOITII-PTN COMMAND REG4HigNg_ YOGR EXCELLENCY'S
OPINION FOR THEIR COrSIDERATFAL.

le The opinion of the Nippon Government with regard to

Your Excellency's plan of approaching the Soviet is as follows:.

(a) Not only the assistance by Nippon Government to Your

to the last with Nippon

in order to attain the object of Indian Independence remains wholly

unchanged but it also desire to still further strengthen the spiritual tie.

(b) Nippon Government pays a deep resrpct with its whole heart

to Your Excellency's cow.operation with Nippon on the mc)ral strength to the

utmost in order to attain Indian Independence, c-nyinced of Nippon's certain

victory and without resorting in the least to the opportunism of following

in the wake of the powerful in spite of the present unfavourable world

situation to Nippon. It may be added that the reason why the above (a) item

which is apparently needless to mentdn has becn repeated here is that the

Government more than ever earnestly hopes that Your Excellency will push on

fighting for the liberation of India with firm determination to display the

spirit of live or die together by India and Nippon.

(c) Nippon Government deems it almost without hope of success to

get directly in touch with the Soviet Government on behalf of Your Excellency

and it has no intention of doing so.

2. Nippon Government would like to study separately as to the

possibility of Your gxcellency's making political move towards India through

the Chungking Regime.

3, Nippon Government desires that Your Excellency would endeavour

in bringing our active combined operations to a successful issue in soite

of present difficulty of war situations through good understnnling of

Nippon's intention.



STATE ET OF COLONEL I-':ABIB=UR-RAIEVIAN KHAN, INDIA
NATIONAL ARLY, REGARDING THE AIR CRASH AT TAIHOKIJ,j

on 18th August, f45, as a result of which Netaj

Subhas Chandra Bose, was seriously injured and subse-

quently succumbed to his injuries in the hospital,'

At 10,-30 hours on 11:-8-145 Netaji Subhas Chandra.

Bose accompanied by a few Government and Army Officers,

I being one of the party, left Singapore for Bangkok by a

Jaanese bomber plane. We reached Bangkok at 15.30 hrs.

At 07.30 hrs on 17-8-'45, two bomber planes left

for Saigon. On the Indian side, the following comprised

the party:-

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose,
Sri Ayer,
Col. Habibur Rahman Khan,
Col. Gulzara Singh,
Sri Debnath Das,
Lt.. Col, Pritham Singh,
Major A. Hassan.

MEM

Lt. Genl. 'soda, Chi f of the Hil( ri Kikan, and H.E.

Hachiya, Japanese Iinister to the Provisional Government

of Azad Hind, travelled by the other plane.

Saigon was reached at about 10.45 hrs and negotiations

with the Southern Regions Command were started.

At about 15.45 bra, Lt. Genl. Isoda, H.E. Hachiya and

Col. Tada, Staff Of'icer of Hq, Southern Regions, iformed

Netaji that a maximum of two seats were available in a

bomber plane leaving Saigon at 17.00 hrs the same day. It

was decided to avail of the se ts and I was 

The plane left Saigon aerodrome at 17.15 h's. Six

senior Japanese officers, i cluding Lt. Genl. Shidei, Chief

of Staff of Staff of the Kwangtung Army also were the

passengers on the same plane. We spent the night at Tourane

In French Indo-China where we reached at 19.45 hrs.

At 07.00 hrs on 18.8.t45, we started from Tourane and

reached :aihoku, in Formosa, at 14.00 hrs. Here we halted



-

for about 35 minutes. At 14.35 hrs. the plane took of'.

It had not yet gained much height and was within the out-

skirts ,f the airfield when a loud report like that of an

explosion was h ard from the front. In actual fact, one of

the propell,rs of the aeroplane h, d broken. Immediately

the plane crashed on the ground and it caught fire both

in the front and in the rear.

At the time of the accident Netajils position in the

aeroplane was as follows:-

Immediately behind the pilot was seated one Japanese

officer and behind him on the left side was Netaji. On his

immediate right was the petrol tank. I was behind Netaji.

Netaji got out of the plane from the left side from

the front. I followed him. We had to pass through the

fire in doing so. As scan as I got out I saw that Netajits

clothes were on fire, from head to foot. I rushed to help

him to rer-ve theclothes. By the time his clothes were

removed he had sustained severe burns on his body in addition

to serious head injuries received during the cr-sh. In my

opinion, petrol had dropped on his clothes from the adjacent

tank during the crash. Within 15 minutes we were rushed

to the nearest I:J.-pi:on Army hospital. It was about 15.00 hrs

at the time. I had also received serious head and body

injurios in addition to burns on the face and the body.

Netaji was given immediate medical attention but his

condition was very serious. Nippon medical authorities did

all they could in his treatment but he unfortunately expired

at 21.00 hrs (T.T), the same day. Prior to his death he was

in his senses and was quite calm. Whenever Inc talked to me it

was regarding India's Independence. Prior to his death he

told me that his end was near and asked me to convey a

message from him to our countrymen to the following effect:-

"I have fought to the last for India's Independence and



'

now an giving my life in the same attempt. Countrymen!

Continue the Independence fight._ Before long India will be

free. Long Live Azad Hind."

Lt. Genl. Shidei and to other Japanese Officers had

died instantaneously after the crash and all others were

seriously injured.

I requested the Army authorities to arran,,e for the

early transporttion of the body either to Singapore or Tokyo,

preferably to Singapore. They'promised all help. I was told

that arrangements for a box for the body and for the aero-

plane were being made and that they had informed Saigon and

Tokyo regarding the accident.

On 21.8.145 a senior Japanese staff officer informed me

in the hospital that the length of the box did not allow the

box being gut into the plane. He sug:ested that the body be

cremated in Taihoku. Seeing no other alternative, I agreed

to the suu,estion and the body was cremated on 22.8.'45 at

Taihoku under the arrangement of the Army authorities. The

ashes were collected on 23.8.145.

I have requested the Army authorities to arrange for the

removal of the ashes to Tokyo where they can be kept in a safe

place and from where at a later date they will be removed to

India.

Above is the true account of the unfortunate tragedy and

I have requested the authorities to keep it with the ashes so

that one day India will know the truth regarding the death of its

outstanding and heroic Leader..

Note: Photographs of the body in the box, myself seated besides
were also taken.

Taihoku, Taiwan, 24.8.'45. Cd/-
HABIBUR RAHMAN KHAN

COLONEL.



Copy of telegram dated 21st July 1956 from Indembassy. Peking
addressed to Foreign. New Delhi.

.... Concern ng alleged photogrdph of SUBASH CHAITRA BOSE.

ae showed this to Foreign Office who have informed us that photograph

is of LEE KE HAG Medical Superintendent of P.U.M.C"

OPeking University Medical College):

..... During his last two vis:ts to Mongolia. Ambassador also

made enquiries and was told that person in question was not a

Mongolian."



List of witne§s examined by the Committe9.

Sallo. Name DAII Place.,

1. Shri Thevar 4th April 1956. New Delhi

2. Shri Debnath Das 5th April 1956. New Delhi

8. Capt. Gulzara Singh. 6th April 1956. New Delhi.

4. Col, Hahibur Rehman. 6th to 9th April 1956. Ni-w Delhi.

5, Col, Pritam Singh. 10th April. New Delhi.

6, Shri S.A. Ayer. llth and 12th April, and
morning of 14th April, New Delhi.

7. General Bhonsle. 16th April. New Delhi.

8. Shri A.K. Gupta. 16th April. New Delhi.

9. Shri liarin Shah. 16th and 17th April. New Delhi.

10. Col. Thakur Singh. 17th April. Nsw Delhi.

11. Shri Majumdar. 20th April. CalcUtta,

12. Shri Kuniztkas -113rd April. Calcutta* 

13. Lt. N.B. Dam. 23rd April. Calcutta.

14. Shri H.K. Roy. 24th April. Calcutta* .

15. Shri Kalipada Dep. 24th April. Calcutta*

16. Shri S.M. Goswami. 24th April, and 9th
June 1956. Calcutta.

17. Shri J.C. Sinha. 25th April. Calcutta.

18. Shri Deben Das. 25th April. Calcutta.

19. Shri H. Singha. 25th April. Calcutta.

20. Shri Negishi. 25th April. Calcutta.

21. Col. H.L. Chopra. 26th April. Calcutta.

22. Shri D.N. Bose. 26th April, and 8th Calcutta.
June 1956.

Mrs. Pal, M.P. 26th April. Calcutta.

24. Shri A. Bose. 26th April, and 8th
June 1956. Calcutta.

25. Pandit Raghunnth 28th April. Bangkok.
Sharma.

26. S. Ishar Singh. 28th April. Bangkok.

27. Shri U.C. Sharma. 28th April. Bangkok.



28. Shri A.C. Das. 30th April. 9 AM. Bangkok.

_ 29. Shri Ha -vireo Gosai. 1st May, 1956. Saigon.

30. Shri A.. Sahay. Ist May and 3rd May 156 Saigon.

31. Shri Dastgir. 2nd pay. Tourane.

,32. Mr. Hachiya. 8th. May, 1956. Tokyo.

33. Shri Narain Das. 8th ilay, 1956. Tokyo.

34. Capt. Arai. 9th May 1956, and
morning of 10th May. Tokyo.

35. General Isoda. 10th May and 12th May
1956. Tokyo.

36. Mr. J. Murti. 11th May 1956, Tokyo.

37. Lt. Col. Nonogaki. 14th* Lay 1956. Tokyo.

38. Mr. Watanabe. 14th May 1956. Tokyo.

39* Dr. Tsuruta. 15th May 1956. Tokyo.

40. Mr. Sato Lazo. , 16th May 1956. Tokyo.

- 41. Major Kono. 16th Uay 1956. Tokyo.

4

42. Mr. Suriya Miyata. 17th May 1956, Tokyo.

43. Major Takahashi. 17th May 1956. Tokyo.

44. Col. Yano. 18th May 1256. Tokyo.

45. Major Kinoshita. 21st May 1966. Tokyo.

46. Lt. Col. Takakura. 21st May 1956. Tokyo.

47. Mr. T. Hayachida. 22nd May. Tokyo.

48. Dr. Yoshimi. 22nd May and 23rd May Tokyo.

49. Mr. Sen. 23rd May. Tokyo.

80- L. Col. Shibuya. 24th May. Tokyo.

51. Capt. Yamamoto. 26th May.

52. Mrs. Yamamoto 25th YAay . Tokyo.

53. Major Sakai. 28th May. Tokyo.

54. Mr. Kazo Nitshi. 29th May. Tokyo.

55. Mr. Nakamura. 30th May. Tokyo.

56. Rev. Mochizuki. 30th May. Tokyo.

57. General Isayama. 31st May. Tokyo.

58. Mr. Ota Hide Meru. 31st May. Tokyo.

Tokyo.



60.

59. Mr. Miyoshi. 1st June 1956. Tokyo.

Major Nngatomo. 1st June 1956. Tokyo.

61. Mr. Kitizawa. 2nd June. Tokyo.

62. Shri Asada. 2nd June. Tokyo.

63. Co. Figgess. 5th June. Tokyo.

64. Dr. Dutt. 9th JLre. Calcutta.

65. Shri Kundan Singh. 19th June. New Delhi

66. Shri Ramemurti. 21st June. New Delhi

67. Shri A.M.N. Sastri. 27th June. New Delhi

( Col. T. Sakai Written Statement).



IS&

A N N E X U R Z II.

1. Sketch of plane by Col. Habibur Rehman.

2. Sketch of runway by Captain Nakamura alias Yamamoto.

3. Sketch by Lt. Col. Nonogaki of plane showing breakage.

4. Sketch by Major Kono of plane showing breakage.

5. Sketch by Major K. Sakai of plane showing breakage.

6. Sketch by Captain Arai of plane sh,w,ng breakage.

7. Sketch plan of Hospital by Dr. Yoshimi.

8. Sketch plan of Hospital by Dr. Tsuruta.

9. Sketch plan of Hospital by Col. Habibur Rahman.

10. Sketch plan of crematorium by Interpreter. J. Nakamura.
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Princioal,points ugreld to

for draft ReJort.

dt.t

1. It wPs Netajils idea to continue the strglo for the

liberation of India. This was thoujit of by Netaji

some time before Germany and Japan surrendered and which

Netaji had at that time said to a selected few that they

would sooner or later lose the war. Netaji also discussed

with his Gvbinet members about this point.

Since October 1944, when Netaji visited Tokyo,

he carried out these intentions of his and attempted to

contact the Russian Ambassador, L-
I

ILA

2. Whether the plane crash did take olaceamel The plane

carrying Netaji did crash.. There is no other evidence

to the contrary; the rvidence should be considered

carefully and in details.

3. Whether Netaji met his death as a result of this accident?

The witnesses support this story. There is no reason why

they should be disbelieved. After a lapse of about 10

years, these witnesses, who belong to different walks of

life and of different nationalities, Habib an Indian a

subsequently a Pakistani and the others, who are Japanese

who who mostly are unconnected with one another and no

longer suhar44natee of their Government and Japan not

a totalitarian State, would not be expected to state what

was not true.

Bnquiries made subsequently (1) by British

Intelligence teams operating from Delhi and (2) British and

official Enquiry appear to corroborate the stutemnnts

,o apperred on

scene immedivtely after.

A person of the status of Netaji as Head

of

the

of a

State, that was not only recognised by Ja n, bt was heL!)fti

Japan brid vice vers
mvterially in every way by



was not given the requisite facility and honour due to him,

from the very start, viz: by )roviding a separate plane or

seats for him and for all of his associates; trw-tment in a

small hospital with a junior medical officer C;..ptain;

manner o' cremation; disposal of ashes etc, all without due

r honour and resPect, viz; full military funeral; body placed on a

gur carriage with full military honours etc.

4. Cremation

Preliminaries by the 2 doctors and some of the

subordinate Hospital staff.

Main evidence by (1) Habib (2) Nakamura and (3) Nagatomo

More or less corroborative.

Re: Habib
only.

Re:other two no interestedness, so

their stories supporting Habib

takes away most of charge

against Habib for oath of

secrecy; in what way

they be obliged to Habib?

No other suggestion that the body was

cremated.
the

The evidence ofLdoctore will have

to be dicussed verycarefully, as it will

surely be a matter of detailed criticism

by eminent doctors throughout the world.

5. Ashes: Ashes from the cremrtorium to Renkoji temple is a long

,,o etc.

There is nothing to show that t"qtre was tempering, but to

prove that it was definiteLy, those of Notaji, much more string ult

measures required by law should have been taken and a diff'erent



and very strict procedure by way of seals, guards, etc. should

halm been taken.

In all probability, the ashes could be said to be

those of Netaji.

6. . . Treasure:

manner.

Comments should be minimum.

Evidence recorded by us should be )laced in a guarded

We may state that out of the quantity carried by

Netaji, a portion :eventually was deoosited in the National

Archives.
- -I

The 4-roTTIn4 of the treasure from the plane, its

charred and molten condition and identification of some items,

won:id-help the report.

We should state that this may be the subject -matter

of a separate Enquiry and this lingoiry shouid start from the

complete assets, in cash and kind and liabidties of the Asad

Hind Government.

7. Shri Thevarls statements and statements of Shri Gos4at

Their statements should be discussed while d

with Netajils dei:th or otherwise and a little more i

separately later on.

Draft by Shri S.N. Maitre.

pram- 10-7.56.

Discussion, correction and finalisatpn. 13.7.1956.

Submission to Government of India. 16.7.1956.

A

. .1-I



)rincisal points agred to dt,ted jo.6-56.

for imft Re fort.

1. It we Netajils idea to continue the stralls for the

liberation of India. This was thou;ht of by Netaji

some time before Germany and Japan surfend6red and which

Netaji had at that time said to a selected few that they

would sooner or later lose the war. Netaji also discussed

with his Cabinet memters about this point.

Since October 1944, when Netaji visited Tokyo,

he carried out these intentions of his and attempted to

contact the Russian Ambassador)

),) i t t L n - c -

2. Whether the plane crash did take p1ace?ams1 The plane

carrying Netaji did crash. There is no other evidence

to the contrary; the evidence should be considered

carefully and in details.

3. Whether Netaji met his death as a result of this accident?

The witnesses support this story. There is no reason why

they should be disbelieved. After a lapse of about 10

years, these witnesses, who be l ong to different walks of1life and of different nationalities, Habib an Indian a

subsequently a Pakistani and the others, who are Japanese

who who mostly are unconnected with one another and no

longer subor44-nectee of their Government and Japan not

a totalitarian State, would not be expected to state what

was not true.

Enquiries made subsequently (1) by British

Intelligence teams operating from Delhi and (2) British and

official Enquiry appear to corroborate the statements of

,o appeEred on the

scene immediE,tely after.

A person e the status e Netaji as Head of a

State, that was not only recognised by Ja n, 1) t- was tie .1

materially in every way by Japan and vice vers.,
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an not g i v e n the r e q u i s i t e f a c i . . i t , v  a n d honou r d u - t o him,

from t h e v e r y s t a r t , vi z : by x o v i d i n g a s e p a r a t e pl a n e or

s e a t s for him and fo r a l l of h i s a s s o c i a t e s ; t r e : tment i n a

s m a l l  h o s p i t e . 1 wi t h a j u n i o r medic l of f i c e r - CL o t a i n ;

nvn ner o c r e m a t i o n ; d i s o o s a l of a s h e s e t c , a ll w i t h o u t due

honou r and r e s o e c t , vi z : fu l l mi l i t e r y fu n e r a l ; body pl a c e d on a

gun c a r r i a g e w i t h fu l l mi  L i t a ry ho n ou r s e t c .

4 . Cr em a t i on .

P r e l i m i n E r i e s -  b y the 2 d o c t o r s and some of t h e

s u b o r d i n a t e H o s p i t a l s t a ff .

Main e v i d e n c e b y ( 1 ) Habib ( 2 ) Nakamura a n d (3 ) Nagatomo

More o r l e s s c o r r o b o r a t i ve .

R e ; Ha bib - o a t h of s e c r e c y may b e argued.
o n l y .

R e : o t h e r two - no i n t e r e s t e d n e s s , so

t h e i r s t or i e s s u p p o r t i n g  H a b i b

t a k e s a wa y most of c h a r g e

a g a i n s t Ha bib fo r o a t h of

s e c r e c y ; i n what way a

t h e y b e o b l i g e d t o H a bib?

No o t h e r s u g g e s t i o n t h a t t h e body  wa s

d i s p o s e d of i n a n y o t he r manner -

c r e m a t e d .
t h e

The e v i d e n c e o fL d o c t o r s wi l l ha v e

t o be di  - c u s s e d ve r yr a r e f u l l y , a s i t wi l l

s u r e l y be a m a t t e r of d e t a i l e d c r i t i c i s m

by eminent d o c t o r s t h r ou g ho u t t h e wor ld . .

5 . Ac h e s : Ashes from t h e crem tor inm t o  R e n k o j i t e m p l e i s a lo ng

way fi r s t t o N i sh i Hong

prove

a n j i tem )I e ; th e n t o T o k ,o e t c .

T here i s no t hi n g t o show t h a t t h e r e was t e m p e r i n g , but t o

thi t i t was d e f i n i  t e lY t h o s e of N e ta j  i , much more

mea su res r e q u i r e d by law s h o u l d h a v e b e e n  t a k e n nod a d i f : ' e r e n t



and very strict procedure by way of seals, guards, etc. should

hbge been taken.

In all probability, the ashes could be said to be

those of Netaji.

4
6. Treasure:

manner.

Comments should be minimum.

Evidence recorded by us should be )laced in a guarded

We may state that out of the quantity carried by

Netaji, a portion eventually was deposited in the National

Archives.

The tcopptn of the-i-Ceasure from -the plane, its

charred and molten condition and identification of some items,

weiid help the report.

We should state that this may be the subject -matter

of a separate Inquiry and this Nal-liry should start from the ,4

Hind Government,

7. Shri Thevarls statements and statements of Shri Gos4a

Their statements should be discussed while d

Netajils del.th or otherwise and a little more inwith

separately later on.

Draft by Shri S.W. Maitse.,

Draft 14-7-66.

Disousci.on. correctIon epd finalisation. 13.7..1956.

Submission to Government of India. 16-7..1556o
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Wreckage of :lane at Taihoku.
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Col. Habibur Rehman sitt'ng by Netaji's ashes.
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I I I yr .  o f  t h , 7:et aj i cjimi-,_13r_c9 iNA:
le id a t 3 on. 4 th_

Sa r i r iu thlramalanga Theva r ,
Kumudhi Pos t , Rannad Dist r i

fet

woe'r:44;,#ent have se t up t1

. Y:e want to blow the t r u

;3,1,4. :That ;lappenft1 to h4, ,nd we au y'

St;tto-L-2.J.! 1V:iicT' haf.: 1 3 :"..!_0'j fl G3lc7,rtta.

yOu  wo uiC I l a to tel l us something.1

_I-13ut ' ar e you going to zt a r i ho ev.Venee

irs t?

n3 t the case we are you-. . f i r s t but

cause you a re in a hurry to

I  want the bu s ines s to be s t ar te d

o t her s and mine to ":0 t ie 1.04. I

thp n eu2 _ , . , j.P t V J U .L U Li l en  Tr T 4 11 0 .- r a Z, p SI V :

'mow t:le-vaewS Of ot r tatIlesses.

a mat te r of Old enc e . I t i s o t

ry and yc,u are licit sudpposed t o knew 'ithe
/

a t eqe4, t s o " other vaitness2,s. .',.`,:ter the
t-

:11dZI:ts r ep or t to the Go ve rm ent ,

-154.r3t with

preAr to be

then the rhoie Repoirt wil l come out la t e r -ou .

hen if  yo u 7 an to begin with me, I want some

l l I Be able to get ef fre

pu king my s ta tel,nent .

rst , I fe e l , pevfiews, th is Committee

n l n.3urua_a.lunv unu

can p'eca to any place. There is AO

17".-3t1.-1-ci- .' 3'c guidance from agykide.

en to

i s in

n a
M kiedue, fe e l th at Net4j . i ' s

r imina IS Lis . T r it is note

wait a "td=ol i  l eal de c la r a t io n in the form

de, Exc., e Government Before entering

i wle C '!e i s a war



crl i l lna l ; i f e i s no t , when the name was

-)ved and how'?' I:must be in a po s i t io n to

iznai: tha t . that a Government comnnique

i s neces oa r y or mr.iibecalzse I lo i o a

'p o l i t i c a l pa r t y . I f I am not in a po s i t io n t o --'

know then I will not be. -in a -po si t io n to

pa r t L cip a t e in the Commit tee's work. l e in g a

poli t ica l pa r ty man, I do have a s t a nd , i t i s

a vi t a l 1;ia ter or me.

Chairman: You ra ised th is qu es t ion with the i r i . e :

Thri Bose: At l e as t he has no idea that he Is

in the lis t of war crimi nals .

Chairman: ,;hat i s meant by the lis t of war cr imina ls ?
".

Thevar : Lis t of  war cr im ina ls prepa red by the .d lies .

Chairman: No.

rheva r : Let t ie Aver r r a ent say th a t .

Chairman: imyway, whether the . . 11 ies have a war cr im ind

lis t or  no t , i t i s immat er ia l .

'neva r : ;. , i t , but le t the ,3overiLlent say tha t either

through ,'Ot r di re c t . Before tha t declar...t Ion

I cannot , because I belong t o a poli t ica l pa r ty , .

and because we a re not Li the ,:jood hooks of

the r.t!.in6 pa r ty .

hri ?.7altra: Even 1 : the Al l i e s hav(: 44.1.4 so %I:

lovo.ciweAt u inCo have got no hand in i t .

.Lnd an ,.;overame::t was not in ex is t ence at t a t

t ime.

Mayan -to, the re a re very many th in .

. /0)u i r i an : You have given a press s t a t e me nt . . i n c e i t i l l ,

been made i.ub lic , the Co.;I:littee l iLo to/

know what y4::u issue d .

Xhis i s an off icia l committee; that -was .*nevar :

a l ai r . I cannot do anythinu ;)e.1:5,ir

mY La0,41P A i4 4 4 1P ea r 11Fits ,

OW 71
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looa l t i ca l pa r ty an will do l ike that.

hr i ; :a i t r a : T h. s Comi t tee has been app oint ed not by ai y

of  ' t he dlied Governments. I t has no thing to

do with them. .3u ose  t he Indian Government

say they have no in7ormation.

Thevar: Let, Government say tha t . I f they say, 1 wi l l

jhri cali t under s ta nd why that i s necess a r y -"Z

making Y014. a s t a t ement about Ne ta j i . That s t

in the way o our  making a state;7:ent?

2hevar : 117 the Governmen -,says ' NO' , then .y .)33113:10.1

will he ..;,:ther the Government should

categorically say 'Yes ' or It is

immaterial. Let any statement in tlis rorm.

i s neces s a r y to make a star t.

3hri hos e: ;o the reason or withho ld ing your s t a tement

that you want an ind icat ion with re ja r d to tha

Read out a s t a t ement from the il indus tan 3tal

da ted 4t h

Thevar : L'xplained that jikang District is that which

touches 0;.ssa,m.

Chairman: Have you got anything e l se to cla r i fy.

Thevar: The second is th a t . Is the re any possni l . ty

Of another T.-.3in'ocr being inclu ded In the Committe.
ju r i s t o in ternat ional knowyj i ,

Iiadha 3 inod :a lLbe ing inc luded .

Chairman: I had t al ked to the !r ime i 'Anis t er . There laino

possibi li ty. He has or is ( je t t ing some in t er-

nat i onal aj o o oit . AiPart fr,im th a t , 'le
- ^ . . 1,

there du r ing the t ime and  the ir im e h1fliS te

does not th ink that he could he as s oc ia t ed wit/

th i s Committee because he has a l r ea dy ;'ormed

his opin ion th at the plane cra sh d id not takc,

p la ce.

Thevar : :;ow 1 went the el ;.1r.; %cut i n th e war

cr imina lx bu s ines s rom the Government, a
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Government or from you.

Chairman: I am telling you that Netaji is not on any war

criminal list prepared by the Government 7

3::r i hse: It cannot be the list prepared by the Government

of India. If anybody has prepared and declared

iii as war criminal, it must be American or her

allic

Thevar: Yes, now they have given us independence.

3hri liaitra.: This has nothing to do with t he=Lilies as such.

Chairman: It appears that your cooperation or non-coopera-

Theva r:

tion depends that.

I feel that-the Indian Government as long as it

remains in - has some se.crot 

ties with the U.h. I know it is a Republic, but

there are very many ties.

Chairman: This question whether lietaj 1, if he appeared,

would be declared a war criminal, was posed to

the iriie .:inister by jhri on t he 3rd . The

answer was: ";.le laughed at the idea and he said,

"he is jubhas Chandra Bose but even it was my

citizen of 'n is it inconceivable that we

can hand --Eo government.

Thevar: -3as he ever declared a war criminal? If he was not

declared, let the Government say that. If he was

declared, how that has been removed and wh

the present status and when that status of war

cr im in als changed.

Chairman: tVe have no information.

'fhevar: If that is so, may I take that he was never

declared a war criminal. That is a very vital

matter but Government has no information at th-.1

moment. Naturally it will take some time.

however, there was any such thing, whether tea

On
nglo-...mericans would furnish that infori jilt''

A e r
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Chev r: zi the r  th e Government must say that he was i g

not dec lared a war criminal . Any answer  must

come from the Government.

Chairman: Government have no infor ma t ion .

Thevar: In what way may 1 ta ke it?

3hr i flose: I t wi l l ta ke some time to ob t a in infor ma t ion

from and T1..3. governments.

Thevar : i f T. ankept under suspense, I am not

cooper a t ing in th i s .

, ;hr i . . a it ra : I t i s a mat t er en t i r e ly up t o you. You

wanted the in fo nna t io n . ',Te have su pp lied you

the in format ion.

Thevarta If  they say th at the r e i s no informa t ion with

them, then I fe e l so r r y I cannot coop er a t ive

in th is .

Shr i Maitr a : I t i s not th a t they ar e wi thho ld ing . The y0a ve

got got that in for ma t ion .

Thevar : 'Illether he was dec lared a war cr im ina l or even s

i f he was decla red, angr such s t a t ement :must come

from the Government.

3hr i :. la it ra : That has no thing to do with any s t a t ement you

make. e see no relevo.'n e .

Thevar : My s t and i s as a pol i t i ca l pa r ty man.

Shr i Ma it r e: ;le do not know your s t and . .1e asked yo u a s

a pa t r io t ic Ind ian .

Thevar: I know my s t a tu s . I t i s U.: . government th at

dec la r ed him as a war cri min al . That ha s

promoted Ind ia 's independence as per den'sZ

s t a t em ent . This Government rema ins in the

Commonwealth.

Jhr i lose : Have you any. knowledge that Ne ta j i was ever

dec la r ed a war criminal .
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May we know the source of your infori-,lati,)12

Thevar: If Government says 'no' then I will prove, but

present status might have changed.

Shr i. ,3aitra: Suppose we accept your statement that he was

declared a war criminal, what You would say.

Thevar: -2,3s.tlin of the same declaration

with this Government?

Shri .,aitra: Suppose we accept that he was declared a war

Thevar: If he is a war criminal, then I am not going

to depose before the Committee. I have nothing to

do with this Committee. I canuot say anything.

Chairman: Supposing the Government doeshot accept him as a

war criminal.

nevar: It is a hypothetical question. Let the Cove -iment

say hs way or that way, lot the -lattr stand

as it is.

Shri Maltra: 4-1re we to ta:ce your unwillingness to give your

evidence?

Thevar: It is le ft to me to say tha t .

Shri :laitra: We cannot force you to make any statement.

Chairman That,I have not been a'de to follow. You have

is su ed u press s t a t e me nt . I t has been flashed

thr ou ghou t . :ow when you are prepared to give this

informat ion. in public w'ny you a re not prepa red

t o say i t be fore the Committee.

Thevar : I t i s a mat ter of cooperation wit h the Govern.lent.

Chairman: fho Govern4le4it of Ind ia say tha t they have no

information.

Thevar: Allies have declared him a war criminal.
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:3hri Bose: ;fay we not have that proof from you?

Thevar: If GovernrAent says that. he was nevar declared

a war crim'aal, then wi'.1 go into the question.

um sure that he was declared a war criminal;

his status might have changed but the suspicion

is that it remains in the Commonwealth. Even if it

is to remain in the Commonwealth the Governent

in= says anything I can take it for granted

Chairman: You are in touch with Netaji?

Thevar: Before going into the matter and deposing before

the Comnittee constitnted by a overnment, I must

know the status of that Government towards the man

who is considered to be a war criminal.

Shri ;Ase: r;ay 1 take that you are going to make different

statements at different places.

Thevar: It need not be stuted here. .

Jhri Bose: It is clear that you are unwilling to make any

statement.

Thevar: Ilithout knowing whether he is a war criminal

Chairman: So far as the Governments of U.7T. and U.S.A. are

concerned, we are relying on foreign Covcrnments.

:;e do not know what the position is, but from the

Indian Government we have made enquiries.

Thevar: It must he through a statement; Government

communique to that effect. This war criminal

matter is a vory vital Hatter.

ii
or not..4

Shri ,Iaitra: You asked :'or in7ormation..;c) fur al the Government)

is concerned, they have no information.

Thevar: There is no categorical denial.

7hairman: o such list.

1hevar: ...hen It a:; been changed.

°se: Unless the 7overnNent says cate(jorically that they

have changed ne stlation.

;ri .:aitra: Your attitli is ( dent entinly

lo
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the U.K. or the U.3.A. did. 2he present

Government of _ndia did not exist then.

fievar: Let them say so, the ,resent Government do not

consder t and they are not bound by it. am

not an or lary witness. ',elonc to a political

party. 2-,is Covernment belongs to a p3litical .

i arty.

3hri :.:aitra: I am afraid we cannot ask the Government to

issue a communique.

Thevar: :2 Government cannot enliqhten me on this

subject, 1 an sorry.

Chairman: have called you here to let us know whather

you can throw any light on 'letaji's whereabouts.

Thevar: Not before knowin,, d'nethor :ataji remains in the

war crLa:nal list or not and what t' prosent

position is.

Chairman: :you rear.: the present Covorament o2 Indio, as

part oz the decson of tho .;ag19-

American bloc.

Thowar: Not,su7Jordinate 7.)nt co-workers in the same

policy. As long as they remain in- the Commonwealth.,

they arc cc -workers in the same policy.



Mr. Debnath D s .
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Evidence given by Shri Debnath Das,
171/3 Rash Behari Avenue, Calcuttae:19,

on 5-41956.

I was Chairman of the Reception

Committee of the First Indian Independence Conference

in East Asia that was held from 15th June 1942 to 22nd

June 1942 in Bangkok. Before the Conference was held,

I was General Secretary of the Indian National Council

for Freedom of India in Thailand soon after the Japanese

came, and after the Bangkok Conference when the constitu-

tion of the Indian Independence Lengue was formed,

according to the Constitution, I was elected as the

Chairman of the Territorial Committee of Thailand and

continued in that post till the arrival of Netaji on the

4th July 1943. When Netaji took charge of the

Headquarters at Singapore on the 5th July 1943, T was

General Secretary of the I.I.L. Headquarters, East Asia

kt)''
and was stationed at Rangoon. When the Provisional

Government of Azad Hind was formed on the 21st October

lemn nt Singnnore. T wns nnnointed ns one of the Advisers
H e 1.4,, Go 0/- I7 oty-

to the Azad Hind Government. I continued as General

Secretary of the I.I.L. Headquarters till the end of the

war. On the 29th March 1945 I was asked by Netaji to

evacuate from Rangoon. I was in Rangoon with Netaji in

the beginning of 1945 when Netaji started moving back

from Rangoon in the last stages. I was in charge of the

I.I.L. Headquarters, was executing orders of the Cabinet.

Of course, it was sometime in the month of August/September

1944 after the landing of Allied Forces in Normandy in

France that Netaji began to review the whole situation.

At that time, there was no question of retreating.

Netaji reviewed the Whole position of the war. He gave

more importance to the mobilisation of I.N.A. because we

had suffered terrible losses in some of the fronts. As

the Chairman knows, we had Ministers but not the Ministrie

A

v
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and most of the work undertaken by the Ministers had to

be implemented by the Gene-ral Secretariat of the Indian

League Headquarters, and then even the training, supply,

equipment, food and other things connected with the

Supreme Command of the I.N.A. - all this the General

Secretariat had to do. And according to the Constitution

the General Secretariat of the I.I.L..was the machinery

of the Azad Hind Government. We had secret services also

one by the Supreme Command and another by the I.I.L. Then

from the beginning of 1945, of course some of our

Commanders had to be put in the fronts. We t:Jok up our

position at Mandalay and Prome Area. We were advancing;

there was no break -down in the morale of the I.N.A. any-

where in any part of Asia and we had series of conferences

with the Japanese and I do not think that they were

pessimistic either. The morale of the INA and the

Japanese was intact and new forces were being put to re-

inforce them. So I can say that from December 1944 to

March 1945, we gave more importance and emphasis on the

recruitment and supply because lack of supply was one of the

defective parts in the Imphal area, and that sometime in

the month of Yebruary when the Allied Forces were

advancing, we sent No. 2 Division under the command of

Major General Shah Nawaz Khan with Col. Sahgal and Col.

Dhillon to take the position in the Prome Area. That was

one of the most important sectors. General Kiani himself

took charre of neer MEndalay area. General Bhonsle was

Chief of Staff stationed at Singapore. Col. Aziz was put

as a Deputy Chief of Staff, was in charge of the Rangoon

Supreme Command stationed at Rangoon because Netaji was

,going to visit fronts. What I mean to say is that we were

determined to undertake military positions with new vigour o
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ry
on the front. After the reLreat, the I.N.A. & I.I.L. machine:

had to be geared up again and INA forces reorganised to put

up the defence with renewed vigour. Even up to the middle

of March there was no question of evacuating. Netaji was

In a fighting mood and we had no intention of evacuating

Burma. But some incidents occurred in the Burmese Government:

and myself and Shri Ayer were negotiating with the Burmese

authorities. Certain difficulties we began to face with

regard to positions of our troops in some parts of Burma.

Till that moment, we did not have any difficulty with

Dr. Ba Maw Government. Early in March, the Provisional

Government of Azad Hind started experiencing difficulty

in dealing with the Burmese Government. Our dealing with

the Burmese troops were all along very cordial. Our troops

were far more disciplined than the Burmese and we were

looked upon in highest esteem by Thain Nu and all the

Burmese Ministers.

( The Chairman stated that the relationship between the

Burmese Government and Netajits Government were cordial

and so were the reltionship of the INA and the Burma

Defence Army. )

The main ilea of Netaji and his directions to the Indian

National Army were to protect the life and property of all

sects of people including the Burmese, Chinese, Anglo,.

Ipdlans and other communities and for which the Burmese

nation also had a high regard of in. Even in public and

social welfare, Netaji used to give more importance to the

needs of all communities after the bombing of towns and

villages.

There were some incidents; our troops were attacked and

some supplies towards Moulemein were attacked, destroyed

and looted by the Burmese troops. e tojk up the case
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with the Burmese Government in the middle of March 1945

to make matters smooth. And then it so happened that

in the first week of March, General Aungsan, the

Commander -in -Chief of the Burma Defence Army mobilised

lot of officers and soldiers and he was given a hearty

send-off by the people because he created a sort of an

impression that he was going to fight at the front

against the British but subsequently, he crossed over

to the Allied Forces. He manipulated so nicely that

even the Japanese also gave him sufficient arms and

ammunition because he seemed to be going to fight the

British. From the first week of March we also got some

information that relation between Dr. Ba Maw and General

Aungsan were getting strained and it was on the 17th or

19th of March that all of a sudden we were alerted by

the Supreme Command. We put up a special guard at the

Headquarters.

The rank and file of the Burmese Army were

so much indisciplined that the Burmese military officers

had no control over them. The relationship betwecn

Dr. Ba Maw and Netaji continued to be cordial however

and the relation between General Aungsan and Dr. Be Maw

became strained. Meanwhile, we found that the Allied

Forces were advancing towards Rangoon. On or about the

25th March 1945, Netaji held a Cabinet meeting. In this

meeting, other officers also came. The following were

present in the Cabinet meeting:-

General Loganathan,
General Chatter jee p
Shri J.A. Thivy,
Shri S.A. Iyer,
Col. Aziz Ahmed,
Shri Debneth Das, and
Shri Parmanand.

At that time, Netaji began to think of new strategy in
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the context of new situation and he sent a word to

General Bhonsle to come over there. He took some

decisions with regard to withdrawal and other movements

in the context of new strategy which he discussed in

consultation with the Military Officers. It was decided

that our line will be along the Sittang river. Netaji

reviewed the whole war situation and as a result of that

certain important decisions were taken. The first decision

on the positivE side was that we will take our defence

along the east side of the Sittang river. It was decided

that the INA and the Japanese would retreat and occupy

new positions on the line of the Sittang river. At that

time, the first thing was to do was to take some of our

Rani Jhansi girls. Rani Jhansi Regiment was a regiment

that consisted of Indian women who fought side by side

as combatants. Their number in Rangoon was aboit 600 to

700. In Burma, there were as many as half of them say

about 1000. The total strength was 2500. It was decided

that theRani Jhani girls belonging to Burma would stay

at the camps till Netaji rcmained there. So Netaji

decided that those who came from other territories

should be evacuated, and that we shall consider about those

girls who are residents of Burma in future as the

exigency arose. In the Cabinkt plans were formulated for

the evacuation of such of the Rani Jhansi girls who came

from territories other than Burma. I was assigned the

duty to make arrangements for the evacuation of about 350

members of Rani Jhansi regiment in two batches, with

Azad Hind treature that was in the Azad Hind Bank there

and some important documents. After consultation with

the Japanese authorities because I had to fix a route,

it was decided that I would start on the 29th of March

for Bangkok. Shri Bhaduri was in charge of the Bank at

Rangoon. The treasure given to me by Bhaduri himself
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valued at about 1 crore in Indian currency.

There were 17 seIled boxes. We were given details

of the contents, They were mostly ornaments and gold

bars. Then on the 29th of March evening I left with

Captain Rawat and 350 officers and men as guard.

Netaji decided that I should take one batch of say 200

along with the treTsure of 17 boxes. Captain Rawat

was in charTe of the soldiers and Lt. Pritima Pal was

in charge of the 200 girls. The arrangerent was that

on the 29th I would take one batch, T would wait on the

other side of the river till the 1st April. Meanwhile

on the 31st March another 150 girls would come and

join me at Sittang because it was very risky to take

all the girls all at once. We arrived at Sittang on

the 30th morning. We had to face lot of bombing from

the Allied Forces and we got the report that we were

almost surrounded by Burmese insurgents, and so myself

and Jamna Singh with two or three soldiers again left

Sittang on the 30th evening and arrived at Rangoon on

the 31st morning and reported to Netaji and delivered

back the gold treasure since I told him that it was too

risky to take the gold since that area was already

surrounded by insurgents. On the 31st March another

batch of 150 girls scheduled to start for Sittang was

therefore stopped. I again went to Sittang. They were

waiting for me and we came to Moulemein with 200 girls

plus 350 officers and men as escorts. We were attacked

on the way and we lost two of our women, Lt. Josephine

and Lt. Stella. I arrived at Youlemein. We came by

train from Moulemein to Bangkok. We arrived on the

7th May. It took about 5 weeks to reach Bangkok. We

took 5 weels due to bombardment and dislocation of

communications. About one-third of the distance we



covered on foot through jungles and country -side.

On the 7th May we reEched Bangkok along with the Rani

Jhansi girls. Only two women were lost and then when

we arrived at 'Bangkok, we came to know that the Germans

had already collapsed on the 1st of May 1945. On the

12th May we came to know that Netaji and his party had

already arrived at the destination (Bangpong) near

Bangkok about 12 or 13 miles from the town because at

that time Railway was stopped at that point due to

bombardment. So immediately we tobk some trucks and

carts and went there on the 13th May 1945. At that

time Netaji was accompanied by Major Genprel hiani,

Shri Ayer, Shri Thivy, Shri Parmanand, Mr. Karim Ghani

(under arrest), Col. Thakur Singh, Col. Malik, Major

Abid Hassan, E. Bhaskaren, alcng with Rani Jhansi girls.

They had left Rangoon on the 29th April and arrived on

the 13th May. The distance between Rangoon and Bangkok

was about 400 miles. We arranged transport and brought

Netaji. Netajits party consisted of about 50 or 60

girls because most of the girls belonged to Burma were

sent to their homes. Netaji had about 60 officers and

men with him. There were no extra military personnel

with hi -n; for personal protection about 30 guards were

with him and the Ministers and staff officers were with

him. The following were the important officers and

Ministers accompanying Netaji:-

Shri
Shri Thivy,
Shri Farranand,
General Kiani,
General Bhonsle,
Shri K rim Ghani (under arrest),

M6,0,4c /bid Haan and
Shri Bhaskaran.

Netaji brought all the gold treasure including the 17
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boxes to Bangkok_ intactl\ I delivered back to him on

the 31st March. When Yetaji came there, we were trying

to take care of those Rani Jhansi girls and to accomro-

date them in different houses. We were busy in

finding the houses. The League office was alreLdy

there and Shri Ishwar Singh was the Chairman of the

Territorial Committee, Thailand. The I.I.L. functioned

as usual. Pandit Raghunath Sharma also known as Pandit

Raghunath Shastri was the Secretary of the Finance

Department, I.I.L. Thailand.

So Netaji arrived in Bangkok. He stayed

at the house of S.T. Mahtani as from the 14th of May.

The Burma command was left in the charge of General

Loganathan. About 5000 officers and men were put under

his command to take care of the property of Indians,

Burmese and other people and he was givn the full powers

to act in the exigencies of the situation. TherE is

he gave the charge of whole things, military and civil,

to General Loganathan. We had in the Azad Hind Bank

lot of gold ornament and money deposited by the Burmese

and Indian people and by other peoples for security.

This gold and deposit did not belong to the Azad Hind

Government. As such Shri Bhaduri was entrusted to

return them to depositors.

So Netajts headquarters moved to

Bangkok. The rear headquarters remained in Burma. The

first Cabinet meeting Was held on the 17th of May at

Bangkok and before that Netaji went to see our training

camps there because Thailand was one of our training

centres. That he told us at the outset was that he did
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not hold the meeting earlier since as soon as he came

there he wanted to see the morale of our forces.

So the 15th and 16th he devoted visiting INA camps at

Cholburi about 80 miles from Bangkok to see the morale

of our INA officers and men, especially the trainees

and found the morale of all very high. He naturally

consulted some of the Indian merchants. Also at the

meeting on the 17th he told us " I think we can

continue the war, there is nothing to get afraid of.

Let us continue in our own way. The morale of the people

hes not come down anywhere and the funds could be raised

too. " So Netajils attitude was unchanged. Then he

just asked the opinion of the merbers of the Cabinet

as to what they thought of the Japanese resistance.

" What do you think how long the Japanese would hold on?"

German surrendered on the 1st May 1945. As soon as we

arrived in Bangkok we got the news of German surrender.

The German Ambassador ( Boron Wendland) to Thailand

informed us as soon as we arrived in Bangkok. Netaji also
Cabinet

got the news on the way. It was a formalLmeeting. The

situation was discussed and reviwed. There were the

following:-

Shri
Shri Parmanand,
Myself,
Shri Thivy,
Shri A.M. Sahey,
General Bhonsle,
General Chatter jee,
General Kiani,
Col. Habibur Rahman,
Col. Pritam Singh1. --111
C t "TA.m. -v i In5k j

and then Netajt sent Por l̀Mr. Reghavan who was at

Penang to come.

Col. Thakur Singh and Col. Malik were

specially invited.

The opinion of all the members was that

two to six months was the period when Japan could hold



out, after the German collapse. de had discussed

things into two contexts. In the first context, that

Japan would continue to fight for a maximum p2riod of

six months. So Netaji -,:anted to make arrangements how to

fight for six months and then within this frame -work,

he made another suggestion that during this interim

period when the fight would continue, we shall also try

to contact the Indian soldiers who would come on behalf

of the Allied powers as part of the occupation forces.

So he asked me to send some of the men to Sittang in order

to contact some of the Indian soldiers when they come to

Rangoon as part of the occupation forces and try to

convert them to INA ideas and to fight for India's

independence.

Netaji said that first we should transfer our

fight on Indian soil. His future plans were as fol ows:

That he must come to India after the surrender

of Japan, because that will be the most opportune moment

to contact the demobbed Indian soldiers and patriotic

people to prepare them for armed revolution in India.

That was the first plan. The second was that if this

failed, then some arrangements should be made for him to

go to Yenan, the Headquarters of MaoTsetung. The third

thing he asked Shri Iyer was to write a letter to

Mr. Shigemitsu in May 1945 whetherthe Japanese Government

would give any facility, provided Netaji and some members

of his staff desired to go to Russia, if Japan surrendered.
R

5.6.41aQ declared war against RQszlo on the 7th August 1945.

So there were three Flans:-

(1) to go to India and prepare an armed revolution
inside the country;

(2) If that failed, then to go to Yenan.

(3) To try and contact the Russians through the
Japanese.
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We received the reply sometime in the middle of June lP45.

The contents were that the Japanese Government .,did

appreciate tl-et Netaji would continue the fight for India

and should he so choose to go to Russia, the Japanese

Government have no objection but could not give any facility

since though the relation between Russia and Japan had not

reached the stage of belligerency, it was not cordial

either. Next: The Japanese Goi:ernment would be pleased

to know the date and time so that in future, if the

Japanese Government were in a position to help Netaji and

his associates in the exigencies of the situation, they

might help. In other words, we depended on the operative

machinery of the Japanese Government for the execution

of our plans. BefeYe Netaji started for Singapore, this

letter was discussed about the middle of June soon after

the receipt of the letter. Netaji told us that we shall

see in future. Netaji told me to contact General Isoda

and to let him know latest Japanese position in Manchuria

and other places in North China. No firm decision was

taken. He enquired - about the position of INA pockets and

he told me to form pockets in different parts of S.E. Asia

and to keep a small organisation all over the area from

Bangkok to Moulemein which were still in ±kxxxisi our control

and from 136hgkok to Hanoi and other places so that in future

these might be of some help to us. Netaji did not want

to remain in South East Asia because he was afraid that

this area particularly will remain under intensive Allied

control, but if the three above -mentioned alternatives

failed, he might be co-Telled to choose some place in S.E.

Asia to remain underground for some time and asked me to

prepare small cells consisting of Indian people all along

the route because we had Indians in almost every village
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and every city and town. Netaji stayed for about 5

weeks at Bangkok. On the 18th June he left for Malaya.

Before that, of course, we arranged sending the Rani

Jhansi girls to Malaya. Before leaving on the 1Fth,

he asked about cells. He told General Isoda just to

continue letting him know about the position of Manchuria

and North China. At that time, the League Headquarters

was re -organised and the r,rale was also normal. He went

to see the I.N.A. formations in Singapore and other parts

of Malaya. Singapore was the Rear Headquarters No. I.

That was the main place because the Chief of Staff was

there. Col. Habib was Deputy Chief of Staff Headquarters

at Singapore. General Kiani went with Netaji to take

charge of the INA at Singapore where Col. Habib was

stationed as the Deputy Chief of Staff. The

Headquarters at Singapore was in the charge of Mr. A.N.

Sarkar and Shrj J.A. Thivy. We had the I.I.L. branches

not only in Singapore but in the outskirts, in the

villages and in the towns. So Netaji went to Singapore

and other places in Malaya on the 18th of June. General

Bhonsle was left in charge of the Headquarters at

Bangkok.

Then on the 10th August night, we came to hnow

over Radio London that some surrender talks were going on

between Japan and the Allied Powers but nothing was heard

from Tokyo. We immediately consulted the Japanese but

none could say. Then it was on the 16th August morning

8 A.M. that I received a secret telegram stating that

I should take care of the treasure and keep it secretly.

Then immediately I took about 20 or 25 carts with Buchan

Singh as the head. We put some grass and straw over the
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carts and brought them to Netajils residence at Bankappi,

Bangkok, where the treasure was kept under the care of

General Bhonsle, Kundan Singh, Netajils personal servant,

was holding the key. Subseeuently, another telegram was

received at about 10 A.M. to the effect that Netaji was

coming. So we kept the treasure as it was because we thought

that it was better to consult Netaji when he was coming to

Bangkok from Singapore. We rushed to the Aerodrome to receive

him -- General Bhonsle, Bhaskaran and myself. Netaji arrived

at 11 or 11-30 A.M. on the 16th August in Japanese Military

plane, with others. General Isoda was with him, Mr. Hachia,

the Japanese Ambassador to Azad Hind Government was with him..

Shri Ayer was with him and Col. Habibur Rahman and Col. Pritam

Singh were also in the plane. After coming, he did not address

He just went to our INA camps and in the evening he teld all

the INA officers and men that Japan had surrendered. It was

only on the 14th August night that he came to know about the

surrender talks that were going on and he rushed to Singapore.

At that time, General Kiani was in Singapore. Netaji came

and put everything under the command of General Kiani at

Singapore. Netaji told that he had left Singapore and Malaya

under the command of General Kiani ; on the political side

were Shri Sarkor and Shri Thivy. Netaji told the officers and

.men about the way of surrender. He told that " INA is an

independent army and you must keep an independent character

at the time of surrender and that the INA must not surrender

along with the Japanese forces. " He told that he had already

informed to that effect General Nakamura and General Kawabe and

that they had agreed in principle that the INA should

surrender independently and not with. the Japanese. Then Ndtaji

told that we have to fight the war and we should all try to

- go in our own way to India and he told more about the Indian
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political situation prevetiling at that time. He said

that it was right time for revolution because soon after

the end of the war lots of officers and soldiers would be

demobbed and there would be a greet movement in India.

Then we had a dinner.

At about 10 or 11 P.M. he told me that

Debnath you are coming with me. I did not ask him where.

;round 12 midnight, he collected all officers. At that tire

exactly he did not give us any picture. We came to know that

the following offikrs were going with Netaji:-

Shri S.A. Ayer ?
Col. Oplzara Singh,
ColI HMan,
Col. Pritam Singh,
Major HaOn, and
myself.

At that time he did not tell anything about the places and

then at about 2 A.M. I left the place. Within One hour

I care back with my kit. Bhaskaran was with Netaji. Netaji

was in his room. General Bhonsle was also with Netaji. He

told the limited few to remain till morning because some of

them were very close so that he could see them off. So at

about 5 or 5-30 in the morning on the 17th some officers came.

Even on the date of leaving he asked the League office to

contribute about 11 million Ticals to the Chulalongkoran

Hospital and University, Thai -Bharat Cultural Lodge and Indian

Association, Bangkok, and sanctioned two or three months pay

to all officers and men and the balance, he directed, should

be given to other charitable institutions. He made a Committee

consisting of Gcneral Bhonsle as Chairman to make arrangements

for the pay before leaving Bangkok. He left the command of

the whole INA and League organisation under General Bhonsle

with a Committee consisting of Shri Ishwar Singh, Mr. Parmenand

and Pt. Raghunath Shestri to deal with all matters.
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GenErel Loganathan was in charge of the Burma area and

General Kiani was in the charge of the Malaya and Singapore

area. The account of the I.I.L. Thailand was with a Bank

in Bangkok and this account was being operated on by

Shri Ishwar Singh, Chairman, and Pt. Reghunath Sherra,

Secretary, I.I.L. Thailand. This money was in deposit

with the Thai Bank. The donations as above mentioned or

the salary to officers and men were not contributed out

of the treasure Ketaji brought from Burma. The funds were

out of the account of the Thailand I.I.L.

Around 5-30 in the morning of 17th August, 1945,

we left by car to the Bangkok aerodrome, in about 5 or 6 cars.

The aerodrome was about 8 miles, arrived at the Bangkok

aerodrome at about 6 A.M. We did not wait at the aerodrome

for a long time. I think within 10 minutes we got into the

plane. The following officers were present at the Bangkok

aerodrome just before we took off:-

General Bhonsle,
Shri Ishwar Singh,
it. Raghunath Sharma,
Shri Bhaskaren,
Shri Yundan Singh,
Shri Siunil Roy,
Shri U.C. Sharma,
Col. Thakur Singh,
Col. Raturi,
Col. Malik.

The following Japanese officers were present.

General Isodo and Mr..Eachiik .

At Bangkok, two planes were placed at our disposal. So far

as I remember, the following officers were presnnt in

Netajits plane.

General Isode,
Mr. Hach%,
Shri Ayei;
Col. Habibur Rahman, and
myself.
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In the other plane s the following were:-

Col. Gulzara Singh,
Col. Pritam Singh,
Major Abid Hasan s

Nigesi (Interpreter) and
some Japanese officers.

So we landed at about 8 o' clock. Netaji's plane landed

earlier at Saigon aerodrome. We waited at the aerodrome

for about half an hour. At

town. We were accommodated

some Sindhi gentleman. The

put in two large suit cases

orizj_nal 17 boxes were made

about 8-30 we started for the

in two houses belonging to

contents of the 17 boxes were

with some other treasure. The

of steel and were of small size.

When these were brought to Bangkok these were re -packed

at the time of Netaji's departure from Bangkok in two large

suit caes. Some of the boxes were of the size of biscuit

tins and some smaller.

I am not certain who were sitting in which

plane but I do remember the persons who constituted the

party that went to Saigon with Netaji from Bangkok. It was

a short trip of two hours and I am certain that the under-

mentioned Japanese and Indian officers constituted the party

besides Netaji:-

Shri S.A. Ayers
Col. Habibur Rehmans
Col. Gulzara Singh,
Major Hassan)
Shri Debnath Das, &
Col. Pritam Singh.

General Isoda l Mr. Hachiya s
Nigesi (Interpreter) and
some other Japanese officers.( I dnnot know).

The suit cases were full to capacity and tied with ropes.

The suit cases were about 30" to 36" and the third box also

leather contained documents and in the box there was some

foreign currency but not of greet value. The size of the

third box was the same as that of the other two. Besides
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this there were three or four suit cases belonging to

Netaji. We left Bangkok at 6 ol clock and reached Saigon

at F in the morning. We went to the house. Netaji was

tired. It was very difficult to prepare food there. We

came to the house along with other Japanese. We took some

rest. We occupied two houses. Netaji, Col. Rehman and

myself were in one house and the second house was occupied

by others, namely, Col. Gulzara Singh, Col. Pritam Singh

and Shri S.A. Ayer and Major Hassan. it that time Netaji

opened some of the suit cases and tried to see some of the

things Which were important and unimportant and told me to

destroy some. Then after an hour or so at about 10-30

Netaji pushed me and woke me up. There was one Japanese

officer. I do not recognise him. Netaji said, " I am

afraid the Japanese are changing the plan. " Netaji said

to me " I think they were now taking me to Tokyo. "

Col. Habib Was sleeping at that time. Others were in the

other house. I asked Netaji, " Why to Tokyo Sir? You give -

up the idea of going to Tokyo." Netaji asked me to call

Habib and other officers. Then I asked Habib to come in.

I told Col. Habib that the Japanese were changing the plan.

Then I called Ayer and other officers. They all came and then

we were all standing in one room. Meanwhile, General Isoda

came. Sometimes, we were talking in English, sometimes in

Japanese because General Isoda could not speak in English

very well. Sometimes I translated. Netaji asked General

Isoda whether all of us were going together. Then General

Isoda asked the Japanese officer what was the position of

the plane. Then he told me in Japanese that there is only

one seat because some important Japanese persons are going

to Tokyo and this plane was touching Saigon. Hassan said

what is this? General Isoda said in English to Netaji that
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there was only one seat for him. Then Netaji told General

Isoda " Ho,1 can you think that they will leave me alone".

A Japanese officer told General Isoda that the area was

already dangerous and he felt that Netaji should leave

Saigon as soon as possible. That is Why we agreed that

Netaji should leave as soon as possible from Saigon for

security reasons; we were helpless. So everyone of us

argued in our own way and asked General Isoda how many seats

he could give and why Netaji should go to Tokyo. General

Isoda said that this area was very much infected by the

insurgents, and that another plane was following you. So

it is better to go to Tokyo and then think of the plan.

Meanwhile, Mr. Hachiya came. Japanese consulted each

other and told us that one more seat could be given.

Then Netaji told Habib to come with him. Then some of us

said that suppose Habib became ill, who would look after

Netaji. Netaji asked General Isoda, " Why do you not

give one more seat"? General Isoda said, "Now I cannot

say, let us go to the Aerodrome and see". Meanwhile,

Hassan srid" If there are unimportant Japanese personnel,

why, General, you do not ask them to wait for the next

plane; let us all go together." General Isoda said, " I

do not know yet". It was around 12-30 noon. Nobody took

any food. One Japanese officer came and said, " Hurry

up because the plane has already touched the aerodrome

and in about 20 minutes it will fly". So we had no time

to pack up the things and most of the Netajils personal

things were left there. About three or four suit cases

were left. Then Netaji told us to take our minimum kit

and that all should come.
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Netaji left three suit cases consisting of books, papers

and files and some clothes and then we went by two cars.

One of the cars reached the aerodrome earlier. When we

came to the Aerodrome the plane was practically on the

move. So we hurried up. General Isoda and Mr. Hachiya

were there. They asked Netaji to board the plane as soon

as possible. I was there, Hassan was there and Col. Pritam

Singh was there. But we were there before the second car

reached. Netaji told the Japanese " I am not going, I am

waiting for the second car". The treasure was in the

second car. Neteji said that he would better leave the

gold. Hassan and myself said " de cannot take responsibilit3

for it". Netaji asked me to tell the Japanese to wait

till the second car came. Meanwhile, the car came and
A M M E M M E

Netaji shook hands with all of us. In the 

Shri Ayer and Col. Habibur Rahman. I do not exactly

remember who came by the second car and who came by the
AP W W = = = = =
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first car. There was another car of the Japanese. I am 7
o r  1 1 01- C . -e £ , 1 I  L :  ) 0 1 , o t t i c_v .11

not certain whether Netaji came by the first cari\ I asked

Netaji "Where they are taking you, Sir." Netaji said

that they were going to Tokyo. We were all in a very help-

less position. Then he told General Isoda, " When are you

going to give the second plane for the rest of my officers."

Hassan said that GenerL1 Isoda must promise before you,

otherwise it wouTd be difficult to get the plane. General

Isoda co 1d not give any assurance but promised that he

would arrange another plane immediately. Netaji asked

General Isoda whether he made arrangement for him to see

Marghal Tereuchi. General Isoda said, Yes. Then he s: id,

"If you give them the plane after two or three hours, then

certainly we shall see them in the evening. " it about
(JO'e/p,k)

lot Clock, the second car came and again Shri iyer and

every body asked when we would get the plane. All this
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happened between 11 and 1 P.M. Again we told Netaji ane

General Isoda promised to give the plane the same afternoon

to go towards Netajits destination. General Isoda said the.'

the plane was too heavy, and so no gold should be put in it,

but we insisted that the gold must go with Netaji and we put

ittlx treasure boxes inside the bomber. Meanwhile, the

propellers started. There was no time. Netaji shook hands

with all of us and wished us well. The gold boxes were put

on the flo'r of the bomber. It was a two-engined bomber

just like a supply plane. Netaji decided that Habib should

go. Habib had previously also accompanied Netaji on various

hazardous missions either to the front or to some other

places. Then the plane left at 1 P.M. ( It was on the

a
The plane wasZtwo enained bomber; the colour was

grey (silver). I did not count the number of people who were

already inside the plane. The Japanese had already said

that there were 9 or 10 persons. Netaji went inside and

after that the plane moved. There were two boxes which

contained gold and ornaments and another box contained some

papers and currency. There was one suit case consisting of

his personal effects. It was a leather suit case. Habib

had one Haversack and one small suit case. Netaji entered

the plane first and then Habib. Netaji entered from a side

opening to which a ladder was attached. Nataji was wearing

the usual top boots and Khakhi drill uniform, and his head

dress was usual. He was wearing INA cap. Netaji was wearing

the INA and IIL badges. He was carrying his revolver. He

was wearing his usual spectacles. He had the badge. I do

not remember the numbers of the plane. I thought that the

plane would touch Dalat and we shall meet him in the evening.
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After repeated requests, we got the plane only

an the morning of the 21st. Netaji had left on the 17th

at 1 P.E. The same evening, we were not given any assurance.

On the 20th evening, we came to know that two planes would

be placed at our disposal on the 21st morning. Then

Shri Ayer went by one plane and we went by the other plane.

It left Saigon at 7-30 in the morning. could not go in

the same plane, ae we were told that Shri Ayer would go to

Tokyo. A Japanese officer said that there were some other

Japanese officers to accompany Shri Ayer. We told them

that it was very funny. They told us that they propose to

take Shri Ayer to Tokyo and four of us to Hanoi. They said

that the reason was that it Is difficult to arrange plane

from Saigon. At Hanoi, it would be easier for you to get

planes for Tokyo, the Japanese officer remarked. Both the

planes left on the same day. We reached Hanoi some time

before evening on the 21st. We were not sure whether we

were at Hanoi. Then on enquiry we came to know that we were

away from Hanoi and began to search the League office(I.I.L.

Hanoi). We met Shri A.M. Sahay. We reached Hanoi town

in the evening at 5-30 or 6 after walking half -way from

where we got some Japanese truck. le put up in the same

house. In the afternoon next day General Chatterjee with

his ADC Lt. Fran Nath and Shri J.A. Thivy came to Hanoi

from Singapore. We asked them why they were there. They

said that they were instructed by the Japanese to come to

Hanoi as per instructions of Netaji. On the 24th August

1945 at about 9 or 9-30 night when Mr. Sahay came from the

town, he said that he had heard in the town that Tokyo Radio

announced that on the 1Pth August an air -crash took place

at Taihoku (Formosa) and that Netaji had been killed in the

air -crash and that Col. Habibur Rahman was wounded.
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On the 26th i,ugust one Staff officer of the Japanese

Army came to see me and told me that the plane crash was

just a story and asked me not to believe it but to act

according to our plan. I broke the news to General

Chatterjee and Col. Pritam Singh what this of icer had told

me. The Japanese officer knew me as I was entrusted with a

spcciel work and therefore he gave me the news. Then

after consultation with my colleagues I went underground

on the 21st September 1945 and moved in different parts

of the South-east Asia and appeared in Bangkok some time

in May 1946. I was arrested in Bangkok and brought to

India on the 30th Augubt-1946.

iccording to my finding, the air -craft crash was

stage-managed and deliberate because the Japanese were

afraid of Indian sentiments if they surlendered Netaji

of inglo-American powers if they allowed any facility

to Netaji to go underground according to the plan. The

Japanese were completely frustrated. They were anxious

to save Japan.

I would suggest that the Committee enquire some more

witnesses whose names are given in the attched list.

Admitted correct.



Ca,tain Gulzara Singh.



4. Witness No. 3.

-

Evidence given by Captain Gulzara
Singh (I.N.A. Col.) on 6-4-1956.

First, I was appointed No. I Battalion

Commander in Gandhi Brigade. Later I was appointed

Second -in -command, Ezad Brigade. Then I came to

Rangoon with advance party as Second -in -command of

Azad Brigade. Then after the break-up of the first

I.N.A., I 1,.rs recalled from Rangoon to Singapore.

Later, when Netaji came to Singapore, I was appointed

Commander of Azad Brigade. I first came in contact

with Netaji in October 1943 when he sent for me and

I had a personal interview with him. Then I was

taken in the Cabinet as a member representing the

army. Then my regiment left for Burma in the

beginning of 1944. I arrived in the front in May

1944 and was given a sector north of Tamu-Palel

( guiiig the right flank of Tamu-Palel road. I

continued on the front-line until we were asked

to withdraw in July 1941 to Tamu, then to Sittang and

then by boat to Kalewa and then.by road to Ye -u.

Eventually, our Brigade concentrated in the camp

between Mandalay and Monywa. Then I was sent for

by Netaji who was at Mandalay. He brought me to

Rangoon with him. I think it was in October 1944.

I was appointed as a As.-istant Chief of Staff in

the Supreme Headquarters at Rangoon. I held this

appointment throughout. I was present at Rangoon

at the time when Netaji retired from Rangoon to

Bangkok either on the 23rd or the 24th of April 1945.

I was in the party which accompanied Netaji during

the withdrawal. Then in Moulemein we separated in

two parties. Netaji with certain members went

in the first party and I followed with another party
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in train. We travelled by the newly -constructed

Railway line joining Thailand and Burma. We arrived

in Bangkok either in the end of May or early in June.

I donot remember the exact dates. At Bangkok I was

sent for by Netaji who asked all the information about

my party and then also told me that Col. Thakur Singh's

Brigade had reached Moulemein and we have to send

somebody to receive them and asked me as to who should

go. I volunteered to go myself. Netaji told me that .4
40.1

since I had just arrived in Bangkok and that I would be

feeling tired. Anyhow, he did not give any definite

decision. I was called after another two or three

I%
days and told me that he had tried to secure a plane

for me to take to Rterneo-ein but th:t he had not

succeeded. When I arrived in Moulemein, I found that

Col. Thakur Singh's party had not actually arrived

there but that they were expected to arrive in a day or

two. So I made all the arrangements for their food

etc. Eventually, when Col. Thakur Singh's party

ar ived, they were sent to Bangkok by the same Railway

route and I left with the last party, arriving in

Bangkok sometime in July. When I returned to

Bankok from Moulemein, I found that Netaji was not

in Bangkok and that he had left for Singapore. Then

on the 16th evening, Netaji came to Bangkok from

Singapore by plane. When Netaji returned to Bangkok,

I think he was accompanied by Col. Habibur Rahman and

Col. Pritam Singh. Later on, Netaji sent for senior

officers and held a meeting at his residence.

Briefly, Netaji give us a review of the world situation.

We had known of the Japanese surrender one or two days

before this. Then he asked me in Hindustani



BHAI CHALOGAYi. I replied 'HANOI: ZAROC,R

CHALOCEGAI. He did not say to which place.

Then he instructed me to report to his residence

early next morning with my baggage on the 17th

of August. Early next morning at about 5 A.M.

I reported at his bungalow and left by car for

the Aerodrome soon afterwards. Netaji, Col.

Habibur Rahman, Pr:tam Singh and Debnath Das,

Col. Abid Hasan and myself. I cannot remember

if any other senior officers cane to the Aerodrome

to see us off. There were two Japanese bombers

at the Aerodrome which were to carry us. The

bomber in which I was accoLn,odated carrying

Netaji, myself and one other officer whose name

I do not remember. I am not quite sure if there

were any other Japanese in that bomber. I had

no seats. ..Nre squatted on the floor. The other

officers care by the other bomber. I think we

must have taken off from Bangkok aerodrome at

about 7 A.M. We knew that we were going in the

direction of Japan, but I had an idea that we

were heading for Russia. In that meeting at

Bangkok on the 16th August at which he reviewed

the international situation, Netaji had told us

that there was no other country where we could go

to, and that it was only Russia where we can but

we have got no contact with them and we do not

know what is going to be their treatment towards

us. He also said that a Japanese Officer who had

lonft been in Mahchl;ria would probably guide us.

He did not cii.!kit give the mame of the Japanese officer.

Netaji had an idea of going to Russia through

Yanchuria with the help of the Japanese. I had

no idea what the Japanese officer was. On the
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17th August at about 9 A.Y. we arrived in Saigon.

We landed at Saigon and proceeded straightaway

to one of our bungalows. On arrival at

the Aerodrome at Saigon, we were told that the

bombers that had transported us to Saigon, would be

returning to Singapore and that on that day there

would be no transport available for us to take

us any further. de were accomodeted in two

bungalows. Netaji was in a different bungalow

than mine. At about 1 P.M. when we were resting)

Netaji sent for all of us and said that we should

come in any dress in which we were. There were

some officers staying in the same bungalow as

Netaji. Then we all came to Netaji and he said

that one Japanese has given him the message that

one aeroplane is going today which can accommodate

only one of us. Then Netaji asked us whether we

should avail of the one seat that was being offered

to us. Ve were anxious that Netaji should get away

since we felt that the Anglo-Americans may land

and we may be stopped and captured. de all advised

Netaji to leave but insisted that the Japanese

should be requested to provide one more seat.

Then suddenly Netaji turned round to us and said

that in case the Japanese offered us one more seat

who should that per -on be. We all unanimously

suggested that Habib should be that person and

Netaji said alright, we would be leaving at

c ol clock. All of you should be there so that

in case we got more seats then we might avail of

them. At 5, all of us went to the Aerodrome with

all our kit and then we said Good-bye. There was



only one plane at the Aerodrome. I do not remember

the type of the plane, nor do I remember its

marking. It was a transport plane. Netaji

emplaned through the side of the plane in the

normal way. Col. Habib also entered the same

plane. The reason for specially selecting

Habib to accompany Netaji was that he had been

working with Netaji for a long time and also

that Habib was from the Army side and in case

anything happened, he was there to give help.

There were two persons who had been long with

Netaji. The other was Abid Hasan. We preferred
,
Habib being an Army chap so that both sides

could be covered. I have a rough idea that there

were two sealed wooden boxes approxinately 1 foot

long, 9" wide and 6 to 9" in height. I do not
i

know what those boxes contained. Besides these

boxes, I think Netaji was also carrying some

other items of his kit. I do not remember anything

about it. There were some other Japanese

besides Netaji and Habib in the plane. I have no

idea who they were. Netaji was wearing his usual

Khaki uniform. I think he was wearing his islal

top -boots. I am not quite sure about it. Habib

was lAp-ring surge uniform. Netaji appeared quite

hale and hearty. There were on or two Japanese

officers who saw Netaji off at the Aerodrome,but

I do not remember who they were. I think they

were our Hikari-Khikan chaps. Netaji told us that

1we would be following him shortly. We knew tht

Netaji was going in the direction of Japan but

not to Japan. Exact destination was not known to

us. I do not know if Netaji had any plan for seeing



seeing any other important Japanese personality

in that area. The plane took off quite normally at

about 5-15 P.M. Then we returned to our bungalows

and contacted the Hikari-Khikan as usual to make

arrangements for our transport and knowing the

Hikari-Khikan as usual we wire not very sure that

if ever we were going to have any transport any

further. We did not get any transport on the 18th.

On 1.th, we requested the Hikari-Khikan to take us

at least to Hanoi if not further. We made this

request because Hanoi was nearer to China from

where, if necessary, we could go to China and again

contact Neteji. Then on the 20th, we got a plane

and we were taken to Hanoi. In Hanoi we came to

know of the plane -crash. We had left Saigon

in one plane. The following were the members of

the party:-

Col. Pritam Singh, Shri Abid Hasan,
Shri Debnath Das and myself.

On arrival at Hanoi, we met Shri A.M. Sahay.

We stayed in the same house as Mr. Sahay was staying.

I do not remember exactly the distance but it

was 3 or 4 miles from the air -port to the town of

Hanoi. Later, General Chatterjee and Shri Thivy

joined us at Hanoi. We learnt about the plane-

crash from Shri A.M. Sahay when we first met him at

Saigon. Shri Sahay told us that the plane carrying

Netaji had crashed on one of the Islands and that

Netaji had been killed. I think Shri Sahay got

this news from the Japanese sources and then all our

hopes were shattered, and even the idea of going to

China was not there because we knew that even if

Netaji was alive, we could not trace him because

everybody said that he had already died. Then we
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stayed in Hanoi from August till about the 23rd of

December and during this period we were all the

time in touch with India. During this time we were

listening regularly radio new from India and we knew

what was happening in India regarding the trial of

INA officers. After staying there for 15 or 20 days

we got fed up and decided that we should also go to

India but how to reach India wa the problem.

Luckily that area came under Chinese occupation and

the first day the Chinese General came there, we

sent General Chatterjee to meet him and to tell him

that we muntx are all here. The Chinese G pneral

told us that since we had done nothing against China,

we could live as ordinary citizens and then we used

to send General Chatterjee regularly to the Chinese

General to request him to send us to India somehow.

He gave no definite answer, but he said that he would

try. In the meantime, the French reported that

there were certain Indians in Hanoi who were helping

the Ho -Chi -min party we were blamed for doing so.

So the Saigon Headquarters sent one British Lt. Col.

to take us from Hanoi to Saigon. That Colonel

approached the Chinese headquarters who said that

they would like to return to India. Eventually

round about Christmas time, the British Col. made a

direct contact with us and had consultations with

General Chatterjee. WO told him that we were

prepared to go to India with him. Then in the next

one or two days, we left for Saigon in one plane.

I do not remember if any senior Japanese officers

ever came to our house in Hanoi. We were living

In two separate houses. In the house in which I as



living, the other officers who were living were

General Chatterjee, Shri Abid Hasan, Pritam Singh

and myself. The other bungalow in which the rest

of the officers were living was approximately 300

yards away. In this, there were Shri A.M. Salley,

and Shri Thivy.

this house for

from there.

Shri Debneth Das stayed there in

sometime but later he disappeared

of
After hearingLthe plane crash, the next

day we got the news that somebody had heard on the

radio American news saying that the plane carrying

Netaji was seen over China. This information we

reck-ived while we were at Hanoi. There was general

rumour that the plane crash did not take place but the

source of the information we do not know. In March

1946 I met Col. Hebibur Rahran in Kabul Lines and

asked him about what has actually happened about

Netajits plane crash. He gave me the story that the

plane was forced to land and caught fire and while

we were getting out of the plane, Netaji had more fire

on him than he had. So he was helping Netaji to put

off his fire. Then Netaji was taken to the Hospital.

Then suddenly I told him " I believe your story but

one thing I do not believe that although you were wear-

ing the same dress as you are wearing now and you we're

putting out Netajits fire, your hands had burnt but

nothing had happened to your shirt or the sleeves of

the shirt." This I do not believe. He said "ACHHA

BHAI MANO YA NA NANO". The sleeves of the bush -shirt

were long. There were burnt marks on his hand. I

do not remember which hand it was. After my talk with

Col. Rahman, my conclusion was that the plane -crash

-



did not take place.

My rank in the INA was a full Col.

dhen I rejoined the Indian Army in 1949, I

started as a 2nd Lieut. I served for one year

as aid Lieut. and then I applied for permanent

regular commission and I was hoping to get a
regular

permanent2commission but I got the orders that as

I had served for one year, I was asked to go homC,

I came home in December 1950. And then we had a

meeting of the INA Central Advisory Comwittee in

April 1951 in the Prime Minister's room. In that

meeting, General Bhonsle told Pandit Ji that

Gulzara Singh went to the Army and he had been sent

se'
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days I was posted to the Madras Regiment in 1951.

I now hold a permanent commission with the rank of
Admitted Correct.

e 4-
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Captain.



Col. Habibur Rahman.



Witness No. 4

Evidence of Col. Hebibur Rahman.
(at present member of the Central
Administrative Service of Pakistan).

My first assignment in the Indian National Army

was that of a Commandant of the Officers' training centre at

Singapore. Thereafter I became Assistant Chief of Staff and

later Deputy Chief of Staff and as such was in charge of the

Supreme Headquarters in Burma. On or about the 18th February,

1945, I was transferred back to Singapore Where I took over charge

from the Chief of Staff, Major -General J.K. Bhonsle, of the INA

forces in Malaya and Singapore, totalling approximately 23,000

and continued in this appointment till the 15th August, 1945.

I was a member of the Provisional Government

the Azad Hind and a Member of the War Council also.

At that time When I left Burma for Singapore

on or about 18th February, 1945, I.N.A. forces had taken up

defensive position. The Military situation in Burma on the 18th.

February 1945 was as follows: .

No. 2 Division which was under the command of

Major General Shah Nawaz Khan, had taken up defensive position

in the area of Meipla. No. 1 Division, after reor_gAn-iation,

was concentrating in Pymina area and the Supreme Headquarters

was at Rangoon. The Japanese had also withdrawn and they were

coaering Mandalay, and they were holding the same line, north

of INA No. 2 Division. The advance elements of the Allied Forces

were facing the Japanese and the INA No. 2 Division on the

opposite bank of Irrawady river. The military situation generally:

at that time looked desperately unfavourable to us. Roughly

speaking, our future plan was that our troops should continue the

struggle in whatever way they could till the liberation of India.

The Burmese forces, as we had some information, at that time

were not putting up the resistance that was expected of them

and it was feared that they might not make a definite stand

against the Allies.



When the battle in Burma started and INA forces

advanced Netaji wanted to go himsdlf and to see all the forward

areas and the INA troops in actual battle fields. But for

safety reesons, he was advised by the Japanese Command as well

as our own not to expose himself to such risk, involved in the

visits to the front line. This was during the battle of

Imphal in the beginning of 1944. As mentioned above, when

No. 2 Division was concentrating in Meiktla-Popla area,

Netaji again proceeded for an inspection tour of the front-

line areas on the evening of 18th February, 1945, by road,

in spite of the advice given by the Japanese as well as our

own for safety reasons. I went by plane to Singapore on

19th February, 1945 and assumed charge of the troops in Malaya

and Singapore as already stated above on or about the 23rd

February, 1945. After some time the situation in Burma

deteriorated and the allied forces advanced towards Rangoon

rapidly and the situation became untenable and Netaji was

obliged to move his Headquarters from Rangoon on 24th April
,,,ze2A,Nriv.ttiggtenzto

1945, to Bangkok arriving there on the 14th May, 1945.

Besides Rani of Jhansi Regiment, as many troops as could get

back also withdrew to Bangkok and this withdrawal was done

by stages, by road.

As stated above, on the 19th February, 1945, I left

by plane for Singapore. After his handing over charge, General

Bhonsle went by plane to Rangoon, accompanied by Major General

Logana than.

A few days after the arrival of Netaji in Bangkok,

I was summoned up there for a few days, approximately two

weeks after the arrival of Netaji in Bangkok. I flew to

Bangkok and there we discussed the war situation and I

acquainted him about the developments since my taking oeer

charge in Singapore. We also discusse in general terms the

world situation although the war situation was against



Japanese and it appeared in the end they might lose, but no

time limit could be thought of at that time. After staying
3

there for about 8 days, I returned to Singapore. I cannot

say whether I went back to Singapore with Netaji or alone.

Netaji also came to Singapore on the 18th June 1945. After

his arrival in Singapore, he visited several camps and units

of the Azad Hind Fauj, also visited an important station in

Malaya where he addressed some meeting and also inspected the

camps. During his last tour of Malaya, he was accompanied

by General Alagappan, Major Swamy, Col. I.J. Kiani, Col.

Nagar and myself. All this had a great effect on the morale

of the civilian population as well as on Azad Hind Fauj.

In the beginning of August, situation was

hopeless and it looked that the battle wouldnot last very

long.

Netaji went to Kuala Lumpur and Saremban in the

middle of July and Major General Alagappan, Mr. Ayar and

myself accompanied him. While we were occupied with an

encitiry, news was received through Col. I.J. Kiani from

Kuala Lumpur that Russia had also dmak declred war against

Japan. Mr. Ayer was sent up by car from Seramban to Kuala

Lumpur to contact Col. Kiani to confirm the news in person.

Col. Kiani informed Mr. Ayer that he had received this news

through Major General Kiani from Singapore who found it

difficult to contact Saremban on telephone. At thlt time

war situation was pretty bad. On 11th August 1945, at about

Lunch time, a telephone call was received from Major General

Kiani from Singapore saying that Netaji should return to

Singapore immediately in view of the latest war situation.

When we returned to Singapore Col. Kiani conveyed the news

of declaration of war by Russia and we discussed the position

and it looked that the Japanese would not last more than



few days hereafter. We also discussed the effects of Atom

Bomb and the Japanese morale and we started thinking as to what

arrangements would have to be made for the troops etc. during

the surrender period. Then the surrender news was received

on the 12th August through an unofficial source. We met at

Netajils house which was situated on the sea -shore. Apart

from Netaji, Mr. Ayer, Dr. Lakshmaya, Major General Alagappan,

MEjOr General Kiani, myself and a few oth rs whose names I

do not recollect and Mr. Sarkar, who had come from Bangkok,

were present. The discussion centered round the immediate

situation and now to face it. Mr. SErkar and some others

also suggested that Netaji should leave Singapore and go away

to some other safer place as the Mies would adopt a very

vindictive attitude tow-rds him. Netaji said " No." He was

prepared to face the consequences with his other colleagues.

As a matter of fact he said, " The worst they can do is to

put me against the wall and shoot me and I am prepared for it."

While commenting on the i mediate situation, Netaji said

" no doubt we have lost in the battle -fields but the tremendous

sacrifices made by the soldiers of Azad Hind Pauj and civilian

population will not o in vain." He also added that our efforts

should be to see that all we had done in the Far East should be

known to our countrymen and once it was known, it was bound

to have a tremendous effect on the freedom struggle. He said

that one should not be dismayed by the present temporary

defeat but should continue struggle by all means. Some

person suggested that Netaji should not stay, in Singapore

but ultimately it was decided that he would stay there. The

concensus of opinion was that Netaji should stay there beeause

at that stage he could not look for protection or help from

any cou try. Then we discussed the arrangelents for the

su -render of the Army etc. It was also discussed that we as



Azad Hind Goeernment and Army would surrender as a separate

entity. Arrangements for liaison with Japanese General

Headquarters in Singapore were made in this regard.

On the 15th August, 1945, at about 8 p.m.

a meeting was called at Netajils house where besides Netaji,

Mr. Ayyar, General Alagappan, Major General Kiani, myself

and Mr. Barker were present. At this meeting, it was made

known that the Japanese Commander in Singapore could not

give an assurance for a separate surrender by Azad Hind

Government and Army as he said that he had no such instruc-

tions and it would not be practicable for him to get in

touch with Tokyo, even wireless communications having been

disrupted. It was decided that Netaji should not stay there

and explore possibility if he could e'cure asylum so as to

continue the struggle. It was decided that Netaji should

visit Tokyo and try to obtain a decision regarding separate

surrender by INA and the Azad Hind Government.

After further discussion, it was decided

that Netaji would be accompanied by Mr. Ayer, Lt. Col.

Pritam Singh and myself from Singapore to Bangkok on the

first stage where more persons were to join the party. Major

Swamy was sent to Penang to fetch Mr. N. Reghavan. Similar

arrangements were made for Mr. Thivy and Major General

A.C. Chatterjee to join the party. Iy was also decided

that I should make over charge of the troops in Malaya

and Singapore to Major General Kiani who was on a short

visit to Singapore from Bangkok. In the early morning

of the 16th August, 1945, Netaji, Mr. Ayer, Lt. Col. Pritam

Singh and myself went by plane to Bangkok, which was at

that time the seat of the Provisional Government of Azad

Hind. After negotiations with the Japanese Liaison Mission

which W S known as Hjkari Kikan, it was decided that Netaji
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and party would leave for Bangkok in the first instance so

as to get in touch with Field Marshal Terauchits Head-

quarters for transport arrangements to Tokyo. From Bangkok

Mr. Abid Hasan, Mr. DevNath Das, Col. Gulzara Singh, were

also to accompany the party. On this day, as far as I

remember, Netaji visited the Indian Independence League -t"

Headquarters where he met a large number of prominent

civilians who were there and also members of the Azad Hind

Government and discussed the present situation. At this

time as I was very tired, having kept awake the whole of

previous night, I did not take part in any of the discussions

and was resting. On the morning of the 17th August, 1945, we

left Bangkok at the appointed time, as far as I remember in

two parties in two different planes. In one plane, Netaji,

Mr. Ayer, Lt. Col. Pritam Singh and myself were travelling

and in the other Major General Isoda, Chief of the Japanese

Liaison Office in Hikari Kikan, Mr. Hachia, the Japanese

Minister -designate to the Provisional Government of

Hind, Col. Gulzara Singh, Major Abid Hasan, and Mr.

Des, It may be of interest to mention here that as

Azad

Debnath

soon

as the Azad Hind Government was formed, in 19437 a twin

engine transport plane was presented to Netaji by:the

Japanese Government for his personal use. This .plane,was

piloted and maintained by the Japanese. Netaji used to

travel in this plafie and used this plane to go to Malaya and

Singapore in July -August, 1945. It had the insignia of Azad

Hind Government eainted on it lwas*crossed national flag with

a leaping Bengal tiger on it . I am not quite sure as to

whether we travelled by Netajils plane from Singapore to

Bangkok or some Japanese plane.
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Je Saigon at about 10 A.M. where we were met

by an Indian whose name I do not remember but who was probably

President of the League. We drove fror, the aerodrome to the

house of this gentleman in two cars. At the aerodrome,

Netai had some talk with the Japanese Liaison Officers who

came with us and drove to the President's house in two cars

and the Japanese Officers went, as far as I remember, to

contact the Headquarters of F.Y. Tereichi which was probably

located at Dalat, to make transport arrangements for the

entire party to go to Tokyo. At Saigor we were accommodated

in two houses. In one house were accommodated Netaji, Mr.

Ayer, myself and I think Mr. Abid Hasan in separate rooms and

in the other house were staying Lt. Col. Pritam Singh and

Col. Gulzara Singh. I am not quite sure in which house

Mr. Debnath Das W8F staying. By about 1C-30 we reached the

above -mentioned house. At about 12 noon the Japanese

Liaison Officers including General Isoda and probably

Mr. Hachiya and one more officer of the Japanese army arrived

at the house where Netaji was staying. At first Netaji

talked to the Japanese Officers separately and after a few

minutes I was called in. During fri, preence, the Japanese

officers informed that it was not possible to get a separate

plane for the party as was originally expected because the

Allied had xxxxormaintdx issued instructions to the Japanese

Government which had surrendered on the 15th August 1945, not

to fly any plane withoilt their permission. They said,

however, tiat one plane was leaving soon in which one seat

was available. Netaji insisted that we should get a separate

plane as he wanted the whole party to go together. After

discussion for some time it was apparent that only one seat

Wkeia ii,;41.414,:22114%
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Could be made available as the Japanese expressed their

inability to afford more help under the change:_ circumstances.

The Japanese were requested to stay on and Netaji, and myself

came out and called the rest of the party together. I think

the officers who were staying in the separate house from

that of Netaji took some time in arriving there. When we all

were together Netaji informed all present that only one seat

was offered and it did not appear possible to get more sets

for others. After a little discussion we requested him

that we should not make use of one seat as it was not advisable

for Netaji to go alone and we must insist on more seats, if

possible. Thereafter Netaji and myself returned (as far as I

remember, Mr. Ayer also joined us) where Japanese were waiting

for us. After further consultations by the Japanese over the

telephone, with their Air Force authorlties, we were informed

that one more seat could be made avai7ab1e. All three of us

then returned and joined the rest of the party. Here Netaji

inforred that now we had two seats to avail of. Netaji then

asked as to who would accompany him. He looked at each of us

who were standing there and while he lboked at me he said

" You will come with me 1 (AAP CHALANGAY) to which I nodded

in affirmative. As far as I remember he asked Col. Gulzare

Singh and Mr. Ayer to bring their luggage

and in case more seats could be procured,

accompany him in the sere plane. For the

he requested the Japanese to make a plane

they promised to do their best tohelp them. During our

discussions with the Japanese, it was known that the plang

would go to Tokyo via Formosa and some of the passengers were

destined for Manchuria. The usual route from Saigon to Tokyo

is via Formosa. I cannot say exactly whether the same plane

was to take some passengers to Tokyo and from there to

Manchuria or there was transhipment of one party or the other

to the air -field

they would also

rest of the party,

available for them and

4
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on the way. We informed the Japanese officers that Netaji

and myself would be utilising the two seats offered. The

Japanese of -icerF then went away. On recollection I may

mention here, that one junior Japanese Officer who was a

part of Hikari Kikan came to the house first where we were

staying and informed quietly that only one scat was available

in the plane, which was to leave the same day in the after-

noon. He was told tbt Chief of Hikari Kikan, General

Isoda and Mr. Hachia should come for discussion and they

arrived after some time. About an hour discussion we

decided to make use of the two seats as already stated above.

We departed for the aerodrome in two cars. Netaji, myself

and Mr. Ayer and probably one more, were in one car and the

rest were in the other car. When we arrived at the air-ort,

the engine of the plane was running and all the passengers

were seated in it.

At the airport we had to wait for about half

an hour for the second car to arrive as it included some

belongings of Netaji. The Japanese were getting very

impatient for the delay. We could not get two nore seats as

thought of. As soon as the second car arriv, d, we greeted

the rest of the party and hoping that they would join us

soon, NetEji and myself boarded the plane. The luggage

which we had brought with us was also kept in the plane.

I was carrying an expanding small suit.case and I do not

remember the exact number of packages of Netaji. I think

there was a big (about 36" long it size) leather suit -case

and probably two more small leather sit -cases (approximately

20" long in size and 8" in height) which were brought in

the second car. As we had boarded the plane they were rushed

and put into the plane. As to the contents of the three

packages I was told, probably, by Mr. Abid Hasen at the
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airport that the big suit -case contained Yetaji's

clothes and the small ones contained jewellery. Netaji's

one box containing clothes was left behind which was

later brought by Mr. Ayer to Tokyo. I am not certain

whether both the small suit -cases contained jewellery.

We boarded the plane in a great hurry as Japanese were

very impatient and the engine was running for more than

half an hour. The plane was a Japanese twin engine bomber

probably of Sally type and we got into the plane from

the port (left) side. Before we boarded the plane, one of

the Japanese officers, by the name of Lt. General Shidei

who came out of the plane, greeted Netaji. As far as

I know, he was on the staff of Field Marshal Terauchils:

headquarters at Saigon. F.M. Terauchi was the Supreme

Commander of the Japanese Forces of South Last Asia

Command. General Shidei got into the plane first and

Netaji followed him and I -/ent in afterwards. There were

no proper seats in the plane. The sea.ting arrangements

in the plane was as shown in the enclosed sketch. The

number of occupants of the plane including the crew was

12 or 13. In the nose portion of the plane were probably

the co-pilot, Radio officer and the Navigator. The seat

of the pilot was behind them on the port side and opposite

to him on the star -board side was sitting Lt. General

Shidei. Immediately behind the pilot was sitting Netaji

and nobody opposite to him as the space was restricted

by the petrol tanl . I was sitting i rediately behind

Netaji. The co-pilot's seat occuried by Lt. General

Shidei was offered to Netaji but he did not accept it as

it was too small.for him. In the turret was standing one

officer of the Air -Force, and in the rear portion probEbly

. 4 other officers of the Japanese Air Force and of the
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Army. I do not exactly remember their ranks except the

name of one Lt. Col. Nonogaki and Capt. Arai Whom I met later

after the crash in the hospital. We were all sitting in a

cramped position. The plane took off at about 5 p.m. and we .

landed at Touraine on Indoneels coast after about 2 hours.

The take -off was quite normal. We rested in Touraine for the

night. Netaji and myself Jere put in two separate rooms in

a hotel which was not far away from the landing ground. When

asked to explain if I knew why Mr. Hachia and General Isoda

did not accompany him, I told the Committee that my own

impression at the time :,as that they were not enthusiastic

about Netajits going to Tokyo at that time on account of

transport and other difficulties involved because of surrender

having taken place 2 or 3 days before. The reason may be

that there was not enough space in the plane, as I had already

stated above. I know there were some junior Japanese officers

also in the plane but Ircannot explain exactly as to Why

General Isoda and Mr. Hachia could not be allowed to travel

in their place or did not travel in the plane.

So far as I know Touraine was not an important

airport.

Netaji and myself were conducted by some Japanese

officers in a car with all our belongings. Netajils belongings

were kept in his room of the Hotel. Netaji was in uniform

(Bush -shirt -coat and Khaki drill trousers) and shoes. I am

definite that from Bangkok onwards Netaji was wearing the above

mentioned uniform. I also was Wearing Yhaki drill (Bush shirt-

coast and shoes).

, On the lEth August, in the morning at about sun-

rise, we were taken in Japanese car to the Aerodrome. The

Japanese officers and the passengers were waiting for us at

the Aerodrome. AS on previous evening, the order in getting

tat74.
:40711111=
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into the plane was as follows:-

General Shidei, Netaji and myself and then

others follows. The crew were already in the plane. The

seating arrangement was the Fame as before as far as

Netaji and myself were concerned. The luggage was put in

the rear part of the plane - just below the turret. I was

in the Khakhi drill uniform (cotton). Netaji :as in the

same Khakhi drill uniform, wearing the usual badges of

the INA and badge and was also wearing serge (warm)

cap. Soon after our arrival at the airport we boarded the

plane in the order mentioned above and the plane took off.

I did not see anybody carrying out the check-up of the

plane or the taking out the certificate of its air -worthi-

ness. The take -off was quite normal and we did not notice

any trouble with the engine during its flight to Taihoku,

in Formosa, where we landed at about 2 p.m. (Japanese time).

During the fliL-,ht I felt cold in the clothes that I was

wearing. In my opinion, the plane was flying at the tire at

a fairly high altitude, possibly over 12-14000 feet. The

plane had no seat belts. Since it was a bomber, there

were no windows in the front portion between the turret

and the pilot to see through the ground. It did not carry

any parachute for bailing out. We touched down in the

normal manner. It came to stop and we were told that we

could get out and have a light lunch and in the meantime

they would refuel the plane. Everybody got out of the

plane. As far as I remember the runway appeared to be a

pukka run4ay and a large one, but I am not sure whether it

was of a concrete one. There were buildings which were of

concrete but badly bombed out and were not in use. I did

not see any pens or shelter in the vicinity for keeping

fighting aircraft. I did not see any other plane in the

air -field. . As on previous occasion in November 1944, when



I accompanied Netaji to Tokyo we landed at the same ai--

field and also on our visit to Shanghai in the same month

in 1944. The direction of runway was north to south.

The runway is in flat country with mountains to its north

and north-east at a distance of about 2 to 10 miles.

I did not notice any control -towers and I am not sure about

radio -communications, but I found the usial air -field

personnel working there. I did not see any hangers either.

Ls soon as we got out of the plane, I told Netaji that I

-.:anted to change my clothes from Khakhi (cotton) clothes

to warm uniform as I was feeling very cold during the

flight since the plane was flying at a very high altitude,

and I asked him if he would like to change into warm

uniform. He said that he did not feel cold and therefore

he did not want to change. However, I took out Netajits

pull -over - I do not remember the colour- from his suit -case
it

and handedLover to him before I changed my clothes. He was

standing there and I went over to the starboard side of the

plane and changed into warm uniform, bush shirt -coat

(full sleeves) breeches and top long boots. While I was

changing clothes, Netaji was standing there. When he was

standing, I saw him looking into the distance which struck

me something unusual. Then we both moved on to a tent at the

end of north-eastern of the airport were other Japanese

'- Were having light lunch. 'de also helped ourselves to sand-

witches and some bannanas. All this took us about half an

, hour when we were signalled again to emplane. The sitting

order in the plane was as before. I did notice the refuelling

- of the plane; some people round about the plane but I did not

see any proper check-up. As a matter of fact, I did not

A look for it. The plane took off just about 2.35 p.m. and it

circled over the aerodrome. I did not, notice anything unusual



in the way of noise: The entrance was fairly wide and one

could easily get in and get out. were the last to get

in. There was only one opening. After taking off, the

plane circled over the aide -field at a few hundred feet_

height and then it turned north or north-east. We were

not more than 5 or 6 minutes in the air and the plane .P S

still gaining height when suddenly I heard a deafening

noise as if some cannon shell had hit the starboard side of

the plane. My immediate reaction was that some enemy plane

carrying cannon had fired at our plane and had hit it. is

soon as the noise was heard, the plane started wobbling

with nose its downwards and I heard a wailing noise usually

heard at the time the plane makes a nose dive. My immediate

reaction wes to cover my face with both hands and at that time

our heads were down -wards and I remember having been struck

by the packages at my back. Within a few seconds the plane

planecrashed on the ground and its fore -portion of the

split and caught fire. Netaji turned towards me. I said,

. " Please get out through the front; there is no way in the

rear". ("AUGAY SAY NIKAEAY PICHAY SAY RASTA NAHIN HAY").

. We could not get back through the entrance door as it was all

e blocked and jammed by boxes and other things. So Netaji

got out through the fire; actually he rushed through the

fire. I followed him through the same flames. The moment

I got out, I saw him about 10 yards ahed of me s -tending

looking in the opposite direction to mine towards the west.

His clothes Were on fire. I rArhed and I experienced great

difficulty in unfastening his bush shirt belt. Hie troueers

were not so much on fire and it was not necessary to takeee

them off. He was not weering the sweater. He was wearing

the Khakhi drill. I laid him down on the ground and I noticed
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a very deep cut on his head probably 'on the left side.

His face had been scorched by heat and his hair also

caught fire and singed. The cut in his head was a long one

about 4" long. He was bleeding profusely. It was a

straight cut. I tried to stop his bleeding with hankerchief.

Note:- See next page.

/ /
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As for myself, my both halds were very badly burnt.

came through the fire, the right side of my face was
_

lrnt and I nbticed I had received a cut in the forehead

hich was bleeding and also the right side of my right knee

.
as also bleeding profusely as it has hit some hard substance.

The head cut was caused by hitting the floor asthe plane

crashed. My clothes did not catch fire. 4 hands were

burnt very badly in the attempt to take off Netaji's clothes.

Both my hands up to the wrist show mai:ks of deep burning

even after a lapse of more than ten yearsI Later Ln, even

my nails came off. The nail of the left thumb has not come

up properly.

Note:- The members of the Committee examined the hands and

saw marks of sever burn.

Marks of burns were also noticed on theright side of the

face and just near the right ear. Injury marks were aLso

seen on the forehead and right leg.

When I laid hetaji on the ground, I myself lay by his .

side. I was feeling acute pain and felt exhausted and I

saw a Japanese passenger about 20 yards away bleeding

profusely and moaning. Just then, Netaji enquired from me

in Hindustani " APT KC ZAIADA TOU NAHIN LAGI ".(Hope yon

have not been hurt badly) I replied, " 1 feel that I

will be alright': About himself, he said that he felt that

he would not survive. I replied, " oh! No, God will spare
I'

you ". I am sure you will be alright." He said, "No, I

don't think so."- He used these words- _

" When you go back to the country, tell the people ,

that up to the last I have been fighting for liberation

of my country, the:/- should continue to struggle and I am

sure India will be free before long,. No body can keep

India in bondage now (" JAB ALLY 1;IULK MEN WATIS JAYEN

I.L)-(i ,It.ILKI BAAYGE KO BATAEA KI LEN AKdRI DAM ?AK iiiULK KI

AZADI 1<E LIYA LARTA RAHA HbOh. WOO,AilG4E-AZA_DI KO JARI

rda l l ia . HIiUo ZAROOH AZAD HOGA. US KO KOI GULAi,I Wu.=

RJAZII SAKTI),.
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I said I are sure you will be alright and actually I

believed in that. I made attempts to stop the bleeding in

his head, as laid him down. We were in that position

for about, I think, 15 to 20 minutes when a Japanese

ambulance and lerry with see:le Japanese nurses arrived

there. I think the air crash took place not more teen

1 or 2 miles outside the air -field. It was a plan open lel

I noticed a heap of stones near the place where the plane
: k g

had crashed. The plane continued to burn. I did not notice

any village or habitation nearby. We were removed in a lorry.

We lay on the floor of the lorry and rushed to the nearest;

hospital. Later on, I discovered that that was Air -force .
i

,rEmergency Hospital. It was a purely military hospital.

There was one Doctor in charge of that hospital. I think we

reached thee at 3 6'clock. The waed in Which both of us.

were kept was double the size of this room (20x20). At

the time we arrived at the hospital there, we were the first

to be.put into that room. There was no other patient in -

that ward. But later on, some other patients were hrought

there. That ward could have about 10 tc 12 beds. On the

first day there were three-Netaji, myself and one more

. person who was very badly burnt. I think he was the ilot.

Netaji's and mybed, were side by side. I stayed in the

Hospital for about a week or so. A number of other patients'

were put in there. Thedoctor's name was probably Captain .

RAyogye He was in charge of the Hospital. As soon as we

were taken to the Hospital, the doctor came to dress me

because I still in uniform.I told him to attend to Iletaji

atonce. ee immediately attendedon him and somebody else

stitched my hard wounds- riht le z wound and dressed my haids. 1

Ketaji was conscious when he Came in the lorry but he was

in acute pain. he was taken tb the Operation Theatre room. .r

There the doctor gave him a white transfusion which I think

was 0amehor. I enquired the doctor inter on. He said that

it was a very deep injury and his heart was affected by

the burns. I was being attended to separat'ely in the. same
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ward. Iwas not taken to the operation theatre. When Netaji

was brought back from the operation theatre, he did not talk

much; he was a little conscious. After about an hour, he

fell into complete coma. The doctor's opinion was that

he was in a bad state but that he would be alright.

be that he wanted to assure .me. Two or three nurses were .

fanning him. The nurses were in their uniforms. The names

of the nu.L'ses I did not know even. then. I do not think

blood transfusion was given. I cannot say whether they did

not have it. I would here state that that area had been

very heavily bombarded by the Americans and the place -

was in a mess. $o I do not know what was the state of other .

hospitals. The doctor was sanguine in the begining but after

about 3 hours he was not so hopeful. Once or twice Netali

asked for water. Once he mentioned that name of Hasan. I

said, " hasan is not here". and I gave him my .name. He asked

for water at that time. Thereafter I think he was completely

unconscious. During thisperiod some senior Army officers

of the Japanese headquarters came and said that they were

very sorryabcut the accident.. About other passengers, I

was told that General Shedi had been killed, and three

others had also been. killed. Then three of our had died

in the hopital later on. only four persons survived. 

N!'
The survivors were:- myself, the person whom I saw immediately

after arrival in the hospital, he was one Col. of the Air-

. /
force. His nahe was I think was Nonogaki who was in the

turret and was not hurt. The pilot was badly burnt and

he survived after several months' treatment. I donot know

the name of the'other survivors. I was told that four

had survived including myself out of the whole number of 12.
,

One Capt. Aral also survived. he was sitting in the rear:

behind Me.

A civilian Japanese who probably belonged to the

local administration came to the Hospital at that time knew
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us well because he haL met us before at Taihoku during our

previous visit in 1944. I cannot -::ecollect his name his

name. This Japanese civilian was either in the intelligence

or security service. he soke English well.

At about 9 0c1cck (Japan tie) on 18th August, 1945 .

Netaji expired, i.e. six hours after the crash:

On the first day three or four Japanese staff Officers

-came to see Netaji. Zetaji was still alive. I think when

the Japanese civilian ca:, he was still alive.

Netaji was lying in the bed next to mine when he

expired. At the time when Netaji expired, the following

persons were 
Ne.

Captain Ayogy, myself and some Japanese nurses.

civilian was also there.

The doctbr certified that "JJetai was dead. I am not

aware whethe the doctor made out any death certificate.

I told this Japanese civilian that he should go and inform

the Headquarters and reqest them on my behalf that I would

like Netaji's body to be transcrted to Singapore where

all our Government and Army officers were present. This

was during evening time. He did not come :back that night.

As far as I remember, I sat up the whole night in that room

because It was quite hot and I could not sleep. The body

was there and a Japanese/ sentry was guarding it.

This was on the 18th August night.

On the morning of the 19th August at about 9 0*,t)olock,

the Japanese civilian J.entioned above, returned to the

hospital accompanied by a Japanese Army Staff Officer from

the local ,iilitary headquarters. I repeated my request

to the Japanese Officer that arrangements for 

tation of Netaji's body to Singapore shold be He

said that he wo id make the arrafigements as desied. ie

also asked me if any more help was required, and I said

that the body should go in the coffin and. arrangements.for.
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its preservation should be made. The Japanese .staff Officer

went away- saying that they would do their best. Netaji's

body was still in the sae room but it was shifted on the

morning of the 19th, to the other corner of the room

further from the entrance, where a screen was put round

it and a Japanese sentry was on guard. The bed of the pilot

was also in the same room and as far as I remember it was

shifted towards the entrance. On enquiry I was informed

that the other injured were in the other wards. We were

only.three in the sane ward, Netaji, the pilot and myself.

I had developed fever and I did not like taking food for

several days. I -cannot say who were in the other wards and

Lwhat their c(.ndition was. _After sometime, a coffin box of

camphor wood was brought in and 

that. I think, this was done in the afternoon and the box

was nailed, and T was given to understand that this was being

done so that the body could be transorted conveniently. The -

doctor and the other staff of the hiospital were present there'

at that time. was told that the tox was sent by the

Lilitary headquarters. I again conveyed to. Japanese headquarte

through the Japanese civilian who had come the previous day

that ls

body to Singapore or Tokyo. On that a number of senior

Japanese 'j2iilitary Officers, including a full Col. came

and expressed their regret to me over the unfortunate

accident and offered condolences. They promised to help

to transport the body and me to Singapore as -.requested .y

(I Cannot give the nixes of the Japanese .oficers; they

were three or four in number). The body was wrapped in

a white sheet of cloth with cotton padding underneath and

1/the co-liin was nailed. I was present Nven the body was

I 1 1 i 1 1 1 _./C1m n . i -,  'l _

put

CT it was visible, n be the feot were visible. In the

Hospital he was dressed in the usual Japanese type gown

which reaches 6" above the ankle. The upper part of his
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body was -smeared with_liNthiA.0:: burn. ointment. The coffin was

laid on two tenches Or two stools in the sae screened

portion. On the :orning of that day, i.e. the 19th August

also conveyed through the Japanese civilian that they

sho:ld o and see what has happened to our.luggage I

actually told him that I believes that there was some .

gold' jewellery also in one or two of the leather suit cases

and that they should see that that wes not lost. So.ietime

in the same afternoon, this person returned and said that

the plane had been completely burnt including our luggage

in it and the Japanese headquarters were. able to salvage .

some char-ed jewellery etc, and had ke)t it in safe custody

under amilitary guard in their Headquarters.

When. the Japanese officers came on. the 19t4 I asked.

them as to what was the cause of the occident. They said

that they were looking into theluatter. I am not aware whether

aproper enquiry was held by them at that time or not as to the

.cause of the accident.

On the evening of the 19th August, I again sent that

officer to the Japanese headquarters enquiring as

to whether webwere being flown to Singapore. the next morning.

He returned and said that the Japanese commaader was very

sorry that they could not arrange for the transportation of

the coffin of Netaji as requested by me and one oJ.: the reasons

which he gave wasthat that the coffin could not be placed

in. a bomber. I had lot of arguments with them over this and

I personally was not staisfied with this.

Next morning., i.e.. don. the 20th, the Ja:anese staff office/

from the Headquarters whose name I do not know, came and

expressed their inablility to help at tHis juncture for the

transportation of the body and said that they had in fact

measured the size of the coffin and the space into the plane

and they found that.the coffin as it was, could not be put
- A

he plane. I asked as to -why they could not arrange for
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for a bieF.:er plane but the officer informed that they did

not have a bigger plane at that place. Then the officer

asked me as to what I wanted to be done with the body.

I said " Can't you arrange for the eelbalming of the body."

After consultation with the officer coeLmanding the Hospital,

I was tcld that they did not have thenecezsary eedieines

available with then for :his purpose. .

native, it was decided that the body should be cremated.

4z far as I remember, the officer comleanding the Hospital,

- the sta2f officer (who was a Haor General whose name I'do

not recollect) and the Japanese civilian were present at.

the time when. this decision w .s taken on the 20th morning.

I also 1:lade enquiries whether any Indian was living. .

in Taihoku.or in any other part of Formosa and Iwas informed

that there was nobody from India or of Indian nationality

living in For:Jose. In fact i asked this on the 18th Au:zust.

On the 20th Morning, a photograher arived and onef

)
iphotograph in. which I was sittinp beside l'etaji's coffin.

was taen. Then the lid of the coffin was re:eoved and the

body wes uncovered. The body was _probably covered in

jabanese Hopital gown. Te.lower part of the body was not

uncovered. The head was bandaged; the face was oeen. It

was swollen and disfigUred. It was coated with White ointeent

for burn. It was hot in 2ormosa at that time and it was the

third do:: after the accident. The face could be recognised

by me. I ae not sure whether a part of the face was covered

with bandage. The chest part was also covered with the same

white oint ent. The signs of burn were visible all over the

chest. tie had burns on the hands and I think the a.ee,s were

alright. One of his f:n:ers was damaged. His ui,per lip

also appea2ed.cut. The body eemained in the coffin throughout

and that was the reason why I did not see the back. The

abdomen wes swollen. The lower portion of the body remained

covered. The photo of hisbcdy (excluding the face) was taken

' at my

'
(,:quest. Since the face wes net in ,rood condition as



I y:ientioned above, I requested them not to take the photo

of the face out of sheer sentiment. The Photographer was

sent by the Ja,anese iieadquarte_-s and I learnt that 2hotes

of the burnt plane had also been taken. They were taking

. the photos themselves and as the face was disfigured I

I asked them to take the photo without the face. I wold

not have objected to the taking of the photo of the face

Ilhad it been in normal conOtion. I cannot exactly say

why Xhe photograph was not taken on lath aid 19th August 1945.

tJn the 20th August, 1945, I was informed that arrange-

ments for the cremation ',ad been made.and soon after the

coffin was put in a Japanese ilitary lorry or ambulance.

The coffin was escorted by two lorAes full of Jajanese

soldiers and staff of the hospital and Japanese officer S in

four staff -cars. There wure also a few civilians present.

In one of the cars, a Japanese General (Probably uerrison

.Commander) also came. I also went in one of the cars.

hal .ds, head and face and legs bandaged and wearing, the

hospital dress. most probably, the civilian officer was,

with me in the car. As far as i recollect one car was

leading, followed by the lorry carrying.Netajits coffin,

followed by escorts and other cars. I was in one of the cors

in the rear. :fter arriVal at the.crematorium, which .was .

approximately at a distance of 3 to 4 miles from the Hospital,

Netaji's,coffin was removed from the lorry by the Japanese

soldiers and the escort paid compliments according to their

customs and all those reaent also paid compliments. All

'this took place just outside the entrance of the crematorium.

As far as I remember a Japanese priest was also u-esent

at that time. Body was taken out of the coffin and was

taken 'up by the Jaanese inside the crematorium.

The crematorium was a pakka building, fairly high (18.r.20)

and approximately 40to 50 feet in length. Its width was

about 25 to -30 feet. There were 12 to 14 incinerators in



probably two rows with metallic doorswhich could be locked.

The chamber was just near the passage. Tne body of

Netaji was taken cut from the coffin and was placed cn t -

stretcher like thing, into the incinerator. The fire was

burning uner-neath. The door of the incenerator .was locked

afl_d I Icept the key with me over -night. We did not stay

fther all the time. This was approximately between 11 a.m..

Iand 12 noon. I .was brought back to the Hospital from

crematorium, after the fire was set on. L:iy owyn impression

was that it Was a civilian. creatoriura. The japanese civilian

who has been mentioned previously was also present. I do

not recollect his name. He was a man of abote 45 years

of ape; 5' 4" in height, slight in built, dark for a

Japanese. ne had spent ab,ut 6 to 8 years in the 'United States

and conld speak English well. This pers,m was atterlding

us during our visit to Japan in L;Ovember, 1944 when we were

obliged to stay at Taihoku in a hotel for 4 or 5 days

on account of weather conditions. ,...r. idgechi who was in

\

' hikari Kikan,- was acting as interprter and was with us at that

time. He might remember him.

Cn the morning of the 216t August, 1945, I went to. _

\ crematorium acompanied by two or three Japanese including

. the civilian and opened the lock of the incinerator with

the key which was with me. Iwas present and I saw the ashes

of Netaji!s body insi6e it. We had a wooden urn to collect

the ashes. We collected some ashes from the head -side,

neasrest to the door, and placed them in the urn. I remember

distinctly that a little piece of gold, which was from the

filling of one of hetaji's teeth was removed and placed in

the urn.. Then we caine back back and deposited the urn

containg ashes in a Japnese temple which Was.on,our way to

hnspital. Arrangements had already been. made for offering of

the prc,yer in Japanese customs in that te)le and I.uyself

saw a number of Japanese priests praying there. This continued
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for several days. The urn was made of whitish -coloured wood,

square in. shape (aboat 6" or 7" ). and height also 6" or 7".

As far as I re::iember the to was nailed in the crematorium.

told by the Japanese that the ashes would be carried

v.Lth me len I am talen to Tokyc. The temple was outside

Taihoku town. Trobably on the day, we collected the ashes

.or on the following day, a wooden box of about 3"sq-ua.e

.the 1),..se and 15" Piph was brought to r:Ie by an officer of

he Ja7)anese Aeadquarters, accopanied by the civilian.

mentioned above and they infarmed me that it contained

1
some charred Jewellery. The box was nailed. at that ti

a

- r- . .some charred dewell,ery. ..che pox was nailed at that time.

I asked them to open the box in front of me which they did.

I saw that it contained soLle pieces of.gold bantles, some

ear -rings and charred gold. Everything was not taken.

out. These were mixed with agoOd deal of newly burnt

ashes and 7ieces of clay and some small stones. The box

was nriiled down again, and tied up With a tal:,e and sealed

with sealing wax by the Japanese in front of fle.I did not

see the body of General ShikAri and I do not know how the

bodies of other passengers who were killed inaircraft crash

or died .9ortly after, were disposed of. It was then taken

back again to the Jaanese headquarters. I was still sick

aad was removed 'along with 2 or 3 patients to a Japanese

military hoaLdtal about 8 to 10 miles away in the hilla.

The Hospital was well-equied one with a number of

wards, doctors and could, in my opinion, accommodate about

100 patients. I was under treatment in that hospital up

to the 5th 'September , 1945 when I was brought down to.

Taiholo) airfield,, and was flown in a is.ed-cross plane to an

airport, some distance awap from Tokyo. Accompanying me

at the time were two or tree Japanese ufficers, robabILy

one of them was CoI. Nonogaki.. The urrl_glIntaining ashes

of Netaji am; the wooden box containing valuables were:

also taken. charge of by this officer. I had not comaleteLy

recovered at the time and my head, hands and legs were still
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bandaged. I was wearing the s, me serge uniform which T was

wearing at the time of crash. I was taken to the military

aerodrome on the main island of Japan from where we boarded

a Japanese train for Tokyo at night. One Major Nakamiya, a

Japanese Officer whom I knew before, also accompanied

us from Taihoku in the same plane and he was with us in the

train also, in the night. We arrived on the 6th September

1945 in the suburbs of Tokyo in the morning. It was a goods

train. As far as I remember, the urn and the box were being

carried by Col. Nonogaki. The ashes were being carred by

him personally in a Japanesestyle (supported by white cloth

band from the neck). I was told that the urn and the box

would be derosited in the General Headquarters. I spent

6th of September and the night of 6th -7th September, in the

house of Major Nakamiya. On the 7th September, I was taken

to the house of Mr. Ramamurty in Tokyo city who was then

\the President of the I.I.L. The ashes of Netaji had bean

collected by Mr. Ramamurty and Mr. Ayer from General head-

quarters and were kept in his house. The same night I went

to the house of Mr. Sahay where I met Mr. S.A. Ayer who I

learnt had flown from Saigon to Tokyo a day or so after the

news of the air -crash at Taihoku =Id had be,n communicated

to Saigon. I was staying in a house quite close to that of

Mr. Ramamurty's and Mr. Ayer, who was previously staying

with Mr,. Sahay, also shifted to Mr. Ramamurty's house.

I communicated all that had happened about the air crash

from the time we left Saigon to Mr. Ayer on the night when

we met first at Mr. Shay's house. I was still sick and weak.

For 5 or 5 days after my arrival in Tokyo,

\

' Netaji's ashes weredepositedby Mr. Ayer andMr.Ramamurty

and some other Indians due ceremony

a Japanese

temple not far away from Mr. Ramamurty's house. Since I was
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sick, I was not present on that occasion. One Japanese Lt.
,

Col., whose name I do not rerember, saw me in Major Nakamiyats

house in the morning of the 6th September and conveyed

condolences on behalf of the Japanese Government on the

unfortunate air crash at Taihoku in which Netaji had died.

Later on I went to the Japanese Foreign Office where I

met Mr. Fukai whom I knew before. A few days after my

f'arrival in Tokyo, Mr. Ayer and Mr. Ramamurty were called

at Japanese General Headquarters and the wooden box containing

the valuables was handed Over to them. When they brought it

to Mr. Ramamurty's house, I was called and was shown the box.

I recognised that the box was the same which I got sealed

at Taihoku but the seal had been broken and it appeared the

,
box had been opened. Mr. Ramamurty and Mr. Ayer told me that

_
they got the box in that condition and that they had to wait

for getting th:Ls box for about li to 2 hours. I am, not

aware whether the contents of tl-e box were shown to them at the

time of its handing over to them or not. I felt that it was

much lighter in weight and when it was opened in my presence

I could see that it was less than half full and contained

some ashes mixed with some charred gold ornaments. It------
1
:appearedthattheboxhadbeentamperedwith. The contentsk .---

of the box were removed in my presence and were weighed and

recorded. I remember having signed some paper, but I do not

remember whether others signed it or not. These were

deposited at Mr. Ramamurtyls house. I_was interrogated by

the American Intellifonce after ten days after my arrival, _

and after two weeks thereafter I was also interrogated by the_ _ _

British Military Officers. I stayed in Tokyo up to the lEth

November, 1945 as a free man; of course, the British

Intelligence knew where I was but it was arranged that whenever

I went out of Tokyo, I ;as to inform them.
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It may be of interest to mention here, that when I

left Taihoku I was given a watch by the Officer commanding

of the Hospital who had treated Netaji saying that it was

Netaji,s watch which was removed from his wrist after his

death. I do not remember the rake of the watch but it

had charred leather strap because of fire. Later on, I

managed to hand the watch over to Netajils family through

Mr. Bhulabhai Desai. I left Tokyo on the 18th night and

arrived in Delhi on the 23rd September in connection with

Red Fort Trial.

I did not personally hand over the watch to

Shri SErat Chandra Bose and I could not exactly tell you

whether the watch was running or not when I received it

from the redical officer.

Admitted correct. doiviv6Liec}
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Army

A.

dd - teL,K,
At what timythe air crash trolah place ?

At about 2.30 (Japanese time) p.m.

What was your rank in the British Indian

a
when you surrenderk to the Japanese ?

Iwas Captain.

What was your rank in the I.N.41- when you

first joint4it ?

was commissioned first as kx 2nd Lt.,

but was promote'd as Captain the same day in Sept,ember142,

To which division or brisade were you atk.ached?

A. My fir.st appointment in INA was Comma-I-idea:41

Officers Trai.ning School.

Did you subsevently hold any position in

any bri6ade or division?

A .
No.r

Who were your superiorx oZficers when you

first joined INA under Notaji ?

A. I was under Nxiim General Stuff Branch.

What was your rank at the last stae when

you left ,aion with Netaji ?

A. Full Colonel.

11. 'When did you become the Dy. Chief of Staff

tind did you hold that position till the last ?

I became Dy.Chief of Staff some time in

early 1944.a^^'L
was

As sucll&aj. General Bhonslq, Chief of the
te,

Stuff) the only military officer in the whole ofkINA;

amem above you and I take it he was also only under

Netaji, the Supreme Commander ?

g
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A. of Staff.

his deadluarters was at Singapore. We never worked

together since my headsluarters was at Aangoon. Then

we ,chi.inged on the 23rd February, 1945.

yd,. B lthough some other military officers had a

rank higher than that of yours, was your position in

the INA ne;A only to the Chief of the Stuff and higher

than the others stated above ? -

A. No.

U. May I take it that Netaji made you Deputy

Chief of Stuff due to your high standard of competency,

efficiency and reliability?

A. 4E I am not in a position to answer -"Yes" or"No".

u. dal; Netaji, in your opinion, a just and

impartial superior officer?

A. 74,... 4

2. When you told us previously that Netaji told

you "you are coming with me, ilabib Bhai", does this

mean that he had selected you to accompany him?

At Yes.

At the time of such sel ction, Shri S.A. Ayyar,

Col. Gulzara Singh, Col. Pritam Singh, Major Abid

Ausain and Shri Dev Nath Dan were there. Out of these

6 officers was mit it not on you that this first choice

feli?

A .

710

It appears so.

How many times have you been to Taihoku

airport before your last visit there on the fateful

flight with Netaji?

A.t Two or three times. .

Coultd you please give us an idea of the area

of land covered by airfield?

A .

at the airport and I thinl. it was in the middle.
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You have already stated that the plane before

it crashed attained a height of a few hundred feet.

Would it be witeiin 5je feet or 1000 feet?

A . I think it was about 1000 feet or above.

You have stated that the crash took place

about 12t or 2 miles from the boundaries of the
A

airport. Did it crash ggainst the side of/,hillock?

t . 15 1,e4t crashed on plain ground.

You have stated that Netaji was ,eated in

front of you when the plane crashed. dhat waS the

distance between both of you ?

A. We were sitting close to each other; almost

touching each other.

Was the entrance and exit door on the 

and did the door open Eitx outside?

A. Yes.

As both of you were 

were each of you from the exit door ?

A. Roughly speaking, Netaji was 'about 8 to 9 feet

and I was about 6 to 7 feet.

2. You said the fire was confined to the front

portion of tne plane. Did it reach Netaji's seat?

No.

Did the fire reach the o...t door also?wheu both
of you 'dere inside?
A. No.

You requested Netaji to get out through the

front portion of the plane and through the fire that

was pe-achmg there, though you knew that there was no

exit there?

jince the entrance iviicA was also the exit

was blocked with packages etc. and to save ourselves

fro::. being engulfed with petrol fire the tank having

instinctively I requested him to ,et out from
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the front portion where there was fire and at the same time

there was an opening because of split or breakage in

the front portion of the plane. From the place where

Netaji and myself were sitting towards the rear, the

structure of the plane was in tact.

What was the distance between the breakage and

Netaji's seat?

A. "ardly 2 or 3 feet.

When the plane crushed and the front portion

broke and the pm petrol caught fire, did the fire come

up to where Netaji was ?

The fire was almost there.

How far was the fire from -Wee Netaji when

you re,luested him to rush through the front portion of the

elahe ?

A. The fire was almost there.

Why did you not make an attempt to go through

the exit door?

A . A s stated above, it must be appreciated that the

plane had crashed with nose down -wards, the front portion

having been split, snowing an opening althdugh the fire

was there, where" -as there mot was not an inch of space

permit dg us to get to the rear as all the packages

having fallen on top of me and having blocked the entire

place. Therefore, there was no alternative tosave ourselves

but to rush through thefire. af- LA.,

Did you help or push Netaji to go through the fire?

A. No, he himself was able to get out quite quickly

and I followed just behind Netaji through the fire.

Could you please give us the fire

through which Netaji rushed through?

A. I think it was hardly 2 or 3 feet in length.
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:hay I take it that both of you came

?

A . No. Netaji got out first and I followed

him from the same opehing.

You shouted to Nei.,aji to get out from the

front side because you saw that the front portion

had been broL.en and an exit had been caused thereby?

A. Because there was a breakage of the front

portion of the plane and created an opening; I

requested him to get out.

'Was the breakage between enginesand

Netaji's seat or between the engine5and the nose?

A. I.could not see anything at the time

e_xcept an in frost of Netaji and the fire.

As stated

_ _ 1  - - . 1emu Late pear po r t a u n  was L , M U L . , 4 . 1 1 U W A U . ,

rear portion strike against the wrecked front

portion and the ground thereby causing no

passage between the two ?

A . A No. There was no overlapping and an

opening did exist '

A s you had great regard for Netaji, I

believe you took particular care to avoid dashing

against him when the crash took place.

A.4 I do not think there was any chance

of my dashing against him. If at all it did happen

I had no such 1tnowldeiu crash.

You told us tlA when the crash took place

the packages in the rear hit against your back:

did not this make you push forward?

A . I have no such recollection.

,v.to Apart from the bleeding injury on Netaji's

head, will you please tell/on which parts of his

body you he was undressed in

4

4
4
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the hospital and his burns attended to there ?

A. On the face, chest and hands.

You say after coming out of the plane,

you saw Notaji standing with his uniform burning

all over lway we know thether the whole of his

clothing from the lowest part of is trousersx

to the collar of his coat and page cap were on fire?

St
, L There was more fire on Burshirt. All the

same, trousers had caught fire but my own impressioa

is that since he wits sitting in a seotting way in

the plane, the petrol spread moi.e on the xlqxxx

upper portion of his clothes and that isxhy the

fire was more on the iiper portion.

When you fo,And him standing with fire on him,

why did you not lay him on the ground and roll him

over to control or to extinguish the fire more

easily?

A . It did not xxxikm taklme long to tear all

his cIothings in order to put out th fire. All the

same, the idea of rolling him down on the ground did

not strike me at all.

On which side and how Ear from the wrecked

plane, was he standing and how tar were you from

him?

A. As soon as I jumped out of the plane after

Netaji had done, I saw him standing about 10 to

, 15 yards on the of the plane and I rushed

up straightaway and tore his clothes. I did not

have to wait.

Where did Netaji's or fall

from the plane?

A. I do not hink the dropped out of

the plane. The whole plane was in fact on fire and
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as far as
and everythingk know was on fire.

Did the leather suit -case containg the valuables

remain inside the plane or drop out of it?

A. I think it remained inside the plane. There was

no chande of ,etting anyt_ing out bst least I Wc1445f

did not notice anythin dropping out of the plane.

So I take it that according to you, not a single

item of luggage came out of the plane.

A. As I have stated above, I did not notice anything

falling out of t -,e plane or anybody taking anything out

of the plane.

h.s what time did Netaji give his message to you

for his countrywen? .

A. As soon as I laid him on the ground after tearing

7his clothes, thereby putting Wihe fire, I also la down

beide him, as I sasxs felt completely exhausted. At that

time he enquired from me as if I had not buen burnt to which

I replied that I was not badly hurt. About himself y he

said that he did not hope to survive and at that stage .

he gave the message for the countrymen.

After that and before he expired, was

to speak much to you or to anybody else e_cept water, water,

hasan, or some wards or short sentences ?

A. Ale did not carry out any long conversation, he

wal(in my opinion in great agony on accouat of

acute pain. I was also suffering from pain altaough I

was conscious. At the time the mddical officer sew atteading

on him enquired about his pain, he talked/only that. It was

not an uccasion ior simas me either to ask for any lengthy

questio
Al -m--,

4hat was required was immediate medical relief4-

odld it then be said that Netaji was unconscious

for the while of the period from his admission to hospital

and till his death except consciousness .fOr short moments?

A . Since he did not speak auskarx much, it might be so

he in a position
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as you inittitx put by you but I am certain of this fact

that for about 2 hours or so before his end came, he was

completely unconscious and in a comb*.

Whea both of you were admitted into the nospital,

were both of you placed on beds nearest to each other

and except for the period he was taken to the operation

theatre for having his wound on his head attended to, was

he all along in the same bed as before and did he expire

on that bed?

A.

round his bed during treatment and before4tis death?

A.

Yes.
01/4.

Was a movable partiou or sewething placed

I do not remember having seen one.

liULSTIONS OJf SHRI SHAH NAWAZ EHAN
AND

ANSARS BY COL. HABIB UL RAHMAN.

g. You said that at the time mt the plane crashed,

you were wearing top boots. What happenddt to your

boots later on?

A . I took them to Japan and I did not bring them

to India when I came back. I did not remember tiam

where I discarded them but I think it was most probably

in kr. Ramamurty's house. ,

11 You said at the time you jumped from the plane

as a result of which ri6ht side of your face was burnt

badly, could you tell me whether any part of your iform

also caught fire.

A. No it was warm serge uniform. In my opinion,

the woollen clothings do not catch the fire as the

slimmer clothes. Also I think one of the reasons why my

clothes did not catch fire was that no petrol spread on my

clothes, as tk in the case of Netaji, and we were not
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standing in the fire; we rushed through the fire.

Getting out of the plane did not take more than

u couple of seconds

Y. You say you have still preserved that warm

uniform. Have you brought it with yo L here?

A .

midasx

A.

No.

You said you have some photographs muutx etc.

with. Have you brought them here?

I have not brought them here. I have 4

photographs. Two photos are of the crashed plane, which

I was told are the photo of the same plane; Out of the
in

rest two, one is that of the coffin andLthe other

I am shown as sitting beside the coffin with

bandages etc.on the head and the hands. That is an

authentic photograph.

Y Do you think you could send those photographs

to us here?

A . Yes I could do so.

U. You had sealed the other box but you have not

told us t xtim whether the urn was sealed or anyttaing

wricten on it?

A. I third: Netaji's name in Japanese was written

on the wooden part of the box but it.was not sealed.

This urn was carried from Taihoku#to Tokyo

by Japanese officer. When tiles urn was placed in the

temple near Mr. Aamamurtyls house, did you recognise

that this was the same urn which you yourself had placed

in the temple?

A. The urn that law in the house of 6hri

Ramamtirty was the same urn which I had placed.irmax

imapigxx

/
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Col. Pr;tam Singh.



WITNESS No. -61
2 ,  C ?

Zvi6ence of Col. Pritam Singh.

(10th April, 1956).

I was acting Captain in the British Indian Army

when we surrendered to the Japanese. In March, 1941,

I went to Malaya with Kapurthala unit. My rank at that

time was Lieutenant. I took part in the fighting in

Singapore against the Japanese. I surrendered in

Singapore near Buktimah road on the 15th February; 1942.

I joined first 1.N.A. under General Mohan Singh. I was

present in Singapore on the day when Netaji Subhas Cnandra

Bose arrived in Singapore. I was present at the aerodrome,

among other officers, to receive him. At the time of

arrival or Netaji, I was Major in the I.N.A. I was

second in command of Azad Guerilla Brigade. Then later on

I was transferred to No. 1 Division Headquarters As G. 2.

I held staff appointments in No. 1 Headquarters almost to

the date of our surrenjer in Bangkok. I moved with the

Headquarters of No. 1 division from Singapore to the wain
A O.Z-

lund of Malaya; and later to Burma via Bampong. Under

.No. 1 Division, we took part in Imphal operations. On

arrival at the front - opposite Paid l - I took command

of the fighting forces of the Gandhi Brigade that

reached the front by that time. Towards the end of April,

1944, my detachment was ordered to attack Palel. We

advanced approximately50 wiles inside the enemy lines,

and came into contact with the 20th Indian Division under

command of General Gracey. There was severe fighting in

that action and as a result of which two British officers

were killed and a number of Gorkha troops surrendered. For

bravery in this operation, I was decorated with the Sardar-

0,Jung by Netaji. With the onset of Monsoon we started

withdrawing, our supply were cut off by enemy air action.

Eventually we concentrated in Mandalay area. After

Mandalay we withdrew to Pyinmang area. In the beginning

of 1945; we began concentrating at,Pyinwana where we stayed

for 2 or 3 months re -organising ourselves. In February, 1945,
area

Netaji came to PyinmanaL.and he wanted to take part in the

fighting in person. Eventually we prevailed upon him to

return to itangoon. de felt much relieved by this. After

about 2 months; we started preparing for continuing the

Guerilla warfare and disperse our ration and ammunition

in various area. About the middle of April; our position

in the front took the turn for the worst. There was a

general withdrawal all along the gront and we had to withdraw

with the other Japanese forces. From Pyinmana we withdrew

...
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There was a Conference with the

Japanese General there and it Was decided that the Japanese

were to withdraw through the Karen hills towards Moulmein.

e withdrew to Papua through difficult country after meeting

slight resistence. By the end of June, we rAdred to loulmein
. k

where we learnt that Netaji ,and party had moved to Bangkok.

I had a sum of one lahh of rupees which I handed over to the

Base Commander. Then we arrived in Bangkok after 4 or 5 days

from Moulmein. On arrival at Bangkok, I explained the

military situation regarding No. 1 regiment to Netaji who was

very pleased to learn that regiment had managed to come

through. In his talk with me, Netaji explained the general

war situation in the world. After explaining Netaji came to

the conclusion that sooner or laLer his allies namely, the

Japanese and Germans, would have to surrender. Netaji Was

as usual in: optimistic mooch At that time I was alone with

him. Netaji was of the view that even if his allies

surrendered,. the war of Indian liberation would goon, might

be in a different form. he wade arrangements for the

reception of regiment which was still on its way to Bangkok.

Regiment arrived in Bangkok about three weeks later under

the command of Col, Thakar Singh. In the meantiMei Netaji

was busy making arrangement's for supplying proper clothing

and ration to his troops. I jc en ia i na ,s ow e wh er e near Bangkok.

On or about the 18th July, Netaji left for Singapore. I

did not accompany him. In the beginning of August, I was

transferred to Singapore us Brigade Commander, I went by

plane from Bangkok to Singapore. This was early in August.

When I arrived in Singapore, I learnt that Netaji was on

tour or inspection somewhere on the main land of Malaya.

he returned back to Singapore on about the 10th August, 1945.

Then I learnt that Netaji's wain object was to organise a

united front of Indians, Malayans, and Chinese so that they

could fight for their independence. On the 12th or 13th

August, official news was received that the Japanese had

surrendered. This was just after the atom bombing of

Netaji, on the 13th or 14th .A u g us t , invited

to Dinner a number of senior officers including myself.

Others present were Col. Bishen Sigh and members of

i;.ani of Jhansi Regiment. Other senior officers a t that time

in Singapore were: Col. habibur Rehman4 General IA.ani,

Col. Strucey, Col, hasliwal. At about 
4 . 0 1 1 . 4 0 3
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when everybody had gone; Netaji asked me to stay on. he

took we to his room and after speaking about the situation

in general; he asked my opinion as to what we should do

next. My suggestion was that we should continue the

struggle somehow or the other. I did not see any point

in being arrested and put in jail like thousands of others

in India. he told me that he had contacted Aussia through

the Japanese Foreign Minister; Mr. Shigemitsu. Although

Netaji did not divulge the plan to me; I got the impression

that it w s his wish that he and some of his party should

move to Russian territory and operate from there. Netaji

said that the ideology of the Russians and Anglo7Americans

were so different that sooner or later; they would come

to a clash. He assessed that this would happen in about

10 years time.,-and that would be an opportune moment for us

to go into action again., he was of the view that the clash

was likely to be hastened if Churchill returned to p m power.

I left him after this interview. Next day; he sent for we

again and told me, to get myself in readiness to wove to an

unknown destination the next day. I returned to my house

and started packing my kits. On the morning of the 16th

August, we reached the aerodrome at Singapore. The plane

in which we were to travel was a bomber.

officers were in the plane Netaji; Col. habibur Rehman;

Mr. Ayyer and myself. I think there was some representative

of the Nikari Kikan also. We were seen off at the Singapore

aerodrome by General Liani. The plane took off at 7 A.M.

On arrival

at Bangkok aerodrome we were met by the transport that

was waiting for us. We drove to Netuji's bungalow in

Bangkok. Soon after his arrival at his residence; Netaji

held a conference of senior officers. I think Col. Thakar

Singh; Col. Gulzara Singh; Major Abid Aasanomi myself and

Mr. Bev Nath.Das were present. I remeil)ber distinctly that

during the course of his talk; Netaji told us that although

we had lost the war; we had succeeded in creating an

awakening among the soldiers of the Indian Army for the

freedom of our country which the Congress had so fur failed

to achieve. He considered this to be of very great

significance and was confident that the pace of the freedom

struggle would be hastened and that India would be free

before long. He was determined to continue the war for India

independence. He praised the sacrifices wade by the soldiers

of the Azad Hind fauj in the battle for freedom in Burma

..../4.
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and he further stressed upon every officer present

the desirability of continuing the struggle even at

the cost of muck, sufferings and torture. In the morning

of the 17th August, we went to the aerodrome in two

curs. At Bangkok the party that arrived from Singapore

witn Net i wus joined by Major hbid human, Snri Bev

Nutn 1A,s, Col. Gulzaru Singh, General isoda and

Mr. liachia. We left Bangkok,at about 7 A.M. in two

planes- and arrived at Saigon after an hour or so. At

the Saigon aerodrome, I learnt that the Japanese were

of the opinion tnat it would be diificult to conceal sucn

a big party. The inference I drew from this was that the

Japanese wished to take Netaji alone to some unknown i

destination. But Netaji was of the opinion that it was

not for the purpose of going into nicing that he was ,

going to some unknown destination. His primary object

in doing so was to continue tile struggle for India's

freedom fur whicu it was essential that he should be

accompanied by a number of his officers. Netaji discussed

all these points with the two Japanese officers, viz.

General Isodu and mr. huchia wno nail accompanied us

from Bangkok. After consultations with Netaji at the

aerodrome, the two Japanese Officers left by plane for

They were accompanied by some other Japanese officers as

well. I saw their plane taking oil. Their object in

going to Dalat was to have consultations with the field

Marshal, wno was the Supreme Commander of tike Japanese

eorces in South East Asia. After finishing our breakfast

at the aerodrome we drove ie. ,wo curs to Saigon. We

were accommodated in two bungalows. I do not remember

correctly, the distance from tate aerodrome to these

bungalows but I think itwas approximately 4 miles.

Col. Gulzara Singn, one more officer, and myself were

staying in one bungalow and the rest of the party in the

other bungalow, with Netaji. The bungalows were

adjacent to each otner. On reaching there, we relaxed.

After an hour or so, we were sent for in a nurry by

Netuji. We were asked to come ia whatever dress we

were in. On arrival at Netaji's bungalow, I saw the

two Japanese Liaison Officers, General isodu and

far. Auchia, seated iu one corner. Netaji was talking

/O s
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to tue other members of the party at some distance from

the Japanese. ,Netaji told us,tnat the Japanese had

4

informed him that they would. like

We requested Netaji to request tne Japanese Officers to

take all or U s together, failing whicii, ut least one

or us snould accompany Netaji. Netaji had further

consultations with tne Japanese and insisted on at least

one more seat being made available in the plane. They

eventually agreed to this. Netaji t -en asked all of us

asto who should be the person to accompany him. All of

us suggested the name of Col. habibur Itenman. We

suggested is name to accompany Netaji because he was the

most senior staff officer of Netaji, and was in personal

touch witn Netaji as the Deputy Chief of Staff for some

time. In tne meantime, one Japanese Major arrived in the

Bungalow and told U S that tile pmi plane was about to leuve

and that we should hurry up. Netuji told all of us to

carry our kits to tile aerodrome in case some more seats were

made available at tile last minute. The Japanese stressed

on the fact tin t since the allies ',dud restricted the

rlyingor their planes after surrender, it wi t not be

possible in future to fly their planes aud because of this

they insisted that Netaji should utilize the two seats

tut were made available. All of us drove to the aerodrome

in a haste, in two cars. Netaji discarded some of nis kits

in bungalow in Saigon and took only one suit -case and I

tilink three boxes containing gold, valuables and documents.

I think the boxes containing the valuables were wooden and

about 24" long, 16" wide and 10" high in size. One car

arrived at the aerodrome a little later than tne other cur.

On arrival at the aerodrome, Netaji aguin asked the Japanese

to provide one more seat in tile plane tne answer was in

the negative. The Japanese Liaison Officers assured

Netaji that they would do their utmost to secure transport

for tile rest of the party to join Netaji later on. But my

own impression was that the Japanese did not wish to

provide transport for tne witole party. I did not notice any

otner plane at the aerodrome at that time. Some Japanese

officers including one General, besides Genral lsoda and

Mr. hachia, were there. After a brier talk by NeL.aji with

them and later telling us that he had asked tne Japanese

to make tue transport available for tae rest of tne party

o take him away alone.

i taikerti
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he boarded the plane. Before boarding the plane) he bid

farewell to us by embracing with every one of us in turn.

Netaji entered the plane through the door on the left

side or tne plane. The Japanese declined to accept tne

boxes in tne plane as they stated taut tne plane was already

overloaded) but Mr. Dev Nath Dasgl- myself put the box inside.

One Japanese General also boarded the plane. I diR not Lnow

now many oe er Japanese officers did. Netaji was wearing

knaLni drill uniform. I an not sure but I think ke was

wearing nis top boots. Tne plane left at about 6 P.M.

Japanese time). Tne take off W a s quite normal. de had no idea

where this plane was going to. After that all of us returned to

our bungalow in 6aigon. Some Japanese Liaison Officers

later on told. us that they were attempting to arrange

transport for us but we did not get the transport up to

tne 20th August. On tne 20th August in tne morning) all

the party) except Mr. Ayyer, were asked to get ready to

board tneplane for an unknown destination. They were

providing Mr. Ayyer a seat in another plane. We were to
a

follow Netaji. We left Saigon at about 10 A.M. and to

our surprise) we landed at Hanoi in tne afternoon. The

surprise was that after reacaing Hanoi we did not rind

Netdaji there as we were supposed to follow Netaji. We were

taken to nanoi town wnere we met our Goveramen's

representative Mr. A.M. ahay. ll of us went to the

residence of Mr. abay. General Chatterjee) Mr. Tnivy and

the Private ::iecretary to General Gnatterjee also reacned

hunoi. At nignt) we aeard tue broadcast from Tokyo Radio

a bviet announcement taut taeplane carrying Netaji had

crashed at Taihoku(Formosa) and that as a result Netaji

nad died. de did not take this news seriously as we did

not imitlx believe it to be true. Iwo or tnree days later)

I we heard from Mr. Bev Nat # Das that a Japanese Olficer
ol-w

irom k'.m. frauchi's ucatiquartei's uad called,and told him

' j twat we should no t believe tne report about the crash

of plane and no also said tnat we snould continue our

activities as if no.ning Ad happened to Netaji. At Hanoi

our plans were to reach mancnuria tiorougn enina by land

route, de were anxious to reacn idancnuria in view of

Netajils previous talk witn us regarding going to Russia

and, we expected that we would probably find him somewhere

there. de were going to Manchuria because it was aeld by

the Japanese and tne Russians were advancing into it.

0 41, 0 0 , . /
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We did not expect Netaji to go to Japan as it woulu be

occupied by tne Ang jar. Dew Natn.Das

and myself were very keen to follow tads plan but were

dissuaded by lienral Cnatterjee. We continued to live

at hanoi. Two or three days later, Col. Gulzara Singh

said that it haa been heard over tne itadio, American

broadcast, that Netaji's plane nad been seen over China.

We stayed in hanoi for 4 months. As we were in touch

with Ho Chi Minn's Government at hanoi, the .e'rench

wanted to arrest us. ineir request to Chinese, hanoi

being under Cninese occupation, for our arrest was turned

down by tne Chinese. de asked tne Chinese Commander

to arrange for our transport to India. As we were anxious

to go to Indialwe allowed ourselves to be arrested by tne

'ileitis,' on the 22nd December. We were flown to Saigon

and eventually-,to Singapore civil jail. As the British

were very anxious to find out the wnereabouts andplans

of Netaji and ourselves we were closely interrogated by

the British Intelligence. On t 26th December, on tne

day when tne news was flashed that Genegal Shah Nawaz

Khan with other companions, wasreleased, an Australian

told us tnat bite American, Britisn and Australian

Intelligence Departments were not yet 'convinced about tne

truth of tne news that Netaji's plane had crashed. This

Australian was a Sergeatnt in rank and was employed in ,

jail. de were shifted from Singapore to Cnangi jail where

some Japanese war criminals were also detailed! Cu

march SI 1946, we were flown to Delui for further

interrogation.

4 .poysonal opinion is tut Netaji may be dead or

may be alive. I keep an open mind regarding this matter.



Mr. S .A. Ayer .
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.,-vidence given by Shri S.-. Ayer
on the 11th April, 1956.

I was Minister for Publicity and Propaganda in the

Provisional Government of Azad hind. I went a s Aeuter's

Special Corre ondent in iland with headLivarters in

Bangkok. I worked there till December 1941. When the .

East Asia war started, I tried to cross the Thai -Burma

frontier but failed, then returned to Bangkok and just was

cooling my heels there. By then the Indian Independence

movement had started in Thailand also under the le-dership of

Shri hash Behari Bose who came over to Thailand in the first

half of 1942. I wet Shri Behari Bose in June, 1942.

he came from Tokyo an. I joined the Indian Independence League

after meeting him. I was Secretary of the Publicity Section

of the headquarters. I stayed in Bangkok till

February, 1943, then shifted to Singapore under Shri hash

Behari Dose's orders in the same capacity because he wanted

to shift the headquarters of the League to Singapore. I

reached Singapore in March andlorganised the publicity side

of the League -headquarters in gsore. On 2nd July, 1943,

Netaji arrived in Singapore and he assumed leadership of the

movement on the 4th July, 1943, i.e. 2 days after his arrival

in Singapore. I

Department under Netaji. lie reorganised the entire League,

headquarters and then on 21st October, 1J43, he pAclaithed

the formation of the Provisional Goverumentof Azad hind.

On the proclamation of the Provisional Government of Azad Kind,

I Wus appointed Minister for Publicity an Propaganda in

Singapore. At that time, we already nit, a broadcasting

station at Singapore, broadcasting on short-wave length. 4e

were also doing broadcasts over the radio of the Thai

Government in Bangkok.

Netaji left for Tokyo on the 28th of Octobpr 1943. I

stayed behind in Singapore... he, having formed the Government

of Azad hind, wanted to have consultations with the Government

of Japan as to what further steps he could take with their

aid for the liberation of India. The following officers

accompanied him to Tokyo: Major General Bhonsle?1, Shri A.M.

Sahay, Col. Raju and Major Abid itussan. While in Tokyo, he

received the cession of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands from

the Japanese Government. The understanding between the

Provisional Government of Azad hind and the Japanese Government

was that any Indian territory that came under Japanese control,

would be handed over to the Provisional Government of Azad

continued to work as Secreary of the Publicity

/ 0



Rind and in accordance with that understanding tae Islands

of Xndaman and Nicobar were ceded to the Provisional Govern-

went of Azad hind. On the cession of these Islands to the

Provisional Government of Azad hind, Major General Loganathan I

was designated the Administrator. he was actually sent there

but what he exactly did taere I um not aware.

Netaji was also an invitee to the Greater East Asia

Conference in Tokyo. he attended as an observer.

Netaji retarned from there in tae latter half of

December and he flew to Andamans and hoisted tao Indian

National 21ag on the Islands on the 31st December, 1943.

Then he shifted his head,luarters to aangoon on the fith

January, 1944 and hiNself want there. I reached there in

February 1944 and carried on the publicity and propaganda

work of tne Ministry of Publicity and Propaganda from

Rangoon from 2ebruary 1944. At that time, Netuji was

arranging for the INA troops to move from Malaya into Burma

witn a view to sending them up to the front. We had tne

news that the IN A on time Arakan front had fired the first

shot on the 4th VebA.uary 1944. Then later we had the news

thut the IN had crossed the Burma -India frontier and stood

on Indian soil on 16th Harch 1944. The next very important

event was that Netaji opened the National Bank of Azad Hind

in Rangoon on the 5th April 1944 and with a view to mobbkising

tne maximum resources of time Indian population in Burma to

support the troops on the fronts,Indians tat ouhout Burma

obserked the Nntaji Week from 4th to 10th July. 1944 during

widen tremendous entLiusiasm prevailed among Indians in Burma

and they made a very special effort to pour into Netaji's

war atest all that they could give, thus demonstrating that

they gemilixs.Ix xtxex stood solidly behind the INn which was

fighting on the front. Then the next imporA.,ant evehtwas the

observance of the first anniversary of the Provisional

Government of nzad nind in Burma as well as all other

countries or Bust .asia by Indians resident there. This week

lasted front 18th to 24th October, 1944. Then Netuji left

Railoon for Tokyo on the 25th October, 1944, with a view to

have further consultations with the Japanese Government in

regard to the prosecution of the war for India's independence.

This time he was accowpanied by 1,iajor-Gen'Jrl Chatterjee,

Major General Liani and Col. Habibur Rahman. He returned

from Tokyo to Singapore in December 1944. I was asked to meet

him in SinL,apore. I flew from Rangoon to meet him in Singapore

Immediately after reat:hing Singapore, Netuji started on a

tour of Malaya on wnich he asked we to accompany him.
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It was an unforgettable tour because of the geauine

entkusiasm and active support that was extended to him by

Indians who gathered i. their thousands at public meetings

held at the places he visited. Some of the important places ,

Malaya, Ipoh and Penang. Then he returned to Aangoon in

January 1943. Cabinet meetiags were held fairly regularly

at Netaji's headquarters in Aangoon.

The ne-xt important event was the celebration of
/90

Netuji's birthday from 23rd January to 29th January, during

which once a in the Indian civilian population pledged its

necessary supplies and equipment for the INA fighting on

- Af,ter return from Tokyov Netaji did give us some idea of

the matters in which he had indicated he needed Japanese help.

they would do their best. I got the impressionthat Netaji

went to Tokyo primarily to discuss military matters which

were occupying his mind predominantly.

About the middle of monsoons, the military situation

took a turn for the worse. The INA and the Japanese ,triAly

started retiring towards Mandalay.

Netaji paid a number of visits to the front and

contacted his Commanders and inspected the troops himself.

the general military situation. He said that he was more

than satisfied about the morale of our IN A troops but he was

making no secret of the very heavy handicaps under which

the IN A was fighting and he expressed his determination to

continue the fighting at all costs. Netaji remained

optimistic till it was known that, the British forces had

faster than expected towards Manadalay without practically

any resistance from the Japanese side. ;:owever, the rapid

advance of the British forces did not come as a total surprise

to Netuji because he had information that the Japanese

resistance was in a sense cracking up. Then news came through

that the British had advanced farther south of Mandalay and

it was only a question of time before they might reach

aungoon. This was in April, 1945.

Before the British really started advancing south of

Mandalay, when Netuji was still away from ileadqu.Irters, I

wish to recall a rather important meeting at which to the

best of my recollectihn, Major General Chatterjee, Major

General Shah Nawaz Khan and myself were present, and we

J14 /4.
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had a rather serious discussion among ourselves as to what

should be Netaji's future plans in case the military situation

continued to deteriorate and in case the British advanced into

lower Burma. To the bust of my recollection, there was a

general agreement among the three of us that whatever happened,

Netajimist not allow himself to be taken prisoner by the

British in Burma ba;I,,on the contrary he should move further
ithAit

east so that he -aal continue to conduct the operations of the

IN, from wherever he was.

In April 1945, the situation was deteriorating day by

day and Netaji was himself ia Rangoon at that time. There

were a series of consultations formal and informal between

Netaji and ids Advisers in the Government as to what he should

do. Ultimately; it was decided that Netaji must leave Rangoon.

This he did on the 24th April, 1945. The Japanese were

prepared to offer a plane and place it at tne disposal of

Netaji and that would have enable him to reach Bangkok in

just two hours; but Netaji pointCblank refused this offer

because he said that if he was pulling out of Rangoon; the

girls of the Ahni of Jhansi Regiment must also pull out of

Rangoon and as it was impossible to transport the 'Rani of

Jhanii Girls in Burma by plane to Bangkok, he would take

the same transport that might be offered to the Rani of Jhand

regiment. It was, therefore; decided that Netaji and party

including the Rani of Jhansi girls would leave Rangoon by

motor transport which they did on the 24th April.

In taking any important decisions, Netaji had an
_

oppltunity to consult the Chief of liihari Kikan, Lt. General

Isoda; who acted as Liaison between Netaji on the one hand

and Field Marshal Trauchi as well as the Military Heackpiarters
A

in Tokyo on the other. The Provisional Government of Azad

Hind bad no direct courier system or communication with the

Japanese Government nor any wireless to contact will* anybody :

nor any code of their own. In other words, the Provisional

Government Of Azad Hind were handicapped in the matter of

co:,,municatiolasand transport. On the eve, of his leaving

Rangoon on the 24th April, Netaji issued a Special Order

of the Day to officers and men of the Azad hind 2auj:

Page 317-318 of my booki lfeekilvkituw4 )

ted of about 100 Jawans of the Jan Baz Regiment and about 100

members of the Rani of Jhansi regiment. It took us about

3 -weeks to rea,.:h Bangkok; 'The party moved by lorry at the

first stage, then on foot and then by rail. Netaji reached

Bangkok on the 14th May 1345 and I reached there the next day.

Later on some troops also arrived in Thailand. Immediately

..... 5



on arrival ia Bangkok Netaji got busy thinking out plans of

future action. Snen Netaji shifted the heauquarters of the

Provisional Government of Azad hind and the Supreme

lb

headquarters of tate IN A from Rangoon to Bangkok, Major 9eneral
(7411)

Loganathan had been left in charge of the Government jff the

INA forces in Rangoun. The bulk of the INA No. 1 and No. 2

Divisions were left behind in Burma. In Bangkok, Netuji held a

a series of formal and informal conferences with his colleagues

and advisers as to future action. Netuji had news that German.),

had surrendered, iimaediately after reaching Bangkok. In

tliinking out plans for the future, he did so against the

background of the certainty, in his view, or
within 10 years after tne end of the second world war. The

belligerants in the third world war would be Russia on the

one side and America on the other. He came to this coaclusion

because though they were allies at that moment, already a xxm

number of factors were cooking up to tne surface to show that

differences had started making themselves felt as between

In his view, therefore, it was only a question of time

especially after the end of the war how soon these differences

between the then allies would deepen and ultimatelyalead to

a third world war after ten years.

Against this background he decided to contact Russia and

to prepare them as the future friends of India in his intended

continuation of India's fight for liberation if Britain

persisted somewhow to continue to rule India after tne Second

World -iar. ne devoted a great deal of thought to this

particular plan of his and was keen on ascertaining how fur

even at that stage 

ties to establish some sort of contact with the Russians.

As far ...s I remember, the immediate reaction of the Japanese

was to discourage Netaji in this intention of his to contact

the Russians. At that time, I gathered from talks at the

Goverument headquarters that this reluctance was to some

extant due to the anxiety of the Japanese to keep on the

rigat side of ialssia They feared that if at that stage they

extended any facilities to Notaji to cuntact the Russians,

the aussians way not be very cordial; on the contrary, they

air' t
even be anti --pathetic to Netaji to some exteat because

he had associated himself with the Axis. I have no direct

knowledge of the personal reaction of Mr. Jhigemitzu, the

Japanese eoreign Minister, to Netaji's wish in contact Russia, 1

but from my knowledge of the very cordial and friendly

relations that prevailA between Netaji and Mr. Shigemitzu all-,

through the independence movement in East Asia, I have every

reason to believe that Mr. Shigemitzu was in sympathy with

Netaji's idea of contacting Russia.



After that the next important event was the news from

India of Lord Wavell's attempts to arrive at an understanding

with Congress Leaders about India's demand for freedom. News

came through about the middle of June, 1945 that what was

known as the Wavell talks i.e. the conferences between Lord

Wavell, the Viceroy, on the one hand and Mahatma Gandhi and

other .Congress Leaders on the other were about to begin in

India. 1,imediately on hearing this news Netaji decided to fly

to Siagapore which he did on the 18th Jane, 1945 without any

loss of time and began broadcasting over the Singapore ILadio

Station in English, Hindi and some times in Bengali also. He

kept up these broadtpasts until the end of the-Wavell talks

in India. Tae gist of these broadcasts of Netajits, night

after night, was an appeal to the national leaders inside

India not to arrive at any understanding with the British

Empire, one of the reasons being that if they arrived at any

understanding with Lord Wavell, the issue of India's freedom

would ceaae to be an international issue and would automaticall)

become a mere domestic issue of the British Empire. he did not

stop at this negative appeal; he went further and told his

colleagues in India on the liadio that the British general

elections were not far off and in the next elections he had

every reason to believe that the Labour Party would come into

power. If the Indian leaders then negotiated with the Labour

Government, they were bound to get u very much better deal than

they cold ever get through their talks with Lord Wavell and the

Conservative Government. He was greatly relieved to hear the

news from India that Wavell talks had failed. He had proceeded

to Singapore for the specific purpose of doing the broadcasts

from there because Singapore had the most powerful transmitter

in that region.

He left Singapore for Seramban on the 25th of July and

there he was occupied with certain matters concerning the INa

Station there. Wane staying in Seramban he wade a snort trip

to Kuala Lumpur to inspect the INA tnere. During his stay at

Serawban, he received the news on the night of the 10th

August, 1945 that Russia had aecle,'ed war on Japan.,( 1 had

flown to Saigon frau& Bangkok on the 6th June to look after the

broadcasts from there. He sent me a message to join him in

Singapore and I flew to Singapore on the 27th July. I reached

Seramban, where Netaji was, on the 31st July, 19450

Lute on the/night of August 11, Netaji received the news,

per brought by Dr. Lalishmaya, General Secretary of the

Indian Independence League headquarters in Singapore, who had

made a dash by car all the way from Singapore, that Japan had

surrendered. Netajip decided on tne spot that he would
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return to Singapore the next morning which he did arriving

there on the evening of the 12th August. From the moment he

reached Singapore, he culled his civilian and military

advisers including Major General Kiani, to decide on-the

future plans. These consultatin;is continued almost non-stop

with only short breaks till the 15th August when after the

pros and cons had been thrashed out thoroughly it was finally

decided -that Neta,ii must not allow himself to be taken prisoner

by the British whose landing in Singapore was expected any day.

Early in the day on the 13th August) official news had come

through on the hudio about Japan's surrender. Netaji was

extremely busy issuing instructions as to what should -be done

regarding the civil personnel as well as the INA in Malaya

and other regions of East Asia in view of Japan's surrender

and the INA also ceasing to fight. It was decided that Netaji

would fly first to Bangkok and there consult the Japanese

Liaison as to the exact facilities that the Japanese could

place at his disposal to get away from Thailand) and if

'possible, to contact the Russians. Mr. A.N. Sarkar, the legal

adviser of the Provisional Government of Azad hind flew from

Bangkok to Singapore on the afternoon of 14th August and

gave Netaji to understand that General Isoda, tne Chief of the

Japanese Liaison Office in Bangkok attached to Azad hind

Government and Mr. hachiya, the Japanese Minister -designate'

to the Provisional Government of Azad hind were keen to render

whatever service they could in Wetuji's plan if he,had any to

get away from Malaya and Siam and to go as far East as he

wished, so that he would not fall a prisoner in Anglo-AuHericun

hands.

The tentative decision till the afternoons of the 14th

August had been that Netaji would stay on in Singapore with

members of his Government and his officers of the IN A and

would be prepared to be taken prisoner. Tne procedure of

surrender as such WuS not discussed. The final decision

for Notaji to leave Singapore was influenced by the message

brougnt by Mr. Sarhar from Bangkok.

Netaji left Singapore on the morning of 16th August

accomi)ani ed bj Col. habibur Rehman, Col. Pritam Singh, myself

and Mr. Nie,shi, the Japanese Interpreter. We reached Bangkok

the $41410 afternoon. de had consultations with the Japanese

Liaison Officers, and Conferences with the civilian and

military colleagues of .Netaji followed. Early on the morning

of 17th August) we left for Bangkok aerodrome.

Netaji and his party took off from Bangkok for

At 'About 8 a.m.

Saigon by two

iAanes. In one plane were Netaji, Col. liabib, Col. Pritam
#,Singh, myself and Mr. I;igesni. In/other plane were
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General Isoda, krS. Hachiya, Col. Gulzara Singh, Major Abid
Lhasan and Mr. De 'ath Das, Usually Netaji and ourselves

travelled by bomber, ecept when his plane was available.

Netaji had a plane of his own; named Azad Lind, but

it had been grounded in Bangkok since April, 1945; having

been badly damaged in an air raid.

The plane by which we travelled from Bangkok to Siigon

was a bomber. In the plane, Netaji was sitting just behind

the pilot, facing the nose. Netuji's luggage consisted of

three or four suit -cases. I did not know the contents of

those boxes at that time. He was wearing cotton Khakhi drill

uniform including to. boots. A. hurried consultation followed

son after landing at the Saigon Airport which we reached

at about 10 a.m.

It was decided that General Isoda, Mr. Hachiya and

Col. Tada, a Staff -officer of the TerauchiS0 command should

fly to Dalat, Heackluarters of Vield Marshal Terauchi,

Supreme Commandelf South bust Asia Region, and ascertain

from him what facilities could be afforded tolNetaji to,

pursue whatever plans he had in mind at the moment. ,e knew

that they had flown to Balat.

from the tall: we had in Singapore just before leaving,

ii the idea definitely was either ilmssia or .at any rate Russian-held territory in Manchuria as a preliminary stage to reach

Russia. Meanwhile Netaji and party drove into the city and

waited for news. Some time later; Capt. Klan° of the dikari-

Kihan,Saigon, drove to where .Netaji was ftaying and wanted to

speak to Netaji veyy urgently. '4hen asked what the message

was, Netaji was informed by the Japanese officer through

Major Abid Husau that there was a plane reaay and waiting

to take off immediately and there was only one seat available.

I have no idea as to where the two small bomber planes

in which we travelled from Bangkok were taken.

, Netaji wanted to know where the plane was going and

whether General Isodu and Mr. Auchiya had returned from

Dalat. The answer was that there was no time to lose and

that Netaji should hurry up. Netaji said that he would not

hurry in that manner and if Kiano did not know where the plane

was going, somebody else stiould know and that be should go

back and find out. Kiano left and a little later General Isoda

and Mr. liachiya and Col. Tada drove up to Netaji's residence.

Netaji met them and immediately ushered them into one of the

rooms. Col. Habib was also asked to join the Conference.

Our idea was that sooner or later we would reach Russian-.

held territory in Manchuria, the ultimate destination being

Moscow. The idea was very vague, and we also did not know

whet4Jr we had to et off tne two ..,lanes at Saigon. Until

..../9.
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we reached Saigon, I was not aware of any talk of either

Netaji going to Dalat or somebody else to consult Zield

Marshal Terauchi.

Netaji came rit with Col. Habib and summoned Major.

Abid hasan, Mr. Dexhath Las and myself into his room and

asked us to close the door and then he said that he would

also like Col. Pritam Singh.and Col. Gulzara Singh to join

us immediately. They did s o very soon. He stood there and

we i.e. Col. Habib, Col./Gulzara Singh, Col. Pritam

Major Hunan, Mr. De ath Das and myself stood round him,

He looked at us and said "there is a plane ready to take off

in the next few minutes". he did not mention where the plane

was going but he added that we would have to take an

important decision"right now". lie said that the Japanese

had told him that there was only one seat to spare and we

had to decide whether he should take that one seat even if

he had to go alone, unaccompanied by anyone of us. We were

completely puzzled as to what answer to give him. We told

him that be must try his very beA to get the japanese to

spare at least one more seat. Then he repeated to us the

!;.iiiestion: "Supposing they give only one seat, shall I or

shall I not go alone". Probahly we hesitated for a second

and then said "Sir, for Heaven's sake insist on the Japanese

to give one more seat and if still you cannot get it then

you had better take ti4ne seat and go. Also please insist

on the Japanese that they should provide us with transport

as soon as possible to take us wherever you might be going".

TheiNetaji and Col. abib went back to the Conference room,

met the Japanese, came out and told us "we will get one more

seat. Let Habib come with me. I am sure they won't spare

any more seats in this plane but let us try our luck". Then

after that he said to Col. Gulzara Singh and myself " you

had better also come with your luggage to the airport and

in case we get two more seats in the plane, you can also join

we otherwise you will have to come bad' from the airport

with your luggage. ,Lny way hurry up". So we prepared

ourselves and set off in two cars. The car containing

Netaji, Col. Habib and myself reaUled the airport after

about 4 p.m. When we entered the aerodrome we could see

a plane with its engines roartig. Evell after we reached

the aerodrome, there was no trace of the second car and

Netaji was getting very impatient at the delay in the arrival ,

of the second car, because he r,us actually determined to

take some luggage which was put in that car to be taken with

him and put into the plane by which he was to travel. The

Japanese too were getting very impatient but Netaji insisted

that he would not leave until the second car had arrived.

1/41
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After a little while, the second car arrived and the luggage,

consisting of two suit -cases, from the second car was almost

catapulted into the plane because they did not want to lose

time. Netaji headed towards the plane, shook hands with

Lt. General Shidei who was accompanying him and then said

Good-bye to General Isoda and Mr. Nachiya and turned to us.

He shook hands with each of us. he stretched his hand towards

we and said "Well, Jai hind, I will meet you later" and gave

me a vigorous handshake. I mumbled something, steadied myself:

returned his Jai hind and stood there. After the round of

farewell hand -shakes, Netaji stepped up the plane and entered

it. Habib also said jai Hind to all of us and followed

Netaji into the plane. The:clane by which Netuji left Saigon

looked to we a medium bomber and it was much bigger in size

than the two planes in which we came from Bangkok to Saigon.

I think there was no talk any time of General Iseda or

Mr. liachiya accompanying Netaji.

The two boxes might or might not have been .part of the

luggage of 4 boxes.

Nobody could look into the plane as the engines were

roaring and the wind was very heavy. he entered the plane

from the port side. Then I went round the tail of the plane

to the starboard side in the hope of getting a last glimpse

of Netaji inside the plane if he was sitting just behind the

pilot as I knew he used to do on his air trips. I tried but

I could not see Netaji where he was sitting; so I guessed

perhaps he was sitting farther away from there. To the best

of my knowledge, he was in his usual Supreme Commander's

uniform (cooton :',:hakhi)thich he usually wore; and I think

he was also wearin,, top boots at that time. So at 5.15 p.m. t

the plane took off from the aerodrome and the take eff was

quite normal. le all left the aerodrome after the plane had

vanished into the horizon. This was the 17th August (evening).
.....----

We returned to our quarters in Saigon on the 17th

August (evening) in a very depressed mood. There was no

news time wnole of the next day, i.e. 18th, and on the 19th,

we learnt that a plane w -s going to Japan on the 20th

and one seat on that plane would be av-ilable to one of our

party which would enable the person taking that seat to

join Netaji very soon. This was said by Capt. hiano of the

Hikari Kikan. They said that the remaining 4 of our party

would be flown to Hanoi wher they could contact the local
i:

Japanese authorities who would try to fly them onward from

Hanoi. Then my comrades insisted that I must take the .

single seat offered in the plane bound for japan becauSe

they hat I would be of some immediate help to

\kiN /11.
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Netaji in duiag worb of a secretarial nature. I re-ched
*

Saigo- airport on the morning of August 20, along with my__------__
comrades and theyUook off for hanoi about ;-.) a.m. Sometime 1,

later I accidentally met ivh-. Fukuoka, Chief of Domei News

Agency for the :Last Asia aegion, who told we abruptly that

he was sorry for Netaji. I coild not quite understand what

he meant but I presumed that Netaji had perhaps been held

up by bad weather on Formosa island, a place notorious for

its unreliable flying weather and he more or less encouraged

we in that belief but he asked we not to say anything about

it to anybody. A little while later as I was prel,aring to

board the plane for Japan, I met aear Admiral Chuda of th,

Japanese Navy whom I had known in aanoon and he gave out
the news that Netaji was dead. I had no cnance to ask him

for any detailed information because in the net few moments

I was aboard the bomber bound for Japan! Gli the flight

I was escorted by Col. Tada, stuff officer of Field Marshal

1
ITerauchi's cowmand and by Capt. Aoki. When we reached

Canton at about 5 p.m. and halted for refuelling, Col. Tads.,

through Capt. Aoki, told we for the first time that Ne:t1.9_,ii.1§

plane crashed near Taihohu L2ermosa on August 18 and that-

Netaji was seriously injured and succumbed the same night

and Col. habibir aehwan, who was not so seriously injured,

was still alive and lying in a hospital at iaihok. I told

Col. Tada bluntly that neither Indians in ,&ast Asia nor

. Indians in India would be prepared to believe the story of

the air -crash unless positive proof w -s forthcoming and I

pressed him to see that the plane took me to Taihoku so

:that I may have a chance of seeing Netuji's body with my own

'eyes and be of some secvice to Col. habib in his then

condition. I also told him that it was necessary as

thereby at least one more ,Indian besides habib could claim

to have gone to Taihoku and satisfied himself about the

truth of the air -crash story. Col. Tada promised that I

would be taken to Taihoku, but la-ter we actually landed at

what I learnt was Taichu aerodrowe. (So far as I know

Taihoku was the Japanese name for Taipei.) I expressed my

bitter disappointment particularly when I was told that

from Taichu we were to fly direct to Japan without touching

Taihoku. ( I did not make any enquiry about the possibility

of going to Taihohu by land). We spent the night at Taichu.

le reached Tokyo on August 22nd., In Tokyo, accompanied by

Capt. Aoki, I moved into Daiichi hotel and stayed at the

hotel till the next day. On 24th I moved into Mrs. A.M.

Sahay's house. Then I paid occasional visits to the

Japanese headquarters to see if there was any news from

Formosa. They sa.id they had none.Make
. 1 .41F a i l
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The Japaaese in consultation with me drafted u brief

communique annoancing the death of NeLaji following an air-

craah in Taihoku. The Ja,anese were em.,:hatic in their

protestations that the story of Netaji's air -crash was

hundred per cent correct even if I was not convinced of the

truth iof it.

Eventually on September 7, I went in to the Japanese

Military authoritbs in Tokyo who asked me to call the next

day at the high Command headquarters which I did. They told

we that the ashes of Netaji brought by Col. habibur Aehman

frem 2ormosa the preiious day, would be handed over to me

for safe custody and that Col. habibur Aehman himself would

be joining me some time that eveuiug. Cu this occasion 1 way
accompanied as on previous occasioas, also by Shri aammaurti,

Chairman, I.I.L. in Japan, which had ceased to functioa

actively after japan's surrender. There at the main entrance

to the Imperial Japanese Military headquarters I received the

ashes at the hands of a senior Japanese Military Officer. The

officer escorted by other officers carried the urn in both

his hands with due solemnity, descended the steps to where I

was standing ready with a loop of cloth slung round my neck

and reaching down to my waist in front and ,lanced the urn

very reapectifall on the loop and I gripped the urn tigatly

with both hands Laid bowed head and got into a car and irove

. with Murti off to his house, waich for all practical purpoaos

was beila, used as the III, head,partera especially aitera

Japan's slirrender. It was an urn of light colour wood .

about 6" to 611 cube. It was not covered at all. 'There was,

nothing written on that urn. It was nailed down and there

was no other covering and I do not remember having seen any

prominent writing on tae wood in any language. After

placing the ura on a pedestal in a room in aarti's house and

aaa offering our reaects, we had tae urn covered with cloth and

I wrote the words "Netaji Subhas Chandra Dose" on the cloth

covering. Then the same nidht, Col. habib arrived in the

nouae of ars. Sahay where I was staying. That was tae first
a

time that I met him after saying good...bye to him at tne Saigoa

airport on Aug ., 17. Then immediately I asked him a number

iof questioas as to what ha...:A.)ened from tne time he took off

from Saigon and until he walked into Mrs. Sahay's house.

Col. Uabib said that "in about a couple of hours' time after

ae took off from Liaidon airport on August 17, we landed at

fouraine (Indo-Cninit) andaalted there for the night. Taking

off again early the next morning auguat 18) we landed at

the Taihohu airport about 2 p.m. jhen the plane was

refuelling we haa.' somet.in g to eat and were ready to take
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off apaiu. 'aeanwhile I changed into warm clothesx and

asked Netaji if he too wpuld not do so because we would be

flying into colder regions. Netaji lau,hed away the idea

and said that there was no hurry for him to change into

warm clothes. Re was in cotton Lhahhi drill and bush -coat.

He was not in a hurry to discard these for woollen Khakhis.

After half an hours we walked across to the plane. Ab

about 2.35 p... the plane took off. de had just cleared t.:1

runway and pained about 26e or 300 feet, we were over the

oatshirts of the aerodrome. fhen a sudden deafening noise

was heard. We started losing height pretty fast. Then

I turned round and looked at 1.etaji. he was absolutely

unperturbed but he must have been the acutest distress

my face and ia less than a few seconds after that, the

plane crushed on its nose and then everything went black

for a while. Just before the crash, the whole weight of

the plane was being put on the star -board engines because

apparently the port engine was not functioning. After the

crash, everything went black for a while. -.'hen I recovered

consciousness I realised that all the luggage had crashed

on top on me and a fire had started in front of me. So

exit by the rear w -s blocked by the packages and exit by

the front was possible only through the fire. Netaji was tax

ia,ured in the head but he struggled to his feet and was

about to wove in my direction to get away from the fire and

to get out of the plane through the rear. But this was out

of question. There was not an inch of passage through

we could get out. So I said to him "Aagey Say Nikuliyay

Netaji". He sized up the situation and then tried to make

hich

his way through the nose of the plane which was already

smashed and burnt. With both his hands he fought his way

through the fire. He got out and stood there about 10 or

15 feet away anxiously looking out for me. When the plane

crashed, Netaji got a splash of petrol all over his cotton

khahhi, (I have not wet Col. habib since 1947; and it

caught fire when he struggled through the nose of the

plane. So he stood with his clothes burning and himself

made desperate efforts to unbuckle the belts of his bush-

coats and round his waist. I dashed up to him and tried to

help him to remove tie belts. My hands were burnt in the

process. AS  1 was 4uznbling with these belts I looked up
-

and my heart nearly sopped when I saw

iron and burnt by fire. A few ulomehts

Lace buttered by

r he collapsed

and lay on the groand of tae outskirts of Taihoku aerodrowe.

I too was exhausted ane we at and lay down next to hiw. The

whole place looked le ti the crashed plane. and
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and we passeagers xmota: ea.6elLabout all over the place.

The next thin., I hnew was that I waL; lying on a Hospital

bed next to Netuji. I found out later that within 15

minutes of the crash; military ambulances had rushed us

to the hospital in Taihoka city. Netaji lost consciousness

almost immediately after reaching the hospital. Lie revived

a little later and lapsed into a state of comma. I was not

8 0 badly injured or burnt though I was hardly able to stand

up. I struggled to my feet and went up to Netaji as often

as I could.

Netaji but it was all in vain. Six hours after he was

,brought into the hospital; i.e. at 9 p.m. on August is,

:;etaji's end case peacefully. I find it difficult to
,

describe to you those six hours of mental agony not so

much for Netuji as for Me. In all these six yours not

even once did Netaji complain about the writhing pain

that he must have been suffering.

(Pol. liabibur Rehman's version continued) Except for

brief spells; Netaji was practically conscious througaout.

In one of these delirious moments; Netaji whispered the

name of san. I was sitting near him and I said "hasan

Yakan Nahin Hai; Saheb; Men Hun Habib". Ae was convinced .

that he was not goiAg to survive. A moment before his end

cawe; he said to we "ilabib; my end is coming very soon. 'I

have fought alle my life for my country' . I am dying for
i4 4 ,6ar,

my country4; .'n and tell my countrymen to continue the
4-t

fight for India's freedom. India will be free and before

long". These were the last words he spoLe to me. I was

prosprate with grief. I did not care what happened to me.

I was not interested in anytaing. The Japanese tried to

coax me and did their best OmaLe me eat a little by way

of hourishment but they found it was useless for the time

being. When I felt well enou,h to 'aalk to them; I told

thew to arrange to send Netajils body by plane to Singapore

preferably or to Tokyo if Singapore was out of the question.

They promised they would. I as quite sure they did try

their litory best. They told me that there were practical

difficulties in getting Netuji's coffin into the plane. They

told we then that it was impossible to curry Netaji's

rewains out of Taihoku and cremation had to be arranged as

early as possible. They wanted my consent to it. I had

no other alternative but to agree to the cremation in

Taihohu. The funeral service with full military hounours

was held in the shtine attached to the hospital and the

crewation took place on the 20th August. They placed

Netaji's ashes in an urn mad kept it in the shrine. My

wounds were healing slowly;slowly; my health improved steadily.

...../15.
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Then I told the Japanese that I did not wish to stay in

the hospital one day longer than necessary and I_ must take

Netaji's ashes to Tokyo as early as possible. They could

not decide whether they should send me across by ship or

by plane as they were not sure whether any ship or plane

was leaving Formosa for Japan. Three weeks went by without

macy hope of reaching Tokyo. Then suddenly they told u O

Was leaving Taihoku and I

could get a seat. I took charge of Netaji's ashes and

flew by that plane and reached Tokyo on the 6th Spptember.

I was taken straight to one of the suburbs for the sake of

secrecy and it was only two days later that the Japanese

took first the ashes and then me into Tokyo city."

That w,s the end of Col. hubib's version of what

had happened since he touk off with Netaji from Saigon

airport on the evening of the 17th August and until he

reached Tokyo and met me.

We kept Netaji's ashes for a few days in :Airtia.s

house and then took them to the house of Sahay at both

of which houses prayers were offered. On 14th Septeolbor,
k/ 0

we took the ashes to the ItAnkoji temple, HoriTichi,

Suginamiku, Tokyo, where we held a funeral service

conducted by the priet of that temple and left the ashes

in his safe custody. Morse present at the funeral service

included Murti's family,about 40 mxxx Indian cadets who

had been sent to Japan for military training by Netaji,

one or two representaives of the Japanese Government,

Habib and myself.

About the time of the funeral service at the temple,

Habib had shifted to 

iciurti's house. On the evening of the 23rd September,

nabib and myself. went to the barracks where the Indian

cadets were staying and ,iabib started giving them a talk.

When he was about to conclude it, someone walked into the

room and whispered into my ear that a Japanese Military

Police officer was waiting outside and wanted to see Habib.

We knew then that iiabib was about to be arrested and

taken to the loch up. We first din)ve to Murti's house

and had something to eat. Then Habib was driven ofi

by the Japanese officer to the Police Head,Inarters. We

visited Habib at the Police headvarters the next morning

and the same night Habib was released and tele, that the

standing of Awrican instructions on the part of Japanese

Military Police. A day or two kx after that I myself

shifted from Sahay's house to where Habib was staying.
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lie was occupying a room upstairs and .I occupied a room

down -stairs. Two or three mornings later, I walked

upstairs and found Col. Aabiblwith the help of Murti

and his brother, Jaya2 cleaning up and sorting out tiny

little collections of charred -looking metal on the floor.

They asked we to sit down and continued with the work

of cleaning up and sorting out what I then found was

golden ornaments including plain bangles, rings; ear-ringss

some of them with charred small red -stones and white-

stones of the type which is worn by Indian ladies largely.

in South India. Nearby was an empty kerosene tin which

I presumed must have been the container. The whole thing

was sorted out and cleaned as far us possible and wrapped

in pieces of paper and put back into the tin and closed

and properly tied up. Later on in the course of my

talk with Col. 'Habib, he told me that the valuables that

Netaji was carrying had b n involved in the crush and

had been charred in that manner and the Japanese had

salvaged whatever they could and delivered it to him.

It was kept s'afe in that house as long as Habib and 

I stayed ther4until our departure for Indict on

November 192 1945.



EvidencE continued by Shri S.A. Ayer( 14-4-1956 at 10-30
LILA)

A few hours before Col. Habib and I left Tokyo,

Col. Habib weighed the valuables, wrote a note and left

them both with Murti. The weight was about 12 kilograms

including the weight of the containers, i.e. equal to

about 26 26 lbs, and he had written there that Muri should

hand over the valuables to any organisation that would

eventually t.ke charge of the INA affairs in India.

Himself, myself, Murti and,I believe, Murtits brother

also, were there. (By containers I mean wrappings of

paper which must be of negligible weight).

I had been cautioned by the Japanese Foreign

Office on November 7th that I was wanted by Mountbatten's

Headquarters in India. Later on, I was told that I should

be ready to fly on the 12th. An American Captain visited

me in my quarters on the 12th, and examined me because I

was ill at that time and said that I should be fit to

fly by the 16th, but actually under the escort of an

American; Captain iCol. Habib and I were put aboard an

American aircraft at Tokyo and we took off on the

morning of the 19th for Delhi where we reached on

November 22nd.

I gave evidence on the 11th December 1945 as a

defence witness in the Court Martial of Major General

Shah Nawaz Khan, Col. P.K. Sehgal, and Col. G.S. Dhillon.

I left Delhi five days later for S. India, rested there

for a few weeks and returned to Delhi in the first week

of April 1946, attended a meeting of the INA Enquiry and

Relief Committee and immediately after that started working

in Delhi at the office of the A.I. I.N.A. Enquiry and

Relief Committee as Honly Joint Secretary with Col.Sehgal.

I returned to South India in June 194 and went back to

Bombay in July 1946 having taken on an assignment as the
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Special Correspondent in Bombay of the Hindustan Times,

Delhi. I joined the Government of Bombay as Director of

Publicity in September 1946 and continued to work in that

capacity till 1951. Towards the end of Nay 1951, I paid

a brief visit to Japan. On the e e of my leaving for

Japan, I heard from Chief Secretary to Government of Bombay

that the Secretary, External Affairs Ministry (Shri B.N.

Chakeravarty) would like me to make enquiries about Netaji's

ashes in Tokyo and about the valuables he carried with him

on his last flight. I reached Tokyo on May 24, 1951.

The first thing I did the next day was to go to Renkoji

Temple to make sure that Netajils ashes were there in tact

as I had left them in 1945. I undertook the journey to

Tokyo primarily because I felt a moral responsibility for

the safety of the ashes as I had recelyed them persoeally

at the hands of the Japanese in August 1945. I had been

a witness of Col. Habib's handing the valuables to Murti

in November 1945 and since then fiabib had gone over to

Pakistan and the INA in India had absolutely no contact

with him. (Murti financed the flight). During my stay in

Japan I tried to meet as many Japanese nationals as I could

with a view to checking up thoroughly the truth of the

story of Netajils plane crash. In Tokyo I contacted

Mr. Fukuoka whom I had last seen at the Saigon airport on

the morning of August 202 1945. I recalled to Mr. Fukuoka's

mind his very words of that morning hinting that something

had gone wrong with Netaji's programme and asked him

exactly what all he knew at that moment. He told me that

he knew at that time from certain messages picked up by

Count Terauchi's command in Indo-China that Netaji's plane

had crashed tn'Taihoku and that Netaji had been seriously

injured, but he was not aware that Netaji had succumbed

r
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to his injuries. He heard about Netajils death only

some time after my 1-lane took off. He 1,72E convinced

of the truth of the story even Lt that time because

he had also heard it from different Japanese military

officers stationed at that time in Saigon. I requested

Mr. Fukuoka to contact Col. Tada, the officer who

accompanied me fr(x-- Saigon to Tokyo in August 1945 and

ask him to come down to Tokyo to meet me without fail.

He did so and I met Col. Tada in Tokyo on June 51 1951.

asked Col. Tada to tell me all Ca he knew about Netajils

flight from Saigon and asked him why he failed to take

me to Taihoku in spite of the fact that he promised to

do so. His explanation was that it was past 10 P.M. when

our plane reached Taichu and it was considered too risky

to proceed at that hour to Teihoku and land there as the

aerodrome was surrounded by hillocks. , They did not wish

to touch Taihoku the next day because August 21 was the

last day given by the Allies for the Japanese to ground

all the planes in Japan or elsewhere. If Netaji had been

alive at that time in Taihoku they might perhaps have

taken the serious risk of flying to Taihoku instead of

flying direct from Taichu to Japan. For the rest he

repeated the story of six years before in all essential

details and told me that it was no use anybody doubting

the truth of the report of the plane crash in Taihoku and

Netcjitr, fatal injuries.

I asked him to provide me with further

authentic proof of the tragic events. He mentioned the

names of two Japanese officers, Col. Nonogaki of the

Japanese Air Force and Captain Arai of the Japanese Army

as the only two Japanese survivors of the air crash who

could be contacted in Tokyo itself. I pressed him to put

me in touch with those two officers immediately. He



contacted Col. Nonogaki whom I met for the first time

in Tokyo on the evening of June 52 1951. I heard from

Col. Nonogaki a graphic description of the crash. Ee

drew sketches for me of -

(1) the route chalked out for the plane on its
flight from Saigon to Tokyo via Dairen
(Yanchuria),

(2) Taihoku airport and the spot where the
crash took place,

(3) the seating arrangements inside the plane
when it took off from Taihoku, and

(4) the list of passengers by the plane.

I tender to the Committee the originals of Col. Nonogakits

sketches and the list in his own handwriting and would like

these to be returned to me when done with. Col. Nonogakits

address is on one of these four papers.

Col. Tada had told me earlier that according
/VOL,

to Count Terauchi, to help Netaji to the best ofAability,

they were to drop Netaji and General Shidei at Dairen

(Manchuria) and proceed to Japan. The intention was that

General Shidei would look after Netaji in Dairen as long as

he remained there. Then Netaji would disappear with a

view to crossing over to Russian -held territory and there-

after the Japanese would announce to the world that Netaji

had disappeared. Col. Nonogaki confirmed Col. Habibls

version of six years ago and Habibts report that General

Shidei was killed on the spot as he was sitting nearest

to the pilot. Through the good offices of Col. Nonogaki

I contacted Captain Arai who rave me a brief eye -witness

account of the crash and confirmed Netajits death in the

Hospital at 9 P.N. on August 18 2 1945. After that I made

sure that the valuables that Col. Hrbib had left with

Yurti were intact. During my stay in Tokyo I called on

the Chief of the Indian Liaison Mission in Tokyo, Shri

Chetjtur and in the course of my talks with him, suggested

(\_,A -
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that the Mission could take over Netajits ashes and the

w luables for safe custody pending any decision as to what

should be done with them in due course. Shri Chettur

expressed his inability to do so in the absence of any

instructions from Delhi. Then I requested him to cable

Delhi and ask for instructions. He said he was doing so

but he had not received any reply from Delhi till I left

Japan on June 11th. Before leaving Tokyo, I paid another

visit to the Temple and paid 1_,y respects to Nets jil s

ashes, and had a photograph taken on that occasion. I

tender to the Committee a copy of the photograph. The

priest who was in charge of the Temple in 1945 was still

there when I visited the Temple in 1951. I do not know

the name of the priest but in a group photo which I tender

to the Committee, he is on the extrerpe right.

After my return to India I made a brief

report to Chief Secretary to GOVETI' merit of Bombay and

informed him about the safe custody of Feta ji,s ashes,

of my enquiry rega ding the plane crash and of the

safe custody of the valuables carried by Neteji. This was

at the end of June. I met Shri Sri Prakasa, then Minister

for Commerce, Government of India, and now Governor of

Madras, in Delhi in September 1951 and informed him in

his capacity of Chairman of the Finance Sub -Committee that

had been set up by the INA Enquiry and Relief Committee

at its meeting held on 14th April 1951. In a brief

communication to Prime Minister , Shri Sri Prakasa informed

him about the ashes and the wluables and conveyed my

suggestion that the Indian Liaison Mission in Tokyo may

take charge of both. I sought an interview with P.M.

on September 15, 1951 and reported to him about Netajil s

ashes and the valuables and personally mad.e the suggestion

that our Missior. in Tokyo may kindly be instructed to take
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charge of both. In my presence, the P.n. kindly instructed

-I\the Commonwealth Secretary, L'hri Dutt, to cable OUT

Mission in Tokyo to take charge of the valuables.

Having spoken personally to P.M. about Netajits ashes

and the valuables, I had a feeling of relief as far as my

own personal, direct or indirect, responsibility was

concerned. I showed him certain documents and photographs

in connection with my enquiry about Netajits last plane

journey. Ye asked me to -ive him the fullest possible

report on Netajits plane crash which I did in a document,

dated 24-9-1951.

Admitted correct.

r6
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Evidence by General J.K, Bhon41e
tendered on 16-4-1956 at 11.30 a.m.

6k'

I was the Chief of Staff of the Indian National Army right from

the time when Netaji came in July 1943 till the end of the war and my head-

quarters were in Singapore. Before that I was the Director of Military

Bureau (Head of the Army) under Shri Rash Behari Bose, President, Indian

Independence League.

In March 1945 I was sent for by Netaji from Singapore to Rangoon.

I reached there a month after his call and met him at 12G' Clock on the

night of the date of my arrival.

I had witnessed complete British air superiority and it gave ire

a feeling that the Japanese would not. hold out for long. The moment I met

Netaji, his words were "had given you up as lest". I had travelled from

Singapore in Netaji's own plane "Azad Hind" but the plane had to forceland
and other

at Penang and Bangkok due to engineLtroub1e-tree4Ab4e, I told him that I

was absolutely convinced that the scales had turned in favour of the Allies.

He thereupon asked me to give him a written appraisal of the entire situation.

I wrote out an appreciation of the situation accordingly and the following

day with the aid of a map tried to explain the war situation as I could

reconstruct it and impressed on him that the sooner we left Rangoon, the

better it would be. At the same time, I suggested to Netaji to leave Burma

himself as soon as spossible. As the war situation then was in Barna, my

own view was that the only way in which the Japanese could hold out for some time

in 3urma area was along the Sittang river. On the other hand, the Japanese

Comander-in-Chief, General Kimura, was determined to hold Burma and refused

to believe that Rangoon would fall for at least four months and therefore

had tftSlan to retreat from Rangoon.

Netaji ultimately decided to discuss the war situation with the

Cormiander-in-Chief, Japanese Army in Burmah and we went and saw the latter

the following day. General Kimura felt convinced that he could hold on to

Rangoon until after the rains were over but at the same time suggested that

Netaji, Ministers of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind and all the Rani

of Jhansi Regiment girls numbering about 150 stationed in 3urmah at the time,

might go to Siam or some other station on the way, while the transport

situation was still good.

The latter suggestion was welcome news to me as in our Cabinet



meetings which were being held regularly every day, all the Ministers

and senior officers except me were advising Netaji not to leave Burmah

and in the event of an emergency, to stay and fight to the last. My

advice was that all others might stay behind in Burmah nd !Hilt to

the last but that a person of Netaji's calibre must be got out of

Rangoon to a place of safety along with 150° Rani of Jhansi girls

and whatever may happen to others, they must not at any cost fall

into the enemy hands. The Cabinet meetings used to be attended by

Shri S.A. Ayer, Col. Gulzara Singh, Shri Ishwar Singh, Shri A.N.Sahay,

Shri A.N. Sarkar, and Shri Parmanand. At last Netaji agreed to

leave Rangoon and go to Siam via. Pegu, across Sitang river and

accordingly that night (23rd) we left Rangoon in Japanese trucks.

The party included Netaji, myself, Shri Ayer, Isan Kadir and 150 84 -Rani

of Jhansi girls, General A.C. Chatterjee, Shri Parmanand, Shri Ishar

Singh and a few officers of the Supreme Headquarters. We arrived at

Pegu at 6 a.m., and found the place in absolute ruins having been

bombarded the night before and we crossed the Sittang river on the

night of 25th. The journey from Rangoom to Siam was a difficult one

owing to (a) Anglo-American air superiority which had made movements

by day almost impossible and (b) transport difficulty on crossing

Sitang river. e had managed to get a few cars and trucks over and

the major portion of the journey had to be done in cattle trucks

involving lot of hardship and inconvenience to all.



I must at this stage mention that Netaji had to be persuaded

to leave Rangoon. He was firmly determined to stay on at Magoon

with the majority of the I.N.A. forces and to fight till the last.

We did not have more than about 10,000 troops in and closer to

Rangoon at that time. Had we been two days late, the enemy forces

would have either captured us along the Pegu-Rangoon cross -road or

shot us as they did a number of lorries and cars which tried to

escape across that road towards Sittang river. One of our very

able and gallant officers, Col...............accompanied by

Lt. Col. Ogawa of the Japanese Army, a very brave and sincere

friend of India was shot by the 7th Light Cavalry tanks which had

by then taken possession of that road. This escape of Netaji and

the party was arranged just in time to escape capture. The journey

all the way from Sittang river to Rangkok had to be undertaken at

night owing to strong enemy air actions both by fighters and bomber

planes.

On my arrival in Rangoom earlier, I had a number of discussions

with Netaji with regard to our future plan of action in the event of

the Japanese surrendering. So far as I was concerned, my greatest

worry was for Netaji's safety. As a result of these discussions a

number of alternatives were suggested and it was tentatively isollea.sa4

decided that Netaji should try to go over to Russia or failing that

make an attempt to go to the North West Frontier Province and with

the help of the Fakir of Ipi continue our struggle to fight for the

liberation of our country. Netaji refused to entertain the idea of

surrendering or to be captured by the enemies.

Nb arrived in langkok on the 14th May, after a very hazardous

journey. For a week or ten days, we had a number of Cabinet meetings

to decide our future plans but in the midst of our discussions

Netaji suddenly had to go to Singapore to settle certain differences

of opinion among some of our senior officers of I.N.A. and the Indian

Independence League. Netaji remained in Singapore (Malaya) for over

two months during which period, the Japanese had decided to surrender.

Had Netaji been spared this visit to Singapore, his going to TUkyo

would have been done earlier.

ect in going to Tokyo was to negotiate for a
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separate peace with the Anglo-Americans and not to surrender with

the Japanese. He was not in favour of I.N.A. surrendering as a part of

the Japanese Army.

After his visit to Singapore, I lost touch with him for

over a month or so as means of communication had completely broken

down then. The Japanese surrender, although anticipated, came to

us as a bolt from the blue.

I received a personal telegram from Netaji saying that he

was arriving in Bangkok on the 16th of August and leaving for

Tokyo on the 17th. He arrived in Bangkok on the 16th evening and

I received him at the aerodrome. I apprised him of the developments

in Bangkok during his absence. The morale of the Army was very

high indeed but some of the army officers were very keen to go

under -ground and thus escape capture by the British Army. We

had about 10,000 I.N.A. personnel in Bangkok at the time, including

about 300 personnel who had retreated from Rangoon. Netaji was

against officers deserting their troops and told all the officers

when he met them that, evening that they should stand by their

men. He also made it very clear that the I.N.A. should not

surrender but that in the face of superior forces, should temporarily

lay down the arms.

After saying 'Good bye' to all the officers and men, he

wanted to know what I i0oposed to do; whether I would accompany

him or remain behind with the troops. I chose the latter course,

which he accepted, emphasising the dangers inherent in it.

Arrangements were then made for the party to leave Bangkok

at 7 a.m., the following morning. The party consisted of the

following:-

Netaji, Shri Ayer, Col. Habibur Rehman, Col. Gulzara Singh,

Major Pritam Singh and a few others.

Shri Debnath Das was in Bangkok and Netaji had assigned him a

special duty, namely to come to India and contact our national

leaders.

In Bangkok, we had six boxes of jewellery containing gold

ornaments and cash. This jewellery was part of the jewellery
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presented to Netaji 4.43.--11;04.+6, by the Indian community in various

meetings throughout the period of his stay in South East Asia. I had

no idea of its value. They were steel boxes and I had no occasion to

see its contents. They were brought from Rangoon. These boxes as

far as I remember, were put in two big canvas bags and put in the plane

in which Netaji was travelling.

While the Thais generally were not friendly, some of the

leading officials, however, viz: their Foreign Minister, How Minister

and Prince Nan were very friendly and sympathetic.

Two planes left that day from Bangkok. These were arranged

by the Hikarf Kikan and Netaji was escorted by some Japanese officers

as usual. One of them was General Isoda. Mr. Hachiya, Japanese

Ambassador accredited to Azad Hind Government did not accompany Netaji.

On the eve of his departure, I enquired from Netaji whether

he had been able to decide where he would make for finally after his

discussions with the Japanese Government, and his reply was that he

was hoping to go to Russia but that he would talk the matter further

with the Japanese Government. I did not probe into his plans since I

was not accompanying him. Just before boarding the plane, he embraced

me and said with visible emotion, "Good bye and thank you very much

for all you have done and I must say that you have been right on all

the three occasions. Any way, I hope and pray that we shall meet

again somewhere in India or on the border and continue our struggle

till our country is free from foreign domination'.

His order before he left Bangkok as on every previous

occasion when he left his Headquarters was as follows:-

"Major -General J.K. Bhonsle, Chief of Staff, I.N.A.,

to be in charge of the I.N.A. during my absence and

to exercise all powers which are normally exercised

by me as the Supreme Commander, Indian National Army".

(This was typed by Shri Ayer).

All the secret documents in my possession were lost.

(The gold watch given to me by Netaji as a parting

gift was shown to the members.)

I learnt of Netaji's death on the 16th at about 11 0 Clock

and I remember very clearly some of the coded telegrams brought to me

by Lieut. Kunizuka, Japanese Liaison Officer.
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The first telegram read as follows:-

"The Plancarrying Netaji and his
party crashed at Taihoku at 2 p.m.
WhiJe taking off, left engine burst,
when at 500 feet off the ground.
Pilot lost control of the plane.
Pilot, one senior Japanese General
killed instantaneously. Netaji
who was in the passage near the
petrol tank, was splashed with
petrol and his bod,; caught fire.
Habibur Rahman and all others
who survived, dragged him out
of the burning plane, his condition
very serious, burns severe and all
over. Admitted Hospital."

(I lost this telegram along with m: other documents)

The second telegram ran as follows:-

"Netaji ope:cated upon, opration
not successful and expired. (Time
was mentioned but I do not remember
clearly) Body being flown to Tokyo
for cremation. Habib-ur--itehman
accompanying."

The third telegram ran as follows:-

"Coffin too big for plane to be taken
to Tokyo. Body being cremated in
Taihoku."

The following morning I communicated the sad news as

contained in the telegrams to a few of my trusted colleagues. These

were:-

Mr.Parmanand.
Mr.Ishwar ,Pingh.

and a few other Officers:-

Col. Chopra
Maj. Gupta

Mr. Pillai.

They are now
in Clcutta.

By the 19th evening, I think, the Japanese Radio gave out the news

and everybody came to know about it.

I continueu to receive official messages concerning Netaji

for the next five or six days till their despatch was stopped by

an order of the :inglo-american Military Command. These messages

used to b brought to me by Li.ut.Kunizuka. (Mr.Kulizuka is in

CL1cutta).

,a1,.
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By another telegram I was informed that Netaji 's body was

cremated at Taihoku the same day, Le., on the 18th night in a

crematorium according to Hindu rites and that his ashes were

being flown by Col. Rehman to Tokyo. After four or five days,

another telegram came saying that Col. Habib and Shri Ayer

had left for Tokyo, and. that gold and other jewellery in

truncated form was handed over to Col. aehman at Taihoku.

When Col. Habib and Shri Ayer arrived in Tokyo, I received

another telegram to say that Netajils ashes were received with

due ceremony in Tokyo by Indian representatives, prominent among

whom was Nurti. I also had a telegram saying that the rest of

of the party had to be left behind at Saigon as they could not

be accommodated on available transport. (All this information

was being conveyed to me officially by the Japanese authorities

as it was to their knowledge that I had been left in charge of

the I.U.A. by Netaji).

I am convinced beyond doubt and on the information

made available to ma which I have recaptulated above, that the

plane crash did actually take place and that Netaji lost his

life in the accident.

A few days before the British troops had landed in

Bangkok, the Siamese troops surrounded my bungalow and wanted to

keep me under arrest. A guard of one Nor and about 12 Thai

soldiers was put on duty. Later on during the day on a repre-

sentation made to their Prima Nil-lister, whom I knew vary well)

the guard was withdrawn .

When the British troops landed at Bangkok) they demanded

our surrender. I made it clear to them that I.N.A. would not

surrender. I was then arrested and sent to Burmah and India.

.011. - - - - - - - W 1 0 . 0 0 1 . 1 0 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 1. . . 0 0
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Evidence by Shri Aswini Eximar Gupta,
Joint Editor of the Hindustan

Standard.

I have been in Delhi since June, 1051.

In course of my special assignment in N.E.F.A.

in Manipur and Naga Hills etc. I had come across

several reporth about Netuji. One of them has

been published ii Bazar Patril,a dated the

1st Lay, 1951 about my talk with Mr.eXizo.,
r \

th2s. stO-6;1-came out, some otside
A I

connection informed them that they should not\believe

the story of Netaji's death. Such story would be -

given out as w,s done previously also. Though

this crush was dated the 16th h!d6ust, 1945, but the'y

had this news before hand. They I some

weight to this report.

IinDecember, 1050 and January, 1951, I was

avelling in the Mishmi hills where

A  all been disrupted b

C ommunications

the earth -quake and I was

.just touring about theLitzetting some

about that urea and my seco
\N4,4411111, "

was the storiTthat the
^

is u place culled Rima

information

I peint of investi_ation ,

Chinese Ariliy-h givenA There

where Chinese Army had given

out the newstst Tibetan officials were actually

interned 16,a place -culled Teju which is in N.E.i.E.

Ly objiAtit was to h OW how fur this news xxx idbout

Netaji was true. :while I was=moving into tiff* some 

of the Mishmi hills villages, I mg=4-saw some pictures

of 2,:e.,aji. I p,t the uuestion to)lishmi Heudmin witcher

they knew who Netaji was p.mstxtilmy He said that they

knew Netaji who hud also come to Naga hills and all

these places and then came ihe interesting story.

They stood with these Chinese Commanders who had asked ,

them to come and help them in building roads, but
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the Lishmis are .proverbiaily very loyal people. The

isjmi headmaawhen the first offer came to them to go

,o work for the Chinese s(ddiers,fdid not agree,
t-

mailimrouds because they said that they would not

like to work for u foreign Government. hithough the

time was very bad especially because of earthquakes,

there was terrible disruption of communications and

from Indian side hardly prvisions could go. Then

these Chinese Commanders sent some Mislimis from the

Chinese side and these people came and talked to these.

people and persuaded them to mut go and meet the

Chinese Commanders. Then the Chinese Commander had a

talk with the lasiimi headman and said that they should

Whelp because of sac old and friendly relations.

Besides, he saidluone of your great leaders ixxxix

Ifu,S with us. Txxxxxxklatx Alien asked as to who was

this leader, the Chinese xxilix mentioned about Netaji

and they took some of the MishMis to an interior

place where in u tent they saw a person whom they

identified with those pictures timat of Netaji, in

military uniform. These people, however, xxxxxxhad

never seen Netaji, so titer could not know whether the

tkm Netaji or not. They had only seen

Netuji's pictures. But the Chinese Commanders said

that he was Netaji.

I have no personal knowledge oi this nor

have tose persons who told we this ,tory had any

previous ac,ivaintance with Netaji. I had given

this version for whatever it is worth.

The third rel,ort I heard was in halimpong

in October, 1949. There was some Indian scholar

doing. some research work. there. This gentleman whose

name I do not remember as fur as I recollect is a

kuharashtrian, probably having a degree of doctorate.
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he suddenly brought out a group,pnotograpn and he

showed me that photograph and asked me if I knew

anybody in that group. There w -s one gentleman sitting

there in the group who resembled very much

w.0,4
wholiot in milit,ry uniform; but just in closed collur.14(

When I told hila that the,* gentleman looked like Netaji;

he saidtiam4 that w -s the reason why x I had suown this

photogrupn to you. I asked him whether he knew about

Mr. Gupta W a S SUOW11 a group photograph

411Les

contained in the book " Netaji's mystry" facing

page 8. He stated that there is one person in the

picture who also resembled like Netaji.

Mø. W. by the scholart.
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'iiitness No. 9.

Evidence by Jhri .:arin Shah, the Editor of
"Indian .iorker" which is the official journal of
I.N.T.U.C., connected with several public
institutions, member of the Central ,_;oarcl of
Bharat Ciewak Samaj, member of All India News-
papers Aitors' Conference etc.

I was sent by Mr. Sadan and who was the Chief

of the Free Press of India News Agency and the Free

Press ,Journal Group Of papers at Bombay, in the Far

East in the year 1945. I was there as the Chief of

Far 1.,astern Bureau of the said News Agency.

In November, 1945, I went to China as a

War Correspondent on behalf of the said News Agency.

Then in 1946, August, the Chinese Government based

at Nanking invited a number of prominent foreign

correspondents accredited to them to pay a visit to

Formosa which by then had been taken over by the

Nanking Government from the surrendering Japanese

authorities. Our International Press,party consis t ing

of 22 foreign correspondents of French, American,

British, Indian, Chinese and Russian nationalities,

broke journey at Shanghai on way to Taipeh (Taihoku).

It was at Shanghai that two Indian businessmen who were

staying there for _business purposes for a long time

and with whom I was dining enquired of me whether in

Formosa I was also going to investigate into the

reported death of Netoj i in Formosa. The idea s t ruck

me very much and I soon made up my mind to concentrate

all my efforts while in Formosa on finding out the

truth and the relevant dctLils. . 0 reached Taipeh

(Taihoku) airport on the 30th Augus t a little after

noon. 1 showed to the Committee a copy of the Formosan

- Daily Newspaper published in Taipeh showing the two

ph o tog r ap h s of my Press party which had reached Taipeh.

Taipeh and going through the usual
rr

lb co /
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Zormalities as in a conducted tour, I began to think in my

mina the line of enquiry and the line of action with regard to

s death. I may mention here incidentally that it was the

s 5omber had crashed after taking over 7

from Taipeh for a destination. I have got a photograph of the -

sane airport with me. It is a picture card. The first idea that

occurred to me at that time was that should check up with the

jar Graves Commission which was based at Taipeh in case they had

any information with regard to Netaji's death. I tried to get in

touch with Lt. Richards, °Meer Commanding, esearch

American qrs., Taipeh. I had called at his Villa but he was away,

hence my letter to him. In my letter I had asked him for tine to

discuss the question of the death of Netaji. I happened to see

him next day and Lt. Richards in ormed le that he never cane

across any in formation or mention about Netaj s grave. He did

not touch the topic of his death nor did I feel like pursuing it

with him.

I got in touch subsequently with Mr. Huang, Superintendent

of Police, Taipeh, who proved right throughout extremely helpful

for nearly 4 days. He deputed Mr. S.P. Chun, Secretary to the

Commissioner of Polibe, 1-,'ormosat 51)1 idmioNkREI and Mr. Chung Yung-kai

who worked in the office of the Governor General of Formosa. 3oth

: of them helped me quite a lot. In a preliminary chat both of them

told me that they knew that Netaji had died in the plane crash and

according to them there was a fair chance of coming across

individuals who had personally witnessed the treatment given to

Netaji in the South Gate Military Hospital at Taipeh which was at

that time the Japanese Army Hospital. They also suggested that

I might come across further evidence from people connected with

other offices which had to deal with cases of death, cremation

etc. I went to the Hospital accompanied by Mr. Huang and the two

other friends. At the HosIdtal I met Col. Su Kuo Shing (Chinese)

the Chief Medical (fficer at the Chinese Army Hospital

(formerly Japanese 2jilitary Aspital in 1945). He confirmed that

Netaji had been brought to that Hospital according to what he had

/



learnt from the staff (mostly Formosans) which was working at

the Hospital in 1945. Then I made enquiries as to the personnel

which might have witnessed, the bringing of Netaji in the

Hospital and were still available to testify before me, He made

enquiries and then said "Yes, there is some good news for you

because there is a sister Tsan Pi Sha (Formosan)". Sister T San

1who was brought before me a few minutes later was in the

beginning reluctant not being sure what the enquiry was about.

Later on, is:arnt through the interpreter that her apprehension

was that the enquiry might be about war criminals. Taihoku Liku

Gun Byoin Nammoon Ponyishich is the full name of Taiheku South

Gate Military Hospital, She was the witness for several hours

while Netaji was fighting against death. She gave me in reply

to my question the most convincing and correct description of

Netaji. Besides, she gave me accurate identification of Col.

Habibur Rahman who was wounded along with Netaji and was treated

in the same hospital. She was present by Netaj s bed till the

last moment and she testified about removal of dead body in a

truck. I 

lo t of pa t ient assurance to Sister Tsan. There was another

sister with the name of Sister Chu Chow Tse (2ormosan) wile a lso

was employed at the same hospital as a Nurse but was on short

lea ve and away when Netaj i was brought to the hospital. She said

that she also heard the same thing.

Sister Tsan's story is as follows

She told me she identified Chanda Bose. She worked in

operation theatre. Netaji was very heavily burnt. He w--a-r -rfelted

in the medical ward. lie was brought to the hospital about noon

of August 13 and died at 11 in the same night. According to

whether any Indian accompanied Netaji injured or treated she

said :th 'Ietaj 1, tal 1 man with bea rd.

To the question whether there were other Japanese officers

brought to the Hospital, she sa i d that three other men were

/
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burnt and admitted with Netaji. These three Japanese officers

died after 3 days..;!ien asked about the injuries to Netaji, she

said that details were not-known to her. After the Netaji's death,

the body was put in a wooden box and put in a truck. After the

death, the body was kept in the hospital for three days. There

is a house, called a temple, inside the ,:ospital compound, where

dead bodies are taken for rites. Netaj s body was taken to that

se. that time was Capt. Ashimi Yoshimi. The

ordered his military subordinates/to give full military honours

uneral. After the death, Net aj s body was taken to the

temple, stated above, and kept there for 3 days according to the

CSC
T . t customs, after being removed from the Nospital.

I asked the ThC.;t i011, taj i bring here any jewellery, clothes

or lug jage brought to the iospital?" Li reply to this question

she said he had a military uniform only, nothing else. he said

further there :lad been an air raid and all doctors worked on

s.!-r,:ical side. Netajci was placed in the medical ward which was

converted for surgical purpose. ;he is a surgical nurse and took

care of Netaji till he died. T. asked what medicines were given to

him, to which she replied "Netaji was burnt all over the body,

only olive oil was applied." To the question what was administered

through mouth, she said that she did not know. To the question,

"Did Netaji speak to her ay time," she said, "no, because he was

unconscious. Did she give Netaji water? She replied, "he was

sometimes groaning and she gave water several times". As he was

very severely burnt, there was no place where injections could be

given. Just before death he seemdd to groan and seemed to her to

say "quiet death". Then my question was about her impression about

Netaji. ler impression very fat, tall, did not care about face

or body courageous. I put a set of five questions to her :

1)

. 2)

4)

What happened to mother Indian?

Any picture of Netaji taken?

Any rumours she heard after death?

Are you satisfied he was given proper treatment?

Did Japanese ignore him?
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Her reply collectively was."fle other Indian had burnt

his fore -arm. He was treated in ff.:Ls hLspital for about 20 days."

I asked her more questions "Did the Japanese Izeep records

in the Hospital?"

"It is not blown".

"das it a practice to have picture of patients?"

She said "No"

Does she definitely know that :',Ietar!i died?

She said, "I can prove that he died. I did not know what was

done to his body. I also did not know where the body was tim

t aken. "

The other Indian was near Netaj s bed in the hospital.

I was taken to the :lard where Nate!, i was kept. It was a

room measuring about laz yards by 9 yards. -Ietaji's bed was kept

in a corner of the room and 3ahibur Ilahman's bed was close to

Netaj s bed. There were t'lrae beds: Netaj s bed, abibur

Rahman' s bed and third bed was for the Nurse.

Neither did as her nor did she give information ;7:lather

there were more beds. On the north of that room, there are 6

windows, on the south4, tie entrance is from South. Netaj i's

bed was ;.n the South-,iest corner, near the door. It was a one-

storey building.

I went to Taiwan 1,edical University Hospital No. 1. 1 met

Dr. Chu who was the Deputy Director at the ios pit al. Dr. Chu,

himself a ivaatit native Formosan, belonged to a villa'je called

Ta-cu in the J'inchu district which was about 50 kilo -meters.

from T aipeh. Before coming to the University :ospital, Dr. Chu

at the Sinchu Hospital. He was in Taipei with the University

Hospital during the Japanese Army occupation and at the time

of a ir crash of Netaj s pla ne. Lie introduced to me at the

' i n i ver s i t y Hospital two persons. No. 1 was Dr. vunio (Japanese).

He was a Professor of Argery in the :ospital. Dr. ' -unio aged

52 years, said he :=;: about the accident of :letqj 1, and

subsequently also red about the accident in the local newspapers

named "Taiwan Didi Shimpao" which meant "The Taiwan Daily". 'This
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This paper  was closed down according to Dr. ramie by 1946

and i t s machinery and pr in t in g es t a b l i s hment was taken over

by al o t he r newspaper (chinese) cal led "Shin Tsung Pao" twhi

means "no "Jew Life Daily") .

he sa id tha t th i s ..;'ormosan newspaper publi shed the news

a l s o about the t r a gic cra sh but no p ic t u r e s were pub li shed in

the paper . Ne t a j i was re fe r re d to as 7:handle 3ose. According

to Dr. lain io , perhaps Net aj i died at : a-Is la  -la, a suburb of

aipeh es way to the ai r f ie ld . I asked him "I s l i e t a j i dead

or al i ve , at do you ' .-)1 1eve? hi s al suer  was: "is i t s t i l l a.

qu e s t io n? No No, he sa id he i s happy in heaven.

-ine t io ning was a l so Dr. A. Motogi (Japanese)

of Opthelniolo

so r

Taiwan Unive r s i ty H os p i t a l -Lisp. 1 . Dr. Motogy,

aged 50* st a t ed tha t Ob er  Lieu t enant ier amoto Kobayashi

was t c 7,ommandin 73-ter a l o r o J 3::Inese Army in Taiwan at

the t ime of th e cr as h. obayashi was a Divi s ion Commarkder. hi

1946, when I was t a l ki n g to Dr. I'dotogy, Eobayashi was in pr i son .

asT:cd the fo l lowing qu es t ions to which Dr. :.unio rep l ied as

follows :

_ow 'a t was t r eat ed aft er de a th?

y ere, at ion

Then Dr. unio sent :o r fo l lowing fowrFForaosan medica l

s tude nts . Their  names Were ras huchin 1:iu :I,

.:ya and ::heng Jun San. According to the se s tude nts , they

rece ived the message tha t Ne t aj i who was the lea der of fr e e Ind ia

Government had been seve re ly in ju r e d in air cra sh and that blood

was revired ur ge nt ly fo r  t r an sfus io n . They fu r t h e r added that a

Japa nese medica l s t u dent s tu dying at th at t ime vo lunt eered and

his blood was sent fo r t r an sfu s io n . That Jap anese s t ud en t has been

repat r iat ed to Japan. Dr. T'unio in t roduced to me a  Ja pa nese

ser va nt at the Ho sp i t a l . The bro ther of  tha t . Japanese ser va nt mt

was an H.P. ( : i l i t a ry Po l i ce ) . The name of the : . : I l i t a r y Police

er ueant was :.Iasanori Haga ld. he was a Mil i tary Po l ic e Sergeant

ac co rd ing  t o tha t br o the r of his . The M.P. Ser gea nt was at the

ai rpo r t when the xxissia cr a sh took pla ce. Nagekiotold his br o t he r

o . e i
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that he 'saw one tall Indian Indian heavily burnt and removed

from the plane. Later Nagaki had learnt and told his hrother

that that Indian had died. The brother-in-law of this Tilitary

Police Serpent named Mateo C,yabu was sent by the Japanese

authorities to the airport for further investigation.

On August 22nd, 1943, the Japanese newspaper "Taiwan

Chimbun" from Taipeh published the following

reports:

"A press note issued at 2 p.m. on 22nd ,eigust 4913,

by the Intelligence Uureau of the Japanese Garrison Commander,

Taihoku, Chandra :-.;ose, Leader of the Provisional Governeent

:Free india, set ut on a plane from Singapore on 16th ugust

en route to Tokyo* ',le was proceeding to Tokyo to discuss

the situation with the imperial Government.

At 14 hours on the 13th August, the plane met with an

Chandra Bose was heavily wounded.

Although he was given treatment at the fungti Jilitary

, it proved of'ho avail, and he passed away on 19th

August at 0 hours (mid -night). On the same plane along with the

Indian leader were Col. Rahman, who was heavily wounded, Lt. Gen.

Szechengcha who died immediately and 4 Others Generals and

Colonels who were all injured heavily or slightly."

That newspaper.was closed down by the Chinese

authorities after Japanese trrender. The paper was taken over

by the Chinese and reappeared under the new Chinese name "Chin

Sheng iir Pao".

air. Lee -'ian-Chu (Chinese) who edited this Chinese paper

and met me was also the 1)eputy jpeaker o; the new Talwai

Legislative Assembly. He found out in his newspaper office a

copy of the "The Taiwan Nichi Nichi Shimbun".

I. also met Professor del (Chinese) connected

with the Taipeh University on 2nd S'eptember, 1c46, at l'aipeh.

told me the following :-

Speaking about Net j i , he said you can be proud of him.
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I met him th r e e t imes . Fi rs t i n 1943 in Bangkok in fa c t all

the th r e e t i m e s in Bangkok. I l o ved him ve r y much . . - r of . jee

ga ve hi s per sona l imp r es s i o n of his br a ver y and cou r a g e o f Netaj i .

At th at t ime he h e a r d the news and remem bered th at i t was a l so

pub l i shed in the n ewsp a pe r s a bou t t he a i r  -c r ash of the bomber

in which Ne t a j i was trave l l ing .

The Fr ofes s or sent me a let ter on the ne xt day on th e de a t h -

of Ne t a j i . he a l s o se nt t o me a book (i ll J a pa nes e) cal led "2 0 yea r s

of Pacific Hur r ica ne". On page 107 of that book , the r e i s a

men t i on of Ne ta j i 's de a t h by air cr a s h at Ta!pel l . do n ot

rec o l l ec t t i le name of the au thor .

L I p r oc ee d e d sub s eq uen t ly t o the bur ea u of heal th and

Hygi en e in Taipeh. I met the r e Dr. Kan King -yen . _le was ea r li e r

a pr iva te m e d i c a l prac t ioner in T a i pe h and lea der of the lo c a l

Ch i n es e un d er g r ou n d dur ing the J a pa ne s e occupa t ion per iod . He was

a t tha t t i m e when I saw him, the Dire c to r of the Bureaa of Hea l t h

and h yg i e n e in T a l pei l . Dr. Kan had the fo llowing t o sa y: -

The -' e a t h recor ds wer e ma in t a ined by a com bin ed Ja p a nes e-

Formosan unit in the ci ty dur ing t h e ocoup a t ion . T h ese records

were ha nded over afte r the sur re nd er t o t he  new Ch i n e s e Gover nmen t

on the i s land . The Bur ea l was a l so t r ansfe r r ed t o t i l e succeed ing

Ch i n e s e Gover nm en t . The de a t h r ecor ds us ed t o be and wer e h ou se d

in the Bur e a u .

Acc or d i n g t o Dr. Kai the J a pa ne s e di d no t want t o see

Ne t a j i pr oc e e d t o Rus s i a . So t hey de l i b e ra t e l y dived the p l a n e

down on the ai rf ie ld and ki l l e d Netaj 1 . The pla ne, Dr. 7.(an

p r o ceed ed , i t was rum our ed , cr a s he d whi le ta k ing of f from t he

Ta i hoku airpo r t . No p ic t u r e s wer e pub l i s hed bu t a sma l l ob itua r y

no t ic e a p p e a r e d in the pa pers . The Bur ea u rec ord s , Or. '\an sa id ,

had n pr eser ved s inc e las t 10 yea r s .

)/v , On my enq ui r y whe the r any recor ds co u l d be t r a c e d wi t h

4 b a

t cr t ' r eg a cl t o th e dea t h , and cr e m a t i on o f Ne ta j i , he , after consu l ta-

t ion wi t h his su bo rd ina t es , se n t fo r two c le rks bot h Formosan

wor k i n g in his Bureau - Mr. Li Ch in Kul. and Mr. Tan Chi Ch,

foun d ou t the fo l l owing :

/



Both the gentlemen sorted out from their files the

duplicate of the permission which had been issued by the

Bureau for cremating the body of Netaj 1. The clerks were on

duty when Netaj s body was broght to the Bureau. Both of them

were serving in the Bureau for the past 10 years. The Japanese

officer accompanying told the then Japanese Chief of the Bureai

that the body was of Netaj 1. Normal ly the clerks would examine

the body but they were not allowed under orders saying that the

boyd was of a distinguished person lax' but they marked that the

body was very big. They saw it being taken out from the coffin.

After it was taken out it was placed on a wooden plank. Later it

was transferred to a bier. The body was wrapped in cloth. The

doctor's report is as follows: I took photostat (tries of the

following documents:-

1) the doctor's report on the death of Netaji.

2) the police officer's report, and

3) the certificate issued by the Bureau permitting cremation.

, They are all in Japanese.

\ The doctor's report and the other papers which were shown

to me at the Bureau by the clerks in presence of the Director,

Kathwere read and translated to me in 1:nglish by ik:r. Chung

and other gent levi from the Governor's office serving as my

interpreters. The doctor's report reads as follows :-

From the Army Hospittil
To the Bureau of Health and Hygiene.

Date of the Report: 21st August, 1945.

Certification of the Death

Name of the person: Ichiro (morning big ware -houses
of food and Ichiro means
eldest son)

Sex: Male
Birth: Borne in the Meiti 22nd pear April 9.
Occupation: Ile was Taiwal t,:ilitary Government Army's

obedient officer.
f l r g 'Reason of death: By sickness.

Nature of s icknes s : Heart -failure.
Time of sickness: 17th Augus t , 1945.
Time of death: 19th August 4 p.m.
[lace of death: Army Hos p it a l .
The wri ter 's certificate;
Dated: 21st August.
The name of the doc t or and Chb u lu t a  T oyoj i Chentze
the sea l : Sis Javan anese Unive r s i t y)
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I did ask clerks as to why false particulars were

given in the certificate with regard to the identity

and other details of Netaji? The clerks said to the

effect that they did not know precisely and were acting
who

under instructions of the ,:ilitary (=Mee/I...accompanied

the bor. They were told by the Jqpanese officer

accompanying.the body that for State reasons, the

particulars of the person had to be Iept confidential.
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The Folice re :o r t i s more o r le s s a conf i r ma t or y pa p e r

on the l ine of t he do ct or 's re po rt .

o f Il ea l th 'and Jygiehe . 6n the top r igh t hand o f the p a p er a r e four

ha nd-wr i t t en J a pa ne s e le t te r s r un n i n g bet ween two pr inted l in es

vert ica lly ind icat ing the number o f the per mi t . The number i s 26 41 .

The r e d sea l by t he s ide o f the per m i t sa ys tha t i t i s the per m i t

t o cr e m a t e the body in t he fur na ce Cla s s I a t the Ja pa nese

Cr em a t or i um in taipeh . T h e r e a re th ree cla ss es of Cha mb e r s . l e r s ons

o f h i gh di s t i n c t i o n wer e per mi t t ed t o be cr e m a t e d in the Chamber

Clas s I . Now read ing ve rt ic a l ly, the b o l d prin ted Ja p a es e le t te rs

in the f i rs t column sa y tha t th is i s the off ic ia l per m i t o f the

Bur eau t o cr , :mate t h e bod y. The se al o f the 3u r e a u i s in t he same

column in pur p l e i n k ,

Column 2: Fi rs t Li n e:

Na t i v e Pla ce: Tokyo

Se con d Li n e :

Pr esent addr es s : T a i pe h (Ta ihoku whi ch i s the other
name o f T a i p eh )

Column 3 and -1: Same as in Do ct or 's ce r t i fi c a t e wi t h r e ga r d_

t o dea t h , Name, z b ,
h_k lar a_dat _g_an

occupa t ion of the decea s ed .

Column 5: :'.'here the body will be cr em a t ed

Now fo l lows t h e Cr em a t i on Per m i t from the T a i pe h Bureau_

Taihol :u Ci ty Governmen t Cr em a t or i um .

The cr e m a t or i um i s r e a c he d aft er cr os sing the main Chung Shan Lu

(The Sun Yat Sen Ave n ue ) .

T h e r e i s a br idge ca l l ed Sampang Kyo (meal  lug the th ree logs

wooden br idge) t o be ne go t ia t e d befor e reach ing the air po r t .

Column 6: Time and date fo r cr em a t i on

6 p.m. 22nd a ugus t 19 4 5 .

k;olut in 7 : , Zel a t f . on sh i p o f ap i  l i ca n t

his c lo se fr i e n d s .

Column II and 9 : The Cap it a l pr in t e d Ja 2a iese le t t er s sh ow

th a t th is i s an appl icat ion fo r the Governmei
---

y r " ,
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to cremate that body.

Column 10: Blank

Column 11: Date of application; August 21st, 1945.

Column 12: ',Clank

Colur.iji J.: -ray and the ninher of the deceased:

Army in Formosa 21123. In Japanese it was

1-:ut down as Taiwan Dainichi nichi Bruhai.

Column 14: Name of the applying Japanese officer of the

Po 113e Station:

Yoshimi Yani Yoshi

The of:leer's seal in red is also on the paper.

Crematorium: There was Ir. Chu Tsung (Formos an) who was in

charge of this crematorium.,Ile looked a semi -illiterate haggard

ordinary worker type.

known by the name

of Tyong hung Chia.

According to hr. Chu Tsang, the creMatorinm had been

in existence for 12 years. ile,had on his file the permits issued

from the Bureau only flum Uctober 1945 onward. According to him,

the cof7in was a very big one. 7 or 3 Japanese officers who were

in the plain clothes accompanied the dead body. it was brought

at the crematorium at about 3 p.m. it took about 3 hours for ty

body to be consumed. The Japanese officers paid the ordinary

feee of 10 Yens. The coffin was so big that it could not be

accommodated in the Class I Chamber. 3o the body had to be changed

and placed in another coffin. In reply to the question "bid you

see the body when it was being changed? he replied, "3. dare not

see it". This was ,,erhaps because there were Japanese army officer

accompanying.

ian asked about the ashes, he said, according to his

usual practice, the next morning he had collected the ashes in

the usual wooden box. One Indian with fore -arm bandaged came with

Japanese. They had come in two cars, one a truck and another a

jedan. The, box containing the ashes was taken away by the Ind ian .

.iswering to the query as to whether he can describe the other
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Indian who came the next day and took the box co nt a in ing the

ashes , he sa id he was a tall man with his in ju r e d ,

dr ess ed in spot le s s white and he burnt incense and then went

with the box cont a in ing the ashes .

Aft e r t a k ing in to account th is de t a i l e d and var ied

informa t ion as i t came out from a number of sour ces most of whom

had been in .2a.ipeli on 10th . august 1943, and who had a l so some

ro le to play between the ai r cra sh and the crema t ion at diffe rent

s t age s , i come t o a clear conclus ion tha t the air cra sh did ta ke

place at Taipeh ai rpo rt on 13th kugust 1943; that Net aj i was

se ve r e ly burnt in th at cra sh; tha t a ' . t er spending some hours at the

then Japa nese Joan Gate Mil i tary :l o sp i ta l , he died , ; and tha t he

was duly cremated at the Japanese cremator ium at T a ipeh. There i s

no way of ge t t i n g away from re lying upon hiehan beings fo r evidence

when adjudging dea th, s ince ITX ne i t h e r the decea sed  nor  t  he dea th

could be summoned to tes t i fy . I was convinced that the va r ious

wit ne sses who gave an account of the cr a sh , dea th and crema tion

t o the bes t of the ir knowledge spoke out of hoa es t * and without

any mot ives . I be l ie ve the cu r t a in i s rung down ir re voc a b ly upon

the phys ic a l being of Neta j i , rait&I as hi s l i f e may cont inu e t o

Ins pir e fo r genera t  ions . In my view, speedy s te ps need to he taken

away

to pr es er ve the ha llowed spot where he was cremated in Ta ipeh.

On my ret ur n to Nanking from Formosa on about 0 th 3eptemb

1946, 1 conveyed the gis t of . my f ind ings co n fid e n t ia l l y to our then

Ambassador in Nanking, Ambassador Mcnon. I be l ie ve he

t r ans mit t ed a rep or t on the su b je c t to the Frime Minister . .  On my

ret ur n t o Ind ia in the middle of 1947, I was based at Iew D elhi as

the Head of the Free Fress of Ind ia  a u r e a u . I was known to 3a rda r

Pa t e l, Deputy Prime Minis t e r . I had long ta lk with him and I placed

al l the mate ri al befor e him. lie to ld me that he was convinced

that Net aj i had d ied in tha t air cr a sh . Me suggested that i f I

could meet .Ar i 3ara t Chandra Bose and convince him tha t Ne t a j i

was dead, I would be tende r ing a gr ea t serv ice . Col. Rahman

had by then come to New Delhi. I met him at his res id ence in 4ew Delhi
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and t a lked  t o him fo r se vera l hour s . I went on in t e r r o gat ing

on eve n t s , the ir sequences and de ta i l s regar d ing pla ces and

per sons in the l i gh t of infor ma t ion I had ga ther ed at T a ip eh,

and I found complete co r r ab or a t io n from Col. Rahman. La t e r on,

most probably in the yea r 1952, a r equ es t was re ce ive d by me

on beha lf a f the Prime Minis te r fo r the in fo rm at io n, papers and

p ic t u r e s bea r ing on Neta ji 's de a t h . The Prime Minis t e r inc luded

my f ind ings in the Report on Neta ji 's dea th which he placed on

the t ab l e of the House in the Pa r l i ament .



Tilitness No./0 ,,T93

Staten,ent by Col. Thakur SinFha_I.N.A.
on 17-4-1956 at 11-30 A.M.

I went to Malaya with Kapurthala State

Forces. I was present in Singapore when the British

Forces surrendered there. I joined the I.N.A. which was

or,c-anised by General Mohan Singh. I also met Shri Rash

Behari Bose in Singapore. I was present at the aerodrome

in Singapore on 2nd July when Netaji arrived.

After the arrival of Netaji in Singapore,

I w. s appointed as Second-in-comrand in Gandhi Guerilla

Brigade. Later when the Subhas Brigade was organised,

I was appointed as Second-in-comrand in that Brigade.

Je went to the front-line to take part in Imphal

operations early in 1943. We stayed there till about the

middle of monsoons when we started withdrawing. Later

we retired via Mandalay and eventually concentrated at

Pymna. At Pymna, the remants of No. I Division were

reorganised into one regiment which was designated

IX' Regiment and was allotted the role of holding up

the enemy as long as posciLle at the cost of even every

body. In March or April 1945, I received a wireless

message from Netaji informing me that the British were

very near Rangoon and that I should sa, e as many of my

soldiers as possible and retire to Moulmein. On receipt

of this message I crossed the Sittang river and thrcugh

jungle routes I was able to make my way to Moulmein via

Papun. This took us aTIroximately two months. At

Moulmein we were met by a party which had previously been

deputed by Netaji to meet us. From Moulmein we went to

Bangkok by train. We reached Bangkok sometime early in

June. On arrival at Bangkok I met Netaji. The whole

of IX regiment that had accompanied me there was in a
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very weak state of health. Netaji then cal]ed Shri Ishwer

Singh, the then Food Minister of the Provisional Government

of Azad Hind and ordered him to make best arr.nger.ents

for feeding and clothing the regiment. Netaji told me

that he would like my regiment to be in a fighting fit

condition after about 20 days. He told me to select a

party of aproxirately 150 soldiers and to keep them reedy

to go as an advance it guard to Saigon. In the meantime,

Netaji had left for Singapore. When he returned from

Singapore, I reported to him that my regiment was in a

fit condition to take part in the fighting. Netaji told

me that it was not necessary at that particular moment

to send the regiment for fighting. He told me that it

would not be necessary for the regiment to move to Saigon

then. Instead he ordered that the regiment should be

moved to Cholburi ( Chanthaburi, a District of Siam)

where the Indian National Army had a big training centre.

It was also the headquarters of the Thai Army. This place

was approximately 60 miles away from Bangkok on the sea-

coast. The regiment moved to the new site at Cholburi.

On the morning of 16th August, I was called

to Bangkok where I was to wait for the arrival of Netaji

from Singapore. Netaji arrived in Bangkok on 16th evening.

That night I was
-

by Netaji at his residence. Col. Malik Shaukat; Col.

P.S. Raturi, Col. H.L. Chopra and others were present.

The total number was approximately 15. During or after

the dinner, I remember Netaji talking to us. He said that

the setback which the INA had received during the war was

anly a temporary one and that he Was confident that in the

long run the victory would be OUTS and that the British

would have to quit India. He said that he had largely

present at a dinner party which was given
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succeeded in his object of instilling the spirit of

independence in the British Indian Army and as a result

of which it would not be possible for the British to stay

in India for long. Netaji said that he was not in favour

of goin to India at that moment because he was not

satisfied with the Wavell Talks that were going on at Simla.

He said that he had another special mission on which he

would be proceeding. He did not tell us any further

details about his mission.

The next morning, i.e. on the 17th August

at about 5 A.M.,we arrived at the airport from where

Netaji tool off. We were told that Netaji was going to

S aigon. There were two aeroplanes at the aerodrome.

I do not remember the officers who accompanied Netaji.

The aeroplane took off early in the morning round about

14,
5-30 A.M.

Three or four days later,I was told by the

Siamese Go-error of Cholburi that he had heard a Radio

report saying that the plane in which Netaji was travelling

had cauFht fire and that Netaji had died as a result of it.

I asked the Governor whether he believed the report to be

true. He saii he was not convinced with the report.

Eventually, we were taken prisoners by the

British and arrived in Red Fort sometime in December 1945

to give evidence in Red Fort Trials.

I cannot believe that Netaji is dead.

Admitted correct.
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To

9/1, Gariahat Road,
Calcutta -19.

Dated, the 23rd Apri1,1956.

Shri R. Dyal,
P.A. to Chairman,

Netaji Enquiry Committee,
Block -B New Secretariat Buildings,

Calcutta -1.

Dear Sir,

I have corrected the enclosed statement

and forward it herewith for your information.

Yours faithfully,

(S. Majtmdar)
Deputy Director, S.I.B.,

Calcutta.

Enclo:l.
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7, l i tn3ss No.

7ate_ent of Shri 3 . naju. . ,dar ,2

Delyit y Director , Subsidiary
Intell igence 3urea .u , recorded
a t Calcut ta on 20-4-1 . )56 a t 3 P.1.1.

Fro7. 1924 t o 1243 I was i n ti'

Intell tzence Branch , 73ongal an . :lest Bengal ;

fro m 194 t o 1950 i n the Intelligence Bureau,

New Di e1 h i , and f

i n charge o f the

Calcut ta .

on October 1950 t o date I are

Subsidiary Inte ll igence . Bureau,

I ha ve no pars  onal kno wledge
4;7 Li

te rms of ref:rence contained i n the

Gov -)rn. ort of India communique ap_oo int ing th is

Commi t t ee . 4,1t I know tha t i n e d i a t e ly after

t he air  -crash i n -, t hic) . Neta . j i i s

alleged t o ha ve been involved,....1.ca,c,---,94a:aL5laetim

the Go ver nment of India sent two teams of Civil

Intel l igence Officers - one te am wa s led by

Mr. P.3.3. Finney, and the other te a m by

SfIr. Davies . Bo th Loss r s  . Finney and

Davie s had some Indian off ice s t rader them.

As fa r  a  s I remember Mr . Finney

was t o go t o Ra ngoo n, Penang and Ban gko k, aTf,

. Davies was t o go t o Laigon and t o the

Ch inese mainland , i f necessary.

Wh e n b oth of them returned after

6 t o 8 weeks, I had a talk with Mr. Finney

and asked him whe the r real]: Netaj i was*dead.

Mr. Finney's reply was that as far a s human

in tell igence went and a s far as ho with his

Indian officers and the army Officers who

' wore also making enquiries were able t o make

'invest igation, he was more than 910 sw.so that

Treta j i was dead.

Two officers of the
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anci7L, Benga l a t that t ime acc ompa nied

Finney - one was Inspector Himan gshu

Kumar Roy Wow SO.) .  and another Sub-

Inspector, K.alipada DeyE now In spe c to9 .

To my knowledge , no Civil Intelligence

Officer from t he Go, .:rn)qent of India ei ther

went t o Fo r mo sa (including the two teams

mentioned ab ove) or made any enquir ies there.

Itha teve r unde rs tood f r ."5 1 - i s < s i o n

with Er. Finney a t Ir 'a t t ime ,w tha t  .he

had ,..found ou t from a t . a ik with the Br.

authori t ies who p i t  h t ha - ç made enquir ies

i n Fo r mo sa , a t Netaj i was cad.

luest ions by Shri Bose .

&bout two days ago, there was a

s ta te rd e nt (rn ad e by a West Benga l Police

Officer) i n the paper, regarding Netaji ts

death. . Did you read that sta tement?

Co uld you L;ive u.s the name of that Police

Officer?

Reply: Yes, I read tha t sta tement i n the

Hind us  t an S band ard . I do not know the nanie

o f the Police Officer.

Hay I know who i s your boss i n your

Calcut ta office?

Reply: I am the boss of my office.

Did you discuss th is 1 at e r with

any other Police Officer regarding the truth

o r otherwise of the statel:on t referred t o

above?

Reply: No.

iday I know what your
information
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is regarding these stter:ents?

Reply: A.s the papers have been destroyed

6)

I aL unable to say w!.1 -her what has been said

is true or false. 'Is far as the Bengal

Intelligence Branch papers were concerned, they

were all destroyed. I do not know what

happened with the papers at the Centre.

A. few Linutes ago, you told us and

gave us the percentage of the truth or falsity

or otherwise of these stateLents. Hay I know

what these percentages are?

Reply: I do not re: eLber to have saide464

a



Statement given 12;;;01_1'. K. Kunizuka t 217, Kalelee Ho
L5wer Circular Road, Calcutta.

I was conscripted to the Japanese Army after my college
study, and I was commissioned Second Lt. as Emergency Commission

the time of Japanese surrender.
, r

I landed in 5k-±n3ala, Siamese Halayan border town on 8th
December 1941, as a member of the JaPanese Forces which was going
to attack I:alaya. At that time, I was an Intelligence officer
attached to 5th Divisional Heed Quarters. On 12th December 1941,
the first battle was fought, in Gitra near ghingola, Malaya, and
there I came to know Can. B. T. Patnaik, then After few
days, I met Capt. T:lohan Singh and was with him throughout the
7alayan Campaign, and thus I started as liaison office between

A. Indian side and Jananese 'A:rmy. I acted as liaison of'iceYthronh
out the Tar untill the Japanese surrendered on 1 5th August 1945.
I was an only Japanese officer who was connected with 1.7.1. from
the very beginning to the last day. Singapore surrendered on
16th February 1942. In July 1942 L. Rash Behsri Bose bane to
7alaya and he took over the command of 1.7.1. and I.I.L.

Netaji arrived in Singapore on the 2nd July 1943.
received him personally at Singapore Aerodrome. 7etaji assumed
the leadership of the Indian Independence move -lent in fast Asia
on 4th July 1943. The Provisional Government of Azad Hind was
formed on 21st October 1943 and at that time all txis countries
recognised 7etajils Government.

Then on 6th July 1944, Netaji shifted the headquarters
from Singapore to Burma. I could not go to Burma because I was
attached to the Rear Headquarters of as Liaison Officer.

At that time I was attached to the military Organisation
This organisation was specially organised

to do the Liaison work between I.N.A. and Japanese Army. I was
acting as the Liaison Officer between the Japanese Hikari Kikan
and the I.N.A. Before the formation of the Netajivs Provisional
Government of India, this Hikari Kikan was a Liaison Office be-
tween the Japanese 1:Tilitary Headquarters and I.r.A. n I.T.L. lt
that time, they served two purposes - one military and the other
civil, but after the fornation of the Provisional Government of
India, Mr. T. Hach iya, a Japanese Hinister was apnointed to the
Provisional Government of India. So afterwards Hikari Klan was
a Liaison body between the T.N.A. and the Japanese Military
Command.

HetajPs headquarters moved to Burma on 6th January 1944.
The Rear headquarters remained in singapore. In February 1944,
units afthe 1.7.1. proceedel to 1rakan front. On 19th !larch,
1944; the 1.7.1. crossed the frontier and stood on the Indian
soil. The Hikari Klan also proceeded with the T.".1. as the
Liaison body. At that time General Isoda was the Chief of the
Hikari rikan organisation which was assisting 1,7.1. in Burma.
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The strength of the T-Tikri :jar_ was 5t).0.

Pert fro-a the liaison between the IN A headquarters and
the Japanese -ilitary Comaand, a Hikari Kikan officer was to be
attached to an I7A regiment at the front so that they could act
as liaison with Japanese units at the front, besides the Hikari
Kikan headquarters in Rangoon. The Hikari Kikan organisation
assisted the Provisional Government of India in securing such
equipments, stores and provisions from the Japanese Governraert
and -Iilitary units as W020 not available elsewhere. The PrOvision-
al Government of India also had their own separate organisation for
obtaining supplies such as food-gmains, clothing etc. through their
own sources.

lltheuh I did not visit the front -line-personally but I
learnt from of7icial sources that the INA fought very bravely on
the Imphel, front as well as on the Arakan front. Por their spirit
of fighting on the front-line, the Ja,ex.e.7e admired the INA Officers
and eold ers and appreciated their courage very mch. After the
attack el Imphal the Japanese and the Indian NatiONal Army units
had to withdraw. I was at that time in Singapore aid I had no
direct knowledge of the fightin- there. In April 19A4, the Japanese
lrmu units started avacuatine from7?eangoon and Iletaji also retired.
Yetaji took with him some nni5- of the IN. and some mrembers of his
Government. At the time, the decision to evacuate IT!ane,00n wan taken
I was denetel to fly to 7e-nn.,00n and be of eseistance to lieta-'1. there.
I did So by unfortimatel-7 by 1'la4. tile 71en-oon had been occuPied
by the ene:m7 forces. The Plane e',,r-virg me teturnea to Bangkok. At
Bangkok I made arrangele-te for a convey of anProxime,telY 0  lorries
lne1one,in7 to the JaPe2,ese - illter- -nits and Proceeded with that
convoy 1),, _-aad in the direction of Tian7oon. I net Netaji's mrty
at -{-rilmein. .7.This -,-,s some ti-le at the end of kpril 1945. Then
letaji o-learecime to help in the rvacea'Aor of the Rani of Jhansi
unit from Burma to Siau. 7rom TToulmein to Bangkok, Netaji travelled ,
in -LL!''e sarle car as General Isoda and 71-. . -r. T. HachiYa. They were \
accompanying Net -e12. frem laneoon. Cm 1Pth of 717 I returned to .
Bangkok with the detacielert of O,ni of Jhansi unit. 7etaji stayed
at the house of TTr. "ehtani a Sindhi gentle-Lan in Bangkappi, Bangkok,
as tennorar-u- residelco.

discussions with high Japanese officers
regarding his awn moveleent and the suture 111L',n'of'llte.Govetnment and
ETA. So far as I know his idea at that time was to move his head- -
cr,l,rters to a place called "Cho-Ka-To7 North China near the :Tangolian
border. kt that time Netojils intention was to transport all rftl
units under his comaand throve7h French Indo-China to North China near
the 77ongolian border.

Uetaile reading of the situation was that sooner or later
T:.a1a7a, .1'7:_am and French Indo China would fall to the Allied forces

-and th't the days of Japanese resist. ice were numbered. He, there-.
:ore, wished to move the INA, to 7orth China Which was still occupied

\
by the Japanese forces and which was very near the Russian side.

\ Net-1:13. was anticipating that his next allies would be the TTussions
-Pter the fall of Janan. The Chinese Tied forces were also fielatinr;
in t4e neighbouring area.

It was a great shame for the JaPanese to retreat from Bur7a
and alonft -, during his



' retreat. so we felt very sorry for him and at the last stage, we
wanted to comply -:/ith any Netajils wishes whatever these might be,
whether advantageous or disadvantageous to the Japanese and we
proposed to him to take his units to any place desired by him. These
discussions continued for cone days in Bangkok. After having dis-
cussions with the members of his Cabinet, Netaji had further
scions with General S. Isoda at the Hiklri rikan on the future move-
ment of his Government and INA. Since this matter was beyond the
jurisdiction of General Isoda he sent a cable to the Imperial General
Headquarters at Tokyo for a decision. At the sane time TTetaji also
recuested us to make contact with the Russian 7,mbassy in Tokyo.
71r. Jacob -Tank was then Russian Ambassador in Tokyo at that time.
The comulnication to the effect that Netaji wished to establish contact
with the aussians and to move his headeuarters and other forces to
Russian side was made through Japanese Channel. This was made sometime

, in June just before Netaji left for Singapore. As far as I remember
no reply reached to 7etaji from the Russian side because the Jaranese
Government themselves were desperately trying to secure the good offices
o-r the Russian Government for the termination of the hostilities and
t-econdly, the Tussians themselves had declared war on Japan. I think
that the aussian ,7:11)assy was busily, occupied with these important
matters. So they were unable to reciprocate.

On 16th of June. Netaji left for Singapore on urgent -7crk. lt
that time I was asked by Netaji to accompany him to Singapore but I
was unable to do ,so as 'T was looking after the MI in Ban -kok.

Ne7otiations for the JaPanese surrender started on 10th, of
August 1945 and the formal declaration was made on the 15th August 19[5:-

On 16th August, Netaji returned from Singapore to Bangkok. I
went to the aerodrome to receive him. Mr. T. Negishi, a member of the
Malayan Branch of the Hikari ]likan, was accompanying Netaji from Singa-
pore to Bangkok.

As soon as Netaji arrived, he went to the residence of General
j . Isoda for discussion and decided that he would fly for Saigon on
the following day. During the conference the following alternatives
were discussed:-

(1) That Netaji should fly to Tokyo and seek Shelter in Japan
like Dr. Bamo of the Burmese Goverment.

(2) That he should surrender with his forces in Bangkok to
Lord Mountbatten.

(3 )

\ and (4) Tha/ he
who had

\*, Source No. 1
, country and
'. forcer.

That he should fly to Manila and surrender to General
McArthur.

should proceed to Manchuria to join the .77Zussial'1,s
already occupied Manchuria.

was considered undesirable as Japan was a small
he was sure to be found out by the occupation



Co u rse No .2 was detested by Netaj i as h e hated the i dea of
surrender ing t o the Br i t i sh .

Co u rse No.3 was cons idered t o be l i t t l e bet ter than Course
Nos2 but was not favoured b y Netaj i .

Course No .4 was cons ide red.  by Netaji t o be the best course
fo r which h e prepared himsel f for long t ime and h e reques ted
General S. 'soda t o make necessary ar rangemen ts for his
transport .

Hav ing taken th is decision, 7eta j i returned to  his
own headquar ters t o have fur ther consu ltat ions with his awn
TTini ste rs and decided on the strength of the personne l who
would accompany him. Neta j i  handed ov er of the
persons who were t o accompany him, to me. far a s I remember,
the l i s t included a -orrox innte ly 1 0 names. But due t o the
d i f f i c u l t - o f air transport , the number that could accon ne ny
-Neta j i  was l imi ted also a t that t ine i t was Prohibi ted for
the JaPanese forces t o f l y b y the order of I l l i ed  Forces .

t1

121r. Kun izu l :a con t i nued : -

Then very early i n the fol lowing morn ing - (17th
Augus t , 1945) I  went t o Bangkok airport and I saw Netaj i o f f .
That morn ing Netaj i and his party l e f t b y two planes. I only
remember Netaji 's plane. As fa r a s I can re me mb er , i t was a n
ord inary transport plane. Netaj i was accomp a nie d b y Col .
Hab ibar Rahaman and I believe General Isoda an d Li r . Negidhi
we re also i n the same plane. I n the night before h is depar ture,
I was shown b y Netaj i the treasure that was accompanying  h im
which cons is ted o f go ld jewel lery, bang les, necklaces etc., and
Netaj i presen ted me with a gold cigarette ca se with h is auto-
graph engrav ed a s a sign o f his thank for my serv ice . Unfortu-
nately I lost i t during the t ime I was taken a s pr isoner b y the

1

Al l ies. I do not remember whe the r the treasure was Put i n the
same plane and I do not remember the detai ls o f the l uggage, '
a s I did not pa y an y at tent ion t o i t be ca u se the occas ion  was
so ser ious . As so on as Netaji 's Plane took o f f , I re turned ,
t o my headquar ters . The other plane must have l e f t af terwards . ,
I rushed back t o my headquar te rs t o send cab les t o the Jarnnesel
authori t ies i n Sa igon informing then o f the t ime o f arr i va l of ;
Netaj i . From Ba n g ko k , Netaji was to ld that the planes carry-
in - him and his a r t y wou ld f l y only asA:1- , 11.a_s0A45.0.14-. I to ld
Neta ;31 that f rom Sa igon the Japa i edi l ionery Forces i n
Sairon would make fur ther plane ar rangements for his ul t imate
dest inat ion which was nanchuria . The mi l i tary headquar ter was
si tuated a t Dalat near Sa i ' ron . The cable that we sent regard-
ing Netaji . was addressed t o the headcuar ters o f the So uthe rn
Can iand. I do not remember whether nr. T . Hach iya accompanied
Netaj i . The sane ev en ing  we rece ived in fo rmat ion o f Neta j i 's
safe ar r i va l i n Saigon. I co l.mun ica ted the news about Netaj i 's
safe arr i va l t o Gen. 3.7. Bhons le , Netaj i 's representa tive i n
Bannkok . l t about 9 1.-7. on the morning of the 19th kug ns t '4 59



I received a telegram from the Japanese headquarters at
Saigon informing us that Netaji had expired as a result of
a Plane accident at Taihoku aerodrome on the 18th of August.
I transmitted this information immediately to the a71 autho-
rities in Bangkok. I soave this information to General Bhonsle
at Bangkok but it was kept as a tor secret. The following
morning, that is, on the 20th of ugust, the news regarding
the demise of Netaji was broadcast over the Tokyo 7adi4, by
-r. F. Ito. the Chief of Information Bureau. 7e took down,

I this information and circulated it to all/Hikari 'cikan o'ficers
By this time the news of 7reta:iila demise was known 'o the Publi
at -3-nak.ok. lilt the general feeling including among the Japane_ _
was to disbelieve this news. Ne thought it was the last favour
of the Japanese Government to facilitate Netaji's escape by
making this false announcement. On the 20th August 7 came to
know more details about the plane crash from flefisro broadcast
which had stated that Netaji and General sidei had exnired.
General sidei was the newly annointed Chief of aeneral Staff
to the Tianchurian Forces and he was sapnosed to accompany
Netaji from Formosa to Dairin, Ilanchuria. -re also learnt that
Colonel Habibur -aah Ian and other Japanese officers in the plane
had received injuries. The broadcast was very brief and only
mentioned that Netaji and General sidei had died. The original
cables and other documents at the Hikati 1:ikan office were
destroyed byus Just before the BritiSh Forces landed at Bangkok

-After 20th T did not received any further communication regard-_
ing this. I.kept touch with General Bhonsle for about a no
after which time the Braticla landed at Bangkok and I was arrested and put in Bangkok jail. I was detained in Bangkok jail

till January 1946. During this time I was very frequently inter-
rogated by the British Intelligence. They were keen to know
the movements of Netaji about which I told them that I had no_ .
idea. Then I was transferral from Bangkok jail to Singapore
jail where I was kept in detention till June 1947. I was detai-
ned as a suspected war criminal. But I was released in July
1947. Althoucla I wasonly a Captain and a junior officer in the
Hikari Kikan, I was kept as a special prisoner for the reason
that I had personal contact with Netaji from the very beginning
till the very last. ".r. T. Negishi was a civilian. Before the
war he was in the service of the Mitsu Bishi :7).'hoji Co. Ltd. and
he was in Calcutta before the war. As soon as it was learnt a_
that Netaji was coming to East Asia, the armu felt the needa'Tor
a better interpreter who could speak English fluently. This
was necessary as the number of good 7,ngl1sh interpreters in the
Hikari Kikan was limited. At that time 7r. Nesishi was in the. _
service of the 7angoon Branch or tne said company. ae was
recommended by General 7. serda who wa,c7, adviser to 7etaji. As
soon as Netaji arrived in Sin7pore in July 1943, 7t.. 7e7ishi waa_ _
posted to Netalils staff and he took up residence in Yetali's_
house. Being a civilian and being experienced in the business
line, 71r. T. Negishi rasa good personal friend of Netaji joking

, with him frequently, and Netali apnreciated him very much. "Jr.
Negishi accomnanied Netaji on his missions to Tokyo twice inclu-
ding the historic East Asiatic conrerence whim was nela in.
November 1943. During Netaji's last fli5lt from Oaiaon to Bang!.
kok after the Japanese surrender, :Tr. Negishi accoainanied hix
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from Singapore to Bangkok and stayed overnight in Bangkok
and then flew with Netaji to Saigon. He did not return to
Bangkok but stayed on at Saigon as a civilian. General
S. Isoda retilrned to Bangkok after seeing off Hetaji at
Saigon. He eturned to Blagkok on the following day. He
was also detained in the 'Bangkok jail.

Certified that the above statement is cor7ect to the-best
of my knowledge and recollection.

'
0114

K . K 1 TK.
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Witness No.13. 23rd April, 1956.

N3TAJI

Evidence of Lt. N. B. Dass, formerly belonging t&
the Supreme o and of the Indian National krtv.

I first net Netaji on the 17th July, 1943 in

Singapore. On the 7th of December, 1943, I -.rent with

the Advance Party to Burma. I was working in the

Quartermaster's Branch of the Supreme Headquarters.

I visited various places in Burma in connection with

secret service work. I also visited the Ara,:an

front with Col. Raturi's unit. Later we had to return

to Rangoon. my job was to collect intelligence

from military as well as civilian population. In Siam

and Saigon we were contacting civilian population and

watching shops etc. At that time I knew Halayan,

Thai language, Siamese and Japanese. Later on I returned

to Bangkok. At that time I had no particular work in

Bangkok. I was sitting at the aerodrome and talking

to a Ja)anese and I saw two aeroplanes at the aerodrome.,

Probably it was 16th or 17th of august, 1945. In one

plane I saw Netaji and General Kimora take off and in

other plane Lt.Col. ,.:abibur Rahman and some other

Japanese officers. There was no other Indian officer

in either of the planes. I was at a distance of

approximately one hundred yards from these aeroplanes

inside the aerodrome. Just as Netaji was getting inside

the plane, he told me, "Don't worry, we will larrT again

meet in duo course of time, Jai dind, Jai Bharat." The

Japanese to whom I was talking was a good friend of mine.

lie had worked with nu in the Arakan front and his name

was Timeotoo. He bolonged to no Intelligence Department.

Lt.Gen. Kimora was a brigadier in the Japanese Army and

he was commanding armies in Burma, Saigon and Bangkok.

I was told by a Japanase friend that he was General Kimora.
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I did not know him personally.

Then these two )lanes flew off in two I

different directions.

I was recruited in the as a clerk

in 1940. Before that I was an accountant in the

Urban Cooperative Bank in Chittagong. I am now an

gent in the Aryasthan Insurance Co. 1,y age is now 52.

I learnt Japanese, Ealayan and Burmese while

in military service. Asked by the Chairman, the

witnes could not say the Japanese words for "please

sit down" or "water".

1:uestioned by the Chairman about certain points

which Lt.pas made in his written statement in respect

of the Eanchuko hill top, Lt. Das said that he learnt

these things from the Japanese and he had no personal

knowledge of the planes that flew over Lanchuko.

ca,
-00-CS



ItntPmPlit 117 1hr! Ihrl FrImangsu YOmar "Roy,
Innerinter(lert, rovernment 113ilwaY Police,
row-ab, recorded on 24th April at 11 R.M.

In 1944 I was drafted in the 'oreign

/311,4
lectinn of the Intelligence Tlurcou. dealing with

external intelligence in the Par 7ast. I was

then nr 'ns octor. In 1945 1 was a member

of the Party that was sent to the Par Past

to socuro the arrest or retali,

were two parties- one led by

"r. P1nnev and the other by Mr. T)avies. T was

n "nr"11 " or the second pnrty. In Mr. Pinney's

rIrtV "r0"p T/r7" . 7grti a 71.117h Inspector and

"r. Yalipada ney, 7ub-Inspector, an Mr. Davies'

party, myself and lub-Inspector Pritam Singh.

Although the Central Intelligence were aware

or the alleged plane crash and death of Netaji,

they did not bell.evo it and considered that it

mi.ght have been a hoax. "re were sent to arrest

Yetali and to rtnd out the truth or otherwise of

the statements about the death of Netali which had

been broadcast.

On 13th gertember 1945 both the parties

together stnrted rrom Calcutta. After a short stay
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--e4 t 1at r' , r ,n r lA r me, T*!P! T'Rehed

l r i q Aa.rodrome at about 5 P.Ti. the same

day.. we I/1d to hnit there for the

following day on account of inclement
at Minglodone

weather. we arrived/in Rangoon on the

15th. 7oth the parties stayed together.

Te waited in Rangoon for a day or two.

7hen we 1P't for Bangkok. we reached

Bangkok on 16th or 17th o' :emoer.

The rollow;ng da,7 in the morning -ty.party

1.P"t mn reeheri IniFron

on the 17th 17, 1Pth. T started enquiries

at qa17on. T enquired of the laigon

Aerodrome Japanese Yilitary officer and asked

him to produce the list of passengers of the

plane which left laigon on the 17th of August

with Yetalt and Col. Fabibur Rehman. He

Produced a naper.written in Japanese which was

translated with the help of the Interpreter.

Tt contained 20 olT, 21 names. The last two nam

wore (lhnnflre Inse and F. Rehman. The other names

rIraY4:1
of jaranese. art was the only plane that left
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that afternoon. Thn 1.1st m,,s kept

datp-wise. I think that that particular

was hanri-Triitten. 7-Prom the s,

of'x'Ice '' also seized anothc,r paper -._ C t

mhic! WAS a rwio mpasaa from Tokyo to

I r l 4n-on ,,nr, n17nr9 on the 22nd A!lc.ust as

fol lows:-

nrrTAJT nT11) IF AIR CAT".

Tt was in Jnpanese. I do not remember from

whom the aflio message originated but

/hi .67Fc'"
it was aflrqresqnr1 to seme

qa 17on.

2,-*r
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Statement by Shri Himangshu Roy, I.P.S.

',/e interviewed a nupber of

persons, Indian as well as Japanese.

Among the latter was one Agasi Kama,

a Japanese civilian Intelligence

Officer. I learnt from him that

Netaji actually left on the 17th by

plane with Col. Habibur Rahuan.

We stayed at Saigon for about two

weeks. I started interrogation

with Loko Sin,h, President of the

Indian Independence Lission, Saigon.

Then we examined Chandan Singh and a

Luslim jeweller. I did not interrogate

any of the Japanese except k;asi Kawa.

hr Davies, Pritam Singh and I were

interrogating separately. I a., not

,aware whether Er Davies interrogated

any Japanese.

Er Davies and I proceeded to

Taihoku, leaving Pritam Singh at Saigon,

on or about the 29th September. There

was some delay in obtaining permission

from the American authorities who were

in control of all the areas above 13th

degree of latitude including Formosa

and Taihoku was abova lath degree of

latitude.

The interrogations in different

spots were done by Lr Davies. I did not

interrogate anybody myself. I was

)resent only when Is Davies was interroga-

ting some Japanese officers at the
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Taihoku air f ie ld. These were of f icers

Itio were connected with the aerodrome

or were staying there for other reasons

and who had wi tnessed the plane crash.

i s  Davies examined three such wi tnesses

i n my presence . I do not remember the

names and other part iculars of the

witnesses . Thei r statements were

in terpreted by an interpreter . s far

as I can reme ber, the Japanese wi tnesses

stated as fo l lows:

" When the plane was go ing t o take

mtfT off f rom the Ta ipeh aerodrome, the

le f t propel ler f lew of f when the plane

was at a low Height . As such the plane

came down and i t coll ided with some hard

substance and the plane caught f i re and

Netaj i was badly burnt and he was taken

t o the adjacent mil itary hospital where

he succumbed t o the in juries on that night."

He was badly burn t on the face and chest .

I do not remember the details o f the

trea tment. Col . Habibur Rahman was also

injured and had burns on his face and hands

which I noticed later when he passed

through Saigon. The crash took place at

8 or 8-30 A.L. and I was to ld that Netaj i

had expi red at about midn ight .

I was also told tha t the pi lot and

some other Japanese of f icers inc lud ing one

colonel were k i l led. I think three or

four were kil led and several others

received in juries. We spent only a shor t

t ime i n Taihoku. We reached there at about
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11 a.m. in the morning and left at about

4-30 p.m. in the same mia afternoon.

After the interrogation which kx did not

take very long, I was told by Tir Davies

not to go beyond the aerodrome.

Mr Davies proceeded with an ,nerican

officer to the hospital where Netaji

had been given treatment. 1..r Davies

returned after lunch. after he came

back, Er Davies had a talk with me.

He told me that he had interview6with

the Japanese Eedical Officer in charge

of the hospital and other attendants

there. I do not recollect their names.

They had confirmed that Netaji had met

with the accident in the aircrash, had

been taken to the hos dtal, given

treatment there and had expired there.

Ile did not tell me anything about the
i
'details of the treatment given or where

(
ho was kept in the hospital. Its far as

,
I can remember, Netaji's body was cremated

next day or the day following. I cannot"

recollect xhattaxx whore it was cremated.

7
I am not aware whether timmx:7. '

any documentary evidence was obtained

at Taihoku. Then I returned to Saigon

in November and after th4'I came to

Bangkok and stayed there for about a

month. The report was written about

Netaji by Er Finney. The report was

written in Bangkok. I did not read theN/

report myself. I came to learn of its

contents from my conversation with Et
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Davies and Li. Finney.

Before we left Calcutta a case

was made out under the Znemy hgent

Ordinance against Netaji Subhas Chandra

Bose and a large number of his associates

including Col. A.C.Chatterjee, Debnath

Das and others. These were all civilians,

The military officers were being dealt

with separately. The report was

submitted to the Government of India.

The conclusion was that the officers

were satisfied that Netaji died in

aircrash and thereafter the case against

Netali Subhas Chandra Bose and others

was dropped.

I did not see the crashed. plane

at the Taihoku aerodrome.

I heard at Taihoka that NT3tajils

ashes were sent to Tokyo as well as

/such of his belongings as were found

iin the wreckage of the plane.

I did not make any statenent to

the press about these matters.

Sto
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tateLlent by Shri Kalipada Dey,
Inspector, 73nforceMent Branch,

Calcutta.

In the middle of 1945 I was an

Inspector attached to the Intelligence

Bengal and my services were lent

to the Government of India, Home Dept.

Our party had two I.P.officers. It was

headed by Er P.S.Finne]xly and another

officer. I do not remember definitely

the name of the other officer. It may

be Er &dams.

Nr Finney as

The party consisted of

in charge, Er Adams, two

Inspectors from Bengal Police, namely,

Shri H.K.Roy and myself, and two

Inspectors from the Punjab Police, namely

Nagina Singh and Pritam Singh, I'think

and one Zuropean Wireless Operator.

The party started perhaps on the

IA lath September, 1945 from the Dun Dun

airport, Calcutta. Our party was

attached to the British Lilitary Lission.

We left Dam Dun at about 8 A.E, on 13.9.45

and after halting for a short time at.

Chittagong and another aerodrome, reached

Rangoon at 3 P.'L. on the same day.

We waited at Rangoon one or two days and

than we flew to Bangkok. At Bangkok our

party was divided into two groups. Our

party consisted of Er Finney, Nagina Singh,

myself and the wireless operator. The

other party was headed by NI, &dams and

included Shri H.K.Roy and Pritim Singh.

They went to Saigon and our party stard
,

7 4 4 f i o
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behind at Bangkok. Je were daily in

touch with the party at Saigon and with

the Fort william , Calcutta, by wireless.

Bangkom we made enqiiriDs regarding

civilian personnel attached to the

Indian National .rmy. We also made

enquiries about the alleged death of

Netaji Sobhas Chandra Bose. From the

interrogation of several persons, I remember

that they told us that Netaji had arrived

at Bangkok on the 17th ugust, 1945.

From there he went to Saigon and had

flown for Tokyo. I remember to have

seen some Japanese documents handed over

to us by the British iiilitary iiission

which was opetating in the area and

interrogating the military nersonnel.

It was a wireless message from Taipeh.
I do not remember whether
The wireless message that was given to as

was wtitten in English or Japanese.

The message conveyed the information

that tRtnt7: the plane carrying Netaji

had crashed at Taieh. It gave the

names of other persons who were also in

the same plane. The name of Col .Habibur

Rahman was also mentioned in the message.

The message was received perhaps on the

22nd of august. It stated that the

plane had crashed on the 18th and Netaji

had expired the same day. The message

contained some information about other

Japanese personnel but I do not remember

that. o did not get any further

information from Bangkok. after three

k'o'gz-k /4 7(p
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or four weeks the Saigon party returned

to Bangkok. At Bangkok the report of

the Saigon party was incorporated in

the report of flr Finney. So far as

can remember, I learnt from lAr Finney

that the other party which went to

Saigon c)uld not proceed beyond Saigon

due to unsettled conditions. I did not

see the whole report which lir Fianey

had written but I saw Darts of it as I

helped him write out the report. The

report uas mostly written by Shri H.K.

Roy and revised by Lr Finney. The

report was definite that Netaji was

dead. The report was submitted to

the Government of India, Home Department.

Our enquiry related to civilian

personnel of the INA and the military

personnel were, being dealt with separately

by the military units.

We were in Bangko)t up to 3rd

or 4th o f November, 1945 when both the

parties returned to at a few

days ' interval.

have seen the press statement
a

which appoared in/Calcutta Paperx, the

Pulanda Bazar Patr ika, on the 17th o f

Apri l , 1956. The report as i t appeared

in the paper is incorrect on many points.
e2

did not make the statement. 40 have

nothing to do with that statem4.

dl

02.0Y 4,

"Th
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Witness No.16.

Statement by Shri S.h.Goswami, 13x -Special
Officer, Anti -corruption, Government of
West Bengal, at present a merchant in

Calcutta.

Shri Goswami: I record my protest that a statement from

Ne-r Delhi has been issued on the 1st of April, 1956, in the

Amrita Bazar Patrika - the source of -rhich is unknown - in

which it has boon stated in the concluding paragra)h, "it is

now known that when the Longolian Trade Union Delegation

visited Peking last year (the photo was taken at that time),

Er Raghaban, India's ambassador in China, met them.

Lr Raghaban was a ...inister of Netaji's Azad Jind Governr- nt."

Chairman: This Committee is not aware of the source from

which this statement was made.

Shri Goswami: Has the Committee come across any rejoinder

by me published in the Hindusthan Standard on 5.4.56?

Chairman: We have not seen it or considered it.

Shri Goswami: A news item dated 6th April from New Delhi

says that the Netaji L'nquiry Committee today examined Shri

Debnath Das who was an adviser in the Provisional Government

of the Azad Hind. The Committee has started a thorough

examination of the photographs taken at Peking during a visit

of a Longolian Trade Union Delegation whose leader is said to

have the resemblance of Lr Subhas Chandra B030. The Indian

24mbassy staff who were in the photograph are being contacted

to enlighten the Committee. Mr C.Raghaban, former Indian

rnbassador in China, who was the Finance inistor of Hetajlls

Azad Hind Government, is one of those seen in the photograph.

Chairman: This statement was not issued by the Committee.

Shri Goswami stated that ho does not believe that the

plane carrying Notaji actually crashed.
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In 1949 Iwent to Germany and there I came across

\_

Af t ,

a gentleman by the nano of Heins Von Have who told me that

Netaji was alive. .fter Pv roturn in 1949 I :.;ave a st,_Ltamant

to the press stating that Netaji was alive as the German

civilian revealed to me and this is incorporated in my

rft. book "Netaji :lystery Revealed" on pages 11 and 12. (ahri

Goswami presented the Chairman and the members of the Committee

with three copies of his book). Then in 1953 when the news

of depositing of the ashes of Netaji in a temple first came

out in the papers, I pediately flew to Tokyo. There in

company with Mr V.B.Scth, Director of the Indo-Japanese

Brotherhood association and many other gentleuen I went to

see the priest of the Renkoji temple. There I cross-examined

the priest and immediately on my 1-c:turf]. to India I made out

a statement which was published in the :indust'lan Standard

on 5.4.53 (vide pages 21 and 22 of ry book). I found out

from tIo )riest that one Ramamurti der)ositad a box on the

13th of September, 1245. I was very surprised to find that

a fresh oil cloth was covering the box and with the butt end

of a pen it was written thereon "Netaji Subhas Chandra Bosols

ashes". I cross-examined the priest to know -Thother that was

the box that came in 1945 to which he answered in the affirma-

tive. Then I asked W110 n02 the wrapper was there in 1945 and

the priest also answered that in the affirmative. I asked

him whether the cov(Ir had boon changed and the priest answered

in the negative. Eat I could see that the oil cloth was

fresh and milk -white add any oil cloth of eight years' standing

would definitely turn crcamish which would no co2roborated by

any scientist. The priest told me tha',hr Ramamurti occasion-

ally used to collie here, close the doors, get the box in front

of hut and pray in front of the box. So I said that these

eight years have passed and how is it that these things never

came out in the lilclight. You got a box on the 13th September

1945 and in 1053 there is a revelation of the ashes. He said

that Ramamurti knows about everything. At that time I searched
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for Ramamurti and I was told that Ramamurti has loft for

India. He is in the liadras airport running a cnrio saoj

and he is the man who embezzled at least four to five crores

of rupees from Netajils Azad Hind Govt fund. :o attempt has

been made either to seize him or to interrogate him. I made

two attempts and once I reported this matter to the Chief

4 07

Secretary, E .N.Ray and told him that Ramamurti is hanging

around the Japanese Consul office to got a visa for going to

Japan. But there was no attempt either to get him or to ask

him anything and I was told by the Indian citizens in Japan

"got hold of Ramamurti, you get Netajits treasure as well as

1;etaji".

A man dies once and at a particular time but here in

case of Netaji we find that he died on fourdifferent dates'

and five different timil I shall now place before the

Committee all the information I have collected up to now

from Japanese sources and from k Kyedo News agency and

whatever has come out in the press.

(1) The official Japanese New Domei agency stated on the

22nd Angust 1945 the date of death to be 18th August, 1945

and the time of expiry midnight (Ref. my book - page 41).

(2) The United Press of America gave out the date of death

as 15th of august, 1045 and expiry time 9 P.L. (Ref. page

43 of my book).

(3) Col. Habibur Ilahman stated the date to be lath

August, 1945, the time of the accid:nt 2-35 P.L. and the time

of death to be 9 P.1,1.

(4) Kyode News Agency in 1955 came out with the statement

of two high -placed Japanese army officers, Lt.Gen.Haruki

Isayama and Capt. Tano Yoshi Yoshima, declaring that the air

accident took place on the lath August, 1345 at 5 p.m. and

Netaji died at 11-30 p.m. (reference - Hindusthan Standard

dated 27.9.55).
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(5) Shri Velay Udham, I.P. in a press conference gave out

that while enquiring in Japan he was told by -ajor Sukiama

that Netaji died on ugust 12: 1945 - four days after the

atom bomb was dropped on Hiroshima (2,ef. Hindusthan Standard

dated 23.10.55).

(6) The latest statement of Li- S. iluira, Leader of the

Japanese :Lir Graves Commission, now touring gave

out on the 5th Earch, 1956, that Netaji died in a plane crash

on the 19th August, 1945.

(7) On the 7th April, 1956, in the local Press came out

a sta'50 ont from Tokyo. Two of these eye witnesses are

reported to be is Tsaruta, 4".i.rLy Surgeon of Namon Branch of

Taipoh A -my Hospital and Ur T. Yoshima, Head 3urgeon Captain

and gave out that Bose is believed to have died at 7 P.-.

on Aug_lst 13th, 1945.

(8) On 17.4.56 comes the story of a West Ben -,:;a1 Goverment

Police Officer in the press that Netaji died on the 19th

August in Taipeh Hospital mt 12 to 14 hours after admission.

(9) Sari Hiron Sinha and Shri Devon Das, narrated in

Amrita Bazar Patrika on 22.4.56 that the plane crashed at

1-30 p.m. on the 18th ikagust, 1945 and in this respect 1

emphatically lodge my protest against the paper Amrita 3azar

Patrika for giving publicity to this article when the '_.3nci:iry

Committee is holding its session here and when the matter is

under its consideration.

Question by Shri Bose: In the earlier part of your

evidence today you have stated that in a photo -print presented

by you to the Committee, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose is seen.

Do I take it that according to you he was a member of the

Longollan Trade Union Delegation that came to Peking in 1952?

Is i t correct?

Shri Goswami: What he was I don't know. Ixi will give

you the original documents. I will .9 -Iow it to ynu. He migh t

be a sight -seer and then just a snap-sh4t was taken.
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Shri Bose: I refer you to page 23 of y. ur :JOJI: in whicLl

you have published an extract from the Indian Life dat..-3-1

27th February, 1953, that when with the formal cessation of

war which followed the atom bomb on Nagasaki and Hiroshima,

Japanese forces in Ranchunia surrendered to Russian frmy

in the middle of August, 1945, Netaji wanted to go 11 hiding

but was captured by Russians and removed to a remote part

of Siberia under orders of Kremlin. _ay I know whether you

would accept the latter statement as true?

6hri Goswami: I shall not accept the -whole thing as true.

, Netaji was never taken in the prison, he was in Russia in a

village. He was with the Kwantung Army original-Ly, That

he was in Russian Prison is absolutely wrong. He was never

taken a prisoner. 1though the Japanese forces in ilanchuria

surrendered to Russia, they are still prisoners of war and

all of them are now armed with Russian guns and armaments

and most probably in Sankuri Island and with the cooperation

of the Japanese people may enter Japan in near future. There

were five lakhs of them. The word "in Russian prison" has

been used purposely by the Editor of the. Indian Life with

some bad motive to go against the comhunists and the Russians.

I know from my subsequent enquiries that this man was hob-

nobbing with the lmericans hnd declared that the Russians

had taken Netaji in prison. This pader is now defunct and

I definitely did not give this word personally. It was he

who has done it and I am not to be blamed for it. Netaji was

very well treated.

In my book on page 41, Is S.A.Aiyer drafted this

Domei Agency News and he said, "I told them, you have lost

four valuable 'days and the more you delay the announcement of

Netajils death, the' less chance there is of anybody believing

zi the news. So the sooner you announce it, the better.

V9 .1 dictated the draft, 22nd August.

" Immediately after the news was flashod about
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Netajits death, the LAnchester Goadian remarked, ."Though

Subhas 13ose was reQorted to have been killed in an aircrash

in Formosa at the end of the war, his body was not found and a

legend grew up that he was in hiding. He led a revolt against

Gandhi and the ideas of non-violence." (Ref.page 1 of my book).

Shri Bose: nr Goswami, did you meet Herr Have.

Shri GoswaLi: Yes, Sir, I met him.

Shri Bose: When did you meet him for the first time?

Shri Goswami: I met him in ,.ay 1949.

Shri 3ose: Where did you net him?

Shri Goswami: I met him at ,onckeburg-strasse, Hamburg.

Shri 3ose: Where was he when the plane crash took _dace.

Shri Goswami: When the alleged plane crash took place,

he was in Tokyo.

Shri Bose: Did Have go to Formosa to make enquiry about

the alleged plane crash?

Shri Goswami: He did not tell me particularly whether he

went or some other German technicians went there. He said

that from his German friends in Taihoku he came to know that

there was no such crash in - which Subhas Chandra Bose died.

The Japanese Foreign Office also asked him not to bother his

head over this issue because this was a top secret.

Chairman: Did you go to Formosa?

Shri Goswami: No.

Shri Bose: What was your opinion after your conversation

with Herr lave regarding Netaji's reported plane crash?

Shri Gosiaami: There was no plane crash in which Netaji

died and it is not '..2o very much substantiated. When I a-lin

visited Germany in 1951 I :;aw two pictures of Netaji

Chandra illose in the office room of Ix Heins Von Have. In

one picture, Iltaji was clad in civilian clothes and at the

bottom it was written, 'to my friend Heins Von Have, yltia

kind regards - Subhas Chandra Bose, Berlin 1935' and in

%
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another picture, he was in a military uniform and written

'to my friend, Heins Von Have, Tokyo 19-13'.

did he get those pictures. He said that he got

triel: from a com on friend of ours. I asked him whether he

reme bored what he told me in 1949. He said, 'yes, I told

you that it was a stage play. He did not die of any air-

crash but if he has died a natural death or whether he has

been shot dead by the Japanese he does not know. lie said -

I confirm now that he is alive.

T will now cone to another very important matter. .

I have with me a booklet entitled 'Trade Union Delegation

in China' published by the Workers' Press, Pekin,;,

September 1952. In that booklet at page 4, is a picture

an enlargement of which I have filed to this Committee, in

the figure third from the left hasa striking resemblance

to Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. I received this booklet in

1955. I had made copies of hL )icture and circUlated them

to various persons, both in Calcetta and outside, who knew

Net very intimately and who all endorsed my view that

central figure is of lietaji. I also sent copies of this

picture to the members of Parliament and many have agreed

with my view that the person third from the left has striking

resemblance to Netaji Sabhas Chandra Bose. On the 4th

October I called a press conference and released to the

press this pictu-ei

Chairman: Did you show this picture to Najor General

J.K.Bhonsle and what was his remark?

Shri Goswami; I showed him this picture and he said

that the face has striking resemblance to Netaji but the legs

as they appeared to him were either injured legs or something.

The face was definitely of Netaji.

Shri Naitra: Did you enquire of the Workers' Press,

Peking, as to the identity of the persons in the photograph?

Shri Goswami: No.
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Chairman: Did you show this picture to Shri

Answer: I did not show this picture to him. I have

never met him.

Chairman: Did you show this to Shri Dcbnath Das?

A.nswer: Ho I have not it him.

Chairman: Ire you aware that Shri Dabnath Das lives

in Calcutta?

Axwer: Since Debnath Das came out with a statement

after a lapse of about nine years t± that it is the Japanese

who have poisoned Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, I was trying

to contact him but I could not get him. Since then I was

told that he has taken up a Geverna:at job in the Community

Project and I did not pursue the matter.

Chairman: Did you show this picture to Shri Surcsh

Chandra I-Jose:

Answer: Les, he was maintaining a rigid silence.

Chairman: Did you show this picture to Shah Nawaz Khan?

Answer: Yes.

Chairman: Uhat was his remark',

Answer: His remarks were that the face appeared to be

that of Hetaji but the shoulders were rather narrower

than those of Hetaji.

Chairman: Did I make any remarks about the legs?

Answer: No.

Shri Laitra: tihat other stc)s did you take to establish

the identity of the person in the photograph?

Answer: I went to the Chinese -Imbassy tin New Delhi

and also the Consulate office in Calcutta to ascertain this

Par icular person. They informed me that they will write to

Peking and get the particulars. They took down my address

but up till now I have received no reply from them.

I also contacted Shrilli4x H.V.Kamath asking him

if he could manage to get some particulars from the Chinese

Zmbassy. 4fter this I called for a press conference and
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issued this to the Dross which was published in the

Hindusthan Standard, :Lnanda Bazar Patrika and son e other

eaeers. I gave a paper clipping, a book of mine entitled

'Netaji Mystery Revealed' and a photo in the hands of

Shah Nawaz Khan to be handed over to Pandit Ja-raharlal TTehru.

On my arrival in the month of November 1953 in Delhi

enquired of Mr Shah Nawaz Than whether he had handed over

the picture with my paper clipping and the book to Pandit

Nehru. I got the reply in the negative. Then I handed

over the picture, my book with a letter to Pandit Nehru

personally. In the letter I made request to the Prime

Linister that no useful purpose will be served by this

CoLlAssion going to Japan. Instead of that I suggested

that that particular bald-hedded gentleman rese!2olieig

Netaji be invited to India thragh diplomatic channel.

The Prime -inister through his Joint Secretary replied to

my letter on the 5th of January, 1356, stating that my

suggestion has been xi noted but to my great surprise I find

that it has not yet been translated into operation ue-i to now.

When I could not do anything from the Government level,

I placed the matter in the hands of six members of the

Parliament to press through the Iparliament and the result

was the setting up of this ,Inquiry Committee.

Shri Bose: Mr Goswami, I am referring you to page 44

of your book to an ex-tact from Major General Shah irawaz

Khan's book entitled "Al Azad Hind Army and Netaji". Will

you please read it out?

Shri Goswami: "Col. rita an stated that the Diane started

from a Fermosa airfield on way to Tokyo. Lluddenly something

struck the plane. The impact see d to be heavy. It was

Cel, ilahman's'belief that a.buzzard had descended upon a wing

of the plane. The plane at the time had reached the height

of 300 feet or so. The impact brought down the plane on a

small hill near the airfield and the plane immediately
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caught fire . Rahman j umped out of' the burning plane and

extricated the wounded ::e1.:,aji out of the flames. Col. Rah_.an

too received some burning injuries. Scars on his hands anl

face bear testimony to the fact. Rahman goes on describing

the incident by saying that Netaji received head injuries

at two spots. The injuries were too serious yet he was

completely in senses for full half an hour. Thereafter he

collapsed into unconsciousness. Both of them were hustled

off to the same hospitals and six hours after admission

Notaji breathed his last."

On page 43 - Netaji left Singapore as per Domei News

7 3.t.k.aiyer7 Col. Habiburl Col. 2ritam Singh and

Ja -)anese Negoshi7 Interpreter accompanied him. iccording to

United Press of Li.ierica Netaji loft Singapore on the 13th

august, vide page 43 of my book.

I request the Committee to inspect the wrist watch

which has been handed over Habibur Rahman to latex Sarat

Chandra Bose and after that most probably kept in the Netaji

Baawan in the Algin Road or in late Sarat -Jose's family

custody. It will be seen from the photograph of the watch

itself that it is a rectangular wrist watch. I shall give

you here some new. Netaji up to the last day of his lowing

even Bangkok was wearing a round wrist watch of fairly big

size which was pr)srIntad to him by late Rai Bahadur Janaki

Hath Bose: and this wrist watch was seen on the 16th august

in his wrist and so how is it that Habibur Rahman handed over

a rectangular wrist watch saying that Notajits wrist watch.

Shri Bose: He may have more than one wrist watch.

Shri Goswami: He was not a man to use more than one wri t

watch. Or r -)170 than one fountain pen. It is wall 1-..nown fact

t:lat a rectangular small wrist watch was handed over to Sri

of  Shah. Nawaz by Co],.. Rahman saying that the same was Netaji's
51010-

watc'a. ir Shah Nawaz handed over the same to late Bhalabhai
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Desai for handing over to late Sarat Bose. I request

this Committee to got a picture from iJr rabinda Bose in

which the picture of that wrist watch handed over by Habibur

Rahman was given. Netaji always wore a round wrist watch.

I can prove that he was wearing a round wrist watch till

the last day up to 16th august.

Chairman: Are you aware that Col. Chepra was arrested

with the rest of the Iir& men in Rangoon in Ipril 19452

Shri Garami: I am not aware of that.

Netaji had a reading glass and s silver cigarette

case with him. Where did they go? If they wrist watch

be taken out,

breast pocket

taken out.

the reading glass which used to remain in

and the cigarette case

C ould

his

could have bean equally

Chairman: You wrote a book entitled Netaji Lystery

Revealed. When did you write this book?

knswer: On 23rd april, 1954.

Chairman: Opposite page 3 of your book you have given

a photograph of some Chinese Generals and in that photograph

underneath you Have written third from the loft in the second

row. What exactly is the implication of this?

answer: They said that it was the photograph of the Chinese

Liberation army fighting against Chiang Kai Shek. The picture

third from the left in second gx row very muchresembles

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose and the implication is that it is

his photograph. It looks very much like Netaji.

Chairman: You have also produced before the Committee

a photograph of a hongolian Trade Union Delegation who visited

Veking in 1052 in which you have suggested that the third

man from the left bears a striking resemblance to Netaji.

Is it your contention that the photograph of the Chinese

General and the ,.ongolian Trade Union Delegate are one and

the same person?
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Ansi.nr: 7os, Sir ,

Cha..12..an: Can yo u throw any light on how the General

of the Chinese Arr.7 became a delegate of li ongol i an Trad e

Un io n Delegat ion?

Answer : Yes, right from 1947-48 th is part icular

gent leman resembl ing Netaj i has be e n fighting, for i.lao

Tao Tung against Chiang Ka i Shek. There may be some

difference in the face as one i s o f 1947-48 and the other

is of 1952, which is after a lapse of five years. When

iao Tse Tung sett led down i n 7.1-ew China, the question of '

fighting does not ar ise and therefore the particular

.....ongolian Trade delegate seen i n the picture may not be i n

fu l l mili tary un i fo rm but i s a t least wearing a drerJs which

is -rorn by lir C'nau En Lai and other top ranking Chinese

Bose: nr Goswami, I refer yo u t o pa:e 4 1 of your ,

;Joel: i n wh ic h the headline i s "USA. contradicts". No u ld you.

please give us the gis t of the contents no ted therein?

iiri Gos-vrami: On 29 th Augus t , 1945 , the t ls sociated vress

of ,,L-ic r ica from New Delhi ga ve the following statement.

C J_ S o nd a nt aske d Shri Jawaharla l Nehr u

about his tan ta l reaction on Subhas Chandra Bose 's ac t i vi t i es .

The cor respondent emphas ised that Subhas Ch a nd ra Bose was

no t dead . He was alive and probably a t Saigon.

"He ho wever went on holding that Sanas Ch a nd ra Bose

ought to be t reatecl as a 1.7L1.1'-cr iminal , as his men had caused

murder t o many A.merica.n and he himself had forcibly ex.t r'. ) .cted

money from the poor in ,.,alay and Burma."

3"0 42 - "Lon d on , 2nd Se p te mbe r (Reuter ) - Sunday

server 's correspondent a t Ne w De lh i declares tha t war

councils - bo th Brit ish and Ameivican- at tach li t t le . .

o r to the Japanese -news that 'Shr i Bose has been

killed i n an air accd , ideant . u . s . a . has st rongly resented
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the request made to Jawaharlal Nehru for releasing a _

condolatory message in honour of Shri Bose and asserted

that Shri Dose should be tried as a war criminal and there

were enough evidence to show that Shri :Jose was found in

Saigon even some days after the Japanese Radio announced

his death to the world."

Shri Goswami: In conclusion I hereby emphatically

declare that if the authorities give me the proper

facilities and necessary help, I am prepared to get in

touch with the Chinese Government at Poking and an prepared

even to bring this man resembling Netaji to India at my

own cost to dispel the doubts from the minds of the people

of India.



Second statement of Shri Goswami, recorded at
Calcutta on 9th June 1956 at 4 P.M.

One gentleman by the name of Captain Rao took all the belongings

of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose from Singapore after Netajils departure on

16th August, 1945 and reached them to Shanghai in the year 1915. This

gentleman W8$ a Captain in the first World War in 1914-18 and was an INgi.

officer in the Second World War. Captain Rao made attempt to contact

Netaji in China through Burma and Shan States two or three times but he

failed. He was sent to Inclia in 1954 as he was caught while sneaking his

way to China and he was externed from Burma for that reason. He made an

attempt here to again go back to Burma but he was refused visa. I met him

in Sealdah along with late Taranath Roy, the Manager of Baohumuti. After

that I saw a Post Card written by Capt. Rao from Margharrita in Assam

wherein he stated in an indirect language that he tried every possible way

to pass throu&I Assam -China border to China but he could not succeed and

the only course left open to him was to become a Christian and thereby

poesibily he could cross the border as a missionary. (Ile Post Card

referred to was addressed to late Taranath Roy). After that in his (Rao's)

last letter which was shown to me by late Roy, he stated that all his

attempts to cross the border had failed and that he was living in a

village in Manipur. After giving my evidence before this Committee on

the 24th of April, I was told by late Taranath Roy (Shri Roy died in the

month of May) that whether I could proceed to Assam Where someone would

meet me either at GaUhati or Shillong and give me detailed confirmation

about Netaji's existence in Chin. As it was not possible for me to

proceed immediately, I told him that I would proceed in the last

distinctly gave him the date either 29th or 30th of May and requested him

that his representative or his agent in Assam may be informed to meet me

at the State Transport Office, Geuhati, Assam. I met his agent according-

ly at the State Transport Office at GaUhati on 30-5-1956 at about 11-30 A.M.

This man appeared to be a Kbasia or may be some hill -man. I cross-

examined him and he confirmed that Netaji SUbhas Chandra Bose is in China

and that he visited Assam -China border in the past. I asked him where he

lived....
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lived. He said that he lived very near to Assam -China border. He did

not give me his home address. He was a thin chap about 5 ft. 6 inches in

height, of dark complexion and aged between 32-35. He did not speak English

well. He was wearing trousers and a bush -shirt. I did not ask his name

because I was in a hurry and moreover, as the meeting had been arranged by

lute Taranath Roy for me, I did not consider it necessary to ask his name

and address etc.

Question by Er. Maitra4 Did he mention at what point he saw N'etaji.

a40,17 : I asked him if he htd seenl-ret9ji himself. He said thrt some

of his friends who live in a village on the border, had seen Lir. Bose

along with some Chinese Officers. From him all I could gather was that

everyone living in village on the border knew that Netaji was in China

and he used to come sometimes on other side (China) along with others.

That man had told me that his friends had seen Netaji in the uniform of

a Military Officer. He was accompanying other Chinese Ellitary personnel.

question : Did you get any indication at what point of Assam -China border,

Li,. Bose is supposed to have been seen ?

RenlY

Question :

RePlY_:

I did not get any indication.

When was Mr. Bose seen

My impression is that it must be between 1954-55.

Question by Chairman: Can you produce the letters of Capt. Rao ?

Reply: No, because they were all addressed to late Taranath

I think the last letter written was in an envelope, the previous

two were lost Cards and the language was indirect. In this connec-

tion I would refer to a statement hada by hizo in the .nand 3azar

iatrika in which he emphatically says that Netaji Subhas Bose has not

died in a plane crash but is in Outer Mangolia or may be in Indo-

China. I would request the Committee to get hold of the lAnand

, Bazar Patrika of 1-5-1951.

Question : Have you attempted to contact Phizo ?

Reply: No, how can I, but one thing I contacted some Military

Officers at Shillong. I have given a statement in Shillong which

was published in ASS6111 Tribune and Shillong Times of 2nd June, 1956..
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I would refer to the Conmittee page 22 of my Book, "Netaji

Mystoxy Revealed" and Sunday Hindustan Standard of 5/4/53, wherein I

made observations regarding the box containing the ashes on my return.

from Japan in 1953. I gave a statement to the Hindusthan Standard

that the box containing Netaji's ashes is of 14" x 10" x 10" completely

wrapped by a new white oil cloth and on one side is written in Italics

"Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose's Ashes", but I find from the pictures in

the Amrit Bazar Patrika at 5-6-56 that the box head by the priest of

Renkoji temple is of a smaller size (9") and the writing is in block

letters, only "NEMn SUMAS CILANDRA BOSE" which apparently means that

the whole box and its relics since 1953 has been changed.

Regarding the photo of the Mangolian Delegate. On the 6th of

October 1955, I saw Shri Shah Nawaz Khan at No.2, Moira Street, Calcutta

in the house of Shri Ralajit Bose. During the course of discussions,

Shri Shan Nawaz Khan told me that if this particular Mongolian Delegate

visited Peking in 1952, the Indian Ambassador, Mx. Raghavan must have

had the knowledge. I emphatically challenged that Mx. Raghavan was

not the Ambassador then. After that in my letter to the Prime Minister

dated 31st December 1955 I wrote that this particular Mangolian Delegate

who was lodged in the Peking Hotel refrained from presenting himself or

holding discussions with any other delegates altogether 130 in number.

Question : How did you come to know about the activities of this

Particular Mangolian delegate ?

Rekly : From the statement of Lt. N. B. Des made through the press.

Q,uestion : How did Lt. Ds came to know of the whereabouts of the

Mangolian Delegate ?

Reply : It is up to him to answer.

Since then I find in the papers Hindusthan Standard, Calcutta

Edition, dated April 1st and also of 6th that statements have been made

by the Enquiry Committee that Shri C. Raghavan was the Ambassador (it

is not C. Raghavan but N. Raghavan). I challenged the Chairman who

denied to have made any statement like this and accused the Press.

It is, therefore, imperative that the Press should be asked the source

from.......
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from where such statements were issued to prejudice the public regarding

the gravity of the photoraphs and its genuiness.

In my press conference on the 4th October 1955 when I released to

the press this photograph of the Mangolian delegate with the striking

resemblance of Netaji, visiting Peking in May Day celebrations in 1952,

I made a request to the Government xt to cone forward to say who the

person is. UP to now, the Government is sitting meticulously silent over

the issue. In my evidence on the 24th April, I have again one out with a

challenge that I am prepared to go at my cost to China and find out this

Mangolian delegate with the resemblance of Netaji and if found Netaji

to bring him back at my own cost. All that was necessary from the

Government were proper facilities. This has not been responded. Lastly,

in all the evidence that has been adduced from Iapan and published in

the local dailies, it is stated that Netaji breathed his last at 9 P.M.

on the 18th of August 1945 though Domei Agency and others categorically

stated that he breathed his last at 11-30 P.M. But how is it that

Mr. Kunizdka, the Japanese Liaison Officer, heard of Netajits death over

radio transmitted from Formosa on the 18th August at Baagkek at 3 P.M.

six hours before the official time and informed the same to Col. Chopra

the seMB evening. Mr. Kunizdka and Col. Chopra it is learnt have given

evidence to this effect.

Checked and found correct.
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Statement by Sri Jagdish Chandra Sinha,
Raikpara Raj, Relgachia Villa, Calcutta

on 25th April 1956.

In January 1947 the INA reception was held in my house at

Bel2achia Villa where I met all important members of the INA including

the Chairman of this Committee. I had also had occasion to meet

Col. Hablbur Rehman. As far as I can remember, Col.Rahman told me that

he and Netaji were travelling in the same plane which is alleged to have

met with an accident, in some airport in Formosa. As a result of the

accident Netaji received burn injuries and he west:ken to a military

hospital nez rby along with Col. Habibur Rahman and later on Col. Rahman

was told that Netaji was dead. I asked him, "have you seen Aetajits

dead body after that or at any time". He said "No, I WES not allowed

to see the dead body of Netaji". And after one or two days of the

incident some ashes were handed over to him alleged to have been the

ashes of Netaji and he took them to Japan.

I went over to Japan last year in July 1955 in connection

with the Worldlisligioni%ts Conference sponsored by some Japanese

people, The delegation included amongst others Mrs. Illa Pal Chowdhury,

LP., Professor Tripurari Chakravarti of the Calcutta Un:versity and

myself. In Japan, naturally, the main topic in my mind des about

Netaji. Wh'le in Japan, I tried to contact as many persons as possible

to enquire about Netajils death or if he is alive, to find out any

Information whatsoever concerning him. I found out that there were two

opinions in Japan. Some believe that he is dead. Some believe that he

is still alive. This opinion prevailed both amongst the Japanese as

well as among the Indians in Japan, One Mr. Nair, who runs a restaurant

in Z Avenue in Tokyo, believes that Netaji is alive and he said that

he could ive you subatantial proof concerning Netaji. He did not

disclose the reasons for his belief but stated that he would be prepared

to submit his proof before the Committee if a committee was at all

appointed by the Government of India. Mr. Nair was connected with the

Indian independence movement. lie had been connected with the Indian



Independence League since the time of Shri Rash Behari Bose. I also

met a number of Japanese people who also believed that Netaji was

alive. These persons I met at a number of places during my tour

in Japan but I do not remember their names and other particulars.

I met one Mr. S.S. Virick, an Indian studyin,.: in

the Tokyo University. His address is 0/0 Colonel Chatterjee,

Military Attache to the Indian Embassy. He was one of the 48 cadets

sent by Netaji to Tokyo for military t r a i n i n g . Aa told me that Col.

Habibur Rehman came to Tokyo and when he met him he was actually

crying like a child with an urn tied round his neck containing

bletajits ashes and that Mr. Virick along with some ether Indians

met and arranged for depositing that urn containing Netaji's ashes

to Renkoji temple in the suburbs of Tokyo. There was some sort of a

lottery as to who would carry that urn and Virickts name came out and

he carried it to the Renkoji temple. So I told Mr. Virick naturally

if he would take us to the Renkoji temple and I am sorry to tell you

that he hesitated at first and hetried to avoid us. -,,ventually he took

us to that place. On the 15th of Aw;ust last year he took us there.

Professor Chakravarty, Mrs. Pal Chowdhury and I accompanied Mr. Virick

in a taxi. ATin, Mr. Virick could not find out the road leading to

the Renkoji temple. Fortunately, the taxi driver found it out for us.

Renkoji temple is inside Tokyo city but it is approximately 15 miles

outside the main town in the suburbs. After we reached Renkoji temple,

a,ain Mr. Virick said tha that was not the place where theydeposited

Netajits ashes. He went round in the locality to find out whether we

actually reached Renkoji templor or not but thecriver said that it was

that temple. Then we were taken inside the main shrine. The temple

was a Buddhist temple. At first Mr. Virick was doubtful whether this

temple was the Renkoji temple but afterwards he dmitted that that was

the Renkoji temple. He told US that since first ds:)ositing the ashes

there in 1945 it was his first chance to visit that place%ain. And

then %.! e asked him whether that the room where he deposited the

ashes. He could not give any sa tisfactory answer. !hen Imked him

luf



whe!.e sae the exact location or the Eviot ih which_ the urn was kept.

He could not show it to us even. Then we asked him if he would please

ask the Chief Priest to see us and in the meantime we dound out that in

the corner of an almirah, a glass case rather, a small box with Netajils

photograph in front of it. So I said to Mrs. Pal Chowdhury and rrofessor

Chakravarty that this must be the urn containing Netajils ashes otherwise

why this photograph should be there. Then the head priest came out

to see us. 14? was very ill on that day and he could not even recognise

Mr. Virick as the person who de6oited the ashes on that day, nor could he

give us any satisfactory proof that those ashes were of Netaji. Of courses

he spoke in Japanese and Mr. Virick translated the same to us. The head

priest told us that he had no personal knowledge that the ashes which were

contained in the urn in the temple were those of Netaji. He was only

told that those were Netajils ashes. Therefore, having studied these two

statements, one of Col.Habibur Rahman in 1947, who, by the way, made

several confounding statements, and one was that he (Col.Rahman) wirre

at that particular moment the same suit which he wore on the fateful

occasion of the air crash, and his clothes were spotless, and also that

of Mr. Virick and that of the head priest of the Renkoji temple, I

personally believe that Netaji did not die in that air crash. He miht be

dead later on, under what circumstances not known to us and we are eagerly

awaiting the report of the ,committee on that matter. Also I believe that thc

ashes alleged to have been kept in Renkoji temple are not those of Betaji

because had they been lietajils ashes as Mr. Virick told me, the person who

is in l'okyo for the last three years from today and if he had been really

that person who had carried the ashes to the temple, should have visited

that temple number of times to pay his homage and respect to that great

departed leader.

Chairman: Can you tell us what exactly was the age of Mr. Virick?

Reply: At the time I met him in 1955 he must have been 25 or 26.

Chairman: Did he tell you whether any ceremony was held on the day
depositing the ashes?

Rep ly: He told me that while placing the urn in the Renkoji temple a regular

of
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ceremony was performed. He told me that a large number of people, Japanese

as well as Indians attended that ceremony.

Shri -boss: Did all of you put up in the same hotel in Tokyo?

Reply: Yes, Professor Chakravarty,Mrs. ±al Chowdhury and I were staying

at Marunuchi Hotel in Tokyo.

Shri ose: 'then Mr. Nair made the statement regarding Netajils existence

were the other two persons present there?

Reply: Yes, ?rofessor Chakravarty, Mrs. 'Pal Chowdhury and also Mr. Virick.

Shri Maitre: Is this ceremony going on in the Aenkoji temple since 1945?

Reply: Yes, every year it is being held, but Indian Mdbassy in Tokyo does

not seem to take much interest about it.
4

Shri Bose: Are you one of the proprietors of the Paikpara Raj bstate?

Reply: Yes, I am one of the owners of the Paikpara itaj -estate which no loiLver

exists. We had properties in bast Pakistan, ?test Bengal, Bihar, Urissa and

Uttar Pradesh, wie had zamindaries which have been taken over by the uovt.

but we still retain houses in thoee provinces.

Shri Maitre: Do you recollect the names of any of the persons other than

Mr. Nair who hold the view that 141taji was alive and gave reasons for such

view?

Reply: No.

Chairman: For how many days were you in Tokyo?

Reply: Ae reached Tokyo bn the 27th July 1955, stayed there till the 4th

Aue;nst and then we went round in Japan and came back to Tokyo on the 14th of

August and left Tokyo on the 16th niht and reached Calcutta on the 17th August

Chairman: During this time how many visits aid you give to the Renkoji temple?

Reply: I paid only one visit.

Chairman: Did you visit any other temple in Tokyo?

Reply: Ae visited many other temoies in Tokyo and other elacs.

Chairman: How does the Renioo,ii tem)le compa-e with other temples?

Reply: Compared with other temJes the Rankoji temple is ix very small one.

It did not look very imoortent to 113 at all.

Chairman: Were you satisfied about the way in which the urn was maintined2
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Reply: I Tas not satisfied about the manner in which it was maintained

in the temple.

Chairman: Were you satisfied that proper respect was being paid to the

urn?

Reply: It is kept along with a number of othnr urns and in a corner

and it is not having that proper honour which is due to Netaji if it

really contains Netajils ashes.

Chairman: What was your own feeling?

Reply: N.y.own feeling is that those ashes were not Netajils ashes.

As col. habibux Rahman told me that he did not see Netajila dead body

himself, I do not believethat Netaji died in that alleged air crash.

Had he died there at the air crash we should have seen photograohs of

Vetajils dead body and other records should have been available to Us

by this time because even if Japan was being occlOed by allied army

at that time, the allied Lovernment must have knowledge that this will

lead to a controversy later on in India and there might be some enquiry

at a later stage so that they must have kept some records about it which

should have been available to us by this time and we are completely

in the dark about these things.

Chairman: Do you believe that the plane crash at all take place?

Reply: I believe that some plane crash did take place because I saw

some scar marks on Col. Rahman's body. But there is another version

of this story also which was gi-ien to me at Belgachia Villa in 1947 by Lt.

N.B. Das of INA, who told me that Netaji and Habibux Rehman did not take

off in the same aeroplane from Bangkok. They went in two different_

planes and which of these two planes actually crashed he did not knows_

He told me that both the planes 6.1 flew in the same direction from

Bangkok but they might have changed their courses later.

Chairman: Did W. M.O.,s tell you if Net,ji said any words to him or any

message?

Reply: I do not remember:

Q:t
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StateLlent by Sri Doyen Das, at present
enaged in press and publicity business

also a sub -editor of the Howrah
._unicipal Gazette, 18, Ilajballav Saha
Lane, Howrah.

M 1 1 . 5 4 1 . . . . . e t a W I M M O

I typed out the article, "How

1:oL,aji net with plane accident". This

article appeared in the Sunday ---;ditian

of the Lmrita Bazar Patrika, kpril 22,

1956. Pal the information was given

by the Flying Officer. I am afraid

I =Ix cannot disclose the name of the

person who gave this detailed infor:ation

including the sketch of the plane to us.

',le are )1edged to Imep this information

secret in the interest of that person.

lie is a Japanese. When we meet him

he was not a military officer but he

was engaged in doing business. I net

him some six months age pir:7.a4ably-in

ia f i r c t Ifqich

was the last tie when I met him. I have

no knowledge whether he is in Calcutta

or not.

Chairman: Have you any personal

knowledge alo-)ut the accuracy of the

infornation?

2eply: I have no personal knowledge

to verify the accuracy of no _article

or of the de ;nils contained in the sketch

or the article. This article was *written

by hL. in 3nglish and after being duly

corrected, it was dictated to Lie and

lc.ter I ty)ed out this article.
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Chair%Lan: Why did you publish

this article now when it came into

your hands some six months ago?

we published it in the public interes

for which.he has given his consent.

Reply: He requested us not to

publish the article then. Now that

there is a fact finding co ittee,

stik)t2
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statement by Shri Hiren Singha, ov
of a printing press, India Super Printer,
3, Langoe Lane, Calcutta.. 1

Shri Bose: How rawly men do you

employ?

Reply: I have 5 employees.

Chairman: In the Anrita Bazar

Patrika of the 22nd April, 1953, you

published an article under the heading

"How Netaji net with plane accident".

das this article given by you?

Reply: Yes this article was given

by me.

Chairman: Will you please let us

know how you came to know these things?

Reply: As an admirer of Netaji

I had a strong curiosity to know the

facts of Netaji's accident and accordingly

mat sevoral persons, both Indians

and Japanese, in Calcutta and tried to

ascertain the truth from them and in

that way I got this article.

Chairman: From which particular

person you got this article?

Reply: I got the information

contained in this article in parts

from some Indians and from some Japanese

and I put all this information together

and gave them out in the form of an

article in this paper.

Chairlan: When did this information

first come to your hand?

Reply: I first came across this
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information contained in the detailed

sketch of the plane some six or seven

months ago from some friends of mine

who are both Japanese and Indians

to whom I have given a pledge not to

disclose their identity. I published

this article in the hope that it woula

be of some help to the Committee in

arriving at the truth.

Chairman: ,Ire 7ou aware that without'

knowing the source of this information

this information will have no weight

and no value to the Committee?

Reply: I have written in my article

that one of those persons was a

Japanese flying officer.

Chairman: Is he now at Rajgir?

Reply: I do not know because I

am not in touch with him for the last

six months.

Shri :Jose: Did you happen to meet

this officer at Rajgir?

Reply: No, I mot him in Calcutta.

Shri Bose: You have no personal '

knowledge of any statement made in this

article?

Reply: No, I have not.

joA5-2
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Statement of Er. T. Negishil
7 Old Court House Street, Calcutta,
recorded on 25th April at 3

Before the war, I was in Calcutta in business and 1:1'. Sends knew me verY
well. Mr. Senda had his own business firm in Calcutta before the war.

At the time when the last war broke out, I was in Shanghai in the sane com-
pany. Early in March 1942 I was deputed to Bangkok. Later, I was directed to
proceed to --ialigoon after it had fallen to the Japanese forces. After'about six
months in Rangoon, I was asked by the Japanese Army in Rangoon to take up the
work of an Interpreter and I was posted with the Iwaguro Kikan in Burma in the
capacity of a civilian Army attache. I worked there in this capacity for about
one year. By that time Mr. Sendas who was the Supreme Adviser to the and
the LTA at the time of Shri Hash Behari Bose at Singapore, came to know of my
presence in Fangoon. Then all of a sudden, I received order from the headquarters
of the Hikari Kikan in Rangoon to proceed to Singapore (Shtnan). This was early
in April 1943. Then I proceeded to Singapore from Rangoon. There I was told
by Mr. Benda that l:etaji would be coming to Singapore soon. I was called to
Singapore to be attached to Netaji' s staff and be of assistance to him. 1::r. Sendas,
Col. Yamamoto and I proceeded on a very secret mission to Sabang Island, one of
the Japanese naval bases in Sumatara, where Netaji was to land by submarine. I
do not remember accurately but I think it must have been sometime round about the
14th April 1943. Netaji arrived there on the expected date. 1.le stayed there for

111V some dayc and flew to Penang by a special plane. From Penang we flew direct to
Tokyo touching French Indo-China and Hainan Island in South China. We landed at
Hamamatsu Army aerodrome, spent the night there and the next day we arrived in

-40.6,, Tokyo. This might be towards the end of April or early in M 1943. We stayed
at the Imperial Hotel. Netajits party which included Col. Hassan, Col. Yamamoto,

Sendai, a Japanese Lieut. and myself, all stayed at the Inoerial Hotel.
Netaji had certain consultations with the Japanese Government including the
Foreign Minister as well as top military F.c naval commanders. :etajils real
name was not disclosed till then. His disguised Jananese name WBB Matsuda. Our
stay in Japan was for about one month. Announcement about ;43tajils arrival in
1 . 4 . 1 N y V WQ 0 V l 06 1 . L L U W 1 - 1 )11. K J O U L 1 u.z7.-±0 ap pe u ru u u lm u. L 4a nu o uT 3i y

in all Japanese papers and it was also broadcast from a3] Stations in Jauan.
After staying for one month in Japan, Netaji went direct to Singapore. I accom-
panied him. I do not remember it accurately but I think it was most; probably
via Formosa on our way to Tokyo. On our first trip we also touched Formosa and
Netaji shaved off his beard. It was at the 2ai1way Hotel, Taihoku, _Formosa. -.le
arrived in Singapore on 2nd of July 1943. I continued to be attached to the
Netajils staff. I was with Netaji for about nine months working at his official
residence, 1yor Road, Singapore. I was acting more or less an a Personal Secy.
to Netaji. I stayed in Singapore throughout this period except for one trip to
Sumatara where I accompanied 1:etaji. I also accomeanied ::etaji to Baagkok °me.
Son after Uetajils arrival in Singapore, Prime Minister, Tojo, also came to
Singapore. When :Jetaji moved his headquarters to Burma, I remained behind in
Singapore. This was in the beginning of 1944. I atayyd behind in the head-
quarters of Hikari Kikan in Singapore. On his return from furma in 10:-4 I was
again cent to ::,etaji's bungalow in 3ingapore for a short time, In October 1943
1:etaji went to Tokyo for the Greater East Asia Conference as an observer. I
accompanied him. During this trip as far as I can remember, we touched Formosa.
We landed at Taihoku aerodrome. A recention in 7otajils honour was arranged by
the Governor General of Formosa, Admiral Hasecuwa, lie also met here a civilian
interpreter officer in Formosa. I co not remember the name but he was attached

6 . 1

/00*
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to the Governor General's office. Wa reached Tokyo and stayed there for one month.

The Greater .2act sia Conference was attended by eir. Wang Chin Wei of Nanking
Dr. Ba ilaw of Burma and Prime flinister

of 1:anchuria, r0 Chang Ching Ching. On that occasion the house of Count Shibuzawal
then the President of the rank of Japan, was placed at the diepoeal of letaji. On
the return journey Netaji was the State guest at Nanking, China and later at Phili-
ppines. He also visited Shanghai on the invitation of the ::ayon of Shanghai,
ex. Chin Kline No. NO returned to Singapore in the raided° of December 1943.

We stayed in Singapore for some time. Early in 1944 Netaji moved his head-
quarters to nlITma and I stayed behind in Singapore.

after the Greater East Asia Conference, I also accompanied : etaji to Bangkok
as a State euest of the Sianese C,overnment. Netaji paid his third visit to Japan
in November 1944. This wee after the strategic retreat of Japanese and LA forces
in Burma. He went to Tokyo to have strategic discussions with the Imeerial General
Headquarters, '2okyo. During this trip too, we feedowed the usual course, Bangkok,
Saigon, Taihoku and Formosa.

By that time General Tejo had resigned and General :Wise had taken over the
premiership of Japan. The main purpose of ..C.etajils visit this time was to ascertain
the Views of General Noise for the Provisional Govt. of Azad Hind. During this
visit, Netaji met almost all the important dignitaries including General Kelso;
Field ]:arshal Sugiyama, Chief of Imperial G?nleral Staff, hr. Togo, then Foreign
ilinistor. I was not present at any one of those meetings. At that time, the war
situation was deteriorating ranidly from our point of view, but I did not observe
any weakening in the determination of -etaji. The proof of etajils determination
to continue tho struggle can be observed from hie actions that he went to inspect
yount Indian boys who were under military training in the japaneee military aca-
demy in Tokyo. He paid the keen attention for them.

I do net know the details of discussions that ::etaji had in Tokyo. After
about one month's stay in Tokyo Netaji returned to Singapore via Shanghai. Netaji
intention for visiting Shanghai was to purchase medicinee for the Indian National
Army. We returned frou Tokyo some time in the beginning of December 1944. After
a few days Netaji again left for Burma and I stayed behind in Singapore. Next time
I met Netaji in Singapore was some time in June 1945. At that time Netaji was not 0
in good mood. Some time after his arrival in Singapore, Netaji went on a tour of /
inspection of IHA units on the mainland of i:alaya. I did not accompany him on
that trip. On 11th of August 1945 we received information through our Ambassador
in Thailand that the Govt. of Japan had moved for the acceptance of surrender tern
of Fotedam agreement. This news was conveyed to me through the Japanese authoriti
in Singapore and a special letter marked "Top Secret" was handed over to me for
being delivered to Netaji. I at once proceeded to Seramba4 with that letter and
personally handed over that letter to ifetaji and requested in to return to Singapo:
immediately. eetaji returned to Singapore on the 12th August. After his return
to Singapore, Jetaji wase very busy. He hardly slept at all. I was instructed by
Netaji to draw from the Japanese Flank a sum of nearly 8 crore yen out of the original
State loan of 10 crores from the Japanese Government. At that time, the rate of
exclw.no was 100 yens = Rs.80/-. I drew the money in paper notes and handed over
the same to Netaji. That money wao expended on the payment of INA and civilian
personnel. Netaji left Singapore on the 16th August by an army bomber. The
following officers aceeLeanied :otaji:-

flr. Hassan, Col. H. Raman, Mr. Ayer and myself.

We arrived in Bangkok the same day. We spent the night and very early next

morning, letajils



Throughout this time I was a civilian.

first reaction was that the information about the plane crash was a
genuine one. I say so -oecause at that time the condition of Japanese aeroplanes
was not so r_;cod due to heavy duty and wear and tear.

CERTIFIED THAT THE ABOVE IENTIONED STATEiLliT IS CORRECT & TRUE TO THE BEST OF EY
KNOWLEDGE AND .RECOLLECTION.

T. NEGISIII.
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morning, Netajils party with the additional personnel including Shri Debnath Das,
Col. Pritam Singh, Col. ,11.1zara Singh and General A. J. Chatterjee flew from
Bangkok to Saigon in one plane. I do not remember exactly but I think there were
six -)ersons in the party. I am not quite sure but there might have been two
planes but Lb_ Indian officers were in one ;lane.

ie reached Saigon on 17th of August 1945 in the morning. I went with Letaji.
We were 'eu.6 up at a private bungalow in Saieon. As far as I remember, the whole
party was accomodated in one house. At Saigon, we contacted the headeuarters of
Japanese Southern command. Tao Staff officer representing the Soutaern Comeand-a
was present at the aerodrome to receive -.tetaji and accom'eanied him to residence.
:lie maze was _ajar Kojima. ".ihen we started from rian,:;kok, we knew that we were
proceeding to Saigon to contact the headquarters of Acid 'rarchal '3ount Terauchi,
Commander of Southern Army. Then at Saigon, we reoueated the Southern Army command
to make arrangements for letaji a special plane to take him.

As far as I could make out, Petajils intention was to go to ::anchuria. Heri
f) wished to contact 1.uesians because hp was convinced that Russia was the only

1

country which would later on fight against Britain. The idea of Netaji in coming
/II to Saigon was that he would contact Field 1:archal Terauchi and discuss further plans
'Nand also obtain transport.

4 al ac z5ailable. Then the Army headquarters suggested
to Netaji that a plane was-probeedIng to Zanchuria with General Shodei on boa'
General Shidei was eupposed to be an expert on Russian affairs in the Japanese
Army and was considered to be a key man for negotiations with Russia. It was
suggested that letaji should accompan* him to lianchuria.

far as I remember, General S. Ieoda and hr. T. Hachiya did proceed to
Dalat to contact the headquarters of Southern Army,

Col. Habibur aehmtla was also accompanying Yetaji. Other officers were to
continue the journey to Hanoi by another plane. We eal went to the aerodrome
at Saigon. When we went to the airport, I saw only one aeroplane. It was an
army bomber and there were several Japanese officers on board as passengers.
:detail boarded the plane and the plane took off,. The take -off was Quite normal.
I do not remember accurateiY whatThaaji carried but I was told later on by Hikari
Kikan people that his baggage included ;.;0I30 gold bullion which weighed about
150 kilos. etaji took some treasure with him and the remainder he left with
the party at Saigon for meeting various expenses. So far as I know that bullion
came from Japanese sources. I stayed behind in Saigon. I do not remember the
Ex= exact time when Hataji's plane took off from Saigon - may be in the morning,
On tho following day or on the 19th, I received information throw ;h Hikari Kikam
that Netajils plane net with an accident and that as a result -.1etaji had expired.
The news was first received at the Japanese headouarters in Saigon who conveyed
it bo the head of the Hikari Mikan whom I remember to be a young Captain. He
conveyed the news to us. This news was not disclosed to the INA officers in
Saigon. Only one hr. Ayer was asked by Uikari Kikan to proceed to Formosa imme-
diately. I do not know why only r. Ayer was asked by Hikari Ukan to proceed
to Formosa.

I remember the contents of the news also included the information that
General Ohidei had died and Col. hehman had received injuries. After a few days,
hr. Ayer left for Formosa.

In the meantime, five officers left for Hanoi. After that, since my
duty was over and I was free to #min rejoin my company at Saigon.

Throughout this
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Y. 1 - 1a e u n ui n.L. k ujpra, ji

the INA, recorded on 26th Apri l a t 1 1 A.M.
Address: 2 3 Netaj i Subnas Ro ad .

r

tb
My last rank in the INA was that of

a Colonel. I was A/Q Supreme Command, Bangkok.

I was in Zia.,adi on 22nd April when I -eceived

a message through Col. Az iz Ahmed tha t a wire-

less message had been received that Neta 4i

wanted me in "nngoon. -The same night I left

Ziabadi and reached Rango -n on 24th morni ng

a t about 7 A.M. I went s t ra igh t t o Net a  i t ' s

residence to make a report but I could not see

him then an d I was asked to call again at

9-30 A.M. which I did . Col . . Ma hboob Ahmed

Mil i ta ry Secy, INA took me t o Netaj i an d I made

my repor t . The n after the t a lk I was asked t o

wait outside and was called again a f t e r 1 0

minutes. I was told b y Netaj i that with a

party I would have to go the same evening,

i . e . 24th April 1945. Ti l l then I did not know

TArho was going i n the par ty. At about . ? P.M. a t

his residence I was told that the entire (.77o7t.

was moving and Netalia.j.La.s also going, in the
isrt.

convoyA At that tIme, ktho order that T. r7. ccii.

oxafisit,- proceeding to Mo u l me i n . On
tuseb4 . 44.44,14,

25th morning atreached 14oi.1ernein. 5 days after

Netaj i had reached ro. hen After a stay of

about 14 yo in Mouleme in , say on the 3101. o r

41:E. we left Moulmein for Bangkok by road .
tand I. was pi = i n charge of the en t i re conioy.

Atu4 or"1,4,9 - afiW/0 4 - t 4 1,4724-

e-- Netaji we nt bytrolay r a i l i. 4 4 2 followed e'et,cA.4 . , itc
r

tin 18th of flay I arrived in Bangkok. "Netaji

and the entire Gove rnment was already there.

Netaji was
ther::7 for. a while t then he went away

(A' 9-m-a4i tt
t o S' ingapore '7e re-i 'ormed the headquarters
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of Supreme Command and reorganised our

forces and I was appointed A/Q Supreme Command

Then Netaji went to Singapore and he v s

there for quite a while. _Men litet came back

on 16th of August in the afternoon. I

accompanied Netaji on his inspection of the
- all

troops,. After the inspection, wre rned

to Netaji's residence and stayed on for

dinner. After the dinner, certainalterna-

tives were discussed- on them was whether

we should surrender to the Ertish. Then

Netaii said thqt he "P33 7 0 ng to make

contacts. I knew at that time that he was

proceeding to laigon and later to Tokyo.

I learnt this from the officers who were

accompanying him. The following officers

accompanied Netaji from Bangkok. I-414 not

go to the Aerodrome personally but those

--r-ir.ars who did and returned to the camp
-1

told me that the fo_lowing or J.-c had

accompanied Netajioon- hia trips-
-

, Mr. Ayer, Col. Gulzara Singh,
Mr. Deb Nath Das, Major Hasan,
Major Pritam Singh, ColaRehman.

I have no personal knowledge of any Japanese ,

accompanying Netaji but it was a normal

custom for the J ane.se to accompany Netaji.

I know for a fact that Netaji arrived in

la'gon safely. This I. cameto know from AC:

9.detachme-t of troops that we had posted

in Saigon. Further I have no information

as far as other movements are concerned, ,

except that on the 18th afternoon I met ,

Major Aan
1.11/'in*

Si ngh He sat -id that a
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message had been received that Netaji

had been killed in an air -crash, and

later on, the same day of course, it ,fas

confirmed by the Jaranese Liaison Officer

of the 11..lkari Kikan at Bangkok, C44

Kunizaka. We received all information

through them.

I am d efinite about the date.

I do not remember the exact date

on which Netaji left Bangkok for Sinapore.

I think he went some time in June. It is

difficult to -ive the date.

I left "oulemein on 3nd or

4ALigaS_Mav for Bangkok. It ma7 a day

this side or that side since it is now

a long time past. rrnfortunatelv T ne.crer

kept a diary.
17I41) /4444.
r..4.re or f4ettr eaaav after

14. tstizaer
receivin-, the news, we held a condolitence

meeting to mourn the death of Netaji

in the headquarters of the IIL under the '

chairmanship of Sardar Ishxar Singh.

It was a very very crowded meeting where

all Indians in Bangkok collected.
&c,

0 1-10"-* 4754'
The feeling at that time wasehatpit

a genuine air crash and Netaji had

really died. he whole atmosphere was so

charged with emotion that it was very

dif'icult to check one's tears.
0

A few officers of the Br. Army

week of Septembler. On

25th of September 1945 I wS taken a
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pr'soner by the 13r. aut'orities. 7vehtuallv, I

was flown to the Red Trort to give evidence in the

Red Fort trials ci- v-1"- I 2 - 4

In 1946 ffecember or January 1947 T -7as in

3omav. A statement appear d in the Times of India

Bombay. The statement was given by Sardar Sardul

Singh Cavesheer saying that he had definite informatior
S t ,A. tfcal

that Netaii was alive. I was staying in the same

hotel where Sardarji was staying. I contacted him

and asked him as to what the source of his information

was. He avoided a discussion with me and the next

day he disappeared and I had no discussions with him.
sit:11 eac.~,41

Then there appeared another state-ent,in the ;7imes olpf

k (4L4
India Bombay to the effect that Netaji crossing

Into Mahcnuria lkiNL-tmangolia and ho was shot dead.

I also came across the statement of Mr.

"Mayer as also the statement of an M.P. Prom Tva-Tancore

1 " 4 " , r i te c t . A . 4 . 0 0 1 0 - 4 . 4 . -

I am convinced after seeing the photograph

in the 7angdlian delegation that that particular

photograph is that of Netaji.

I have not seen the watch that was handed

over to Babu Sarat Chand-a 'Bose but as far as I know

rretaji used to have a round watch. T do not know whe-

ther he was using that watch or Some other watch

at the time of the air crash. As far as I remember

he always used to have a round watch. I did not see

Netaji using more than one watch.

Netaji.used to receive many watches as

donations and these used to be presented to officers.

Netaji presented a watch to Genl. Bhons1eeta-r9



3tate7,Pnt of Ihri Dwiiendra Nath "lose,
No. 2, 7ood')urn Court, Calcutta -2C,
recorded on 26th April 1956.

It had come to my knowledge that

Netaji had received some wrist watches

rectangular in shape from Mr. Laurel,

then Head of the State of Philippines and

that he had distributed them to officers

of the I.N.A. and other officers also.
Or"- C. *tat tri6 cirPtt.-;

YouAhad also one those watches given to

you and I had seen you wearing it till very

recently. I have also information, that a

similar watch was also presented to Col.

Hal)ihnr ''.ehman and that Netaii had not kept

/714011-
any of those -latches for hishuse. He had

only one solitary wrist watch - gold round

Omega wrist watch with a thick glass on it.

44&6 44P'.TheAwat7 which wa s given to Sarat Babu by

Pt. Jawaharlal in December 1945 when the

latter came to Calcutta to attend the session

of the Working Co2mittee, is said to have

been given to Panditji by Col. Renman

through, I think, the Chairman. I produce

herewith 

The photograph is contained in the INA Albums

Freedom's Battle 1942-45. During the INA

Conference here in January 1947 I had a talk

with Col. Rehman and I saw him without any

wrist watch although he was presented with

one such rectangular wrist watch like that

by Netaji. I asked him in joke as to whether

the rectangular watch presented to him by

Netaji was intentionally and sparingly wftemt

A d a
/kby him, and
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to garat Babu through Panditji to allow it

to pass on as Netali's Wrist watch

recovered from his body after the alleged

air -crash. I also enquired of him as to what

had become of Netaji's reading glasses,

silver cigarette case and the three metallic

badges which he used to wavatalways in

military uniform during the INA move -f.ent.

The first badge was the INA cap insignia .

Second was the I.I.L. Headquarters badge and

the third was the INA rank and file badge.

I also enquired of him about the gold round

Omega wrist watch with thick glass on it

which Netajl always used to carry with him

because it had very much of sentimental alue

for him because it was a gift from his reve,-nei

mother. I asked him why were not these

articles handed over to Sarat Babu. He

of course gave no reply but only smiled 4041I

told him pointblank that he could not

produce them as they were still with Netaji.

I have known from Col. H.L. Chopra or the INA

that he had seen the round wrist watch on

Netajils wrist at Bangkok before his departure

to Saigon on the 16th August 1945. It pas3es

all my imagination how the rectqngular wrist

watch which Is areged to have been on Notajt

wrist at the time of accident could have

only been slightly damaged such as the watch

remaining unbroken and only the 'ringe 'f the

leather strap being slightly char -el at basc,c ,
04*14LA.
,Lalthon7h
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although Netaji was alleged to have been

severely burnt so much so that it is said

that he cou),d not survive for more than six

hours. I was one of those nephews of

Netal who was taken into confidence by him

in the plans relating to his escape from

India in Januarv 1941. When we were

discussing the details of the plan, the

question of what articles he would carry

came up. Netaji insisted that he should

carry nothing which would help in his

identification, so much so that he even

discarded the spectacles which he used to

wear in those days, and decided to take

out and wear the old spectacles which he

used in the'Twenties when he was the Chief

17,xecutive Officer of the Calcutta O'orporation.

But when it came to the question of his
Omr'ga gold

round/wrist watch, he insisted on wearing it.

We protested at this. In justification he

told us that he would on no account part with

that wrist watch as it was a gift from his

mother. Other members of our family who were

connected in the matter of his escape 'mould

surely bear me out on this point. Apart from

Col. Chopra, aeneral Shah Nawaz Khan had also

told me that he had seen the gold wrist watch

on Netajils wrist when he saw Netaji last.

It is my request to the Committee

for the sake of truth and justice to bring

down Col. hman and T undertake to prove that

the wrist watch brought by him and eventualy

Ceeehanded over to arat 73ahu belonged to h and
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nobody else. I am ready even to stand

his expenses for the dourney. The Chairman

said that they had already examined Col. Rehman

and that he $dould try for this himself.

41/0,1 I say that the marks of injury and burns

on Col. aehman's body were made artificially.

I sav that Col. -iehman was tutored by Netaji

to ,Tive out the story of the so-called plane

crash and his death in order to tut the

Anglo-American forces off his track and also

to save the Japanese Government from embarrass-

ment and responsibility. This I say from my

personal experience when Netaji tutored me and

cousins regarding the story which a s to be

out by us in connection with his dis-

-4443 -few* Se..9-L2 /9 -744.41- appearance from his Elgin aoad residence.

kCet.:41 WAsE44
,c141/ ,4e a.ep42244 I and my cousins had to stick to what Netaji

GLAA44 -Q-X had ordered us

susim4x (--4A l.4' (- 1 i reached Europe and broadcast from there. As

coll

pei6i;itiA-A"tt-
-14.4cr68-2-e
24141s6.

Books tendered to the
Committee:-
Freedom's Rattle
1942-45 and .
The Nation,
and the Photograph.

we were ordered

appenrance from

to say even when he had safely

to give out about his dis-

his residence 10 days after

his actual departure from there and which we

complied with in toto to give

out of India. Similarly, the

him time to get

Japanese Govt.

had declared about Neteili's so-called death

as per his direction, I say, five days after '

his departure from Taihoku or some other

Japanese area to give him sufficient time to

reach a safe place for him.

Here Shri Bose showed some photograph

of Netaji wearing. round gold Omega.wrist watch.i
in

(1) Photogrqph Netaji in Berlin 1942.
(2) , " Netaji in Berlin page 20 of the

Book T he Nation .
Netaji Number. .

(3) " Netaji broadcasting p 34 of the ,

/ 4 14L same Book.
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Evidence of Sri Owijendra Nath Bose, 2,_Woodburn Court,
Calcutta -20, in continuqtion of the evidence he
tendered on 26th April 1956.

Witness: I repeat that Netaji had at no time used

the rectangular wrist watch which the Committee had ins-

pected this morning at the residence of Sri Amiya Nath

Bose in my Presence. From the two photographs of Netaji

shown by Sri Amiya Nath Bose this morning to the members

of the committee it could be clearly seen that Netaji had

a round wrist watch on his wrist. The photographs tendered

by me as exhibits on the 26th April 1956 during my evidencx

also show Netaji wearing the round wrist watch, such as

Photographs on page 20 "Netaji in Berlin" and "Netaji

broadcasting to India from East Asicon page 34 (The

Nation, Netaji Special, 23rd January, 1950.) Another

photograph of Netaji in Berlin tendered by me on the

same day also shows him wearing the round wrist watch.

(This photograph is marked Exhibit A in connection
with the statement of Sri Dwijen Bose.)

Besides the rectangular wrist watch shown by Sri

Amiya Nath Bose to the members of the Committee this

morning in my oresec,ce he had also shown them another

round wrist watch given to the late Sarat Chandra Bose

by Major Swami of tne I.N.A. but that round wrist watch

did not tallyl as has been noticed by the members of the

committee,with the two photographs shown by Sri Amiya

Bose, copies where of he has promised to forward to the

members of the Committee through the External Affairs

Ministry, New Delhi. The said round wrist watch also

*44 *maga 44
does not tally with tneA wrist watches shown in CJetaji's

photographs tendered by me. I dare say and I can challenge

no one on earth can produce a real photograph of Netaji

with that rectangular wrist watch on,which was handed

over to Sarat Babu by Sri Nehru. I ask the members of

the Committee if they have received any photograph of

Netaji with that rectangular wrist watch on. I want

a reply...

A _



a rely from the Chairman

hr. Chairman: he cannot give a reply to this

question as he is not entitled to be a witness in these

proceedings.

I had told habib Sahib that that particular rectangular

wrist watch was used by him and was presented to him by

Iietaji as was also 2resented to other members of the I.N.A.

including the Chairman of the Committee. Habib Sahib had

only smi.lpd,.and did not reply. On inspection of the reqgngu-
P,&10 4V-1-4-44,84-0( -4.4914- f t t 2- -tic?

lar wrist watc.P,it could be seen that it had stopped at about

6 minutes Past 1 o'clock and the plane crash is alleged to

have taken place about two hours later. Therefore it is

quits clear that that rectangular wrist watch did not stop

working as a result of the alleged plane crash.

I tender two more photographs of Netaji taken at the

Imperial hotel at Tokyo during a Press conference.

Mr. Chairman: Can you give a rough date?

Ans: This was perhaps in the year 1041.

(These photographs are marked Dwijen/Exhibit 3 and Dwijen/
Exhibit C.)

In one of them marked Exhibit B Netaji is shown wearing

the round wrist watch. Both these photographs were taken

nearly at the same time at tne Imperial hotel, Tokyo. In the

photograph marked Exhibit C ) pressmen could be seen and in the

background the wall of the imperial hotel. When the members

of the Committee were insoecting the said two photographs and

the two wrist watches, the rectangular And the round one

shown by Sri Amiya Bose, they also could see and expressed

that the round wrist watch snown by Sri Amiya Bose did not

tally witn the wrist watches shown in the said two photographs,

During my talks with Habib Sahib at Sarat Babu's

residence in Calcutta I had suggested to him that Netaji

had not met with a plane crash and that he was producing his

own wrist watch, a little charred, to pass it off as if

Netaji had worn it. I had also told him that if he had tried

toextinguish with his palms the fire on Netaji's body the
r1/7

inner....
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inner side of his palm (and far more 

-orle- -tries- to ext4n; -- should have aJA.9
Y0,4 Irckk t1/4 +Au 
been badly burntt nedid not reply of course and I had also

suggested to him that the sleeves of his tunic which

according to him was the only one he had in East Asia and

L .

till then did not catch fire or shrivelled. If it had not zm

caught fire it should have at least shrivelled. This I say
.4.14V-rocraus.aw-Q.

from my kncAvledgees an agent of woolen and cotton mills

also.

Sri Bose: Was he wearing that tunic at that time?

Ans: Yes, he was.

Sri Bose: What was the nature of the sleeves of that

tunic - full or half?

Ans: Not half, full sleeves.

Sri Bose: Did you see any damage on tne fringe of the

sleeves?

Ans: No damage; it was intact. Not even the sewing

had gone out.

Sri Bose: Was he wearing the same pair of trousers

at that time as he was wearing at the time of the alleged

plane crash?

Ans: Yes.

Sri Jose: Did you find any damage on any part of it?

Ans: No.

Sri Bose:

of the trousers?

Ans: No. I had marked his dress with proper scrutiny

but there was no mark of any damage done to them.

Sri 1Jose: In that view of the matter did you

question him why there was no damage on his dress?

Did he point out any damage on any portion

Ans: Yes, I did.

Sri Bose: Did he giveyou any reply?

Ans: ne told -me "You take it or not I say that

Netaji died as a result of the plane crash". Then I asked

him in confidence at least as a member of his (Netaji

kg9 family..
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family and being one of te consoirators in helping him

(Netaji's) to get out of India he should confide in me

as to whether Netaji had died or not. Then Habib Sahib

replied "I did not expect such a question from a close

relation of Netaji who was also closely associated with him

in politics". On that answer I could definitely guess that

he was giving out the story of his death being tutored

by Netaji because it was on the same lines of tutoring us

when he (Netaji) left India in January 1941.

Sri Bose: Did you give out any information as to

the manner in which Netaji left India in January,1941, to

any of your relations or friends?

Ans: No, not to anybody including my grandmother,

and parents - nobody.

Sri Bose: dhy was that so?

Ans: Because that was necessary; I was tutored like

that.

Sri Bose: Was there any oath of secrecy or such like

thing?

Ans: Yes.

The matter of disappearance without informing People

had been, I would say, an usual thing for him. He had left

his home in Cuttack during his boyhood when he was in

school for nursing cholera patients in the interior of the

subdivision of Jajpur. he had never expressed his mind to

anybody at that time. tie had disaooeared also from Calcutta

when he was studying in the Presidency College, later on

known, in search of a Guru. That too he did without inform-

ing anybody or taking anybody's opinion. When he left India

in January 1941, he did not take anybody's opinion or

inform anybody except his three nephews, namely, Aurobindo,

Sisir and myself and neice late ha who used to look after

Netaji, and we were asked not to divulge the matter of his

disappearance to anybody even if we were hanged by the

British, and we kept the oath of secrecy. I say that Habib

Sahib was also under the oath of secrecy and cannot
divulge...
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divulge about his disappearance.

I was told by late Dr. Syamaprasad Iiookerjee, when,

as far as I remember, he was a Minister in tne Central

Cabinet, that he had information that Netaji was alive and

that information was also with Sri Nehru and that Sri

Nehru was shown a photograph of Netaji with Tibetan Lamas

in Tibetan Lama's dress during Sri Nehru's Ladak tour

and the photograph was snatched away by Sri Nehru and the

person showing the photograph was ordered not to speak

about this to anybody. The late Dr. Syamaprasad also told

me that at the ooportune moment he would come out with all

these things to avoid the public being hoodwinked by

Sri Nehru.

Mr. Chairman: Do you remember if Dr. Syamaprasad

Mukherjee ever came out with that statement which he

promised to you?

Ans: No, he did not.

Sri Bose: Could you please give us any reason why

Dr. Syamaorasad idukherjee could not come out with that

statement of his which he oroposed re would come out

with at the opportune moment?

Ans: he did not tell me the reasons. Then I presume

he was in the Cabinet and also he thought it fit not to

come out with the statement at that time which according

to him might have been inopportune.

Sri Bose: When he made that statement to you was he

a member of the Central Cabinet?

Ans: Yes, as far as I remember.

Mr. Chairman: May I ask you whether you are aware of

the fact that during the last General Elections Dr. Syama-

prasad Jiookerjee contested from Bengal on Jan Sang ticket

and that he was in the Opposition until he died?

Ans: Yes.

You are aware of it?

Ans: Yes. Dr. Syamaprasad Mookerjee also opined to

tbat Sri Nehru and his GovernNent would go on saying
that....
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that Netaji was dead and would perhaos try to make some

sort of memorials for him in order to convince the Indian

Public that Netaji was dead. The su)pression of this fact

that _;etaji was alive, according to him, was necessary

because Sri ..;ehrikand others in the Government felt that

it would be difficult for them to manage the public going

against them in case of Netaji l5 appearance or in case his

voice was heard in the radio and that in case iletaji's

voice was heard in the radio or in case he marched into

India it would be easy for Sri Nehru and the members of

his Government to say that the voice heard or the person mar

ening into India was that of an imposter as was done in the

case of the Bhowal Sannyasi. The same opinion was also

expressed by the late General A.C. Chatterjee of the I.N.A.

at his residence in Puri where I and my uncle Sri Suresh

Chandra Bose had gone to see him because he was ailing

there. He also said that he had definite information that

Netaji was alive.

Mr. Chairman: have you read the book about Netaji

and the I.N.A. which General Chatterjee has written?

Ana: No. He also told us that before his disappear-

ance from South East Asia Netaji wanted to contact him for

a very important and secret consultation with regard to

the opening of the second front and movement of some of

the I.N.A. people to the second front and along with him,

but General Chatterjee was late in reaching there.

Sri Bose: Do you remember where tat second front

was desired to be opened by Netaji as stated by General

Chatterjee?

Ans: He did not give me the name of the place - it

was in iiussia.

Sri dose: Have you any idea now long General

Chatterjee survived after that interview of yours?

Ans: I cannot remember exactly, but he died a few

months after that. He did not survive long thereafter.

It is....
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It is said that the great Naga leader Mr. Phizo has

had contact with Netaji after his alleged death. This was

also told by ir. Phizo to one of my very close relations

last year in Shillong where __r. 2hizo had gone for a few

hours to meet Mr. Mehdi, the Chief Ilinister of Assam, and

some others with regard to the demands of the Naga people.

Mr. Phizo was putting 11-0 in side by side rooms with my

relation in a hotel.

My contention is that Sri Nehru is suppressing the

fact of Netaji being alive to the India public for his own

personal ends. He had always been an enemy of Netaji as

would appear from his various activities from 1928 onwards.

He had betrayed Netaji in 1928 in the Independence -esolu-

tion that was brought before the Indian National Congress

Session in Calcutta for the sake of getting for him the

Presidentship of the Congress at the Lahore Congress in 193).

He had betrayed Netaji after having promised to help him

after Netaji had resigned from the Congress Presidentship

in 1939. In 1942, in a public meeting Sri Nehru had

publicly said that he would be the first Indian to take

up his sword to fight Netaji unto death if he entered India.

Sri 3ose: Where was that meeting held?

Ans: That meeting was held in one of the parks

in Calcutta.

Ur. Chairman: When was that?

Ans: In 1942. de were in jail; we read that in

newspapers, Aindusthan Standard and Anandabazar Patrika.

If you give me time I would give you excerpts of the

speeches also.

Mr. Chairman: You can send them to us to Delhi.

Ans: I will do so.

In order to convince the Indian public that Netaji

was dead Sri Nehru tried another trick on our family by

asking my aunt, late Srimati tholia,)ati 3ase, through

Dr. B.C. Aoy to arrange and make a commictee also for

erecting.,..
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erecting a memorial for Netaji and that.would, after we

agree to do so, also come to our help in the matter.

_1.. Chairman: das the committee formed? -4

Ans: de turned down the proposal. The same game is again

being tried by Sri Nehru who hadpromised to the members of
4PAretd.0-1rAcA.?1

the Parliament that he wouldAmmosimil a non -official committee

to enquire about Netaji and instead of doing the same he has

appointed a committee with no jurists, no eminent High Court

or other judges, the two members of t_e committee (appointed

by him) being Government servants.

Mr. Chairman: Are you aware of the fact that one of

the members who happens to be your uncle, Sri Suresh Chandra

Bose, had been an eminent Magistrate in his time?

Ans: A Magistrate is no jurist, a Magistrate is no

Judge. He cannot come ul) ,It the standard of Dr. Hadha Benode
4.173AAksait 4 :0 .

Pal or Sri Phani akiatia Chakrabarty o_the Calcutta High

Court. Ae cannot come up to Sri Kunzru andgJayakar and others.

Such people should have been taken. He may be my uncle. Jith

all respects to him he is not of the same calibre with them.

I conclude therefore that Netaji is alive and

I have certain other information which I do not want to lay ri

before the Committee lest attempts may be made to kill 'i

Netaji.

I

!

Mr. Chairman: Opportunities of killing him - by whom?

By the Committee?

Ans: By unscrupulous members of the Government, not

by the Committee.

What has the Committee got to do with it?

Sd: Dwijendranath isose.

115-rw,



Statement by lie ila Pal Chowdhury, 2.

.11 11 1, 11 .6 1 . 0 4 . . . 0 11100

Irs Pal Chowdhury

Committee a picture of the Renkoji

temple and said that she took the

photograph i her/sdlf.

These pictures I took in Japan

when I wont to attend the jorld

Religionists Conference some time in

ilugust 1955. Netaji's ashes are

supposed to be kept in this temple.

We went in the morning to the temple

and met the old priest who was not very.
&4 A Dt; 1-x4ilsw44,4 6 14.A.40ro,

well that day,_ He spoke in Japanese

and it was

by r S.Z.Virick, a Tokyo

interpreted to. us in Znglish
jx.tCadet.

US

pointed out the box which contained

t adios. It was covered with a

white sheet and there was a picture of

Hetaji in front of the box. He sl4lowed

the box to us. We did not look inside`'

the box. nr Viiick gave the statement

before no at that time which is as

follows:

"Ono evening just after the surrender

of Japan round 7-30 P.L., C.P.Krishnan

and other cadets and Inyself were in

Ur 1,1urti's house when Colonel Habib=

Rahman entered carrying a wooden box

wrapped in a white linen hanging round

his neck. Both his hands were wrapped

In bandages and one side of his face

was burnt and blistered. He was weeping.
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This box containing Netaji's ashes lat-r

was taken to ,I.L.Sahays's house at Ogikubo

where ,,. iyer and Col. Habibur Rahman

were also staying. It was decided to

place Netaji's ashes in safe -keeping in

a Buddhist temple. For this purpose a

lottery was held and my name was -tho first

one picket out by the youngest daughter

of Lr Sahay. I carried the box containing

Netaji's ashes

accompanied by

and handed the

in a jinrickshaw

a few cadets on bicycles

ashes over to a Buddhist

priest at Renkoji temple, km+ Koenji."

Lr Virick said that no ceremony

was held but that he went at midnight and

handed over the ashes to the priest: The

Japanese priest could not recognise

ix Virick at once. I do not know if he

did later. It might have been due to the

fact that it was dark when is Virick

delivered the ashes to the priest.

Secondly it appeared to us that is Virick

had not visited the temple very often

after depositing the ashes. I got t44

feeling that the ashes were not Netaji's

ashes because the temple was in a very

dilipidated condition. it It is a tiny

temple in an out -of -the way place. It is

almost 13 to 20 miles out of

be a little more. The ashes

Tokyo, it may

are kept in a

casual manner wrapped up in an old chaddar

and that dignity which should accompany

Netaji's ashes is not there. That is the

__J
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feeling which I had and I would like to

convey to the Committee.
P

I also met ix Nair in Tokyo

who has a restaurant in Tokyo. He told

us that he worked with Netaji for many

years. hr Nair told us that he had

conclusive proof which he could place

before any Commission if such a Commission

visits Japan to show that Netaji was

alive.

I met Swami Satyananda in Tokyo.

He was a member of the same delegation.

He runs an ashram under the name of
PayLit %up
Paor Life Society somewhere aaellok LalayA

He was convinced that Netaji was dead.

Al1.44C- r k a j -

07: Ito-4-444A - - Jt,s,
11.4ot 41411 tttei- 911'04

ad,,,,A)tikAJ
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Statement by Shri Aurobindo Bose recorded at
Calcutta on 26th April 1956, and 8th June 1956.

There are two schools of thought - one says that

Netaji is dead aria the other that Netaji is alive without
5.6a.z -etu

rhyme or reason. I must ,esey that I do not subscribe to any
-hsL,1x

of the two schools of thought,

I say that Netaji was a past master in planning

secret schemes,

To substantiate this, I will just refer to

three important aspects of his activities.

Firstly, the British Government could never

get direct clue of his revolutionary activities from 1921 to

1940. Hence, they used to arrest him mostly under Regulation III

of 1818;

Secondly, his plan to escape from India in 1941.

British Intelligence completely failed to unravel it till the last;

and
Thirdly, his submarine voyage from Germany to S.E.

Asia was also another blow to the prestige of British Intelli-

gence,

My second point is about Col, Habibur Rehman's

attitude and stand, I was taken into confidence by Netaji

in connection with his plan to escape from India and I had

the honour of announcing that he was missing from his room

on the 26th January, 1941. Those members of our family

1 4 1 0 were involved in this, wli administered an oath of Secrecy

by Netaji, so much so that we did not take into confidence

even our grandmother to whom I related the same story which

I had given to the Press. I remember that my father, mother

and other elders of the family had questioned me on the

subject and even rebuked me for not telling them the truth.

They tried various ways of cross-examination, yet I had the

same story to dish out to every body, It is my firm belief

that Col, Habibar Rehaman is under a similar oath of secrecy

and he has to repeat the story which Netaji has tutored him

to give out to the world, and in this he cannot make any

difference...



difference with regard to personalities or members of the

family, etc., till he is released from that oath of secrecy.

I have not yet been released from the original oath of secrecy

that was administered to me by Netaji before he left.

Col, Habibur Rahman has not told me that he is under any
dola i t J k v l , 44 , 4,-ettiz 04%1 ooktiv

oath of secrecy.11, It should be taken for granted.

About the air -crash, from my conversation

with various I.N.A. men and officers, it has been clear

to me that Netaji busied himself in good

out alternative plans for the I.N.A. and

time to thrash

himself as he

could clearly see that the defeat of the Axis Powers was fast

approaching.

My next point is about his destination.

I believe that his destination was kept a mystery. There

was just a vague idea. here I would quote page 72 of

Mr. Ayer's Book wherein he has written thus

But there was a general impression that INietajils

destination was Manchuria . see page 69 (Ibid) last paragraph.

The final destination to my mind was definitely Moscow -

see page 75 last paragraph, and I would like the Committee

to give due importance to these portions of Shri S.A.Ayerls

book. Here I would like to say that those who are trying to

make out the case that the plane was bound for Tokyo, are

doing so with an ulterior motive and it is definitely an

after -thought. There could not have been any question of

his proceeding to Manchuria or Moscow Ila Tokyo, nde. p.75,

My next point is that there was only one Indian taken

Into confidençe.'and 'that was Col. Rehman because Netaji did not

want to take Chances with any other Indian, I have come in

touch with almost all INA men. I have known many of them

Intimately, I say with confidence that certain exceptional

qualities....



qualities of Col. Habib made him and him alone elligible for

selection by Netaji for the arduous job that was coming, Even

Shri Ayer was side-tracked. This will be borne out by what

Mr. Ayer has written in his book, pages 84 - 87.

* ........... that mita single Indian in
India or East Asia will believe the story
unless you produce conclusive proof."

In spite of this clear warning, Mr. Ayer was flown

not to Taihoku but to .e.ichu airport. Even after landing

there he was under the impression that he had reached Taibokus

My other points are that I nave seen col, liehman at close

quarters on several occasions, l believe that the marks

on his person are artificial. I believe that he could not

have got out of the so-called air -crash with so little injury.

I have seen the uniform which Col, Habib was wearing at the time

of the alleged crash, I say that I did not find the slightest

trace of any ordeal on it, I say that Col. Habib's story is

what Netaji hag, tutored him to say, I have to regret that in

certain details Col, Habib's memory has failed him on occasions

and he has given different stories at different times, the

reason being lapse of memory and too much elaboration. I have

seen the four photographs brought by Col. Rehman and I say

that they prove nothing, I say that he could not have brought

anything better because Netaji was not involved in any 'plane

crash, These pictures are to be found in the Book "FreedomIs

Battle."

My next point is that during the Belgachia Villa

Conference of the INA in 1947, Col, Habib and other INA

officers spent a night with us. Some of the other officers

told Col,. Habib that his uniform gave the lie to his story

whereupon Col. Habib pulled the blanket over his face and

turned round.

At the Monument meeting on the 23rd January,

1951, Shri Shah Navaz Khan, who was the,main Speaker at that

meeting, publicly declared that he believed that Netaji was

alive and linked up DT. K.N.Singh's movement that was going on

in Nepal at that time.
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Question by Mr. Bose. Will you please explain

the type of the uniform that Col. habib was

wearing?

Reolv: It was the usual officers, uniform of the British

Indian Army - Ithakhl coloured, very tight -fitting. It

was a warm uniform. And I state categorically that we

were told repeatedly that these uniforms were given to

them when they were in the British Indian Army.

Question by the Chairman: Can you give us details

of the uniform?

ReDly: Tight -fitting trousers, On one occasion I saw

Col, Habib wearing top boots and on other occasions

I saw him wearing ordinary shoes,

Question by the Chairman: Can you tell us which

trousers was he wearingat that time ?

Reply: He claimed to have had the very uniform

which he was wearing in Calcutta and at Kanpur

at the time of the accident and I have heard it

from all the three I.N.A. heroes of the First Trial

that they had advised Habib that his admission that

he was wearing this uniform at the time of accident

was some sort of a weak point in his story, which he

should change, This advice was tendered to Habib when

the INA people were in the Red Fort, So far as

the trouser is concerned, Col, Habib was also heckled

when he showed some mark of injury on his right legs

a little below the knee, but the trouser did not

bear any evidence of damage, etc.

Question by the Chairman: Earlier you said that you had

seen Habib wearing top boots as well as in ordinary shoes,

you are also aware that top boots are worn in breeches,

which of these two dresses are you referring to ?
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Reply: I am referring to the trouser and not the

breeches. I saw Col. Habib once or twice in top

boots but usually he uses the trouser,

Question by the Chairman: Can you tell us which,

one of these two was he wearing at the time of the

accident?

.Reply: He was wearing the same trousers. He had

been telling the whole world repeatedly that the

uniform which he was using in India was the identical

one which he had on at the time of the plane crash,

Question by Mr. Bose, Do you remember how many

times you met him in Calcutta or elsewhere?

Reply: I could not give the exact number of times

but for days together we have been with each other

like brothers and such occasions were many in

Calcutta as well as out of Calcutta.

Question by Mr Bose, Do you remember on how many

occasions he visited Calcutta?

Reply: Yes. He visited Calcutta once definitely, may

be twice,

Question by Mr. Bose, Have you any idea of the

duration of his stay on each occasion?

Reply: Between 3 to 5 days.

Question by Mr. Bose. Have you any idea where he was

putting up?

Reply: I could be precise. At least on one occasion

he stayed with us partly and partly with Shri Jagdish

chandra Sinha at the belgachia Villa,

Question by Mr. Bose: Did you ever meet him

at the time, at Mr. Sinhals house and did you have any

conversation with him there?

Reply: Yes.

Question by Mr. Bose. Do you remember in whose presence
_
tnat conversation took place? Reply:...



Reply: There were many people, mostly members of the

family and some INA officers.

Question by the Chairman: Can you give us any idea

of the dates when Habib came here. You said that

he came at least two times,

,Reply: About one date, I could be specific. Round

about the 23rd January, 1947, A conference of

INA officers was held, If I am not wrong, it was

convened by Shri Sarat Chandra Bose and almost all the

important officers of the INA. and delegates, representing

the rank and file and other ranks, attended the said

conference, The conference was confined entirely to the

INA people except a few political leaders but there was

a mammoth rally inside the Belgachia villa. There

was a crowd of about 50,000 persons, It could not be held

outside the Villa because there was Section 144 in

Calcutta at that time, due to communal disturbances

and most of the INA officers and men were introduced

to the public by Col. G.S.Dhillon.

Question by the Chairman: What was the next

occasion?

ReblY: I would not venture to answer that question

because I have a feeling that his first visit was

prior to his visit to Belgachia Villa,

Question by the Chairman: Can you tell us the

approximate date of his visit?

ilebly: I would not say that but it was when we were

staying at Netaji Bhavan.

Question by the Chairman: Can you tell us roughly

the year and month.

Bsplyi I do not remember the month.

Evidence................



Evidence of Sri Arabinda Bose (contg.)

Sri S.C.Bose: Would it be any time in 1946?

Ans: in all probability, yes.

Regarding the uniform, he was accustomed to wearing

a coat and a forage cap.

Mr. Chairman: What type of coat ?

Ans: Almost the exact replica Athatyou generally

wear: so you can describe it.

Mr. Chairman: That is Military Tunic,

Axis: If that is the technical word for it, It is

not.a double -breast coat - I am certain of that - and

it is very tight fitting,

Sri Bose: Could you please give us an idea about

the sleeves?

ALII: Yes, unusually short in length and width, '

Sri Bose: By short did you mean half-sleeges?

Axis: No, usually coats come nearabout the base of

the thumb, It was more or less slightly above his wrist,

Sri Bose: Slightly above or below the wrist?

Au: Above the wrist. He used to have khaki

coloured shirts and khaki coloured tie.

Sri Bose: Did he wear any badge of the I.N.A. or

the (Indian Independence League) or any small

photo of Netaji?

Au: Yes, and on ceremonial occasions I.N.A,

shoulder badges of his rank.

Sri Bose: I believe a belt was no part of his

uniform?

Au: No,

Sri Bose: Did you ever see him in glasses?

Axis; No.

Sri Bose: Will you please let us know where those

meetings referred to in your statements before us on the

26th April, 1956, in Calcutta were held?
hu: Ochterloney Monument, Calcutta Maidan and

Mahajati Sedan on Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta

The, .



The Chairman had challenged the veracity of my

statement and wanted me if could produce some
A,

evidence that he actually made that sort of statement.

At that time I had told him that thousands and thou-

sands of people would come and bear me out o4 this

point if they were put this question whether Sri

Shah Navaz had made such a statement in these meetings

or not. The Chairman had mentioned whether there were

any reports on the same lines in the newspapers. I

have gone through the old files of only two Calcutta

newspapers, namely, the Bindusthan Standard dated

24th January, 1951 and the Ananda Bazar Patrika dated

25th January, 1954 and have got the following

excerpts from the news published in these papers.

(True copy of excerpts from news published in
Bindusthan Standard and a verbatim transliteration
of excerpts from news published in the Ananda Bazar
Patrika dated 25th January, 1951 submitted by
Sri Arabindo Bose to the Netaji Enquiry Committee
in Calcutta on the 8th June, 1956 - later
withdrawn by him in the absence of a ,receipt.)

,
Sri Bose: This news matterwhich you have just

spoken of was regarding the meeting at Mahajati Sedan?

Ans: Mahajati Sadan,

Sri Bose: Do you remember on which date that

meeting was held?

An: 23rd January, 1951.

Sri Bose: The birthday anniversary of Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose . was it that date?

Au : Yes,

Mr. Chairman: Has Mahajati Sadan been completed?

Au; No, the construction work is still going on.

pr. Chairman: Under whose auspices?

Aug If I an not wrong, 1 think the West Bengal

Government has taken over the whole thing,

,r1 Bose: Then it is fortunate or unfortunate,

L P * *  * * * * *



I must say, that Netaji,s idea of independence is

still incomplete like the Mahajati Sedan which is

still not complete yet,

Mr Chairman: Which is being completed by the

West Bengal Uovernment,

Ans: My next point bel7Four photographs were

brought by Colonel liabibur Rahman and a wrist watch

as the only evidence to confirm Netajiis death in the

plane crash,

Sri Bose: Was that during Colonel Rahman's first

visit to Calcutta?

Ans; Yes, but he had released the photographs

to the press after he was let off by the police?

Sri Bose: Was he not a free man when he first

came to Calcutta?

Ans: I have no idea if be was whisked away

prior to his formal visit to Calcutta; Many of the

I,N,A, people were brought to Calcutta - technically

that would be under police escort - then they were

whisked away to Delhi or certain other camps. I have

submitted these photographs to the commission on

26.4,56 which are contained in an album (copies of

those photographs). On serutiny it will be found that

tnese photographs prove nothing at all, much less

Netajils death, One of the photographs in which a

canvas is supposed to be covering Netajils body is

shown could have been easily manipulated and under the

canvas anything else could have been placed. Two

photographs are of the crashed plane and in one of

them only the tail is shown in a vertical position.

I have checked up with aeronautical and medical

experts and none of them woula give even one per cent,

chance of survival to any passengers occupying such

an ill-fated plane, In the fourth one, Colonel

Habibur hahman isziown sitting on a stool before a

pedestal......,
Ad



Pedestal on top of which there is an urns containing Netejils

alleged ashes. This again cannot prove anything, I conclude

that though it was a very heavy responsibility which had

devolved on Col, Rahman to prove to the world that Netaji

was actually involved in a plane crash and had died, yet he

could not bring with him better evidence as the plane

crash did not take place and Netaji was not involved

in any fatal accident, To questions why Colonel.Sahib

did not take photographs of Netaji his answers had been

different at different times, On one occasion he said

that he could not get hold of a camera in Taihoku though

he tried his bests yet he actually must have got hold of a

cameraman to take these photographs, On another occasion he

made the plea that Netajils dead body was such a fright and

displeasing thing to him that he never saw his dead body

and much less would he have allowed it to be photographed,

Sri Bose: Did Col, Rahman tell you that he saw

Netajits dead body from the time of his alleged demise up

to the time of his alleged creamation with regard to

Netajits face requiring for identification purposes?

Axis: I definitely remember that on all occasions

he told not only me but so far as my knowledge goes to

everybody who talked to him on the subject that he never

saw Netajits dead body,

Sri Bose: So this conduct of Col, Rahman explains

to a great extent these four photos whoch do not disclose

the identity of Netaji alleged to be therein?

Arts: My answer is emphatic yes.

Mr. Chairman: Are you aware that Col, Habibur

Raman .......



Rahman has appeared personally and given his evidence

before the Committee?

.4112: Yes.

This is with regard to the photographs. About

the wrist watch, this is what I have to say. Pandit

Nehru visited Calcutta some time in December, 1945.

He was staying at the residence of Mr. Sarat jhandra

Bose at 1, Woodburn Park, during the first half of

his stay and had shifted to Dr. B.C.Roy's residence

later on.

Sri Bose: Do you remember the occasion on

which Panditji visited Calcutta and stayed with Mr.

Bose giving the purpose?
/ N W

Au: There was plenty of work in Calcutta. It

was his first visit to Bengal after his release from

Ahmednagar Fort.

Mr. Chairman: What was the reason why he came

to Calcutta . was he holding any official position?

Ans: 212 1212 and de facto he had become some

sort of Protagonist and a protector of the I.N.A. people

and he was intimately connected with the 10.A. movement

practically it was his own effort in rousing the people.

Mr. Chairman: You mean to say it was his show

to arouse the people?

Ans; Do not use the words I have not used.

It was almost his effort in rousing the people in

favour of the cause of the I.N.A. officers and men.

On reaching 1,Woodburn Park, he met the members of

the family, had a wash, had his breakfast and then

returned to his room. He opened one of his bags and

told me that he had brought a wrist watch which Col.

Rahman had brought to India. I saw it. His room was

on the ground floor; we went upstairs and he handed

over .........



over the watch to the late Mr. Sarat uhandra Bose.

Sri Bose: What was the type and nature of that

watch?

Axis: It could better be described by the

Chairman because it was almost identical to the one he had

been using before the present one. The watch was rectangular

in shape, smallish, with a leather band.

Sri Bose: Was the watch in proper working order?

Au: No.

Sri Bose: Was the leather wrist band also in

proper condition?

Axis: It was slightly charred, as far as I

remember, It was not absolutely new,

Sri Bose: Was the watch running?

Aaa: No, it was out of order,

Sri Bose: You remember what time the watch

Indicated?

Axis: About two, The watch hands showed 7 minutes

past two, I will explain a bit on this point. The

small hour hand was near 2, while the minute hand was

between 5 and 10, and I was told that the watch had

stopped exactly at the time of the plane crash,

Mr,_ Chairman: Did Col, Habibur Rahman ever say

that it was Netajits watch?

Ansa Later on he certainly said that he brought

the watch which Netaji was using at the time of the

crash,

Sri Bose; Did you ask him at that time at what

time and under what circumstances he came into

possession of that small rectangular wrist watch?

ADA: He told me simply this much that it was the

watch which Netaji was using at the time or the

accident, He did not tell me the time and the

circumstances .........



circumstances of his getting it.

Mr. Chairman: Did you and Col. Habibur Rahman

inspect the watch together?

Axis: No, but he has verified the photograph

which is also contained in the album and admitted

that it is the same watch.

Mr. Chairman: Since you seem to have studied

the watch very carefully, may I know what make it is ?

Axis: I do not remember the make of the watch

and I do not and I have not claimed at all that I

have studied the watch very well - at least that has

not come out from what I have said.

Mr Chairman: Did the watch besides having an

hour and minute hands have the seconds hand also?

Ans: I do not think so.

Mr. Chairman: Do you remember it clearly?

Axis: That is my answer. If you want more

definite information I want to see the photographs

I sent to you.

(At this stage the Committee was adjourned
till 2.30 p.m.)
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(The Committee resumed its sitting after Recess.)

(Evideace of Sri Arabindo Bose continuing.)

.:itness: The photographs I have referred to are on the

page opposite the one which is the Uemorlal in the

Album "Freedom's Battle" (1942-45) and which was tendered

by Sri Dwijendra :lath Bose.

Sri Bose: You have not said about that ill-fated plane ?

Ans: Yes, I said I have consulted aeronautical and

medical opinion - that is already on record.

Sri Bose: About the tail, does the tail appear to be

fixed to the wrecked plane ?

Ans: Yes, fixed to the wrecked plane.

Sri Bose: To thefusilage ?

Ans: Yes.

Chairman: You have referred to certain aeronautical

experts that you have consulted. jould you like to give us

the names ?

Ans: No, that I would not. They are top men in their

line, but I would not disclose their names.

Sri Bose: Could you please give us an idea whether they

are Indians or non -Indians ?

Ans: Indians and non -Indians.

:le were on the topic of that wrist watch. I would like to

put on record the fact that iTetaji, to the best of my knowledge

and specially from what I have come to know from the I.N.A.

people, always used a wrist watch other than the one which

has been brought by Col. Rahman. I would like to tender, as

you call it, to the Committee a photograph of Netajils first

arrival in Bangkok - if I am wrong in these matters the

Chairman would be in a much better position to correct me -

from Tokyo, the first time he arrived in Bangkok to take over

the charge of the I.I.L. and the I.N.A. from Sri Rash Behari

Bose. The photograph was taken at the airport as he was moving

away from the plane that had brought him and on the left wrist

of ......



of ::etaji will be seen clearly his famous round wrist watch.

This wrist watch had very great sentimental value to him and

when we were working out his plans for his escape from India

in January, 1941, though he had given us instructions that

he should not have anything with him which could identify

him, so much so that he even changed his glasses, yet he

insisted on takinr- this wrist watch with him. I conclude

that I do not believe that 7etaji used one of the wrist

watches which were presented to him for the I.r.A. people

by President Dr. Jose Laurel. He could never have parted

company with his own wrist watch ror which he took such a

great risk when he left India as that was the only thing

which belonged to him and was carried by him. Even his

clothes and underwears did not have the dhobi marks; they

were absolutely new and brought straight from the shops.

(Photograph showing Netaji wearing the wrist
watch referred to above is submitted to the
Committee and is marked as LiLxhibit A.)

This is with regard to the four pictures and the

wrist watch which Col. Habibur Rahman brought to India with

him as positive proof1 I think it has been my endeavour

to convince you that it was just a sort of make -belief

because if Netaji was really involved in a plane crash,

certain other things, even broken or in certain other

state, would have been brought by Habib Sahib. Take ror

instance his glasses. That was a thing which Netaji could

not dispense with. That is why Col. Rahman could not bring

it, and I am sure there was no reason for the glasses to

be put into the coffin and sent to the crematorium for

burningt It has not been brought by Col. Rahman because

Netaji could not get another pair of glasses as he did not

probably hr Atime or had certain other difficulties. When

he left India in 1941 we actually gave him - got the time

to give him - a new pair of glasses and the old two pairs

were left on his table so that that sort of thing would

help us in convincing the police at least that it was a case

of renunciation. Apart from the glasses, certain personal

effects ...

1
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effects like cigarette case or lighter and specially a small

Hindu religious book which Netaji used to keep under his

pillow, etc. - in one word his personal effects are missing.

They could not have been brought by Col. Rahman because

:Tetaji could not get their substitutes and had to take them

with him.

Now, I will come to a very relevant issue which will

help the Commission in finding out the truth. I am rather

unfortunate that we could not take up this point earlier

before you left for South "cast Asia, for you could have done

certain things. On the 6th Septen:ber, 1955, I had occasion

to go to Delhi on my way to PEPSU.

Er. Chairman: Are you aware of the fact that quite a

good deal of what was supposed to be Netajits personal effects

and pieces of gold has been salvaged and it is now in the

:',ashtrapati Bhaban in New Delhi ?

Ans: I have seen certain reports but the things which

I have been trying to emphasize, his glasses, etc., I am sure

are not there up till now. Nobody whom I know has been informed

that NeL,ajits Gita or his cigarette case or his glasses or his

fountain pen - such intimate personel effects which he probably

carried always on his person - are in the National Archives.

Nobody has said so. I have only heard from the Chairman that

a few lumps of gold or molten pieces have been deposited in the

Archives.

On the 23rd January, 1951, the Chairman, who had several

meetings to addressin Calcutta, was to meet Dr. Radha Benode

Pal at his residence and then catch the train, but as he was

delayed in the meetings we informed Dr. Pal that the engagement

had to be cancelled. Fortunately or unfortunately, General

Shah Nawaz missed the train and we returned home, contacted

jr. Pal over the 'phone and told him that General -Sahib had

missed the train; so could we come over tomorrow? Dr. Pal

invited General -Sahib and myself and my brother, Sri Ranjit

Bose at 10 in the riorniner the next day. The three of us went

to Dr. Pal the next day and were closeted with Min for more



than an hour, when there was a threadbare discussion about the

veracity of Col. Habibur Rahmants statement about the plane

crash. At that time Dr. Pal was staying at 21, Beadon Street.

Tie door was closed and we discussed the whole thing with him

for more than an hour and I distinctly remember that General

Shah :Tawaz agreed with Dr. -iadha Benode Pal that Col. 7abibur

Rahmants story of :Tetaji having died in a plane crash was not

true and that Netaji was still alive. I would like to tender

before this Committee a letter, which is in my possession,

written by Dr. Radha Benode Pal to one Nr. Nair of Tokyo on

the 14th February, 1953. The importance of this letter will be

clear from the fact that Dr. Radha Benode Pal, who at that time

had little or no axe to grind in politics, was not only doubting

the story given out by Col. Rahman but had expressed that he

had reasons to doubt its correctness. Dr. Pal was very fortunate,

more fortunate even than this Commission in having gone to Tokyo

as a Judge representing the then Indian Government which was

controlled by .4hitehall and as such he had access to various

documents which cane up before the International Tribunal which

tried General Tojo and others. Only the second para is relevant,

para beginning "It is really ........" and endirc, "Its correctnes&

I am going to tender one of these photostats to the Commission.

(A photostat copy of the above -mentioned letter
of Dr. Radha Benode Pal to 1:r. Nair dated
14th February, 1953, is submitted to the
Committee and is marked Exhibit B.)

Ly next point - I come straight to September, 1955, and

I will be very brief on this point. On reaching Delhi on the

8th September en route to PEPSU I was met at the station by

General Shah Nawaz, Sri Jagannath Kolay, E.P. and others.

During my brief stay there I heard repeatedly from General Shah

Nawaz about certain plans to bring Netajils so-called ashes 11

lying in Renkoji Temple and putting up some sort of memorial.

About a fortnight after that I had asain occasion to pass throui

Delhi when a certain member of Parliament put certain questions

to the Government regarding the ashes and I would refer to

relevant portions of short -notice questions Nos.13 and 14, dated

29th September, 1955, and the Supplementaries and answers by the



Prime Minister connected therewith.

"Sri hamath: The Prime Minister has said that the question /

with regard to the ashes, or the supposed ashes, of Netaji S.C.B.

is a matter for his family to decide. He said in the last

Parliament on the 5th March, 1C)52, that personally he was not

satisfied that the report presented or submitted by 1r. S.A.Ayar,

one-time member of Netan's Arzi Hukumat-e-Azad Hind was

convincing enough, and therefore that was not the last word on

the subject. May 1 know whether Government still hold the view

that that is not he last word and that the report of Mr.S.A.kyar

is not convincing, and whether it is because of that that

Government have not taken any action in this matter with regard

to the ashes? May I also know whether this matter is merely a

family affair or a national affair?

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: The honourable member will notice

that what I have said is that the approval of the family is

necessaryand desirable. I do not say that it is entirely a family

affair; certainly, it is a national affair also.

Honourable members will remember that some time ac-o, for a

considerable time, some people in this country doubted the fact

of Netan S.C.B.'s death, and challenged that. It became difficult--

for Government to take any action in this matter when this fact

was doubted by some,and certainly not without the approval of the

family.

The honourable member has refered to a report by hr. Ayyar,

and to what I am reported to have said. I have absolutely no

recollection of having made the remark which the honourable member

says I made.

Shri 1;amath: 1 shall pass it on to you.

Mr. Speaker: Later.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: it may be that I made the remark

in regard to certain details in that report. But I have no doubt

in my mind - I did not have it then, and I have no doubt today -

of the fact of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose's death. It may be that

the circumstances may not be quite clear; it may be so.



In a matter of this kind, the only enquiry, that is to say

satisfactory enquiry that can be made is by the Japanese

Government. The matter is in Japan; the whole thing is there.

We cannot impose ourselves or an enquiry committee on the

Japanese Government. Of course, if they choose to enquire, we

will very gladly co-operate and give such help as we can. But

we simply cannot enquire into their territory, and more specaillv

also when nrohablv all the rossihie witregses nit7hnr

Japanese Government officials or others connected with that

Government.

Shri XaMath: Am I to understand that Government will

welcome a proposal for a Indo-Japanese Commission to enquire Intel

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I have said that the question of

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bosels death is, I think, settled beyond

this matter at official level or governmental level?

doubt. There can be no enquiry about that. But as for the exact

circumstances, possibly if there is an enquiry held, it may be

that some additional facts may come to our notice. And as I said,

the initiative must come from the Japanese Government in this

matter. If it comes, naturally we shall gladly give them such

help as we can.

Shri H.N.Eukherji: The Prime Minister has told us that

he has no manner of doubt in his own mind about the death of

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. Do we take it that this is based on :

a definite finding by Government in regard to the finality of the

information? In that case I want to know how is it that we are

not taking steps to secure the expeditious return of the ashe

and also, apart from that, to do in this country certain jobs

which we owe to the memory of the dead. I ask this question

because this question of the death of Netaji Subhas Chandra B

or otherwise has been contested, and the whole matter is hang

fire for a long time, but people's emotions require to be

respected on this issue of the death of a very great man. And

that is why I ask the Prime Minister to tell us what steps

Government intend to take - now that he Is certain that Netaji

Subhas Chandra Bose is dead - in regard to the perpetuation of
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his memory in this country?

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I thought that I had answered this

question already.

Dr. Ram Subhag Singh: The Prime Li.inister has said that

Government have not approached the Japanese Government or the

management of the Uenkoji Temple to bring those ashes to Indiayf

in the absence of the approval of the family of Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose. Eay I know whether Government have approached that

family or sought their permission to bring those ashes to India.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: Not recently. But references have

been made in the past.

Er. Speaker: Let us go to the next question.

Hirendra Mukherji rose)

Jr. Speaker: He has answered the question already. I do

not want to argue.

Shri Hirendra Dakherji: I have not got the answer. The

House has not sot the answer. The country has not got the answer.

Let us have it.

Er. Speaker). Order, order. It is not a debate that is

going on. The honourable member will realise that he is asking

for information. Even the long question that he put was really

speaking not a question which should have been allowed by me, but

it is because of the emotions and sentiments that I have allowed

it. Now, there is an end to it.

This announcement of the Prime Linister repeatedly in the

Parliament that in his opinion Netaji was dead, represents the

view of the Government and we have to simply note the fact that

two members of this Committee are directly associated with the

Government.

Ey next point is - On the 6th of October, 1955, Shri Shah

Erawaz Nhan arrived in Calcutta and on the same evening he presided

over a meeting convened by the Netaji Smarak Samiti. I was present

In that meeting which was attended by several prominent citizens

of Calcutta and the President explained the whole position of the

Govt. of India in View of Pandit Nehru's recent announcement



in the Parliament that the Government were not in favour of setting

up an official Committee but however, if tne Netaji Smarak Samiti

pressed, then he would meet the Prime Minister and secure his good

offices to obtain co-operation of the Government of India without

which no =nquiry Committee could function in Japan. I am tendering

a copy of the Resolution unanimously adopted at the said meeting.

Another important aspect of that meeting, I would like to refer

here, is that the President explained to the persons assembled

there that the Japanese Government gave out reports of death or

disappearance of all the Heads of States which were Japans allies 1

during the war at the time of surrender and specially mentioned

the names of Dr. Ba Law, Laureitand Head of the Chinese ranking

Govt. but all these gentlemen were later on traced out er had I

surrendered to the Allied Powers. 1,Jith regard to Netaji, a similar ,

report was put out by the Japanese Govt. This is a very important

point because if actually the Japanese Government did put out

_ _ . .false re-oorts about people WAO were later on ioune to oe qulte

hale and hearty, then automatically the presumption would be that

their version of Netaji having died in a plane crash, had also

been done with the same motive. Jhereas the others could take the
t -eke

risk of giving themselves up, iWils not been possible for Netaji
A

as he was considered to be much more important and also more

dangerous. This very fact explains that the Japanese Government,

in conjunction with Netaji had, to draw up a comprehensive picture

of a plane having crashed and the consequent inevitable things

that would follow. Therefore, starting from the Foreign Office and

the Army Headquarters down to the Hospital staff, crematorium

staff etc., all have been tutored and their statements should be

brushed aside on the ground of al1b4. It is natural to expect that.

there would be persons from various departments of the Japanese

Armed Forces, etc. who would be expected to be involved in

particular phases of this plan, to draw up and make their sto

as realistic and convincing as possible.

I would like to state before the Committee that there have

been several instances in Netajils life when he secretly slipped

out of the house -not very well known to the public -but equally
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important. Because this is a sort of secret planning and

surreptious movement -going into hiding -was more or less in his

blood. In his boy -hood when he was a school student, on one

occasion, he went away from his house without informing any body

on a medical mission. In spite of the best efforts of the family

none could trace him. Ultimately he was discovered by some of

his associates and he returned home according to his time -table.

No other factor could prevail upon him to return home -like a

weeping mother, angry father or elder brothers, etc. The second

instance is that when he was a student in the Presidency College,

Calcutta. None could trace him though there was a frantic search

and he returned home only when he lopae: felt like coming back.

Netaji was a patriot first and then a politician and my personal

feeling is that though this Committee has taken on itself the

task of finding out the truth about his mysterious disapearance,

yet nothing should be done to upset his plans and distrub his

scheme of things. If he has elected to remain in silence, it

would not be a friendly job to try to search him out.

o have heard from several INA officers that his parting

message was that he would meet them in Free India. Also,before

taking leave of his colleagues and ftionds, he had indicated

that that would be the last meeting for some time. We naturally

expect that he would return to India and meet his friends again.

Though you have also done a little spade work about

jewellery, I do not know Low much, what is the worth of the

stuff which has been deposited in the National Archives? I think

that the treasure was being sent with him with a particular idea

and the treasure, if it has not been misappropriated as some

say, -its absence- that no body Is finding it also gives a clue

that iTetaji carried the trensuro with him and the actual purpose

in putting the treasure in his luggage is being served. By saying

this, I would not dissuade anybody from pursuing the matter, but

this gap also indicates that Netaji actually disappeared from the

scene, went into hiding and was not killed in the alleged plane

crash.



My last point is that Col. Rahman has often made different

statements, because he could not actually work but the minute

details and after all these years he forgot what he told

previously and these discrepancies have been marked many times

by many of his colleagues in the INA and others. It is also to

A

be noted that there are certain discrepancies in the original

story and certain facts which would naturally arouse suspicion

in the mind of the public about the veracity of what Habib was

saying. I have a feeling that this was also planned by Neta.;'i

so that the intellicentAla among his countrymen would read

between the lines and keep it to themselves that Habib's story

is confusing and has to be taken with a grain of salt. That

touch is definitely there and I feel that this clue has been

left as per Netajils instructions.

question by Chairman: ,ghat is your theory - whether Netaji

disappeared with the treasure or without the treasure?

Repp: He disappeared with the treasure. It is not available

because it has gone with him. Only a little fraction has been

left in a molten state etc. to show that there was a plane

crash.

question By :r. Bose. Who is 1.r. Hemanta Bose?

Reply: He presided over the meeting of the I ahajati Sadan on

the 23rd January 1951. He is the Chairman of the Forward Bloc

and an Li of West Bengal.

kuestion by Mr. Bose. Can you tell us the antecedents of

Shri Amar Bose?

He is also a Forward Bloc leader.

A copy of excerpts from newspaper Hindustan Standard
front pace (dated 24th January 1951) is submitted to the
Committee, marked exhibit 'Cl.

'



Statement of Pandit Raghunath Shama, taken
on 28.4,1956, at 10.30 A.M. at Bangkok.

Address: Raj Store, 183 Samphang
Street, Bangkok,

I first came to Bangkok in the year 1942.

I am doing business in cloth. I first came in touch with

the Indian indepence movement in 1942 when the Japanese first

occupied Bangkok. I also met Shri Rash Behari Bose and I

joined the Indian Independence League. Prior to this, Swami

Satyanand Puri had started a movement known as Indian National

Council which was later renamed Indian Independence League.

SWamiji was later on killed in an air crash while on his way

to Tokyo to attend a Political Conference held by Shri Rash

Behari Bose. I continued to do some work for the until

the time Netaji arrived. I first came in contact with Netaji

when he arrived in Singapore in July 1943. At that time, I

was the President of Thailand Territorial Committee, I was

present in Singapore on the day when he assumed leadership

of the Indian independence movement in the Far East in July

1943. My main functions as an important office holder of

the I.I.L. were to collect funds and enrole volunteers for

the Indian National Army. As far as I can remember we.

collected over 1 crore and 15 lakhs Ticals. At that time,

the value of the Tical was Rs 1/4/-. We also collected

put plenty of Clothing material and other supplies in Bangkok.

I met Netaji on numerous occasions when he came here either

to attend conferences or on tours of inspection or when he

was on his way to Tokyo. I was present in Bangkok when

Netaji arrived here on 14th of May 1945 from Rangoon. He

was accompanied by a detachment of Rani of Jhansi regiment.

Netaji was followed shortly afterwards by the members of his

Provisional Government and other members of the staff of

Supreme Headquarters. The duties that were entrusted to the

I.I.L. in Bangkok were to make arrangements for providing

adequate and nourishing food and clothing for the members of
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the Azad Hind Fauj and the League was asked to look after

the patients in Bangkok also. After about a month and a half

or two Netaji proceeded to Singapore. Netaji returned from

Singapore in August. It was either 14th or 15th of August.

When Netaji returned from Singapore we met him at his

residence in Bankippi in the house of Mr. S.P. Mehtani, 10 or

¶2 miles from Bangkok. Among those who were present were:

Shri Permanand,
General Bhonsle,
Sardar Ishar Singh,
Col. Gulzara Singh,
Shri Debnath Das,
Shri S.A. Ayer, and

several others whose names I do not remember. Those from

Bangkok requested Netaji to stay on here. I know that the

Japanese had surrendered before Netaji arrived in Bangkok.

The relations between the Provisional Governmnt of Azad Hind

and the Thai Government continued to be friendly. At that

time, Netaji gave out the impression that although he had

trusted the Japanese fully, we had not received the same amount

of aid and cooperation from them as was expected of them.

On being requested by us from Bangkok to stay on here, Netaji

said that he had already made his plans to move onwards. The

first move was to Saigon. The details of his further move

were not kLown to us. Early next morning, all of us assembled

at Netajils residence. His baggage was loaded in a military

truck. With him was treasure consisting of gold, silver, and

other valuables some of which were collected from the people

and some were the property of the Azad Hind Government. Its

value was estimated at over Rs. 1 crore. I did not see the

contents but I saw the boxes in which they were carried. There

were 10 or 12 steel boxes about 30" long, about 12" wide and

10" high. They were not all of the same size; some were a

little larger and some smaller, 15 ar 20 days previous to

this, Shri Debnath Das asked me on behalf of Netaji whether I
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could take charge of this treasure. I declined. Netaji

arrived at the aerodrome at about 8 A.M. When we arrived

at the aerodrome, we saw the plane which was to carry Netaji.

The treasure boxes and other baggage were kept in the plane.

It was a biggish military plane. Besides Netaji, the

following officers also emplaned:-

Shri Debnath Das, Shri S.A. Ayer, Col. Gulzara Sing!
Col. Habibur Rehman, Major Abid Hasan, Col.Pritam
Singh.

I do ndt remember about kat others. I do not remember distinctly

but I think they left by one plarie. There were several Japanese

officers at the aerodrome too 4 I do not remember their nmes.

A few days after Netajils departure from Bangkok, we heard

through the Japanese sources that the plane carrying Netaji

had crashed and caught fire somewhere in Taiwan (Formosa) and

that Netaji had been killed as a result of the plane crash.

This news was confirmed to me by the Japanese officer whom I

met on my arrival at the League office. At that time, we did

not believe that this news was correct. We all thought that it

was a pre -planned thing and there was a possibility that Netaji

had escaped somewhere. A few days afterwards when this news

was confirmed officially by the Japanese Govt., a condolence

meeting was held which was attended by a large number of Indians

as well as Japanese. At this condoleince meeting, a large

number of persons were in tears. I do not !know anything

definite about Netaji after this date. I have, however, read

various news that appear in papers from time to time and have

also heard varying rumours from different persons. My own

feeling now is that Netaji is no more as I see no reason why

he should continue to conceal himself for so long after India

had achieved independence anft also when hetaji has a wife and a
4 ... 0 _ _ _ . _A. I A. A

_
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Statement by Shri Ishar Singh, Rajabans Road, Bangkok,
ex -President of the Indian Independence League, Thailand,
recorded on 28th April 1956 at 11.30 A.M.

I have been in Bangkok since 1929. I am

doing cloth business. I was in Bangkok when the Japanese

forces occupied Thailand. Even before the Japapese

occupied Thailand, Glen/ Pritam Singh (deceased) and Swamiji

6atyanand Puri were in touch with the Japanese. I joined

the Indian Independence League which was organised by

Shri Rash Behari Bose. Although I sympathised with the

aims and objects of the I.I.L. under Shri Rash Behari Bose,

I was not an active worker in it. I became a whole -time

worker only after I met Netaji. I first met Netaji in

-Bangkok in August 1943. He put me in charge of the

Social Welfare Department of the My job was to

look af er the interests of Indians and also give relief

to those persons who had suffered as a result of the

Japanese action. At that time the Jap4nese were seizing

the assets of certain Indians who had connection with Br

firms. When the Provisional Government of Azad Hind was

going to be established, I was invited to Singapore. I 'as

present at the ceremony which wgis held at the Cathay Building

in Singapore on the 21st of Octo er 1943. I was appointed

las an Adviser in the Prov_sional Government of Azad Hind.

I was also appointed as Chairman of Thailand Territorial

Indian Independence League. My main duties as the President

of the I.I.L. Thailand were to collect funds, clothing and

provisions for the Azad Hind Fauj. I wqs also entrusted with

the task of recruiting volunteers from civil Indian population

for the INA. We establ shed a training camp for the training

of Indian volunteers in Cholburi where we trained approximatel.

1000 volunteers. In all we trained approximately 2000

volunteers in this camp. We collected cy:er Tcs. 10,000,000.00

(Ticals one crore))in cash. At tha4 time, the valu
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Tical was Rs. 1.4.0. During this period, I had an

occasion to visit Singapore once again. I met Netaji

on every occasion whenever he visited Bangkok. Throughout

the duration of war the relations between the Provisicnal

Governmentof Azad Hind and the local I.I.L. on the one

hand and the Thal Government on the other were friendly.

I was present in Bangkok on the 14th of May 1545, when

Netaji arrived in Bangkok from Rangoon. On that occasion

Netaji stayed at a house which belonged to Mr. S.T. Mehtani.

This house vs in BangAppi area, Bangkok. Netaji was

accompanied by a detachment of Rani of Jhansi Regiment,

members of his Provisional Government and was later on

followed by a regiment commanded by Col. Thekur Singh.

,In all there must have been three to four thousand

C---II), IAA personnel in Bangkok. Most of the officers and men

of the Indian National Army were in a poor state of health

and most of them were in tattered clothes. It x.is our duty

to provide adequate ratons and clothing for them. In a

few days the men were again in a fit state of health to take

part in fighting again if required. Netaji left for

Singapore on 18th of June 1545 after staying over a mozth

in Bangkok. At the time of his departure he left all

the treasure which he had brought from Burma. This treasure
rds

was left in charge of a military guard. I have kept no reco

as we were ordered to burn all records by Netaji. In this

co;nection, he cited the instance of his departure from

INdia which he kept a secret ever, rrom his own mother.

1Netaji instructed us to burn all records because he was keen

Ito keep maLy things secret from the British and he was

Ianxious that none of our records should fall in the hands

of the enemy so that the British would lot be in a position

to harl'ass any Indians as a result of information given

from the official records. When Netaji wqs at Bangkok,

;

after his arrival from Rangoon and b
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Singapore, in a Cabinet meeting we requested him to disclose

how he departed from India in 1042. He declined to do so

saying that he did not disclose the same even to his ,other

before departure and that he would disclose the whole of the stay

when he returned to India after it had achieved its indwendence.

At the Cabinet meeting we discussed the points which Netaji was

going to make at the vblIc meeting that was going to be held the

same day. The meeting was held in Public Theatre, Bangkok. At that

meeting Netaji declared that the war of Indian independence would

be continued even if our alies, Germans and Jaanese, laid down

their arms. This war of Indian independence would continue tail

such time as our country ws fully liberated. After addressing

the mass rally in the Pulic Thatre, Netaji returned to his

residence. Afterwards a few days later he went to Singapore. So

as I remember Netaji returned from Singapore on 14th of August

and left on the 16th. Prier to his departure from Singapore

Netaji had constituted a Call:Mee, consisting of -

General Bhonsle,
Shri Permanard and myself

to manage all the affairs of the IA and I.I.L. in Thailand.

Netqji returned from Singapore without any notice being pint

given to us and so I was unable to go and receive him at the

airport. But later on the same day we met him at his residence.

When we met at Netajits residence that day I saw the following

officers there :

1. Shri S.A. Ayer
2. Col. Gulzara Singh,
3. Major Hasan,
4. General Bhcisle,
5. Col. Bab! bur Rahman,
6, Shri Debnath Das,
7. Shri Permanand,

and there were some other officers also. We all had dinner

together. After dinner, Netaji gave us full instructions as to

how we were to donduct ourselves when the British forces arrived

in Bangkok. I was told, as the Chairman of the in Thailanc

to hold aloft the natioz.al Tricolour even after the British
I



occupied Thailand. It was Netaji's desire that the INA soldiers

must not lose heart and that they must continue to have the

spirit of resistence within them. Whf,le reviewing the post-war

situation, Netaji instructed that the INA officers and men

should not surrender in an undignified way but when they would be

forced by the British to give up their arms they should do so.

Netaji foreAlaw that as soon as the INA soldiers came in contact -

with their brethren in the British Indian Army, the spirit of

the I.N.A. would permeate into the ranks of the British Indian

Army. And once the British Indian Army was infected with that

spirit then the independence cf India would only be a matter of

short time. Netaji also insisted that the INA should not

surrender as a part of the Japanese Army. If they had to lay

down arms they should do so quite independently of the Japanese.

This was because Netaji wished to prove to the world that the

INA was an independent army. In actual fact, a few days before

the arrival of the British forces, the INA was asked to submit

a list of weapons and equip ent under their charge to the

Jaranese authorities. This was stoutly resisted by the officers

and men of the Indian National Army and 11, actual fact the arms

were handed to the British by the INA.

At that last meeting either on 15th or 16th August, I

suggested to Netaji that he with the whole of his Cabin should

surrender to the British authorities on Indian soil and not

outside his country. I suggested this because I was convinced

that if such a thing was done on Indian soil, it would have a

profound effect on the public opinion and it might even lead to

an open rebellion against the British in India. I was convinced

that if we were to be arrested by the British, they would either

shoot or hang us all. But the majority of the members present were

opposed to this idea and wishrid to leave the decision to Netaji

himself. During the course of the discussion, Netaji said that

there were only two alternatives open to hiat



a,to enter China (near Russian border) with a view
to entering Russian territory.

Netaji was not very favourably inclined towards the first

alternative and he was keen to continue the struggle for India's

independence at all costs. He asked me if I had any contacts

with the Chinese which woulki help him to enter China. I made

enquiries but found that it was too late. When we pressed Netaji

to tell us defi ltely about his plans, he told us that this would

be settled after he had talks with Count Terauchl at Saigon..

That night I developed high fever and left Netaji after midnight.

I did not see him after that. The next day I was told by Pandit

Haghunath Sharma and several othars who had been to the aerodrome

to see off Netaji that Netaji had left with .

Shri S.A. Ayer,
Col. Pritam Singh,
Capt. Gulaara Singh,
Col. Habibur hehman,
Shri Debnath Das, and
Major Hasa%

and that he had taken with him all the treasure. I hwde no

personal knowledge of the value of the treasure but it was

contained in six or seven cases which were put in the same aeroplane.

Previous to this, we had discussions in the Cabinet and Netaji

had asked whether we could take the responsibility of the treasure

If it as left and ensure Its proper utilisation in the idterest

of the freedom movement of the Indian community. We could not

undertake this responsibility.

3 or 4 days afterwards, we were informed by the

ry 'tithorities that they haa received a telegrampanes

from their Military headquarters at Saigon conveying the information

that the plane carrying Netaji had crashed and caught fire and that

as a result of this, Netaji had expired. After this we (General

Bhonsle, Shri Permarand and myself) met the Japanese two or three

times either in the League he;.dquarters or in the Japanese

Military headquarters ax to o-)tain further details and proof of

the accident and NetaWs death but we were told by the Japanese

v <
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that that was the message which they had received from their

headquarters and he had sent the same to us and that he had no

further details to give to us. We told the Japanese that they

were in the habit of taking Netaji's photographs wherever he

want and that they must produce photographs of Netaji's plane

crash and of his body to prove the accident. No further proof

or any photographs were shown to us by the Japanese. We did

not believe that the story about Netaji's plane crash was true.

In spite of this, we held a condolence meeting three ar four

days afterwards. This we did in all solemnity because we thought

that even if the plane crash did rot take place and it was only

a hoax, the holding of this condolence meeting would help to

establish what Neta,i had intended to do. The meeting vr,s held

in the compound of the I.I.L., Bangkok and it was largely

Attended. The opinion among the officials of the I.I.L.

was divided. Some majcrity thought that the Japanese had

deliberately given out a false rumour about the plane crash

mith the object of concealing Netaji. The other party

thought that the Jallanese might have disposed of Netaji to

please the Anglo-Americans and to secure better terms for

themselves.

I w s arrested on 2nd of September and I was

interrogeted by 1,1aor Kennedy and later by Sub -Major Wahab

Khan. On arrival of the British forces in Bangkok, I -4 s

under house arrest from 2nd to 18th of September 1445. On

18th September, I s taken to a lock -up in a Siamese jail

for about two months. Later we were transferred to a British

jail under the British Military authorities. Then we were

transferred to Singapore jail where we spent two months. Two

or three days prior to the visit of Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru

to Singapore in 1946, we were released and allowed to return

home.
I also met Mr. Finney of the bengal Polio

Department. he wasimccompanied b ssrs. Rey and Boy
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met a Police Officer by the name of Nagina Singh. He was a

crook.

In the beginning I w -s of the strong conviction that

Netaji was alive. I felt this especially in view of the fact

that Dr. Ba Ma, Prime Ministercf Burma who had been declared

missing by the Japanese, later surrendered himself to the

American Military authorities in Tokyo. When we heard this,

my conviction that Netaji was still alive and in conceal,

became even stronger. In 1950-51 I went to Delhi. During the

course of discussjors with my relatives, the subject of Netajies

being alive and dead came up. One of my relations told me

that there was such a law framed by the Allies under which any

person who is declared a war criminal, should be tried within

seven years. I hoped that after seven years Netaji would re-

appear but since he has not done so now, the strong conviction

whth I had about his being alive is beginning to weaken. I

also read in article Which appeared in the Blitz in which it

was written that Neladi had been shot dead under orders of General

MacArthur in Japan. ilin"Ithen, I have b,come confused.

Admitted correct.



Statement by Shri Uttam Chand, Sharma,
Bharat Vidayalaya, 136/2 SriPhongse
Road, Bangkok.

I em an English teacher in the

Bharat Vidayalaya Bangkok. I have been

in Thailand since 1933. I joined the

Indian Independence League in May 1942. During

the time of Shri Rash Behari Bose I worked

as the General Secretary of Indian Independenc-?

League, Thailand. I was present in Bangkok

when the Conference was held here and attended

by Netaji. Whe Netaji came to Bangkok he

reorganised the Indian Independence League.

I was transferred from the post of General

Secretary to the post of Officer -in -charge

Social Welfare and Education. Later, when

Sardar Ishwar Singh was appointed the President

of the I.I.L. Thailand, I was 1004 again

appointed its General Secretary. Later on when

the advanced I.N.A. units started moving to

Burma I was transferred to I.I.L. Burma and

put in command of the camp for training ci4lian
with

recruits. I left Rangoon on April 24, 1945 004

Netaji's party aLd reached Bangkok in the last

week of May. When we arrived in Bangkok I was

appointed as the Assistant General Secretary

in the Indian Independence League headquarters.

0Aginally it was Netaji's intention to take the

Supreme Headquarters to Saigon and fu-i-ther

east as dictated by events but later on after

the atom bomb was dropped over Japan this

scheme was given up. VKAO/ I do not remember

the exact date when Netaji went to Singapore

but I remember that he returned on 16th of

August and left Bangkok on 17th. I learnt
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later on that Netaji had arrived in Bangkok

on 16th and left on 17th morning. X/00/4

I did not attend any of his meetings. I was

working with Shri Dev Nath Dass who was

General Secretary of the I.I.L. Rangoon.

Before that he had also been the Chairman

of I.I.L. Thailand. He was a very trusted

XXX/ lieutenant of Netaji and was of very

Independent ideas. He could not believe in

accepting a subservient role under the Japanese.

Some time after arrival in Bangkok from

Rangoon Shri Dev Math Dass told me that we

would have to organise some sort of

underground movement as it was expected that

the British would occupy Bangkok shortly.

The type of work that we would have to do 106534Z1

when carrying out an underground movement would

be to spread propaganda amongst the Indian

soldiers of the British Indian Army. Certain

persons were given revolvers. As the British

forces arrived in Bangkok I went underground

for five or six days but when I learned that

they were merely interrogating people I

returned and reported to their headquarters.

Colonel Fanny was in charge of the Interrogation

Centre. He ordered my statement to be taken.

My statement was recorded and I was let off.

I then busied myself with the job that was

entrusted to me i.e., that of spreading

propaganda amongst the ranks of the Indian

Army. I used to contact soldiers, officers

and men of the Indian Army and used to tell

them of Netaji, Indian National Army and the

I.I.L. We also distributed old I.N.A. papers

and leaflets among the men of the Indian Army.

Later we/Publi shed a collet
t tif of N.A .n,,

_ if



photographs in a booklet form and distributed

it among Indian soldiers. I present a copy

of the same to the Committee. It was

entitled "Azadi Hamara Paidaishi Haq Hai".

I felt that this propaganda proved effective

among the rank and file of the British Indian

Army. I learned about the plane crash and

Netaji's death on or about 25 or 26 of August

in Chumpon. At that time I believed that

the news about the plane crash and Netaji's

death was false. Prior to Netaji's departure

as a part of the undergrou d movement

that would be continued in Bangkok and other

parts of Thailand a wireless set was gik,en to

Shri A.C. Dass, the wave length and call

signs and exact time of making contact was

settled with him. Later on Shri Dev Nath

Dass returned from Hanoi where he had gone

underground and joined Shri A.C. Dass also

underground. They continued these activities

for about eight months. I and some of My

friends helped them to remain underground and

to continue the work. It was only after they

had made every endeavour to contact Netaji

and failed that they gave up this work

and surrendered. We gave up this work because

there was no response from Netaji. For some

years we believed that Netaji was alive and in

hiding. This belief was based on the fact

that Japan was OSO under the occupation

of the Americans and we hoped that Netaji would

emer-:e after the Americans withdrew from Japan.

In 1951 or 1953 when I went to Calcutta

Srl Dev Nath Dass showed me a photograph in

a Chinese magazine. This photogranh contained

some 8 or 10 well built persons in military
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dress. One of those persons looked like

Netaji. I have ro personal knowledge of

these things but I was told by Shri Dev Nath

Dass on his return from Hanoi. He WW#0

told me that the otriginal plan was far the

Japanese to drop Netaji somewhere in India.

But they changed this plan at Saigon. ,

The alternative scheme was for Netaji to

take refuge somewhere in East Asia until

such time as it was possible for him to return

to India. Shri Dev Nath Dass also told us

that some officer of Japanese Headquarter

at Hanoi had told him that the story about

the plane crash was false and it was only

because of this hope that Dev Nath Dass

remained underground for 8 months in the

hope OW of contacting Netaji. After this

I did not hear anything except various reports

that kept on appearing in papers from time

to time. It appeared from Shri Dev Nath 'Ass's

report in the press that there had been some
Ece44412,

foul play. I am inclined with-a-vlew that the

plane crash was arranged deliberately by the

Japanese to get rid of Netaji who might

have l5 proved a problem to them.

7/1



Statement by Shri Anil Chandra Das,
166 Sampang Street, Bangkok recorded

on 30th April at 9 A.M.

I first came to Bangkok in 1933.

I was an absconder in Dacca and I came to Bangkok to seek

political asylum. I joined the and went to Singapore

and I was posted to the Reconstruction Department of the IIL.

I was working under Mr. A.N. Sarkar. I went to Burma in 1943.

I went with the front.line troops as far as M:--el=in (Tamu).

About the middle of 1944 I returned from the front line and

eventually retired fxmm to Rangoon. I left Rangoon on the same

day as Netaji. It was, I think, 24th or 25th April 1945. I

returned to Bangkok. It took us about one month to reach here.

On arrival at Bangkok, I did not report at any INA camp but I

was staying separately with a friend. I was present in Bangkok

on the 16th of August when Netaji returned from Singapore.

Netaji asked me to meet him 'at his residence in Bankappi

at 1 A.M. I met him accordingly. Duringthe course of our talk

Netaji told me that our war for indppendence had not ended and

that we were merely changing our tactics. He asked me to carry

on underground activities and for this he gave me some arms

and ammunition and a wireless set. From the talk with him,

I understood that Netajils idea was to go to India and if that

was not possible, he told me that he would contact us and let

me know his whereabouts. There was another INA Sub officer by

the name of Shunil Roy who was an expert in handling the wirelss

set, Mr. Roy did not tell me the exact details of how he was

to contact Netaji. Instructions regarding wave-length,frequency

call signs etc. were known to Roy and not to me. Early next

morning Netaji left Bangkok for the aerodrome. I also went to

the aerodrome. As fell' as I remember the following officers went

with Netaji.
Shri S.A. Ayer, Col. H. Rehman, Shri Debnath Das,
Col. Gulsara Singh, Major Abid Hasan

and some Japanese also went with Netaji. I do not know their

names. I remember that the number of the plane was 13. After
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Netaji's plane took off, we returned.

We were keeping the wireless set at the

house of a friend at Bankappi. His name was Shri Rai

Kumar Sachdev. Shri Roy tried to contact Netaji on a

number of occasions but failed. We tried this for a -

-few days. Then we heard about the plane crash. At that

time of coursc we did not believe it. Ater this news,

Shri Roy continued his efforts at contacting Netaji for

-about ID days but still there was no response. After

about ID days Shri Roy gave up home and told that it was

1useless now trying to contact Netaji and that he was convinced:

that the plane had crashed. He then left for Burma.

After this, I went up country in hiding. Shri Debnath Das

returned after five months. He returned fm Laos.

He met me in a friend's house in Bangkok. When I net him,

he could give no definite information about Netaji but he

said that probably the news about the plane crash was true

He asked us to hand over the arms and equipment to Col.

Thaun of Laos.

Admitted "meet.
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Statement by Shri Ram Neo Gosai, C/o Chotirmall
Co., '34/36 Viet Street, Seigen, recorded on

fc./.._1956.

I am employed as a watchman in the firm of
es-

Chotirmall eo. i came to saigon in 1939 two yeare ueroee the

war started. I stayed in S-igon throughout th. war. Net_ji used

to ceme to Saigon every now aril than and stay for a shoft time

not eae ding a maat.51 day at a time. Netaji had taken for his

own use one house belonging to Seth Chotirmall in Samga area

near Gojep. This lace is about 3 Or 4 mile outside the town.

He had taken arrohea house for use of military unit about a mile

aeey from that els_ ce. This 11JUS3 W-- ,itsated in the area :''alLown

as Bachaoo. General Shatterjee, Shri A!M! Sahay ,411. Shri Ayer

uee'l to live in the e me li_use in dhich N ,ji us.;:i to stay.

I hld some cows and used to sell milk and I w -s staying in a house

adjoining the house meant for Netaji. I used to do marketing

for three INA officers who used to reside in this house. Their

names,as far -s I remember, were General Chatterjee, Shri Sehy

and Shri Ayer. There used to be two INA soldiers in the house alsoj

They were working as orderlies. About , week after the Japanese

surrendered, Netaji came to that house. He was accompanied by two

Japanese officers only. He came to the house and enquired about

Chatterji, Sahay and Ayer. All these officers had left Saigon

two days before his arrivel. The military unit which was stationed

in Bachaoo had also disappeared. He arrived at the house at about

aldRigitt mid day. He came to the house in a motor car and made

enquiries about Sahay, Chatterjee and Ayer. The house was lying

empty. There was no Indian in the house but there was an Annsmit

servant who was engaged by Netaji as his cook. His name I do not

recollect. I have not seen him for some years. Two or three

months previously, Netaji had also come to Saigon and at that time

this boy was enLaged as a cook. After having his meals, Netaji

left the house at about Ietxximak 2 o' clocklascompanied by the

same two Japanese officers who came with Netaji. I did not see

him leaving the house as I was engaged in my own werk. The entry

to the house was restricted and people were noteali to go there,
- 0WA J ,, ,, 4 t t a t . . Z tip f . f b M g t

During his previous visit two or three months earlier Netaji

addressed mass gatherings of Indians and other locals at various

iilaces. 3 or 4 days after his departure, we heard the news that

the plane carrying him had crashed and that he had been killed.

This news was braadcast over the radio and it was heard by a large

number of people.

At the house where Netaji arrived only two Japanese



came along with him. I do not know whe-Aler any other

Indian came and put up in any other house.

My quarter was in the same compound, and on arrival

Netaji personally asked me where Chatterji and others were.

I replied that they had gone away. He then asked me to call

the Annamit cook and asked him to prepare his meal immediately

as he was leaving at about 2 o' clock. The meal was cooked.

The house in which Netaji stayed was burnt down by

the Annamits in the postwar period.

Netaji was in his usual Khaki clothes. I did not

see his baggage being taken out of the car.

There was no house within about 50 yards of Netaji's

house where his officers stayed.

Wahb

some Sindhi whose name I do not know.

Admitted correct.

0)4 ?c=9(11)(. ---/q''
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Statement Of Shri Anand Mohan Sahay, Consul General
for the Government of India, at Hanoi (North Vietnam)
recorded at Saigon, on 1st May 1956 at 3 P.M.

a n  m e  O a

I first went to Japan (Kobe) in 1923. I was a

student of medicine at Patna when Non -cooperation movement

started in 1920. I joined the movement and was Private

Secretary to Dr. Rajeadra Prasad before going to Japan.

In 1923 When the first non -cooperation movement became

slack, I felt that I should not waste time. I decided to

go to U.S.A., complete my study, and then come back and

join the resistance. But I could not get a passport ,for

U.S.A. because I was in correspondence with the Gaddar

Party of San Francisco. My uncle, Dr. S. Sinha, was then

the Finance Member of the Executive Council of Bihar and

with his help I secured a passport for Japan. I hoped I

would be able to get a passport from Japan for going to

America. In Japan I applied for passport for U.S.A. but

could not get. Perhaps, the British Consul General, there,

did not trust What I said. I continued to stay in Japan.

I could not continue my studies because of language diffi-

culty in Japan and could not get passport for U,S.A. I

did not wish to return home. In Japan I used to earn my

livelihood by writing articles for journals. I also tabght

in Foreign Language College of Y.M.C.A. I continued my

political activities. I wrote articles on the life of Shri

C.R. Das, Mahatma Gandhi and other eminent leaders. I

tried to organise the youth of local Indian community in

Japan. Moat of the Indians in Japan were t raders not

interested in politics. I came in contact with Shri Rash

Behari Bose Who was in Tokyo. He was known top -most Indian

revolutionary in Japan. He had sought asylum in Japan

since 1918 war.
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2. I had no particular outside contacts expect with

a few friends in San Francisco Who were connected with

the Gaddar Party. I also met Raja Mahendra Pratap who

came to Japan in 1925. I maintained.my correspondence

with Dr. Rajendra Prasad and used to get his guidance.

3. In August 1926, we organised an Asian Conference

in Nagasaki. I attended that Conference along with Rash

Bihari Bose and others. After the deliberations of that

Conference, I felt that I should go to India to establish

contacts. I decided to come as a merchant. I had some

business connections because I was working for some Indian

firms in Japan. Sotin November 1926, I left for India

with some samples, via Hongkong, Malaya, Singapore,and

Colombo; thence to Madras, Calcutta and then to Patna.

4. I knew Subhas Babu since 1922. In 1927 when he

returned from Mandalay after his imprisonment there, he

was sickbed. I met him at his house. Je discussed as to

what we could do outside India and he said that Japan would

play a very important part in future and we should carry

on our propaganda and publicity about India's struggle for

freedom in Japan. as well as other parts of the world.

During this period, I also met Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru;

but,I had no detailed discussion with him. I returned to

Japan in October 1927 with my wife and continued my poli-

tical activities with the object of strenathening the

movement for India's independence. While in Singapore, I

met Mr. Abid Ali Who is now Dy. Minister, Labour. In Japan

I organised Indian National Congress branch in 1928 with

headquarters at Kobe. Then I corresponded with Panditji

and he welcomed my idea and through his support the Japan

Branch was recognised by the Congress. Since then, I was in

regular correspondence with Panditji and with Netaji.



5. I was in Japan When the last war broke out. When

the war broke out in Europe, Raja Mahendra Pratap came to

me from Tokyo and we decided to do something to help India

in her struggle for freedom. We collected some funds

from the Indian community. Then we started some publicity

to mobilise public opinion in our support and to intensify

our activities. I contacted my Japanese friends. There

were many young Japanese officers in the Army who were my

ex -students. They liked my idea and helped me in contacting

senior Japanese officers When I was trying to secure their

cooperation. We formed a "Committee of Action" with Raja

Mahendra Pratap as Chairman, Shri Rash Bihari Bose as Vice-

Chairman and myself as Secretary. Japanese authorities,

in the beginning, did not like to cooperate because they

did not believe in Raja Mahendra Pratap's capacity to

keep things secret.

6. When Japan declared war against the Anglo-Americans

on 8th December 1941, I was in Tokyo staying in Railway

Hotel. We held a dinner in the hotel where we invited

Shri Rash Behari Bose to take the leadership of the movement.

He accepted it. We all merged ourselves into one movement.

Raja Mahendra Pratap did not join us. We had a conference

in Tokyo of all the Indians in Japan in the end of December

1941 or the beginning of January 1942. At that conference,

we all agreed to appoint Shri Rash Bihari Bose as the

President of the Indian Independence League, and other office

bearers were also appointed. Previously, we had decided

to have our nucleus in Bangkok and had sent Shri Debnath

Das to organise the movement there. I had friends already

there.

7. Shri Rash Behari Bose continued to remain in Japan.
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As the Japanese forces advanced into Malaya, Indian

volunteers from Bangkok went forward with them with the

object of working behind the lines among Indian troops.

When the British surrendered at Singapore, we held a confer-

ence in Tokyo of the representatives of Indians in Malaya,

Thailand, China etc. and Indian Army representatives who

had surrendered and were handed over to the Japanese. It

was in March/April 1942. It was decided that we should

organise the Indian National Army to fight for freedom and

it was dso decided to hold a more representative conference

later on in Bangkok. Then Rash Bihari Bose, myself and a

group of Indians working with us came to Saigon by a ship

and thence to Bangkok by air. There, a more representative

conference was held in June 1942. We appointed a Council

of Action consisting of Shri Rash Bihari Bose, Mohan Singh,

Zilani, Raghavan and Menon. Capt. Mohan Singh was appointed

G.O.C. of the Indian National Army. We also sought certain

clarifications from the Japanese regarding their aims

towards India and our freedom movement. We also passed a

resolution requesting that Shri Subhas Chandra Bose, who was

then in Berlin, be invited to the Far East.

8. The Japanese were not very keen to invite Netaji.

We established our League headquarters at Bangkok and we

continued to press the Japanese to bring Netaji. At last

they agreed. At that time, my main concern was to keep

our movement free from Japanese influence and dominance.

Since before the Japanese war, I had direct contact with

Netaji in Berlin through the German Embassies at Tokyo and

After the Bangkok Conference, I was allotted a

very unimportant piece of work. After some months, the

headquarters of the League moved to Singapore and there was

some crisis in the I.N.A. because of some differences of



opinion between Gen. Mohan Singh and Shri Rash,Bihari Bose.

As a result of that crisis, the first I.N.A. collapsed

and Gen. Mohan Singh was removed from the command probably

towards the end of 1942. When these events were taking

place, I was called to Singapore by Shri Rash Bihari Bose.

He explained the position to me and asked for my help. He

was in a very disturbed state of mind. He was endeavouring

to prevent the I.N.A. from disintegration. Eventually, he

succeeded in reorganising the army with Gen. Bhonsle as

Director of Military Bureau. I went back to Bangkok. I was

not interested in all these moves and my main attention

was concentrated on how to get Netaji to the Far East.

9. Eventually, Netaji arrived in Singapore on 2nd of

July 1942. I arrived in Singapore one day later. I met

him on the 3rd evening and had a long talk with him during

which I sought clarification regarding his attitude towards

the Indian National Congress and towards Galdhiji and

Panditji. He gave me a full picture of What had happened

between him and the Congress during the last few years.

When I asked him if our movement would seek the cooperation

of the Congress, Mahatma Gandhi and Pandi-Nehru or would he

go against it, he told me that Mahatma Gandhi was just like

his father and he could never think of going against him.

So far as Jawaharlal Nehru was concerned, he said, he felt

Nehru belonged to the left camp and his only complaint was

that Nehru should not stand on the middle of the road but

should come and lead the left. He said "after India was

liberated there would be no cause for such differences".

When I told him that for any success of our movement from

without, the cooperation of the masses of India was

necessary and for this reason, the Congress should not be

antagonised, he agreed with me and he assured me that his
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whole idea was to appeal to the people of India and that

he knew that the Congress was India. After that, I

decided to work with him whole-heartedly and offered my

cooperation. I was appointed Secretary in charge of the

Indians overseas in Indian Independence League. From time

to time, I was given other important work too, because

he trusted me.

10. I was present in Singapore on October 21st when

Netaji organised the Provisional Government of Azad Hind.

Hindustani translation, which was treated as original,

of our Declaration was translated and read by me at the

Conference. I was appointed as the Secretary General to

the Provisional Government of Azad Hind with the rank of

a Minister, and took oath of allegiance with other Ministers.

Japanese recognised our Government. In appreciation of

Japanese help, Netaji declared at the public meeting a

donation of the cost of 10 aircrafts to Japanese army and

navy. Immediately after that, on 28th October, w e left

for Tokyo to attend the Greater East Asia Conference. We

stayed for one night in Philippines and one night at

Nagasaki on our way to Tokyo. We flew over the East Indies

Islands. Netaji's party consisted of the fellowing officers:

General Bhonsle, myself, Major Hasan and Col. Raju

11. Netaji attended the conference as an observer

because Netaji considered that conference to be more or less

a Japanese -sponsored movement and did not fit in with his

ideas. After that conference, we had a special conference

with the representatives of Ministry of Navy, the Foreign

Ministry and other departments regarding the transfer of

Andamans and Nicobars. We issued letters to all Axis powers

informing that a Government of Free India was formed with

Netaji as Head of State. I stayed in Tokyo for about one
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month. I did not accompany Netaji on his return journey

from Tokyo as I had to stay behind in Japan to negotiate

regarding currency notes etc. for the Provisional Govern-

ment of Azad Hind. I returned to Singapore by the end of

December 1943. Immediately, on arrival, I was asked to

accompany Netaji to Andamaas. We left for Andamans on

21st of December and stayed there for 3 days. Civil

administration was partly handed over to us; but, security

and defence was maintained by the Japanese. From Andamans

we flew to Bangkok where we stayed for two or three days

as State guests of Thai Government. Thence we proceeded

to Rangoon. We reached Rangoon on the 5th or 6th of January

1944 and established and organised our headquarters there.

At that time, the I.N.A. troops from Singapore had begun to

arrive in Rangoon; some of them were still on their way.

12. Later on, the Azad Hind troops were sent to the

front-line. The Rani of Jhansi regiment was also organised.

I am not aware of the full details of the military operations

but I know that I.N.A. participated in the battle of Imphal.

By that time, we had

Provisional Govt. to

Azad Hind Dal to man

rated areas in India

it. So we went with

Netaji asked a group

moved our advanced headquarters of the

Maymyo. In Rangoon, we had organised

the civil administration of the libe-

soon after Imphal fell and we occupied

our staff from Rangoon to Maymyo. Then

of us to go to the central front,

Chamol, and we (Major General Chatterjee, myself and a

number of others) started with some ration for our troops.

After several days track, we arrived at Tamu; thence we

visited Chamol. This was sometime in April/May 1944.

After inspecting the fighting conditions of the front-line

troops, we returned to Tamu and to Maymyo. We reported



the condition of our troops to Netaji. Conditions were

not satisfactory and we tried to help the situation as

best as we could. Netaji had returned to Rangoon. We

followed Netaji after some time.

13. As a result of the setback that the Azad Hind Fauz

and the Japanese had received on Imphal front, the position

was reviewed by Netaji in a Cabinet meeting. It was

decided to reorganise the Cabinet so that the future war

could be prosecuted more efficiently. Consequently, Netaji

appointed a War Council.

14. From 18th October to 23rd October, 1941, the first

anniversary Of the establishment of the Provisional Govern-

ment of Azad Hind was celebrated in Rangoon with great

enthusiasm and large funds were collected. An impressive

parade of I.N.A. was held. Uptil that time, Netaji was

still in an optimistic mood and was determined to continue

the struggle to the bitter end. He was confident that the

Japanese would be able to hold on in Burma.

15. Soon after the celebrations and in view of certain

changes that had taken place in the Government of Japan,

Netaji went to Tokyo to have consultations with them for

the future prosecution of the war. Netaji was not getting

as much aid from the Japanese as he expected. He was of

the opinion that the Japanese, being in a bad way themselves,

were not able to give all the aid in supplies needed.

16. Netaji left for Tokyo on or about 25th October

1944. The following officers, as far as I remember,

accompanied him to Tdikyos-

General M.A.Kiani, General Chatterjee, Col.Habibur
Rehman, and Major Abid Hasan.

I did not accompany Netaji as at that time I had been

deputed to undertake a tour of Central and South China,

Philippines and Indo-China in furtherance of the programme
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of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind for the total

mobilisation of (men, money and material) resources of

Indians in the Far East. In accordance with the instruc-

tionslI visited Saigon and among other places Shanghai.

While I was still in Shanghai, Netaji passed through

that city on his way back from Tokyo. I met him. From the

talk I had with him, I gathered that the things were not

very hopeful. Netaji was not hopeful about the successful

outcome of the war so far as the Japanese were concerned.

From Shanghai, I went to Tokyo in Jan/February. At that

time, Netaji was visualising some change in his future

plans. With that object in view, he told me to proceed to

Tokyo to sound the Japanese if they would help us in

establishing direct contacts with the Soviet Ambassador

In Tokyo and also to report my assessment of the situation.

In Tokyo I met several high officials including Foreign

Minister Shigemitsu. From my talks with the Japanese, I

felt that some of them who were2responsible positions

were in somewhat pessimistic mood although they would not

openly admit. I was advised by my friends in the Japanese

Government, particularly by my old friend Mr. Yuzawa, the

Home Minister of Japan, that it would serve no useful

purpose to try to contact the Soviet Ambassador in Tokyo.

They were probably afraid that by our direct contact with

Russians, latter might come to know the weakness of Japan.

I returned to Bangkok via Taihouku, accompanied by my eldest

daughter who wanted to join Rani Jhansi Regiment. At

Saigon, I learnt of the withdrawal of the Japanese from

Rangoon and also that Netaji was on his way to Bangkok.

I flew to 13angkok Where I awaited the arrival of Netaji.

17. Two or three days after my arrival at Bangkok,

Netaji arrived at Bangkok with others. He enquired about
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the position in Japan and other matters. I gave him a

report on my work there and my assessment about future.

I told him thatowhile our currency notes were getting ready,

I had formed an impression that the Japanese higher circles

were not very hopeful about the successful outcome of the

war. After that in the course of a few days, I gave him

all details of my talks with the German Ambassador and with

my Japanese friends. I also told him that I tried through

my Japanese friends to contact the Soviet ambassy but I was

told by my friends that no useful purpose would be served

by establishing contacts with the Soviet Embassy.

18. question. When you tried to contact the Russian

Embassy in Tokyo in November or December 1944, under ins-

tructions of Netaji, it appears that the Japanese obstructed

your doing so. did you feel bound down by What the

Japanese felt. You were an independent Government. Why

did you not contact the Russian Ambassador direct without

referring the matter to the Japanese Government.

Answer. In the first place, we did not have any

direct contact with the representatives of countries other

than Axis powers and those who were fighting for freedom

in Asia like Thailand, Burma, China etc. If we wanted to

establish contact with the Soviet Ambassador in Tokyo, it

would have been discourteous to go straight to the Soviet

Ambassador without consulting or informing the Japanese

Government because we were conducting our war against England

In cooperation and with the help of the Japanese. In the

third place, I knew that there was no love lost between

the Japanese and the Soviet Union although diplomatic

relation existed between them. Taking any step to contact

the Soviet Ambassador over the head of the Japanese Govern-

ment a i m might have been interpreted by the Japanese
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Government as an unfriendly act and also as a conspiracy

against them. I, therefore, thought it fit to try to estab-

lish contact through them with the Soviet Embassy to avoid

any misunderstanding between ourselves and the Japanese.

19. 7;uestion: When you gave the report of the Japanese

unwillingness to let you contact the Soviet Embassy in Tokyo,

What was Netaji's reactions?

Answer: Netaji felt that if we did not want to

commit suicide)to give up the fight for freedom completely,

we must continue our efforts to establish contact with the

Soviet Union.

20. Efforts to contact the Soviet Union were continued.

As I had learnt during my visit to Shanghai that Ho Chi

Mirth's party of Vietnam was in contact with the Chinese

communists and as I was also informed that the agents of

the Chinese communists were also present in Chunking, the

then capital of the Koumingtong Government, I suggested to

Netaji that there might be some possibility of establishing

contact with the Soviet or the Chinese communists through

Vietnamese revolutionaries in Indo-China.

21. After some discussion, Netaji agreed that I should

go to Hanoi in North Vietnam (Dr. Ho Chi Minh's headquarters

were at that time at Hanoi). It was decided that League's

work be divided into two parts in Indo-China, Col.

Chatterjee being in charge of organisation and collecting

funds in South Vietnam and myself being in charge of North

Vietnam. Netaji also told me that he had instructed Col.

Chatterjee o continue our efforts at contacting the soviet

through the Japanese sources. Col. Chatterjee was instruc-

ted to do this through F.M. Count Terauchi's headquarters

at Dalat. I do not know Whether Col. Chatterjee was able

to do anything in that respect. When I was in Tokyo in
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February/March 1945, I also met Mt. Shigemitsu, the then

Foreign Minister. I did not discuss this subject with

him, because I knew that he could do nothing without the

concurrence. of Gen. Tojo.

22. On the conclusion of these discussions with

Netaji, I was ordered to proceed to Hanoi. I proceeded to

Hanoi via Saigon sometime towards the end of June 1945.

I had to spend one month in Saigon because Col. Chatterjee

said he was facing some difficulty in collecting funds at

Saigon and wanted me to help him. I reached Hanoi on 31st

of July 1945 and proceeded with my preparations to establish

the headquarters of the League there. I collected all the

Indians in a meeting held in a Cinema Hall and addressed

them and told them that we needed their cooperation in

money as well as in other ways because our fight had to be

continued. The office of the League was opened in the

building which was a shop of a Muslim Indian in Rue Paul

Bert. Some funds were collected. In Hanoi, I met a few

Vietnamese youngmen who were revolutionaries. They first

did not trust us and said that we were the tools of the

Japanese. However, after some talks and discussions, they

began to believe that we were not puppets in the hands of

the Japanese militarists but we were fighting genuinely for

our freedom. After that they became friends. I tried to

ascertain Whether they had any connections with China and

I came to know thpt they had some friends in Chuking and

Nanning. I explained to them that my ideas on politics

were not anti-marxists and that I appreciated many aspects

of their ideology. I gradually revealed to one or two of

them that I wanted to contact the communists in China

because I said I wanted to join hands with them to fight

against imperialism and Fascism and for that I wanted even



to go to China. Through their efforts, I was able to get

a youngman who offered to go to Chuking. I promised to

meet all his expenses including the cost of clothing etc.

He promised to carry my message to their friends and to bring

their reply. This boy left Hanoi only two or three days

before the surrender of the Japanese. I had expected the

war to continue for some months atleast. I do not know

if he ever went to Chinking and returned. I never met him

after that.

23. I informed Netaji of my arrival in Hanoi. There

was no communication with him other than this. Our ultimate

aim was to have our headquarters in Manchuria by the time

the Japanese surrendered and the war came to an and. I had

a feeling that when the defeat of the Japanese became

Imminent, Russians would decide to declare war against the

Japanese in order to have a favourable position at Peace

Conference; and, if we were in Machuria at that time, we

would allow the Soviet to capture us and hold us as their

prisoners. I thought that once we were their prisoners,

we would gradually be able to persuade them to consider us

not their enemies but genuine fighters for freedom of India.

I also discussed this with Netaji at Bangkok before I left

for Hanoi. Netaji and myself had agreed that after the war,

the alliance between the Anglo-Americans and the Soviets

would not last long; and, if India was not free by that

time, we might persuade the Russians to help us in libera-

ting tam our country.

24. Japanese surrender came unexpectedly early. We

had expected that they would be able to continue their

resistance for atleast another six months. Although the

Japanese had surrendered, there was no change in our original

plan to continue the struggle for India's freedom, if possible
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25. When I heard between the 18th and the 20th August

from the Japanese sources that Netaji was leaving or had

left for Tokyo, I tried my best according to our plan to

get some transport from the Japanese to take me to the

Maachurian side and meet Netaji there, but the Japanese

did not help me. Although I was told that Tietajits desti-

nation was Tokyo, I was confident, he was acting according

to his original plan and was proceeding ultimately to

Manchuria. I hoped either to rejoin him in Manchuria or

to reach there earlier to make arrangements for his recep-

tion. I had travelled widely in Manchuria and North China

in 1938 and I felt that I would be able to do something

there although I had made no previous arrangements this

time.'

26. On or about the 20th August, Col. Pritam Singh,

Col. Gulzara Singh, Abid Hasan, Col. Chatterjee, Mr. Thivy

and Mr. Das arrived in Hanoi by air. Col. Chatterjee

was accompanied by his A.D.C. Lt. Pramnath. They arrived

in Hanoi in two batches. The first consisted of Col.

Pritam Singh, Col. Gulzara Singh, Shri Debnath Das and

Abid and the second batch of Col. Chatterjee, Mr. Thivy

and Lt. Pramnath. I was at that time staying with some

other Japanese officials in a big building which is now

the Ministry of Communications. All of us put up in the

same house for a few days. Japanese friends were not very

happy about my other colleagues being accommodated in that

house. After a few days, I rented two other houses and

we moved from the previous building to relieve the Japanese

of their anxiety. I was told by the first party that

Netaji had left Saigon for Tokyo. From my talks with them,

I gathered that upto Saigon some of them had come with

Netaji. Later due to difficulty in getting accommodation
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in the plane, only Col. Habibur Rehman and Mr. Ayer were

to accompany Netaji. Finally Mr. Ayer was also left out

with arrangements with the Japanese that he would follow,

and only Col. Rehman accompanied Netaji. These friends

Who were left behind came to Hanoi. They were in a

disappointed mood having been left behind. When they

learnt that I was trying to get a plane to take me to

Manchuria some of them expressed their desire to accompany

me. On the day they arrived, While I was talking with

them in my drawing room, suddenly the news came from some

Japanese controlled Radio Station about 6 or 7 P.M. that

Netajits plane had crashed at Taihoku(Taipeh) and that

Netaji was dead. No further details were given. The news

gave a great shock to all of us but afterwards most of us

began to feel that the report might not be true. I felt

so because of my knowledge of the plan of Netaji to go to

Manchuria. I felt that this might be a camouflage to keep

the mind of the enemies from following him. From subse-

quent Radio broadcast, I could gather some more details

according to Which Col. Rehman was with him but he was

saved and Netaji died in the same hospital. The broadcast

which I heard originally had stated that the plane crash

had taken place at Taihoku (also known as Taipeh), the

capital of Formosa.

27. The Japanese were unable to make any arrangements

for our transport to Manchuria and we were held up in

Hanoi. We were in a state of suspense because we were not

sure Whether the news about the plane crash was correct.

Later when we shifted to the two newly rented houses and

started living there, we started planning future course of

of action. Some of us thought that we might go to China
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by land route, some arrthought we might go to Thailand.

But nothing was finally decided. I had a car in Hanoi

with me which I had bought for I.I.L. Some of us thought

that, because the car was there, we could hire another

truck and all of us cross the border into Chinese terri-

tory. But When we were told that the journey was not safe

and there was danger of our being robbed and killed, this

frightened my friends and the idea was dropped. Then

again When we heard that Indo-China was divided into two

partsifor the sake of occupation, so far as I remember,

at 18th parallel, to be occupied by the British forces in

South and by the Chinese in the North, it was decided by

all of us that we should remain in the territory that would

be occupied by the Chinese forces because we felt that

Nationalist Chinese Government occupation troops might be

more sympathetic towards us in their treatment than the

British.

28. At lastI the Chinese troops arrived in Hanoi in

September. Chinese Commander -in -Chief was General Lo Han.

After he had established his headquarters at Bao Dal palace,

I tried to contact him through a Chinese Army officer whom

I used to meet. After some negotiations, General Lo Han

invited us to meet him at the palace. So far as I remember,

I started by telling him as to Who we were and requested

him to help us in going to Delhi. I told him that as we

were fighting against their Allies, the British, we were

prepared to be arrested but we wanted to be sent to Delhi.

General Lo Han asked me as to what did we do that he should

arrest us. I told him that I fought his Allies during the

war. He asked "Did you fight against us". I said "No,

Netaji's instructions were that if we had to face the
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Chinese army we should either withdraw or surrender because

the Chinese were not our enemies." He then suggested

"But you were with the Japanese, our enemies." I said,

"Yes, that was the most unfortunate part of the whole

drama. We were with your enemies and you were with our.

But Your Excellency know that neither we nor you were

fighting either for the Japanese or for the British. We

were fighting for our own respective countries." At this

he laughed and said "You are right. I am not going to

arrest any one of you. You are as free in Vietnam as

anybody else. You can do Whatever you like so long as you

abide by the law of the land."

29. I told him that although it was very kind of him,

the British who had occupied South Indo-China might come

and arrest us. He replied that so long as his troops were

in occupation of North Indo-China, no British or American

had any right to come and touch anybody without his permis-

sion, "unless my Government ask me to hand you over to the

British, I will not do. In the meantime, if you want to

go away to some other place, you are at liberty to do so.

I suggested that the only place Where we could think of

going was China but we could think of doing so only if the

Commander -in -Chief agreed and helped us in reaching China

safely. He said that he could not undertake to send us

but he would see that nobody obstructed us in our going

there. Later we discussed the question among ourselves.

In the hope of going to China, many of us had converted

the local currency into Chinese dollars. I also converted

League's fund because we would have needed for our travel-

ling and cost of living in China. But, we could come to

no agreement as a result of our discussions because we

felt that it was unsafe to undertake such a journey because

of reported lawlessness on the border and in hinterland

between Vietnam and China. This was in the month of
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September or October. Later, Das escaped to Bangkok.

He wanted some money. I gave him 10,000 Indo-China

Piastres.

30. I was not too keen to go to China as I had my

doubts about Netaji having safely arrived in Manchuria

because he had no contact with anybody there. I had begun

to doubt the possibility of Japanese helping Netaji to go

to Manchuria. I knew that they were adamant on this point

and after armistice they were too scared to take any action

to help us. So I felt that if Netaji were alive, he might

have been kept in hiding either in Formos or in Japan by

the Japanese.

31. Then, towards the middle of December 19457 a British

Military Mission under Col. T. Wilson arrived in Hanoi. The

Chinese Commander -in -Chief, very kindly, indirectly

informed me about their arrival. After a few days, Mr.

Kewal Ram, a Sindhi merchant of Hanoi came to me and

informed me that Col. Wilson, the head of the British

Military Mission, wanted to see me at his headquarters. I

asked him to go and tell the officer that till then I was

a Minister of the Azad Hind Government and he was a Colonel

in the British army. Therefore, as he should have known,

my rank was much higher. If he wanted to meet me it was

his duty to come to me and not mine to go to him. If and

when I was arrested, I would be his prisoner. Then I

would be entirely at his mercy but not before I was arrested

Next day, i.e. on the 20th of December, Kewal Ram came

back and told me that Col. Wilson had agreed to call on

me and had asked for appointment. I told Kewal Ram that

next day, .e. on the 21st December, I would receive him

at 4-30 P.M. and I would be glad if he came and had tea

with me. Col. Wilson came with his revolver in his belt.

I received him and we had tea together. Although all other
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members of my party were in the house, only Col. Chatterjee

was with me during the discussion. He told me that he

had come to arrest us. I told him that I was ready; but,

there were two conditions, one that we all would be taken

together, and second that all of us would be taken to

Delhi and not to any other place. He said that he would

send a message immediately to his headquarters, perhaps

in Saigon or in Singaporeland would let me know on the

following day. We agreed to meet again on the following

day at 4 P.M.

32. In the meantime, I contacted my Vietnamese

friends and I informed them that on the 02nd December,

we were going to be arrested and asked them to broadcast

on their radio thrice that we were arrested and that we

were being taken to Delhi. Next day at 4, two cars

came from Col. Wilson with another officer with a

message that Col. Wilson was waiting in another place for

me and had asked all of us to go there and meet and talk

and that he had received a message from his headquarters.

We took the car and followed their instructions. Col.

Wilson was waiting at the shop of Kewal Ram. He came

into my car and we were taken to Col. Wilson's head-

quarters where we were arrested and the Chinese army

officer, who was there, formally handed us over to the

British. Next morning we were flown to Saigon and then

to Singapore, where we were put in Pearl Hill jail and

interrogated after two months. I was released at

Singapore on 31st March 1946. Almost all my belongings

Including valuables disappeared from prison store. Then

I contacted Mr. Chettur,_ who was Agent of Government of

India in Singapore and asked him to repatriate me to

India. This was done 2* months later.
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33. When the party of my friends came to Hanoi, I

learnt perhaps from Mr. Das that a box containing jewellery

worth, so far as I can surmise, not exceeding l lakhs was

with Netaji. I know nothing about funds of I.I.L. because

I was never ix directly incharge of Finance and funds.

34. About Netaji, my frank opinion is that if Netaji

was alive, he would have come out or would have sent infor-

mation to us. So far as I know, no one received any communi-

cation from him. I always think over the Westion parti-

cularly when I see some retorts in the papers that he is

alive. I always ask myself if he is alive, why he should be

in hiding. If his purpose is to come to India with some

political objective, he knows that today if he comes back

or he had come back since 1947, he would be received with

open arms because he would have been a great asset to our

country at this juncture and during the last five years.

Some people might think that he is not satisfied with the

present Government and, therefore, hp might be coming at

some suitable moment in order to stage an armed revolt in

India. I feel very disappointed at such thoughtless sugges-

tions; because, after all, apart from anything else, it is

an insult to a great patriot like Netaji to suggest that he

would do anything to throw the country into chaos and

disorder. These friends do not realise that if Netaji

comes to invade India with the help of any army - foreign

or Indian, whole of India will be shocked and he will fall

in the esteem of the people of India as a whole. If he is

in disagreement with the policy of the Government and dis-

satisfied with the present state of things and if he or his

supporters feel that he could do better, there should be no

necessity to stage armed conflict. Netaji would know that,

today in India, he can have more freedom to preach his ideas

than ever before.
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35. I am sure Netaji would have realised it that he

would have much greater chances of success in winning over

the people if he had appealed to the people and had shown

the faults of the Government. I feel that I will be insul-

ting the intelligence and the greatness of that great'

leader and patriot if I think that he could even dream, if

he is alive, of coming with the aid of a foreign army to

invade or to create an armed revolt in India. One may

suggest that his political ideas and objective were not in

line with the policy and programme of the present Government.

But, I am sure, if he was alive, he would not try to achieve

his end by creating disorder and chaos in India. However,

If Netaji Were alive, nobody would be happier than myself.

I have entertained great regard for him since I came in

contact with him. During the war, at times, I said things

on radio to question the stand then taken by Shri Jawaharlal

Nehru which in ordinary time I would never have thought

of saying, but today I feel confident that Netaji, if he is

alive, would be a great asset and a tower of strength to

Nehru Government,and to us alllin the gigantic task of

shaping the future of our great country. He said at Singa-

pore, "Once India is independent, all these differances

will disappear".

Dt. 3rd May '56.
(A.M.a....44a7T TanJkter)
Consul General for India.



Statement by Mr. Mir Ghulam Dastgir,
recorded on 2nd May 1956 at Tourane.

Address:- Rue Luang Nam, Tourane.

Address in India:- Nidur Post, Mayuram Taluk,
Tanjore District, S. India.

I have been in Tourane for the last 14 years.
I was here during the Japanese occupation. One aay some time

in the year 1945 a Japanese ofiicer, who was the Administrator

of Tourane, by the mane oi Zuziko (Suziko) cal:ed me at his
residence in Hotel Mona and told me that Netaji Subhas G44dra
Bose was in Tourane. He asked me to see at about 8-30 P.M.
As I was preparing to go and see him, there was an air-raid
and I could not go to his place. The bombs burst on the same

house in which he was residing. Netaji was putting up in a
house on the way to the Station as had been arranged by the

Japanese. It is apout two fur:Longs from the Hotel Morin.

At about 9-30 P.M. the same night Suziko sent his car for me
asking me to come to the house where Netaji was staying.
I could not go as the air raid alarm had sounded again. The

air raid ue_s on till about 3-30 A.M. and I cout not meet him
at night. The house in which he was residing was completely

destroyed by the first bomb. Netaji was shifted to another

house. I was informed d this by Suziko. Next day I learnt
that Netaji had left early in the morning for Hanoi. He

had come here from Saigon where I learnt he had addressed

public meetings and asked the people to help in organizing
the Indian National Army. In Hanoi km too, he had addressed ,

public meeting and appealed for men and money for the Azad

Hind Fauj. This was 2 or 3 months before the end oi the war.
I do not remember the dates accurately. I never heard of

his coming here again after that day.

Mr. Suziko who was Civil Administrator of
Tourane first came here in 1941
the cessation of hostilities in
in which month the war ended).

and stayed in Tourane till
1945. ( I do not remember
In 1947 I visited Quanngi and

met Mr. Suziko there, He was training Viet -Minh forces.
I have not met him since then. He coull speak Hindustani

fluently as he had been in Bombay for about seven years.

He could also speak English and Chinese.

Only two bombs were dropped here that night.

Admitted correct.





Statement by Shri Teruo Hachiya,
370 Marunouchi Building, Marunouchi,
Choyoda-ku, Tokyo, recorded on 8th
May 1956 at 10-30 A,M, at Tokyo,

I was appointed a Minister to the Provisional

Government of Azad Hind, as far as I remember, some time

in December 1944. At that time, I was in Tokyo. I went

by a ship "Awa-Maru" from Japan to Saigon. Previously,

I understood that Mr. Ishii, the Japanese Ambassador in

Burma used to deal with the Azad Hind Government in case he

was so requested, although not accredited to the latter.

I was appointed as the first Minister to the Provisional

Government of Azad Hind because Netaji thought that it would

be better to have direct diplomatic relations with the

Foreign Office in Japan through a Minister duly accredited

and not always through the Military Officers.

From Saigon to Bangkok I and my pai-ty went

by car. I stayed in Bangkok for some time waiting for a

seat in a plane. On 17th of March, I went by a military

plane to Rangoon; all the other members of my staff remained

behind in Bangkok waiting for transport, I arrived in

Rangoon on the 17th March 1945. On my arrival in Rangoon,

I tried to meet Netaji. Mr. Ota who was already in Rangoon

and had been working with the Hikari Kikan, but who was then

attached to my staff, was asked by me to arrange for an

interview for me with Netaji. This, however, could not be

done owing to some diplomatic difficulty regarding

credentials. I was under the impression when I left Tokyo

that all these matters had been settled previously between

the Foreign Office and Netaji, In this way, I could not

meet Netaji while I was in Rangoon. Netaji and his party

left Rangoon on the evening of 24th. We followed shortly

afterwards. I could not go with Netajits party as he was

accompanied by the Hikari Kikan party. On the way, my car

broke down and I and my party were obliged to undertake the
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journey by a military truck. At Waw, we found that the

ferry bridge had been blown up. We were obliged to wade

across the river. Next day when we were resting in a wood

by the side of the road, Netaji learnt about me from some

of the officers. We met there for the first time and

Netaji asked me to accompany him in his car, From there

Netaji and I went in the same car up to Sittang. General

Isoda who was the Chief of the Hikari Kikan was also with us

in the same party. He was staying in a separate house

across the Sittang in a forest. After crossing the Sittang,

Netaji and General Isoda discussed transport arrangements

for the rest of his party particularly the Rani of Jhansi

girls. Since adequate transport could not be provided for

them, Netaji decided to walk on foot. I deputed Mr.Kakitsubo

who was at that time First Secretary of the Legation, to

accompany him. Mr. Kakitsubo is now IR the Japanese Consul

General in Sydney. He was a good friend of Netaji. From

this place, I parted company with Netaji and went with

General Isoda and Mr. Ota by truck to Moulmein. Netaji

arrived soon after our arrival in Moulmein, one or two days

later. We stayed in Moulmein for about a week when transport

arrangements were made for Netajirs party and Netaji left

Moulmein by car. We left Moulmein together. We arrived

in Bangkok on 14th of May. The last portion of our journey

to Bangkok was undertaken by train. In Bangkok, we stayed

in a hotel, while Netaji was given a separate house. Netajits

house was outside the town. I remember I met Netaji once

while he was in Bangkok. It was a brief interview of 10 or

20 minutes. I do not remember the subjects discussed but

they were not of great importance*

After a short stay at Bangkok, Netaji went to

Singapore. He returned from there on,16th of August after
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hearing that the Japanese had surrendered. As soon as

Netaji arrived in Bangkok) I went and delivered to him a

message which I had received from the Government of Japan.

The message conveyed the decision of the Japanese Government

to surrender. It contained an appreciation of the

co-operation that Netaji had extended to them in the pro-

secution of war. The message also contained an offer from

the Government of Japan to be of any assistance to him.

I remember having a short discussion with Netaji on this

subject and I think it was on this occasion that Netaji

said that the Government of Japan having surrendered

unconditionally would not be in a position to afford any

protection to him. He was, therefore, more inclined to

contact Russia. I did not make any further comments on

this suggestion, but conveyed the girst of our conversation

\to my Government. I do not remember having received any

'reply to this from my Govornment. The next day, we left

Bangkok in two aeroplanes which were arranged by General

Isoda of the Hikari Kikan. As far as I remember) Netaji

was accompanied by General Isoda, some other Japanese and

five or six Indian officers whose names I do not recollect.

As far as I rememher, we left Bangkok in the morning and

reached Saigon a few hours later. I do not remember what

type of plane it was but it was a small plane in which

Netaji travelled. About the time we left Bangkok, my

impression was that Netaji was to. proceed to Manchuria either

direct or via Japan. I think he was first going to Japan.

My impression was that he wanted to go to Japan to discuss

his future plans and make necessary arrangements with the

auth9rities in Japan.

I remember having been to Dalat once but it

was not on this occasion. Matters relating to transport
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were being dealt with by the military authorities.

At that time, I had no occasion to interfere and felt

sorry that Netaji could get only two seats in the plane

from Saigon but the situation was such that it was entirely

beyond my control to provide more seats for him.

So far as I am concerned, I felt that once

Netaji left Bangkok for Japan, it was not necessary for me

to proceed any further but being asked by General Isoda to

accompany Netaji up to Saigon, I did so. I had no plan to

accompany Netaji beyond Saigon but might have done so if

asked by our Foreign Office.

Netaji left Saigon some time in the after-

noon. From Saigon Netaji was accompanied by one Indian

Staff Officer. I know that General Shidei was also

travelling by the same plane. I was told that General

Shidei was going to Manchuria on tralsfer. I thought he

was going either as Chief of the General Staff or as

Assistant Chief of General Staff of the Japanese Army in

Manchuria. The plane took off quite smoothly. We spent

the night in a hotel. Mr. Kakitsubo, First Secretary, was

also with me. As far as I rememner, I returned to

Bangkok by an aeroplane accompanied by Mr. Kakitsubo. I do

not remember whether General Isoda accompanied us but I

remember General Isoda told me either at Saigon or Bangkok

that Netajits plane had met with an accident. I cannot

exactly remember whether he told me whether Netaji had been

killed or not. Later I learnt that he had been killed. I

think this information came through the Military Headquarters

in Saigon to General Isoda who conveyed the same to me. I

did not see the actual telegram that General Isoda had

received. He conveyed the news to me verbaily.

We stayed in Bangkok till November 1945 when

I was taken to Delhi to appear as a witness in the Red Fort

Trials.

i " ----



Statement by Shri Narain Das, 64 Rue Fes Tangiers,
French Morocco, recorded at Tokyo on 8.-5.4956 at
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During the war -time when the movement

for Indials independence was at its height in East Asia,

I was at Saigon. I was Housing Secretary in the Indian

Independence League, Saigon Branch, My job was to provide

houses for the staff of the Q and I,N.A0 I was a

member of the Fund Collection Committee, Saigon. I do not

exactly remember how much we collected. We collected about

70 to 75 lakh Piastres.

I first met Netaji when he arrived in

Saigon accompanied by a young Indian having a small beard.

I think his name was Hasan. They were on their way to

Tokyo. The Japanese had sent for prominent Indians in

Saigon to meet him at the Hotel Majestic which was at

that time known as Nippon Hotel, where he was putting up.

During the course of my stay in Saigon, I also met Col.

Allagappan and General Chatterjee when I was appointed

Housing Secretary. I handed over my residence to General

Chatterjee. This house was located in the Giadingh area

and belonged to our firm of Chothirmal.

Netaji visited Saigon a number of times

but he always staged at the Hotel Majestic. Netaji

addressed meetings of Indians everytime he came to Saigon

and he always demanded contributions for the Azad Hind

Fauj who were fighting on the front-line. He also exhorted

Indians to co-operate with him in furthering the Indian

independence movement in the Far East. In all he must have

come to Saigon about four or five times°

Mr. Loko Singh Advani was the Vice -President

of our Indian Association and the President of our Sindhi

community in Saigon. On day, it was, I think, on the



17th of August 1945, at about Lunch time, Mr. Advani

was informed by the JA)anese liaison that Netaji had

come at my bungalow in Giadingh area and had been asked

to come and meet Netaji there with all the prominent

members of the Indian League and to make arrangements

for food etc. Mr. Advani informed me and both of us

went to the bungalow. It was at about 3 P.M. We went

there and kept waiting till 4-30 or 5 P.M. Then we

enquired of theorderly, Ram Neo Gosai who told us that

Netaji had arrived with only one Japanese and that after

taking food, had left immediately after lunch, i.e. before

our arrival at the bungalow. We were very much dis-

appointed.

Two or three days later, we read in the local

papers that the plane carrying Netaji had crashed and that

Netaji had died.

Two or three days later, I met General Chatterje-

in Saigon. He came to the bungalow in Giadingh area.

General Chatterjee was in a very disappointed mood because

he was extremely anxious to meet Netaji and he was under

the feeling that Netaji was anxious to meet him. General

Chatterjee was accompanied by Lt. Pran Nath, his A.D.C.

There were two or three other I.N.A. officers. They did

not stay there for long; I think they hardly stayed there

for one or two nights and they left for some unknown

destination. When the British forces arrived in Saigon,

I was arrested and kept in detention for 25 days.

Later there was a Viet -Minh movement in Saigon and I could

not go to my Villa for two or three months. When order was

restored, I went to see my bungalow. I found that it had ,

been totally destroyed.

In addition to this big house in Giadingh area,

we had also rented other houses for accommodation of
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League and INA personnel. There was a broadcasting unit

in Saigon also. We rented a house for this Unit Which

consisted of five or six persons. There were a number

of WA officers. Some were connected with the broadcasting

unit, others as Instructors for training, some more as

orderlies and guards, These persons were Rwsuumtiut

occupying flats and outhouses which we had rented for them.

After we heard the news of the plane crash,

we did not believe the news. So V A did not hold any memorial

meeting.

After my arrest in Saigon, T was interrogated

by Capt. Brickwith and Captain Quereishi of the British

Occupation forces. I left for India in l9445 and stayed
4RN

there for three or four months an came again to Saigeo

Admitted correct,
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Statement by Mr.. Keikichl Arai (at present Leading
Director, The Society of polymer Science, Japan,
Lecturer of Tokyo Univ. Lecturer of Keio Univ.),
9, 3-chome, Honcho, Nitionbashi, ghuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan,
recorded on 9th May 1956 at 3 P.M.

Was in the same plans a s eetaji.

I wa6 a Captain in the Air Force belonging to

Irtukasa Unit No.2793. During the °ourse of my service,

1 VuSL posted at Saigon, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Taiping,

Ran:eon and Mandalay. I was also posted in Sumatra, Tem

and Indochina. At the time of the Japanese surrender, T

was at Saigon. I wee in Saigon for tvo weeks waiting for

an aeroplane, to return to Tokyo, where I had been ordered

to come back and report to mrer Office.

I met Netaji at Saigon aerodrome on 17th August

1945 at about mid -day. / was in the plane and the propeller

had already started ',hen Aiegaji and his party came in a car

and asked the plane to eait to that they could come on

board. In the plane were tne following:-

Lt. Co]. Nonogaki.
Major Kano.
Lt. Co]. seftei.
Sareant Ckshita.
Col. Habibur Rahman.
Neteji Chandra Bose.
General'9hidei.
Myself and others.

There were in all 12 or 13 persons on board

including 3 or 4 members of the crew. I was a Ground

Engineer in the Air Yore*, and 144 job wa to supply spare

parts etc. The plane in which we flew was a twine-en4ned

bomber of the latest type. It was not carrying any bombs

at that time but was lyAng used for transport. There were

no seats and we were sitting on the floor, we took off

from cel7on at about 1-30 Y.Y. quite smoothly. re reached

Tourane in the evening; the flieht took about 3 hours to

reech Tourene from seion.

nateji, Col. Hebibur eeLman, eeneral 9hidel,

Lt. Co]. Nonogallis myaelf end all the other officers on

board, put up in the night at the largest hotel in the

town 'hose name I do not recolleot. re ned dinner

together end at the table General shidei, ayself and yetaj

talked about the future of Able andlumps.

betej said:-

"Although Zupan dereated in the ':11r, it was

significant in touching off national emancipation movements

or stimulating underdeveloped countries of southeast Asin



to rise up. The objective of the. Holy 7..ar has hover

died out beobuse cf Japan's defeat in the var. and

I should like so4...w3lars that French Indo-China, puma

Java am well as India would achieve their independence

in the A-Lear future. Now, ...his hes been realized end I

am deeply ili.pressed tith it."

At that time, I was not ausre .ahere ;,etaji 'Ass

proceeding. 'AD kep trig till Late hours in the night

1..11(1 Lreakfast curly in the morning at breck of down

and prooeeded o the plane and took. off soon otter. The

take -off was smooth and the seating arrangement vas as

before I:hich I have shows In the sketch plan. The crew

was in the rose of the plane. on the right vice '488

General :tide' and be.,ind him lat. Col. riekeig opposite

General 3hIdei use .wetaji and behind him col. habibur

Tishman. Then cams Cal. wonodpki, hiSjor'Rono and myself.

After taking off from Tourane, the plane -proceeded

towcrie Formv5a and landed at Taihoku at about noon on

18th Auguat 1945. wo got down and lulu our lunch in ono

tent. Sosie cotton cloth web spread on the ground as SOMA

von/ important persons t.ere expected. NO stayed at tho
air -field for about one hour. At the air -field / hoard

i4eteji talking to Col. kehaan that his intention as to

proceed to MUkuden, the napital of Manchuria. ryself,

General 3hidei and others .ere tound for Tokyo. Finally,

it was decided that the pinne should proceed ,uden

although it vas more distant than Saran. In order to

to :dkuden it Was necessary to take on board MOT* gasolene.

It was filled to capacity. As a result, what with the

baiwage and pa sengers on board, the plane bosoms over-

loaded. In a feu minutes, ve Led gained about 5C0 raters

approximately. I could not judge the height aocurately

ss I could not see the ground. I heard two loud noises

and the plane started to dive towards the earth. I found

the ground rapidly approaching towards us, and the SOXI

moment I realized that the plane mas crashing. / learnt

later that the tro loud noises uere due first to one of

the propellers dropping and the second to one of the

engines falling out.

(Nei-Akre:- "Cause of crash because of over -loading"

It was tho firbt time in the hibtory of Japanebe

Argi4 plane that an aeroplane erabhed afi Itb propeller came

off bad the reaction oa ed the engine slip out of the



plane. The pilot was the veteren of Qapanese Army and

was matchless in the skill. Ise was speoifiaally selected

as special precaution was exercised for thf, safe flieht.)

On cret,hing to the ground, the plane broke into twoilll
i l l .

about tnit miactia &mown in tre rou D6noli In sae SKet011

plan. inc.S I VAIF sitting in the rear portion, / was thr.

out. Ana° oeueral Shidei and ware sitting in the

front portion, they viers badly burnt, em tiley were trapped

ano could not 6?....et out. ;10A the plane oreAed, I WADS tonsed

Jut aud almost seaMeless but I ran away from the *emplane

end halted ebout 25 meters sway from the p)nne but r was not

In my senses. !Men tbo.. / was 15 metera away, the bast of

the burning plane burnt the right portion of my face, the

back sides of both my Lands and the front portion of my

Tore -era.. (These show burnt marks).

I lost ny aenses. 'Yhen I re,Inined them, I saw a

man running round :he ,reoked plane vhouting n5hidei, -hidei"

I recognised that man to be Lt.Col. }leering this,

I realised that I was not dead. As I was not in. rtky som,es,

I cannot give details of the fire which was put out by the

firs -fighting staff there. After th,t, I was taken in a

motot 'rebels to the Hospital. I was the first to be taken

there. I was left at the hospital gate from where I walked

a few paces and went Inside the hospital.

After sometime, Netaji and General Alidel were

brought in the hospital. ̀  General hidst bs very badly

' burnt and his body was charred. Blood wee °pains out of

his eyes and the corner of his south. I aould not reoognize

the condition of tic drees elp. he tad teer, burnt all over

his body.
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I was waiting at the entrance of the hospital.

I saw all the 12 or 13 persons involved in the plane

crash being brought there in military vehicles. There

were soldiers and army nurses accompanying them. All

of them, including Netaji and General Shidei, with one

exception, were carried on stretchers. Col. Nonagaki

could walk. He told me that as I was injured I should

to and receive treatment. So I came and laid down on

a bed inside the hospital wAd. Hetaji and General Shidei

were taken to a room to the left of the entrance. T was

in a room to the right of the entrance. Those who were

seriously burnt or injured, were taken to the room to

the left of the entrance, others whose injury or burn was

not so serious, were taken to the room to the right Of

the entrance. When they were brought in, I noticed that

the bodies of Netaji and General-Shidei had taken on the

colour of tanned leather. I could not tell whether

either Netaji or General Shidei had put their clothes on

which had been burnt. My impression at that time was

that both were dead. After I laid down on the hospital

bed, my hands were in a state of cramp, my head was

reeling ald there was darkness before my eyes, and my whole

body was in pain and I could not move. Half an hour after

I laid down on the bed I enquired of a hospital nurse, whose

name I did not recollect, about the condition of Netaji

and General Shidei. I continued to ask about their

condition from time to time thereafter. When I asked t

nurse the first time, she told me that Netaji was alive

but that General Shidei was dead., She kept me informed

about Netaji's condition till she told me at about 10 p.m.

that he had expired. I was under the impression that

Doctor had been in attendance on Netaji all the time.

I was given treatment, bandaged and confined to bed for
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a few days. / was then transferred to another hospital.

/t might have been after 2 or 3 days. I did not see

Netaji again. During my stay in the first hospital,

I did not have any talk lkith any of the other injured

persons. When I came to my ward, Netaji and General Shidei

were taken to the other ward. I did not see them at all.

There were three or four injured persons, in the same

room as myself but I did not have any talk with them.

I am not aware how the dead bodies of Netaji and General

Shidel were disposed of.

2 of 3 of the injured persons who had also been

taken to the second hospital (adjacent to Ryoto Hospital)

died there.

Among those Who were also taken to the second

hospital, were Col. Nonogakis Col. Habibur Reiman, Major

Konos and Col. Sakai. There were some others. A few

days after going to the second hospital when my injuries

were a little better and I could move a little, I met

Col. Babibur Ashman and had talks with him. Co]. Habihur

Rehments head, face and hands MOTO bandaged. After two

weeks, Col. Nabiburtehman with Col. Nonogaki went away

to Tokyo taking with him Netajiis ashes and belongings.

I do not know where the ashes were.

I was in the second hospital for about 40 days.

Co]. Sakai also went in the same plane as Co]. Nonogaki.

After the three above -named gentlemen had left, myself,

Major Kono and one or two survivors from the crew of

the wrecked plane proceeded to Tokyo in another p

Among the survivors of the crew, I only recollect the

nano of Sergeant Okshita.

On returning to my home in Tokyo, I was nursed

by my wife, who was doctoress and later reported myself



to the Army Eeadtparter Gunsho). T was not

interrogatca either by American or British Intelligence.

I did not relate the incident to any body lest it should

cause sensation in the world, as I had a great respect

for the late Netaji.

Question by Cbairesim After the plane crash

when did you see Col. Nabibur Uhlman first?

Answer: / saw bin in the second hospital.

Question by Shri Ultras Was there any official

enquiry after the air-erank?

' Answer: There is always an official enquiry

but in the present case I have no knowledge of it as

I was ir4 the hospital.

7'K/ Q/(.
IU)/4.//'
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General S. Isoda.
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Statement by Ex -Lt. General Saburo Isoda,
Manbamachi, Tanogun, Gumma Prefec., recorded
on 10th May at 3 P.M., 12th May at 11 A.M.
and 2-30 P.M. at Tokyo.

* * * * *

On the 7th of January 1944 I was

appointed Chief of the Hikari Kikan by the Imperial

Order in China. By the end of the month I made

contact in Tokyo with the Chief of Army Staff and Chief

of the Naval Staff. Sometime tn the end of January, I

went to Singapore.

Previous to this appointment, I was

commanding the 22nd Division in China with the rank of

Lt. General.

At Singapore, I met General ChatLerjee

who was the Foreign Minister to the Provisional Government

of Azad Hind. I met senior officers of the Azad Hind

Fauj in Singapore and left for Rangoon on or about the

10th of Febnuary. In Rangoon I met Netaji.

The Hikari Kikan was a liaison organisa-

between the Provisional Government of Azad Hind on the

one hand and the Government of Japan on the other. At the

same time, it was also a liaison organisation between the

I.N.A. and the Japanese Military Command.

I reported to Netaji. that I had taken over

from my predecessor, General Yamamoto and told him that I

would try to discharge my duties to the best of my ability.

In reply, Netaji told me that he wou:Id look to me for all

help and assistance in the matter of any difficulties

that might be met regarding the movement etc.

The organisation of the Hikari Kikan was

aa followss-.
General Yamamoto was the Chief of Staff

Col. Kagawa was the Political and Supply
Staff Officer.

Lt. Col,.



Lt. Col. Takagi, General Staff Officer, who was
the Liaison about special service
and information and dealt with the
I.N.A. soldiers.

Major Takahashi, Senior Adjutant,

Lt. Nyui, Junior Adjutant.

Different officers dealt with different functions at the

headquarters. In addition there were branches of Hikari

Kikan in different places, such as Singapore, Penang,

Bangkok, Saigon. There were sub -sections in Djakarta,

Manila, Hanoi, Sumatara. In Djakarta, Manila and such

other places where there were no I.N.A. units, the Hikari

Kikan dealt with the local branch of the I.I.L. There

were also Hikari Kikan units in the front-line area where

the I.N.A. units were operating.

Shortly after my arrival in Rangoon, it was

decided that the I.N.A. would take part in the Imphal

operations in accordance with the plan which was arranged

ereviously. Accordingly Netaji went to Meimyo where he had

consultations with General Mutaguchi, Commander of the

Japanese Army in that front. As a result of these dis-

cussions, the was deployed for action. During the

discussions with General Mutaguchi, it was confirmed again

that the I.N.A. would function on an equal basis on the

front-line and that the Indian National Army would receive

orders direct from their own Supreme Headquarters under the

guidance of Netaji in Rangoon which were agreed between

the Japanese Army and I.N.A. previously.

In the initial stages in the battle of Imphal,

the Japanese and the I.N.A. forces made good headway but

later on their advance was halted due to certain difficulties

connected with the transport, rations and ammunitions.

Early in July 1944, the Japanese and the INA forces had to

make a general withdrawal all -along the tront. Then the

I.N.A. first concentrated in the area of Mandalay and

a
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and eventually in the area of Pyinmana.

After the withdrawal, Netaji was disappointed

but he ordered re -organisation of his forces and was

determined to continue the fight.

In the first instance, previous to the Imphal

operations, Netaji thought that the offensive from kkyab

side to Chittagong area would have better chances of

success as there was more political activity in that area

Hit later due to other more important military considera-

tions, the Imphal front was selected.

On or about October 23rd, Netaji left Rangoon

for Tokyo, via Saigon, Hainan, Taihoku and Osaka. I

accompanied Netaji with Col. Kagawa, Mr. Nigeshi and

Lt. Nyui. General Chatterjee, General KiAni and Col. Habibur

Rehman accompanied Netaji.

One of the principal objects of his visit was

to arrange for assistance from the Japanese Government

In the form of repayable loans rather than as outright

gifts. The second object was to obtain supplies of arms

and ammunition including tanks, guns and supporting weapons.

The third object was to increase the strength of the

I.N.A.

The loan was arranged payable on a monthly

basis. Due to shortage, the Japanese Government could not

supply tanks and guns but arranged for a bomber plane

for Netaji and also a small quantity of ammunition.

The Japanese Government recognised the Provisional

Government of Azad Hind and agreed to establish diplomatic

relation with it. Netaji was not in favour of the

relations previously subsisting with the Government of

Azad Hind which was something like the relation with the

Government of Manchuko. He wished that there should be

a separate and directly accredited Minister or Ambassador

to his Government. Mr. Hachiya was appointed as the
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Japanese Minisr]er to the Provisional Government. Mr. Hachiya

arrived in Rangoon in February 1945 but as he carried with

him no credential from the Emperor, he was not received by

Netaji. The credential was subsequently sent to Yr. Hachiya

by the Japanese Government.

On his return journey from Tokyo, on the

29th of November, Netaji stayed in Fukuoka due to bad weather

and from there proceeded to Shanghai. He reviewed the work

of the I.I.L. at Shanghai. At Taihoku, he was held up

for three days due to bad weather. From Taihoku, we went to

Saigon via Hainan. ;%t Saigon, Netaji met General Count

Terauchi, the Supreme Commander of the Southern Japanese

Forces, There Netaji informed him of the talks he had with

the Japanese Government in Tokyo. From there I proceeded

to Rangoon and Netaji went to Singapore. Netaji returned

to Rangoon from Singapore in the end of December after

inspecting his troops in Malaya. During the month of January,

there was no special activity except that Netaji inspected

the I.N.A. units. Also during this month, Netajils birth-

day week was celebrated on which occasion, people donated

large quantities of gold and jewellery, 1 times his weight

was collected in gold and jewellery.

In Februelry, Netaji inspected the front

accompanied by Col. Habibur Rehman and Major Takahasi, Senior

Adjutant. Netaji inspected the front-line of Meiktila.

At that time, in a certain sector from the

Irrawady river, some of the Army units had surrendered as a

result of which, the situation had become very critical.

Netaji was keen to visit that sector himself. Netaji went to

'Meiktila and contacted General Shah Nawaz Khan and put him

In charge of that front to restore the situation. Since the

military situation was getting very precarious on that front,

I sent a telegram to Netaji advising him not to proceed to



the Popa sector as that was considered to be very dangerous.

Instead I went there myself with Col. Gulzara Singh.

When Col. Gulzara Singh and I were returning from Popa

front to Rangoon, at about mid -night a plane dived and

machine-gunned our car. This was at about mid -night.

Such instances generally occurred. After we returned to

Rangoon, Netaji was at Meiktila area. As it was rather

dangerous to remain there, the British forces having

advanced, I was anxious that Netaji should return to Rangoon

soon. After inspecting his troops at the front, Netaji

returned to Rangoon about the 10th of February 1945. Due to

advance of the British forces and withdrawal of our forces

Netaji was rather disturbed and we discussed some of our

future plans about the defence in the front-line at

Rangoon. Eventually, Netaji decided to retire with his

headquarters and some I.N.A. units from Rangoon to

Moulmein on 24th April 1945. Netajilsparty arrived in

Moulmein about the 1st of May. NeGajifs departure was

delayed almost to the last minute because Netaji insisted

that the Rani of Jhansi unit should be evacuated from

Rangoon before he left Rangoon. At Moulmein Netaji

attended to various details for arranging transport for

the rest of his party, his troops and the Rani of Jhansi

regiment. Having left Moulmein on or about the 10th of

May, Netaji arrived in Bangkok on. the 14th of May. It was

after our arrival in Bangkok that I started negotiations

with the Government of Japan regarding Netajigs plans to

move his headquarters to Shanghai. After Netaji retreated

to Bangkok from Rangoon, we discussed some of our future

plan. Netaji wanted to remove his headquarters to Shanghai

and a Branch at Peking and disperse his forces in different

parts of China. As the Japanese Mi]itary authorities could

not provide Netaji with the necessary transport, this plan
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fell through. Another plan was that the Headquarters

would be at Saigon with Branches at Shanghai and Peking

' or any place in North China and Netaji would inspect

\these places by plane. The reason for selecting Peking

/Las that Neteii would be nearer Russian territory and so

would be in a better position to contact Soviet Russia.
(
'In the beginning, the Government of Japan and the Imparial

General Headquarters, Tokyo, were reluctant to accept this

scheme but later when I explained to them that Netajits

intention was not to cut off his relations with Japan even

a little but to have an alternative contact with Russia

while maintaining full contact with the Government of Japan,

they accepted this plan. This plan was approved by the

Government of japan with regard to Netajits Government,

the I.N.A. troops and the Indian Independence League.

This was in the middle of May after Netaji came to Bangkok.

The normal channel of communication with the Tmperial

General Headquarters and the Japanese Government was through

the headquarters of F.M. Count Terauchi but in very urgent

cases, we could deal direct with the Imperial General Head-

quarters, Tokyo, under intimation to F.M. Terauchi. The

channel of communication from the Japanese Government and

the Imperial General Headquarters was the same. The

acceptance by the Government of Japan of Netajits plan was

conveyed to we direct by the Imperial General Headquarters,

Tolfyo, over the wireless. The intimation was also formally

sent to me through the Headquarters of F.M. Terauchi.

I col/Funicated this decision of the Government of Japan

to Netaji immediately. I do not know what Netajits

reactions were but; ke was of the opinion that the Army should

start moving tow-rds Saigon.

In Bangkok, Netaji made arrangements for the

reception of the troops who were pouring into Bangkok and he

also made arrangements to reorg. anise the units of the

4
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Indian National Army. The I.N.A. units were accommodated

in Choulburi camp near Bangkok. Later about the middle of

June 1945 Netaji left Bangkok for a tour of inspection of :

units in Singapore and Malaya with the object of raising their

morale: I did not accompany Netaji to Singapore. Mr. Hachiya

also stayed behind in Bangkok. Mr. Hachiya had proceeded

independently from Rangoon, but at Waw, he met Netajits

party and from there to Sittang river he and I came with

Netaji in the same car. Netaji returned frow Singapore to

Bangkok on 16th of August 1945.

On 9th or 10th of ,August while listening to

Radio broadcasts from San Francisco and Moscow and so other

places, I came to know that the Government of Japan had

started negotiations for surrender thrugh the -Russian Govt.

Then I.came. to the conclusion that this was probably correct.

I was, therefore, keen that Netaji should return to Bangkok

quickly, 'so that I could explain the situation to him but

since Netaji was very busy in the inspection of his troops

he -could not return before the surrender. On 13th of

August I heard over the San Francisco and Moscow Radios that

the Government of Japan would accept unconditional surrender

which was requested by the Allied Powers. At this stage, tool

I tried to contact Netaji and asked him to hurry back

to Bangkok but this too could not be done. On 13th August

after I listened to the Radio broadcasts, I received the

following order through the G.H.Q. of F.M. Terauchi from the

Imperial General Headquarters, Tokyo. The order was to the

effect -
that the Kwantung army in Manchuria will take up 1
a defensive attitude and continue to resist all
atacks from Soviet Russia. The main force Aof the Japanese Army was to continue fighting 1
as best as it could in the Pacific Ocean operationi

2. that the forces under F.M. Terauchi were to
codinue to hold their present positions and
continue the task already allotted to them.

3. that the orders given above relating to the
Kwantung army, Pacific region army and armies

ft



under the command of F.M. Count Terauchi, were
to be communicated to the Head of the
Provisional Government of Azad Hind and the
Indian National Army.

;Since Netaji was not present in Bangkok then, I communicated

this information to General Bhonsle who was the Chief of

Staff of I.N.A. I made it clear to General Bhonsle that

this order was received from the Imperial General Headquarters
;
in Tokyo and that I did not know what the intenticn of thp

or no towards the request of unconditional surrender, was

as I had received no information from the Japanese Government

in this respect. Since I suppose that the Japanese Govt. 1

will probably accept the request of the unconditional

surrender, I hinted General Bhonsle about this point as above!

stated. I communicated this information to General Bhonsle

on the 14th of August.

At mid -day on 15th of August, I heard a special 1

broadcast by the Emperor of Japan asking the Japanese

forces to surrender. I communicated this to General Bhonsle.

The content of the Emperor's broadcast was that in order to ,

save the Japanese nation from destruction, he (the Emperor)

had decided to surrender. He appealed to all his forces to

obey the surrender order.

General Bhonsle and I sent a telegram to Netaji "

informing him of the Japanese Government's surrender and

requesting him to return to Bangkok immediately.

(fr\ J On 16th of August, Netaji returned to Bangkok.

Mr. Hachiya, Lt. Col. Takagi, Col. Kagawa, Lt. Nyui, General

Bhonsle and I went to the aerodrome to receive him. From the

aerodrome, Netaji came straight to my house which was nearer

the aerodrome than Netajils usual place of residence. I did

remember who accompanied Netaji. I remember that Netaji

was accompanied by three or four officers. They had

travelled from Singapore in Army bomber - probably his own

plane. I do not remember exactly he might have travelled



In his own plane. I found Netaji very much depressed.

it my house, we discussed the present situation arising

out of the surrender of the Japanese. Netaji expressed

a desire to go to Russia. I promised all the help that

,I could give' to Netaji. Netaji had some difficulty

regarding funds. Eventually, the plan xxx that was

finally settled was that Netaji would first go to Tokyo,

thank the Japanese Government for all the assistance .

that they had given him and secure some more financial aid,'

if necessary, and then proceed to Russia via Manchuria. 1,'s

At Bangkok,I made arrangements for two

aeroplanes to take us to Saigon. Next day, i.e. on 17th

August 1945, early in the morning at about 7 A.M. we left

Bangkok by these two planes; in one plane were Netaji,

Ayer, Hasan and Habibur Rehman. I do not remember if

Gulzara Singh was there but later I saw him at Saigon, and

in the second plane were myself, Minister Hachiya, my

Adjutant, Secretary to Mr. Hachiya and SOMA other Japanese

officers, It took us about an hour and a half to reach

Saigon. We arrived there at about 9 A.M. Both the planes

landed safely at Saigon. At the aerodrome, we were

received by Staff Officer Lt. Col. Tada of the Terauchi

Army (Southern Army). As soon as we alighted from the

plane, we were told by Col. Tada that there was only one

seat available on the plane and that Netaji alone could go

by that plane. On hearing that the Southern Army were

prepared to offer only one seat to Netaji, I as very

annoyed and told Col. Tada that it was a very regrettable

matter that Netaji who had done so much for us, should

find difficulty in securing more seats by the plane. In

order to secure some more seats in the plane, I decided

to go to Dalat near the headquarters of F.M. Count

Terauchi, I told Netaji of this decision and requested him

to proceed to the headquarters of the Indian Independence



League, Saigon, and to wait for my return from Dalat.

I went to Dalat accompanied by my Adjutant, Lt. Nyui.

From Saigon I went by a very small plane which could

accommodate only two or three passengers. As soon As

I arrived at the Dalat aerodrome and was preparing to

proceed to the headquarters of F.M. Terauchi, Col. Yano

accompanied by another Staff Officer, arrived at the

aerodrome. Col. Yano wF,s the Chief of the Information

oection at the headquarters of the Southern Army, Dalat.

He asked me to wait a little at the aerodrome and not meet

F.M. Terauchi as no useful purpose would be served by my

meeting him then as no plane was available. Shortly

afterwards, I received a telephone call from General Numata,

Chief of taff of the Southern Army, Dalat, informing me

that he had brought matters relating to Netaji, to the

notice of F.M. Terauchi and that he as hopeful that they

would succeed in providing two or three seats besides

Netaji in a plane shortly. Having got this assurance

from General Numata) I did not consider it necessary to

meet F.M. Terauchi2 and returned to Saigon by the same

plane by which I had gone to Dalat. When I arrived at

the Saigon aerodrome, I lias told by Col. Tada that besides

Netaji only one more seat would be available on the plane.

I was very much upset to hear this news as I had been

assured at Dalat that at least two or three seats more

besides "etaji would be available. I was in a fix and

was very reluctant to go to NeWi. Eventually, I did glatx

IsxMaIsSix go to the place where Netaji was staying in

aigon at the Branch office of the I.I.L. and told him

about the situation. I do not remember whther Col. Tada,

who told me that only one seat besides him wouid be

available, met me at the aerodrome or at the residence of

l'ietaji. At the residence of Netaji, I saw Ayer, Chatterjee,



Hasan, Habib and Gulzara Singh. I do not remember

accurately but I think Mr. Debnath Das and Col. Pritam

Singh were also there. Netaji, when told by me that only

one seat besides him would be available in the plane,

was of the opinion that it would be useless for him to go

unless he was accompanied by all the other officers

and he misted that seats should be made available for the

whole of his party. Netaji wished to take the whole of

his party with him but I told him that it was impossible

at that moment as only two seats were available. This

discussion went on for a long time. Netaji was insistent

upon taking the whole of his party with him. Eventually,

on the persuasion of Mr. Ayer and General Chat terjee,

Netaji asked me to wait for his decision which would be

given to me after 10 minutes. I waited there for 10

minutes when Netaji came and told me in a very disgusted

mood that he would avail of the two seats that were being

offered to him on the condition that the rest of his party

should follow him the next day. I requested Netaji to

avail himself of the two Seats offered and promised him

that we would make arrangements for carrying the other

officers the next day as the circumstances permitted*

After this Netaji left for the aerodrome.

I remember Netaji told me at Saigon in his
a

house that he would like to go to Russia via Dairen.

After reaching Dairen, he would try and contact the Govt.

in Tokyo by flying direct from Dairen to Tokyo. If the

circumstances did not permit this, then he would proceed

direct to Russia from Dairen. Netaji was to fly to Dairen

via Taihoku (Formosa).

We arrived at the aerodrome at about 5 P.M. The

plane had been delayed for over three hours. All the
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passengers were sitting Inside the plane. The whole of

Netaji's party, Mr. Hachiya, Staff Officer Col. Tada, my

Assistant, a Major, my Adjutant, 3 or 4 military officers

and some members of the went to the aerodrome to see

off Netaji. The two seats that were offered in the plane

were availed of by Netaji and Col. Habibur Rehman. On

arrival at the aerodrome, Netaji's baggage was unloaded

from his car. We were told by the Chlef pilot that the

baggage was too heavy and could not be put on the plane.

Consequently about one-half or one-third was left behind.

I told Netaji to take as little baggage as possible as the

plane was already heavily overloaded. I told him that since

General Shidei was accompanying him, he would make all the

arrangements for his requirements on arrival at the

destination. Netaji's baggage was sorted out at the Saigon

aerodrome and only the bare necessities were taken with him

but even then it was quite a lot. Just at that moment, the

propellers of the plane started. I requested Netaji to

board the plane. Just then Major Hassan came and told me

that the two boxes containing presents to Netaji from three

lakh Indians in East Asia had not arrived. He requested me

to hold up the plane till these arrived. At the aerodrome

Netaji had to wait tar 30 minutes for Mr. Nigeshi and two

other I.N.A. officers who were bringing two leather suit cases

each of which were about 30% long, about 8" high and about .

16" wide. In order to get these boxes on board, the

propellers of the engine were stopped again. I have no idea

what these cases contained. The plane was accordingly

detained and the engines stopped. When these two boxes

arrived at the aerodrome, we loaded them in the plane. The

propellers of the plane started. While loading these boxes,



I found that although they looked small in size but they were

quite heavy. I cannot say exactly what the weight was of

these boxes. From what Hassan told me I concluded that these

boxes contained gold and jewel]ery. I do not remember

accurately the number of packages that Netaji took with him

but I think they were four or five. Netajils clothings were

contained in leather suit cases which had been loaded on

the plane previously.

Before emplaning$ Netaji shook hands with all

of us. At the last minute, he turned to me and shook hands

with me again. Netaji did not say anything to me while

saying Good Bye but I wished him a happy journey and safe

arrival at the destination and success in his mission for

securing India's freedom. The plane took off quite ,

normally. It was a brand new plane. Besides Netaji and

Col. Habibur Rehman$ there were six or seven other Japanese

officers on the plane but I do not know their names except

General Shidei. It was not the same plane which had carried

Netaji from Bangkok to Saigon. ,It was a bigger and new

bomber. I knew General Shidei well. Previously he was the

Chief of Staff with General Kimura, Commander -in -Chief

of Burma Army. At that time, he was proceeding to Manchuria

to take up his new appointment as Vice Chief of the Staff,

Kwantung Army. He was proceeding to Dairen via Taihoku.

Although the Emperor had broadcast on 15th calling upon all

the Armies to cease fighting, the armies in Manchuria were

resisting the 4 ussian advance and fighting was still in

progress there. General Shidei was being sent to Manchuria.

It was expected that all the passengers on

board, would get off the plane at Dairen and then later

if the circumstances were favourable, Netaji would undertake

the journey to Tokyo and return to Dairen. In case the
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circumstances for his going to Tokyo were not favourable,

he would enter. Manchuria independently and try and contact

the Russian forces there.

After hetajiis plane took off, I spent that

night in Saigon. On the following day, i.e. 18th August

1945, while I wes still at Saigon, I received a telegram

from the headquarters of the Southern Army, Dalat, in the

later afternoon or early evening. The telegram containe

the news that the plane carrying Netaji, the'lnader of

!
the Indian Independence Movement, had crashed at Taihoku

aerodrome and that Netaji was very seriously injured and that

he had been taken to the hospital. As soon as I received

the telegram, I sent a telxieram to the Army H.Q. in Taihoku

expressing my grief at the accident and hoping that Netaji

would recover soon. I communicated this information to the

Branch of the Hikari Kikan at Bangkok. A few hours after

the first telegram, I received another telegram from the5)

Southern Army telling me that Netaji had expired in the

hompital, at about 9 P.M. I communicated this information

to my headquarters at Bangkok. I did not communicate

,this to any body else as I thought that it must have been

communicated to them separately. I else sent a telegram%

of condolence to the headquarters of the Formosan Army.

I cannot remember if I sent any message to the Formosan

Army, regarding taking of photographs, etc. of Netajits

body as a proof of his death but I know that the Formosan

Army wished to cremete him at Taihoku. I did not

communicate with the Imperial General Headquarters at

Tokyo because I know that the Formosan Army and the Southern

Army would be communicating direct with the Imperial General

Headquarters on the subject. The same day from Saigon I

sent a telegram to the Imperial General Headquarters in

'okyo to ensure that Netajigs ashes and other belongings



are treated with care during the journey and preserved

carefully in Japan. I cannot remember exactly whether I

left Saigon for Bangkok on 19th or 20th but it was on

one of these days. At Saigon I ,learnt that General Shidei

had been killed in the plane crash. At that time, I

did not know what had happened of Col. Habibur Hehman

but later I learnt that he had been badly burnt. I

do not remember if. I received any official information)
& e 4 - 4

about the accident. I learnt later that the plane took

off and soon after there was engine trouble and it

crashed.

I wished to 0 to Taihoku where the plane crash

had taken place but at that time. there was a great

) difficulty in securing a passage to that place by plane.

A few days after Netaji's departure, the rest of the party

of Netaji, including Mr. Ayer and Genaral ChatArjeei were

moved to Hanoi by plane. I cannot say what happened to

that party later on. They might have entered China*

Then I left for Bangkok and reached there the

same day. On reaching there I talked with General Bhonsle.

I kept in constant touch with him until September, the

17th, when I was arrested and sent to jail in Bangkok'.

A fiN days later I was flown from Bangkok 2,11.1 Taipeng to

Singapore. In Singapore I was lodged in the Outram Jail.

On arrival of Lord Mountbatten, I was given orders that I

was not to talk to any other person whether he be an

Indian or a Japanese. I stayed in Singapore for about

two months. In the beginning of November, I was taken by

plane to Delhi to appear as a witness in the Red -Fort

trials. On arrival at the Rec Fort, I net Mr. Hachiya and

Col. Khagawa. Three or four days after my arrival in Delhi,

I met Col. Habibur Rehman. His face was badly burnt. His
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His hands were also burnt. I talked to Col. Habibur Rehman

and heard the full story about Netajils death from him.

He told me that he had taken the ashes of Neteji to Tokyo.

He did not tell me where he had kept those ashes. Later

I learnt that those ashes were kept in a temple known as

Renkoji temple. I leannt of this when I arrived in Japan.

General Yamamoto and General Kawabe told me about the ash9s

being kept in Renkoji templ,e. Since my arrival in Japan

I have been to that temple twice. I went to the temple to

pay my homage and respects to Netajifs ashes. Mrs. Tajo,

General KaWak, General Yamamoto and I and Mr. Murti with

his Secietary also went to the temple. I was 18th of August

two years ago. We carried offerings to pay homage to the

memory of Netaji according to Buddhist custom. I do not

remember the exact date when I went there next; but I remember

that I did go there again to offer my respects.

I have no personal knowledge of what

happened to Netajils belongings or to the treasure that he

was carrying. I read certain reports in newspapers that

when the plane crashed at Taihoku, the contents of those

boxes containing treasure, were scattered all over the

place. These were collected and placed in a box and later

sent to Tokyo. I have no personal knowledge about this

treasure but I learnt from newspapers that Lt. Col. Tanaka

received this box from Formosa and handed over to an officer

of the T.I.L., Japan.

I consider Netaji to be a very great patriot

whose only thought was about the welfare and independence

of his country. He did not care for money and spent the

minimum &fount on his personal comfort.

I am convinced that Netaji died in the plane

crash that took place at Taihoku.

Admitted correct. ,84241-pcto

7)14(a4a4,4it



Statement by Shri T9Murti, 760 Asagaya 1-Chome Suginami
ku Tokyo, recorded at Tokyo on 11-5-1956 at 3 P.M.

I came to_ Japan in December 1933, and I have not

been to India since. I am the younger brother of Shri

M. Rama Murti who was the President of the Indian

Independence League, Tokyo.

Mr. Rama Murti is in Madras

Bulding', Coronet (Madras).

came to Tokyo for th.2 first

At present, my brother

at MounA Road, Rayala

I was in Tokyo when Netaji

time either in May or June

1943. He was staying at the Imperial Hotel. He was

accompanied by one officer whom I recognise in the

photograph. This officer is recognised by the Chairman

as Major Hassan.

on that occasion.

There 1A,as no other Indian with him

He called all the Indiana to the

Imperial Hotel and gave us a txxXxixx talk on how to

organise ourselves for the coming struggle for India's

liberation. I did not see him again on that occasion.

Next time when I saw him was when a big meeting was held

in Hibya Park. This meeting was held soon after the

arpouncement of the establishment of the Provisional

Government of Azad Hind. I think it was in October 1913.

It was a vs y big gathering consisting of Japanese and

Indians. It as addressed by all the le ders of ,ast

Jsia who had gathered in Tokyo for the Greater East Asia

Conference, The greatest applause was given to Letaji.

That was the last time when I met him.

I heard the news of the oir crash through

my brother to whom Mr. Ayer had spoken about it the

day after Mr. Ayer himself arrived in Tokyo. This would

be in the last week of August 1945. After 4 or 5 days

I met Mr. Ayer personally in Mrs. S'hay's home. IT woe

staying in irs. Sahay's house. Mr. Salley was not there.

Mr. Ayer told all the Indians presant there, Tokyo cadets
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and Mt. Sehay's family that he had heard from the Japanese

sources that the plane carrying Netaji had died as a

result of the injuries received in the plane crash.

He told us that Col. haibur Behman who was involved

in the same crash, was expected to come to Tokyo and

on his arrival we would be able to get the true story from

him. A few days afterwards, Col. Rehman arrived in Tokyo.

he wes accompanied by some Japanese Military Officer who

brought him to the house of my brother who took him to

Mrs. Sahay's house as accommodation for him had been

arranged at her house. Mr. Ayer was alse staying at Ms.

Sahay's house. On recollection I now remember that

perhaps on the same day 02 a day before Col. Rehman cam

to our house, Mr. Ayer had brought Netajils ashes and

kppt them in our house. I do not know from where they

had brought the ashes. My brother had accompanied

Mr. Ayer when he went to bring the as19s. They told me

later that they had brought those asIrs from the

Japanese Military Headquarters. I place before the

Committee a letter signed by Col. Habib um Rehman, dated

24-8-1945, Taihoku, Taiwan, purporting to be a statement

of Col. Habibur Rehman Khan, Indian National Army, regard-

ing the air crash at Taihoku, Formom. Thts letter gives

the details of the air crash on 18th August 1945 and the

details subsequent to the crash including the demise of

NeLaji and General Shidei. 4 found this letter on my

brother's file. As far as I remember, it accompanied the

ashes.
When I first saw Col. Habibur Rehman, his head,

hands and his right knee or just below it were all'

bendaeed and he was limping. '?hen Cel..Habibur Rehman

arrived at our house, the first thing he did was to go to

the place where Weetajils ashes were kept and bowed before



before them. All the Tokyo cadets were present in our

house at that time. Immediately after this, Col. Habibur

Rehman was taken to the house of Mrs. Sahay where he was

given a room to stay. I used to attend regularly to

Col. Habihur Rehman's injuries. The day after his arrival

at Mrs. Sahahls place, Col. Rehman asked all Tokyo cadets

to assemble at Mrs. Sahayls house and other local Indians

were also invited. These included Mrs. Sahah's family and

our family; the I.N.k. broadcasting unit, Tokyo, were also

present. Col. Habibur Rehman made exactly the same statement

which is contained in the written statement which I puesented

to the Committee. Briefly, he said that due to lick of

space, Mr. Ayer could not also accompany Netaji as Was

expected previously. So it was decided that Col. Habibur

Rehman should at least accompany Netaji. The Japanese ar.owed

Netaji only one seat for himself but on great insistence

they allowed one mere and it was decided that Col. Rahman

should accompany Netaji. As soon as they calm to Taihoku

ani'took off after reaching a haRk height of about 100 ft. or

200 ft, the plane crashed and it caught fire and Netaji being

in the front, received severe burns. Col. Habibur Rehman

was not severely burnt but while he was trying to put out

clothes of Netaji, his hands were burnt. Netaji was Laken

to the 11 )spital where he died.

I do not remember whether he mentioned

\ seen Netajils body or not. I remember he said that Netaji
---1'

was cremated near the Taihoku aerodrome and his ashes were

brought. The ashes came to Tokyo along with him. These

ashes were handed over to Mr. Ayer in the morniag and

Col. Habibur Rehman came to our house in the evening. The

ashes were kept in our home originally. Then after about 7
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to 10 days of being brought to our house, it wets

decided that it would be better to transfer the ashes

to some shrine as it was apprehended that the Anglo-

Americans would take custody of the ashes. My brother,

as ene 1 -resident oi tne 1.1.L. wane to several LeUIPJUS

to select a suiteible one. It was found that in a larger

temple, there were dirficulties ae there were many

authorities to consult. Eventually -a small temele was

selected. The ashes were taken in an informal procession

to the temple from our home. On the insistence of Mrs.

Sahay, the ashes were transferred from our house to

her house and kept there for one or two dys. From there

the ashes were taken in a procession to the temple. All

the Tokyo INA cadets:, my brother and I , Mrs. Sahay and hr

family) I.N.A. broadcasting unit were present. Mr. Ayer

was also with the procession. Col. Rehman Could not

accompany the procession as he was wanted by the American\

police for interrogation. Besides the Tokyo cadets

numbering about 40, there were a small number of Japanese.

About 10 or 15 Japanese Military Officers and civilians .

were also present in the procession. The ashes were

carried by a cadet by the name of Virile., The procession

went from Mrs. Sahahls house to the henkoji temple which

was at a distance of about two miles from her house. On

arrival at the temple, the ashes were put on the sitar

and 9.4: the flowers and wreaths were placed, the religious

ceremony was conducted by 4 or 5 Buddhist priests.

Mr. Ayer had written on the cloth wrapping

on the urn the words-

"NETAJI SUBEAS CHANDRA BOSE"

I am not quite sure whether he wrote this at our house

or at the temple. At the conclusion of the ceremony, we
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returned .to our homes leaving the ashes in the temple.

The name of the priest in cha2ge of the Renkoji temple is

Rev. Mochi Zuki. Since then, on the 18th of every month ,

I and my family with a priest have been paying our respects.

As there was every likelihood of the ashes

being taken away by the Occupation forces, Mr. Ayer divided\

the ashes and kept a small portion in our house. My brother

used to worship the ashes regularly. These ashes are still

,at our home in Tokyo. .

When Mr. Ayer brought these ashes to our

house, he did not bring anything else with him nor did my

brother bring anything else from the Japanese headquaruers.

Col. Habibur R(Thman had three metallic or leather suit

cases with himbut these were left in the truck and taken with

him to Ers. Sahwis house. These boxes contained Netajits

elothes which were eventually taken back to India by Mrs.

Sahay. The clothing included an over -coat. After about ,

one or two daysts stay at Mrs. Saha-)Is house, Col; Habibur

Reiman thought that it would be better for him to move

to another house which aas about 5 minutes walk from our

house. Mr. Ayer was also staying with Col. Habibur Rehman.

The main reason why they moved. from Mrs. Sahak's house was

that there were children in the house and there was not

enough accommodation for everybody. .--Ifter Col. Habibur

ilehman shifted to the new house, he told my brother that

there was a wooden package containing some ornaments salvaged

from the plane crash. This was then in the custody of the

Japanese Military authorities in Tokyo. He requested my

brother ito go and take possession of this package from them

and bring it home. My brother went to the JapaneSe Military

Headquarers and brought the package. He took thepackage

straight to Col. Habibur Rob/Tanis house. It was a slightly
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heavy package and was brought with the help of a man.

It was carried by a labourer. The box was very roughly

18" in height, about 30" in length and 16" in width.

It was a wooden box and naileL down. Afterwards, it was

opened inthe presence of Col. Habibur Rehman, Mr. Ayer,

my brother and myself and its contents were weighed.

The contents of the box were burnt down ornaments, some

molten metal etc. A list as prepared and signed by

Col.Habibur Rehman. The grant total came to 11 kilograms,

The valuables together with the list were handed over by

i my brother to the Indian Embassy on 24-9-1951. I have
._ ,

with me a photostat copy of the list made out bY Col.

Habibur. Rehman as attested by the Indian Embassy. The same

day Mr. Ayer also handed over to my brother gold weighing

300 grams and Japanese currency worth 20,000 Yens. These
( - - - - - -
were left with my brother- for safe custody until such time

as a competent Indian authority took possession of it.

This gold was handed over to my brother by Col. Habibur

Rehman and Mr. Ayer because they were expecting to be

attested by the Occupation authorities. This gbld was

kept from November 1945 to 24th October 1951 by my brothed\

in histhouse. This gold was handed over to the Indian

Embassy on Mr. Ayerls second visit to Japan in 1951.

So far as I know, no attempt was made before 1951 by my

brother to hand over the gold to any competent authority.

My brother returned to India in 1953 and has

not returned since then -to Japan.

I met a British Colonel by the name of

Figess in Tokyo. He was in charge of Liaison organisation

of the British. Y.(7 came to our home once where he had a

long talk with my brother and Col. Habibur Rehman. After

this, he visited our home two or three times but I do not
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remember any details because I met him only casually.

It is not true that Col. Figess at any time made

.aggestion to us that we should .accept British nationality.

Admitted correct.
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Lt.Col, N. Nonogaki.
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Statement by Ex -Lt. Col. Shiro Nonogaki, at
present Manager, Osaka Branch, Tokyo- Kogyo Boyeki
Shokai Ltd., 2nd Floor, Mistui Bank Senba Branch,
51 2-Chome, Kitya-Kyuhoji-Machi, Higashi-ku,
Osaka (Japan), recorded on- 14th May at 10 A.M.
and 2-30 P.M. eft-#)ae at Tokyo.

,

Daring the war, T was a Lt. Col. on the

staff of the 2nd Air Division which was later designated

as 7th Air Division, This Division had its headquarters

in 'ast Java at Malang. Later, due to enemy activity,

I was moved to Saigon on 28th July 1945. I met Netaji

for the first time on August, the 17th, 1945 at Saigon

aerodrome. I met him while he was boarding a plane at

Saigon'. The plane in which Netaji emplaned at Saigon

belonged to the 3rd Air Force Army, which was then stationee

at Singapore. It was 97 .K.V. heavy bomber type. Although

it was a aomber, it carried no '-ombs at that time and -was

being used as a transport plane. This plane was being

utilised by the 3rd Army for flying as a transport between

Singapore and T*yo. I cannot say the exact reason for its

being utilised for this particular purpose. It was an old

plank. Generally, the newest type of planes were being

utilised as bombers. By the 17th of Auust 1945, the

Japanese had sur,endered. At that time, I was stationed

at Saigon waiting thaaa for a transport to carry me to

Tokyo. I had received orders for transfer to the Imperial

Gmneral Heedquerters Air, Tokyo.

I arrived- at the aerodrome Saigon at about

4 P.M. The plane was alraady at the aerodrome. There were

some other\ planes on the aeaodrome too.' This plane had come

from Singapore. When it arrived from Singapore, I cannot

say. There were 13 men on board the ,pJane. Their names

are as folio's:-
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1. General Shidei.

2. Lt. Col. bakai.

3: It. Col. Nonogaki.

4, Major Kono.

5. Major Takizawa,

6. Major Takahashi.

7. Captain erai.

8. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose,

9. Adjutant to Netaji (name not known).

10. 4 members of the crew whose names I do not know.
These included one pilot, 2 Engineers and one
wireless operator.

General Shidei cent to the aerodrome after me. Netaji was

the last one to arrive at the aerodrome. At the time when

Netaji arrived at the aerodrome, some of the Japanese were

sitting inside the plane; others were still outside. The

plane had to wait for Netajils ar,ival for about half an

hour. The plane had no seats in it and all the passengers

were seated on the floor and the number of passengers that

could be carried on this plane depended on the space that

was available inside the plane. Besides the crew, this

plane was capable of carrying 16 or 17 passengers without

their baggage. The carrying capacity of that bomber was one

ton and it was capable of carrying an equivalent load either

in men or teggege. General Shidei who was on this plane,

had been my Instructor at the Staff College, Tokyo, when I

was a student there. I was asked by General Shidei to look

to the seating arrangements of the passengers in the plane.

The best seat on the plane was the one occupied by General

Shidei. The next best was occupied by Netaji Bose. The next

and the one after that was occupied by his Assistant.

After Netaji entered the plane, he said that

besides him and his Adjutant, one other person of his party

should also be accon dated. We learnt that some more baggage
(P. 4/ 
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of Netaji was corring. We waited for this baggage.

Eventually, the two boxes arrived. These boxes were

fairly heavy. We told Netaji that either the additional

person could accompany him or the boxes. It was decided

that the additional person of his party would be sent

later by the next plane and tht the boxes would accompany

him. These boxes were leather' boxes, each about 30" long,

le" wide and about 18" high. The plre wLs due to take

off from Saigon aerodrome at 5 P.M. but as Netajits baggage

had not arrived, we had to wait for about 15 minutes.

We saw a car dashing up to the aeroplane and two boxes were

taken out of that car. Up till that moment, I did not

know Netaji although I had heard of him in Singapore.

Staff Officer Tada pointing out to him said that he is

Mr. P or Mr. To - I do not remelliber which. The gentlemen

referred to as Mr. P or Mr. T was a well-built and tall

man. I recognised him as Chandra Bose whose pictures I

had seen previously. (Witness identifies pictures of

Netaji). I cannot remember what dress he was wearing

at that time. I had lifted one of the boxes and folt that

each,of which weighed approximately .20 kilos. These boxes

were kept by the side of Netaji in the plane. The plane

took off from the aerodrome at 5-20 P.M. The take -off

was ite normal but i looked a little heavy. The plane

was scheduled to fly to Heito aerodrome in South Formosa

but since it had already become very late, the plane instead

took off for Tourane. The plane was bound for Dairen-

Manchuria via Formosa. It was to go to Tokyo after touchinE

Dairpn. The plane arrived at Tourane at about 7 P.M. We

spent the night in Tourane. I do not remember the name of

the Hotel. It was a Military Hotel and was the best and

the biggest hotel in Tourane. I drit was formally introduced
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to Netaji for the first time by General Shidei in the

lobby of the Hotel. All of us stayed in the same hotel.

At Tourane, I, Major Kono and Major Takizawa stayed in the

same room. Others stayed separately in different rooms.

I do not remember the details of it. All of us had dinner

together. General Shidei and Netaji were talking to each

other in German. I did not know what the talk was about

as I myself do not know the language.

Next day, early in the morning at about 5 A.M.

while it was -still dark, JAP left the Hetel and wen to

Tourane aerodrome. At Tourane, we realised that the plane

was overloaded. We, therefore, took off all the surplus

things from the aeroplane. These included a machine-gun,

its ammunition and an anti -air craft gun which were still

fixed on'6.he plarc. took off from Tourane just as the

sun was rising. The take -off was quite normal. The seating

order inside the plane was as before. The route chartered

for the plane 'was a direut one from Tourane to Halt') but on

the way we learnt that there were enemy planes in the

neighbourhood of 8watan in South China, We, therefore,

altered our course and went further east ano eade detour.

The plane was flying at a height of approximately 4000

meters and it was quite cold inside the plane. we CaMP

over Haito, we found the wealAeor favourable and in order to

cover some niore distance, we decided to land insteed at

Taihoku in the north of Formosa. We did not give any

information to Taihoku aerodrome about our landing there.

We arrived at Taihoku aerodrome a little before mid -day.'

There were two aerodromes at Teihoku, but the one on which

we landed, was the bigger one and was always utilised by

the planes which were bound for Tokyo. Since we landed

at Taihoku without any previous warning, there was no one

0114



on the aerodrome to receive us. The landing was quite

normal. After landing, the plane taxied to a place

shown on the sketch plan (B). We alighted from the

plane and went to a tent that had been pitched nearby.

On seeing us coming out of the plane, some soldiers saw

us and cave towards us. They told us that this tent

had been pitched for a Japanese prince who we expected

there Shortly. We utilised this tent for resting,

were served lunch in the tent. While we were ha,!-!.E

lunch, the plane was refuelled. We stopped at Taihoku

air -field for two hours. Mixrplxmat We enquired of Netaji

at what deight the plane should fly - whether at 4000

me.Gers as before. He said that that would be suitable

and to meet the cold, Netaji put on a woollen sweater.

The plane was scheduled to carry General Shidei to Manchurit

Netaji agreed to go along with him to Dairen in Manchuria.

So there was no change in the schedule of the plane.

We took our seats in the plane in the same

order as before. The plane taxied to one end of the

runway as shown in my sketch marked C, and started taking

a turn. I was seated in the part facing the tail of the .

plane. I felt that the plane had left the ground and was

air -board. Shortly afterwards, I heard an explosion

and saw the plane nose diving towards the ground. The

plane hadattained a height of approximately 20 meters when

heard the explosion. Before the plane started nose

diving, I heard three or four loud bangs coming from the

engine side. At that time, I did not know what was the

cause but later I learnt that the propeller on the left

side of the plane had blown off. The maximum height

that the plane had attained was about 20 meLers. As tha

plane crashed on the ground, it broke into two - near the ,

r/YA



the part marked in red pencil in the sketch plan A, and

I was thrown out. I got up quickly and ran towards the

main body of the plane to see that it did not catch fire

but found that it had already caught fire. On seeing the

plane on fire, I ran away from the plane. I was under the

impression that the machine-gun and ammunition which we

had taken off at Tourane, were still in the plane. I

thought that on catching fire, the ammunition would go off

and kill people. I, therefore, took shelter behind a

small mount nearby. I had completely forgotten at that

moment that the m chine -gun and ammunition had been taken

off at Tourance. The shelter behind which I took cover

w;ia a pile of stones and sand which had been collected

there to fill up bomb craters. There were a series of

these piles on the edge of the left side of the runway.

The plane took off fre,6 a point marked X in blue pencil

on sketch C and crashed at a point marked X in red pencil

in sketch C. After crashing the p]ane split into two

portions; the rear portion was thrown out in the direction

indicated in blue dots, the main body of the plane dragged

Itself and came to a mount after striking it, towards the

stone pile marked Y on sketch C. It wrs at a distance of

20 or 30 meters from the point where the plane had crashed

on the ground. All this took place on the concrete runway.

The plane came to a halt after hitting the same pile behind

which I was taking cover. The relative po.sition of various

people P*7 I saw them at that moment, is given in the sketch

D. The plane w.,s on fire; it was ablaze. When I first

saw Netaii after the plane crash, he was standing somewhere

ne,r the left tip of the left wing of the plane. He was

standing erect. His clothes 'were on fire and his Assistant
. ,

we trying to teke orr his coat. He took off NeLajits

coat quickly but vas finding difficulty in taking off b
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the woollen sweEter. Since Netaji was sitting very

near the petrol tank, he was splashed all over with

petrol. It seemed that all his body was on fire.

The othr passengers were scattered in groups here and

there near the plane. hs I crossed over and, oient to

the wetting car I saw Major Kono clearing. I had noticed

Netaji and his Assistant very clearly from the first.

I did not see General Shidei at that time. Major Kono

and I siot into the waiting car and went to the Hospital.

_Before we i t the scene of the accident, I saw several

other lorries and cars arciinE in Quick succession on the

same spot. Najor and I were the first to be taken to the

hospital. Just after our car reached the hospital, Netaji

arrived in a peculiar vehicle used at the aerodromes

for starting the propeller of the plane. Its name in

Japanese is "Shidosha". It is marked E. on sketch plan.

Netaji was striered of all his clothes on the aerodrome.

When he arrived at the. hospital, he was absolutely

naked. He had nothing on Atm. He was then brought inside

the hospital and taken to a room and put on a bed as shown

or the sketch marked F. I was kept in a separate room

which was a waiting room. I had a slight burn on my fore-

head. Otherwise, I was not injured at all. I saw several

other injured persons being taken inl but I do nct remember

who they were. They were all being taken in the same room

as Netaii. I was alone in the waitine room. After a short

while, I went and telephoned to the headquarLers of the local

Military Police. I went into the room in which Netaji was '

- -lying after about 30 minutes. Frow the Military Police, ,

Major Takamia came to the hospital and from the Military

Headquarters side, Lt. Col. Shibuya. On arrival at the
Oft

hospital, Major fakamia and Lt. Col. 'Shibuya were told by

me that Mr. T was a very important person and that every

(1)14
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endeevour must be made to give the best medical aid to him.

I accompanied Lt. Col. Snibuya and Major Takamia to the

room where Netaji was lying. This was my first visit to

that room. On entering the room, I saw Netaji lying on the

bed with his head near the wall. In that ward, there were

10 beds. All the beds in that ward were not occupied.

I do not remember the names of any of the other occupants.

The otheroccupants of the werds were the same persons who w e

injured in the plane crash. When we entered the room and

went to Netajils bed, the position of various persons who were

present, is indicated on sketch marked F. General Shidei

was not on any of those beds: When I first; saw Netaji lying

on his bed, all his body was bandaged. Only his eyes and

mouth were visible. The rest of the face and head were fully

bandaged. Netejils Assistant was lying in the next bed when

we entered. When we entered, he set up in his bed. His

hands and half of his head were bandaged. We stayed there

in that room from half an hour to one hour. A-tthet time

Netaji was alive and he was able to talk: He talked to me

through the interpreter. He was also taralag to his

Assistant. Before taling to Netaji, I asked the Doctor

about his condition. The Doctor told me that since he had

been badly burnt, it ve7s unlikely that he would survive

till the next morning. After taleing to the Doctor, I asked

Netaji if there was anything that I could do for him. I

asked this through the interpreter. Netaji said that he

pillow was very heavy. I asked the Doctor to provide a

soft pillow for him but the Doctor replied that since the

back of Netaji's beck was badly burnt, he as feeling a soft

pillow to be hard. I asked Netaji whether he had any message

to deliver to the Indian people. He did not reply. 4fter

this, Netaji said that his greetings be conveyed to F.M.

Terauehi. I asked 1f he had anything wore to say., He
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replied thatthat the men who had been left behind in Saigon

should be brought to Tail-C -e, quickly. He did not say.

al*thing further after this. Up till that time, Netaji

was Tully in hLs senses and understood what we were talking

to him.

Tokyo by telegraM about the accident. Lt. Col. Shibuya

accordingly sent a telegram the same day. I think it was

about 4 P.M. I am not quite sale about the tine. ,t

about 6 P.M. the same day, those per..-ons who were not badly

injured, were taker to the other hospital. Myself, Major

Kona, Captain Arai, It. Col. Sakai, Major Takahashi and

one more Japanese were taken to the other hospital. Netaji

and his Assistrit remained behind in the same hospital.

before leaving the hospival, I again went to Netajirs room

and found him in the same condition as before. I did not

talk to him on that occasion. I cannot rememmer the exact

.d.te out the same snight I heard that Netaji had expired.

I did not see the body of General Shidei. I learnt about

his death three days later.

Three or four days after being taken to the other

hospital, Major Takahashi and I were flown back to Japan.

I arrived in Kyushu and spent about one month in hot springs

to recoup my health. When I recoyered, I Can9 to Tokyo.

As far as I remember, no official enquiry was

held into the causes of this accident by the Government of

Japan. The Japanese had surrendered by that time. Therefore 

no enquiry was held.

After six months of my arrival in Tokyo, I was

called to the British Embassy and interrogated there. I do'

not know the name of the officer who interrogated me. The

British officer wished to ascertain whether Netaji was dead .
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or alive. I told him all the information which I have

told the Committee.

I have heard that Netaji's ashes are being

kept in a temple in the Koinji area in the suburbs of
4 0 ,

Tokyo. I have never been to the temple.

Since then, two Indians came to me together

and asked me about tais plane accident. I remember one

of them to be Nr. Ayer. This was 5 years ago. I

recollect a photograph that was taken on that occasion.

It is opposite page 273 of Mr. Ayer's Book "UNTO HIM A

WITNESS". The persons in the photograph are from left to

right front row - myself, Mr.Ayer, Captain Arai and

standing in the back row Lt. Col. Tada who has since died.

I remember on one occasion one Japanese who

has many Indian friends came to me and asked for full

details of this plane crash. I gave him all the details

and he made sketches of the same. Some days later, an

article based on my discussion with him appeared in a

Japanese magazine. It was in Sunday Mainichi,

Interpreted by Mr. Rahman.

Admitted correct.

(e/frf-z-rey'04.1.'
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6tatement by Mr. Kinji Watanabe, 644, Akai-cho,
Nara Bity, Japan, recorded on

14th May at 4-30 P.M.

I joined the Hikari Kikan organisation sometime

In November 1943. I was posted co the Rangoon Branch. I

metlfor the first time, Netaji at Meimyo sometime in June or

July 1944. Soon afterwards, Netaji returned to Aangoon from

there. I also returned to Rangoon later on. I was working

in the MiJitary Department of the Hikari Kikan. I acted as an

Interpreter in the Hikari Kikan. I remember in Bangkok on

or about the 16th August 1945 after the surrender of the
,TIL2jj

3apanes4/the Japanese Government was not in a position to

assist Netaji any further in the struggle for freedom. They,

therefore, wanted to know from Netaji if they could do anything

to help him in the last days. This was a message from the

Foreign Office, Tokyo, to Minister Hachlya who sent it to

Netaji through General 'soda, I interpreted the talk with

Netaji. It was the first time that I heard Netaji making a

mention of his desire to go to RuSsia. The plan that was

discussed was that the Japanese side would assist in co go to

Manchuria via Saigon, Formosa, Japan and Manchuria.

Netaji left Bangkok the next day. I dia not go to the aerodrome.

Afterwards, someone told me that Netaji had selected six members.

They were two MusliMs, two Hindus and two Sikhs:,_ ,f
\ /

I do not remember their names. I do not know if

any Japanese officers accompanied Netaji. I have no idea

stirkkarwhere Netaji went after he left Bangkok. I do not know

the exact date nor do I remember the source from which I got

this information nut I learnt that there was an aeroplane

accident in Taihoku and that as a result of that Netaji had

suffered terrible burns. He was taken to the hospital where

he expired a few hours afterwards. That is all the information
-8-4i. eq.-Le-II

I got regarding Net,aji. At that time, I woe -transferred from
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the Hikari Kihan to the Japanese Embassy, Bangkok.

I did not hear more about Netaji. I never heard anything

about his ashes being in Tokyo either. What I subsequently
..L1

read in a Japanese Magazine two or three years aft.444mards

was regarding the jewels. I was not very much interested

in the story but I remember that on Necajiis birthday on

23rd January 1945, a big meeting was held in a hall in

Rangoon where lot of ornaments were donated by the Indian

community to weigh him against gold. At that time what

impressed me was that Netajifs eyes were full of ters.

I do not remember what the exact story was in the Magazine.

Admitted correct.

54/S-
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Statement by Dr. T. Tsuruta, Furukawa- 173,
Tsu City, Mie-Pref., recorded on 15th May,

1956 at 10 A.M. at Tokyo.

In August 1945 I was posted at

Taihoku as a Medical officer in the Nammon Military

Hospital, Taihoku. Nammon Hospital had 200 beds and

three Medical Officers. The Chief Medical Officer was

Dr. Taneyoshi Yushimi. He was a Surgeon. There were

myself - a Surgeon, and Dr. Goto - a Physician. There

were about 12 nurses attached to the Hospital. The

Head Hospital and its several branches were evacuating

the city to the suburbs in order to avoid air -raids.

The Nammon Branch was the only one left in the Taihoku

City, where patients were received for first aid treatment

suburbs. Nammon Hospital was the nearest to. the Taihoku

aerodrome. It was in August 1944 that I was posted at

the Taihoku Army Hospital. After serving at the Tohmon

Branch and the Head Hospital, I was posted at the Nammon

Branch in July 1945, I qualified a yaar previous to

my joining the hospital in degree in surgery from Kyoto '

University and I specialised in Orthopaedic surgery. I

held the' rank of a Sub -Officer.

'On 18th August 1945, there was a plane

crash at Taihoku and all the casualties were brought to

the hospital. I do not know the details of how the

accident took place. I was present in the hospital when

the casualties were brought in. I do not recollect the

exact time when' these casualties were brought in but I

think it was after 3 0' Clock. I do not remember the

exact number of injured persons who were brought into the

hospital but I think it was about a dozen. I remember

distinctly that among the injured persons were Chandra
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Bose and his Adjutant Rehman. 411 the injured persons

were registered on admission to the hospital. I do

not know who made the entries in the hospital records.

At that time Dr. Yoshimi and I were on duty. The third

doctor was for night duty. As Army doctor Goto was in

charge of the Internal Department, he did not handle

surgical treatment. I saw all the casualties being

brought in in one truck. I have clear memory of the matter

from the time when they were brought in the operation room.

My memory about them taken down from the track is not quite

sure. Of all the injured persons who were brought in,

Mr. Bose was the most serious case. When Mr. Bose was

(\ brought into the hospital, he was absolutely naked. All

the injured persons were first taken to the dressing room

where their wounds and burns were attended to. All the

injured persons were brought to the dressing rooms on

\\

stretchers. The injured p-rsons were attended to while

they were still lying on stretchers. After being dressed,

they were sent to different rooms. All the Japanese

officers were put in the room adjoining the dressing room.

Mr. Bose and Col. Rahman were put in the next room..

The relative position of their beds was as shown in the

sketch marked A. The room in which Mr. Bose and Col.Rehman

were kept was a big room and in order to give mere privacy,

a screen was put round the bed. When Mr. Bose was first

brought into the dressing room, Dr. Yoshimi and I attended

to him. Mr. Bose was severely burnt all over his body.

The nature of the bumns was of the severest type, that is,

the thi d degree. His body had taken on a colour darker

than the tanned leether. All his hair had got burnt. He

had no cut injuries or any other in4ury. When Netaji was

first brought into the dressing room, he asked for a pillow.
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He was in his senses then. He asked for water.

A pillow was provided for him but water was not given to
in such cases

him becauseLwater =mix/12k is not advisable from medical

point of view. When we started dressing Mr. Bosels burns,

he wished that other persons should be attended to first

and he should be treated last. But since Ills burns were

the most serious, we attended to him first. Netaji was

given Ringer Solution injection. The injection was

administered to him in the ward where he was taken later.

In the dressing room all his burns were bandaged. Before

putting on bandages, the whole of his body was smeared

with white ointment. Then almost his entire body was

bandaged . some portions of chest being left unbandaged.

The whole of his head and face were also bandaged; only his

mouth and eyes were not bandaged. As far as I remember,

no blood transfusion was given to him. The following

injections were Oven to Netaji in the ward:-

Cardiotonica as a heart stimulane, and

Sulfonamide for anti -septic purposes.

While the injections ,were being gin to him, he was saying

in Japanese, "Thank you, thank you". Studying Netajils

condition after giving -him the treatment referred to, I was

of the opinion that he would not survive. Shortly afterwards,'

Mr.Nakamura, a civilian interpreter came to the hospital.

I do not know from where he came. Netaji and Nakamura were

I\ talking to each other in English. Since I could not under-

stand English, I do not know what the talk was about. One

Japanese Military 2ff Police soldier was put on as a guard

. over Netaji. Col. Rehman who was on the next bed to his

was not so badly injured. Sometimes he was lying down some-

times he was sitting. Col. Rehman had a cut injury across

his fore -head. Both his hands were badly burnt. There were
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several other burns over his body and face but these were

not of a serious nature. Injuries on his hands were of a

serious nature. These were second degree burns. His cut

was stitched and his burns were treated with ointment

and bandaged. I remember General Ando, Commander Of Formosar

Garrison came to the hospital. I do not remember at what

stage he came. I was present there in Netaji's room the

whole time. Dr. Yoshimi was visiting other wards and

occasionally paying a visit to Netaji's room. At about

7 P.M. his condition suddenXly took a turn for the worse.

There was no whole -time nurse on duty in Netaji's room.

Nurses were attending to him from time to time. The

undermentioned nurses were coming to and going from Netaji's

room.

Chief Nurse - Miss Hisako Nakano.

Nurse - Miss Hatsuko Nishiomote.

Nurse - Miss Tomimoto.

The Chief Nurse was a Japanese and the other two were from

Okinawa. On the Hospital staff, there were three Formosan

nurses. I do not remember their names. When his condition

was becoming worse, we gave him heart injections but these

did not produce any effect. He expired between 7 and 8 P.M.

At the time when he expired, the following persons were

present near his bed:-

Milt,try Police Guard.
Dr. Yoshimi.
Myself (Dr. Tsuruta).
Col. Rahman.
Mr. Nakamura - Interpreter.

There were two other nurses whose names I do not remember.

At the time when Netadi expired, Col. Rehman was weeping

bitterly., On the day of his death, the Military .authorities
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in Formosa told Dr. Yoshimi that they were thinking of

flying his body to Tokyo. In order to preserve the body,

we injected Formaline into his body, Xi three hours after

his expiry. His body remained on his bed in the same

place for the whole of the night of 18th/19th.

The next day, a coffin to carry his body

was prepared and brought to the hospital. His body was

put in this coffin and kept in the same room. A raised

platform w:,s prepared in one corner of that room. It was

covered with a white sheet and the coffin was placed on
put

top of that platform, and flowers were all round it.

The sketch showing the relative position of beds and the

coffin in the room is marked B. The coffin lay in the same

room for the wholeof 19th. Several persons came to pay

their respects but I do not know who they were. The coffin

lay there for two or three days. I do not remember the

exact abdiet period. I learnt from Dr. Yoshimi that he had

been informed by the Military authorities in Taihoku that

'it appeared difficult to carry his body to Tokyo and that

they wcre thinking of cremating his body in Taihoku and

carrying the ashes to Tokyo. Later either on the 21st ,

or 22nd of August, I heard that a Military truck had come

to the hospital and carried away his coffin. I do not

know where the coffin was carried to. At the time

the Military truck came to the hospital, I was attending

to my other duties in the hospital and did not see it

carrying away bletaji's body. I did not issue any death

certificate myself. These were issued generally by the

officer -in -charge. I do not know whether Dr. Yoshimi

signed any death certificate or not.

I stayed in that hospital till April 1946

Three or four days after Netaji's death,
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Col. Rehman was sent to Hokuto Hospital in Formosa.

One of the injuredpersons by the name of Seisaku-Ishida

died in the Nammon Hospital. All the rest were sent to

Hokuto Hospital*

I heard about the death at the aerodrome

of General Shidei but his body was not brought to the

hospital,

After the surrender, the Hospital functioned

for wome time but about April 1946 when I came away, all

the Japanese staff were being sent away and replaced by

the Chinese staff. I am not sure but I think the Hospital

records were brought over to the Mi*tytxx Military Head-

quarters at Tokyo.

Of all the injured persons who were

brought into the Hospital, I remember the name of

Mr. Juzaburo Ara Aoyagi who died later in the Hokuto

Hospital. I do not remember the names of any of the

other officers.

Interpreted by Mr. Rehman.

Admitted correct.

121-e4/1,e,16L.,
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Statement by Mr. Sato-4(azo, Mynken-Motoyo
Sokea, Otachimooral Tsatomai, Goju Kyu Ban,
No. 59, recorded on 16-5-1956 at 11 A.M,

Tokyo.

During the war, I was serving in

136 Air Unit, Taihoku. I was serving in that Unit

as a soldier Grade I. My duty was to work as a mechanic

on bombers. The main duty of my Unit was to look

after maintenance of air -craft and defence of the

aerodrome at the time of air -raids by enemy planes.

Lt. Yamaguchi Fenzyo was the Coy.Commander anl a Col.

was in charge of the battalion. I do not know his

name. I was posted at Taihoku aerodrome in Septi1944.

While I was posted there, there were several plane

accidents. I heard of Chandra Bose from newspapers, etc.

Two days after the surrender of

Japan, we were sitting on the aerodrome and drinking
-7

Saka. At about 7 A.M.lin the morning, a plane took off.

When it had attained a height of approximately 100 meters

the propelier of the engine on the left side of the

plane stopped working. The plane dived on its nose and

It caught fire imediately. The place where we were

sitting and drinking was approximately 200 meters away

fromlhe p 2e of plane crash. There were two runways

on the airpigto 'The,p;ane took off from the left runway

and after it had attained a height-0.0111111petely

100 meters, it crashed on the runway and then dragged

itself to some stone and sand piles which were stacked

on the left side of the runway. On seeing the plane

ablaze all of us ran towards it and stopped appraximately

10 meters away from it as it was on fire. Then one

senior Military officer told us that the pikne which had

caught fire was carrying Chandra Bose and he asked us

to put out the fire. When the plane crashed, its left

wing was broken and it was tilted on one side. The tail
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was attached to the plane. The main body of the plane \,

was on fire but there was no fire towards the tail side,

When we first went near the plane, no Japanese had got

out of the plane. I saw one tall well-built man open

the door and jumped out. I thought it was the same person

as Chandra Bose. The first man who jumped out of the plane

was alright and was standing erect. I did not see his

clothes were on fire. He was not wearing spectacles. The
- -

second person whom we saw struggling in the plane was

pulled out by me and my friend whose name was Kitzunai Tezu,

He was also a soldier in the same Unit. While the -plane

was on fire, there were 5 men belonging to the Military

Unit who were standing round it, and there were three

soldiers belonging to the Naval Unit. There were also about

30 men from my Unit standing there. There was no officer

of the Army, Navy or of my Unit present there.

When the plane was on fire all the men were

standing in one place. The man present there did not attempt

to put out the fire. We did not go near the plane as the

petrol was on fire and it was not possible to approach near

it and to put out the petrol fire. At this stage, the witness

was shown photographs opposite page 196 in Mt. S.A. Ayerts

Book "UNTO HIM A WITNESS". The witness said that the

Yellappa. He was wearing a uniform resembling that of the

Americans and had no dress on. He was also wearing a big

round wrist watch. Later, the witness was shown a picture

of Netaji opposite page 210 of the same book. The witness

:stated that the first man who came outof the plane had more

iresemblance with this picture. The witness was not, however,

person who came out of the plane first, resembled Shri A.
t o

isure about the resemblance as the second picture showed a si(e

face and the first picture a front face. The man who got



out first and the second person whom we pulled out of

the plane, Who was a Japanese, were talking to each

other.

A small military car arrived on the scene after

about 5 minutes and both these persons were taken away

in it by the military soldiers. I do not know what

became of them afterwards. I did not see any other

injured persons being taken away. When the fire had

gone down and smoke was coming out, I returntd to my

Unit. I did not see any other vehicles, as I was

standing near the plane. I did not see any more military

personnel coming to the aerodrome. I do not know when

the wreckage of this burnt plant was removed from the

runway.

This is the first time that I have been interrogated

by anybody regarding this accident.

The Unit to which I belonged had three sections

with a total of 360 men. Our barracks were inside the

boundary of the aerodrome.

I read about the Netaji Enquiry Commission in the

newspaper and I wrote a letter to them of my own accord.

Interpreted by Mr. Rehman.

Admitted correct.
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tatement of Major Taro Kono, No. 552, Asagaya-2,
Suginamiker, Tokyo, recorded on 16th May at 3 P.M.

at Tokyo.

At present, I am engaged in printing

business in Tokyo. I was a regular officer of the

Japanese Army. I was commissioned in the year 1937. At

the outbreak of the war, I was first posted to the 7th

Air Force Division at Makassar in Selebes Island. Later
s

I as moved to Malang in Java. I was a staff officer T

with the rank of a Major. While I was at Malang, we lost

all our aeroplanes due to enemy action and the Unit was

disbanded. I was ordered to be transferred to Tokyo. I

left Malang on 31st July 1945. I was transported to Saigon

via Djakarta and Singapore, arriving in Saigon on 3rd or

4th of August. The plane by which I travelled from Ealang

to Singapore returned to Malang. From Singapore to Saigon

I was transported by a plane belonging to the Singapore Air

Unit. In Saigon I stayed in the Branch office of the Asai

Newspaper. I had a friend in that office. At Saigon I

reported to Major Shiakawa who was Air Staff Officer attached

to the headquarters of F.M. Terauchi. I stayed in Saigon

till the 17th of August. I could not leave earlier due

to the difficulty of obtaining a seat in an aeroplane. On

the morning of 17th I was informed by Major Shiakawa that

a plane was available and that I could leave for Tokyo that

day. The plane was due to take off from Saigon at about

.mid -day but since it was delayed at Saigon, it actually took

off at about 3 P.M. I do not know when the plane arrived

In Saigon. The reason for the delay was that the baggage

of Netaji Chandra Bose had not arrived at the aerodrome.

I arrived at the aerodrome at about 11 A.M. I do not

remember correctly if the plane was alr:lady at the aerodrome

when I arrived. I remember that the under -mentioned

persons also arrived at the aerodrome and boarded the planet.-



1. General Shidei,

2, Lt. Col. Sakai,

3, Major Takahashi.

4, Lt. Col. Nonogaki.

5, Captain Arai,

6. Major Takizawa - Chief Pilot,

7. N.C.O. Aoyagi - Pilot.

In addition to those, there were four other Japanese non-

commissioned officers. They were part of the crew.

Later, Mr. Chandra Bose and his Adjutant, Col. Habibur

Rahman also came to the aerodrome. We entered the plane

shortly before 3 P.M. Before entering the plane our

baggage was sorted out. Al].. our baggage was placed on

one side and the baggage of Mr. Chandra Bose and his

Adjutant, Col. Rehman, on the other side. At that time,

Mr. Bose and his Adjutant, Col. Rishman were present at the

aerodrome. The maximum load that the plane could carry

was 1500 kilos. It was a twine-engined bomber of the

newest type. As I said before this plane could carry

a maximum of 1500 kilos. There were 14 persons with an

average weight of 70 kilos per person which was 980 kilos.

The remaining 520 kilos was for baggage. This plane

belonged to No. 3 Air Force Army stationed at Singapore.

It was brought from Singapore by N.C.°, floyagi. It was

a plane of 97.2 type. All our surplus baggage was

discarded. The whole of Mr. Bosels baggage was put inside

the plane. He had two leather suit cases each about 30!7,

long, about 18" high and 9" wide. Besides these boxes,

he had another bundle containing clothes. I cannot say

whether the covering was of cloth or leather. It might

have been a military type of kit bag. It contained warm
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clothings of Mr.Bose, which could be tpken out easily

whenever desired. Before emplaning, we discussed the route

which the plane was to take. The ultimate destination

of the plane was Tokyo. The route that was agreed to wal

as follows:-

saigon to rourane to Heito (Formosa) to

Taipeh (Formosa) to Dairen (Manchuria) to

Tokyo.

At Dairen, General Shidei, Mr.Bose and Col. Rehman were

to get off the plane. After leaving them there, the

same plane was to take off to Tokyo. The seating arrange-

ment inside the plane was as before, as far as I remember

it. This is indicated in the sketch marked A., There were

14 persons including the members of crew on board. The

plane took off at 3 P.M. The runway at Saigon is 2000

meters long. Our plane had to run down the entire length

of the runway to take off. This showed that the pine

was overloaded.: I am an Air Force Officer myself and

have been a pilot. I knew that at the time of taking off,

the normal rate of revolutions per minute of the propellers

of this type of aeroplane were 2600 and the maximum

permissible was 2800 RPM (only 3 minutes). But when the

plane was taking off I looked at the dial and s&w that

the indicator showed 2850 RPM. This showed clearly that

the plane was overloaded and I thought to myself that the

load on the plane must be reduced after we reached the

next halt. In the plane I was sitting near Mr. Bose.

I had a map which Mr.Bose and I cohsulted on the way

during the course of our talk. We arrived at Tourane

at about 7 P.M. During our journey from Si,igon to

Tourane, the plane was flying at a height of approximately

3000 meters. We were flying at a speed of 230 kilometers



per hour. L- At Tourane arodrome, we were met by an

officer of the Military Police. All of us went

to a hotel together. It ,:as a very big hotel situated

near the sea -shore, Major Takizawa and I stayed behind

at the aerodrome, to see how the load on the plane could

be lessened,: The same evening we took off 12 anti-

air craft machine guns from the plane and all the

ammunition. We took off the machine guns and ammunition

in spite of the fact that we apprehended meeting enemy

planes on the way. We took the risk in order to lessen

the load in the interest of safety. We found some

luggage in the bomb rack. We took off that too. The

total weight that we took off from the aeroplane

including the weight of the machine guns, ammunition and

other baggage was appr,mimately 600 kilos. We attended

to the maintenance of the aeroplane and after satis-

fying ourselves that everything was correct, we went to

our Hotel. Itwas about 8-30 P.M. when we reached the

Hotel. The first party had dinner together and Major

Takizawa and I had dinner separately. After dinner,

Mr.Bose retired to his room. His Adjutant came and asked

us the time when we were proposing to take off from

Tourane the next morning. Col. Nonogaki, Major Takizawa,

Aoyagi and I discussed our plan for the

following day. It was decided that we should leave

Tourane early in the morning at about 5 A.M, because if

we left later, there was danger of encountering enemy

planes in the way. We told this to Col. Rahman. The

next morning, all of us went to the aerodrome before

5 AM. We tested the engine of the plane and sat inside

it in the same order as before. The plane took off

from Tourane at 5 A.M. At the time of taking off from



and after a short halt there, to Dairen without any delay.

Netaji accepted this idea. We arrived at Taihoku aerodrome

\\ at about mid -day. During the course of our flight from '

Tourane to Taihokut the flight was very smooth and engines

worked very well. On landing at Taihoku aerodrome, we sent

for the Officer -in -charge. I do not know his name. He was

told that we intended taking off from Taihoku at 2 P.M.

He was asked to fill up all the petrol tanks (about 2000 14.

The machinery of the plane was attended to by a mechanic

who was stationed at Taihoku. On alighting from the plane t

we went to a tent which was pitched on the aerodrome and had

our lunch inside that tent. At Taihoku Mr. Bose put on a

woollen sweater as he had felt cold while coming from Tourdne.

Mr. Bose was wearing shoes and trousers and was in military

uniform. He was wearing cotton uniform. He was not wearing

his top boots. There were no chairs in the plane and all

the passengers were seated on the floor. A cushion was

provided for Mr. Bose to sit on. Before 2 0' Clock, the

engine of the plane was tested. Mr. Takizawa tested it

Tourane, the plane was much lighter than it was on the

previous day, and the take off was perfectly normal.

From Tourane we flew direct to Heito. The weather was

perfect and the engines were working very smoothly. We

sighted Heito soon after 11 A.M. While we were flying

over Heito, we received information over the Radio that the

Russian forces had occupied Port Arthur. General Shideit

Col. Nonogakit Major Takizawa and I consulted each other.

All of us reviewed the position arising out of Russian

occupation of Port Arthur. We came to the conclusion that

unless we arrived at Dairen very soon it might be occupied

by the Russians before we landed there. We t therefore,

decided not toland at Heito but to push on to Taihoku

1-k
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inside and I tested it from outside. I noticed that the

engine on the left side of the plane was not functioning

properly. 1 2 therefore, went inside the plane and after

examining the engine inside, I found it to be working alrig

We took off from Taihoku at exactly 2 o/ Clock. There was

no change in the seating order. An Engineer also accom-

panies the plane. He was accompanying it on this occasion

also. I do not remember his name. He also tested the

engine and certified its air -worthiness. The runway of

the aerodrome.at Taihoku is short. It is only 1600 meters,

The plane took off from the aerodrome and reached a m- -

height of approximately 30 meters. Then there was a loud
m

explosion and the plane tilted to the right side. I wt_ls mm

sitting on the left side and I saw that-both the propeller

1 and the engine of that side had fallen off. After tilting

to one side, the plane started falling off. I tried to

rush forward and switch off the ignition switch to prevent

the plane from catching fire, but I could not get there

since the plane was descending rapidly and I couldnot

maintain my balance and therefore could not walk forward

properly. At that time I saw the Chief Pilot (Major

Takizawa) and N.C.O. Aoyagi struggling very hard to control

the plane. In the meantime, the plane crashed on the

1
ground. In trying to reach the ignition switch I fell 2

or 3 times in the plane. Since the propeller and engine

on the left side of the plane had fallen off, the plane fell,

on its right side and its right wing was completely smashed,

At a place marked (a) in red pencil on sketch B 1 , there wa

a joint where the plane split into two. There was another

joint at a place marked (b) also marked in red pencil. At

joint (h), the plane bent inwards as shown in sketch BILD

At the time of take -off, the speed was 140 kilometers per

hour. Since the plane hit the ground, it caught fires



The flames were coming from the right side of the plane

from the direction of the engine. As the plane was falling

to the ground, the petrol tank inside the plane fell down

and came in between me and Mr. Bose. I looked backwards

hut I could not see Mr. Bose because of this tank. I

could see General Shidei after the plane crash. He had a

cut injury at the back of his head. Major Takizawa was

hit in the face and on forehead by the steering which he

was operating. N.C.O. Aoyagi was hit in the chest which

was bleeding and he was leaning forward. There was another

Engineer sitting between me and N.C.O. Aoyagi. I do not

know what happened of him. During this time, the fire

\

spread greatly and the heat became unbearable. I broke'

open the plastic co':er on top of the plane and escaped i

through it. While escaping, the fire was so strong that

I had to protect my eyes by covering them with my hands

which, as a result, got burnt, and face and legs were also

burnt. As I was escaping from the plane, I got splashed

by petrol which was coming out from a pipe which connected

the petrol tank with the engine which had been brought

down. The petrol which was so splashed, caught fire.

I ran away about 30 meters and then rolled on the ground

and put out the fire; at the same time, I also took off

my outer garment which had caught fire. In this way, I

managed to put out the fire that was burning on me. At

this time, I saw that the plane was enveloped in fire.

1Only the front portion of the plane was on fire; the tail

portion which had broken off, had not caught fire. I was

In my senses but lay flat on the ground for about 2 or 3

minutes. At that time, I heard somebody calling Mr. Bose

by name. I heard somebody shouting my name too. I do not

know who he Was. After one or two minutes, I saw Mr. Bose



standing very near the plane shown in red pencil in sketch

BII. He was standing facing away from the plane. He was

standing erect with his back towards the plane; his legs

apart and his arms stretched downwards with clenched filets.

At that time, he was completely naked with only his shoes

\on. I did not see any fire on his body but I remember seeing

some light on him. I think I saw blood on his eyes. His

face did not show any signs of pain. I was standing about

30 meters away from the plane. Even then, I could feel

the heat of the flames. He was standing very near the plane

about one or two meters away from it. I am sure that he

must have been feeling the heat much more. After that,

somebody moved him away from the plane. I think it was

,\ Mr. Rehman who helped him in moving away from the plane. '

After that, Col. Nonogaki came to me and asked me to run

away, as far as I could, from the ,plane. We were under the

impression that there might be some ammunition inside the

plane which might explode. I was told by 140eirtxxicgssi

Col. Nonogaki that he thought that N.C.O. Aoyagi was still

in the plane. Later I heard that somebody - perhaps from

the airport staff, had pulled out N.C.O. Aoyagi from the

plane. After that, four or five military vehicles came to

the scene of the accident. I remember there were some

lorries and one propeller starting truck called "Shidosha"

in Japanese. There were one', or two cars also. I do not

remember if there was any other injured person present

with me in that lorry. All I remember is that some members

of the aerodrome staff lifted me up bodily and put me in the.

"Shidosha" which took me to the hospital. While I was being

carried in the lorry, I remember that the skin from my face

had pulled off and I was finding it difficult to blow my nose.

I reached the hospital after about 30 minutes. I did not see



Mr. Bose after that. On reaching the hospital, I was laid

on a bed. Mr. Bose was kept in a separate room. There

were some other injured persons in the same room as myself.

There were 4 or 5 other injured persons in the same room as

myself but since all of them had their faces bandaged, I

could not make out who they were.

From the lorry, I was helped by two men and

walked to the ward. I had some difficulty in getting to that

room as it seemed very distant. My injuries were attended

to by a nurse whose name I do rpt remember. When I had

rolled on the ground to extinguish the fire from my body

at the aerodrome lost of sand and dust had got into my skin.

The Nurse first cleaned my face and other parts that were

injured, then put on some medicine and bandaged all my

injuries. After being bandaged while I was lying on my bed s

I started thinking about the other passengers wondering who

were dead and who were alive. I thought to myself that Major

Takizawa, Tominaga (Radio operator) and General Shidei must

have died. I was not quite certain what would have happened

of N.C.O. Aoyagi and the Engineer who were sitting just behind

me. I heard that Mr.Bose was in the next room, though badly

burnt yet alive. The nurse whose name I do not recollect,

told me this. I wanted to meet Col. Nonogaki but he was not

available. At that time, Mr. Nonogaki had gone to the

Military Police headquarters. In the meantime, the whole of

my face had swollen and my eyes were closed and I could not

see anythihg. The same evening at about 8 P.M. I was taken

to another hospital. Some other persons were also taken to

the hospital but I do not know who they were. At that time

I could neither walk nor see anything. I was taken to a

hospital in Feito about 20 kilometers. I stayed in that

hospital for about a month and a half. I heard in the
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hospital either on the first day or the second day of my

reaching there that Mr. Bose had expired. I asked whether

Mr. Bose had said anything before his death. I asked this

question from Major Kawano (or Mr. Nishi) belonging to

No. 8 Air Force Division. He told me that before his

death, kr. Bose did not make any complaint about his pain,

He took everything very calmly. I think it was Major Kawano

who told me that before his death, Mt. Bose expressed

concern about his army in Singapore and other places. I am

not sure whether it was Major Kawano or Major Nishi who+

told me these things. They were both Staff Officers of the

8th Army Air Force. Since my eyes were bandaged, I could

not see them.

I had temperature for two weeks. During this

time, I could not see anything. About two weeks, I could see

a little. At that time, my hands as well as my face were

bandaged. Later when I could see properly and walk about a

little,I saw the undermentioned persons who were travelling

by the same plane, in the hospital:-

1. Captain Arai.

2 0 Col. Rahman.

In the beginning, all three of us were kept in the same room.

Later we were allotted separate rooms each. Later I also

saw Col. Nonogaki, Col. Sakai and N.C.O. Aoyagi in the

hospital. About the middle of September, Col. Rehman t

Col. Nonogaji, Captain Arai and Col. Sakai were flown to

Tokyo after they had recovered. I stayed in that hospital

till November. During this time, N.C.O. Aoyagi passed away

in the same hospital. In the beginning of November, I and

one N.C.O. were flown together to Fukuoka. Up till that time,

my face were still bandaged and my lends could not move.

I was., therefore, admitted to the hospital at Fukuoka. I
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was removed from Peito hospital because the Chinese forces

had occupied that hospital. I left Fukuoka hospital after

three days. From the hospital, I went to my home in Kanazawa

City in Isnikawa Pref. I remained under treatment for 1i

years. Since the Japanese Army had surrendered, I could not

go to the Military hospitals but continued my treatment

under private arrangements.

Since my arrival in Tokyo, I have never been

interrogated either by the British, American or the Japanese

authorities. Several newspaper reporters came to my house
ed

in 1947. In May 1950 I came to Tokyo and startlag my

business of printing.'

Even after the protracted treatment I had$ the

skin of my face shows marks of burning although it was

otherwise normal. I lost all my teeth and am wearing false

teeth. 4 of my fingers of the right hand, that is, excepting

the thumb, were damaged and wilikw mis-shapen and ± cannot

clench my right fist. The left hand was less injured;

only the little finger was deformed. This hand also I am

unable to clench my fist in full. The skin of both hands

still bear marks of the perious burning. Burns of my feet

have been wholly healed. The marks of injury were shown to

the Committee, both my hands and face, and the photograph'

was taken of the damaged pair of hands.

Interpreted by Mr. Rehman.

Admitted correct.
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Statement by Col.Sugiya Miyata,
1073 Kawanoe City,
Japan, recorded on 17th May 156
at 10-30 A.M. at Tokyo.

At the time when the last Great War came to an

end, I was at Formosa posted as an Air Staff Officer

attached to the headquarters of the Army in Formosa.

Our headquarters were situated at Taihoku. I was

posted to the headquarters at Taihoku in June 1944.

After the air -crash, I went to the hospital either on the

19th or the 20th of August on hearing thenews that

Mr. Bose had died in the hospital. When I went to the

hospital, I offered my condolences to the Indian Adjutant

of Mt. Bose. I did not see the clad body of Mt. Bose. :T

I did nottry to make any enquiries where the dead body

of Mr. Bose was kept. I had only heard about his de-th

and after offering my condolences to his Indian Adjutant,

I came away. I also heard that Gerrral Shidei was killed

in the same crash. I do not remember whether any court of

enquiry was held into the causes of the accident. I have

a feeling that the enquiry was held by the Military Officers.

Interpreted by Mr. Rehman.

Admitted correct.
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Statement by Major Takahashi Ihaho
Kanagawa Ken Zushi Shi 607, Japan,
recorded on 17th May at 3 P.M. at

Tokyo,

Prior to the war, I was a regular

army officer. My rank was that of a Major. During the ,

war, I served in Manchuria, China and Burma. I was a

Staff officer in the 15th Japanese Army commanded by

General MuDaguchi. I retired from Burma with Mr.Wakizaka,

one of the Staff officers, in July 1945 to Chang Mai. We

reached Chang Mai in the beginning of August 1945. In

the beginning of August, I received orders for transfer

to Cheju Island lying South Korea (Quelpart Island). On _

receiptof these orders,' proceeded by aeroplane to

Bangkok reaching there on 13th or 14th of August.. On

15th or 16th of August I reached Saigon by plane. On

17th,I visited the Headquarter and then went to the

Military Hotel at Saigon. The arrangement for my trans-

port from Saigon onwards was made by Major Shigehara who

was a Staff Officer on the staff of the Southern Army.

I wes informed in the afternoon of the 17th, I think it -

was about 2 P.M., about the plane that was to take me --;

from Saigon. As far as I can rem*ember, I arrived at the

aerodrome between 3 and 3-30 P.M. The plane was stand-

ing on the aerodrome at that time. - On the aerodrome I

saw the undermentioned persons:-

General Shidei.
Lt. Col. Nonogaki.
Major Kono.
Lt. Col. Sakai.

,

There were 2 or 3 other Japanese whose names I do not

remember. Mr. Bose and his Adjutant were also there.

There were 4 or 5 members of the crew.

When I arrived at the aerodrome,'

met General Shidei who told me that His Excellency Mr.

Bose was also travelling by the same plane. At that time,

1
t



Mr. Bose had not arrived at the aerodrome. General Shidei

could not speak English; he could speak German. He told me

to sit with him during the journey as he might require my

assistance when talking to Mr. Bose. Soon afterwards, we

started entering the plane. By that time, Mr. Bose art

his Adjutant had arrived. The plane by which we were

travelling was 97 type bomber. There were no chairs inside

the plane,but a cushion was provided for Mr. Bose. Since I

was the youngest of the party I sat in the rear in the most

uncomfortable seat. The best seats in the plane were

provided for General Shidei, Mr. Bose and his Adjutant.

Mr. Bose was carrying two boxes with him. These were leather

boxes of ordinary average size. These were each about 30"

long, about 10" wide and 20" high. The plane took off in

the normal manner. The time when the plane took off was

either 5 or 6 P.M.

The ultimate destination of the plane was

Tokyo. The normal roate for all planes fling to Tokyo was

via Dairen. The direct flight from Taihoku to Japan could

not be undertaken as Okinawa was occupied by the Americans.

I knew that General Shidei had been transferred to Manchuria.

do not know whether the plane was to leave him at Dairen

and return to Tokyo or to take him further to Manchuria. My

own orders were to get off the plane at Dairen and then

proceed by rail 171.6 Seoul to Makan by train and from there

by steamer to the Island (Quelpart.) Soon after sun -set

probably at about 7 P.M. we arrived in Tourane. All of us

stayed in a hotel at Tourane. Mr. Bose was accommodated

on the second floor. It was already dark when we arrived

at the hotel. We had dinner separately. I did not see

Mt. Bose at the hotel. General Shidei told me that Mr. Bose

'was putting up on the second floor. At about 5-30 in the
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morning, we left the hotel. We arrived at the aerodrome

at about 7. From there, we flew to Taihoku. We arrived

at Taihoku at about 11 A.M. The weather that day was

very fine. Since I was sitting right back towards the tail

of the plane I could not see the seating arrangements of

other people sitting in front. In the rear, Col. Sakai

and one other officer was sitting next to me. At Taihoku,

we had our lunch and rested in a tent. The plane took

off from Taihoku between 12-30 and 1 P.M. The plane had

just become air -board when there was an explosion. It

tilted to the left side and crashed to the ground in

front of the runway. The runway was standard. The plane

took off after it had traversed 3/4th of the runway from --

point I on sketch A and it crashed to the ground outside

the concrete runway. The place where it crashed had

gravel and sand spread on it. The place where the crash

took place was inside the boundary of the aerodrome. When

the plane crashed, it hit the ground on its nose. Then it

came to its noral position. When the plane hit the

ground, I became, senseless. When I recovered consciousness

I was lying outside the plane at point II. The plane had

caught fire. I had sprained my left ankle and could not

walk. Since I could not walk, I crawled on my hands to

point III where I saw Lt. Col. Nonogaki. At the point

where I met Col. Nonogaki, I learnt that Mr. Bose ard

General Shidei were still inside the plane. Hearing this,

I crawled on my hands to point II, i.e. the place 10 meters

from where I was before. On reaching there, I saw Mr.

Bose getting out of the plane. Mr. Bose got out from the

left front portion of the plane. When I first saw

Mr.Bose, his clobhes were on fire and he was trying to

take off his coat. Mr. Bose was wearing uniform of light



Khakhi colour. I do not remember whether he was wearing

woollen uniform or cotton. Mr. Bose was trying to put out

the fire when I went up to him, caught hold of his legs

and requested him to lie down and roll on the ground.

In this way, we managed to put off the fire from his

clothes. I sow someone, perhaps I think Mr. Bosels

Adjutant, there. Mr. Bosels clothes were still on his

body. Only patches of the clothes on the upper part of

his body were burnt. The reason for this was that he was 1

sitting next to the petrol tank and his clothes were

splashed with gasolene at certain places only. His

trousers were burnt slightly. In the meantime, a military

truck came and carried away Mr. Bose. I was left behind

at the aerodrome. Another lorry came and took me to the

hospital. I do not know who was taken to the Hospital

first but I ws the last to be taken to the hospital from

the place of accident. Some persons had come to put out

the fire. General Shidei could not get out of the

aeroplane. He died inside the plane. Singe the plan had

crashed on its nose, all the members of the crew were

killed. I learnt this later. When I reached the

hospital, other injured persons were already there.

Mr. Bose,
Lt. Col. Sakai, Li., Col. Nonogaki.
Major Kono, and I think the
Adjutant of Mr. Bose.

From the lorry to the dressing room in the hospital I was

carred on the shoulders of some person. I was taken to a

large room in which there were many beds. Al] the

injured persons were lying on these beds. I was also on

one of these beds. There were 7 or 8 persons in that room.

( Mr.Bose was first in the same room. I do not know where

they took him later. My heud and foot injuries were



attended to in this room. Later, I was removed to another

room. Lt. Col. Nonogaki was also there with me in that room.

From 18th to 23rd I stayed in the same hotel. All the

injured persons remained in that hospital from 18th tov

23r# when I was flown to Fukuoka In Kyushu along with

Col. Nonogaki. My left leg gave me trouble for two years

and after two years' treatment, it became alright. As far

as I remember, 'Col.Nonogaki told me at Taihoku that Mt. Bose

had expired the same night. In the hospital, Col. Nonogaki

told me that he had spoken to Mt. Bose through an interpreter.

During the 'course of the talk, Col. Nonogaki had asked

Mr.Bosenif he had any message to give and whether he can do

anything for him. Mr. Bose had replied that he wished that

his followers who had been left behindl should be properly

looked after. He had also asked for a softer iiliow. I

do not remember the exact time of the death of Mr.. Bose as toii

to me by Col. Nonogaki, but it was some time during the

night. Later on, I heard that Lt.Col. Sakai had flown to

Tokyo with the ashes of Mr. Bose. Since I could not move

out of the bed, I did not see the dead body_of_Mr. Bose.

I did not hear anything about Netaji from the doctor

or the nurse while I was in the hospital._

I was never interrogated on this accident

either by the British, American or the Japanese authorities.

Interpreted by Mr. 2, Rahman.

Admitted correct.
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Statement by Col. Muraji Yano, Kagoshimaken
Kolaubu Shi Nuke, 1751, recorded at Tokyo on
18th May 1956 at 10-30 A.M. and 3 P.M.

On 1st of May 1945 I was Chief

of 2nd Section, Southern Army H.Q., Saigon, On 10th June

1945 I was promoted a full Colonel, and put in charge

of Air Branch. On 15th of June 1945 the Command post

of the Southern Army moved to Dalat, the main headquarters

still remaining at Saigon. I met Mr. Bose for the first

time in Tokyo in June 1943 while I was posted as a Staff

Officer at the Imperial General Headquarters. Next time
or about

I met him at the Imperial Hotel onLlOth June. This was

during his same visit to Tokyo. On June, the 19th, 1943

he gave a press interview.

I remember that while I was posted

as Chief of 2nd Section, Southern Army H.Q., Saigon that

General Numata, Chief of Staff, Southern Army, told me

that he had received a telegram from General Isoda stating

that Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose wished to make coripet either

with China or with Russia to continue his struggle for

India's independence in view of the fact that the Japanese

were retreating away from India and were not in a position

to help him very much. Thisies either towards the end of

July or in the beginning of August 1945. At that time,

F.M. Count Terauchi'and all the Staff officers were

stationed at Dalat. On the night of 10th of August, we

heard a radio broadcast from some foreign station which

stated that Japan was ready to surrender. In view of

this information, we sent for the leaders of Indonesia,

Including Dr. Hatta, Mr. Seokarno and Mr. Ramzen, They

arrived at Dalat on the 12th. They were handed a declara-

tion for tbx the independence of Indonesia. The
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declaration was written out and signed by F.M. Count

Terauchi,

On 15th August, we heard the Emperor's broadcast

about the surrender of Japan. That night F.M. Count

ferauchi,General Shidei, General Numata and other staff

officers had their dinner together at Dalat. At the

dinner table, I received a telegram from Hikari Kikan,

Bangkok, informing us that the next day, Mr. Bose would be

arriving in Saigon on his way to Japan. General Shidei

who had been Chief of the General Staff of the Japanese

Army in Burma was under orders of transfer to Manchuria.

On the day the Emperor's broadcast regarding surrender came,

General Shidei was at our headquarters. The telegram which

we had received from the Hikari Kikan, Bangkok, stated that

Mr. Bose would be arriving at Saigon while on his way to

okyo. Mr.. Bose was to be accompanied by one Adjutant.

When the Emperor's broadcast regarding surrender was heard

by us, F.M. Count Terauchi discussed with the rest of his

staff and decided that it was better for Mr. Bose to reach

Tokyo as soon as possible. I was present at that

Conference.

DUO to the difficulty in obtaining seats in the

plane, the plan was to move Mr. Bose alone to Tokyo.

Mr. Bose had desired to go to Russia. F.M. Count Terauchi

decided that in the first instance Mr. Bose should visit

Tokyo and discuss the matter with the Government of Japan

and then proceed onwards. The arrangements for Mr. Bose to

be flown to Tokyo were made by our headquarters. Since

General Shidei wanted to take advantage of that plane, he

flew early in the morning with Staff Officer Tada on

16th August to Saigon. I did not go to Saigon myself but

Staff Officer Tada. There was a telephone connection between



our headquarters at Dalat and Saigon aerodrome. Our

headquarters were informed over the telephone by Staff

Officer Tada that the plane carrying Netaji and General

Shidei had taken off on the same day, i.e. 16th August

1945: I remember having met General Isoda at Dalat but

I cannot remember exactly if it was on this occasion.

We were informed that the under -mentioned passengers

had taken off by the same plane:-

Mr. Chandra -boss, his Adjutant,
General Shidei, and about 5 other
Japanese Military officers, whose names
I do not remember.

The arrangements for aeroplane were made by the Air Staff

Officer attachea to the headquarters at Dalat. He had

his agent at Saigon. The allotment of seats in planes

was arranged between his agent and the Staff Officer at

Dalat over the telephone. I do not know where this plane

came from. I do not remember accurately the exact time

when the plane took off from Saigon but I think it was

some time in the morning. These arrangements were looked

into by Lt. Col. Kozima, who was also in charge of No. 1

bection. His Pgent at Saigon was a Captain whose name

I do not recollect. On 17th or 18th we received a

\ telegram from the Chief of the Staff, Formosan Army, Lt.

General Ishayama. The telegram ran as follows:-
**

Rr nm t n n f S Tn iwnn Ar m y - -From: C of S Taiwan Army.

To: C of S Southern Army.

' Message - The plane carrying General Shidei

had crashed. General Shidei killed. ,

Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose and othar injured

persons admitted to Taipei (Taihoku) Military

Hospital."

The accident had taken place over Matsuyama

aerodrome, Taihoku. The same telegram was repeated by



the Chief of Staff, Formosan Army, to the Chief of Staff,

Imperial General HeAquarters, Tokyo, and to the Vice War

Minister, Tokyo. I do not remember whether the context

of this telegram was communicattd to the Hikari Kikan.

At that time all of us were very much upset on hearing the

message of the Emperorlto surrender. On 18th or 19th' when

I was at Saigon, I received another telegram from the

Chief of Staff, Formosan Army, stating that Mr. Bose who

had been seriously injured, could not 'survive and that he

c had died. This telegram was received at about 10 P.M.

After this, I did not receive any further information about

Mr. Bose or about his ashes until I arrived in Tokyo a year

and a half later where I learnt about Mr. Bosets ashes and

treasure through newspaper reparts. It is only last year

that I learnt through newspapers thrt the ashes were kept

in Rankoji temple in Tokyo. I have no information about the

other officers who were accompanying Mr. Bose.

I was interrogated by CICCD at Singapore.

Major General Prince Kayeen came to Saigon on the

19th of August. He was carrying a message from the

Emperor to the Southern Army, (Prince Major General Kanin),

China Expeditionary ;Wax Army (Prince Lt. General Asaka), and

Kwantung Army in Manchuria (Prince Lt. Col. Takeda) to carry

out surrender peacefully.

I am now attached to the Military Section of

the Armed Forces Far East who are studying military methods

and organisation - American War Department (Pantagon,

Washington).

When the first telegram regarding Mr. Bosels

intentions of contacting China or Russia were conveyed to us

about 15 days before the surrender by General Isoda, Chief

of Hikari Kikan, our reaction was one of appreciation since

I e was a great man and wewanted to assist him.

/



Manchukuo to be brought to Tokyo but while they were

making preparations to fly from Blinking, they were

Question by Mr. Bose. Was it the intention of the

Japanese Government to remove Netaji to a safe place so

that he would not fall into the hands of the British or

the Americans?

Answer: Yes.

Question by Mr. Bose. Did the request to reach a place of

safety come from Mr. Bose or fhe Government of Japan?,

Answer: As far as I know, the Japanese Government werei
311

anxious to take him to a place of safety.

The various heads of States who were

co-operating with the Japanese Government - Dr. Ba Ma had

already arrited in Tokyol Dr.Laurel had been arrested in

Philippines by the Occupation Forces, and Mr. Wan Chin Wei

had died. Arrangements had been made for the Emperor of ;

4.1.-1-U b i J O U U.); IJLLU I l U b.b 1 i 1 1 1 0 . w W t i f t , v e r y ii i . i c i u u u wr4u6

back Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose and Mr. Seokarno of

Indonesia. I do not know what became of Mr. Seokarno.

Interpreted by Mr. J. Rahman°

Admitted correct. / 4-1
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Statement of Mr. Maiharu Kinoshita, No. 1233
Kugahara-cho, Otaku okyo, recorded on 21st

May 1956 at 12 noon.

At the time of the Japanese surrender, I was working

as a Staff Officer (with the rank of a Major) in the

Imperial General Headquarters, Tokyo. On -7th Septr.

1945 at about 11 P.M. I wes a Duty Officer at the

Imperial General Headquarters, Tokyo. An officer of

the rank of a Lt. Colonel brought theele two boxes mut
them

to the Headquarters and deliveredZto me. These were

wooden boxes, one of which was covered with white cloth,

and the other with cloth of some other colour probably

oieai: The boxes were cubic in shape and one of them

was approxiwately 10" and the other 8" in size. The
the who brought these boxes

head of Mils officeL/was bandaged. He told me that the

smaller box contained ashes of Mr. Bose and the bigger

box contained gold. He also told me that he had brought

these boxes from Taiwan. Since these boxes were

received late at night, I kept them in my room and went

to sleep. The Officer who brought these boxes did not

give me any instructions about their disposal. He

merely handed them over to me for safe custody.

The boxes were nailed out but not sealed and wrapped in

cloth. The box said to contain ashes was light and

the other box said to contain gold was heavylbut no note

was made or given as to the exact weight and neither

did I give any receipt for tlp boxes. he officer after

making over the charge of these poxes to me went away.

Next day between 9 and 10 A.M. I handed over these two

boxes to Major Takakura who was the next Duty Officer.

I do not know what happened of them afterwards and how

Major Takakura disposed them of.

In August 1947,1 was interrogated by the Japanese

Military authorities regarding the gold.

Interpreted by "r. T. Rahman.

it Admitted correct.



Statement by Lt.Col. Norio Takakura,
Ex -Staff Officer, Imperial General
Headquarters, Tokyo, recorded on
21st May 1956 at 3 P.M. at Tokyo.

Present address: EifUku-cho-255,
Suginamiku, Tokyo,

During the war and at the time

of the Japanese surrender, I was working as a Staff

Officer in the Political Branch of the Imperial General.

Headquarters, Tokyo. On 21st August 1945, when I

returned to Tokyo after meeting General McArthur at

Manila, I learnt that a plane carrying General Shidei

and Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, had crashed at Taihoku

aerodrome in Formosa on 18th August. On 25th or 26th

I learnt t the Headquarters that the plane that had

crashed at Taihoku, was bound for Manchuria from where

Netaji had intended going to Russia. (The witness was

referring to a diary written by himself in 1945). When

I returned from Manila on 21st of August, I saw at the

Headquarters several telagrams which had been received

from the headquarters of the Formosan Army regarding the

air -crash at Taihoku. I do not remember the contents

of the telegrams separately. These were destroyea after

the surrender but I remember that one of the telegrams

contained the information that General Shidei and one

of the crew were killed during the air crash. Another

telegram stated that Netaji and his Adjutant had been
Lt,

badly burnt and that Col. Sakai and Lt. Col. Nonogaki

had been injured. There ws information about some

others too but the details of that I do not remembe

There was another telegram which stated that Netaji had

expired in the hospital during the night on the same day

that the plane crash took place. I do not remember if
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there were any other telegrams besides these.

The next I heard about Netaji was from

Col. Habibur Rehman when I met him in our headquarters

in Tokyo. Netajils ashes had arrived at the headquarters

before Col. Rahman who had had his bandage dressed at

the residence of Mt; Murti and then come to the head-

quarters. The ashes were brought from Taiwan by Lt.Col.

Sakai. He came via Fukuoka where he picked up three

or four soldiers as an escort and reported to the Imperial

General Headquarters on the night of 7th September.

The ashes were made over by Lt. Col. Sakai to the Duty

officer, Major Kinoshita. Major Kinoshita received from

Lt. Col. Sakai two boxes - one of them was said to contain

ashes. I do not know what the other box contained. The

Duty Officer, on receipt of these boxes, took them i4

A
his custody and put an armed guard over them. The

guard was changed every two hours. I received the bq

from the Duty Officer, Major Kinoshita at 8 A.

8th of September. There was no written entry regarding

the taking of these boxes into custody. About the boxes

I do not remember all the details ; so far as I recollect,

they were nailed_ down wooden boxes about a foot square,

whitish in colour and covered with cloth. In the morning

after I had taken charge of these boxes, I called other

officerS of the headquarLers and we all paid our respects

to Netajits ashes. I then telephoned to Mr. Murtif

President of the Tokyo, and asked him to report

to the headquarters to take custody of the ashes. I also

arranged a car for Mr. Murti. About .ihalf an hour after

my telephone ball, Mr. Murti accompanied by Mr. Ayer and

other Tokyo cadets, arrived at the headquarters. We
k

placed the ashes in a wzAting car which drove off with



Mr. Murti and Mr. Ayer. I do not know what became of

the ashes later on. On 14th of September after

performing the ceremony, we placed the ashes in Renkoji

temple. The Americans had already, landed in Tokyo by

then. I was present at the ceremony which was held at

the Renkoji temple while placing Netajits ashes there.

was representing the Imperial General Headquarters,

Tokyo, on the occasion, and I had also taken some

offerings with me, in accordance with the Japanese

custom. This

Tokyo. There

ceremony was organised by the I.I.L.,

was a big gathering at the temple. There

were in all about 100 people or so, of whom about 10 were

Japanese.

I met Lt. Col. Sakai soon after the ashes

were received. He was also posted at the same Imperial

General Headquarters in a different section. I did not

have any talk with him regarding Netaji at that time.

Question by Chairman: When you.handed over Netajits

ashes to Mr. Murti, did you also hand over the other box

to him?

Reply: Yes, both the boxes were handed over together to

Mr. Murti.

Interpreted by Mr. J. Rahman.

Admitted correct,
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Extract i concerning Netaji Bose from the
Diary of 1945 of Col. Mono Takakura of
Japanese Imperial HQ Tokyo.

June 17
I met Mr. T between 2400 -0300 at the

office of Hikari Kikan in Bangkok whom I conveyed the
intention of che Chief of General Staff regarding the
decisive battle in Southern District.

Jik August .18
Mr. Bose died of an aeroplane accident. Very

astonished.

September 7.
Mr. Bose's ashes reached the Army Ministry and

were laid in state at the altar of "war heros', spirits".

September 8.
Mr. Bose's ashes were handed over to the Indlan

Independence League.

September 14.
A funeral service for Mr. Eose was held (secretly)

at the Renkoji Temple. I attended it as a proxy for Army
Minister.

a *  0 0

I, hereby,oertify that the above translation into

English from the original statement -by Mr. Morio Takakura

was made by me tc the best of my knowledge.

26th May, 1956.

SC A

(KTYdeliI KAMIKO)
Translator,

Embassy of India in Japan,
Tokyo.
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Statement by Mr. Tatsuo Hayashida, Fukuoka City,
No. 1 7 Haru Yoshi, Street, Japan, recorded on

22nd May 1956 at 11 A.M.

.

About the time when the last war came to

and end, I was employed as a Second Lt. in the

Administrative Section of Formosan Army Headquarters

at Taihoku. On 5-9-1945 I received orders from the

Headquarters -to proceed to the aerodrome and to carry

two boxes from Taihoku to Tokyo. This order was issued

to me from the Army Headquarters, Formosa. The boxes

were to be delivered to me at the aerodrome, Taihoku.

I arrived at the aerodrome at about 11 A.M. on 5-9-1945.

I found these two boxes lying at the aerodrome with

Col. T. Sakai, Col. Habibur Rehman, Adjutant, and Major

Nakamiya standing near them. I was told by Col. Sakai

that one of these boxes ciontained the ashes of Netaji

Bose. I picked up this box and carried it on a sling

attached on my neck. This box was one foot, cubical

in shape. The other box was rectangular 3 ft. x 2* ft. x

2 ft. Col. Sakai told me that this box contained gold

and jewellery and he asked me to look after it carefufly.

The small box which I carried on my neck was made af

wood and was covered in a white cloth. The other box

was also wooden but it had a leather covering on top of

it. I do not remember whether any of these boxes were

sealed or not. The boxes were nailed.

The plane took off from Taihoku at about

mid -day on the same day. We landed at Guno-su aerodrome

at Fukuoka at about 4-30 P.M. Col. Sakai, Col. Habibur

Rehman and Major Nakamoya accompanied me in the same

plane. Col. Sakai had one of his arms bandaged and slung

He also had burns on his legs which were also bandaged.

Col. Reiman also had one of his hands bandaged (I do not

000,00 reat io f t . . .



know which hand it was). There were no bandages round

th4ir heads. On arrival at the aerodrome at Fukuoka,

I rang u the Milit,ry Headquarters to send a truck for

us. The truck came and we got into it. From the aerodrome

the truck went to the Military HeaAquarters near Fukuoka.

Both the boxes were kept under a guard at the Military

Headquarters. Col. Sakai, Col. Rehman, Major Nakamiya and

I spent the night in a Military Hotel. kt 3 P.M. on

6th of September 1945, Col. Sakai, Col. Rehman, Major

Nakamiya, Sargeant Watanabe and two soldiers left Fukuoka

by train for Tokyo. Sergeant Watanabe and two soldiers

were picked up as an escort from Fukuoka. We arrived

at Tokyo at 6 P.M. on 7th of September 1945. From the

Railway Station we rang up the MIIIitxxx Imperial Head-

quarters, Tokyo, and asked for transport. A Military

truck arrived at the Station after about half an hour.

Fro. w the Railway Station, the whole party including Col.

Sakai, Col. Reiman, Major NaRamiya and the escort went to

the Imperial Headquarters, Tokyo. All the rest stayed

behind in the truck and Col. Sakai and I went inside.

I was carrying the box containing Netaji's ashes and some

soldiers carried the other box. We made over the charge

of these boxes to the night Duty Officer, Captain Kinoshita.

On safely delivering the boxes to the night Duty Officer,

I considered that I had done my duty and went away. I

stayed in Tokyo for one or two days and later returned to

Fukuoka. I do not know what became of those boxes after-

wards. On my return to Fukuoka, I reported by telephone

to the Army Headquarters there that the boxes had been

duly delivered.

Interpreted by Mr. Rahman.

Admitted correct.
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.-3-tatement by Jr. Taneyoshi Yoshimi,
Takajocho Miyasaki-ken, Japan,
recorded on 22nd Eay 1956 at 12-15
P.M. and 2-50 P.M. and on 23rd hiay
1956 at 10-30 A.M. at Tokyo.

At about the time when the last

waeended, I was working as an officer -in-

charge, Nanmon Military Hospital, Taihoku.

My rank was that of an army Captain. I -

graduated. as a medical student from the

Taihoku Imperial 2edica1 University in

March 1938. I specialised in =3urgery. I

was commissioned in May 1940 and was posted

in the same hospital at Taihoku. In the

Nanmon hospital, I had two other medical

officers under me. Their names are

Dr. Tsuruta and Or. ot°. There were six

or seven nurses and about 50 medical

orderlies. Of the nurses 4 were Japanese

and 2 Formosan. Their

1. Nakano.
2. Ohama.
3. Tomimoto.
4. Hisnimoto.

names are as follows

These four were Japanese.

5. -kha.
6. Ching.

Both these were Formosan.

I have no idea as to their present where-

abouts.

A sketch map showing the details

of the wards, etc. in the hospital made by

me (Dr. Yoshimi) is marked 4 and attached.

In the 4 general wards, we could

accommodate 80 patients and 15 in the

infectious ward. Both medical and
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surgical cases used to be treated in this

hospital but serious cases used to be sent

after giving initial treatment to the

bigger hospitals which were located at

some distance in the hills. This hospital

was situated at a distance of 6 kilometers

from the Taihoku aerodrome.

I remember that soon after the

surrender of the Japanese, there was

a serious air -craft accident at Taihoku,

details of which I give below.

I received a phone message from

the air -field on the 13th ugust 1945 at

about 2 P.L. that there had been an air

accident involving a number of persons.

I was asked to be present at the hospital

in readiness for receiving them. The

names or number of the injured persons

were not conveyed to me at that time.

On receipt of this information over the

teleplione, I. made preparations for

receiving all the patients. 4bout 20

W minutes after the telephone call, 3 motor

vehicles carrying the injured persons

came to the hospital. One of these

vehicles was a " -.;hidosha" which is used

for starting the propeller of the plane.

Mr. Bose was brought in the "hidosha".

blanket was spread in that vehicle

and 'Hr. Bose was lying flat on his bed.

As far as I can remember, only Bose

was in that vehicle. This car was the

first to arrive at ,the hospital. When .
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T. Bose arrived at the nospital, he

was absolutely naked. when the car

carrying Mr. Bose arrived at the

hospital, I was standing at the main

entrance shown in the sketch. The

nursing orderlies were also waiting

with a stretcher at the main entrance

with me.

The first injured person to

arrive at the hospital was a big-

built man. He was not a Japanese. At

that time I did not know who he was.

From the main entrance to ward 110. 2,

shown in the sketch, he was carried by

8 nursing orderlies. Just behihd the

vehicle carrying Li'. Bose arrived,

another car in which was seated a

-.)taff Officer from the Ldlitary Head-

quarters, Formosa. This staff Officer

came running to me and told me that one

of the injured persons was r. Lose,

who had sustained very severe burns

and that he should be treated first and

with great attention. I asked him wnich

one of the persons was _Jr. Bose. He

told me that the first person to be

taken off from the vehicle was Yu.. Bose.

The staff Officer told me that Mr. Bose

was a very great man whose life must be

saved by every possible means. As

soon as Mr. 3ose was put on the

Stretcher and taken away from the main

entrance and I was told about his



identity, I accompanied him to the

dressing room attached to ward No. 2

shown in the sketch. Jhile I was

standing at the main entrance I saw

3 vehicles, the first one a "hidosna"

carrying Netaji iiose, the second a

car carrying the staff Officer and the

third a lorry carrying about 12 or 13

injured persons. As soon as Mr. Bose

was taken off the truck and carried to

the dressing room, I followed him

there. The other injured persons were

brought in later. All the other

injured person's were taken to the

dressing room attached to ward No. 1.

when :Tr. Bose was brought in And

examined, I found that he was severely

burnt all over nis body and all of it

had taken on a greyish colour like ash

Even his heart nad Rot burnt, his

face was swollen. In my opinion, nis

burns were of the severest type, that is

of the third degree. There was no

injury on his body from which blood

came out. His eyes were also swollen.

He could see but had difficulty in

opening them. He was in his senses

when he was brought in. He was in

high fever; his temperature was 390

centigrade. His pulse rate was 120 per

minute. The condition of his heart was

also weak. Dr. Tsuruta applied white

ointment against burns all over his

body. I gave nim for iIs heart one
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after the other 4 injections of Vita-

camphor and 2 injections of Jigitamine.

I also gave him 3 injections of dinger

''olution, 500 c.c. each one after the

other. This was given intravenous.

In the dressing room, Mr. Bose was taken

off the stretcher and put on a bed.

There Dr. fsuruta applied white ointment

all over his burns and bandaged.

//bile this was being done I gave _r. _ose

some injections. After his dressing was

over, the bed on which he was lying down

was carried to the attached ward No. 2

and placed at a position shown in the

sketch. The bed of his Adjutant was

next to his. The r31ative position of

their beds is shown in the sketch.

In case' of severe burns of

the third degree, the blood gets thicker

and there is high Pressure of the heart.

In order to relieve this pressure,

.usually blood is let out and new blood

given in its place. In the case of

h4r. Bose, I let out approximately 200 c.c.

of his blood and transfused 400 c.c.

of blood into him. This blood was

obtained at ivanmon hospital from

a Japanese soldier. This blood

transfusion was given between 4 and

5 P.A. that day. I do not remember

. the name of the Japanese soldier

but the type of his blood ,'as '0'.

Then Mr. Bose was given '-ulfonamide

injection to prevent infection.
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After administering this injection,

all that should have been done, was

done, and from then onwards Or.

Tsuruta was attending to him. On

this treatment being given to Mr.

Bose, his raction was favourable

and he took a turn for the better.

pui.ing and after the treatment that

was being given to him in the

hospital, the following persons were

Present:-

voe

41-

AP

1., An Interpreter by the name of
Lr. Nakamura (He came from the

.headquarters of the Formosa
Government)

2. 2 nurses - Chief nurse, Nakano -
' and another one whose name I

do not remember. Both the
nurses were JapaneSe.

3. Or. Tsuruta.

4. Mr. Bose's Adjutant, 1.r. Rehthan.

,After completing the treatment of

Mr. nose, I left the room to attend

-to other patie,nts but I kept looking

in from time to time. I remember

that as Mr. Bose was brought in and I

was going to attend to him, He told me

that his condition was not so serious

and that other injured persons should

be attended to first. Since the

condition of 1;lMr. Bose was the most

serious of all, I treatad him first.

Three or four times, Mr. Bose asked for

water in Japanese (Mizu). He was

given just a little water to moisten'

his mouth. My own impression was

- that Mr. Bose's condition was so serious
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that he would not survive till the next

morning. I, therefore ) asked his

Adjutant tnrough the Interpreter to

ask '4.. Bose if he had any message to

give. After that Jr. Bose and his

Adjutant w -re talking to each other

In a very low voice. I do not know

what the talk was about. I instructed

Jr. Tsuruta to continue giving

Vita-camphar injections to r. Bose at

30 minutes interval. I instructed

Jr. Tsuruta also to keep me informed

about the condition of fy1r. Bose

specially if it took a turn for the

worse. After leaving [dr. ',Jose's room,

I came to ward No. 1 whre I attended

to the Japanese illjured persons. Of

the injured Japanese officers whom I

attended ) I remember the names of

the following:-

!ub-Officer Aoyagi, Assistant Pilot

idajor hawano, -staff Officer.

Lt. Col. Nonogaki, staff Officer.

Captain or Liajor

Besides, there were 5 or 6 other

' persons whose names I do not remember

now. I do not think there was any

body higher in rank than a Lt. Col.

The pilot was also there but I do

not remember his name. The

condition of the Assistant pilot

was also very serious. Both of them

died one week later. The pilot and



the co-pilot w3re treated in our

"hospital for about 3 days after which

they wer3 sent to another Air Force

hospital where, I heard, they died.

This hospital was at a distance of

14 or 15 kilometers from our

hospital. The name of the Air Forcd

nospital was Hokuto hospital.

Col. Aehman had burn

on his face but I cannot remember

on which side of the face it was.

Jhichever side of the face was

burnt, the top of the Opposite hand

also showed marks of burns. He had

a cut on his right temple which was

bleeding. Jisinfectant was put

on the cut and white ointment on

the burn. Injured parts wer) bandaged.

As far as I remember, only one hand

of icr. Renman was burnt.

The pilot received severe burns above

his neck and both his fore -arms

were also burnt. i4r. Aoyagi, the

co-pilot, suffered similar burns

above his s'noulders. His fore -arms

were also burnt and the legs below

his knees were also burnt. All

these burns were caused by the

splashing of petrol on the bodies

of the injured persons. Netaji

Bose's body was similarly splashed

with petrol.



I heard later that Genral

flidei was similarly splashed with

petrol and died inside the plane.

I never saw his body; his body was

never brought to the hospital.

Major Kawano had third degree burns

on his hands and Lt. Col. Nonogaki

did not have any burn or injury

over ais body-. Col. -a,kai had burns

over his hands.

' At about 7 or 7-30 P.M. I

was informed by Or. 2suruta that the

oondition of Bose had deteriorated

and that his pulse was very weak.

I hurried to.the room and gave

Mr. Bose Vita -camphor and Digitamine

injections, but it appeared to me

that he was losing consciousness.

he did not speak tome. His pulse

and heart beats were very slow.

I continued to administer these heart

injections to him but without any

effect and his condition continued 

to grow worse. At that time, he did

not give any reply to the conversations

of his Adjutant or the Interpreter. It

was shortly after 8 P.M. that Mr. Bose

breathed his last. I tried to give

artificial respiration to him, but it

was of no use. 'At the time when

Netaji Bose breathed his last, tne

following were present:- .



-Yself (pr. YoshiMi),

Dr. Tsuruta,

Those two Japanese nurses.,

Jr. Nakamura (Interpreter)

h Col. Nonogaki,

One -Idilitary policeman who
_did not have a rifle but
had a belt and a sword.
Col. Rehman, Netaji Bose's
Adjutant.

Col. Rehman was extremely grieved

at his death and tears were rolling

down his eyes. The nurses were

also crying loudly. In fact,

everybody -present in that room was

crying.

I telephoned to the -

headquarters of the Formosan 4:rilly

and conveyed this sad news to them.

The same night, two -staff Officers

from the headquarters came. They

were followed by several other

persons from the headquarters.

I did not know any one of them. They

were all strangers to me. The same

night, one platoon as a militarynight, one platoon as a military

guard, arrived at the hospitai.

the Commander -in -Chief came to the

hospital and instructed me to give

Formalene injections to the body to

ensure that the body Would not -

decompose. I did not know the reaso

'why he asked me to give Formaline

injections to the body but he asked

The same night also, the Adjutant to
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me to keep the body as.it was as

long as it was possible.

The dead body of -kjr. Bose

was removed to one corner of the an

room, sh.own in the sketch, and a

screen was put in front of his body.

Flowers and candles -w3re placed

by the side of the body.



During the night, vigilance was kept over his body

and those who came there were Lt. Co].. Staff Officer

belonging to the Headquarters, Formosan Army, one Captain

with 16 Military guards and two men from the Military

Police.

I had my supper at about 11 P.M. that night in the

dining room which vas situated just behind the Offices.

After thatI.I came to my room in the Offices where I

slept for the night. Since the body of Mr. Bose after

his death wLis handed over to the guards, no doctor visited

the portion of the room screened off for Mt. Bose's body.

after Mr. Bose's death, we were busy attending to the other

injured persons who were in great pain. That night, we

hardly slept as we were continuously summoned to the

injured persons' ward. Dr. Tsuruta and I were continuously

paying visits to that ward. At night, I used to sleep

in C.M.Ols room in the Offices Section and Dr. Tsuruta

used to sleep in the dressing room attached to general ward

No. 4. On the 19th, I gave treatment to the Japanese

\

injured officers and Col. Rehman. As far as I remember)

on the '-orning of 20th of August, the body was taken

'away from the hospital by the Captain and the guard that\

was posted there on the 18th. A Military truck as shown

in the sketch came floor the. room where Mr. Bose's body was

kept. The coffin was plced in the truck and carried away.

I am not quite sure whether the date was 20th. The cof in

in'which Mr. Bose's body was placed was a wooden coffin

and was covered in white cloth. A coffin of normal size

was brought to the hospital on 19th but it was found that

it was too small to contain Mr. Bose's body. Accordingly,

another coffin of a bigger size was brought 4 or 5 hours

)(ter. His body was placed in the coffin on the 19th.



4 photag-aph as Ulan of the coffin Ix/wafter it had

been nailed down and tut ea a raised dais. I understand

that the photographer had been sent by the Army NQs.

43o fur as I know o photograph of the dead body was

teen at any time.

calestion by the Chairmans Can you give any reason why

no photograph of the eead 1-pAy taken?

iPplys According to the Japanese custoa, dead bodies

are -.al supposed to be 'raispt exposed and no photographs

are taken.

On the 18th of August, I had issue a ae(ical

certificate of death in respect of the deceased person

writing his name in Japanese (Kati Ka ) as RChan.ra

Bosse" and giving the cause of death as * burns of the

third degree". / banes: over the certifica-e t the

Captain in charge of the guard;) Thor- WiS a diary kept

in the hosrital in which records of all patients were

kept. Such a ccord was maintained for Mr. Bose and

there his death was also recorded. The recording

done either by myself or Dr. Tsuruta giving details

of every treatment carried out. I do not know what

happened to the hospital recorde,after_the_#ar. I left

the hos; anc' :Lose away from Formosa on the 21st of_

January 1946. On the sane was arrested by the

American Military nut arities and sent to prison in

Shanghai. I w. x kept in Shanghai for about 5 months.

Later I was taken to Hongkong and put in Stanley Jail.

I remained there for 5 years and was then transfelTed -

to Sugama prison in Tokyo. I was released from jail

in October 1951. The reason why / was kept in prison

or so long was that the AllPd prisoners of war

inclu-ing General Percival and others were brought to
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Formosa. They had some Medical Officers amongst them.

They demanded medicines which were not in my stock.

They thought that I had withheld medicines for them and

not given proper medical aid to the Al1ie prisoners of

war.

6 hours?

Questions by Mr. Bose.

Was Mr. Bose alive in the hospital for about

Reply: Yes.

Did the Military Headquarters at Formosa know

that Mt. Bose was severely burnt?

Reply: The Military Headquarters at Formosa

came to know about the seriouscondition after 30 minutes

of his being brought to the hospital.

Were they also informed that Mr. Bose would not

survive till the next morning?

Reply: As soon as the main examination of Mr.Bose

was finished, I informed Lt. Col. Nonogaki who was also

in that hospital that Mr. Bose would not survive till

the next morning. I also gave the same information to

the Military HQ by telephone.

Does every body know the Japanese custom that no

photograph is taken of dead bodies?

Reply: Everybody in Japan knows that their

custom is not to take photographs of dead bodies. Only

in exceptional cases namely street and other accidents,

the Police only take photos of dead bodies.

Could you give any reason why the Military

authorities did not send a photographer to take Mr. Bosels

photo when he was alive and before he died?

Reply: In my opinion, as the Japanese had

surrendered only three days ago, there was a state of

,j,
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confusion and despondency all over and so they probably

omitted to send the photographer.

Do you think that this state of despondency

disappeared when they sent the photographer after a day

or so?

Reply: The Military authorities sent the

photographer on the 19th after the body had been put on

the dais.

Questions by Chairman.

When you had given the main treatment

after the examination, what did his body look like,

particularly his eyes?

Reply; The only portion of his face which

was visible after it had been properly bandaged were

his eyes, nose and the mouth and no other portion of his

face was visible.

After his death, were the bandages taken out?

Reply: After his death, the bandages which

had become dirty, were replaced by new ones and a white

cloth was put over hhe body.

,Was there any swelling on his face when he

died?

Reply: When he died, his face was swollen.

The face had not become disfigured but it was swollen.

When Mr. Bose was first brought in, you

said that he was absolutely naked.

Reply: Yes.

Did he have anything on his body other than

the clothes, for instance, a ring or a watch?

Reply: I do not remember.

After the death of Mr. Bose, did any

high-ranking Militery officers come to the hospital from
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the HQ?

Reply: On the morning of the 19th, the Commander -in.-

Chief of the Japanese forces in Formosa, General Ando, and

Chief of the General Staff, General Isayama, came to the

hospital. They were followed by many other Staff Officers.

Did you know where they took the body?

Reply; I did not go to the crematorium. I heard

that they had taken it to the crematorium.

When the truck Game on the 20th, did any Military

officers come with it?

Reply; Yes, some Staff officers came in two cars.

I do not remember their names,

Can you tell us when the Adjutant, Col.Habibur Rehman,

left your hospital?

Reply: Col. Rehman left the hospital with Mr. Bosets

body that day. He went by car. He did not return to the

hospital after that. He was discharged from the hospital

on the same day and the same time. Lt. Col. Nonogaki

, and one other officer was also discharged on the same day.
\
\ I do not know where they went to after being discharged from

the hospital.

Questions by Shri Maitra.

What happened to the other injured persons?

Reply: The three officers left behind were the

Pilot, the Co-pilot and the Wireless Operator. All the three

were removed to the Air Force Hospital either on the 20th

or the 21st. The Pilot and the co-pilot died at the Air

Force hospital about a week later. Another of the injured

persons died in Nanmon hospital either on the 21st or the

22nd. I do not recollect his name,
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Do you have any knowledge about the remains

of Mr. Bose?

Reply: I only heard that his remains after

cremation were sent to Tokyo.

Vhat are you doing now?

Reply: I am now a private practitioner in

Takajocho Miyazaki Pref. in Kyushu. I have a hospital

named after me.

Interpreted by Mr. J. Rahman, arid

Mr. K. Kamiko.

Admitted correct.

a-
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Statement by Shri Satyendranath Sen,
No. 11 1-Chome, Naka-megt , Meguro.
Ku, Tokyo, recorded on 23rd May 1956
at 3 P.M. at Tokyo.

I first came to Japan in May 1935. I remained .

in Japan through -out the war with the exception of ,

the first year of the war when I was in Bangkok,

in connection with the I.I.L. movement. I worked

with Shri Rash Behari Bose in the I.I.L, and was

engaged In broadcasting work, I met Netaji four or

five times in Japan. I was a member of the Territorial

Committee of the Japan. Last time I met

Netaji was in November 1944 in Tokyo. This was after

the battle of Imphal. I had some talks with him at

the Imperial Hotel. I talked to him about the

progress of his movement in Burma and Malaya and

about his future plans. His future plans were that

he would continue to fight and wanted all of us to

work for the movement with zeal and enthusiasm. I am

not qtaite sure of the date when he left Japan.

I remember that Netaji came to Tokyo accompanied by

General Chatterjee. It might have been on the last

visit or the one before it. Wetaji called me to

dinner at the Imperial Hotel and told me that he

wished to present 10 war -planes to the Japanese .

5 for the navy and 6 for the army. Ile told me that

plenty of funds would be required for purchasing these

10 war -planes and he wanted me to assist in raising

funds from amongst the Indians in Tokyo. After the

dinner, I had a chat with General Chatterjee and told

him that 10 war planes would cost a great deal of

money. General Chatterjee told me that it would be

alright as they had brought jewels with them and they

"would be able to pay fT those planes by selling those



jewels. I do not know the value of the jewellery that

General Chatterjee might have brought over with him.

I did not see ti-em. I have no direct knowledge apart

- from what General Chatterjee told me. By jewellery

I mean gold, silver and precious stones of all kinds.

I do not know whether the jewellery that General Chatterjee

might have brought with him, was left with the Japanese

Army or not. I surmise that it was so left. At the

dinner table that night, there were some Japanese high

-rmy officers and I presume that there was some talk

about this. The balance of the cost of the 10 war -planes

proposed to be purchased which was to have been raised

locally in Tokyo, was liot raised to any large extent.

I think the value of a war -plane at that time was 1i lakhs

of rupees each.
7 -

My surmise is that the jewellery which the

Japanese later on handed over to Mr. Murti was the
tai /*

jewellery which generalLChattex-jea had left with the
re

Japanese at that time and no jeweliery was collected

from the alleged plane crash in which Netaji is sAJI

to have involved at Taihoku in August 1945. I do not

disbelieve that there was an air -crash at Taihoku in

August 1945 as the Jap. planes were defective. Swami

Satyanand Puri of Bangkok had been involved in a similar

plane crash some years before that. I do not think that

the Japanese would have stage-managed the crash as it

resulted in a number of casualties amongst the Japanese

officers. I however take that Netaji was never in that

plane. I think so because it would not have served Netaji'

purpose of continuing the fight, for India's liberation

by coming to Japan which had already surrendered. So far

as I know, his plan was to continue the struggle by what-
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ever means was possible. I however have no direct

knowledge of his final plans or of his actual line

action.

Subsequently, I have not been able to gather any

facts to substantiate this theory as I could not get any

opportunity cf doing so. I, however, asked one of my

friends, W. Debnath Das, to collect whatever facts

might be available. It also strikes me that if Netaji

was coming to Japan as a guest of the Japanese Government,

there was no need for him to carry valuable 6ewellery unless

he was planning to go to some other country.

At present, I am working in the office of the

Asahi Evening News. I have been living in Japan for

20 years and can sleak Japanese very well.

Adnitted correct.

23 - _s
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Statement by Ex -Lt. Col. Shibuya Masanari, Miyangi-ken,
Tsutagon Sanbunni-cho Machi-Oura No; 43, recorded on

24th May 1956 at 10-30 A.M. at Tokyo.

MIIMIE11.11111.111.. . ls

At the time of the Japanese surrender in the

last war, I was employed as an Air Force Staff Officer

with the headquarters of the Formosan Army at Taihoku,

Soon after the announcement of surrender by the Emperor

of Japan, there was a serious air accident at Taihoku.

In that accident, General Shidei and Major Takizawa were

killed outright in the plane. Mr. Bose, Col. Rehman,

-

\

, major hono, Lt. col. Nonogato. and Lt.Goi. Saxal were

injured. There were some others besides these who were also

injured but I do not remember their names. I -do not

_remember the accurate date on which this accident took

place. I think it was about 10 days after the surrender

of the Japinese in August 1945. I remember that in the

afternoon of the same day, the accident took place. I

received information over the telephone about this accident.

The information was to the effect that the plane by which

Mr.Bose was travelling had met-with an accident. The

telephone message also said that the injured persons were

being sent to the hospital. I at once informed General

Ando who was the'Commander-in-Chief of the Formosan Army,

The same afternoon shortly after receiving the telephone

call, Major Nagatomo, Adjutant to the Commander -in -Chief,

was sent to the hospital to attend to the comforts of the

injured persons. The hospital to which all the injured ,

persons were taken was Taihoku Military .Hospital. At about

noon time the next day, I received a telephone message from

the hospital that Mr.Bose had expired. The telephone

message from the hospital was given by hospital staff and

was received by Major Nagatomo at the Military HQ.

conveyed the message to me.

he
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Question by Mr. Bose. Was this the first time

that the Military HQ got information about Mr. Bosess

death?

Answer: This was the first telephone message that

our HQ received about Mr. Bosels death. I do not

remember other details of the message.

After receiving this message, I went

to the hospital accompanied by Adjutant, Major Nagatoma.

I do not remember the correct time at which we arrived

at the hospital. When we arrived at the hospital, we

saw the dead body of Mr. Bose. It was lying on a bed

with the rest of the body covered with a blanket but

the face about the shoulders was not covered. His face

was burnt and the whole of it was bandaged. The whole

of the head was also bandaged. I could not see any

portion of his face as the whole of it was bandaged.

I was told by Dr. Capt.iin Yoshimi that the body lying

there was that of Mr. Bose. I never saw Mr. Bose while

he was alive. His body was kept in one of the wards in

the hospital. There was no other bed in that ward.

I left Major Nagatomo at the hospital to keep vigil over

the body and I returned to the HQ There were no

04-

Japanese soldiers guarding the body at that time. About

half an hour after Major Nagatoma and I reached the

hospital, the Chief Adjutant of Taiwan Army also came to

the hospital. His rank was that of a full Colonel. I

do not remember his name. I was in the hospital for

about half an hour. After visiting the body in the

hospital, 'I returned to my HQ. The looking after of the

body and cremation etc. was the responsibility of the

Chief Adjutant of the Army HQ who did all these things.

I have no personal knowledge of what happened after I

left the hospital. I do not know the exact time when the



body was cremated, but I know that the Military Officers

including the Chief Adjutant who went from the HQ took

part in the cremation of the body and later removed the

ashes on the same day and placed them in Shingashi (East)

Hongaju temple, Taihoku. The Chief Adjutant told me

this on the same day after his return from the cremation

Ceremony and after depositing the ashes in the above-

mentioned temple. I did not hear anything more about

Mr. Bose afterwards. I visited the hospital once more

about a week later and saw the injured offiCers which

included Col. Rehman, Major Kano, Lt, Col. Nonogaki and

Lt. Col. Sakai. After about 20 days I received a telephone

message from Major Kono who was a friend of mine and who

was one of the injured persons, informing me that Col.

Rehman wished to be taken to Singapore. I told him that it

was difficult to make arrangements for sending him to

Singapore but that it would be possible to send him to

Tokyo. I had seen Col. Rehman on my first visit to the

hospital when I went to see Netajits dead body. He vas

In the same room. I did not talk to him as he was injured.

His hands were bandaged. I do not remember whether one

of his hands was bandaged or both but I know that his

Injury was not srious. As far as I remember his head was

not bandaged. A week later, a plane was available for

taking these officers to Tokyo and I accordingly made

arrangements for them. The followingofficers went by the

plane;-

it/i s
Col. Rehman,
Major Kono,
Lt. Col. Nonogaki, and
Lt. Col. Sakai.

C) - These officers carried with them Mr. Bosets ashes and

another box, which was a 18 Litre gasolene tin can. I.
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I do not know the full details of the contents of thi.s can

but I learnt that it contained certain belongings of

Mr. Bose which consisted of articles like rings, neck-

laces, etc. made of gold; also Netajils spurs. These

were collected from the crashed plane and put in the can.

Mr. Bosels ashes were contined in a small cubical wooden

box 8" wide. This was of the standard size for eping

the ashes in Japan. The tin can was delivered to the

Chief of the Staff by the Aerodrome staff. It was kept

in his office. I do not remember the exact date when this

was handed over, to him but I think it was on the same day

that the accident took place. The' lid of this can was

closed and a'paper seal was put over the lid. A thin

piece of paper was put round the lid of the can and sealed.

The aerodrome officer who brought this can had put his own

seal marks on it. I do not know for certain who took

this can from the Military HQ to the aerodrome but I

think it was one of the men serving under Capt. Shimada whc

was an officer serving under me in the HQ. Captain ShiMade

was also an Air ForCe.officer. I think it was in the

month of September that these °ricers flew to Tokyo.

Questions by the Chairman. Is not a fact that when any

serious air accident takes place, an enquiry into the

causes of the accident is always held?

iknswer: The enquiry is held by the Air Division and not

by the army.

Question. Was any enquiry ever held into the causes of

this accident?

Answer: I do not know definitely whether any enquiry was

held by the Air Division or not but I think they must have

held an enquiry. It was not the function of the Army HQ

at Formosa to hold an enquiry into the causes of accident
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in respect of a plane whiCh belonged to some other Air

Division. The enquiry is generally held by that rir '

Division to which the crashed plane be.longs.

The area of operation of. the Formosa Army

extended along the 20 degree latitude beginning from 120

degree longitude inclusive Okinawa-west-wmcdx inclusive

Formosa to 120 degree longitude, including the east coast

of China. The mir Division headquarters at Formosa covered

the same area. The plane which crashed in Formosa at

Taihoku belonged to either Air Division, Burma or Singapore.

In case of an air accident taking place at Taihoku to an

air -craft belonging to a Division headquartered in Burma

or Singapore, the Air Division at Taihoku weuld request

the Air Division at Burma or Singapore, as the cese may be,

to send their officers for conducting the enquiry. We

had no prior intimation of the arrival of this plane at

Taihoku, It came without notice.

On the day that Lt. Col. Nonogaki, Lt. Col.

Sakai and others left Taihoku, I did not go to the

aerodrome to see them off. I learnt from our men who had

been to the aerodrome to deliver the can that the plane

had taken off.

In July 1946 I returned to Japan. In August'

1946 I was interrogated at the British Embassy in Tokyo

by some officers who were not Military men.

The name of the Officer -in -Charge of the

aerodrome at Taihoku was Major Sakai. The name or the

Officer commanding Air Division at Taihoku .was General

Yamamoto. The name of the Chief of the General Staff, Air

Division, was Col. Kisimoto.

At present, I am doing business in Tharcoal.

Interpreted by Mr. J. Rahman.

Admitted correct



* Reply to
Chairman's question
as to the date.

Statement by Ex -Captain Makato Nakamura
(now Makato'Yamamoto), Fukuoka Ken-Omta,
25 -Yamano Owey Cho, Japan, recorded on
25th May 1956 at Tokyo at 10-30 A.M.

During the last war; I was a regular

officer of the Army Air Force. I received my commission

in 1939. Before that, I was serving in the ranks.

At the time when the war came to an end, I was

stationed at Taihoku aerodrome in Formosa. At that

time, I was the Officer -in -Charge of the Aerodrome

and was also in charge of the maintenance unit. I am

a ground Engineer. Round about that time, there was

a serious air accident at Taihoku aerodrome. In that

accident, General Shidei and Mr.'Subhas Chandra Bose

and others were involved. AF far as I remember, the

date on which this accident took place was either

the 17th or the 18th of August 1945. It was not 18th

of August because on that day about 30 American planes

had landed at Taihoku. I looked after these aeroplanes,

These included fighters as well as C 46 type transport

planes. These American planes had arrived from Phili-

ppines to take away American prisoners of war who were

in Formosa. After taking away those prisoners of war,

these planes left the same day in the afternoon after

a stay of about 5 hours. I am 90% sure about the 18th

because many American and Japanese planes came and left

from Taihoku that day. Up till the 25th of August 1945

the Japanese planes continued to fly unhampered.. After

the 25th August, their flights became restricted and they

could only fly with the permission of the Americans

and when carrying red cloth at the tail. The fact

that the American planes came to Taihoku is definite

but the date on which they came is not definite. I am

Ifl A0
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not sure about the date. From the 20th to the 25th,

the American planes came three times. I think it Ices

two days after Mr. Bose's plane had come to the Taihoku

aerodrome that the American planes came.

On recollection now, I remember definitely

that the American planes did not come on 18th but they

came after the 20th of August. I remember this because

after the 20th, one single American 338 fighter plane

came over the airport and gave us a warning that Americane

transport planes would be coming the following day.

(Major Sakai was the Aerodrome Officer).

Question by the Chairman. Do you know the exact date

on which the plane carrying General Shidei and Mr. Bose

crashed at the aerodrome?

Answer: I can say definitely that it was either on the

17th, 18th or 19th of August 1945. Col. Nonogaki who was

involved in this accident would be able to tell the date

definitely.

On the day that the plane crash took place,

I returned to the aerodrome from the city at 11-50 A.M. and

found the aeroplane standing in front of the building

shown at position A in Sketch I. I learnt from my men

working at the aerodrome that the plane belonged to the

Southern Area Army and that it carried an Officer of

General's rank. I then went to the tent (marked B in

sketch I) where this officer rested and saluted him.

He introduced himself to me as General Shidei, General

Shidei was not a tall man. He as wearing his military.

uniform with General's badges. The other persons who were

in that tent were:-
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Sub -Officer Aoki - pthlot.

Major Takizawa - Engineer.

General Shidei.

Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose.

- Col. Habihur Rehman, Mr. Bosets Adjutant.

Lt. Col. Sakai.

Lt. Col. Nonogaki.

Sergeant Okita.

I remember these names because it was my duty to register

the names of all incoming and outgoing passengers. The

head of the group in every flight had to give me parti-

culars of all the men going on a particular plane. I

I remember halAhg met Mr. Bose clearly in that tent. He
,
ii was eating a banana at that time. Mr. Bose was a tall

and robust looking man. He was dressed in the uniform

of Indian National Army. He was wearing top boots and,

if I remember rightly, he was wearing breeches. I do

not remember whether it was cotton or woollen.
,

Question by the Chairman Was Mr. Bose wearing a ring?

Answer: I did not notice at that time whether he was

wearing a ring or not, but later my men told me that he

was wearing a gold ring. He was wearing a wrist watch

but I do not remember whether it was round or rectangular.

Most probably, he was wearing what looked like sun -glasses.

General Shidei told me that he was
like to

accompanied by Mr. Chandra Bose and that he woulq[fly
!
immediately to Japan. It was after this talk that I

learnt that that gentleman was Chandra Bose. 'General

Shidei and others rested in the tent for about an hour and

20 minutes. At about 1-20 P.Y. Major Takizawa and Pilot

Aoki got into the plane and tested it. I was standing

just in front of the plane. When they started the engines,



I found that one of them was defective. I raised my

hand to indicate to him (Major Takizawa) that the engine

oft the left side was defective. On my signal indicating

that the engine was defective, Major Takizawa leaned out

of the plane to listen to me. I told him that the left

engine was defective- and should be put right. Major

Takizawa slowed down the engine and told me that it eas

a brand new engine which had been replaced at Saigon.

After slowing down the engine, he adjusted it for about

5 minutes. The engine was adjusted twice by Major

Takizawa. After being adjusted, I satisfied myself

that the condition of the engine was all right. Major

Takizawa also agreed with me that there was then nothing

wrong with the engine. Both the engines were further ,

slowed down to enable all the passenger's to get on board.

From the order in which the passengers entered the plane,

I could make out that the most comfortable seats were to

be occupied by General Shidei, Mr. Bose and his Adjutant.

I did not look inside the plane. After every body had

taken seat in the plane, the plane taxied to one end of

the runway marked C in sketch I. Having reached point C)

the engines of the plane were speeded up to the maximum

speed and then slowed down. This was the normal procedure

which all Japanese planes followed to test the fitness

of engines. Having satisfied myself that the engines

were correct, the plane was speeded up and allowed to run

down the runway. The length of the runway was 890 meters.

In the case of heavy bombers, normally the tail gets lifted

half the way down the runway marked D in the sketch

but in this case, the tail was not lifted off the ground

until it had run approximately 3/4th down the runway to

pat



point E marked in the sketch I. At that time I was

standing at a point marked F on the sketch I. This was

about 30 meters away from the air strip. About 50 meters

before the end of the runway, the plane took off and made

a steep ascent. Immediately on taking off, the plane

tilted to its left side and I saw something falling down

\ from the plane, which I later found, was thepropeller.

Later when I went on the spot, I found that a whole
r
/1 propeller had fallen down from the plane. At the place

where I was standing, I considered that the maximum height

that the plane had attained was between 30 to 40 meters

but I think in actual fact it must have been slightly

higher. The plane crashed on its left side at the point

marked G in sketch I, and it caught fire. The fire

started from the front portion of the ,plane, and enveloped

almost the entire lane. On seeing this, I'immediately

jumped on to a Shidosha ( a lorry for starting the

propeller) which was standing pear me and drove straight

across the aerodrome to the place where the plane had

crashed. The Shidosha was driven by a driver whose name

I do not remember. The Shidosha carrying me stopped

about 30 meters away from the crashed plane. The-dis tnce

between the end of the runway and the place of crash was

a little more than 100 meters. The place where the crasO

took place was just inside the boundary of the aerodrome./

About 30 of my men who were standing at point marked H in

sketch I on the left side of the runway on seeing the

crash, rushed to the spot. These 30 men had helped to fill

petrol in the plane and also guided it for taking off.

I could not go near the plane because ammunition that was

in the plane was going off. My men seeing me near the

plane came towards me. I encouraged them to go near the

plane and resue the people inside. At first, they were

scared of the ammunition going off but in spite of that IJ)P
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encouraged them to go near the plane and rescue the

people. The ammunition that was going off was ammunition

of the machine-gun. The plane was intact and the body Wal

,not broken. I am sure that the whole plane was intact

but the tail -end was free from fire. On My encouragement,

my men following me rushed to the plane to rescue the

people inside. Since the front portion of the plane was

on fire., we rescued the -passen era bar 0 a normal doo

' shown as A in sketch II. All my men were concentrated

Ii

in front of this door. I do not remember the order in

which the passengers came out. Some persons rushed out

by themselves by that door. Col. Habibur Rehman was the

last but one to come out of the plane and Mr. Bose was the

last person to come out of the plane._ Mr. Bose walked out

of the plane and when he was a few yards away from the

plane, Col. Rehman came running and pointing to him said

"Bose Kakka, Bose Kakkau (Excellency). Col. Rehmanfs

one side of the face above the cheek bone and fore -head

were burnt. I did not see Col. Rehman bleeding. When

Col. Rehman pointed out Mt. Bose to us, he was standing

within the reach of flames. .We rushed to him through the

flames and pulled him out of the flames. He fell on his

back. Mr. Bose's clothes had been splashed with petrol

and it caught fire. I and my three men took off his coat.

Mr. Bose was lying on his back on the ground when we took

off his coat. IA stripped him of all his clothings. Mr.

Bose while lhing on the ground was talking something but

I do not know what it was about. We found Mr. Bose lying

on his back and moving his hands at point B enveloped in

flames. We removed him to point C approximately 50 meters

away from point B. It vas at point C that we stripped him

of all his clothings. I ordered one of my men to bring a

blanket from a spot marked H in sketch I. At this place,
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blankets had been kept under the charge of a sentry.

A blanket as accordingly la s t brought. All the other

passengers, with the exception of General Shidei, Major

Takizawa and Sub -officer Aoki had been rescued. Some of

my men while rushing to the plane from point H had taken a

truck there. Others had run on foot. From the site of

the accident all the injured persons including Mt. Bose

and Col. Rehman, were taken to the hospital in one small

Army truck which was manufactured by Toyota Automobile Co.

Since Mt. Bose was very severely burnt, we did not lay him

on the floor of the truck but Mr. Bosegs body was rested

on the thighs of three men who were squatting in the lorry.

Mr. Bose had severe burns all bvel. his body specially the

front portion of his abdomen and chest; in fact the whole

of his body above his knees was badly burnt. There was no

blood coming out from his body anywhere. The whole of

his face was badly burnt. On some places, which were

very severely burnt, skin was falling out. In some portions,

the skin had blisters. The colour of skin was reddish.

Before Mr. Bose was put into the truck and before a blanket

was brdught by one of my men, he was lying on an overall

which had been spread .on the ground for him. After the

blanket arrived, we wrapped this blanket round Mr.Bosels

body and put him in the truck with this blanket wrapped

round him. His face was not covered in the blanket. I was

not one of the 3 persons who carried him on their thighs

to the hospital, in the truck. I remember Mr. Bose saying

Mizo Mizo in the truck. I was on the same truck although

I was not one of thepersons on whose thighs he was resting.

As far as I remeMber he still had hair on his head and

the hair was not burnt as he had his cap on. I do not know

what happened to the Shidosha. It must have been driven



away by one of my men to the epot which was at point H.

The Shidosha did not go to the hospital. The hospital

where we took Mr. Bose was about 5 kilometers from the

aerodrome. The name of the hospital was Tihoku Military

Hospital. I did not know who was the officer -in -charge

of this hospital but when we went there) I saw Lt. Yoshimi

there. As we were engaged in rescue work at the aerodrome)

I did not inform any body by telephone from the aerodrome

about the accident. All the injured persons were carried

from the aerodrome to the hospital in the same truck.

Their names are:-

Lt. Col. Nonogakii

Lt. Col. Sakai.

Sergeant Okita,

Mr. Bose)

Col. Habibur Rehman.

There was no other injured person in the truc:13....tasides them;

When we took these 5 injured persons to the hospital) the

wreckage of the plane was still on fire. There were 3

persons including General Shidei) Pilot Aoki and Major

\\ Takizawa who coul0 not get out of the plane. Before

leaving the hospital) Lt. Col. Nonogaki told me that Mr.Bosels

articles had dropped out of the plane. I accordingly came

to the wrecked plane where I found three bodies with all

the flesh burnt but only .the portion round the navel existing

all along with'their bones. The chafred bones of these three

dead bodies were put in three separate wooden boxes. We

dug the ground and buried the entrails. After puttint the

bones in small wooden boxes) we placed them in the Hongaju

temple. Thiswi..s about hours after we had left the place

of accident for the hospital with the injured persons,

Lt. Col. Nonog4ki told me tht Mr. Bose had brought gold and

necklaces etc. with him and he asked me to collect the same



from the site of the crashed plane. When I returned

to the burnt out wreckage of the crashed aeitoplane, I saw

Major Sakaits men already engaged in collecting from the

wreckage, charred ornaments which belonged to Mr. Bose.

(Major Sakai was the Battalion Commander of the Aerodrome).

Question by Mr. Bose. What became of the left engine?

Reply: The left engine did not fall down.

Questions When the plane was burnt, did Col. RehTan take

off Mr. Bosets dress.

jienlys Since Col. Rehman was himself injured, he did not

take off Mr. Bosets clothes or touch his body. All the

belongings of Mr. Bose collected from the wreckage of the

plane were put in a 18 litre gasolene tin can. It was an

ordinary tin can. Among the belongings of Mr. Bose were

many articles looking like necklaces, medals and rings.

All these were charred and blackened. There were also spurs

of his boots. There were no gold bars among these articles.

I did not see any precious stones. When I returned to the

wreckage ofthe plane from the hospital, I saw Major Sakaits

men collecting the articles under the supervision of Lt.

Yamashida. Of the men who were collecting Mr.Bosets belong-

ings 15 belonged to Major Sekaits unit and 5 men belonged

to my unit. I was present throughout the collection of

these articles. The can was nearly full up to the lid and

about 10 strips of paper running down verticallywere put

on the lid and the tin sealed with Major Sakaits seals.

These seals were put by Majer Sakai himself who had arrived

in the meantime just when we were about to finish putting

the ornaments in the can. I do not know exactly at what

time Major Sakai arrived at the scene of the collection.

I only noticed him aftr Lt. Yamashiats men had finished

collection and we were about to close the lid. After all



to Hokuto Branch where I delivered the articles to them.

Hokuto Branch was about 25 kilometers from the Taihoku

1 Military Hospital. I nover saw that can containing Mr.

Bose ls belongings again. The next day when I went to the

the aelcles had been put in the tin can, Major Sakai sealed

them in the manner described before with his own seal.

The oil tin can was sealed by Major Sakai at point H and then

removed to the underground air shelters. The air shelters

situated at point H were spacious underground shelters where ,

we could carry on our normal duties even when a raid was on.

The can was put in this shelter for 4 or 5 days. A day and

night guard of 8 persons was put over this can. The guards

did not have rifles but had bayonets. The shelter in which

this can was kept, was prohibited for entry to any other

person. The guard was standing at the entrance of the

shelter. His dutY was to look after the can as well as to

look out for enemy planes. 4 or 5 days later, Major Nagatomo

telephoned to me from the HQ and ordered me to bring the can

to the HQ. I took it to the HQ on the Shidosha. I went and

reported to Major Nagatomo who ordered me to go and deliver

the can to Lt. Col. Shibuya, Staff Officer. With the

delivery of the can to Lt. Col. Shibuya, my job as far as

this accident was concerned, was over.

Question by the Chairmen, Did you hear anything more about

Mr. Bose, what happened to this can and also whether you

went to the hospital again and what happened to those

patients?

Reply: The day after the plane crash I went to the hospital

nmwt-oin arf1n1,30 hmlnnaina fn Tf. rn1_
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Lt. Col. Nonogaki and Sergeant Okita. I first went to the ;

Taihoku Military Hospital where I had Jeft the injured i

persons the previous day but riot finding them there, I went
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hospital I learnt th,t Mr. Bose had expired. I did not

see the dead body of Mr. Bose as I was not allowed to go

near.

Question: Will you tell us what type ofplane it was that

had crashed at Taihoku?

Reply: It was twine-engined 97 type heavy bomber.

.2161fistion: Have you seen many bombers of this type?

Reolv: Every day I was seeing this type of bombers.

Question: In this type of bomber, normally at which place

is the entrance for getting inside the plane?

Aeply: In this type of bomber, there are no entrances for

passengers. The pilots generally enter the plane below
,

the wings from points marked D and E on sketch II. There

are openings on both sides of the plane marked A and F in

sketch II, through which bombs are taken inside the plane

and put on the rack. .

Question by Mr. Bose. Why was there no entrance for

passengers in these bombers?

Reply: As no passengers are allowed in these bombers, no

entrances for passengers are made.

Question by the Chairman. Since this bomber carried 10 or

12 passengers, through which entrance did they enter the

bomber?

Reply: At Taihoku aerodrome, all the passengers entered

the plane from theleft side.

Questions Was any ladder put, i.e. how they got into the
.

plane?

.Reply: There was a two step stool placed on the side of

the plane with the help of which the passengers climbed in.

Questions I put it to you that Mr. Bose climbed out of

opening at F and not through A. Is not se?

Reply; No, I am sure Mr.Bose came out of the opening at A

and not at F in sketch 13.



Question by Mr. Bose. Did you say earlier that Mr. Bose

gave his gold wrist watch and gold wrist band to some body

at the hospital?

Reply: Yes, I said that. About that matter, please ask

Dr. Yc,shimi. I heard this from somebody whose name I do

not recollect.

Question: Do you remember that the wrist watch was a round

one or of any other shape?

, Reply When I rescued Mr. Bose, I saw that it :as a gold

round wrist watch of big size and which he was wearing.

Question: When Mr. Bose was carried from the truck to the

hospital, was he carried by men on a stretcher and whether,

he was wrapped up in a blanket. ,

Reply: He was wrapped ip in a blanket and held in the arms
,

of my men about 4 or 5 in number since he was hmavy,and

not carried on a stretcher. The whole time he was asking

for water. ,

Question by the Chairman. Where did they take him on their

arms?
_

Reply: Mr. Bose was taken to the treatment bed and my

men brought back the blanket. .

Question: When you took out the blanket, was Mr. Bose

absolutely naked?

Reply: After we took away the blanket, Mr. Bose was left

i\ on the treatment bed absolutely naked.

Interpreted by 141.,-Rahman.

Admitted correct.
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Statement by Mrs. Makato Ya9amoto,
FUkuoka Ken-Omta, 25-Yamano Owey Cho,
Japan, recorded on 25th May 1956 at
Tokyo at 5 P.M.

During the war, I was working in a

clerical capacity in the Communication Bureau at

Taihoku airport. One of my duties was to serve tea

to V.I.Ps. When Mr. Chandra Bose passed through

Taihoku aerodrome during the Greater Asia Conference,

I had served tea to him. I did not serve tea this

time when Mr. Chandra Bose came with General Shidea.

I know of the plane. crash which I saw from a long

distance. I did not 'go near the plane, nor did I go

to the hospital.

Interpreted by Mr.,Rahman.

Admitted correct.

,Lrc,
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Statement by Ex -Major Kenichi Sakai, TAza-Miho, t'urukawa,
Aomori City, Japan, recorded on 28th of May 1956 at
10-30 A.M. at Tokyo.

i1t the time of the Japanese surrender

during the last world war, I as posted aa: a Battalion

Commander in charge Aerodrome defence, Taihoku. On

18-8-1945 at about noon time when I went to the aerodrome

I was told by Captain Nakamura that a plane had crashed

on the aerodrome. I went to the site of the accident and

found that the plane had been completely burnt and only

the wreckage of it was stil] smouldering. The barracks

of my battalion vere located at a distance of approximatelz

6 kilometers from the aerodrome. I came from my barracks

to the aerodrome. I used to visit the aerodrome every

day. My soldiers were posted on duty at the aerodrome

and it was part of my duty to visit the aerodrome. When

I went to the site of the accident, I found that the left

engine had been buried in the ground. The left wing

of the plane had been b-roken and was lying away from the

plane. The right wing of the plane was intact. The

portion marked 1 in red pencil on sketch A had been

completely burnt. So far as T. remember, the tail of the

plane had broken away from the plane. The plane had .

1\ broken into two from the place marked 2 on the sketch.

The tail portion had become separate from the main body

but it was lying very near the main body. There was no

fire in the tail portion of the plane. I arrived from

the barracks at the scene ofthe accident two hours after

the accident had taken place. The wreckage of the

plane was lying about 20 or 30 meters from the end of

' the runway. When I first arrivecrat the scene of the

accident I found the fol]owhg persons there:»
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1. Captain Nakamura (He was the Offieer-in.Charge, Air
Maintenance Unit, Taihoku).

2, 3 Military policemen.

3. 30 men belonging to Capt. Nakamurats unit.

There was no man from my unit at that time. I met Captain

Nakamura near the wreckage of the plane for the first time.

Captain Nakamura told me that prior to the plane taking off,

they had tested its engines, but since it had crashed

immediately after taking off, there must have been some

defect in the engines. He also told me that Mr. Bose was

on board this plane, and that as he had received burn

injuries; he had been sent to the hospital. Later he told

me that General Shidei was also inthe same plane and had been

killed. The pilot of the plane had also been killed.

General Shidefts body or any body else's body or remains were

not in the plane at that time. I think they must have been

sent to the hospital with the other injured persons. When

I first arrived at the scene of the accident, I found several

articles lying about al] over the place. Some men were

engaged in collecting them. Capt. Nakamura told me that he

had received instructions from the headquarters to the effect -,

that the plane had contained certain valuables belonging to

Mr. Bose and that Mr. Nakamurats men were engaged in collect.

ing those valuables. Since I considered that the strength

of the men who were collecting the valuables was not enough,

I called some of my men. When the plane had crashed, parts

of plane, glasses and these artfaes were mixed together.

We looked for these and tried to separate the Valuable

articles belonging to Mr. Bose. These included articles like

rings, neck -laces, medals and bangles. Al] those articles

had been charred and it was difficult to say the metal of

which they were made but I think they were all made of gold.
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There were also some precious stones, some in their

setting and others detached. I had called 30 men from

my own unit; all the men present there were engaged in

collecting these articles. There was no other immdiate

officer commanding my 30 men; I was myself commanding

them. Amongst Capt. Nakamura's men, therewis only one

officer and that was Capt. Nakamura himself and among my

men, I was myself the officer. After collecting all these

articles, we put them in two tin cans. These were

ordinary 18 litre gasolene cans. All these articles were

lying within a diameter of 10 meters. The articles that

were scattered were lying inside the circle marked in red

dots marked 1 in sketch B. le formed a cordon round the

plane and sent only a few men to collect the valuables

inside. The cordon is marked in blue dots and numbered 2.

We continued the search for these articles till (about

7e30 P.M.) when it became dark. On recollection now, I

remember clearly that there was only one can. We put all

the articles in the can and sealed it. I cannot remember

the exact weight but I think it was about 16 kilos.

The can was almost full to the top. The can was sealed

by strips of paper across the side of the lid. These

strips of paper were sealed with mine and Capt. Nakamura's

seals. Each of us put on our own individual seals. The

seals were put on at the place of wreckage. After sealing

the can, it was brought and- kept in the Guard Room marked

3 on sketch B. Since it was already very late that day

we left the can in the Guard room that night. The next

day early in the morning; we took the can in a truck and

delivered it at the Army HQ to Lt. Col. Shibuya, Staff

Officer. I did not go to the hospital but I heard that

General Shidei and the pilot were killed instantaneously.



2 or 3 others were seriously injured. These included

Mr. base. I heard that his Adjutant had been slightly

injured. I do not know the names of any other officers

who were on board that plane. I did not see any of those

officers after that. I do not know what happened to the

tin can after I had handed over to the Staff Officer, Lt,

Col. Shibraya. I do not know whether any court of enquiry

was held to determine the cause of this plane accident,

nor was I ever summoned before any such Enquiry Commitbee.

I wLs interrogated regarding this accident by the Japanese

Repatriation Bureau in August 1947 and since then I have

not been asked about this accident by any body.

At present, I am doing business in hard-

ware.

Interpreted by Mr. Rahman.

Admitted correct.

02i
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'-tatement by r. KazdEatAu0 1 Fukuoka
Wakamatsu-shi, 15 Nishi Hata-machi, Japan,
recorded on 29th of May 1945 at 11 4.e.

Before tne war, I was employed in the

2orNosa Folice Force. After the outbreak of the war,

I joined lAlitary service in 1944 and was posted as

a medical orderly in the Taihoku iikugun 3yoyin

Nanmon (Military) Hospital, Taihoku. On lath August

1945, there was a serious air accident at Taihoku. _I

did not actually see the accident taking place myself

because I was in the hospital. The injured persons

were brought to the hospital. 411 the injured persons

were brought to the hospital in a military truck and in

one car called "Joyosha' in Japanese. I do not remember

the exact time but I think it was at about 2 P.i. that

these vehicles arrived at the hospital carrying the

injured persons. At that time', soldiers were required

to take them off from the vehicles to carry them to

wards. I had to ring the alarm bell in order to

collect the hospital staff for this purpose. All the

K./'4.

hopital staff consisting of about 20 medical orderlies

collected near the vehicles, and carried off all the.

injured persons on stretches inside the hospital.

In addition to the hospital staff, Dr. Yoshimi,

and Jr. Tsuruta, who were medical officers in that

hospital, were also present on the spot. Both the

vehicles had arrived together at the hospital. The

injured persons were carried to the ward. 4e had 4 or 5

stretchers and the injured persons were carried to the

ward in turns as stretchers were available. The first

person to be taken to the ward was Major Kano Taro, a

Japanese officer, whom I carried on my back, because

he was not so seriously injured. I left Major Kono on

the corridor of the hospital at his request and

ran back to the vehicles to help the other injured

'rsons. When I returned to the vehicles after leaving
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.ajor Kano, I saw that a great big man was lying

on a stretcher near the vehicle. That man was

wearing full uniform resembling that of an 4ir
-

Force Officer. The colour of tne uniform was

light brown. From Ms uniform I could make out

that he was not a Japanese officer. He had a

big face but it was burnt. I do not remember

whether ae was wearing any glasses. He was clean

shaven. The front portion of his chest and

abdomen were also burnt. He had the uniform on,

but the buttons of his tunic were open. The

front portion of his thighs and calfs was burnt

in various places. since the trouser could not

be taken off, the front of the trousers was cut

as if with a scissor and the legs were exposed

from the front. Now I remember distinctly that

his face was burnt. iis legs were also burnt in

Places. I do not remember correctly about his

chest and abdomen. From near the vehicle, he was

carried on a stretcher by 4 men to the ward

where he was placed on a bed. His clothes were

taken off and he was dressed in hospital uniform.

In the ward, Capt. Yoshimi applied white ointment

to his face and to various other places on the

chest and legs where he was burnt. After Putting

on the ointment, ne bandaged the burns.

Or. Yoshimi told all the medical orderlies present

that tne person whom he was treating was a very

great man. I came to know from other nursing

soldiers that theperson whom we had carried in

the hospital and about whom Jr. Yoshimi had

spoken was r. Chandra Bose. As far as I remember

six other injured persons including Mr. Cnandra dose

were brought to the same ward. These persons were -
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An Indian Col. Btaff Officer,
Habibur Rehman,

and ears. The front Portion of his chest

Lt. Col..akai, a Japanese.

ajor Kono Taro, a Japanese.

Sub -officer Aoyagi.

sergeant Okita.

These were the only persons who

were kept in the ward to which I was posted.

I do not know if there were any other

injured persons in other wards. All the

six injured persons named above, were taken

straight to their beds and treated there.

I was posted for day and night duty over

this ward, a sketch of which is attached and

marked I. The other injured Persons were

groaning and shouting with pain. ,r. Bose

was lying quiet. The back of left hand of

Col. aehman was burnt. There was an injury

over his fore -head. The injury on Col.

..aehman's forehead was in the centre of his

fore -head. His hand and ,forehead were

bandaged. His face was scorched and there

were no blisters on it. He had no other

injuries on his body. Mr. Bose had no

injury except burns. After Br. Bose's face

and head were bandaged, the only portions

that were visible, were the eyes and the mouth

and abdomen were covaind

white thin cloth was put

were bandaged properly.

with ointment and a

over him. His legs

The actual dressing

of r. Bose's body was done by the doctor.

T only helped to bring medicines etc. Both

his arms including his hands were fully

bandaged. There were no hair on Mr. Bose's

head and when we first brought him on the



stretcher, I saw that t ,e skin on is head

was burnt. :ajor Kono had an injury in the

middle of his head which was bleeding.

His face was burnt. About his other injuries

I do ot remember. There was no other

orderly or nurse besides me in this room,

after the injured persons had been bandaged

by the doctor. An hour later an interpreter

by the name of Mr. Hisaiti-Nakamura came to the

ward.

(Asked as to how he remembered the

name of 1,r. Nakamura, the witness replied

that he had received a letter from hr. Nakamura

on 23rd of April 1956 in reply to a letter j

which the witness had aritten to him on lOtn. April'

1956. He explained that a few days earlier, he

saw a news item in Japanese in one of the local

papers that a commission was coming to Tokyo

to enquire into the alleged plane crash at Taihoku

in which Mr. Bose was involved. On seeing this

news item he wrote to Mr. Nakamura from whom he 1

received the reply referred to above).

As soon as ,r. hakamura arrived

inside the ward, Dr. Yoshimi also came. I do

not know from where Mr. Nakamura had come or what '

he was doing. Mr. Nakamura was called to the

hospital to speak to Mr. Bose in English because

Mr. Bose couldnot speak Japanese. hr. Nakamura

talked to Mr. Bose. The first thing that Mr. 3ose

said was that his pillow was too low and he wanted

a higher pillow. An additional pillow was placed

under his head. After a short while, he asked for

water and I gave him water by means of a bottle

which was fitted with a glass and rubber tube.

The quantity of water supplied to him was very

little. He said "thank you." after T had givell
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water to h Aile Mr. Nakamura was taling to

Mr. Bose I was sitting by his side on a small chair.

Mr. Rehman was lying on nis bed, which was about two

meters away. His bed was deliberately kept near

Mr. Bose's bed so that he could speak to him from

his bed, if necessary. Dr. Yoshimi used to nay

rrequent visits to the ward annroximately every half

hour. Dr. Tsuruta came to the ward with Dr. Yoshimi.

I did not see him again. 1 Japanese nurse by the

name of ()take WAO was from Okinawa used to vicAt the

ward very frequently. I do not know her present

address. Lurse Otake when not attending to the

patients in the ward used to rest in the office

marked 4 on the sketch I. 4hen Mr. Bose was dresse

in the first instance, there were 2 or 3 nurses

present, one of them being from Taiwan. I do not

remember her name. There was a Formosan nurse whom

we had given a Japanese name of Yanagawa.. I do

not remember her Formosan name. I do not remember

the name of any other nurse. 4fter a short while,

he asked for water again. This happened three or

four times and every time I gave him a little water.

Dr. Yoshimi used to come and attend to him

frequently. Mr. Bose did not speak very much.

He used to speak to Col. Rehman occasionally.

4t about 4 P.M. 4r. Bose enquired from Mr. Nakamura

as to what has happened to his valuables.

r. Nakamura told me this in Japanese. He also told

Tomaki Zhibata that Netaji was enquiring about his

valuables and that he was worried about them.

'laibata was a A.C.O. in charge of medical orderlies

in our Unit. 'Illibata told Nakamura that he

would go and make enquiries from the aerodrome.

He went and talked to the Military police A.C.O.

who was sitting at the entrance of the ward.

I do not know what happened about those valuables



afterwards. I was only an orderly soldier.

Since r. Bose's burns were of a very serious

nature, the doctor was paying particular

attention to him. He had given a number of

injections and also felt his pulse a number of

times. At about 9 the doctor noticed tlaat

his pulse was becoming very weak. 1,1r. Bose

The following

were present when Lir. Bose breathed his

last:-

1. Dr. Yoshimi

2. Nurse Otake

3. Myself

4. Mr, Nakamura

Mr.Rehman was also by his bed side at that

time.

K Plitia&&
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Statement by Mr. Juichi Nakamura,
No. 27, Nichome Sakura Machi,
Fukuoka City, recorded on 30-5-1956 at
12-45 P.M. at Tokyo.

I first went to Formosa with

my family about 20 years ago. I stayed

there till April 1946 when all the

Japanese were evacuated from Formosa.

I used to work in a commercial firm

but as I knew English my services were

requisitioned from time to time by the

Government when any distinguished

visitor or tourist came to Taiwan. I was

employed in the Foreign Office in Taiwan

for about one year before the end of the

war.

Iknew Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose

well. In all, I met him about 4 times.

During that time, all the planes bound

for Tokyo used to touch at Taihoku.

The last time when I met Netaji (i.e.

the time before this accident took

place) was, I think, in the same year,

i.e. 1945. On that visit he stopped

at Taihoku while on his way to Tokyo

for one or two days. After his visit to

Tokyo he again stopped at Taihoku for

two or three days. We had dinner together

on that occasion, at the Railway Hotel

where he used to stay every time he

passed through Taipeh. In my diary which

I used to maintain at that time, I made

entries about the date and time of his

arrival but unfortunately all these
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records were lost when I was being

evacuated from Formosa.

I remember clearly that

on 18th August 1945, the accident took

place in which Netaji was involved.

At about 5-30 P.M. on 18th August 1945,

a Military Officer came to my house in a

car and asked me to accompany him to the

hospital. I left for the hospital. On

arrival there, I was taken inside by a

military soldier. When I entered the room,

I saw Captain Yoshimi, the Chief Medical

Officer of the Hospital and he told me

that the person who was lying on the bed

was His Excellency Netaji Subhas Chandra

Bose. The name of the hospital was

Nammon Rikugun Byoin (Nammon means south

gate). The room in which Netaji was lying

on the bed was a large room approximately

60 F.T long - 60th ft. wide. The portion

In which Netaji was lying was screened off.

In the same room at some distance (45 ft.)

from him were lying three Japanese officers

1who had been injured in the same accident.

At that time, I thought that they were

members of the crew of the crashed plane.

When I first saw Netaji, the whole of his

face and head were bandaged. The only ,

portions of his face that were_TLsibla wered/

his eyes, mquth and nese.----ance-the whole

of his body from neck downwards was covered

by a thin cloth, I could not see if it was

bandaged. I could see both his hands

which were bandaged. In the same.' room



I saw Col. Rehman. His bed was about

3 ft. away from Netaji's bed. I came and

stood by Netaji's bed. Netaji was saying

something in a low tone. I requested

Col. Rehman to come nearer and listen to

what he was saying. I remember the first

words that Netaji uttered were:-

" A few more of my men are coming

after me. Please take care of them when

they come to Formosa."

About half an hour or one hour after this,

he asked Col. Rehman "Where is General

Shidei?" I did not know where General

Shidei was. The Japanese Medical Officer

present there said that General Shidei
- I

was being taken care of in another hospital.

I had no acquaintance with General Shidei

before.

The 3rd statement which Netaji

made was that he had a feeling that blood

was rushing to his head from his waist.

He made this statement about 30 or 40

minutes afterwards.

Every time that I saw Netaji's mouth

commencing to move, I used to request

Col. Rehman to come near and to listen

carefully to what he was saying. I cannot

remember what the doctor did when Netaji

said that blood was coming to his head but

I think he gave some treatment. I cannot

remember accurately. Soon after 9 or 9-30 P.M.

the last words that Netaji spoke were:-



"I want to sleep". During all

this time, not a word of complaint either

of pain or suffering cane from his lips.

The Japanese officers at the other end of

the room were groaning with pain and crying

out that they may be killed rather than

continue to endure their suffering. This

composure of Netaji surprised all of us.

After this, he started snoring. This went

on for about 10 minutes or may be longer,

I cannot remember correctly. Then his head

fell forward towards the chest and that was

the last. The doctor told us that he was

dead. At the time when Netaji breathed his

last, the following were present:-

Dr. Yoshind

Col. Rehman.

6 or 7 soldiers. (These included
some medical
orderlies.)

and myself.

There was no nurse or anybody else in that

room at that time.

After Netaji died, all the Japanese

stand in one line and saluted Netaji's

body. Col. Rehman came and knelt by

Netajils bed and prayed for about 5 or 6

minutes. After 5 or 6 minutes, he opened

the window of that room and Col. Rehman

prayed again for about 10 minutes looking

towards the sky and then he came to his

OWD bed and laid down.

J.H. Nakamura
31.5.56



10 or 20 minutes after

we had finished praying to Netaji's body,

I left for my home. The next day I came

to the hospital in the afternoon. It

might have been 1 or 2 P.M. when I

returned to the hospital, I found that

Netaji's body had been put in a wooden

coffin. The relative position of

Netaji's bed and Col. Rehman's bed, the

coffin and the beds of Japanese officers

is shown in the attached sketch plan of

the room which is marked exhibit A.

When I returned to the hospital, I found

Netaji's body had been put in the coffin

and moved about 10 ft. away from his bed.

The screen which had been originally put

to isolate Netaji and Col. Rehman was also

removed. When I went to the hospital on

the second day, I found one Japanese

sentry standing at the entrance to the

room where Netaji's coffin was kept. The

sentry did not have a rifle. I saw two

Japanese Officers standing inside the

room. I saw Col. Rehman on his bed.

On the second day, i.e. on the 19th of

August in the afternoon when I returned

to the hospital, Col. Rehman told me that

he had had discussions with senior Japanese

officers and they had decided to cremate

his body. On the third day, i.e. on the

20th August; the body was taken to the

crematorium. We arrived at the crematorium

from the hospital at about noon time. It

took us about 20 minutes by car to reach



the crematorium. From the hospital

we went to the crematorium in two or

three cars. The coffin was carried in

an ambulance car. We deliberately did

not encourage a large number of persons

to go to the crematorium as news about

Netaji's death was kept a secret and

was known only to the high ranking

Military offiders and no body else.

I do not remember the names of other

persons who went in those two or three

cars to the crematorium. I only remember

the name of Major Nagatomo and Col.

Rehman who went to the crematorium.

I do not remember the other persons with

me in the car, but I think I was not

alone, may be I was in the same car with

Col. Rehman. At that time since all of

us were in a confused state of mind,

I cannot remember things clearly.

I cannot say exactly the number of

officers who went to the crematorium

in those 2 or 3 cars. In all there were

5 or 6 civilians and Military officers

in those 2 or 3 cars. From the hospital,

we went to the crematorium direct without

going to any other place. At the

crematorium we found that about 15

soldiers were already there. On arrival

at the crematorium, the soldiers took

off the coffin and carried it to the

furnace. The crematorium was a large

sized hall with furnace in the middle.



The hall, as far as I remember, was

approximately 16 ft. by 16 ft. as

shown in sketch B and the furnace

marked I therein. From the entrance

of the hall, the soldiers carried the

coffin on the i r soldiers inside and

placed it in the sliding tray in the

furnace and after closing the door

of the furnace, they came out and told

us that they had placed the coffin in

position in the furnace. The soldiers

went out and we, who were waiting outside

went inside the hall. Col. Rehman was

In the front. I was next to him. The other

gentlemen totalling about 5 followed us.

We went and stood in front of the

furnace marked 2. All of us stayed there

and saluted. After paying our respects,

we went to the back side of the furnace

where we found the priest standing with

burning incense sticks (aggarbattis) in

his hand. He wanted to hand over a stick

to Col. Rehman but as he could not hold

it, I took the stick and placed it in

Col. Rehmants hands. Col. Rehman held

It between the edge of his palms since

he could not hold in his fingers and placek

it in the hole which was located at the rear

of the furnace. I took the next incense

stick and put it down the same half

and everybody else followed likewise.

After finishing this ceremony, Col. Reiman



Reiman came out of the hall. I followed

and so did the others. I went home in a

separate car and I think Col. Rehman

went back to the hospital. As we came

out of the entrance of the crematorium,

the caretaker told us to come there the

following day, at about noon time. The

next day, i.e. on the 21st August at

about noon time, I arrived at the crema-

torium. Col. Rehman was there already.

At the crematorium besides Col. Rehman,

I saw about 15 soldiers and some officers.

In all, there were about 20 persons

present. One of the employees of the

crematorium asked us to come in.

Col. Rehman led; I was next to him;

2 or 3 high-ranking Japanese officers

followed. As on the previous day, we

went and stood in front of the door of

the furnace and saluted. The employee

opened the furnace door, pulled out the

sliding tray. The bones though completely

burnt, retained their sharcand form.

Then some body brought a 10" cubical box,
_

made a -cedar wodd axid-, of light cream

colour. A special kind of chop -sticks
- - - - -

about 10" long is used for picking up

burnt bones and ashes in crematoriums.

This chop-stick was brought by a priest

attached to a temple nearby the crematorium.

As Col. Rehman's hands were bandaged and

he could not hold the stick properly, I



helped him to pick the burnt bones and

ashes of Netaji by holding the lower

part of the chop -stick and picked up

the burnt bones and ashes while

Col. Rehmant hands touched the upper

parts of the same stick. Col Rehman

did the same -nay 2 times. In this way,

I picked up the burnt bones and ashes

first from the throat bone and later

from the lower jaw bone. After that

I picked up more burnt bones and ashes.

A Japanese Military officer also picked

up some burnt bones and ashes. These

burnt bones and ashes were collected

from different parts of the body and

placed in the wooden urn which was thus

filled up. In the process of picking

up the ashes, the bones which had so

far retained their shape had lost it.

After the box was full, the employee

of the crematorium carried it outside

to the hall. We followed him. Just

outside the entrance of the crematorium,

the gox was placed on a table. Then

the soldiers installed it and yovered

It in a white cloth as is generally

done when collecting ashes of Japanese.

We wanted Col. Rehman to carry the urn

from a cloth slung round his neck but

since the back of his neck was burnt

and bandaged, he could not do so and

requested me to put the slung round

my neck and carry the ashes. I did so.
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From there, I carried the ashes in

this manner straight to the temple.

From the crematorium to the hospital,

Col. Rehman and I went in the same car.

It took about 25 minutes to reach there.

The temple was located near the

hospital. The name of the temple was

Nishi (West) Honganji temple. It is the

biggest temple in Formosa. Only Co]..

Rehman and I want to the temple. We

handed over the urn containing the ashes

to the head priest of the temple.

When we entered the temple) I saw another

white urn near the shrine. On asking

the priest I learnt that that urn.

contained the ashes of General Shidei.

The priest asked me whose ashes we

had brought. I told him that I could

not tell him the name as I did not have

the permission to tell him but I told

him that those were very valuable

ashes of a person of a higher status

than General Shidei. I requested

the priest to keep those ashes at a

higher level than General Shideits

and to put new flowers every morning.

After handing over the ashes to the

priest, Col. Rehman and I left the temple

I went to my house and Col. Rehman to

the hospital. The hospital to which

Col. Rehman returned was the same

hospital in which I had seen him first.
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I returned to the temple two or

three hours later to satisfy myself

whether the priest had carried out

my request. When I went there,

I found that he had made arrange-

ments exactly in accordance with

my request. I then returned to the

hospital and reported to Co].. Rehman

that Netaji's ashes had been

installed properly. Then Col. Rehman

and I went together to the temple to

see the urn. Col. Rehman knelt before

the ashes and prayed. After that,

I returned with him to the hospital

gate. Col. Rehman seemed satisfied

with the arrangements that had been

made for the safe custody of Netaji's

ashes.

Sometime later in September I

met Col. Rehman in Hokuto Hot Spring

Town Branch of Nammon Hospital.

Hokuto Branch of the hospital is nearly

40 minutes drive by car from Nammon

Hospital. At the time when I met Col.

Rehman on this occasion, he was very much

better and in good health. We had tea

and cakes together. That is the last

time I met Col. Rehman.

Since that day I have not been

interrogated by any body regarding

Netaji. I did not give anything
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about him in the papers either.

Question by Shri Maitre. Do you

know what happened to the ashes?

Reply: I understand that the ashes

were brought over by Col. Rehman

to Japan.

Question: What was the object

of keeping the ashes in the Honganli

temple?

Reply: The idea was that it was a

suitable place for keeping the ashes

till such time as Col. Rehman took

them to Japan.

Ziestion: What are you doing now?

Reply: I now lead a retired life;

occasionally I teach English to

school boys.

Question by the Chairman: When you

came before this Committee, were you

asked by any body to appear?

Reply: On 27th of May I received

a long telegram from the Foreign

Office asking me to come to Tokyo

to give evidence before the Cttee.

I replied to them the same day and

also sent a telegram to my daughter

telling her that I was coming to Tokyo.

Interpreted by Mr. Rahman.

Admitted Correct.

g>6
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Mr. Nakamura,
Interpreter.

Note: This witness could not be traced by the

Japanese Foreign Office and it was by chance

that his daughter, now Mrs. Kojimal one day

rang up office and told us that her father

was very keen to meet the Committee but

that since he was too old, he might not

be able to come to Tokyo. The Committee,

thereupon requested the Foreign Office to

find out from Mr. Nakamura if it would be

possible for him to come to Tokyo failing

which the Committee would go to his home

town in Kyushu to meet him. Mr. Nakamura

is 71 years old and he decided to come

and appear before the Committee himself.
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Statement by Rev. Kyoei Mochizdki, Head Priest
of Renkoji Temple (Netaji Shrine), 130, 2-chome Koenji
Suginami-ku, Tokyo, recorded on 30th May 1956 at

3 P.M. at Tokyo.

I have been the priest of the Renkoji

temple for the last 33 years.

After the surrender of the Japaneee and

the landing of the American forces in JapEn, the prints

of other temples in Tokyo were afraid of the Americans

and were somewhat recluctant to keep the ashes of Netaji

aubhas Chandra Bose in their temples.

At about 8 A.M. on 15th of September 1945,

Mr. Murti came to my temple and told me that Netaji's ashes

had arrived in Tokyo and that other temples were refusing to

accept those ashes. He requested me to keep those ashes in

my temple. I agreed to do so. Mr. Murti was accompanied

by another priest of another temple who had refused to keep

Netaji's ashes in his temple. The name of that priest was

Rev. Kaki Kawa of Myohiji temple. The priest also requested

me to agree to keep Netaji's ashes in my temple. At 8 A.M.

on 18th of September 1945, Mr. Murti accompanied by Mrs.

Sahay, 30 or 32 Netaji's cadets came to the temple. There

was also another Indian with Mr. Murti. I think he was

probably Mr. Ayer. There was also one Japanese Staff Officer

in civilian clothes. He had come in a military car and, his

driver told me that he was a Staff Officer who had come from

some Military HQ. Netaji's ashes wore brought to the temple

by a cadet who was sitting in a hand -pulled ricksaw. The

cadets came in two trucks. T think Mr. Murti came by cycle;

I am not quite sure. I do not know how Mrs. Sahay and the

other person came as at that time I was inside the temple

making arrangements for the ceremony. On that occasion some

Japanese Military soldiers as well as some other Indians came

to the temple. In all, I think there were about 100 persons

inside the room where we held the ceremony. .
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The temple of which ram the priest is the Buddhist

temple. When the ashes were brought we placed them on a

wooden stand. The ashes were contained in a small wooden

box about 8" cube. It was wrapped in a white cloth on

which was written:-

"NETA.JI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOS7."

I can read printed 'English a little.

At the ceremony I called six other priests. I stood

in the front. iee burnt incense (aggarbattis). Mr. Murti

gave 30 Yens wrapped in a piece of paper. I distributed

this sum amongst a.1 the priests. On the completion of the

ceremony, I was under the impression that the ashes would be

taken back as according to the custom in Japan, only the

ashes of the people living in the vicinity of the temple or

of the ashes of persons who are members of that temple, are

kept in the temple. Since Mr. Bose did not fall within

any of these categories, I was under the impression that they

had brought the ashes to the temple only for performing the

ceremony. But when the ceremony was over, Mr. Murti,

Mrs. Sahay and the Japanese Staff officer came and told me

that those ashes wee the ashes of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose

who was a great man and that I should keep those ashes

carefully and look after them in a befitting manner. Whet,:

I heard this, I agreed to keep the ashes there with the

eenviction that some day I would be able to deliver them to

the Indian nation when the same is demanded from me.

There were some Indias present at the ceremony who wanted

to take away the ashes but I refused to give the ashes to

them eecause I did not know what they would do with those

ashes. The ceremony lasted for one hour, after which peple

went away and I stayed behind in the temple by the side of

the ashes to make sure that no body came and took them away.

After Japan had secured its independence, Mr.Chettur



the Indian 4mbassador, visited the temple on the 21st of

May 1950. 19 was accompanied by Mr. Yukihisa Tamura of the

Japanese Protocol Section. Mr. Chettur thanked me for

having kept the ashes in my temple and for having looked

them after. He requested me to continue looking after

them. On the 28th of June 1950, Mr. Trivedi, the first

Secretary of the Indian Embassy, invited me to lunch

at his residence. Mr. Tamura was also present. I was very

happy. After this, Yr. Chettur visited the temple twice

again. In the beginning of June 1950, Mr. Ayer visited

the temple and made enquiries about Netajils ashes. 'ifter

Mr. Chettur went away from Japan, his place was taken

by Yr. Rauf, Mr. Rauf.also visited the temple three times.

He also thanked me and told me to look after the ashes

carefully and not to give them to any body even if I were

offered money for the same. On November, the 23rd, 1953

(c2py attached) I wrote a letter to the Prime Minister of

India. On 12th January 1954, a member of the Indian

Embassy in Tokyo came to me with a letter which had been

sent in reply to mine to him. The gentlemen who brought

the letter, spread the letter in front of me Qnd showed

me that this leter was addressed to me. I read my name

on it. He also told me that it was from Mr. Nehru.

I saw Mr. Nehruls name also witten on the letter. He

explained to me that in the letter, the Prime Minister of

India, Mr. Nehru, had thanked me very much for the safe

custody of Netajils ashes and thrt.he had requested me to

look after them very carefully for some time. The person

who had taken this letter to the temple t brought it back

after shewing it to me. Before he left the teMple, I

told him that a better recneticle should be provided for

keeping the ashes as I was not in a position to provide one



for myself. Be promised to convey thn to the Prime Minister,

Mr. Nehru. Since then I have not heard anything more.

On the 18th of August 1955, Mr. Dar of the Indhn

Embassy, came to the temple. He took a wreath which was placed

in the temple oli.behalf of Mr. Sen. Mr. Dar was accompanied

by 2 other Indians, whose names I do not know. On that occa-

sion, we observed the death anniversary of Netaji. In fact

on the 18th of August every year I have been praying arid

observing his death anniversary all by myself. Last year was

the first occasion when other people took part. The same

day at 3 P.M. the undermentioned Japanese gentlemen also came

to the temple:-

General Nakamura,
Kawabe,

Mrs. Tojo,
General Mutaguchi,

Katakura,
Col, Fujiwara.

Mr. Dar came 15 minutes after these gentlemen.

Before the death anniversary in 1955, no other

ceremony was held previously except what was done by myself.

People- both Japanese and Indian, came to the temple

now and then. They usually light incense kmafx before the .

ashes. Their names are noted in my register.

Question: What happened between 1945 when the ashes were

handed over and 1950 when Mr. Chettur visited the temple?

Reply; That Itv-)s the occupation period and nobody came to the

temple not even an Indian. I offered my prayers on the

anniversary day.

Mr.Bosels question: Did Mr. Murti come to the templeT

Reply: He used to come to the temple on each death anniversary

as long as he was here and before he left for India. -

Interpreted by Mr. Rahmen.

Admitted correct, [ A J'4
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Statement by Ex -General Haruki ieyama)
5624 Salo Machi, Seta Gaya -Ku, To,o)
recorded on 31st May at 2.30 P.M. at Tokyo.

At about the time when the last war ended)

I was Chief of the General Staff, Formosan Army. I knew

that soon after the end of the last war) there was a seriau

air accident in Taihoku. I know that in that plane crash)

General Shidei and Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose were involved.

I know General Shidei because he had been my class -mate.

This accident took place either on the 18th or 19th of

August 1945. I learnt about this accident when I went to

my office the next morning from a Staff Officer who

reported about this accident to me. I do not remember the

name of the Staff Officer who gave me this report. From

the report delivered to me, I learnt that General Shidei

couldnot get out of the plane and that he was burnt to

death inside the plane. About Mr. Bose, I learnt that he

had been very badly burnt and admitted to the hospital

and that he had expired in the hospital during the night,

also learnt from another report that General Shidei)

on arrival at Taihokul had made enquiries about me.

He was told that I was at the time working as a Chief of

the General Staff in Formosan Army Headquarters. The

officer asked Gereral Shidei if he should sena for him

but General Shidei told him that since he was in a hurry tc

leave) he need not do so. General Shidei sent his regards

to me through that officer. I made out from the reports

of staff officers submitted to me that the engine of the

plane waS worn out and that the plane must have taken off

without adequate repairs being carried out to it. This

was because they were in such a hurry to leave. And since

the plane had been completey burnt out, we could not

investigate into the condition of the engines. So far as
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I could accertain, he engine of the plane did not

develop sufficient speed to enable the plane to acquire

the necessary height at which it could take the turn.

As a consequence, it crashed so soon after taking off.

The causeg of the accident, ancxtionocAcxippAggclAxiMmtakWA,

ImmeoV'm could be any of the following:-

1. Defect in the engine,

2. Defect in the body,

or 3. Over -loading. As there was a shortage of
planes at that time, it is likely that more
load had been put in that was desirable.

More details of the accident could be avai:able from

Lt. Col. Shibuya, who was the Air Staff Officer.

As far as I know, no official enquiry to

determine the causes of this accident was held till the

time I left Formosa in April 1946 as otherwise, 1 7 as the

head of the Army, would have known about it. As the

plane did not belong to the Taiwan Army, normally it

was not our responsibility to hold any enquiry into

the crash but we would have held such an enquiry if

ordered by the Imperial General HQ, Tokyo. So far as

know, no such order was received, but it is possible

that such an order might have been received directly by

Lt. Col. Shibuya (who was the Air Staff Officer) and he

might have forwarded his report to the Imperial General

HQ. I do not know anything about it.

Question by the Chairman. Since the plane did not

belong to your Army and it was not your responsibility
the

to carry out investigations into the causes ofLaccident,

may I know whose duty it was to make investigations into

this particular case?

Reply: As far as I am aware, no hard and fast rules oxist
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on the subject but from the point of view of commonsense,

it is obvious that the Commander within the area of whose

jurisdiction, the accident takes place, is responsible

for holding any enquiries and reporting the results thereof

to the higher HQ. In this particular case, a report on

I this accident was sent to the Imperial General Head'quarters,

Tokyo and it wou:_d appear that they were satisfied with

the report as also the causes of the accident as mentioned
up

in that report, they did not followLthe matter any further

and considered the case closed. This report to the Imperial

\ General HQ was sent through me because it is the ncirmal

practice that all correspondence from various Army HQ

addressed to the Imperial General Headquarters, Tokyo,
by the Chief of the General Staff . .

is sentLin the name of the Deputy Defence Minister and the

Deputy Chief of the General Staff. I do not think that any

enquiry was held by the Air Dividnn into this plane crash.

The report regarding this accident was submitted to me

by Lt. Col. Shibuya, It is possible that the Air Divisbn
with

might have associated themselves IR the matter and one

of their Staff Officers might have been present in any

enquiry that might have been held, but I have no knowledge

about it, Since this matter did not concern the Air

Division, Taiwan, there is litde possibility that they

associated themselves in this enquiry. No official report

I
regarding the cremation of the body of Mr. Bose Was made to

me but I think Mr. Bose must have been cremated because heme but I think Mr. Bose must have been cremated because he

was involved in the same plane crash as General Shidei.

I remember one week after the plane crash, Dr. Ba Maw, ex-

Prime Minister of Burma and Gen6ral Tanaka, the Chief al the

General Staff of the Japanese Army in Burma, arrived at

Taihoku on their way to Tokyo. I went and =ft met them

at the aerodrome. I had known General Tanaka and Dr. ta Maw
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previously when I had marched into Burma in January 1941

as the Chief of the General Staff of the invading Japanese

Army from Thailand. I left Burma in December 1941. General

!Tanaka carried the ashes of Gernral Shidei to Tokyo.

Since General Shidei was cremated, so must Mr. Bose, but
had

I have -no official intimtion. As Chief of the Gemral

Staff, it was my duty to report about this accident to the

higher Headquarters and I think I did so. The only HQ to

whom I referred this matter were the Imperial General'HQ,

iokyo. I do not know whether they ever issued any instruc.

tions for holding any enquiry into this accident. The

infarmation regarding this accident was sent to the Imperial

General Headquarters by wireless. In such cases, such

messages are generally repeated for information to all

/4-4

concerned. In this particular case, I do not know whether

it was repeated to any other Comand or not.

I do not know whether any funeral ceremony

swa0eld in Taihoku for Netaji. I and the Army Commander

did not take part in the funeral ceremony of Mr. Bose or

go to pay our respects to the dead body in the hospital,

.because at that time Japan had been defeated and we did

not want it to be made public that an imbortant person

like Mr. Bose who had taken such a prominent part against

the British for the liberation of India, was fleeing to

Tokyo. The Army Comander shut himself up in his house

fror the day of the surrender of Japan and did nd; come

out. This is the reason why we did not participate in

Mr. Dose's funeral ceremony. Although I had known fully

well about the greatmess of Mr. Bose and both I and the

Army Commander were shocked to hear about his death, we

did not take any part in the public ceremonies to keep the

matter a secret. Regarding the disposal of Mt. Bose ls ashes,
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so far as I remember, one of my staff officers gave

facilities for the disposal of Mr. :aose's ashes at the

request of Col. Rahman, his Adjutant. I left the matter

of disposal of Mr. Bose ts ashes to my staff officers

and since I did not receive any report from them, I

presume that everything must have worked out smoothly,

After I left Formosa, I was kept in Sugama

prison. Only last September I was released on parole e

After the war, I was tried for the murder of American airmen

and imprisoned for life. In 1953 my imprisonment was

reduce to a term of 29 years. After serving for 9 years ane

4 months, I was released on parole.

tlt present, I am employed in a small factory.

Interpreted by Mr. Rahman.

Admitted correct.
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Statement of Rev. Hotta Hidemaru, Priest of
Higashi Honganji Temple, No.3113, Shotata, aaori-oho,
Araglin, Aichi-Ken, recorded on 31st May 1956 at Tokyo

at 5. P.M.

On 11th of July 1945 I went to Taiwan from

Shanghai, I was attached as a priest to the Royal Navy

and was working as a priest in Higashi Honganji Temple,

Formosa but was living at Hokuto where my mother was

residing. This Temple is located in Taihoku city.

On the 22nd or the 23rd of August, the chief

priest of the Honganji Temple by the nameof late Rev.

Kasudi-Eakusi Told me that on the 26th or 27th August

they were going to hold a ceremony for a big personality

from India. He did not tell me the name of the person

in whose honour the ceremony was going to be held, we

helda big ceremony solemnly on 26th or 27th, but we could

not hold as big a ceremony as we would have liked to hold

due to the confusion prevailed immediately after the last

war.

There were two Buddhist Temples both near the

Nammon Military Hospital, 1, the Nishi Honganji Temple..

and 2. the Higashi Honganji Temple. The distance

between the two was about 600 meters. Nishi(West)

Honganji Temple was nearer the Nammon Military Hospital.

The box was kept in the Nishi Honganji Temple. Nishi

Honganji Temple was the biggest temple in Formosa.

In the end of August 1945, a ceremony was held

in the Nishi temple. I did not attend the ceremony as I

belonged to the other temple. The Japanese army in

Taiwan looked after the asheS carefully and then brought

the ashes with them to Tokyo. I do not know what happened

to Mr. Bose's ashes in Tokyo.

The white box kept in the Nishi temple contained

the ashes of Mr. Bose. I learnt this from the persons

who actually picked up the bones and ashes ofsMr. Bose

from the crematorium that those ashes were Mr. Bosets

ashes. I do not remember their names.

There were about 12 priests in the Nishi (West)

Honganji Temple,,Taihoku, and about 8 priests in the

To be .continued on p. 2
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Higashi (East Honganji Temple, to which I was

attached as a priest.

Interpreted by Mr. Rahman.

Admitted correct.
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Statement by Mr. M. Elyoshi, 36, SatsLIgl
Fukushima Shi, Fukushima Ken, Japan, recorded
on 1st June 1956 at 10-30 A.M. at Tokyo.

When the last war came to an end, I was working

as 'a medical orderly in the Rikugun Byoin, Taihokup

(Taihoku Military Hospital). I do notremember the exact

date but I think it was. approxiMately one month after the

end of the last war that I w's called to lift a coffin

from a room in the Rikugun Byoin Hospital. When I went

inside that room which was of the same size as the room

in which we are now sitting, approximately 25 ft. x 15 ft,

I saw two other men lying all bandaged up in the same room.

I do not know whether they were Indians or Japanese. When

I entered the room, I found that the coffin was lying in

the middle of the room. It was placed on a stool.

Question by the Chairman. Was there one stool or vere there

2 stools?,

ReEly.1 I do not remember corre,--tly.

We were called in to carry the coffin. We were four

soldiers. The coffin was a big -sized coffin approximately

8 ft long, 3 ft. wide and 2i ft. high. It was covered

in flowers. I think the coffin was nailed. t that time,

I did not know whose body that coffin contained but I

knew that it was not the. coffin of a Japanese because the

size of the coffin was too big to be that of a Jai,anese.

We carried the coffin through the corridor of the hospital

and placed it in a vehicle. It was,a vehicle which is

lormally xixma used for carrying dead bodies from the

hospital to the crematorium and is kept in the hospital.

We placed the coffin inside that vehicle. After keeping

the coffin in the vehicle, I returned to my ward and -the ,

vehicle left for the crematorium. I do not know anything

more than this. Up till the time the vehicle left the

hospital, I did rot know whose body was contained therein.



10 minutes after the vehicle had loft for the crematorium,'

I enquired from my other friends in the hospital as to whos(

body it could have been that was carried in that coffin.

They told me that it was the !Jody of Mr. Subhas Chandra

Bose. They told me that he was ini./)1vPd in a plane

accident and had died as a result of it.

Cuestion by the Chairman: , Did you see any other car or

vehicle there?

Reply: I saw only one vehicle which ,,as the vehicle in

which we placed the coffin. I did not see any other

vehicle inside the hospital.

Question: Did any body accompany the coffin.

Reply: I do not remember.

I read about this Committee in papers and

wrote a letter to the Chairman. X few days after, I was

asked to appear before the Committee by means of a let,er

from the Japanese Foreign Office,

I have never been inter2ogated about this

accident by any body before nor have I mentioned it to

any body.

ht present, I am employed in a Drug Store.

Interpreted by Mr. Rahman. ,

Admitted correct.
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Statement by ex -Major S. Nagatomo, Miyazaki -shi p
2828, Nakamura Machi, Japan, recorded on 1st

June, 1956 at 3 P.M. at Tokyo.

During the course of my military service, I

served in varicus places in China. When the last war

broke out, .1 was posted as a Staff Officer in the Taiwan

Army Headquarters. During the course of the war, I went -

for liaison work to Saigonl Sorabaya, Celebes, Philiepines,I

,Makasar and then returned to Taiwan. The Headquarters

of our Army continued to renain at Taiwan. When the last

war came to an end, I was working as Second Adjutant in

the Army Headquarters at Taiwan. My rank at that 'time was

that of a Major. Soon after the surrender of the Japanese,

I heard that .a plans had crashed at Taihoku in which

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose was involved. I learnt this

at the headquarters of the Army in Taiwan. The aeroplane

had arrived at the Taihoku aerodrome at about mid -day.

On the same plane, some Japanese officers were also travell-

ing. The senior -most- officer amongst the Japanese was

General Shidei. I do not know the names of others. I

was not present at the aeroarome, but there was a telephone ,

connection between the aerodrome and the, Headquarters.

The passengers On board that plane had rested at Taihoku

for about 7.77 hours. Then the plane .took off. A telephone

message came from the aerodrome to the Headquarters stating i

that the plane had taken off. I received this message myself

and informed the Staff Officer about it. The staff Officer

to whom I reported, might have been either Major Haradi

or Major Ando. Immediately after the first message, the

secqnd telephone message was received from the aerodrome

st6ting that the plane had crashed to the ground and caught :

fire. I conveyed the second message to the(3taff Officer

as well. The third telephone message from the aerodrome
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came informing us that they had sent Netaji to thel

hospital. We received another telephone message from

the hospital stating that Netaji had arrived at the

hospital. After that, there were continuous messages

pouring in from the hospital. The telephone mes-ages

were about Mr. Bose. Immediately afterwards, General

Ando, Army Commander, Formosa., went to the hospital

at about 3 or 4 P.M. He must have been accompanied by

some other officer but I do not remember who he was.

I went to the hospital at about 5 P.M. When I went to

the hospital,I s w an Indian Co_onel. His head and half

of his face we-e bandaged. I do not remember his name

but his rank was that of a Colonel. When I arrived at

the hospital at about 5 P.M. Mr. Bose had expired already.

I learnt from the hospital that he had expired soon after

he reached the hospital. When I entered the roo41, there

were more than 6 or 7 persons there. Three or four ef

them were Medical officers. I personally saw the body of

Mr. Bose in the same room. It was a very big room about the

size of the room we are sitting in but I do net remember

the exact dimensions. The size of the room in which we are

sitting is 25 ft. x 15 ft. Mr. Bosets body was lying on a

bed. It eas very large body. I saw that the whole of his

body was bandaged. I do not remember correctly but I

think the whole of his body including his face, was covered

with a white sheet. His feet and hands were visible. The

burn of his head above the fore -head was also visible,

but all these visible portions were bandaged. So I presume

that the rest oJ the body was similarly bandaged. I,do

not remember the name of any of the doctors. I did not

meet General Ando in the hospital as he had already left

when I reached the hospital. I did not talk to the doctor

about Mr. Bose ls condition. I had received a telephone



message about Mr. Bose's death before I left the Headquarters

for the hospital. General Ando also left for the hospital

after receiving the same information. As far as I remember.,

some Staff Officer did visit the hospital whIle he was alive

but Ida not know who it was. It was dark when I left the

hospital. Before I left the hospital I posted a guard of

12 soldiers over the body of Mr. Bose, to make sure that nc

body went near it. These soldiers elonged to the Army HQ.

They were under the command of a Sergeant whose name Ida

not remember,

The next day, we received a telegram from the

Imperial General Headquarters, Tokyo, asking us to send the

1body of Mr. Bose to Tokyo be a plane. On receipt of this

f telegram, we ordered the Hospital authorities by telephone

to apply mdicines on Mr. Bose ts body to preserve it. We

5.

General Headquarters,

' to Tokyo

also ordered a coffin to be made. after the coffin was

prepared, the body was put inside the coffin. Later in the
telegram

same day, we received Another taiNplimme from the Imperial

Tokyo, asking as

and to cremate it at Taihoku.

given in the telegram for changing the

When the second telegram was

being cremated at Taihoku, I

arrangements to cremate him.

not to send the body

There was no reason

previous instructions.

received regarding his body

was put in charge of the

On the same day, on receipt

of the second telegram, I went to the hospital. When I

reached there, I found that Mr. Bosets body had been put in

the coffin. I' lifted the lid and paid my respects. I do not

rA m P m h A r thp t imp anr i a ' A t p whpn T urpn t o thA h o n i t a l _ W hnn

' I lifted the lid of the coffin, I saw that the whole of his

body from the feet to the head was i * ..nuAg .- T ei.110eswas

iND shiret-on it. Some medicines had been put on the bandages

1.1to preserve the body. I saw Mr. Bosets face. It was a big



round face. I do not remember whether his face and head

were bandaged but I remember distinctly that white ointment

had been applied all over the face. After this/ I closeA

the lid of the coffin and nailed it. On the same day, we

placed the coffin tn #he a military truck that had been 16)1'N

called from the Military, Headquarters. This was, soon after

mid -day. The coffin was very heavy and it took six

soldiers to put it in the truck. At the time, when we puti

the coffin in the truck, the Indian Adjutant and one

Jaapaneee Interpreter were also present. The Sage of the

Interpreter was about 30 years but I do not remember this

correctly. Re was.a short man. We placed the coffin in .

the middle Of the truck and placed 12 soldiers all around

the coffin. The Indian A.djutant, the Interpreter and I

sat in a,car in front of the truck and went to the crema-

torium, There were only these two vehicles. We went direct

\\from the hospital to the crematerium which was about 3 kilo-

meters from the hospital.- We had given previous intimatior

over the telephone to the crematorium staff. They were

prepared to receive the coffin. There were three separate

furnaces which were partitioned by a small wall up to the

top of the,furnace and which was not carried to the ceiling.

The height of this partition wall was about 2 meters and

that of the room about 4 meters, the body of Netaji was

cremated in furnace'No. 1 which was in the Centre, and is

shown on the sketch which is marked A. The furnace door

was. opened and Netaji's body was put on a sliding plate

which was provided with rollers. The plate was then slided

into the furnace. TIe whole of the coffin was put on the

Sliding plate. It is customary in Japan to cremate the body

in the coffin. After placing the body in the furnace, we

went to the back side of the furnace and I seetEntr.s.:: After
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setting fire, I come to the front of the furnace and

locked the door. All of us went away. There is a

watchman in charge of this crematorium to look after it.

I lok-Ced the door and took the key with me. All of us

returned by the same car by which -e had come. I took

the Indian Adjutant to the hospital and I returned to

the Headquarters. The Interpret ,r also came to the

Headquarters. The next morning at 'about 8 A.M. I went to

the hospital to teke the Indian 4djutant with me. I went

to the hospital in a car and as far as I remember, the

Interpreter was also with us on the next day. On arrival

at the crematorium, I opened the lock of furnace No. 1

with thekey that was with me and pulled out the sliding_

plate. From the Headquarters I had taken with me a small

wooden box about 8" cube. When we pulled out the plate on

which the coffin had been put, we found that the whole

skeleton had still retained ,its shape but it was comelete4-

burnt. According to the Buddhist custoT, I first picked

a bone from the throat with two chop -sticks and placed it
_ ee

n the box. Then I picked a bone from every portion of his

body and placedit in the box. The Indian ;Idjutant did the

same after me. I do not remember about the Interpreter

: whether he tee- picked up the bone or not. In this way,

i the whole of the box was filled up. The lid of the box
i -

\containing the bones was nailed but I am not quite sutra

whether it was nailed here or in the temple. After closing

the box, it was wrapped up in a_ white cloth. After wrapping

the box in a white cloth, it was put' round the neck of the

Indian Adjutent and we went by car to the Nishi (West)

Honganji temple. That day a special ceremony was held at

the temple. We arrived at the temple at about 10 A.M. The

ceremony was held in the afternoon. I do not remember



whether thatthat was held on the same day or the day after.

I think it was on the same day. The following persons

attended the ceremony at the temple:-

1. General Ando, Commander of Army.

2. Many officers, N.C.Os and men of the

Headquarters.
,

I do not remember the exact number of persons who were

present at the ceremony but I think they were not less

than 100. I and the Indian Adjutant were present at the

ceremony. After the ceremony, the box containing the

I:ones was left in the temple. After a few days, I made

, arrangements for the box containing the bones to be

collected from the temple and delivered at the aerodrome.

I did not go to collect the box myself but I made the

(' arrangements for the same. I did not go to the aerodrome
3

myself. The box was sent to the aerodrnme to 12..e_ led_a

transporte_d_by_plang_to Tokyo. The Chief of the General

Staff at Taihoku (General Isayama) made ,arrangements

for the plane. As this was after surrender,. I am not

sure whether the plane in question was a Japanese plane

or an American plane. I do not know who accompanied the

ashes. That would be known to General Isayama who vas -

the Chief of the General Staff. After the ashes were

despatched, the Chinese and American:troops'came to

Taiwan and I was interrogated concerning Netaji and

put to dirficulties both by the Chinese and the American

Military authorities. They interi.ogated me to find

out whether Netaji was alive or dead and if he were alive,

his whereabouts. I told them the same story as I have

told the Committee.

After the war, I was sentenced to a term of

imprisonment for my war time activities.

I am now a private contractor.



Question by Shri Maitra. Do you know anything abaat

General Shidei?

Reply: I do not know what happened of General Shideil

as I was made in charge only of the matter concerning

Netaji.

Intarpreted by Mr. Rahman.

Admitted correct.
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Ztatement by Mr. Naokichi Kitazawa, Member of a e

of Representatives, Tokyo, recorded on 2nd June at 10.-30

A.M. at Tokyo.

During the 1st war, I was attached to' the

Japanese Embassy.. I was Deputy of MT. Ishii, who was the

Ambassador. When the British forces began to advance, the

Japanese forces started evacuating from Rangoon on 23rd

of April 1945. Netaji and his party also evacuated from

Rangoon one or two days later. It took us about a week .

to reach Moulmein from Rangoon.

Dr. Ba Mawl ithe Prime Minister with the

following:-

1. Mr. U Nu,
- .

2. Mr. Thakin Mia.

3. Mr..0 Tung Aung, the Minister of the
Department of Co-operation between the
Japanese 8rmy and the Burmese Governmant.

4. Mr. U La Pe,

wanted to be removed from Rangoon to a place of safety.

Accordingly, the Japanese Government instructed me to

help them in doing so. Ambassador Ishi, myself and other

officials of the Embassy accompanied the party of those

6 or 7 Burmese Ministers, including thdr families. We

le,t Rangoon on the 23rd of April 1945 and reached Moulmein

on the 3rd or 4th of May 1945. About a weekb before the

surrender of Japan and before the Japanese Government

accepted the Potsdam terms, the Japanese Government had

decided to give protection to the heads of all thn ctates

that had helped Japan in the prosecution of the war and

that the Japanese Government would inform all of them whethEI

they werr agreeable to accept the terms of the Japanese

Government and to take refuge in Japan. This order of the

Government was. communicated to the heads of all the States,
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namely, Burma, the Provisional Government of India

(A.zad Hind), the Philippines, China, Manchuko, Indonesia

and Thailand. In accordance with the proposal of the

Japanese Government, Dr. Laurel, the President of the

Philippines along with 17 of his Ministers came to.Japan

and took refuge there. Mr. Chenkun Pao (the successor

of Wan Ching Wei), the heed of the Chinese Government with

2 or 3 other people of his C:Te to Japan for the purpose

of of taking refuge there. Dr. Seokarno of Indonesia

could not come, as the Dutch Forces occupied Indonesia

soon after the surrender and he was unable to come to

Japan, and Dr. Seokarno negotiated with the Dutch for the

independence of their mountry. The Prime Minister of

Thailand and the successor to Mr. Pibul Songram did not

want to leave the country for reasons best lanown to him.

The Emperor of Manchuko wanted to come to Japan and he flew

from his headquarters Chengchung for Japan, but his plane

was intercepted by Russian wer planes and he was compelled

to return to Chengchung.

Dr. Ba Maw and his party including his

Cabinet Ministers numbering 6 or 7 with their families

R H left Rangoon on the 23rd of April 1945 accompanied by
I .

ambassador Nishil,myself and other Japanese members of our

Embassy. We arrived in Moulmein on the 3rd of May and

an of us stayed in Mudon, about one mile from Moulmein,

in which there were many Chinese. Dr. Ba Maw moved the

seat of his Government from Rangoon to Mudon and stayed

there till the date of the surrender of Japan, namely on

15-8-1945. Dr. Ba Maw left Mudon and arrived in Saigon

on 20th of August. Other Burmese Ministers, who remained
h/UPDA(

in a7aFoin, gave themselves up to the British forces.

Only Dr. Ba Maw wanted to come to Japan from Mudon and

all the other Burmese Ministers decided to stay behind
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voluntarily.

Soon after reaching Mudon, Dr. Ba Maw's family

along with Bandar*, U Sein, the Burmese Minister for

Information and Propaganda, was removed for safety

purposes to Kam Pon Chand near P4nonpong, the capital
2 ,

of Cambodia. Ambassador tOtshilremained with Dr.Ba Maw's

party at Mudon till the time ofthe surrender of.the

Japanese. On or about the 15th of May 1945, I and six

others left Mudon by truck and through difficult jungle

terrain, wn reached Bangkok after a week. I got an

order from the Japanese Government to come tack to Tokyo.

So I left Bangkok on the 5th of August and arrived at

Saigon the same day. Dr. Ba Maw came to Saigon on the

20th of August and he told me that he wished to have

asylum in Japan. I stayed in Saigon for about 20 days.

I stayed at the official residence of the Japanese

Ambassador in Saigon. I saw Dr. Ba Maw after his arrival
a

there. I told the Japanese Mi1i3try HQ in Saigon,A

i.e. F.M. Count Terauchiss HQ, who arranged one bomber

plane. Dr. Ba Maw, Lt. General Tanaka (Chief of the -

Staff of the Japanese Army in Burma) and Mr. Hayashi,

(the Supreme Adviser to the Japanese Forces in Indonesia)

and I left Saigon on the 23rd of August and reached Taipei-

(Formosa) on the same day and spent the night there, and

arrived in Tokyo on the 24th August. When we arrived

in Taipeh, we were told that Netajigs plane had crashed.

On the 16th or 17th of August I went to the Saigon

aerodrome to see off Netaji from that airport.

With regard to the Provisional Government of

India, Mr. Hachiya, the Japanese Minister to the

Provisional Government informed Notaji that if Netaji

wished to come to Japan, the Japanese Government would



.give protectionprotection to him, and I think Netaji decided to

accept the proposal. Netaji and his party had left

Rangoon on the 24th of April 1945. He cam to Bangkok

via Moulmein.

I was informed at Taipeh for the first time

that Netaji's plane had crashed at Taipeh and I was asked

by a member of the Japanese Army'HQ in Formosa to take

one box to the War Department at Tokyo. I was told that

in that box, there were ashes of Lt. General Shidei, who

accompanied Netaji. I took the box on board the plane and

transmitted that box to the War Department at Tokyo

after my arrival there. That Army Officer told me that

Netaji's plane had crashed and all members who were on

board that plane had died. Later I was tald that in that

box the ashes of other peaple were included, but I am not

quite sure whether this was so or not. I was told that

iletaji had died but I was not asked to bring his ashes.

I was not informed at Saigon about Netaji's plane crash

or about his injuries or death. During my stay in Saigon,

I was informed that Netajl wanted to go to Soviet Russia

via Manchuko, but he was persuaded by the Japanese Government

to go to Japan instead of to Manchuko. I was told this by

the Army Officer in Saigon.

Admitted correct.

( ' ° > /
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Statement by Mr. Koji Asada, 2826.2 Chome, Horn Machi
Koku Bunji, Tokyo, recorded on 2nd June 1956 at 3 P.M.

atTokyo.

In 1945 I was appointed as a Diplomatic Attache

to the Government of Burma. I left Tokyo on April

the 20th for Rangoon but was held up at Taihoku

in Formosa where I stayed till September.

On 26th September 1945 I left Taihoku for Japan via

Saishu Island (Off .orea). Our plane halted at

Saishu for about 1 hours. We arrived Ashya airport

in Kyushu the same day. We flew in a twine=engined

Japanese Bomber. As the flying of Japanase planes

had been banned b, the Occupation authorities, there

was a danger of our eeing shot if we were faand out.

We were, therefore, flying very secretly. There are

2 air -fields in Taihoku; one is inside thetown and
outside

the other is trogift the town. We took off from the

air -field inside the city. Mr. Kazo Yoshikawa of the

Japanese Foreign Office was also in. the same plane.

Xxk When wearrived at the airport Taihoku on 26th of

September, I found three other parsons waiting on the

aerodrome to go by the same plane. They were officers

of the Japanese Army. I do not remember their names.

I do not remember details about them. I only remember

that one of them was a Major and one Captain. All those

officers were introduced to me..The Cap-Eain was a very

tall man. All the three offieers were bandaged round

their heads and as far as I remember on their hands

as well. I asked the reason why they were bandaged

in that way. They told me that they had been involved

in an air crash with Mr. Chandra Rose. The crash had

taken place, they told me, about 40 or 50 days earlier ,

and that the object of their vieit to Japan was

to carry the ashes of Mr. Bose. I made enquiries as
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to how the crash took place and the death of Mr. Bose.

They told me that, on a certain day in August Mr. Bose

and others suddenly decided to leave Taihoku or Japan.

As their plane took off, one of the properllers fell

away and the plane crashed. All the passengers escaped

out the plane but they were sprinkled with petrol and

had recoiveC burn injuries. Since Mr. Bose was clad

heavily, he could not take off the clothes. They told

me that Mr. Bose's clothes had caught fire and that

Mr. Bose whle standing asked them to pour water on him.

The Captain told me that after Mr. Bose was taken to the

hospital, all his clothes were taken off and only small

portions of his skin were normal. - Others were very badly

burnt and that on the following day he died. They told

me that the cause of the plane crash was that since they

were in great hurry to leave Taihoku they did not have

enough time to test the engine properly. The plane that

carried us from Taihoku on 26th of September was exactly

of the same type as the plane that had crashed with Mr.

Bose on board.

We arrived Ashya airport near Fukuoka at

about 4 P.M. on the same day. The arficers stayed in

a separate inn. From the aerodrome we went to Fukuoka

city by car. There were 5 persons in that car. I parted.

company with them at Fukuoka. I did not see them again.

worked in the Japanese Foreign Office for

about 8 years and left it about 8 years ago. I am now an

English teacher. I wrote an eeticle about this in a

Japanese language paper "Tokyo Times" on May, the 18th.

ret that time I did not know that your Committee had come

to Japan for this purpose. Mr. Miglani sent me a Wire to

come and give evidence to the Committee. Later on I

received a telegram from Mr. Hattori of the Foreign Office
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asking me to come and appear before the Committee

which I did.

Admitted correct.

ittiet.
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Statement by Col. J.G. Figgess, Military
Attache, British Embassy in Tokyo, recorded
atTokyo on 5th June 1956 at 12 noon.

r-7)
, \44,-

4t.alf/16 41- 4"0"-I was posted as Staff Cfficer to Lt. General

Gair4ner, then Personal Representative of the Prime

Minister of the U.K. to General MacArthur. The U.K. Liaison

Mission moved to Japan with General MacArthur's Headquarters

in September 1945.

One of my duties was to maintain liaison

with HQ SIFE at Admiral Mountbatten's HQ near Kandy, and

in that connection to deal with the G 2 Section of GHQ

SCAP. I was also incidentally in contact with the Indian

community in Japan who lofts then of course British subjects.

I had dealings with Mr. Rama Yurti who appeared to be at

that time the leader of the Indian community in Tokyo. I

met Mr. Rama Murti when I called on him at his house in

company with an American CIC officer, sometime to the

best of my belief in October/November 1945, At that meeting,

Mr. Ramamurti introduced ma to Col. Habibur Rehman who, he

said, was staying as a guest in his house while he recovered

from injuries received in a plane crash. I spoke to Co,

Rehman who at that time told me in general terms that he

was accompanying Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose to Tokyo in a

Japanese Military aircraft which crashed at Taipeh. He told

me that Mr. Bose had died as a result of em the accident.

I .asked Col. Rehman how he had escaped. In reply he said tha

he could get away from the wrecked plane while Mr. Bose

being a rather stout gentleman, could not get out so(usily,

and when they succeeded in getting him Out, hews badly

burnt and died in the hospital. My recollection about what

Col. Rehmar told me is however, not very clear at this late

date. I think I met Col. Rehman once more,

At about this time, a telegram was received -

by the U.K. Liaison Mission eitier from D.M.I. India or
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from Admiral Mountbatten's HQ in Kandy requesting At, d A

a report from the Japanese authorities on the circumstances

surrounding the alleged death of Mr. Bose. As the SCAP

was the only authority empowered to deal with the Japanese,

I passed on the request to GHQ. 4 thorough enquiry was
A4,0 a rr o l

carried out by,CIC and in due course I received the

report through G 2 Section of GHQ SCAP. As I rememberil,

it consisted of a number of interrogation reperts,

notably detailed interrogation of Col. Rahman, as

I remember again at this late date, interrogation of the

pilot of the aircraft and again as far as I remember,

of a Japanese Army Doctor at Taipeh. I remember that the

sum of these reports produced in my mind the conviction

that Mr. Bose died of burns in Taipeh as a result of the

air crash. I forwarded the report with a covering letter

to the aut ority which had requested it, (It might have

been either in Delhi or in Kandy. Although I de not

remember, I think that it is likely that in my forwarding

Iltter, I drew the conclusion mentioned above. As faeas

I am concerned, that was the end of the matter, although

I continued tohave dealings regularly with the Indian

community in Tokyo and in Osaka and Kobe until the arrival

of/Mr. Jain, who came to Japan as a representative of the

Government of India, I think, some time in 1947.

Subsequent to my sending the report mentioned

above l(it might have been in Dedember 1945)and up to the

arrival of Mr. Jain, the question of the fate of Mr. Bose

did not come to my attention again.

I have no knowledge of any investigations

that might have _been carried out by Mr. Davies and Col.

Finney. So far as I remember, Taipeh was not under the

direct contml of SCAP.

1. C. 3-6



Evidence of Dr. S.N.Dutt,
P.43A, Block 'C', New Alipore,

Calcutta 27.

Relationship - i4aternal Uncle of Netaji.

The mysterious disappearance of Netaji on or about

the 18th August, 1945, can give rise to only three

hypotheses.

I. That he died as the result of a plane crash at

Taiheku, as broadcast by the Japanese Government, four

days after the supposed crash and confirmed by Colonel

Rahman in his statements to various persons and in his

evidence before the Enquiry Commission.

II. That he died subsequently somewhere in the East

as the result of some other accident or illness.

III. That he is still alive but for reasons of his

own still chooses to remain incognito.

A good_ portion o f the evidence tendered before the

Enquiry Commission by the different eye -witnesses hav,g

appeared in the papers and is therefore public knowledge.

I have also had a personal discussion with Col. Rahman

on this mystemus affair. In the light of the knowledge

thus gained, I propose to analyse the above hypotheses

and arrive at a logical conclusion.

The First Hypothesis - The Plane Crash:

If it be true that Netaji died as the result of a

plane crash, then we have to find a reasonable answer

to each of the following questions:

(1) Why are there so many different eye -witness

accounts of one and the same crash? For instance, when

I met Col. 'Rahman after his rcturn to India at the

residence of my late nephew, Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose at

1, Woodburn Park, he distinctly told me that the plane

crashed from a height of about 300 to 400 feet and
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ourst into flames at a distance of about 2 miles

the air -port. Anotaer eyzi-edtness whose eviaenc

a eared in the newspapers testifies that tne accident

occurred in the runway of thc air -port as the. resd

a crash with a boulder, when the plane attempted to take

off. Why this material contradiction in the description

of the same crash by two eye -witnesses? Mind you, not

hearsay witnesses, both were eye -witnesses of the same

incident of the plane crash.

At the WaMe interview at Woodburn Park, Col.Rahman

showed me a few white circumscribed patcLes on the dorsal

aspect of hie hand and said that they were caused as the

result ef a burn ;hen he attempted 'tc put out the flames

on Netaji.

Sri Bose: Please explain in ordinary language what

you mean by 'dorsal asiect%

Ans: Dorsal aspect means back the hand. My

knowledge of medical jurisprudence and ordinary common-

sense tells me that if the so-called burns had been

caused in putting out the flames.on Netaji, then the

whole of his hand, and specially the p1ni., from the tip :

of his fingers right up to the wrist or even higher up

Imxkkir would have been burnt. If his account were true,

then the palmer aspect of his hand andnot the dorsal

would have been burnt. The ctrcumscribed white patches

on the back of his hand therefore could only have been

self-inflicted so as to simulate a burn, by the applica-

tion of a strong acid, probably Carbolic, which is handy

at any dispensary or even at the air -port First Aid

Centre.

(3) If it be a fact that Col. Aahman attempted to put

out the flame with his hand, then the portion of Netaji's

clothes which had caught fire must have been very small



for no sane man would ever attempt to put out a flame

with his hands, when the whole of the victim's clothes

had caught fire, as that would be obviously impossible.

Netaji therefore must have suffered from very slight

burns, if at all, and a healthy man does not die of such

burns within 3 or 4 hours. Medically it is impossible.

(4) Soanafter the atom -bombing of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, Japan agreed to an unconditional surrender over

the radio. A police officer was despatched at once by

the then Government of India to track down Netaji. This

officer is reported to have seen the plane in question

under repairs at the air -port. Does it tally with Col.

Rahman's account of the crash? Who would ever attempt

to repair a burnt -out plane? On the other hand, does it

who ascribes the accident to a boulder and which in all

probability was stage-managed?

(5) Evidence shows that Col. Rahman was seated about

a foot or so behind Netaji in the plane. Diagrams

appeared in the papers. How is it that Netaji alone was

heavily splashed with petrol and burnt, while the Colonel

escaped scot-free?

(6) The Colonel states that the plane crashed from a

height of about 300 to 400 feet. It must therefore have

attained a speed of at least 200 miles per hour. In such

a crash one would expect the majority of the passengers

to die. But no - only three other obliging men besides

Netaji died, viz. the Pilot, the Navigator and Lt. -Gen.

Shidei, who was presumably deputed to escort Netaji out

of the country. Is it not significant that only the

key -men required to take Netaji out of the country have

perished mysteriously in the flames along with Netaji

and the rest escaped? For aught,I know they may still



be alive area kicking somewhere in China or Manchuria.

(7) Had eetaji really died in the plane crash on the

18th August, the news would, have been broadcast the same

day and not four days later. This time lag was necessary

for the purpose of manufacturing some evidence in support

of the alleged death from the plane crash, and for the

receipt of the news of his safe arrival at his destina-

tion.

Sri dose: Which destination do you think?

Ans: How can I know? Nobody can know. We have to

guess - somewhere in China or Manchuria. aod alone

knows where.

(8) The Japanese are a civilized, military nation.

If Netaji had really died as the result of the plane

crauh or otherwise while still within their Jurisdiction,

they would have surely ieended over his body to the I.N.A.
eseZ!zietei

for funei'al, teere being/no impediment to such a course,

as the actual eurrender to General Mac Arthur took place

several days later, on the let September, 1945.

Mr. Onairaan: Ara yoe aware of the fact that the ,

Japanese Uovernment and all the Jaaanese forces

serrenderea en the 15th August?

Ana: I knew that. 'aven tIley surrendered earlier;

may be, ene or two days: 0.-Zaelteeek e-e,e-Zee
to -41, 47-1" S

though the witnesses have not been properly

cross-examined by an expert, still I am sure the Commis-

sion will find many other materiel contradictions in the

evidence recorded by them.

Sherlock Holmes would probably sum up the situation

as follows:

At Taihoku, a minor plane accident was stage-managed

a deliberate collision with a boulder. Thie wouldby

'enesimeimeall' .

support the police officer's statement of having seen the



plane under repairs at the air -port. Netaji's face was

then heavily bandaged up to avoid identification and

Col. Rahman's hand was touched with Carbolic hcid. They

were then rushed off to a hospital. Luring the night,

the Pilot, the Navigator, Gen. 6hidei and Netaji, the

four "dead" victims of the crash, left for their

destination. In the morning it was given out locally

that Netaji had died at night and a covered dead body
r y . a w l , "

_
was p14.ced In a room in the hospital. sour days later,

after the completion of further evidence in support of

the plane crash and the news of his safe arrival at his

destination, the death of Netaji was announced in a

broadcast."

II. The Second Hypothesis: His subsequent death:

We have seen that a logical analysis of the evidence

of Col. Rahman does not support the death of Netaji from

the alleged plane crash. But could he have died subse-

ouently as the result of some other accident or illness?

The answer is even that is impossible, for in that

case his body would have been handed over to the Govern-

await of India by the authorities concerned, as nobody

would have any further interest in his dead body.

III. The Third Hypothesis: That he is still alive.

The discussion of the first two hypotheses has led

us to the conclusion that he is not yet dead. He must

therefore be still alive. But then two more questions

arise:

1. If he were alive at that time, why did the

Japanese Government broadcast his death? And

2. If he be alive today, why does he choose to remain

incognito still?

The answer to the first que ion is that the Japanese



Government wanted to curry favour with Gen. Mac Arthur

after the actual surrender. It would have been an act

of extreme meanness and downright treachery on the part

of the Japanese Government to have handed over Netaji,

their erstwhile friend and collaborator to the Anglo-

Americans - and of this they were incapable as a self-

respecting and a culturered nation. The only other

alternative therefore was to broadcast his death after

he had left, and continue to support it with what

manufactured and tutored evidence they could place

before the Enquiry Commission. They could not very wel l

say that Netaji had escaped from their territory to an

unknown destination, as they would have been accused of

aiding and abetting the flight of a man who, in the eyes

of the Anglo-Americas, was a war criminal.

As to the second question, why he still chooses to

remain incognito, we can only guess. He is a seasoned

politician and has disagreed with the Congress. He

repeatedly cautioned the Congress in his broadcast not

to fall into Jinnah's trap of dividing the country. But

the Congress took no heed of his warnings, and accfipted

what was then called the "lesser evil", with disastrous

consequences. There is therefore no place on the

political stage of India for two such personalities as

Nehru and Netaji at the same time. And it may be that

he thinks that his appearance in India I durint, the

life -time of Mr. Nehru would divide the country into two

factions and give rise to tremendous riots all over

India and even to a Civil War - and tnis he wants to

avoid at all costs. There may, of course, be other

reasons of his own.

In conclusion, if the Lnquiry Commission chooses

to accept without any proper cross-examination, the
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manifestly tutored and faked evidence of the Japanese

Government, to suit its own i,urpose, it is free to do so.

The public however will have very little to do with it.

I think I have been able to give you a reasoned

statement.

Mr. Chairman: You have been very lucid.

You said that it would have been against the honour

of the Japanese nation to have handed over an erstwhile

friend and collaborator to its enemies. May I ask you if

you know that Dr. 6a Maw, who was the :resident of the

Republic of Burma and who was a great friend of the

Japanese nation and had also fully collaborated with

them, as also President Jose Laurel of the Phillipines,

similarly head of the State, had been surrendered to the

Anglo-Americans after being taken into custody by the 41111

Japanese - are you aware of this fact?

Ans: Yes, I am aware, but are you also aware that
attempted

they/first of all to do away with Dr. Ba Maw and having

failed in that they had no other alternative but to

surrender him.

Mr. Chairman: In the case of Netaji they could

manage; does not that suggest that in this case also they

could do it?

Ans: They had first declared that Dr. Ba Maw and

Dr. Laurel were dead.

Mr. Chairman: What do you mean by "do away with"?

Ans: They wanted to send them away outside the

country declaring them to be dead. Besides, Netaji's

position and Ba Maw's position were different in the

international field. Netaji was an international figure

ranking almost with Roosevelt and Churchill. At first

they gave out a story that Ba Maw is dead and the

Phillipine President in dead, but somehow they could not



manage to take them out of the country.

Sri Bose: Regarding Netaji's disappearance would

you please give us something about it, When he was at

Cuttack and when you were also present there and took

an active part in it?

Ans: Fro* his earliest days, or rather from his

school -boy's days, he was of this temperament. Once

when he was at school tie went away to serve some cholera

patients. I had to run after him and bring him back.
were

My sister was then not in Cuttack and the boys/in charge

F

of the elder brother and he felt very nervous. So I

and another friend of mine went out in search of him and

after two days found him and brought him Lack. In the

same way he fled hunting after a Guru and went to

Hardwar, Rishikesh, Lachman Jhola, and 6aimaras, when he

was in the second year in the college. The third time

he showed the thumb to the British Intelligence and

just sim2ly walked out of Calcutta in January 1341, antf

this is the fourth time when he disappeared from the

Far East.

I would request you, gentlemen, before you draw up

your final report give my statement a second reading
r1/4

and try to disprove what I have said.

;The Committee ,concluded its sitting in Calcutta.



Mr. Kundan Singh.
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Statement by Shri Kundan Singh
(IRA Sub -Officer)
ex -Serviceman
Village Jamanwala
P.O. Gahri, Thane and Dist. Bijnor (LP)

I went with my battakion, 2/18 Royal Garhwal Rifles in

Malaya in 1939. I joined the first INA which was formed under

the leadership of Rash Behari Bose and General Mohan Singh.

I was in Singapore when Netaji arrived there. I joined Netaji

on the day he arrived in Singapore from Tokyo to take over

charge of the INA from Shri Rash Behari Bose. I was denuted -/

to work for him as his personal valet. Ny main duty was to

wait upon Netaji for almost 24 hours. I used to usher in persons

who came to meet Netaji. I used to test the food, spices,

cigarettes etc., which km Netaji used to eat. I also used to

attend to his bed -room and clothing and manage his servants

of the household. I accompanied Netaji to Burma when he moved

his headquarters from Singapore to Burma and stayed with him

throughout. I was with Netaji during the last retreat from

Rangoon. On the way at a ferry crossing, Netajils car and a

lorry containing certain belongings of kkm Netaji were bombed

and had to be abandoned. Akmartmxrpnexszortmg At that time

Netaji walked on foot throughout, he was wearing top boots.

As a result of marching he had developed blisters on his

feet. After the crossing the ferry Netaji took rest in a small

hut while Col. Raturi, Maj. Rawat, Capt. Danu and I and members

of Netejils bodyguard and some other men went and surveyed

the car and the lorry, and the four boxes containing jewellery,

ornaments, watches etc,. These boxes were made of steel. Two

boxes were of a smaller size approximately 12" long, 6" wide

and 6" high. The larger boxes were about 20" long, 13" wide

and 16" high. When we salvaged these boxes from the lorry

these were intact and had locks on them, the keys of the

loc were with Netaji. Throughout this retreat I was with

Netaji and reached Bangkok with Netaji. At Bangkok, Netaji

stayed in the house which belonged to a Sindhi merchant.
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It was outside Bangkok town and opposite Indian

Independence League's office. After staying there for two

days, Netaji left for Singapore. I accompanied him to

Singapore. Major Abid Hasan Safrani also accompanied Netaji

to Singapore. There were some Japanese officers who also

went with him. After staying in Singapore for two days., I

returned to Bangkok with some clothings belonging to Netaji.

I returned to Singapore from Bangkok by tieltns4aji

returned to Bangkok four days after my arrival in Bangkok.

Major Hasan and Gen. Bhonsale arrived at the how() with

Netaji from the aerodrome at Bangkok. At Bangkok, the four boxes
containing
Ltreasurebsis kept in the xmas bed -room of Netaji. The place

was guarded by the IRA military police. Netaji returned

from Singapore to Bangkok reaching his residence at about

11 a.m.. by that time the Japanese had surrendered. Certain

discussions were held at Netajils residence, as a result

of which it was decided that Netaji should try and leave

Bangkok. On the same night that Retail arrived in Bangkok

he personally checked the contents of each box. Major

Hasan and I were present at the time of checking. The

boxes contained articles of jewellery which are commonly

worn by Indian women, such as chains of ladies watches,

necklace, bangles, braclets, rings, ear rings etc.

They were of gold and precious stone. There were also

some gold watches, they -were mostly of ladies. There

were also pounds and guineas. There were some chains

which had guinea pieces attached to them. There were

small gold wires but theta were noximidg gold bars.

The contents of the boxes were rearranged and sealed,

in the same four boxes. Besides these four boxes containing

the treasure, Betaji ls personal effects and certain other(

valuable articles which he had brought from Singapore

were kept in a small leather attache case. These contain

a gold cigarette case which was also in the leather case

and which was presented to Netaji by Hitler.The other
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leather box contained Netajils clothings. N

Next morning when Netaji was about to leave

Bangkok, I asked him about myself. He gave ',two letters

addressed to Mahatmaji and Panditji and asked me to meet

them on my return to India and be of service to them

and that he would have taken me along with him if I was

not ill. On the day that Netaji left Bangkok, I was
3 totio

present at the aerodrome. Since in a very depressed mood

and also had temperature, I do not remember very many

details but I do remember that Major Haaan accompanied

Netaji. Just before Netaji entered the plane he embraced

each one of na in turn, there were tears in his eyes

and he said that if we were still alive we would meet

after a short time. At the time when Netaji took of from

Bangkok, he was in his usual khaki drill military

uniform with top boots.

Netaji had two watches, one wrist watch which

was round and made of either nick'e or silver. The other

one was a pocket watch, it was round in shape and it had

a lid which had to be opened to see the time. This watch

also was made of either silver or nickle, it was not made

of gold. Netaji used to keep this polant watch on his

bed side table along with a copy of gita and rosaries

(kanth males) which he used when praying. This pocket

watch, the males and gita and Chandi used to go with

Netaji wherever he went. These were alwp7s kept in

Netajils attache case when he went on tour. And as

usual when he was proceeding on his last journey from

Bangkok, these articles were in his attache case. Netaji

i
\

had only one wrist watch which was the wrist watch which

I have described i.e., round silver or nickle wrist watch.

\ He was wearing the same wrist watch on his last journey.

After Netaji 'aplane took off I returned to the place

where I was living in Bangkok. We were arrested by the

../
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British after about one week from the date that

Netaji left Bangkok. We were kept in Bangkok for some

time and later brought to India by ship.

Questions by the Chairmap,

q. If the articles which were packed in your

presents in the boxes containing the treasure and

in Netaji's attache case were placed before you

would you be able to recognise them.

A . Yes.

Q. I show you a photograph of a watch which is said

to have been brought to India by Col. Habib ul Rahn

and handed over to Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and

subsequently by Pandit Nehru to Shri Sarat Chandra

Bose. Will you please tell us if Netaji ever wore

a watch like this.

A. Netaji was not wearing this Vetch. He never wore

a watch like this, but the watch similar to the

one shown in the photograph was kept in one of the

treasure boxes Which accompanied Netaji. Netaji

always wore a round watch. The watch shown in the

photograph is a longish one not a round. There were

a number of such watches in the boxes. These were

presented to him While he was in Tokyo. These

watches had leather straps, others had rolled gold

chain straps. In Rangoon Netaji presented a gold

rectangular wrist watch to Swami and his fountain pen

to Co]., Raju. The round watch Netaji wore kid always

had a leather strap,

6.1/7 c/a 17;01 it c'



Inspection note on treasure deposited
with National Archives, 1906.196.

IP

Packet No. 11. Charred rings. &laden Singh says he recognises

them, but they are charred.

Bundle No, 2. Charred gold mixed with melted metal.

Kundan Singh recognises -

(i) a gold cigarette case encrusted with
precious stones as the one gifted by
Hitler to Netaji.

(ii) a star shaped pendant.

(iii) a paper knife.

(iv) medal of Rani Jhansi regiment.

(v) Part of cigarette lighter used by
Netaji.

(ri) belt buckle used by Netaji with
civilian clothes.

Bundle No. 3, Kundan Singh recognises a small knife used by
Netaji for manicure.

Packet No, 12. Charred rings and chains. Kundan Singh recognises
thembut says they are charred.

Packet NO, 13. Button studs etc. Kundan Singh recognises them but
says they are charred.

Packet No. 10. Charred ear -rings with stones and rings. Kundan
Singh recognises them but says they are charred.

Packet No. 9. Charred bangles, brooches and nose rings. KUndan
Singh recognises them but says they are charred.
Recognises a gold rope as part of a garland
presented to Netaji by W. Habib of Rangoon.

Packet No. 8.1. Charred rings and nose rings. Kundan Singh
recognises them but says they are charred.

Packet No. 5, Charred ear -rings, nose rings set with stones.
Kundan Singh recognises but says they are charred.

Packet No. Lkii. Charred necklace pieces, medals and rings. Kundan
Singh recognises metal beads of necklaces.

Packet Not 2. Charred and broken bangles, pins, buckles etc.
Kundan Singh recognises -

(t) metal charkha emblem presented to
Netaji with his name engraved.

(ii) a metal tricolour ribbon holder
presented to Netaji.

(iii) half of small oval gold case used by
Netaji for carrying Suparto

Ne_q



Packet No. 6. Charred and broken anklets and bangles. Kundan

Singh recognises them but says they are charred.

Packet No. 76 Charred and broken rings, nose rings and pendants.
Kundan Singh recognises but says they are charred.
Identifies

(i)one long ear -ring of gold as belonging to
wife of one Mr. Banerjee of Sinapore who
used to look after Netajits household.

Packet No, 3. Charred and broken bangles, pendants, snuff box,
medals, coins and rings. Kundan Singh recognises
them but says they are charred. Identifies

(0 other half of oval gold svari box of
Netaji.

Packet No. 1. Charred rings and pendants. Mandan Singh
recognises 3 heavy rings.

The weight of the four boxes in which jewellery

and other valuables were kept would be approximately 2 to 2i maunds

including the weight of boxes. The weight of the charred

valuables ahown to me today would probably not be more than 10 seers.

c"-ke ,ipief ; ,fro
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Jtatement by Shri lananurti, care of
Coronet Arts 3- Crafts, 1/155, Mount load,
Madras, recorded on 21st June, 1956 at 10

I first went to Japan in 1935. At that time, I was

a student in the imperial University. I graduated from

that University with Economics as my subject in 1939. I

was President of the Indian Students' Association in

Tokyo from 1936 to 1940. During the years preceding the

war, I was closely connected with the Indian Students'

movement in Tokyo as President of the Indian Students'

. Association. At that time, there were about 50 Indian

students. Then the war broke out, Mr. lash Behari Bose

formed a Committee in Japan of the and he asked

me to take part in the movement that he was about to

initiate. He gave me the choice whether to accompany him

to Singapore or to remain in Tokyo to conduct the movement

in Japan. I chose to remain in Tokyo. I was the Chairman

of the I. I. L. from December, 1941, to June, 1943, when

it was reorganised. Sometime in the middle of May, 19/1S,

Netaji arrived in Tokyo and remained incognito because

while he was there for a week and interviewing with Zug

Premier Tojo, neither papers nor individuals were apprised

of it. That is, Net aj s presence was not announced to

the Press or to anyone. Around June, 1943, Netajits

arrival in Tokyo was publicly announced but before the

announcement, Netaji invited all the Indian nationals in

Japan, and Tokyo in particular, to meet him, and that was -

my first meeting with Netaji.On this occasion Netaji must

have stayed about two or three weeks. Netaj i asked me

orally at the meeting of Indians convened by him that I

should take charge of the recrniting of Indians who -are Afre/uz,

willing to ,join the INA and contact the Japanese General

Staff for their transport to Singapore. This was the work

that he charged me with and that was the only programme

he laid out for me at that time, but the promised to come
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ct,

ba ck sho rt ly t o r eor ga nis e the movement aft er he had

ta . .en ch a r ge of t he hea dq ua r t e r s in jIhga por e .

r iet a j i re tu rned t o Ja pa n fo r the se c on d t ime earl y in

November , 1943 , t o a t t end t he Gr ea t er E a s t As i a Confe re nc e

and i t was on th is oc c a s i on that t he I. I .L. was r eor ga nis ed

and I was ap p o i n t ed as i t s Pr es id en t fo r the Ja pn k te r r i to ry

on 16 th November 1943 . The Gr ea t er Ea st As ia Con fe r e n c e

was held on 5 th November , 19 43 . Netaj i s t a yed in Tokyo t i l l

t he 16 th of November 194 3 .

I ne xt met Netaj i when he vis i te d Ja pa n fo r the third

t i m e in the la s t week of November 1944 . On th i s oc c a s i on

he s t a ye d in Tokyo fo r a bou t 5 da ys o r so . The th i rd vi s i t

of Net aj i was t h e las t one t o Ja pa n and I did not meet him

aga in .

Aft er Netaj i le ft Ja pa n in November 1941 , I con t inued

my du t ie s as t h e Pr es id en t of the I .  I .L . in Ja pa n pa yi n g

part icu lar at ten t ion t o t he welfare of 2okyo boys and op e n i n g

of a br oa dca s t ing j ta t ion in Tokyo and t h roughout th i s per io d ,

I was in t ou c h wi t h Net aj i by le t te r s des pa t ched ei th e r t h r ou g h

the J a pa ne s e T or ei gn uff ic e o r through the Ja pa nese Gener a l

:S t a f f .

On the 22nd o : Ja nua r y, 1945 , a m ess a ge from Beni to

Muss o l ini , a ddr e s s e d t o 11.E. 3ubh a s Chandra Bose was con ve ye d

t o me t h r oug h the Ch a rge d 'Affa i r es , I t a l i a n Embassy in

Tokyo and I com municat ed t h e same t h r ou g h the Ja pa nese Gener a l

St aff t o Net aj i . The mess age t h a n ked H. E. Subh a s Ch a ndr a

Bose fo r se n d i n g t he New Yea r ' s gree t ings t o Mus so l in i and

t he I t a l i a n p eop le and rec ipro cat ing the good wi s he s ex p r es s ed

by N. Subha s Cha ndra Bose in his m e ss a ge .

On 1 9 t h of May 19 4 5 , the German :mbassy in Tokyo

he l d a conklemorat ion service t o mourn the de a t h o f Mr.

Ad o l f l i t t e r . The German Am ba ssa dor in Jap ir o t th at t i m e was
fvt v.

a gen t l em a n by the name o f 4St a m a r who was a per s ona l fr ie nd

of Ne t a j i . On s dea t h , 1 was in s t r  t c te d t a by Ne t a i

t o :)C.I'er on i s beha l f a m essa ge of condole nc e t o ; ; r . 3 t a m a r

and t o per s ona l ly a t t end t he cowemora t ion cerem on y on t he



9 th o f May, 1945 , which I di d .

Be for e th i s , a ve ry i m p or t a n t event was t he confe r e nc e

of the For e i g n Minis t er s of Ea st Asia n co u nt r ie s which wer e

cal led by the t h en For e i gn Minist e r , Togo, in Ap ri l 194 5 ,
-al

when Germany was wea ke n i n g . Pr wi s ion - / G ov t . o f Az a d  Hi n d was
invi ted

A o a t te nd as "ob se rve r" and n ot as a di re c t par t i c i pan t

as yam we wer e n ot members o f t he E a s t As ia group of nat ions.

Netaj i had per s ona l ly sent in s t ru c t io ns t o me t h r ou g h the

J a pa ne s e For ei g n Office th is t i m e t o a t t e nd th at Con fe r en c e

as an obse rver on beha l f of the Pr o v is io na l Gover n m en t , wh ich

I d id . Su bs e qu e n t t o May, 194 5 , t he bombing of Tokyo was

in ten sif ie d . So com m un i ca t i on s were very much d is r u p t e d .

The m es sa g es that came from Net aj i t hr ough J a pa ne s e Ge n e r a l

Sta ff wer e n o t so fr e qu e nt . All we did was t o keep up the

commitmen ts we 'Laci a l r eady un d er t a k e n and t o fo llow the

ins t ruc t io ns a lr eady rece ived and no fr esh ins t ruc t io ns were

rece ived from Ne t a j i after May 1945 . All the act ivi t ies were

cont inued as usua l and we wer e sending our ro u t ine rep or ts

as us u a l .

On Aug us t 1 3 , 19 45 , Ja pa n su r r ender ed t o the Allies .

On the 19 t h of  Augus t , we had a conf er ence of local Indi ans

as t o what at t it ude Ind ia ns should t a ke in Ja pa n in the new

s i t ua t io n af te r th e Am er ican occup a t ion commenced and

d iscu ssion t ook p la ce as t o the fa t e o f Ind i a ns who had

ac t i ve ly part ic i pa te d in t he movement and so on . That was

on the nigh t of Augus t 19 th , 19 45 . T h i s meet ing took p l a ce

a t the h ouse o f Mr. Amar Lahi ri in T okyo. T h i s was a pr iva te

m e e t i n g in Mr. La hi r i '  s h ou se t o which I was in vi te d . I

a t tended that meet ing. The r e a s on why such a m e e t i n g was held

in Mr. La h i r i '  s h ouse was that Mr. Lahi ri was ou t s  i de t he

movement al l the t i m e and a ne ut ra l gr oun d was sou gh t by many

India ns on th i s occa s ion and I was i n v i : : ed t o give my vi ews

on the ma t t e r . Ju e t o a t yph oon which was bl owi n g that nigh t

al l com m un i ca t i on s wer e dis r up ted . So on my way ba ck t o my

/
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house, the trains were stopped and I had to spend the

night at one of the stations. When I returned to my house

early next morning, that is, on t]onday, the 20th of

August, 1.945, a telephone message had been received at my

house from Mr. 3.A. Iyer that he had arrived and was

staying at Daiichi Motel, and that he wanted me to go and

see him. I forthwith went to meet Mr. Iyer at about 10

o' clock on Monday, the 20th. This was my first meeting

with Mir. Iyer. After introducing ourselves to each other,

Mr. Iyer broke the news to me solemly but with reservAions

of his own doubt as to its veracity that he had just

heard from the Military Officer who accompanied him that

the plane carrying Netaji had crashed in Taiwan and that

Net aj i had died as a result of the accident, but that

Col. tlabibur Rahman who was accompanying him had survived

with some burns and was hospitalised. This was the

information I heard from Mr. Iyer direct., as conveyed

to him by the Military Officer. This was the first time

that I heard about the accident. This accident was

supposed to have taken place on Saturday, the 13th of

August. Mr. Iyer wanted to obtain further information. _

fe were both shocked and proceeded on the same day to

the Japanese General Staff office for further clarifica-

tion. They did not have much to add to this information

other than saying that this accident had taken place

and that General Shidei was among the victims of this air

accident. They also stated that Col. Rahman would be ab le

to reach Tokyo in a few days. de could not elicit lap(

any further information on this at that time. Go we

returned to the Motel and later 1_ made arrangements

for Mr. Iyer to stay with Mrs. 3ahay as she had accommoda-

tion for guests dn her house. Mr. Iyer moved into

Mrs. Sahay's house on the evening of 20th august, most

probably on the same day.



Answer.

Question by Mr. Bose. You said that Mr. Iyer was

doubtful as to the veracity of the news about Netaj s death.

to clarify this point. On

the morning of Tuesday, the 21st August, the Nippon Times

carried the news of Netaji's death as announced by the

Japanese Foreign Office. I am not quite sure whether tic

it was the Japanese Foreign Office or the Japanese General

aaff but it was an official communique from the Japanese

Government that appeared in the papers. This news appeared

in the Nippon Times: a day after I heard the news. Regarding

the reason why Mr. Iyer felt that he could not altogether

believe this news to be absolutely correct, was because of

the survival of Mr. Rehman who was also alleged to have

been involved in the same accident. #e was not prepared to

accept this disastrous accident as a fact unless he could

hear Col. Rahman.

I felt differently from Mr. Iyer in this matter. J:

felt that the disaster had taken place and that from my

knowledge of Japanese General Staff announcement could

not doubt their statements. Besides I*could speak to them

in Japanese and get first hand impressions from them whereas

Mr. Iyer had to depend upon my translation. The Japanese

are a people whose feelings ore can understand better in their

own language and it is difficult .to misunderstand them if

you converse with them directly in their language. It is

possible that you can misunderstand them through translators

but if you know their language and sincerely seek their

views, they are incapable of hiding themselves behind words.

I was convinced from my experience of the Japanese race and

people that I had no reason to doubt their official statement

because they hold such statements as solemn and seriously

would like

binding on their honour and integrity. I WA aware that the

T .
" 4 -

up au e e UU 1U OUUL-d U y KLAUS OH curz.din usilical principles

which will bring discredit to Japanese prestige and honour.

/
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They are very anxious that their words should not be

discredited at a later date which will bring discredit

to Japanese prestige and honour. This is the moral and

ethical standard on which the Japanese Government is

based. Therefore my approach to the Japanese official
could

pronouncement was to give full weight to it. IA= not

readily take refuge in any suspicion about this announce-

ment.

Ilestion by qr. Bose. If, however, the Japanese

Government for diplomatic or other reasons, made a

statement which was not titre, what do you think they

would do in such d.rcumstances?

Answer: The Japanese Government feels that it could

not deliberately tell a lie to its people and go to

contradict it later without seriously jeopardising public

opinion and no Japanese Government would ever resort

to false statements officially pronounced.

_Question b-ir.the Chairman: Are you aware of theact

that the Japanese Government made announcements over the

radio that Dr. Ba Lia, President of Burma, had also been

killed somewhere else under different circumstances,

but later he was found alive in Tokyo?

Answer. I do not believe that that announcement

was made by the Japanese Government. lie was not in the

Japanese Government charge when this report appeared.

aadio reports are read out as they begin to come in from

newspaper agencies without taking responsibility for the

veracity of such statements. In the case of the accident

involving Netaji, the plane flying him was a Jonese

Army plane and the Japanese Army was in s igna l conta c t

with Taihoku and it was their primary responsibility to

announce it to the world and to concerned Indians as soon

as possible after the accident and I believe they dis-

charged their duty fully in bringing it to our lolowledge

.../



at the first possible moment. I hould also add, to my own

knowledge, even during the war, the Japanese strictly

avoided any false announcements. They preferred not to

announce rather than to perjure themselves.

')uestion by the Chairman:

Did you, as the Chairman of the I.I.L. hold any

commemorat ion service?

Answer . The presence of Mr. Iyer at such a critical

moment of events was a great eefiff relief to me and I

sought his guidance and advice in all the procedure that

we had to follow in relation to the aftermath of surrender.

Mr. Iyer and I came to the conclusion that the funeral

ceremony, if it had to be held, should wait until we had

got further clarification from Col. Rahman. de spent

many anxious moments together on this subject.

About the 7th September, I received a telephone

from the Japanese General Staff at my house to the effect

that the ashes of Net aj i had arrived at the Japanese

General Staff that I should go and receive them.

immediately conveyed this message to Jr. Iyer and together

with him I proceeded to the Japanese General Staff office.

There Major Takakura (later Lt -Col.) was present and there

were two or three other officers. I do not recollect

whether General Arisui was there. General Arisui was in the

Imperial General ['qrs. Maj. Takakura told us that Gen. Arisui

had asked him to convey his personal condolences to us and to

deliver the ashes to us. The urn was wrapped in white cloth

and was taken out from a safety locker. It had straps of

long cloth with which to sling around the neck of the hearer.

it was a cubical box of about l' dimension. Several other

Military personnel who were present, solemnly bowed to the

urn, it was received by Mr. Iyer. Me was visibly moved

by an overwhelming emotion. An Army Sedan care was arranged

for our conveyance. Mr. Iyer and myself took the urn di rec t
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to my house. e made an al t a r and placed the urn on i t

and of fe r e d :14cense and flower s and pa id our homage. We a ls o

informed t.r . Sahay and the Indian cadet s all of whom came

t o our house to pay the ir re s pec t s . Tokyo boys were

demobi l i sed from the t ra in ing centre and we had taken a

house fo r them in Suginami. These boys came in turn t o

keep vigi l at nigh t in the room where Ne ta j i 's ashes were

kept . This vig i l was cont inu ed unt i l we held a proper

se r vice at a Ceddhis t t emp le, and deposited the ashes

the re .

On the evening of the same,day, I be l ieve i t was

7t h ep t xa b er , at about 3 p.m. Col. lahman ar r ived in a

t r uc k sit t ing by the s ide .).f the dr i ve r . He came qui e t ly

and without pri or announcement, I be l ieve . The announcement

came to me jus t an house ahead of  his ar r ival . The t r u c k

stopped on the main road and Mr. Iye r and myself  went to

rece ive him. Col.Rahman got out of the t r u c k and proceeded

with us to our house. !e saw him dr es sed in IN A c lo t he s

with la r ge burn marks on his fore -head and :a co and hands

and he had a limp in his leg and the r e must have been burns

on his legs a loo. .1e came di rec t to our house. e r ecdived

him with gr ea t emotion as i t was a cr i t i ga l moment because

we were meet ing who had ,,d the disast rous

cr a s h. r . 1:yer lo s t no t ime in conf ront ing him with a

ba rage of quest ions to al l of which CoLIZahruan very ca lmly,

ser iou sly and solemnly gave adequate repl ies . Ch:ls

conver sa t ion de fin i te ly c lea re d al l doubts which ir . Iyer

had and now :Ir . i_yer was reso lved that the cra sh was an

ind isp u t a b le rea li ty and : l e t a j i was a vic t im of i t .

Gol. 2ahman himself was su r p r is ed that Mr. Iye r should doubt

hi s s t o ry. C showed us his own hands and face as vi s  ib le

proof of what had happened. 'With a se r io u s and solemn

face and eyes burning with s in c er i ty Col. lahman al layed

all doubts of any one who came in cont ac t with him and we

all accept ed  , th is as t ru t h without a shadow of doubt in
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our minds. He has told the full story many a time in my

presence and there is no contradiction in his stutenent.

brief resume of the accident as told to us by Col. flahman

was as follows :

The plane carrying Netaji and Col. Rahman together

with other Japanese Army-personnel and civilians had arrived

at Taiholm on its way to Japan and took off from Taihoku

airport roundabout 1.30 p.m. on August 13, 1945. As soon

as the plane had galned a height °fallout 100` or so, one

of the propellers broke bringing down the plane with nose'

facing downwards. The aeroplane came down with a crash

but it was not the crash that did the damage. It was the

petrol t ank that burst from which fire broke out. As Netaji

and Gen. 3hidei were sitting in the front part of the plane,

they received petrol all over their clothes and body and

the plane was aflame. Col. Rahman was sitting in the back

seat. All the passengers were able to get out of the pla ne.

Netaj i was able to get out of the plane but all his clothes

were already aflame and as oon as Col. Rahman saw Netaji

in this condition he rushed to him to put out tile flames

with- his own hands and in the process of doing so, he got

some burns. :.fter the flames were somehow put out, Net i

was carried to the nearby hospital but by that time the

entire surface of the body bad been al bjected to burns and

the skin was swollen. This required bandaging the entire

surface of the body. The hospital to which Netaji and Col.

Rahman and others were taken was near the aerodrome. At the

hospital, the bandaging was accordingly done. Col. Rahman

was given a bed next to Net aj s. Net aj i was bandaged all

over. Col. Rahman was also bandaged on his hands and head.

Col. Rahman's face was also bandaged. This accident took

place at Ault about 2 p.m. s most of the surface of the

body was burnt, Net aj s chances of survival were almost nil.

9:fi-671-1
Ie su ered extreme pain all over t he body. ih all t!ra.

Netaj i did not, utter a groan of pain nor express words of
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dispair nor bemoan the fat that had befallen him. He asked
sr).-

for water occasionally but kept forbearance throughout

those hours of acute pain. As the end approached towards

9 p.m. he gave a message to Col. Rahman. :he contents

of the message was this:

" Tell m.y countrymen to carry on the fight
a little longer. India will be free."

This was the MCS33C t:lat Nejai wished Col. Rahmal to

carry to his country. s nessaje, Netaji breathed

his last. This was at about 9 p.m. f :s is what Col. Rahman

told us soon after his arrival in 20!:yo. As Col:. Rahman

apprehended arrest any day and4yery high penalties at Britikk
9171-

Gritish hands, he felt he may not have a chance to relate

the story relating to the last moments of Net aj s life

and of the accident that he decided to it in black and

white in his own hand and handed to me that statement

411i relative to the last moments of ;etaji, which document

was preserved by me at my home in Tokyo and a copy of it

was presented to the N. S. C. by my brother.

When Col. Rahman came, we took him to Mrs. 3ahay's

house at first and he was accommodated there. After several

days, Col. Rahman and Mr. Iyer moved to a vacant house

which was available near to my house and they remained

there till their departure to India on November 19, 1945.

He stayed in the rented houto. from 10th September to 19th

November, 1943.

Our primary responsibility was to arrange a proper

commemorative service for Net aj s ashes. The general

opinion at that time was that we could not do it in an

elaborate manner. The reason was that the American occupa-

tion of Japan had already begun and that our observing

the funeral ceremony on a large scale would be considered

a hostile demonstration against the occupation. So we

decided to hold such a ceremony in a modest way. Usually

ceremonies of this kind are held in large temples such as

S . /
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the Nis h i l ionga r tgi . Since we had de c i de d t o ob serve the, .

ceremony on a  m ode s t sca le , we l ooke d fo r a sm a l le r t e m pl e

nea r Sugi nami laz . dec ided on Ren ok j i t emp le. The pr ie s t of

the t e m p l e was a l so pr e pa r e d t o keep,  th e a sh es and look Xter

them. The name of t he pr ie s t was Rever e n d Moch i z uk i . I th ink

t he da t e on whi ch t he funer a l service was held was 1 2 t h o r 13 t h

Se p t e m be r 19 45 . On that day we sen t in fo rmal in v i t a t io n s t o

In d i a n re s ident s in T ok yo, the J a pa ne s e Ge ner a l St aff and

J a pa ne s e For e i g n Offi ce . I se n t ou t in v i t at i o n s in my name

as inc ha r ge of t he fu ner a l ar ra ngemen t s . In the m ea n t i m e, a

day befo re the ac t ua l fu ne ra l cer emony was held in the t emp le,

Net a j  i t  s a s h e s were moved from my h ous e t o Mrs.'. Sa ha y'  s

ho u s e . She was keen th at he r h ou se shou ld a l so ha ve the h on our

o f re c e iv ing Net a j s a s h e s fo r  a da y. On the da y of the

se rv i ce , the a sh es wer e t a k e n in a pr oces s ion from Mrs. Sahay 's

h ous e t o , the Ren oka j i t emp le . Mr. Iye r ,mys elf , all t he

In d i a n Ca d et s in Tokyo, In d i a n 3roa dcas t ing per s onne l ,

Mrs. Sa h a y and her fa mily, my br o t he r and our fa mi l y and

several local Ind ia ns for med the pr oces s ion . The J a pa ne se

did no t jo in t he proc ession, t hey came di rec t t o the t e mpl e .

We s tar te d the pr oces s ion from Mrs. Sa h ay'  s h ou se a t a bou t

5 o r 6 p.m. T h e a sh es wer e car ri e d by on e o f the Ca d e t s . I

do n ot remember his name. e all wa l ked t o t h e t e mpl e , t he

Cade t ca r r y ing t he as hes was a l so welkin tvi th us . S ince such

a l on g Cme has e lap se d , I ca n n ot remember d l the de ta i l s

ac c ur a te ly in conne c t i on wi t h t he pr oces s ion . The t e m pl e

was s i tu a ted a t a d is t a nc e o f appr ox imat ely 30 m i n u t e s wa l k

from Mrs. 3a ha y' s ho u se . The ceremony was schedu led t o be he ld

a t a bou t or  8 p.m. '_Che cer emony con t inued t i l l abou t 9 p.m.

The J a pa ne s e Ge n e r a l Sta ff was rep resent ed by M4Or T a ka kur a

and some other ofr ice rs of the J a pa ne s e Imp er ia l Gen er a l

l I q r s . The J a pa ne s e F. , r e i gn oft 7 i ce was rep resent ed by the

off i c i a ls inchar ge o f In d i a n Se c t io n . fho/ of r i c ia l

re p r e se nt a t io n of t he J a pa ne s e imler ia l Ge ne ra l icirs. and

from t he For eign ,Office. was a bou t 10 per sons . In vi ew of the-219
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peculiar ions prevailing at that t ime, the

par t i c ip a t i on of the Japanese was only on a token

secret because we did not wish it to be given publicity

in the L ress. the invitations to various sections

were issued ovar the te lephone . I an not sure whether

ol . :ab ibur Rahaman was present at that ceremony. At

that time Col. _13!yian was not anxious to be seen in public

as he apprehended that he would be arrested if he was

detected. .:fter the ceremony was over, all the invitees

dispersed. Mr. Iyer and I felt that we could not risk

keeping the whole of the urn in the temple for fear of

confiscation by the occupa t ion authorities in Japan.

'de, therefore, decided to open the urn containing the ashes

and divide the ashes in two portions. One portion we

kept at the temple ad the other portion I took into my

personal custody for safe keeping in case of the ashes

at the temple being stolen or confiscated. The name of

Netaji Subash Chandra :;ose was written on the white cloth

covering the urn by Thri iyer, either in my house or at

the temple in my presence. The cloth covering the urn

still bears those original writings by :Ir. Iyer..;e left

the main portion of the ashes at the temple and the other

portion in a separate urn we took back and placed in an

alter in my house. This urn containing the ashes is still

in my house at Tokyo. a l l e I was in Tokyo I used to pay

homage daily with incense and flowers to the ashes, I

hope my brother in Tokyo is also doing the same. Regarding

the ashes left at the temple. Mr. Iyer, ColJ. Rahman

and I decided that we should hold a commemoration service

on the lath of every month and an important ge annual

service on the 13th of August every year. This was to be

continued until a proper authority were deputed by India

to take over the custody of the ashes for transfer to

India. The first monthly service was held on the 13th



of September 1945 and at this ceremony Mr. Iyer,

Rahman and myself were present.

Two ur three days after his arrival in Tokyo, Col.

Rahman mentioned first to r and together in consulta

tion with hr. Iyer they mentioned to me that he had brought'

with him a box containing some salvaged jewellery which was

picked up from the air crash at Taihokon. This box together

with the urn containing the ashes wer e brought by Col. dman

with him to the plane when he came from Taihokon to Tokyo

and on arrival at Tokyo were left 1;1 the custody of the

Japanese General Staff. Col. Rahman asked me to go to the

General Ueadquarterst and bring that box. I went to the

Japanese Imperial General :Iqrsi all by myself and met Major

w
24, Takak okax-a. At the hqrs. I had to wait for sometime before the

box was taken out of the locker. The valuables were the

1,9x property of 'letaji and I asked Major Takakora to hand them

over to me on behalf of Col. Rahman. Ad. Rahman at that

t 1,1e was not very fit and in any case all such errands were

being done by me on his behalf. Col. Rahman had mentioned that

the box containing salvaged articles without giving the

particulars of such articles or their value, ao I asked Major

Takamira to, hand over to me the box of salvaged articles left

by Col. Rahman. After sometime Major Takar-ora traced out the

box and handed it over to me. Mo.receipt was taken for the box

nor was it weighed. The Lox containing salvaged articles

was wooden box which was nailed down. The box was 15" x 15" x 20"

The box bor e no seals but I remember that if was well nailed.

The box was fairly heavy and I needed/tit assistance of a man

to carry it home. I got hold of a porter who carried -111.-s -box

with me from the Japanese Imperial General Hqrs. to

electric train at Yotsuya station...;e travelled by electric

train. From Koenji station where we got off, I and the porter

walked to the house where Mr. Iyer and Col. Rahman were staying.

fiDi their presence we opened the box. Col. Rahman asked the-21F
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box to be opened in the presence of myself and Mr. ,_yer as

he apprehended arrest and possible trial in -the near future

and he.was anxious that the contents should be verified and

kept with some responsible person or persons for safe

custody. On the box Tie Ina ol;ened Col.Rahman was satisfied

that the contents 1.-et -c the same as they had been packed

before him at Taihohn. At the xx time when we opened the

box in the house of Col. Rahman, the following persons were

present:

Mr. Iyer, Col. ,tahrnan, my brother, Jhri Jaya Murti and

myself.

Mr. Iyer knew that j had gone to fetch the box and was

waiting in the same room with Col. Rahman when I entered

it. The contents were fund to be ornaments of gold and

precious stone, all charred mixed and fused with base

metals and small bits from the wrekage of the airplane.

,:e sifted and separated the contents into two or three

lots according to whether they had more of gold and less

of base metal. Then we weighed them. The total weight of the

contents was approximately 11 kilograms. A rough list was

made lot by lot and the weight noted by Col. Rahman, who

signed it. I.did not sign the paper. Mr. Iyer ffiight have

countersigned it. Afterwards, the lots were put back in the

same box and nailed. The box with the contents was left

in my custody together with the list. I kept this box in. a

godown. I did not give any receipt. The instructions I

received from Col. Rahman and Mr. Iyer was that I was to

keep the valuables till such time as a proper authority

arose in India 4n succession to the Netaji movement.

tinPi, Mr._ ra. they was the valuables box not -

placed in the bank?

Answer: Col. Rahman's instructions were that the valuables
any

were not to get into the Allied hands at Ilifj_cost. At that

time no Japanese bank would accept any sealed

keeping without making an inventory of its contents

in their turn were liable to be inspected,

safe
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as t hey saw f i t by the occup a t ion au th or i t i es . I , the re fore ,

kep t the box in my pers ona l cu s t o d y t i l l 195 1 . Between 1946

and 195 1 , I was in cons t a n t cor r e s ponde nc e wi t h Mr. Iye r and

sou gh t hi s a dvi c e se vera l t imes as t o th e d isp o sa l of the

va lu a b le s . Mr. Iye r re p e a te d ly a dvi s e d me n ot t o t a ke any

ac t ion bec a use t he ma t te r of va lu a b les was conne c t e d wi t h the

dec is ion r ega r d ing the a s h e s o f Net aj i whi ch was s t i l l pe n d i n g . -

Oug_a_tion by Mr. Ma i t r a . . Do you loiow who f i na nced Iyer '  s

t r ip t o Ja pa n?

Answer : I t was f i na nced par t l y by mys el f and par t l y by

Mr. Iyer him se l f . I was a n x i ous that Mr. Iye r shou ld come t o

Ja pa n and clear up the mat te r of the a sh es and the va lu ab les

as the r e was a lo t of ta lk in the Pr es s doou t the va lu a b le s .

Mr. Iyer , bef o r e he vis i t e d Ja pa n in 19 51 , sa w the Pr i me

Minist e r , Pandi t J a wa ha r l a l Neh r u , a n d he was adv is ed that the

va lu ab les cou ld be t r ansfe r r ed t o the Governm en t o f Ind ia

t hr ough the d ip loma t ic cha nne l . In May, 195 1 , Mr. Iye r in te r-

vi ewed the In d i a n Am ba ssa dor in T okyo, Mr. Che t tu r , a bou t ta k ing

over the va luables . Mr. C ' h e t t u r sa id he had no ins t ru c t i ons from

the Governmen t Of Ind ia a bou t th em . The in s t ru c t i on s from the

Governmen t o f Ind ia wer e rece ived in Se p t e m ber 1951 and in the

same yx u r month the va lua b le s wer e ha nded over by me t o Mr.

Trived i , Fi rs t Secr e ta r y, In d i a n Em ba ssy, T okyo, fo r which a

for m a l re c e ip t was ob t a ined , sub mi t t ed as exhi b i t by my br o t he r

in Tokyo.

At es t ion by Mr. Ma i t r a . When was the In d i a n Embassy in

Tokyo es tab l i sh ed , in 1949 o r 19 5 0 ? Did you a t t empt t o con t a c t

the In d i a n Embassy fo r  t he va luab les ?

An swe3 i o. I did n o t a t t empt to  T t in t ouch wi t h the

Thd.lan _Llbassy as 3: was wor k i n g on the a dvi c e o f Jr . Iyer who

JAWS All I H U l d

Ques t ion : Mr. Ma r t i , I sh al l now conf r on t you wi t h a

s t a t emen t made by Mr. Iye r and Rahman a bou t the r ecep t ion

of the box .

The :- r ot  i on s from ,Col . Rahman' s s t a t ement a r e r ea d out

t o Mr. Mur t i , a s under : -
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"Two or three mornings later, I walked upstairs and

found Col. Mabir-ur-Rahman with the heip of :Ir. Murti and his

brother cleaning up and sorting different z tiny little collections

of charred looking matter on the floor. They asked me to sit

down and they continued with the wotk of cleaning up and sorting

up what then I found were ornaments including plane bangles,

rings, ear rings, some of them charred and other ornaments with

stones in them. They were of the type worn by Indianladies largely

in J o u t h India. Nearby was an ,empty kerosine tin which I presume

:must have been the container.

OJ cotion by Mr. Sose raised an objection to these

questions being put in the form because the statements made by

Mr. aamarairti regarding these points are quite clear, definite

and unambiguous. These questions are being put intentionally in

my opin:on to clear up t he discrepent statement made by t hese

three witnesses and I consider these to be highly improper.

Decision by the Chairman: I do not see any objection to Mr.

Murti being confronted with the statements made by Co].. Rahman

and Mr. Iyer. If Mr. Murti is quite certain of the staterents

that he has made he is at perfect liberty to stick to the
any

original statements. This, however, does not debarbqc member

from seeking any clarification.
1

Mr. Bose. The reasons for over -ruling my objections cb not

appear to have been made clear. All the Chairman please do so?

C'nairman: It has been done already.

Answer by (Ir.' Murti. I stick to every particular of what I

have stated. it appears that the two witnesses quoted above were

attempting to reduce their own respondibility and increase mine

correspondingly, or their memory was not clear in this respect.

Otiestion: May I know a little about your early days in Japan,

how you came to be there?

Answer: I was travelling round the world as Secretary to

ilaja Jaya Prithvi.Dahadur 3ingh of Bajang (Nepal) and assis1.77.1,,

him in a movement of humanism and had been in Japan once before

4

-yogi

A

and having got promises of help in Japan, I decided to t

a cour3e in a Japanese University in 1935,,I was
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of aDe. after gradua t ion I too!:  up  expor t and import

bu s ines s of one r . Gandhi.

Juest_ion: :That are you doing now?

Answer: I le f t Japan in 1933 and a l doing my bu s ines s

in Madras.

f



Statement by Shri A.M.N. Sastri, Air -craft Inspector,
Accidents Investigation Branch, Civil Aviation Department,
New Delhi, recorded on 27th June 1956 in Delhi at 1111.M.

I have been in this line for more than 15 years.

I started my career in January 1941 in the Hindustan Aircraft Ltd.,

Bangalore. I joined the Civil Aviation Department of the Government of

India in December 1947 as an Air -craft Inspector.

Every year, the Organisation to which I belong,

deals with approximately 25 major accidents and about 60 minor accidents

to air -craft. Mr. Maihotra is the Chief of the Branch and I am his

Assistant. Durin the course of my appointment with the Civil Aviation

Department, I have investigated on the spot aoproximately one dozen

major accidents. I was a member of the Committee who investigated the

recent air -craft accident that took place at Ehatmandu on 15th of May

1956.

I have studied the statements of witnesses, sketches

and photographs that were sent to our Department with D.O. No. PS/56/AC, di

the 22nd of June 1956. The original papers sent to us, I am returning -0 M

the Committee. These papers and sketches are marked serially from 1 to

and Initialledinitialled by me. The three photoraphs marked S.No. 1,2 and 3 are LIDO

initialled by me.
From the statements of witnesses, sketches and

photographs, it appears that the air -craft crashed just after the take-_

within the boundary of the aerodrome._ The maximum height attained by

the plane might have been anything up to 150 ft. The initial cause

of the plane falling into the ground, according to the statements of '
._MN

witnesses, is the breaking away of the propeller and then the engine on

the left hand side. It is not possible to establish the exact cause as to

how the propeller cans off from the engine from the details available.

In the absence of the details of constrution of the engine and the var OV

control systems and the maintenance records and without examini- the

wreckage, it in not possible to trace the exact defect causing the cra_

A 3 observed by Major Kono, one of the witnesses, the engine seems t

been defective and wren -speeding at the time of take -off from Saigc

This appears to have something to do with the crash.



question by the Chairman: Could aver.loading be the cause of the accident?

Reply: Details regarding the maximum 'ake-off weight, safe centre gravity

limits etc. are not known, as also the exact weight of the air -craft at the

time of take -off, So we cannot say whether the air -craft was overloaded or

not. It is considered that propeller could not have come off on account of

over -loading, if any.

Taking into consideration the starting point of the fire

to be from the star -board front, as steted by Major Keno, and the locntion

of the fuel tanks and also the probable inadequacy of emergency provisions*

it maybe stated that

1. those who were in the front could be the worse
sufferers;

2. those who were sitting in the centre left could be
seriously injured; and

3. those who were in the rear could have chances of
survival,

I am making these observations on the basis that the papers, photographs,

sketches, etc. are authentic and true.

Shri Bose; From the statements, sketches and photographs, which have bee,

placed before you, would you say that the photographs Nos. 112 and 3 ca/ /-)

be the dhotographs of the same plane of which the descriptiOnliae beenS.,'

to you from the statements of various witnesses?

Ans: The parts of the wreckage do'' not give any identification of the air-

craft type and number, the design and construction of which is not known to

, us. Hence it is difficult to identify the photographs as those of Sally

yy or is. 4 type eomoer.

Shri Maitra: Quite apart from identifying the photographs, could this

the wreckage of the two-engined medium-sized bomber?

An: The details given in the photographs are not sufficient but looking

be

at the relative distance of the tail from the wing and engine as seen ina

one of the photograehs, it would appear that it is a twin-engined A

Shri Bose: Would you lease sey that this was a bomber or not?

Ans: Sinc the fuselage is completely burnt, it is not possible to

whether it was a bomber or not.

Shri Bose: May I know whether you had occasion to inspect

r



Ans: No.

Shri Bose: In the sketch S. No, 13, it is shown that the plane crashed on

the run -way at the point marked in cross in red eencil and the plane took

off at the point marked in blue pencil; the total length of the run...way

is about 890 motors according to one witness and 1600 meters accordin; to

another witness. Could you please give us an idea as to the maximum height

the plane could have attained after taking off and before crashing at a poi#t

shown in sketch 13:

Ans: Sketch 13 does not seem to be proportionate; no dimensions are marked on

that. The length itself is mentioned as 890 by some and 1600 meters by others.

The points marked as take -off does not -seem to be correct with reference to the

total length of the runway.

Shri Bose; Accepting that the plane took off from the runway and crashed on the

runway, what is the maximum height in your opinion, the plane could have attained?

Ans: In the absence of data regarding the required length of runway for this type

of aircraft, and tho maximum weight of the aircraft at the time of take -off,

It is not possible to establish or to estimate how long or how far it would run

on ground before being air -borne. It again de )ends upon the altitude of the

runway. Thecefore, in view of the absence of data, it is not possible to estiMit

how high the air -craft would have gone before it crashed.

Shrj Bose With xr.g rd to the details in the question put above, could the plane

Wye attained a height of about 300 ft?

Ans;, I repeat my previous sellt0 reply.

Shri Bose; Could it have attained 1000 ft. height?

Ans:. If the length of the runway was standard for this type of ir-craft to

Aoeerate, it could not have attained 1000 ft,i

Shri B030; Could it have attained a height of 500 ft.

Ans.:, I cannot say without the necessary data.

§Pri Bose: Plew-se read the statement of witness, Mr. Nakamura (Yamamoto)

bee:inning with " after everybody had taken seat ....... " and ending with °

enveloped almost the entire plane. 0 and peruse the coey of the sket

drawn by him and give your opinion as to what maximum heijat

before it began to, come down?



Ans: The length of the runway given by the witness appears to be short for

a medium-sized bomber. Considering that the air -craft left the ?;round

at 50 meters before the end of the runway and started climbing, the figure of

.30 to 40 meters given by the witness as the probable height reacted by the air.1

[craft appears to be reasonable. a' aaa

Shri Bose: As the left propeller fell out and the right engine was the

only effective one, would the plane turn to the left. When the air -craft

becomes out of control, it is likely that it would have come with left wing

low and nose slightly -down attitude. In such a case, the left wing first

and then the nose would strike the ii

Shri Bose: Under such circumstances, what would be the nature of the accident?

Ans:ader such circumstances, one may expect a "major" accident and in the

event of fire breaking out, the damage to the air -craft and injury to the

passengers maybe severe. In case of air accidents, the survival of passengers

or the members of the crew is purely a matter of chance of luck. I have come

across accidents where in major crashes, the occupants survived whereas in_

similar accidents, the occuoa%nts died. It is, therefore, very difficult to

predict anything accurately as far as the survival of passengers in air -craft

accidents is concerned.

Shri BOSE,: In the case of air -craft catching fire in accidents of this nature,

what would be the effect on the air -craft itself?

Ans: The com)lete air -craft might be burnt. The metal and the air -craft

generally melts in such cases.

Shri Bose: What would be the effect on the occupants of the air -craft?

Ans: The effect would be suffocation by smoke and petrol fumes; dark dense

smoke would make impossible even to see just a short distance and locate their

positions, and of course the impact might give them heavy shock.

Shri Bose: Will you please read the statement of Mr. Takahashi beginning with

"the plane had just cau:41t fire" and ending with ..... " the plane had aaulgh.

" and seruse the copy of the sketdh S.No. 16 drawn by him and gia.

opinion on the same.

AMS: The facts mentione Nent are similar to those made



-414,

Shri Bose: ihat time it would take for a plane to fall down from a heijit of

150 ft.?

Arts: It takes about 3 seconds to 11 down from a height of 150 ft. and about

8 seconds from a height of 1000 ft. by gravity.

Shri Bose: If the propeller and the engine on the left side of the plane

had fallen off and if the plane as at a height of ap)roximately 30 meters,

is it likely for the plane to fall on the ground on its right side?

Ans: The resultant effect after the severance of the left )roueller and the engine

would be to lift the right wing up and turn the air craft slightly to the le't

and during the fall of 30 meters, to the ground, the same attitude, namely, the

left wing down with a tendency for the nose to cone down, would continue.

Shri Bose: Is there any chance of the right side of the plane to touch the

ground first?

Ans: I do not think so.

Shri -dose: what would be the crew for a light bomber?

Ans: I do not know. It depends on the equipment that they have.

Shri Bose: Would a light bomber in 1945 ran without a crew?

Ans: I would not think so.

Shri Bose: What would be the minimum militz-ry pers-,nnel including the crew for a

light bomber?

Ans: I do not know the minimum crew. It debends on the military equipment,

Shri Bose: Have you any idea of the number of military personnel in light bombers

as are used in this country?

Ans: I have no experience of light bombers as used in this country. I have no\

worked in the Indian Air Force, So I do not know if they have any light bombers,

Shri Bose: Nay I take it that not being in the L&F you have little idea of bombers

In use in this country?

Ans. I know that many of the liberators were serviced and supplied by the

Hindustan Air craft to the Air Force. So far as personne on this ty.
"

CIO?"



gunner.

ari Bose: Can overloading be a cause for a plane crash?

Ans_: Yes, overloading might result in an air crash.

Shri Bose: In what way would overloading bring about a crash?

Ans. By overloading, the take off would be difficult and the structural

loads imposed would be heavier and might result in structural failure.

Chairman: May I know whether you are familiar with a twine-engined

Pir-craft of any tvpe?

Ans:Yes.

Chairman: Can you give us a rough idea of the total number of air -craft

which come within the purview of your Department, which you or your Department

to which you belong, have to deal with?

Ans: There are 548 aircraft of all types lic.v11-1E, current reL;ietration in India.

rAcir registration, airworthiness, flying and accidents etc. are controlled by

our Department.

Chairman: In the event of there being discrepancies between the statements

of some witnesses, could you say from the statements and other evidence placed

before you, which statement or st,tements you consider the most reasonable from

your point of view as an Air Expert?

Ants: Taking a general view of the entire picture, except for the later portion

of the statement of Major Ton°, reL)ting to the way in Which the air -craft

fell down to the ground, I consider Major Konots and Capt. Nakamura alias

Yamamotols statements to be reasonable.

Admitted correct. Aft
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1.

Regarding rr. Bose

It was on August 17 1945 that I first met Mr. Chandra Bose.

I was Chief of the Operation Staff of the 15th Army (17 rank was

Lt. -Col.) stationed in Burma. After the 15th Army moved to Kokutai

Area, I received a telegraphic order for transfer to a post on the

staff of the 12th Army (Tokyo) in the middle of July. But the

condition of transportation at that time was so unfavourable that

it was August 12 or 13 that I could reach Saigon, if I reL_enber rightly.

Maj. Takahashi, Chief of staff of the rear service of the 15th Army

to
who received transfer orderAa post on the staff of the Arny in Cheju

Island arrived at the Supply Base Billet in Saigon about one day after

4-as I reached there. Although leaders of the General Headquarters of

4: the South Area Army had already moved to Darlat at that time, we

requested the staff remaining in Saigon to give necessary assistance

to us two so that we might reach our new posts speedily. I heard

the Imperial Proclamation for the Termination of war at Saigon Radio

Broadcasting Station.

Upon receiving approval from the General Headquarters on the

17th of August allowing us to get on a plane, we hurried to the Air-

field in a oar with our personal belongings. Although the War was

terminated, order and peace were not yet restored to normalcy in

the city. I suppose, that the prospect of there occurring unfavourable

events might have been one of the reasons for our transfer. On
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arriving at the Airfield, about noon, I noticed that the plane was

97 Heavy Bomber belonging to the 5th(?) Air Force in Singarore

leaving for Japan. And I saw that the officer in flight uniform

giving instructions on the spot was Lt. -Col. Nonogaki, a staff

officer who was one year junior in the school than I. I also learned

that Lt. -General Shidei who was being transferred to Manchuria (Ywantong

Army) and Mr. Bose's party would also get on the plane. The arrival

of the Lt. -General and Mr. Bose's party was much delayed. After

prolonged negotiation on limitation of the number of Er. Bose's

suite allowed to ride in the plane, it was decided that Mr. Bose's

and his aide Colonel Brahman (spelling may be incorrect but is used

hereafter for convenience's sake) would get on the plane. At about

4.or 5 the plane took off and arrived at Tourane Airfield at

about 5 or 6 p.m. and staved overnight at the Supply Base Billet there,

-ot I heard from Lt. -General Shidei that 11r. Bose wanted to proceed to

Manchuria accompanying him (Lt. -Gen.) and therefore the plane would

go to Dairen via Taihoku (Formosa) and then fly to Japan.

On the early morning of the 18th, the plane left the Tourane

Air field and arrived at Matsuyama Airfield in Taihoku about noon.

In preparation for flight for Dairen, we hurriedly replenished fuel

In the plane. The sky was clear over Taihoku on that day and it was

very hot. While fuel was being supplied, we -took lunch. We got on

the plane about 1 p.m. Our seats were as arranged by Lt. -Colonel

Nonogaki at our departure from Saigon and there was no change about

them. Since I became accustomed to the flight in that plane, I was



quite unconcerned about the planets take -off at Taihoku. But shortly

after taking off the plane inclined to right. Thinking that this

was not normal, I looked out through the machine-gun cage. At that

time, the plane had corrected its banking. But it went down lower

and lower rapidly from the height of about 50 meters. From my position

I could see only the directions of the sides and rear; when the plane

came over the end of the Airfield which was waste land, I saw the

rear wheel flew off backward in the left side drawing an arc in the

r air. The moment I noticed it, I fell unconscious. It was because

I
of the heat of fire burning around me that I cane to myself. Then,

I ran toward the direction where fire was less and when I could get

rid of the fire I relaxed and fell.

A rescue group from the Airfield carried us in a truck ( I remember

it was a truck) to the Army Hospital (later I realized that it was

the Army Hospital) rear Nammon in Taihoku and we were medically

treated at once. I sustained bruises on my head and some other parts

and burn on the portion above my face and on my hands. The injuries

were rather slight. It was, however, after I had received treatment

in the hospital that I was brought to myself (although senses were

very dim yet.). However, I could hear sounds from time to time. It

was after I was bandaged that I could catch sight of things clearly.

T Mr. Bose was lying in the bed in the opposite side of mine in the

,
' same room. And, I heard that he sustained serious burns, but I

II observed him speaking with a man who looked an interpreter comparatively

4



clearly and in quiet tone. Those who sustained Slight injuries and

burns were sent on the evening of the sane day to a branch hospital

attached to Air Force. At that time, Mr. Bose Was alive, but I

learned that he died afterward when I was in the branch hospital.

Col. Brahman had been unknown to me. But later when he was able to

walk, I had chances to talk with him. During the course of our

conversation, he requested me to take him with me when I should go

to Tokyo, because we had common friends as I was formerly a member

of the General Staff Office. Then, I told him that I would do my

best to comply with his request. Lt. -Col. Nonogaki and Maj. Takahashi,

whose burns and injuries were slightest, flew for Japan soon, and I

wanted to fly there too, but to tly regret I had difficulty to walk

during the month of August. In September, I went to the Army Head-

uarters in Formosa and requested staff officer Shibuya to allow me

o get on a plane for Japan. Consenting to my proposal, he requested

me to take with me Col. Brahman, together with Mr. Bose's ashes and

his articles saved from fire. Upon receiving information that a

plane would take off at the Vinami Airfield on the 5th of September,

Col. Brahman and I went to the Airfield before noon on the day. In

a dilapidated hut in the airfield, we met with Maj. A (whose name I

have forgotten) and Sublieutenant Hayashida. Maj. A had known Col.

Brahnan (but as for Col. Brahman, he looked as if he met the Maj.

Aal of a sudden.) Since I could not hold the baggages with my hands 

and face bandaged, I requested the two officers to accompany us.
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They consented. (They did not clearly mention whether they had been

so instructed or not. Meanwhile, feeling anxious about Fr. Bose's

ashes and articles which had not reached there, Col. Brahman had

some one negotiate over the telephone and after some time could

receive the ashes and one package as big as an oil -can (Sekiyu-kan).

They were placed in 97 Heavy Bomber narked with green cross. The

plane took off the Airfield and landed on the Gannosu Airfield when

it was getting dark. As most of soldiers of the Airfield Unit were

not there, we were embarrassed, but managed to go to Fukuoka in a

truck and stayed overnight at the Ippotoi. During that short time,

since we felt uneasy about the situation following the termination

of the War, I discussed with raj. A on our future actions. Then,

it was decided that in order to avoid possible danger Col. Brahman

would go to Tokyo by air with 1:aj. A and Sublieutenant Hayashida

and I would carry Yr. Bose's ashes and articles with us. Our narty

stayed there overnight keeping the ashes and articles at our bedside.

The following day, that was, the 6th, we went to the Western

District Arno? Headquarters and got three soldiers for guards, for

I explained to them that Mr. Bose had been the head of an allied

state of Japan. In the afternoon of the same day, if I rember

correctly, Hayashida and I took our seats in the id class coach

keeping the ashes and articles close to us with the guards patroling

from time to time from the other section of the train.

In the meantime, Col. Brahman and Maj. A must have flown to
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Kagamigahara in the same plane as they got on the previous day

which took off the airfield on the morning of the 6th. It was t),-.e

evening of the 6th that we reached Tokyo Station. Then, we sent

for a truck by phoning to the Eastern District Army Headquarters.

Cur party got on the truck and reached the front entrance of the

former -,;ar 71ristry. Since it was after office hours, we met the

day officer and laid the ashes and the articles in state in the day

officer's room, asking him to take care of them. And, we stayed

overnight at the Headquarters. I fell, easy since I had known ,that

day officer when I had been assigned to the General Staff Office.

On the morning of the next day, that was, the 3th, I went tc

the War Ministry. I was told that the ashes and articles were handed

to Lt -Col. Takakura, Chief of Military Affairs Section. ( I think

part of the Generpl Staff Office and the War Ministry had been

united at that time. ) Then, I went to see him. Fortunately we

had been acquainted with each other and I confirmed that Mr. Bose's

ashes and articles were received by him in the previous night. Then,

I chattered with Lt. -Col. Takeshita who was my class -mate. And,

after saluting to various persons, I left the place. I was told

that there was no communication from Col. Brahman yet, (if I

remember correctly) but I had to rely on Maj. A, whom I could not

contact.

In short, at first Col. Brahman and I were co -passengers in a

plane carrying Mr. Bose; after the accident, Col. Brahman and I
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became fellow sufferers who pitied each other. In these circumstalices,

I became the care -taker in delivering Mr. Bose's ashes and articles

and also sending Col. Brahman to the General Staff Office safel:,.

The facts stated above concerns nothing but myself, and I171Se_
\104

a clear conscience in writing above. However, there are many point

I have forgotten including names of persons involved.

Clamors were raised after the 7,iar about whether Mr.

or not and the contents of his articles left behind. To confirm hilf

death is beyond my rower. As to the contents of the articles, I

have never seen them. When I went to the. Army Headquarters in Forms

requesting my accommodation in another plane, staff officer Shibuya

told me that the crushed plane had long been burning, that the article

crumbled in decay were found in the ruins and that those articles of

gold were collected and itemized as articles left by Mr. Bose, since

Bose died f

they were presumed to be his. So, I had a preconception that the

articles of Mr. Bose were the debris until a problem was ,

ward regarding them. My sword found in the ruin, was later r'...eivered

to me, but it was only the iron portion of the sheath , d blade that

was left. Therefore, I accepted the explanation by the Army Head-

quarters in Formosa as quite natural, raising no doubt about it.

I carried the box containing Mr. Bosels articles with utmost

care, but I never held it in my hand because of my injuries. I should

like to add that although Japan was defeated in the war I handled

Mr. Bosets ashes with my deepest respect and the feeling of great
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sorrow, for his death took place when

was still fresh in my memory and also b

Japan's ally who cooperated with us.

3rd Yay 1956.
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the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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